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There are many problems in our neighbourhood, air and noise pollution, 
hea y road and rail tra , distressed onne ti ity, and la  o  open 
spa e or re reation, a e ting hundreds o  thousands o  people on a 
daily basis  s deeply in uen ed by ro  Timothy Tong s ad o a y to 
ma e pra ti al dreams as a ay to inno ate, one night in tober , 

e both ere loo ing do n rom otel  on the ross arbour 
Tunnel Toll la a and dis ussing about possible ays to resol e 
neighbourhood problems, the possibility o  de ing o er the Toll la a 
and turning it into a green par , ame to our minds  e ere e ited 
by this idea, both reali ed it ould be an e tremely daring proposal 
to ma e, but also thrilled by its great potential to resol e many o  the 
neighbourhood problems in a most inno ati e and undamental ay  
The idea spread around ampus  nternal deliberation and dis ussion 
too  se eral months   preliminary easibility study as arried out 

ith rather en ouraging ndings  tronger and stronger positi e 
eelings gre  on ampus o er time, supported by some a ademi s, 
ho began to de elop interests to arry out preliminary in estigations 

on arious te hnologi al, en ironmental, so ial and osts bene ts 
studies relating to this de  ubse uently, e ha e also ta en our 
ideas outside oly  to share ith lo al ommunities, businesses, 
pro essional bodies, green groups, istri t oun ils members and the 
go ernment, ith many positi e responses rom them

t oly , e truly belie e the reen e  ould bring enormous long 
term e onomi , en ironmental and so ial bene ts to our so iety at 
large, despite its onsiderably high initial ost o  onstru tion  ith 
this report, hi h ontains all the up to date in ormation, e ould 
li e to share our ie s ith the so iety openly, and try our best to 

on in e poli y ma ers and the go ernment to support our uest or 
the implementation o  this inno ati e so ial impro ement pro e t

The ong ong olyte hni  ni ersity oly  has ounded its 
home ampus in this old ung om neighbourhood or more than 
hal  a entury  t has itnessed numerous drasti  hanges in the 
surrounding areas as ong ong trans orms rom a ity o  moderate 
si e to a ma or metropolis in sia  ith a small and dispersed 

ampus, po ets o  uni ersity buildings s atter in se eral lo ations, 
integrating ith the neighbourhood  t ollo s naturally that the 

ell being o  oly  ampus ould depend on the ell being o  
its neighbourhood  s hairman o  the ampus e elopment 

ommittee,  am deeply on erned about the en ironmental uality 
o  oly  ampus, but  also reali e the pertinent ans ers may 
essentially be lying outside our ampus  e ould there ore, need 
an inno ati e approa h to resol e our en ironmental problems 
by thin ing out o the bo , by going beyond the bounds o  oly  
ampus to oin hands ith the neighbouring ommunities

Mr Alex Chun-wan, LUI
Chairman, Green Deck Task Force
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oly  is a uni ersity ith the mission o  ad an ing no ledge and 

the rontiers o  te hnology to meet the hanging needs o  so iety  e 

ta e ull ad antage o  our strength in inno ation and appli ation

oriented resear h, and pla e strong emphasis on no ledge and 

te hnology trans er or publi  bene t

The proposed reen e  pro e t epitomises ho  the ni ersity s 

so ial inno ation an ma e the orld a better pla e  ung om, 

here oly  is lo ated, is an important transport hub or ommuters   

ts strategi  lo ation has a ital impa t on the de elopment o  our 

ommunity in many aspe ts   o e er, the old urban model o  this 

area has not aught up ith its rapid de elopment   s a onse uen e, 

people li ing, or ing or tra elling in this area are e posed to many 

health and sa ety ha ards  The situation may get orse upon the 

ompletion o  the T  hatin to entral in  and the ong ong 

e tion o  the press ail in  bet een uang hou, hen hen and 

ong ong

The reen e  proposes to ta le these detrimental e e ts and 

re italise the area through inno ati e solutions  t is a massi e and 

omple  pro e t hi h re uires bold ision to on ei e and meti ulous 

planning to e e ute    belie e that oly  and its outstanding resear h 

teams an help realise this sustainable so ial inno ation pro e t   

sin erely hope that oly  ill earn the support o  the ommunity, 

hi h stands to deri e great bene ts rom our endea our to trans orm 

this strategi  neighbourhood through te hnology and inno ation o  

great so ial rele an e

Mr CHAN Tze-ching
Chairman of Council, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

FOREWORD
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The proposed reen e  pro e t is one ery lose to my heart as it 
underlines my deep personal atta hment to ung om and Tsim ha 
Tsui distri ts  early t enty years o  my early li e ere spent in this 
neighbourhood   attended a primary s hool on ustin oad and my 
parents ran a gro ery store on the nearby ustin enue   an still 
remember passing a lot o  time y ling my ay through hat as then 
a relati ely uiet and rela ed part o  the ity, and e ery so o ten passing 
by the ampus o  the ong ong Te hni al ollege, oly s prede essor  

n the s,  le t or the nited tates to pursue urther studies  y 
the time  returned to ong ong and oined oly  as its resident, the 
institution had itnessed nearly our de ades o  rapid de elopment in 
its surroundings  The neighbourhood  no  ommute through e ery 
day is ine itably astly di erent rom my hildhood y ling ground  

o adays, it is shrouded in noise, tra  and polluted air  To me, it is a 
situation rying out or re ti ation be ore it deteriorates urther  oly  
is literally entral to pro iding an urgently needed solution

hat e en isage is a reen e  ith ultural, leisure and sports 
a ilities onstru ted o er the ross arbour Tunnel and its Toll la a  
t is a huge in rastru ture pro e t hi h ould bene t the ommunity 

and enhan e the en ironment at the same time  dmittedly, our 
proposal omes ith ide ranging issues that need to be ta led 
be ore it an be ome a reality  o e er, e ha e total aith in this 

isionary inno ation hi h e see as a pra ti al dream that an be 
turned into reality. 

 ha e o ten urged our students to be pra ti al dreamers   people 
ho ha e the imagination to dream and the ourage to ta e a tions 

to ma e their dreams ome true. n a ay, the oly  ommunity is 
a body o  pra ti al dreamers . This eport omprises the olle ti e 
e orts o  oly s resear h teams rom di erent dis iplines to 
promoting sustainable de elopment ia the reen e  pro e t, ith 
details o  the design on ept and a ademi  resear h ndings on 
related issues. 

n the oming months, oly  ill share this eport ith our 
sta eholders, in luding go ernment bureau  and departments. e 
loo  or ard to re ei ing your support or this pioneering pro e t, 

hi h ser es the ultimate purpose o  le eraging oly s inno ation to 
oster the sustainable de elopment o  ong ong.

FOREWORD

Prof. Timothy W. TONG Ph.D. 
President, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The depressed zone
roudly pledge pening ind  haping the uture  as its promise 

or edu ation and resear h, The ong ong olyte hni  ni ersity 
oly  is ommitted to broadening and applying our no ledge 

or the betterment o  man ind. o ated at ung om sin e s, 
oly  has been itnessing the hanges and de elopment in this ery 

strategi  area o er the past  years. The ar rom satis a tory urban 
planning model, rapid gro th in population and e onomi  a ti ities 
in nearby distri ts ha e brought along many teething problems  hea y 
tra , air and noise pollution, poor onne ti ity, la  o  open spa e 
and many others.   ot only the ,  sta  and students o  oly  
su er, the physi al and mental ell being o  nearby ommunities 
ha e also been ad ersely a e ted.   oly , a uni ersity hi h 

herishes a sustainable uture, is ommitted to nd an inno ati e 
solution to these problems and re itali e the distri ts. 

Turning grey to green
To the ormer oun il ember r le  ui and the urrent oly  

resident ro essor Timothy . Tong, the reen e  idea is a 
pra ti al dream they ointly pursued sin e . The ni ersity 
engaged a onsultant in mid  to ondu t a easibility study 
o  the reen e  and ormed a tas  or e omprising o  senior 
management and a ademi s to ollo  up. 

The proposed reen e  is situated o er the e isting ross arbour 
Tunnel Toll la a, est o  T  ung om tation and south east o  

oly  ampus.  ith a de  area o  around ,  s m., it is intended 
to pro ide a green open spa e ith ultural, leisure and sport a ilities 
and amenities hi h ser es or all al s o  li e, lo al ommunities, 

ommuters and di erent sta eholders.  n addition, the reen e  
ill signi antly impro e onne ti ity or pedestrians and y lists 

amongst nearby neighbourhoods in luding ung om, ast Tsim 
ha Tsui, omantin, ing s ar  and onne ting to T  ung om 
tation and ater ront.  ith regard to en ironmental uality o  

nearby distri ts, it ill e e ti ely impro e the air uality by olle ting 
and remo ing air pollutants and redu e tra  related noises by the 
use o  arious a ousti  de i es. 

The reen e  has se eral le els.  The lands aped par , ultural, 
leisure and sport a ilities ill o upy the top le el.  hile the 
ground le el ill remain to ser e ross harbour tra , there is an 
intermediate le el, hi h is planned or eather prote ted pedestrian 

ir ulation, bus aiting lounges, me hani al and ele tri al ser i e 
areas and about ,  s m. o  indoor spa e suitable or a ariety 
o  uses su h as library, ommunity hall, e hibition or retail.  The 
estimated ost o  onstru tion o  the reen e  is around  
billion as at st tr.  pri e le el .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Stakeholders’ involvement
er  a ademi s ha e been in ol ed in arious related pra ti al 

resear h in the past e  years hi h has on rmed that the reen 
e  is an ob ious hoi e or a sustainable uture.  ome highlights 

o  resear h ndings are presented in the se tion on no ledge ut 
to se  . , hereas more detailed in ormation on the ull body o  
resear h studies is in luded in the a ompanied main report. 

The proposed reen e  has also engaged the ommunity at a 
ery early planning stage. tarting rom early , a ide ariety 

o  programs, in luding orum, presentation, lun heon, e hibitions, 
so ial media publi ity and dire t mailing, ha e been laun hed to 
rea h go ernment o ials, distri t oun ils, ommunity in uential, 
businesses, professional groups, green groups, students and residents 
nearby. The idea of reen e  has re ei ed o er helming support 

ith many positi e inputs, although some ha e e pressed on ern 
mainly on the ost, onstru tability and interferen e on ross harbour 
traf , based on hi h the reen e  proposal has been re ned. This 
pro ess ill ontinue. 

 one day onferen e on reen e  as held on  e ember  
ith a ie  to sharing ith ommunity leaders, professionals and 

interested sta eholders our ie s of the reen e  and resear h 
ndings, to dis uss on erns and to identify a possible ay to ta e 

this pro e t for ard. e are delighted to note the e pe tations from 
arious sta eholders and their ery positi e feedba s, hi h are 
aptured in the se tion The ommunity s feedba s  . . 

The reen e  pro e t as presented to the eisure and istri t 
a ilities anagement ommittee of o loon ity istri t oun il 

on  pril  and the istri t oun il members ha e e pressed 
their full support to this inno ati e pro e t. n  ay , eight 
tourism industry related asso iations gathered together to e plore 
the potential of ha ing a ne  onferen e entre o er T  ung om 

tation ith the reen e  ser ing as the ey supporting fa ility or 
e en form part of the on ention and e hibition spa e to unleash the 
potential of ung om and ast Tsim ha Tsui. The attendees ha e all 
indi ated their support to this initiati e. 

hile the reen e  is a ommunity
based pro e t, the in ol ement of the 
go ernment is a must, gi en its mega s ale 
and resour es in ol ed, if e ant to ta e 
this pro e t for ard. This report is thus 
prepared for submission to the government 
and e loo  for ard to having ontinuous 
engagement ith the ider ommunity.  

oly  is a platform here pra ti al, yet 
orld hanging, ideas are on eived and 

brought to life. This is truly a pening 
inds  haping the uture  pro e t.

The way forward
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KNOWLEDGE 
PUT TO USE

• oth tangible and intangible osts and bene ts of the proposed 
reen e  are onsidered as an a eptable and bene ial 

investment to so iety. uote from rof. ddie ui and rof. 
d in han  

• t is anti ipated that the proposed reen e  ill be bene ial 
to si  ma or user groups, in luding lo al residents, tourists, 
lo al business ommunities, ommuters, event attendees and 
the a ademi  ommunity. uote from rof. T. a hna

• The proposed reen e  an provide a potential to apture 
tonnes of pollutants emitted sin e effe tive ventilation and 
e haust emission treatment systems ill be in orporated 

ithin the en losed areas.  uote from rof. ran  ee and r 
.T. ung

• The top three of areas hi h needed to be greener  ere ross
arbour Tunnel Toll la a . , T  ung om tation 

and ong ong oliseum . , and hampoa  ung om 
. . uote from rof. ran es ong

The oly  fa ulty members from 
various dis iplines have initiated 
many resear h on the reen e  
and some highlights of their resear h 

ndings are

• espondents suggested more sports and re reation fa ilities 
and bi y le path ere needed in the neighbourhood, su h as 
botani al gardens . , grassland .  and sports and 
re reation fa ilities . . uote from rof. ran es ong

• n orporating the proposed reen e  ith the air treatment 
fa ilities, it is anti ipated that all pollutant ill have a 
signi ant de rease. The improvement of  and ar inogeni  

ompound in the rea ill be over  to  and the ong 
ong ir uality b e tives an be met. onse uently, the 
an er ris  of different target groups has therefore  to  

redu tion.  uote from rof. ran  ee

• ith the proposed noise mitigation measures, the proposed 
reen e  ould be able to redu e the traf  noise level at 
oly  and lo ations nearby the T  ung om tation and 

the ong ong oliseum, hile the noise levels under the 
proposed reen e  remain nearly un hanged. uote from 

rof. . . Tang

• ntrodu tion of the proposed reen e  ould positively 
enhan e the future pedestrian ir ulation system in terms of 
improved  and redu tion of pedestrian o  density. The 
physi al environment for pedestrian ir ulation ould be 
improved signi antly. uote from r .T. ung

• t is estimated that appro imately  tonnes of aste glass 
an be re y led by the onstru tion of the proposed reen 
e . uote from rof. . . oon
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THE COMMUNITY’S 
FEEDBACKS

The parti ipants of the onferen e on reen e  do have high 
e pe tation of the reen e  and they see it as an innovative 
solution for many problems.

A CATALYST FOR GREEN 
& VIBRANT COMMUNITY

• The ast Tsim ha Tsui and ung om area is a ey transport hub 
ith good onne tivity to other distri ts by both rail and road. The 
reen e , together ith the nearby hotel luster and the i oni  
i toria arbour, provides a good basis for re invigorating the 

neighbourhood into a tourist hotspot. in e the area ill be ust 
one stop from ong ong onvention  hibition entre on the 
ne  T  hatin to entral in , it also has the potential to be re
developed to provide spa e for hosting a ne  orld lass onvention 

entre for large onventions, business meetings, and many other 
a tivities.  uote from r nthony au, e utive ire tor of ong 

ong Tourism oard. see artist s impression belo

• The proposal is very reative  t an ma imi e the land utili ation, 
hile improve the e isting noise impa t and air uality. There is 

no reason of not supporting the pro e t.  uote from on Tony Tse, 
hairman of anel on evelopment, egislative oun il.

• n the area of ung om and ast Tsim ha Tsui, there is only a 
very small library o upying one story of a ommer ial building. 
t ill be very el ome by the parents and nearby residents if 

a proper library is in orporated into the proposed reen e  
development.  uote from a lo al resident.

• The proposed reen e  ith appropriate pedestrian onne tions 
ould in e t vibran y into the less a tive neighbourhoods in ung 
om, and help building more diverse ommunities.  uote from s 

ris Tam, ormer anaging ire tor of rban ene al uthority.

• part from greening, the proposed reen e  an be developed 
for ultural and tourism uses.  uote from r eter un, ormer 

ire tor of lanning of lanning epartment.

• There is a strong re uest for a ne  si able e hibition entre in 
ong ong and T  ung om tation ill be an ideal lo ation as 

it is only one station a ay from the future T  hibition tation. 
esides, in providing a essible and effe tive lin s to ad a ent 

sites, this transit oriented de  development ill in rease the 
ommer ial value of ad a ent lands and enable urban regeneration 

in those previously isolated areas.  uote from r amson ong, 
anaging ire tor of amson ong  sso iates roperty 

onsultan y td.

Artist’s impression showing conference centre with Green Deck as proposed by 
Mr Anthony Lau, Executive Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board

Source: DLN

PROPOSED CONFERENCE 
CENTRE WITH GREEN ROOF
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• part from aestheti s, it is also essential to onsider the 
relationship bet een urban e ology and nature. or instan e, 

o loon ar  an serve as an urban oasis to provide a habitat for 
inse ts and birds.  uote from rof. ohn g, hairman of  

o iety td.

• The proposed reen e  does not only serve as a de  but, more 
importantly, provides us ith great a essibility to publi  open 
spa e and healthy lifestyle.  uote from r ernard im, ounding 

resident of ong ong nstitute of rban esign.

•  have lived here for more than  years. obody has ared for us. t 
is so dif ult to get any here. n e  ent to ung om oliseum 
for a sho  ith some friends. fter the sho , my friends ho live 
in a n han had already arrived home, hile e ere still stu  
on the road trying to al  home.  uote from a lo al resident.

• The e isting development in ung om and ast Tsim ha Tsui areas 
are very s attered. The reen e  an onne t these s attered areas 
all together.  uote from r heung ong ing, ire tor of ennis 

au  g hun an r hite ts  ngineers  td.

• e need a vibrant pedestrian onne tion bet een the 
ommunities and harbourfront. The proposed reen e  an 

provide publi  ith oyful e perien e al ing to ards the 
harbourfront.  uote from r in ent g, on of ial ember of 

arbourfront ommission.

• arbourfront ommission is very supportive to the development 
of reen e  t is important to onsider ho  to onne t the 

reen e  to the surrounding ommunities so as to trigger the 
revitali ation of the entire distri t.  uote from a member of 

arbourfront ommission.

• t as very dif ult for my hildren to learn y ling as there is no 
y le tra  and y le par  in the ommunity and e needed to go 

to Tai o for y ling every time. t ould be great if the reen e  
an provide y ling and hild re reational fa ilities.  uote from a 

lo al resident.

• part from greening, the reen e  should in lude smart and 
resilient design su h as information and ommuni ations 
te hnology and heat island mitigation measures. There is publi  
aspiration on the reen e  to positively ontribute to limate 

hange and serve as an e ample to motivate ong ong to be ome 
a smart green resilient ity.  uote from r ilfred au, ire tor of 
Arup.

•  appre iate the reen e  pro e t very mu h   originally thought 
it as an impossible plan but no   believe this pro e t is highly 
implementable. The proposed reen e  is a solution to the 

ongested footbridges and insuf ient green and re reational 
spa e. Therefore, it ill be supported by the lo al residents. ith 
the support of the publi , distri t oun ils and legislative oun il, 
the overnment has to be the ma or investor.  uote from r 

heung an hong, ember of o loon ity istri t oun il.

THE COMMUNITY’S FEEDBACKS
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• n order to minimi e the road area being affe ted, the supporting 
stru tures an be lo ated at the bus aiting areas and entral 
divider hile the platform of the reen e  itself an serve as the 

or ing area.  uote from r hin ai ping, e utive ire tor of 
A .

• et een  and , the total traf  volume dropped . 
ven during pea  hours, the total traf  volume dropped . 

Therefore, there should be potential to o upy a traf  lane for 
the onstru tion or s and supporting stru tures ithout mu h 

orsening the traf  ongestion.  uote from r am ho , 
ire tor of Arup.

• The onstru tion of reen e  ill only o upy t o traf  
lanes, one lane for ea h dire tion. ith the use of prefabri ated 

omponents, the onstru tion time an be speeded up.  uote from 
r u ai yen, e utive ire tor of ammon onstru tion.

• t is very upsetting that no one, even the government, has made any 
proposal to improve the old urban area in ung om ever sin e they 
have lived there. t is en ouraging that nally someone is proposing 
improvements to this area.  uote from a lo al resident.

THE COMMUNITY’S FEEDBACKS
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Insufficient public space
Source: PolyU

Poor connection within the district
Source: PolyU

Heavy congestion and poor air quality
Source: PolyU

Congested and polluted bus waiting area
Source: PolyU

Overloaded footbridge
Source: PolyU

EXISTING 
CONDITION



THE 
PROPOSED

GREEN DECK
PROJECT

Bird’s eye view overlooking the proposed Green Deck
Source: DLN

Bird’s eye view overlooking the proposed Green Deck
Source: DLN

Image showing the relationship of the Art gallery with the Reflection Pool 
and the Willow Edge as well as the progression to the Viewing Deck

Source: DLN



A CATALYST FOR GREEN 
& VIBRANT COMMUNITY

GREEN 
DECK - 
THE MISSING LINK

Bicycle and pedestrian connection from  Homantin to Waterfront
Source: DLN

Map showing pedestrian and cycling connectivity
Source: DLN
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2015/02/05 - 
Hong Kong Institute of Planners,  
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects,  
Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design Forum

2015/04/16 - 
Exhibition at Hong Kong Green 
Building Council2015/02/06 - Civic Exchange Forum

2015/02/26 - Media Spring Reception

2015/03/18 - Briefing for Yau Tsim Mong and Kowloon City District Councils

2015/02/06 - Civic Exchange Forum

2015/03/18 -  
Briefing for Yau Tsim Mong and 
Kowloon City District Council

2015/10/29 - 
World Green Building Council Congress

2015/12/14 - Green Deck Conference at PolyU Think Tank

2015/12/14 -  Green Deck Conference at PolyU Think Tank

2015/01/14 - General Public Forum 2014-2015 -  Green Deck Exhibition Visits by Schools

2014 -  Green Building Award 2014

2015/02/25 - 
Hong Kong Institute of Planners,  
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects,  
Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design Forum

2015/02/27 -  
Hong Kong Institution of 
Engineers IT Divison Forum

2015/12/14 -   
Green Deck Conference at PolyU Think Tank

2015/12/14 -   
Green Deck Conference at PolyU 
Think Tank

2015/02/02 - 
Harbourfront Commission Forum

2015/01/29 - Green Groups Forum

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

1.1.1  The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) commissioned Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong 

Limited to facilitate a Conference on “Green Deck” (the Conference). The Conference is to provide 

a platform for leaders of the various professions and the public to express their views and ideas 

on the proposed Green Deck. This Report comprises development proposal of the proposed 

Green Deck, findings and suggestions from a wide range of research studies in relation to the 

different elements of the proposed Green Deck and the views collected during the previous public 

engagement activities including the Conference.

1.2 BACKGROUND

1.2.1  The proposed Green Deck is situated over the existing Cross-Harbour Tunnel and its Toll Plaza, west 

of MTR Hung Hom Station Podium and south east of PolyU campus (the Area).

1.2.2 Cross-Harbour Tunnel, as one of the three vehicular tunnel connections between Hong Kong Island 

and Kowloon, has a high traffic flow and is very congested every day. The Area is therefore suffered 

from undesirable air and noise impacts caused by vehicles. Meanwhile, the Area is an intersection 

of MTR Hung Hom Station and Cross-Harbour Tunnel Bus Interchange connecting the surrounding 

communities. Pedestrian circulation is disconnected and congested. The existing condition of the 

pedestrian network and bus waiting is generally considered unpleasant.

1.2.3 With reference to the Hung Hom District Study by the Planning Department completed in 2008, 

Hung Hom has been identified to play a role as a key tourist destination in Hong Kong. It can offer 

opportunities for visitors and leisure expansion along the waterfront. Area of MTR Hung Hom 

Station, Hong Kong Coliseum and former International Mail Centre closed in 2014 was recognised as 

a key activity node which has potential to create a leisure/tourism node and continuous waterfront 

promenade within the greater Hung Hom District and East Tsim Sha Tsui. Apart from improvements 

and modifications to existing pedestrian connections between the Station area, central Hung Hom 

District and the new residential and commercial developments to the east of the Metropolis, the 

future development should integrate the podium deck level of the Station area with the redeveloped 

waterfront through the creation of new pedestrian linkages and landscape treatments and improve 

the physical appearance of the Area.  

1.2.4 In the public engagements of the Hung Hom District Study, there were strong public aspirations 

on improving the connectivity between Hung Hom District and the adjoining communities through 

pedestrian facilities as well as between the hinterland and the harbourfront. Appropriate land use 

and connectivity measures to integrate the fragmented open spaces was anticipated. The public 

also preferred more open space and greenery and supported the provision of an urban park in 

the communities. The harbourfront should be enhanced to become a leisure and recreation space 

with visual amenity, quality landscaping and open space. The public generally desired the provision 

of passive facilities and activities close to residential development and active facilities in non-

residential areas. Besides, there was a suggestion to comprehensively review the development 

potential of the Cross-Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza.

1.2.5 With a goal to “bring the people to the Harbour and the Harbour to the people” the Harbour-

front Enhancement Committee advocates the planning and design of harbourfront with a view to 

improving the accessibility, utilization and vibrancy of the harbourfront areas, and safeguarding 

public enjoyment of the Harbour through a balanced, effective and public participation approach. 

It aims at optimising the design and landscaping of both the existing and planned public open 

spaces, enhancing pedestrian connection to the adjoining areas, providing more supportive and 

participatory facilities/functions at the waterfront, and introducing wider variety of land-based and 

water-based activities.

1.2.6 In view of the existing undesirable environment of the Area for the pedestrian and communities 

as well as the public aspirations on the future development of the Area, PolyU has formulated 

the proposed Green Deck with the community with the intentions to provide a green, leisure 

open space with diversified activities for communities and the entire society and to improve the 

connectivity of the Area.
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1.3 PREVIOUS COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
& FINDINGS

1.3.1 Overview
1.3.1.1 Around the proposed Green Deck area, large number of people live, work, study, and pass through 

or use the facilities every day.  It is estimated PolyU has a community of about 35,000.  Daily users 

of MTR Hung Hom Station amount to about 250,000, and cross harbour bus commuters who change 

bus at Cross-Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza on a daily basis amount to 50,000.  Another 150,000 people 

either live or work in the surrounding neighbourhoods including parts of Hung Hom, East Tsim Sha 

Tsui, King’s Park and Homantin. The well-being of the neighbourhood environment will directly 

affect the lives of these people.

1.3.1.2 The proposed Green Deck is a community-based project which aims to benefit the community as 

well as enhance the environment. In order to introduce the idea of Green Deck to public and solicit 

views from various stakeholders, a series of community engagement activities have been initiated 

since 2013. The activities have successfully reached a wide range of stakeholders, including 

government bureaux, professional institutions, statutory bodies, green groups and general public, 

etc, with an emphasis on direct communications, including forums, meetings, briefing sessions, 

exhibitions and guided tours with over 5,500 number of visitors.

1.3.1.3 To provide an informed basis for discussion and enhance public understanding on the proposed 

Green Deck, specially designed publicity materials, such as physical model, exhibitions panels, 

project video, project website and leaflets, have been produced and distributed to the public 

(Appendix A). 

1.3.1.4 Throughout the process of community engagement, the public showed their interest and 

overwhelming support for the proposed Green Deck. They all agreed that the proposed Green Deck 

could bring benefits to community and provide opportunities for various industries, and they were 

looking forward to the realization of the proposed Green Deck. While the community engagement of 

the proposed Green Deck is a continuous process, further activities will be held in 2016 to keep up the 

momentum, solicit public views and keep the consulted parties updated of the latest development, 

together achieving the goal in refining the concept and design of the proposed Green Deck.

1.3.2 Community Engagement Activities 
1.3.2.1 From January 2013, a series of public engagement activities were held to introduce the proposed 

Green Deck and solicit public views on the proposed Green Deck. The activities allowed exchange 

of views between public, professionals, academics and government. The list of community 

engagement activities is enclosed in Appendix B.  

1.3.2.2 FORUM 

Forums were held with different stakeholders, including professional groups, advisory bodies, 

green groups and general public. The forums were designed to encourage public discussion on 

various aspects of the proposed Green Deck, while allowing representatives of PolyU to respond 

to public enquiries and comments on key issues related to the proposed Green Deck. A total of 6 

forums were held from January 2015 to February 2015.

1.3.2.3 PRESENTATION AND MEETING 

A total of 47 presentations/ meetings were held from January 2013 to May 2016 to introduce the 

proposed Green Deck to stakeholders and to collect views from them included Development Bureau, 

Environment Bureau, Transport and Housing Bureau, Education Bureau, Planning Department, 

District Councils, statutory bodies, professional institutions, environmental organizations and 

private sectors.

Source: ARUP

LOCATION PLAN
N
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1.3.2.4 ROVING EXHIBITIONS 

An exhibition to illustrate on the background and planning concepts of the proposed Green Deck 

was held at PolyU from October 2014 to February 2015 to raise public awareness of the proposed 

Green Deck. 60 toured visits were arranged for over 5,500 number of visitors, including media, 

professional institutions, private organizations, primary and secondary schools, tertiary institutions 

etc. In order to extend the coverage of community, 3 exhibitions were held outside PolyU, including 

Business Environment Council Building, InnoCarnival and the exhibition of Bi-City Biennale 

Urbanism / Architecture.

1.3.2.5 SOCIAL MEDIA – GREEN DECK WEBPAGE 

In order to inform public about the proposed Green Deck in an interactive way, mini-games on the 

proposed Green Deck were launched on Facebook Fan Page of PolyU. Public could obtain the latest 

updates and details of community engagement activities of the proposed Green Deck from Facebook 

Fan Page of PolyU and the Green Deck webpage.

1.3.2.6 DIRECT MAIL TO STAKEHOLDERS IN TSIM SHA TSUI AND KOWLOON CITY 

Around 20,000 copies of direct mail were sent to Tsim Sha Tsui and Kowloon City residents and 

shop operators, who were the major stakeholders of the proposed Green Deck. The mail provided 

detailed information about the proposed Green Deck and the community engagement activities. 

1.3.3 Findings from Previous Community Engagement Activities
1.3.3.1 The inputs from the public in various public engagement activities on the proposed Green Deck has 

been consolidated. Key findings are summarised as follows:

a. Stakeholders of all sectors showed their interests in the proposed Green Deck and were keen to 

participate in the community engagement activities. Various professional institutes also showed 

their support to the proposed Green Deck (Appendix C);

b. The proposed Green Deck is a community-based project. It is essential to raise public awareness 

about the proposed Green Deck and gain their support. People should be well-informed and 

provided with sufficient information about the proposed Green Deck;

c. There is a need to improve the poor walking environment in the vicinity of Cross-Harbour 

Tunnel. Currently, the two footbridges connecting MTR Hung Hom Station and the bus waiting 

area are highly congested. Passengers and pedestrians are suffering from polluted air and 

poor environment for bus waiting. The proposed Green Deck could enhance connectivity of the 

communities, create a comprehensive network and accessibility to harbourfront and meanwhile 

provide development opportunities;

d. A cycle track shall link up the Green Deck with PolyU campuses and surrounding neighbourhoods 

including Hung Hom, East Tsim Sha Tsui, Homantin and the MTR Hung Hom Station and Hung 

Hom Bay harbourfront;

e. There is a lack of open space, especially high quality green space, in the Hung Hom areas. The 

proposed Green Deck could provide opportunity to develop as a green hub and community 

facilities for public enjoyment;

f. The poor air quality around this area should be improved to protect the health of the people who 

live and work and pass through this area every day;

g. The proposed Green Deck is an environmental friendly project. It shall relieve heat island effect in 

the city and resolve pollution problems in the vicinity of Cross-Harbour Tunnel. Energy saving and 

people-oriented design are preferred;

h. Mitigation measures should be placed to minimize the nuisance generated during construction 

and operation period, such as adverse traffic impacts during and after construction, and noise 

generated from activities on the proposed Green Deck;

i. Financing of the proposed Green Deck is a common concern shared by the stakeholders. The capital 

cost for the construction of the proposed Green Deck would be high. There should be finance source 

for construction and maintenance of the proposed Green Deck. Innovative public financing may be 

called for, e.g. by land sale of small low quality parks nearby. Furthermore, the construction cost 

of the proposed Green Deck could be considered as the price required to acquire highly demanded 

lands in high density urban centres. Liability and ownership are also major concerns;

j. Although the proposed Green Deck project is a social improvement project, surrounding 

properties may enjoy appreciation in value. Old, depressed neighbourhoods in Hung Hom and 

East Tsim Sha Tsui may attract redevelopment;

k. Although the proposed Green Deck should be mainly used for social functions, the inclusion of 

some commercial space can help to offset the capital and running costs. Besides, the proposed 

Green Deck could be developed as a tourist attraction in order to generate potential income. 

Much synergy could be created among the Hong Kong Coliseum and recreation facilities on the 

proposed Green Deck; 

l. The lands covered by the proposed Green Deck are all government lands, therefore only the 

government could take the lead to initiate this project; and

m. The proposed Green Deck is a cross-disciplinary project which involves different parties, 

including but not limited to government, private sectors and local community. There is a need for 

government to take a lead in coordination.

1.3.4 Importance of Stakeholder Engagement
1.3.4.1 The successful implementation of any sustainable design projects should be achieved through a 

cooperative effort from government and business sectors. The proposed Green Deck is the first of its 

kind that has involved community participation of the general public at the very early planning stage.

1.3.4.2 A research on “A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement to formulate the Proposed Green Deck 

Project at Cross-Harbour Tunnel” has been conducted by Prof. Edwin Chan from PolyU (Appendix 
G) with the aim to gather the sentiments of the different stakeholders on the planning and design of 

the proposed Green Deck Project. The research findings did not only provide a solid reflection of the 

strong support of the project among different stakeholder groups, it also identified the underlying 

sustainable urban design criteria for planners and designers’ consideration. Most importantly, it 

highlighted the importance of different stakeholder groups and the level of influential power in the 

planning process. Accordingly, the study suggested potential public participation strategies that can 

actively engage and empower the important stakeholder groups which only have relatively low level 

of influential power on the project.

1.3.4.3 The results showed that the general public perception of the proposed Green Deck project is highly 

favourable. The major supportive reasons included ‘appreciate the green space’, ‘enhance better air 

quality’, and ‘provide more public space’. However, major issues to be considered were ‘impact on the 

overall environment’, ‘construction cost and time’, ‘traffic, noise and air pollution problem’ and ‘social 

integration’. These issues are valuable contributions for the design and planning brief of the project. 

1.3.4.4 Most importantly, a stakeholder matrix was developed to distinguish the level of influence, 

importance, legitimacy of each stakeholder group and to decide the best public engagement 

strategies to engage them over different stages of the project. Through the matrix (Figure 8 

in Appendix G), most of the stakeholders identified, have high level of importance but have 

low level of influence. It was suggested to mobilize these stakeholder groups to the ‘high 

importance/high influence’ quadrant by providing higher degree of empowerment. Thus, 

potential public engagement activities for these stakeholder groups are discerned in order to 

advance the stakeholders’ level of influence to the project.
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GUIDELINE 1 – GREEN: At least 80% of the upper level of the deck should be covered in vegetation. This 

should include accessible green (lawns and groves) as well as protected green (habitats and ornamental 

plantings). The proposed Green Deck will use local vegetation in a wide variety to provide an ecologically 

native environment that also will contribute to promotion and sustainment of biodiversity. 

GUIDELINE 2 – SOCIAL: The proposed Green Deck will provide a variety of spaces for people to 

come together. Each of the spaces and facilities should be designed in a way that contributes to 

people being able to gather, both within their groups and to meet and interface with other groups 

of people. Indoor and outdoor spaces that can be used for gatherings and events of the local 

community will enhance local people’s feeling of identification, pride and “ownership” of the place.

GUIDELINE 3 – SUSTAINABLE: The proposed Green Deck as a whole, and each of its component 

parts, has been designed with the intention of raising awareness and understanding of “green” 

issues, behaviour and technology. The proposed Green Deck will be a place for the demonstration, 

facilitation and enacting of green practices. Systems, facilities and programmes will be instated to 

facilitate reducing, reusing, recycling and up-cycling of materials in the local communities.

GUIDELINE 4 – SHELTER: The proposed Green Deck should offer various types of shelter 

throughout, including covered paths and gathering spaces, laid out in a way such that a contiguous 

network of sheltered paths and a collection of sheltered spaces allow some uses on the deck to 

continue rain-or-shine.

GUIDELINE 5 – PROCESS-ORIENTED: An integral part of the design for the proposed Green Deck 

will be an ongoing scheme for involvement of end-users and other stakeholders in defining the 

details of the design and facilities, during the design process and also on a continuous basis after 

the project is constructed. This should include ongoing forums and stakeholder engagement and 

co-design.

GUIDELINE 6 – PATHS: The variety of users and uses of the proposed Green Deck will be enabled by 

a careful planning of a network of paths linking its various spaces and facilities. The proposed Green 

Deck will be a new link in the pedestrian and bicycle path network of the Area, so that the paths of 

this public space will also be embedded as a landmark and a node in a wider web of alternative ways 

through the city.

GUIDELINE 7 – SEATING: Convivial public space should allow for multiple ways of “being in” (and 

especially “being together in”) the space, not just “passing through”. Accordingly, a range of suitable 

sitting opportunities should be offered.

GUIDELINE 8 – 24-HOUR SPACE: Forming a link between homes, workplaces, tourism attractions 

and places of recreation and relaxation, the proposed Green Deck must be “open all hours”, in step 

with the 24-hour city of Hong Kong. Key areas and paths through the upper green level of the Deck 

will be well-lit, and enlivened through the encouragement of night-time activities, and can continue 

to offer a safe and pleasant link between surrounding districts at all hours.

GUIDELINE 9 – DIGITAL DIMENSION: The digital dimension will be an integral facet of the proposed 

Green Deck. The proposed Green Deck will be a free government Wi-Fi hotspot. Digital information 

screens and interfaces of various types will be located throughout the park, to facilitate people in 

using the park, understanding and learning from the environment and technical innovations of the 

project, adapting and appropriating the spaces of the proposed Green Deck to meet their needs.

GUIDELINE 10 – NESTED DESIGN PROJECTS: The proposed Green Deck is conceived as a large 

project, within which many diverse small projects are embedded. Individual designers will be 

engaged to take on sub-projects within the proposed Green Deck initiative to bring in a variety of 

approaches and collaborators. Each of these projects is also an opportunity for a design competition 

to invite a variety of innovative and focused ideas.

2 DESCRIPTION OF GREEN DECK 

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1  The proposed Green Deck is a community-based project. The planning and design of the proposed 

Green Deck aims to serve as a missing link to meet the needs and aspiration of the surrounding 

neighbourhoods and communities. Based on the inputs and findings from the previous community 

engagement activities, the proposal was revised accordingly and progressively. Key design concept 

and features, as well as construction features are summarised below and more details can be found 

in Appendices E and J. Please take note that separated detailed studies should be further required 

to verify the technical feasibility of the proposed Green Deck.

2.2 VISION AND DESIGN

2.2.1 Vision and Mission
2.2.1.1 Incorporating with the rationale of sustainable development, the threefold visions of the proposed 

Green Deck are as follows:

Social Vision: The proposed Green Deck will be a new public space for the local community and 

other groups of users that will make the surrounding districts into the best-served place in Hong 

Kong in terms of facilities for social activity, recreation and community activities, while providing 

links and cohesion between surrounding districts.

Environmental Vision: The proposed Green Deck will be a “green machine” that will improve 

the environmental quality of the Area, contribute to sustaining the local ecosystem and provide a 

platform for learning, demonstration and development of green living practices, technologies and 

urban development.

Economic Vision: The proposed Green Deck will be a shining new asset to the neighbourhood 

and the city that will raise the value of surrounding property, generate opportunities and impetus 

for urban developments in the Area, sustain itself economically in the long run, add value to 

surrounding businesses, provide a platform for new business opportunities and create job 

opportunities.

2.2.1.2 To echo with the visions, the proposed Green Deck has the missions to:

• Improve the air and noise quality of the Toll Plaza area;

• Provide a green open space for the district; and

• Enhance pedestrian/bicycle connectivity amongst the currently fragmented neighbourhoods 

of Hung Hom (including PolyU campuses), East Tsim Sha Tsui, Homantin, the MTR Hung Hom 

Station and Hung Hom harbourfront.

2.2.2 Design Principles
2.2.2.1 The design of the proposed Green Deck was based on the general principles of good design for open 

spaces, including Hong Kong urban design guidelines, Green Urbanism and Convivial Public Space. 

Some of such principles and guidelines could be found on the study “Programme for the Green 

Deck” by Prof. Timothy JACHNA (Appendix J). Ten guidelines have been formulated particularly for 

the planning and design of the proposed Green Deck.
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2.2.3 Preliminary Design of the Proposed Green Deck
2.2.3.1 The proposed Green Deck, as a District Park, is situated over the existing Cross-Harbour Tunnel and 

its Toll Plaza, west of MTR Hung Hom Station Podium and south east of PolyU Campus. The total 

area of the proposed Green Deck is approximately 43,000m2 with the construction cost estimation 

of around HK$5 billion (as at 1st Quarter 2014 price level). The design, as detailed in Appendix E, 

illustrates the possibility and potentials of the proposed Green Deck and the visions and benefits 

for this development over the existing conditions. It is capable to contain a multitude of programs 

and uses for the needs of the locals and the neighbourhood in the provision of a sustainable green 

environment which is a scarcity for Hong Kong.

2.2.3.2 The proposed Green Deck comprises cultural, leisure and sports facilities and amenities located 

at different zones according to the neighbouring contexts and the correlated level of activities to 

suit the surrounding context, which serves for all walks of life, local communities, commuters and 

different stakeholders. Sports and Active Cultural zones are located at the north portion of the 

proposed Green Deck which is close to the busy pedestrian traffic between PolyU and MTR Hung 

Hom Station for sports, performance, events and pedestrian circulation, while the quiet Cultural 

zone is designated to the East Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade and adjacent hotels. 

2.2.3.3 Harbour Vantage points are posited at high points of the proposed Green Deck and close to the 

seafront promenade to capture the best views of Victoria Harbour and East Tsim Sha Tsui. The rest 

are the majority for the enjoyment of the park and leisure. The Boulevard, major circulation spine, 

provides Deck users enjoyment of leisure walk under a shady lush environment. Colourful floral 

Botanic Garden with the seasonal changes gives us delights and surprises in our leisure walk.

2.2.3.4  At the south tip of the proposed Green Deck is a viewing deck which offers fine dining with a 

backdrop of the Victoria Harbour at scene. A new Art Gallery, Reflection Pools and the Willow Edge 

form a Cultural cluster that echoes the forecourt of the existing Coliseum. The middle part of the 

proposed Green Deck is the main Landscape zone where the landscape gradually rises at the high 

point and bridges over the existing Cheong Wan Road flyover. A variety of leisure park activities are 

offered in this zone like family time in the Kids Play, picnic in the lawn and so on. Located further 

north is an Active zone where an Amphitheatre, Sports Complex and an outdoor exhibition area 

(Sculpure Garden and the Lantern) are accommodated. 

2.2.3.5 Beneath the landscape garden, an intermediate level is created for tunnel bus waiting lobby and 

mechanical plant room spaces. The state-of-art air filtration and purification system including 

electrostatic precipitators is located at this level to filter and purify the polluted air underneath. 

There will be also a glazed enclosure of bus lobbies and escalators/staircases to the mid-level 

walkway/ bus waiting lobbies, which minimizes the ingress of the polluted air from traffic to 

the treated clear air in the interiors, and staying time of the bus commuters at this level. While 

signalling bus arrivals for passengers waiting in lounges to board buses is a practice commonly 

adopted world-wide, the planning of space and facilities required and operation has not yet been 

carried out at this stage.

2.2.3.6 Connectivity is one of the major themes for the proposed Green Deck to further enhance our 

existing infrastructure and provide enjoyment for the commuters, locals and the general public. 

The proposed Green Deck can enhance the pedestrian connectivity and provide additional provision 

of cycling connection to Harbourfront, MTR Hung Hom Station, Tsim Sha Tsui, PolyU and other 

districts, serving as a pedestrian connection hub for these areas and reinforcing a better and 

intimate inter-district relationship that will benefit the general public at large. It also integrates 

with the existing podia of MTR Hung Hom Station, the Coliseum and PolyU. As such, the proposed 

Green Deck can serve as a missing link to connect the surrounding neighbourhood, to introduce 

more sustainable, healthy modes of movements, and to further enhance the utilization of public 

transportation systems in Hong Kong.

Source: DLN
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Sports Facilities: Sport Complex and Soccer Pitch
Source: DLN

Leisure Programs: The Forest Green & Kiosk
Source: DLN

Cultural Programs: The Lantern
Source: DLN

Cultural Programs: Art Gallery, Willow Edge and Reflection Pool
Source: DLN
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Source: DLN
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Source: DLN
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2.3.1.8 ACADEMIC COMMUNITY: The proposed Green Deck will be a place of outreach, interface and 

engagement with the local community and the city at large, and a show window of the university 

to the community and a catalyst for the ongoing development of a sustainable urban development 

focus in the PolyU’s knowledge creation and public engagement. The Green Deck concept originated 

as an initiative of the academic community of the PolyU to apply the collective, multi-disciplinary 

knowledge and expertise of this educational institution to make a positive intervention in the 

University’s immediate urban context and improve the quality of life of the communities in its 

neighbourhood. The PolyU’s relationship with the proposed Green Deck as an urban public space 

will continue very much in this same vein, as a platform for the outreach and interface of the 

university with the local society.

Socio-economic Benefit to Society

2.3.1.9 Based on the PolyU’s research on “Cost-benefit Analysis of Green Deck Development” by Dr Mark 

HSU (Appendix I), it is identified that urban green infrastructures are previously underrated and 

they are regarded as having less contribution to economic growth than transportation, energy and 

sanitation infrastructures. In order to evaluate whether the construction is beneficial to society, a 

cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is carried out in this study. CBA is a tool to assist the decision making 

on investment, which involves the evaluation of direct and indirect, tangible and intangible costs and 

benefits, provided that resources are scarce (CEEU, 2012). 

2.3.1.10 The proposed Green Deck involves benefits in the environmental and social aspects, such as air 

quality, public health etc. These environmental and social goods are usually not traded in the 

market. Therefore, by only evaluating the economic benefits, the total benefits of the investment 

would be underestimated as the non-marketed goods are neglected. Carrying out a CBA is then 

being considered as essential before the decision making process since it provides a holistic 

evaluation of costs and benefits which go beyond pure economic assessments.

2.3.1.11 Apart from the research on “Cost-benefit Analysis of Green Deck Development” (Appendix I), 
researches on “The Effect of the Green Deck on the Local Real Estate Market” by Prof. Eddie HUI 

(Appendix H) and that on “Costs and Benefits Analysis on the Thermal Effect on the Green Deck to 

the Surrounding Outdoor Environment” by Prof. Edwin CHAN (Appendix M) have been conducted to 

identify the direct and indirect, tangible and intangible costs and benefits.  Based on a preliminary 

and brief estimate on the identified costs and benefits of the proposed Green Deck, both tangible 

and intangible costs and benefits of the proposed Green Deck are considered as an acceptable and 

beneficial investment to society. From the society point of view, the proposed Green Deck could be 

beneficial to the public.

2.3.2 Greening for Societal Well-being (Greening, Environmental and Health 
Benefits)

Mitigating Urban Heat Island Effect

2.3.2.1 Urban greening is a popular program with an objective of improving the environmental quality within 

urban areas including roadside environments. Urban greening can mitigate urban heat island (UHI) 

effect and improve thermal comfort by moderating micro-climatic conditions and provide shading. 

It can bring other benefits including the ability to attenuate noise levels, improve air quality, reduce 

urban storm water runoff and enhance stress recovery. 

2.3 FEASIBILITY AND BENEFITS

2.3.1 Creative Planning Solution (Planning and Social Benefits)

Benefits for People from All Walks of Life

2.3.1.1 According to a PolyU research project on “Programme for the Green Deck” (Appendix J), the 

proposed Green Deck is designed based on the principles of green urbanism and convivial public 

space, aiming to contribute to the creation and sustainment of a grand new public space that is a 

realm of “free movement, easy access and free association”, within the vision of a city that is smart, 

sustainable and walkable. It is a strategic intervention at a critical location in the local microclimate, 

the urban fabric and the local community that can bring broad holistic benefits to the city at large. 

2.3.1.2 It is anticipated that the proposed Green Deck will be beneficial to six major user groups, including 

local residents, tourists, local business communities, commuters, event attendees and the 

academic community, as follows:

2.3.1.3 LOCAL RESIDENTS: For people whose daily workplaces are the offices, shops, hotels, restaurants, 

markets, building sites, workshops and homes of Tsim Sha Tsui and East Tsim Sha Tsui, the 

proposed Green Deck will contribute to a healthier lifestyle by providing opportunities for contact 

with nature, social interaction, individual and group exercise and the purchase and consumption of 

healthy food.

2.3.1.4 TOURISTS: The proposed Green Deck will be one of the iconic “must see” experiences of Hong 

Kong, and will reward those willing to spend more time and attention with rich experiences in the 

culture of sustainable development. The High Line in New York City attracts over 6 million tourists 

to visit annually. The proposed Green Deck will also introduce a strong and worthy eastern terminus 

to tourists’ experience of the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront promenade, which is anchored at its western 

end by a strong cluster of tourism attractions and activities, and continues past the Avenue of Stars.

2.3.1.5 LOCAL BUSINESS COMMUNITIES: For people whose daily workplaces are the offices, shops, 

hotels, restaurants, markets, building sites, workshops and homes of Tsim Sha Tsui and East Tsim 

Sha Tsui, the proposed Green Deck will contribute to a healthier lifestyle by providing opportunities 

for contact with nature, social interaction, individual and group exercise and the purchase and 

consumption of healthy food.

2.3.1.6 COMMUTERS: The proposed Green Deck will humanize the commuter experience and appropriate 

these moments of transition as an opportunity to make contributions to commuters’ quality of life 

and well-being. Commuters passing through the proposed Green Deck will be presented with a 

“fast-track” version of the experience of the place, able to partake of the cultural, ecological and 

health benefits of the project on-the-go, with Hong Kong’s convenience and efficiency. 

2.3.1.7 EVENT ATTENDEES: The proposed Green Deck will provide Hong Kong’s most accessible, diverse 

and extensive “eventscape,” with a flexible array of event spaces and support facilities for large and 

small, high-profile and low-key public events of all kinds. The proposed Green Deck project thus 

foresees the extension and diversification of the event support facilities at this node.
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2.3.2.8 The air pollutants levels on the proposed Green Deck will be much reduced and pedestrians will 

be free from direct exposure to the emission from tunnel vehicles. Also, a large open area of the 

proposed Green Deck will induce high wind, in comparison with the existing street canyon situation 

on the road level. With relatively warm weather conditions in Hong Kong, the higher wind is 

desirable, leading to better thermal comfort. 

2.3.2.9 The air at ground level beneath the proposed Green Deck are constantly treated in the filtration and 

purification system whereas the bus waiting areas will incorporate a mix of natural and mechanical 

ventilation system to minimize pollutants migrated from the covered bus lanes and maintain 

thermal comfort. In addition, enclosed passageways are proposed to avoid high pollutant exposure 

of passengers and drivers during the boarding period. 

2.3.2.10 The overall objective of the ventilation strategy is to prevent the vehicle emissions from escaping 

into the adjacent areas by provision of central mechanical exhaust incorporating with natural 

ventilation filtration. Better air quality in the passenger zone and the buses will be maintained by 

the clean air introduced to reduce air pollutant exposure of bus passengers and drivers during the 

waiting and boarding.

2.3.2.11 Apart from better air ventilation, the greening of the proposed Green Deck can also improve the air 

quality by massive vegetation. According to Tan and Sia (2005) and Peng and Jim (2015), a green roof 

can achieve an annual reduction for Sulphur Dioxide (SO
2
), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO

2
), and particulate 

matters (PM).

2.3.2.12 A Research has also been conducted on the “Effect of the Green Deck on Local Air Quality 

(Appendix O) by Prof. Frank LEE and “A Study on the Proposed Green Deck at Cross Harbour 

Tunnel - Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Vehicular Traffic Emissions” by Dr W.T. HUNG 

(Appendix W). Both findings have concluded that the proposed Green Deck can provide a potential 

to capture tonnes of pollutants emitted since effective ventilation and exhaust emission treatment 

systems will be incorporated within the enclosed areas underneath the proposed Green Deck. With 

careful design, the flower pot of the Green Deck can act as air filter to filter off toxic air pollutants.

Better Health and Well-being

2.3.2.13  People living in greener neighbourhoods were at a lower risk of short sleep (Astell-Burt et al. 2013) 

which has also been shown to be correlated with obesity, chronic disease and mortality (Cappuccio 

et al 2008; Gallicchio & Kalesan 2009; Knutson et al 2006). Besides, people tend to be more satisfied 

with their living environment and have better environmental quality of life (QOL) if there are more 

green spaces around, more vegetation and better air quality (Honold et al 2012; Kweon et al 1998). 

Green space is associated with more social contacts and cohesion, and neighbourhood trust (Kweon 

et al 1998) which in turn people will feel safer. 

2.3.2.14 A research has been conducted by Prof. Frances WONG to examine “The Health and Social Impacts of 

the Green Deck Project on the Population Living in the Neighbourhood” (Appendix K). It has been found 

that a significant proportion of residents were dissatisfied with the neighbourhoods’ air quality (29.6%), 

noise level (25.9%), and greenery (22.1%). According to WHO, quality of life (QOL) can be assessed in 

four domains, physical health, psychological health, social relationships and environment (WHO 1997). 

Residents who were less satisfied with the overall environment and open spaces in the neighbourhood 

were found to have lower environmental quality of life. It has also identified that the top three of areas 

which needed to be “greener” were Cross-Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza (49.2%), MTR Hung Hom Station and 

Hong Kong Coliseum (44.5%), and Whampoa & Hung Hom (43.8%). To reduce pollution, the presence of 

vegetation and parks has been found to have a significant effect in improving indoor and outdoor thermal 

comfort and air quality (Feyisa et al, 2014).

2.3.2.2 A research on “Investigating the Effects of Greenery on Temperature and Thermal Comfort in Urban 

Parks” has been conducted by Dr C.K. CHAU (Appendix N) to determine the cooling intensity of the 

parks. The preliminary results show that temperature increases from the centre to the boundary of 

the parks by 1°C. And the temperatures inside the parks were lower than the temperature outside, 

and increased with the distance away from the boundaries. The temperatures of the parks were 

lower than those at 150m away of the parks by 1-2°C. 

2.3.2.3 Given that the proposed Green Deck has not been built yet, it is relied on the findings on the 

relationships between the inner and outer temperatures of the three surveyed parks to predict 

the cooling effect of the proposed Green Deck. The prediction results have been translated into 

a contour map for portraying the temperature profiles for the proposed Green Deck (Figure 18 in 

Appendix N). 

2.3.2.4 Peng and Jim (2013) investigated the effect of intensive green roof in Hong Kong, and concluded that 

the green roof can lower temperature by 1.2oC at the pedestrian level. Other studies on the cooling 

effect of urban parks in Asia showed a different result and have a range of temperature reduction 

from 0.2-2.2oC (Chen and Wong, 2006; Ca et al., 1998). Studies carried out in the U.S. showed that 

with every 1oC change in the ambient temperature, a 4% change in energy consumption from cooling 

could be found (Milward and Sabir, 2011; Jensen et al., 2003; McPherson et al., 1997). Similar pattern 

was found in Hong Kong. Fung et al. (2006) did an empirical study on the relationship between 

energy use in domestic, commercial, and industrial sectors and the ambient temperature change. 

Results indicated that with 1oC temperature change, the electricity demand will change by 4.5% on 

average.

Reducing Undesirable Noise Impact

2.3.2.5 As the proposed Green Deck does not fully cover the Area between the MTR Hung Hom Station 

and PolyU, the noise trapped inside the cavity below the proposed Green Deck will radiate out 

through all the openings. Some of these openings are next to PolyU and some of them form horn-

like structures which could radiate sound effectively to the surrounding. The exceptionally high 

noise level underneath the deck because of the reverberation will also have adverse effect to the 

users of the toll area. A Research on the “Effect of the Green Deck on the Local Noise Environment” 

(Appendix R) has been conducted by Prof. S.K. TANG for a rough understanding on how the 

proposed Green Deck, under the current design, would affect the noise levels nearby, especially the 

podium and entrance areas of PolyU.

2.3.2.6 With the proposed noise mitigation measures, the proposed Green Deck would be able to reduce 

the traffic noise level at PolyU and locations nearby the MTR Hung Hom Station and the Hong Kong 

Coliseum, while the noise levels under the proposed Green Deck remain nearly unchanged. 

Enhancing Air Ventilation

2.3.2.7 The proposed Green Deck will create positive impact on the overall air quality and ventilation. A 

research on “Ventilation Strategies for Bus Passenger Waiting Areas and Boarding Passages” 

conducted by Prof. J.L NIU (Appendix P) has identified that the current environment is a street 

canyon situation, with unfavourable wind and pollutant dispersions, and both the bus passengers 

and drivers are exposed to relatively high road-side pollutant concentrations. However, once 

covered by the proposed Green Deck, it is expected that the semi-tunnel situation will be resulted, 

and higher exposure level will be encountered if no special ventilations are provided. On the 

other hand, because of the favourable wind and air quality above the Green Deck region, new 

opportunities arise.
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Reducing Carbon Emission by Adopting Renewable Energy

2.3.2.20 Zero carbon consumption and emission will be targeted for the Deck development as the key 

rationale for the research on “Renewable Energy Applications on the Green Deck” by Prof. H.X. 

YANG (Appendix T). The proposed Green Deck aims at minimizing the energy consumption and 

lowering carbon emission while producing all, and hopefully more than, the energy required on-

site sustaining the development. For the proposed Green Deck, electrticity will be mainly used for 

ventilation, air-conditioning and lighting of the mid-level walkways/bus waiting lobbies and ground-

level bus stops. In order to dilute the pollution generated by passing cars in the covered space 

below the deck, large amount of fresh air is needed for ventilation. Although the natural ventilation 

strategy for the proposed Green Deck has been proposed, it is not enough to dilute all pollutions 

below the deck through natural ventilation and a hybrid natural and mechanical ventilation, 

therefore, is employed in the study. Besides, more lighting energy consumption is required due to 

the coverage. On hot weather days, air conditioning is also required in the densely waiting area of 

buses. 

2.3.2.21 In view of the above, the potential of solar power generations and the energy consumption of the 

proposed Green Deck project have been investigated (Appendix T). The economic feasibility and 

environmental benefit of PV installation on the proposed Green Deck have also been evaluated. If 

no renewable energy resource is used, the research estimated that the total cost of the electrical 

energy consumption from utility grid could be about HK$2 million in a year. If the PV panels can only 

be installed above the deck, it can supply 66% of energy for the deck. Alternatively, if the roofs or 

facades of other buildings developed together with the deck are allowed for PV installation, 100% 

of energy consumption of the deck can be met. It is highly possible to achieve a ‘net-zero-energy 

consumption’ deck with zero greenhouse gas emissions, which is proposed to be used to develop 

the proposed Green Deck. The proposal of using renewable energy on the deck is evaluated to be 

economically feasible after considering future tariff increase and environmental factors.

2.3.2.22 To explore more possible areas for solar power generation, the walkable solar PV floor tile is 

proposed in the study (Appendix S) for installation on pavements and cycling tracks. The feasibility 

and potential area of applying this innovative PV floor on the proposed Green Deck was investigated. 

Two solar PV floor tile prototypes have been developed. Laboratory tests and outdoor tests have 

been conducted to evaluate their electrical, thermal and mechanical performance. Results show 

that the developed PV floor can achieve satisfactory performance in solar energy conversion 

efficiency, anti-slip, heat-resistance, durability and compressive strength, demonstrating that such 

PV floor tiles can be used as a replacement of the pavements and cycling tracks in the proposed 

Green Deck. Such PV floor can combine active elements (power generation) with passive elements 

(waste material for back panel manufacture), providing an innovative and green solution to integrate 

sustainable energy technologies into the proposed Green Deck and to achieve the target of zero 

greenhouse  gas emissions of the proposed Green Deck. This study will go on and collaborate with 

Prof C.S. Poon to develop more eco-PV floor tiles by introducing the eco-glass block as the rear 

support layer.

2.3.2.15 Previous studies have shown that participation in recreation and leisure activities could be affected 

by both the community connectedness and the accessibility and availability of recreation and 

sports facilities (Yen et al 2009; Ball et al 2010). 21.5%  and 16.7% of the respondents respectively, 

expressed their dissatisfaction of recreational and sports facilities, and parks and gardens in the 

neighbourhood. There is a lack of botanical gardens and grassland, not only in Hung Hom and East 

Tsim Sha Tsui, but also in Hong Kong. Parks also cannot be found in the study areas. Respondents 

suggested more sports and recreation facilities and bicycle path were needed in the neighbourhood, 

such as botanical gardens (50.2%), grassland (38.5%) and sports and recreation facilities (38.5%). 

Given that resident’s satisfactory of the environment and open space were two key determinants of 

environmental QOL while satisfactory of environment was also one of the key determinants of the 

residents’ general health,  there is no doubt about putting more effort into greening work to improve 

the physical conditions of and facilities in the living environment in order to bring a positive impact 

on people’s physical health and psychological QOL, and general health.

2.3.2.16 Besides, more and more studies confirm the positive effect of the presence of park on human health 

(Appendices I & K). It is suggested that human beings tend to get pleasure from trees through a 

sense of meaning and connection (McPherson et al., 2002). Thus, people living near green area 

rated themselves as having better mental health, and with fewer complaints on health (Sherer, 

2006). The presence of green space around the home significantly decreased stressful events, 

anxiety disorder and depression (Mass et al 2009; Van den Berg et al 2010). 

2.3.2.17 Studies found that people will exercise more with access to park (Sherer, 2006; Kahn et al., 2002). 

This increase in exercise due to the presence of urban parks is found to be beneficial to society by 

saving cost for medication. A Hong Kong study reported that the medical cost tends to be lower for 

people with more physical activity than that of their counterparts. The average monthly medical cost 

for physically active person is HK$596, while for those inactive is HK$748, with HK$152 difference 

(Louie and Hui, 2001).

2.3.2.18 The cancer risk calculation was conducted by the research on “Effect of the Green Deck on the 

Local Air Quality” (Appendix O) to evaluate the chronic health impact on buses-waiting people, 

PolyU staff and PolyU students. The result shows that the NO
2
 and PM concentrations measured 

by the roadside monitoring station at the PolyU facing Hong Chong Road (i.e. about 400m away 

from the entrance of Cross-Harbour Tunnel) has exceeded the defined standard values of the 

Hong Kong Air Quality Objectives, simulating the condition of existing bus waiting area at Cross-

Harbour Tunnel. The main reason is long bus queues along the Cross-Harbour Tunnel bus stops for 

passenger boarding without turning off the engines which further worsen the situation.

2.3.2.19 Under such circumstances, the research found that bus-waiting people and the PolyU staff 

have much higher potential cancer risk, because of long exposure time to the roadside toxic 

air pollutants. In addition, cancer risk of bus-waiting people and PolyU staff is higher than U.S. 

EPA acceptable level. However, incorporating the proposed Green Deck with the air treatment 

facilities, it is anticipated that all pollutant will have a significant decrease. The improvement of 

PM and carcinogenic compound in the Area will be over 30% to 60% and the Hong Kong Air Quality 

Objectives can be met. Consequently, the cancer risk of different target groups has therefore 30% 

to 70% reduction. After Green Deck being built, the overall cancer risk will be decreased over 50%. 

Studies (Appendices K, N & O) have supported that a clean and green environment can lower the 

risk of chronic illness including cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, obesity, depression and 

anxiety. In the long term, healthcare expenditure can be reduced as people may visit clinics and 

hospitals less often and length of stay in hospitals can also be shortened. A green environment with 

nicely built walking and bicycle paths, does not only enhance the connection of different areas, but 

also facilitate people to walk and exercise regularly.
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Environmental Benefit of Recycling Materials for Construction

2.3.2.23 To increase the rate of re-utilizing of waste glass in Hong Kong, studies had been conducted to 

assess the potential of using coloured recycled glass as a sand replacement for the production of 

self-compacting white cement mortars for architectural mortar applications.

2.3.2.24 According to the research on “Maximise the Use of Recycled Glass in Cement-based Construction 

Materials for the Green Deck” by Prof. C.S. POON (Appendix Q), the eco-friendly construction 

material does not only provide a viable recycling channel for glass waste in Hong Kong, it also has 

self-cleaning and anti-pollution effect for the removal of air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides. It 

has been demonstrated that the photo-catalytic layer of the eco-glass mortars has the potential 

to remove nitrogen oxides from air at the vicinity of the layer. It has been estimated that the 

photocatalytic materials applied in the proposed Green Deck has the potential to reduce air pollutant 

concentrations at the breathing zone within the Green Deck area. The architectural glass mortar 

may be suitably adopted in the proposed Green Deck. With the incorporation of the appropriate type 

and amount of photo-catalytic materials, the eco-glass architectural construction material used in 

the proposed Green Deck has air-purifying, self-cleaning and antimicrobial properties. 

2.3.2.25 Assuming the cementitious part of the proposed Green Deck is paved with an architectural glass 

screed (mortar) coated with a thin layer of photo-catalyst, and the area of the cementitious part of 

the proposed Green Deck is about 5,000m2 and the thickness of the screed is 35mm, it is estimated 

that approximately 143 tonnes of waste glass can be recycled by the construction of the proposed 

Green Deck.

2.3.3 A Catalyst for Vibrant Community (Community Building and Connectivity)
2.3.3.1 The existing pedestrian circulation primarily includes two footbridges connecting the PolyU campus 

and MTR Hung Hom Station. It is considered very undesirable, especially during the peak hours. In 

this regard, Dr W.T. HUNG has conducted a research on the “A Study on the Proposed Green Deck 

at Cross Harbour Tunnel - Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Vehicular Traffic Emissions” 

(Appendix W) to assess the potential impacts of the proposed Green Deck on the pedestrian 

circulation system in both the “Base” (without the proposed Green Deck) in 2014 and “Project” (with 

the proposed Green Deck) conditions. 

2.3.3.2 A large scale pedestrian flow survey was conducted to quantify the existing pedestrian flow 

patterns. The most problematic section of the pedestrian circulation is the footbridge connecting 

PolyU to MTR Hung Hom Station. Upon completion of the proposed Green Deck, 10-30% (AM) and 

30-50% (PM) of current pedestrians would be diverted away from the problematic section to the 

proposed Green Deck. Results from the purposely built traffic model indicated that the differences 

in level of services (LOS) between Base and Project Conditions were significant.

2.3.3.3 For the morning peak period (08:30-08:45), the walking speed of pedestrians along two sections of 

the footbridge might be restricted and reduced due to congestion (i.e. LOS D). This situation became 

worse during the evening peak period (18:30-18:45) which covers the whole footbridge connecting 

PolyU and MTR Hung Hom Station. When pedestrians walked on the footbridge during the evening 

peak period, they had to follow the crowd under a high density of pedestrians (i.e. LOS E).

2.3.3.4 Notwithstanding, after the introduction of the proposed Green Deck which includes a pedestrian 

concourse in the intermediate level, pedestrian circulation within the Area would be greatly 

improved. The upper deck and the intermediate level of the proposed Green Deck would 

have significant effect in diverting pedestrians. Based on the simulated pedestrian flows, the 

corresponding LOS standard in both morning and afternoon peak periods would be improved 

significantly to LOS B.

2.3.3.5 It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the introduction of the proposed Green Deck would 

positively enhance the future pedestrian circulation system in terms of improved LOS and 

reduction of pedestrian flow density. The physical environment for pedestrian circulation would 

be improved significantly. Besides, the upper and intermediate level of the proposed Green Deck 

would provide multiple points of pedestrian entry for multi-directional connections among the above 

neighbourhoods. The intermediate level would be all weather protected and with accesses to many 

social facilities which may be located on this level. As such, the proposed Green Deck would link 

effectively to the segregated communities among Homantin, Hung Hom, East Tsim Sha Tsui and the 

waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui.
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“The proposed Green Deck with appropriate pedestrian connections 
could inject vibrancy into the less active neighbourhoods in Hung 
Hom, and help building more diverse communities.”

Quote from Ms Iris Tam, Former Managing Director of Urban Renewal Authority

3 CONFERENCE ON “GREEN DECK”- 
DETAILS & FINDINGS

“In the area of Hung Hom and East Tsim Sha Tsui, there is only a very 
small library occupying one storey of a commercial building. It will be 
very welcome by the parents and nearby residents if a proper library is 
incorporated into the proposed Green Deck development.”

Quote from a local resident

3.1 DETAILS OF THE CONFERENCE

3.1.1 In view of the heavy road and passenger traffic and the 

resultant poor air quality in the vicinity of Cross-Harbour 

Tunnel, PolyU has advocated the construction of a Green 

Deck over the Toll Plaza. Further to a series of multi-

disciplinary research and studies conducted by PolyU 

faculty members, it is considered that the proposed Green 

Deck project is not only effective in improving the air 

quality, it will also bring extensive and long-term benefits 

to the community, for instance, increasing open space and 

providing convenient access to the nearby districts and East 

Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront. With its environmentally-friendly 

features and sustainable benefits, the project has been 

recognized with the Merit Award in Green Building Award 

2014 (Research and Planning).

3.1.2 With a view to engaging the different stakeholders in the formulation of a better development 

proposal, the Conference with guest speakers from various industries including planning, 

engineering, transportation, tourism and green building and around 150 participants was held on 

14 December 2015. Apart from discussing the development potentials of the projects, the ways 

we could take this mega project forward were also explored. Programme Rundown is attached in 

Appendix D.

3.2 POTENTIAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND 
IMPACTS

3.2.1 Provision of Community Facilities
3.2.1.1 Some local residents considered that the Area have insufficient community facilities to support 

social life and activities. The proposed Green Deck can be an opportunity to provide these long 

required facilities for the communities. Uses and facilities to be provided on and in the proposed 

Green Deck should be well planned in order to meet the needs and aspirations of local residents, 

Hong Kong citizens, and tourists. For instance, apart from the bus waiting space, the remaining 

space on mezzanine floor can be used to provide community facilities such as public library, 

community hall, exhibition and activity spaces, or shop and restaurant. Some sports and cultural 

facilities could be located on the proposed Green Deck.

3.2.1.2 The proposed Green Deck is considered as a good opportunity to provide community facilities 

which are currently insufficient. The proposed Green Deck comprises cultural, leisure and sports 

facilities and amenities located at different zones according to the neighbouring contexts and the 

correlated level of activities to suit the surrounding context, which serves for all walks of life, local 

communities, commuters and different stakeholders. A variety of leisure park activities are offered 

in this zone like family time in the kids play areas, picnic in the lawn and so on. Located further 

north is an Active zone where an amphitheatre, sports complex and an outdoor exhibition area 

(Sculpure Garden and the Lantern) are accommodated.

3.2.1.3 As the proposed Green Deck is a continuous community planning project, the design of the 

proposed Green Deck and the provision of community facilities are kept reviewing in order to meet 

the community needs and aspirations.

3.2.2 Gentrification vs Regeneration
3.2.2.1 There are public concerns that the proposed Green Deck may create potential socio-economic 

impacts on Hung Hom and East Tsim Sha Tsui areas, such as triggering redevelopment in Hung 

Hom, increasing property value and shop rent and phasing out local shops. There is worry that the 

proposed Green Deck will encourage gentrification and property development, which may destroy 

the original intention of sustainable development.

3.2.2.2 However, the proposed Green Deck will contribute to regenerating existing communities rather 

than gentrifying. The proposed Green Deck as a community-based project aims to benefit the 

community as well as enhance the environment. The primary objective of this project is to improve 

the environment and living standard of the surrounding communities by enhancing the overall 

connectivity of the Area and increasing the provision of green open spaces and facilities for social, 

recreation and community activities (Appendix J).

3.2.2.3 Attributed to the concentration of well respected funeral business in the Hung Hom developed area, 

poor connectivity to the surrounding communities and insufficient local open spaces, the general 

impression of the community is dull and depressed. Meanwhile, as few retail shops are willing 

to operate in the community, the community is unattractive to both local residents and tourists. 

However, the actual condition of the community and the buildings is indeed not that ageing. Besides, 

a lack of activities is observed in East Tsim Sha Tsui during the late evening. The proposed Green 

Deck can revitalise the Hung Hom developed area and East Tsim Sha Tsui by enhancing their 

connectivity and improve the provision of community facilities such as lawn, amphitheatre, botanic 

garden and kids play areas to provide more space for social life and reconnect people to the both 

areas, creating more vibrant communities. 

Figure 3.1 Merit Award in Green Building Award 2014 
(Research and Planning) (Source: PolyU)
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“There is a strong request for a new sizable exhibition 
centre in Hong Kong and MTR Hung Hom Station will 
be an ideal location as it is only one station away from 
the future MTR Exhibition Station. Besides, in providing 
accessible and effective links to adjacent sites, this transit 
oriented deck development will increase the commercial 
value of adjacent lands and enable urban regeneration in 
those previously isolated areas.” 

Quote from Mr Samson Wong, Managing Director of Samson Wong & Associates Property Consultancy Ltd

3.2.3.4 Besides, there are suggestions to include grass skiing and stepped farming into the proposed Green 

Deck to enhance tourist attraction.  The Hung Hom Coliseum can therefore serve as a new tourist 

attraction and create synergies with the idea of conference centre on tourism activities.

3.2.3.5 In long term, it is necessary for further provision of convention and exhibition space in other 

locations at which the necessary surrounding supporting facilities (e.g. accommodation, dining, 

entertainment and transport) are sufficiently provided, so as to allow the emerging convention 

industry to realize its growth potential and address strong competition from neighbouring cities.

3.2.3.6 Based on the above locational considerations and the availability of supporting facilities, the Hong 

Kong Tourism Board suggested that developing a conference centre above MTR Hung Hom Station 

podium would create synergy with the proposed Green Deck (Figure 3.2). The location is served by 

excellent public transportation and the travel distance to the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 

Centre is short, which is only one station away from the future MTR Exhibition Station of the new 

MTR Shatin to Central Link. The MTR Hung Hom Station podium which is currently greatly under-

utilised has potential to serve as an excellent urban site with convenient public transportation 

and large volume of pedestrian traffic, while the under-utilised East Tsim Sha Tsui and exisiting 

Hung Hom neighbourhoods would be revitalised by supporting facilities such as hotels, shops and 

entertainment facilities. These developments will greatly benefit HK tourism and the economy. 

3.2.3.7 The proposed Green Deck would definitely serve as the key supporting facility or even form part 

of the convention and exhibition space to unleash the potential of Hung Hom and East Tsim Sha 

Tsui where there is a hub of wide variety of dinning, entertainment and accommodation facilities to 

become a new conference centre with networking opportunities. The proposed Green Deck with 

potential economic benefits contributing to convention and event industry development to whole 

Hong Kong is therefore worth proceeding.

3.2.3.8 The Schedule of Accommodation for the proposed Conference Centre is detailed in Appendix Y.

3.2.2.5 Given that a series of unique and diversified activities and social functions will be created by the 

proposed Green Deck which comprise cultural, leisure and sport facilities, the development is 

considered as a unique transit-oriented development (TOD) which does not only involve real estate 

development but also community building. The proposed Green Deck connecting MTR Hung Hom 

Station can utilise the transit hub to create a new centre of activities.

3.2.3 A Potential New Conference Centre for Hong Kong
3.2.3.1 During the public engagement activities, the Hong Kong Tourism Board expressed that there 

would be great potential to develop a new conference centre on top of MTR Hung Hom Station. 

Based on a Demand Study for New Convention and Exhibition Facilities in Hong Kong (Appendix 
X) commissioned by the Working Group on Convention and Exhibition Industries and Tourism 

under the Economic Development Commission in early 2014 to assess the demand for convention 

and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong in the coming 15 years (i.e. from 2014 to 2028), taking into 

account the situation in Hong Kong and the regional and global developments of the convention and 

exhibition industries, it is estimated that about 132,000m2 additional convention and exhibition space 

would be required to capture all unmet demand at peak periods in Hong Kong by 2028. 

3.2.3.2 As new conventions on professional and financial services industries are more suitably held in 

a downtown location to Hong Kong, the new convention centre should be built accordingly. The 

downtown location of the new convention centre can create operational synergies with the Hong 

Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), e.g. facilitating expansion of existing homegrown 

conventions now being held at HKCEC.

3.2.3.3 As the trend of event industry development is the emergence of more specialized and shorter events, 

the study also identified that the convention and exhibition attendees use conventions for networking 

and learning. There is an increasing importance of facilitating networking opportunities. To address 

the increasing need for networking, there is a preference for downtown locations, which tend to offer 

hospitality, key attractions and entertainment, and are in close proximity to most businesses.

“Apart from greening, the proposed Green Deck can 
be developed for cultural and tourism uses.”

Quote from Dr Peter Pun, Former Director of Planning of Planning Department

3.2.2.4 The proposed Green Deck does not only serve as the local open space for the use of nearby 

residents and a regional open space for the use by the wider public, but also a potential tourist 

attraction for the use by tourists. This intention is recognised by both local communities and various 

professionals. There are various tourist attractions, as well as unique and attractive elements, 

such as harbour vantage points posited at high points of the proposed Green Deck and close to 

the seafront promenade to capture the best views of Victoria Harbour and East Tsim Sha Tsui, 

and colourful floral botanic garden with the seasonal changes (Appendix E). While there are often 

pop concerts, performances and mega sport events in the Hong Kong Coliseum, the recreational 

facilities on the proposed Green Deck can create synergies with the Hong Kong Coliseum to attract 

both local and tourists.
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“The East Tsim Sha Tsui and Hung Hom area is a key transport hub with good 
connectivity to other districts by both rail and road. The Green Deck, together 
with the nearby hotel cluster and the iconic Victoria Harbour, provides a good 
basis for re-invigorating the neighbourhood into a tourist hotspot. Since the 
area will be just one stop from Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre 
on the new MTR Shatin to Central Link, it also has the potential to be re-
developed to provide space for hosting a new world class convention centre for 
large conventions, business meetings, and many other activities.”

Quote from Mr Anthony Lau, Executive Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board

Figure 3.2 Locational Advantage for Proposing a Potential New Conference Centre at MTR Hung Hom Station 
Source: Arup

Artist’s impression showing conference centre with Green Deck as proposed 
by Mr Anthony Lau, Exective Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board

Source: DLN

Artist’s impression showing conference centre with Green Deck as proposed 
by Mr Anthony Lau, Exective Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board

Source: DLN

PROPOSED CONFERENCE 
CENTRE WITH GREEN ROOF

PROPOSED CONFERENCE 
CENTRE WITH GREEN ROOF
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3.3 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS AND 
IMPACTS

“The proposal is very creative! It can maximise the land utilisation, 
while improve the existing noise impact and air quality. There is no 
reason of not supporting the project.”

Quote from Hon Tony Tse, Chairman of Panel on Development, Legislative Council

3.3.1 Concerns on the Future Air Quality at Toll Plaza
3.3.1.1 Passengers frequently using the public transport facilities expressed their concerns on the existing 

poor environment at MTR Hung Hom Station. However, it is doubted that air quality on road level will 

get worse after decking over. It is commented that the ventilation system has to be well designed 

with other mitigation measures to deal with the vehicular emission.

3.3.1.2 The proposed Green Deck will incorporate the bus waiting areas in the mid-level with semi-

enclosed staircases and escalators leading downstairs to the openings for bus boarding on ground 

level. The bus waiting areas in the intermediate level of the proposed Green Deck may adopt a mixed 

natural/mechanical ventilation system to minimize pollutants migrated from the covered bus lanes 

and reduce the use of energy (Appendix P). Various mitigation measures on air filtration and air 

purification will be included into the proposed Green Deck (Appendix E). It is proposed to enclose 

passageways to avoid high pollutant exposure of passengers and drivers during the boarding 

period, which is similar to aircraft boarding bridge. With the application of the present techniques of 

boarding systems and the crowd control with queuing management, it is anticipated that the process 

of bringing people down to buses on ground level and taking people up when passengers disembark 

would be safe and effective.

3.3.2 Potential Noise Implications after Decking
3.3.2.1 Some members of the public concerned that there are potential adverse effects to the users at the 

Toll Plaza area. Some of the openings of the proposed Green Deck are next to the PolyU campus and 

some of them form horn-like structures which could radiate sound effectively to its surroundings. 

3.3.2.2 To reduce the noise level, it is proposed to add louvres and sound absorption to the proposed Green 

Deck and its surroundings. Footbridges linking MTR Hung Hom Station, the cavity under the Deck and 

PolyU are proposed to be fully enclosed so as to further reduce the noise intruding into PolyU podium 

level (Appendix R).

3.3.2.3 With the proposed noise mitigation measures, the proposed Green Deck would be able to reduce 

the current traffic noise level at the PolyU. The noise levels under the Deck would remain nearly 

unchanged. The noise reductions at locations nearby the MTR Hung Hom Station and the Hong Kong 

Coliseum would be within 3 to 20 dBA  (Appendix R).

3.3.3 Urban Ecology
3.3.3.1 The green and landscape area of the proposed Green Deck accounts for approximately more than 

70% of the total area which greatly increases in biomass over the existing Toll Plaza and MTR Hung 

Hom Station Podium for the reduction of heat island effect. There is also a colourful floral botanic 

garden with seasonal changes.

3.3.3.2 The proposed Green Deck can be designed to become an urban forest with diversify plant species so 

as to attract local biodiversity such as butterflies and birds. High density of green can also improve 

the urban microclimate. It can use local plants in landscaping just like High Line in New York City.

“Apart from aesthetics, it is also essential to consider the relationship 
between urban ecology and nature. For instance, Kowloon Park can 
serve as an urban oasis to provide a habitat for insects and birds.”

Quote from Prof. John Ng, Chairman of BEAM Society Ltd

3.4 POTENTIAL HEALTH BENEFITS

3.4.1 Improvement on Physical Health
3.4.1.1 The greening of the proposed Green Deck can improve the air quality by massive vegetation. 

According to Tan and Sia (2005) and Peng and Jim (2015), the green roof can help absorb 

atmospheric PM, NO
2
 and SO

2
. 

3.4.1.2 The environment for the existing bus waiting area and footbridge connecting the MTR Hung Hom 

Station and the PolyU is very poor and congested with severe air pollution from vehicle emission, 

which increase the potential health risk to the pedestrian and passengers. The proposed Green 

Deck with massive vegetation is a possible solution to improve the overall air quality, walking and 

waiting condition, mitigating undesirable health impacts.

3.4.1.3 Studies also found that people will exercise more with access to park (Sherer, 2006; Kahn et al., 

2002). There is a strong correlation between the number of park or walking trail nearby and the 

exercise frequency (Kaczynski and Henderson 2007). With extra physical activity, evidence showed 

that health would be improved. Since the proposed Green Deck will provide more sports and 

recreation facilities and bicycle path for various activities, the physical health of communites is 

anticipated to improve.

“The proposed Green Deck does not only serve as 
a deck but, more importantly, provides us with 
great accessibility to public open space and healthy 
lifestyle.” 

Quote from Mr Bernard Lim, Founding President of Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design
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3.5.2 A New Choice for Urban Cyclists
3.5.2.1 Public concerns on the possibility to cycle along the harbourfront and to the neighbouring areas. 

The proposed Green Deck can provide additional provision of cycling connection to Harbourfront, 

MTR Hung Hom Station, Tsim Sha Tsui, PolyU and other districts, serving as a pedestrian connection 

hub for these areas and reinforcing a better and intimate inter-district relationship that will benefit 

the general public at large.

3.5.1.2 A local resident living at Winslow Street expressed that after the show at Hong Kong Coliseum, 

she took much longer time to go home than those who live in Ma On Shan due to extremely 

poor pedestrian connectivity, busy roads, frequent rail tracks and difficult walking conditions. 

The proposed Green Deck, by elevating pedestrian activities to a higher level, can enhance the 

connections among nearby neighbourhoods, accessibility of local residents, especially for those 

in old neighbourhoods, to open spaces, recreation, other local amenities harbourfront areas and 

public transportation such as MTR Hung Hom Station. It is of paramount importance to give back 

the neighbourhoods to people by rebuilding connectivity among these neighbourhoods.

“We need a vibrant pedestrian connection between the communities 
and harbourfront. The proposed Green Deck can provide public with 
joyful experience walking towards the harbourfront.” 

Quote from Mr Vincent Ng, Non-official Member of Harbourfront Commission, President of Hong Kong Institute of Architects

3.5.1.3 Based on the research on the LOS to pedestrian flows in the Area (Appendix W), the proposed Green 

Deck can significant enhance the pedestrian flow. As such, the introduction of the proposed Green 

Deck would positively enhance the future pedestrian circulation system in terms of improved level 

of services and reduction of pedestrian flow density. The segregated communities among Homantin, 

Hung Hom, East Tsim Sha Tsui and the waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui will be linked effectively.

“Harbourfront Commission is very 
supportive to the development of 
Green Deck! It is important to consider 
how to connect the Green Deck to 
the surrounding communities so as to 
trigger the revitalisation of the entire 
district.” 

Quote from a member of Harbourfront Commission

“It was very difficult for my children to learn cycling 
as there is no cycle track and cycle park in the 
community and we needed to go to Taipo for cycling 
every time. It would be great if the Green Deck can 
provide cycling and child recreational facilities.”

Quote from a local resident

“The existing development in Hung Hom and East Tsim 
Sha Tsui areas are very scattered. The Green Deck can 
connect these scattered areas all together.” 

Quote from Mr Cheung Kwong-wing, Director of Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & Engineers (HK) Ltd

“I have lived here for more than 20 years. Nobody has cared 
for us. It is so difficult to get anywhere. Once I went to 
Hung Hom Coliseum for a show with some friends. After 
the show, my friends who live in Ma On Shan have already 
arrived home, while we were still stuck on the road trying 
to walk home.”

Quote from a local resident

3.4.2 Improvement on Psychological Health
3.4.2.1 Public generally agreed that the proposed Green Deck will bring some positive changes in uses 

within the neighbourhood in the old urban area in Hung Hom and create improvements to the 

existing depressing environment. It echoes with the various literature and researches that green 

space can bring psychological benefits to the community by significantly decreasing stressful 

events, anxiety disorder and depression (Appendix K).

3.5 CONNECTIVITY ISSUES

3.5.1 The Missing Link for the Surrounding Neighbourhood
3.5.1.1 The proposed Green Deck can serve as a missing link to connect with the surrounding 

neighbourhoods to create a comprehensive pedestrian network for the communities in Hung Hom, 

East Tsim Sha Tsui, Homantin, King’s Park and the Hung Hom harbourfront, which are separated by 

busy roads, rail road tracks and Cross-Harbour Tunnel into isolated islands.
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3.7 CONSTRUCTION AND STRUCTURAL ISSUES

3.7.1 Constructability
3.7.1.1 There are a number of major technical difficulties in the construction and maintenance of the 

proposed Green Deck, including but not limited to the design of supporting structure, construction 

method and ways to carry out maintenance and repair works, to minimise the impact on the existing 

congested traffic.

“Apart from greening, the Green Deck should include smart and 
resilient design such as information and communications technology 
and heat island mitigation measures. There is public aspiration on 
the Green Deck to positively contribute to climate change and serve 
as an example to motivate Hong Kong to become a smart green 
resilient city.”

Quote from Mr Wilfred Lau, Director of Arup

3.6 SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES

3.6.1 Renewable Energy
3.6.1.1 Various built environment professionals supported the application of renewable energy devices and 

environmentally friendly construction methods for the proposed Green Deck so that the renewable 

energy generated can self-sustain its operation.

3.6.1.2 In order to strive for a ‘net-zero-energy consumption’ deck with zero greenhouse gas emission 

(Appendix S), it is proposed to install PV panels at the roofs or facades of other buildings developed 

together with the proposed Green Deck. This proposal of using solar energy as the renewable 

energy on the proposed Green Deck is evaluated to be economically feasible after considering future 

tariff increase and environmental factors.

3.6.2 Application of Natural Ventilation
3.6.2.1 Although it is suggested that the design of ventilation system for the proposed Green Deck will 

create natural ventilation which can be adopted as a pilot scheme for other similar projects in Hong 

Kong such as public transport interchange, it was enquired on the degree of natural ventilation to be 

achieved and whether reliance of forced ventilation will be required. 

3.6.2.2 The overall objective of the ventilation strategy for the proposed Green Deck is to use natural 

ventilation whenever possible so as to save energy and to prevent the vehicle emission from 

escaping into the adjacent areas. The bus waiting areas will be provided with natural ventilation 

using wind catchers to pressurize the staircases to minimize pollutants migrated from the covered 

bus lanes. Though central mechanical ventilation with filtration will be required, it will be designed 

to be the minimum. 

3.6.3 Smart Green Resilience
3.6.3.1 The proposed Green Deck is a massive urban greening project to mitigate urban heat island effect 

and improve overall thermal comfort of the Area by providing shading and therefore moderating 

micro-climatic condition. The temperatures inside the proposed Green Deck is expected to be lower 

than the outside temperatures. The temperatures of the Area covered by the proposed Green Deck 

will be lower than those at 150m away of the park by 1-2°C (Appendix N).

3.6.3.2 Besides, the proposed Green Deck will be a free government Wi-Fi hotspot. Digital information 

screens and interfaces of various types will be located throughout the park to facilitate people 

in using the park, understanding and learning from the environment and technical innovations 

of the project, adapting and appropriating the spaces of the proposed Green Deck to meet their 

needs, informing themselves about green technologies and sustainability, etc. A website will be 

maintained to support all of these uses, and an ongoing series of apps will be developed to add 

increasing possibilities to the ways in which people can use and experience the proposed Green 

Deck (Appendix J).

N

Map showing pedestrian and cycling connectivity
Source: DLN

0 100m
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“The construction of Green Deck will only occupy two traffic 
lanes, one lane for each direction. With the use of prefabricated 
components, the construction time can be speeded up.”

Quote from Mr Yu Sai-yen, Executive Director of Gammon Construction

3.8.2 Pedestrian Safety
3.8.2.1 A frequent user of transportation facilities at MTR Hung Hom Station pointed out that he has found 

the old footbridge congested and dangerous. It is quite common but dangerous for passengers 

rushing back and forth the podium level and the bus waiting area. The Green Deck will eliminate 

such congestion and risks for pedestrians by providing much more generous pedestrian circulation 

spaces. In the proposed bus waiting lounges, care must be taken in the design for the convenience 

and safety of the elderly and young children among passengers. Mitigation measure to alleviate the 

potential danger to them is essential.

3.8.2.2 The future bus waiting area will be incorporated into the proposed Green Deck. It will be more spacious 

for the passengers with better air ventilation. The safety and environmental concerns of the bus waiting 

area will be improved. Besides, the proposed Green Deck will have significant effect in diverting 

pedestrians away from the existing overloading, congested footbridge, especially during the morning and 

evening peak hours. The level of services for walkways in the Area will therefore be improved.

3.9 IMPLEMENTATION AGENT AND FINANCING

3.9.1 Financial Viability
3.9.1.1 Although the proposed Green Deck may bring benefits from the social, environmental, economic, 

public health and pedestrian circulation aspects, the construction of the proposed Green Deck will 

be costly. The operational cost may be high taking into account the size of the proposed Green Deck, 

large area of landscaping and wide variety of facility provision. It is uncertain whether it is worth 

building it and the finance source for the construction of the proposed Green Deck is a question.

3.9.1.2 For green infrastructure investments like the proposed Green Deck, benefits involved are mainly 

in the environmental and social aspects, such as air quality, public health, sense of pride, social 

relationship etc. These environmental and social goods are usually not traded in the market. 

Therefore, by only evaluating the economic benefits, the total benefits of the investment would be 

underestimated as the non-marketed goods are neglected. Both tangible and intangible costs and 

benefits are taken into account to decide whether the proposed Green Deck project is considered as 

an acceptable and beneficial investment to the society. Based on a preliminary and brief estimate on 

the costs and benefits of the proposed Green Deck development in the Study, from the society point 

of view, the proposed Green Deck development could be beneficial to the public.

3.9.1.3 Though the capital cost for the construction of the proposed Green Deck shall be high (estimated as 

at 1st Quarter 2014 price level to be about HK$5 billion), taking into consideration of the surrounding 

future developments, there is possibility to incorporate the proposed Green Deck development into 

the redevelopment of MTR Hung Hom Station (in cooperation with the MTRC and/or other private 

entities) and the former International Mail Centre to create a synergy effect. It is also possible to 

have a conference centre developer to undertake the facilities development and other commercial 

and hotel development on MTR Hung Hom Station air-right and neighbouring areas, in which the 

proposed Green Deck can form part of their development in order to finance the construction.

3.9.1.4 One of the research studies undertaken by Prof. Eddie HUI (Appendix H) indicates that the proposed 

Green Deck would enhance the value of developments over the MTR Hung Hom Station and nearby 

government land. Assuming that five buildings, including one office building, two hotels and 

two residential apartment buildings, are proposed to be constructed in the extended area of the 

proposed Green Deck (Appendix H) and adopting year 2013 as the base year for calculation, the 

proposed Green Deck would enhance the value of the above development by as much as $1 billion, 

as compared with the overall construction cost of the proposed Green Deck estimated at $5 billion 

(as at 1st Quarter 2014 price level). 

“Between 2006 and 2014, the total traffic volume dropped 6%. Even during 
peak hours, the total traffic volume dropped 10%. Therefore, there should be 
potential to occupy a traffic lane for the construction works and supporting 
structures without much worsening the traffic congestion.”

Quote from Mr Sam Chow, Director of Arup

3.7.1.3 Considering the complexity of construction, there is worry from the public that the construction time 

of the proposed Green Deck will be long. A suitable time to carry out construction works is crucial.

3.7.1.4 The construction works for the proposed Green Deck can be mainly conducted during mid-night when 

the traffic volume is relatively low. As a consequence, the potential adverse traffic impact can be 

minimised.

3.8 POTENTIAL TRAFFIC IMPACTS

3.8.1 Potential Road Traffic Congestion
3.8.1.1 Cross-Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza is one of the busiest and most congested traffic facilities in Hong 

Kong with high traffic volume every day. There were grave concerns over the temporary traffic 

impacts during construction and the potential permanent traffic impacts. The tunnel and numbers 

of traffic lane may need to be closed during construction, while the supporting structure of the 

proposed Green Deck may permanently occupy some areas and traffic lanes of the Toll Plaza. It may 

lengthen the travel time for using the Cross-Harbour Tunnel and worsen the traffic congestion.

3.7.1.2 The construction works and procedures will try to minimise the works area as much as possible, 

including utilising the platform of the proposed Green Deck as the working area and the use of 

prefabricated components. Besides, supporting structures for the proposed Green Deck will be 

located strategically to minimise the impact on the traffic at road level (Appendix E). 

“In order to minimise the road area being affected, the supporting structures 
can be located at the bus waiting areas and central divider while the platform 
of the Green Deck itself can serve as the working area.”

Quote from Mr Chin Sai-ping, Executive Director of AECOM

3.8.1.2 There is a decrease of overall traffic flow of using Cross-Harbour Tunnel in 2014. Further reduction is likely 

when the new MTR Shatin to Central Link is put on operation, which is a good potential for the implementation 

of the proposed Green Deck. In addition, effective mitigation measures will be formulated in order to 

minimise the potential traffic impacts. For instance, supporting structures will be located strategically to 

minimise the impact on traffic at road level (Appendix E). Besides, it also provides an opportunity for the pilot 

implementation of ticketless system or electronic road pricing at the Cross-Harbour Tunnel so as to release 

the space occupied by the tollbooths for traffic and thus speed up the traffic flow. 
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4 CONCLUSION & WAY FORWARD

4.1 This Report consolidated the development proposal for the proposed Green Deck, researches and 

studies conducted by the PolyU Professors with respect to the development of the proposed Green 

Deck, views and opinions collected from the public and various professionals in the Conference on 

Green Deck and other public comments received from various public engagement activities.

4.2 It is identified that there is overwhelming support from different stakeholders, including the local 

communities, general public, organisations (e.g. Harbourfront Commission, Hong Kong Tourism 

Board, green groups, etc) and various built environment professionals. Serving as a missing link 

to connect the surrounding communities and harbourfront with the provision of green open space 

and various community facilities, the proposed Green Deck can create positive social, health, 

environmental and economic impacts on the Hung Hom, East Tsim Sha Tsui and harbourfront 

areas. It is a vital opportunity to improve the connectivity and revitalise the Area to become more 

vibrant. Potential undesirable impacts associated with the proposed Green Deck will be minimised, 

if unavoidable, with effective mitigation measures. Latest technologies and innovative design will 

also be adopted for minimising the resources used and the waste produced. In view of the above, 

the proposed Green Deck, which can be comparable to world-renowned successful green social 

projects such as New York City’s High Line, Seoul’s Cheonggyecheon and Boston’s Rose Fitzgerald 

Kennedy Greenway over the Central Artery, would definitely be a smart green resilient project and 

bring pride to Hong Kong as a World City in Asia.

4.3 The above mentioned findings will be submitted as a study proposal to the Government for their in-

depth studies and consideration. 

4.4 The next step of the proposed Green Deck project would include the following: 

• Mobilise further discussion and support from local community, built environment professions 

and relevant stakeholders;

• Lobby with relevant government bureaux and departments for the implementation;

• Identify potential development and financial models and partnerships for the implementation; and 

• Investigate other potential sustainable designs, measures and technologies to incorporate into 

the proposed Green Deck.

“It is very upsetting that no one, even the 
government, has made any proposal to improve 
the old urban area in Hung Hom ever since they 
have lived there. It is encouraging that finally 
someone is proposing improvements to this area.” 

Quote from a local resident

“I appreciate the Green Deck project very much! I originally 
thought it was an impossible plan but now I believe this 
project is highly implementable. The proposed Green 
Deck is a solution to the congested footbridges and 
insufficient green and recreational space. Therefore, it 
will be supported by the local residents. With the support 
of the public, district councils and legislative council, the 
Government has to be the major investor.”

Quote from Ir Cheung Yan-hong, Member of Kowloon City District Council

3.9.1.5 Enhancement in environmental quality around the proposed Green Deck and revitalization 

of old Hung Hom and East Tsim Sha Tsui would bring positive changes to this part of our city 

environmentally, physically and economically, resulting in higher standards in living and higher 

economic value for the whole society. 

3.9.1.6 Finally, to partly offset the running cost, it would be possible to provide 35,000 to 40,000m2 space 

on the intermediate level of the proposed Green Deck for social or commercial uses, such as 

community hall, library, exhibition, retail or conference uses. Rents derived from such uses could be 

utilised to partly finance the running costs of facilities provided on the proposed Green Deck.

3.9.2 Implementation and Management
3.9.2.1 There is public requesting that the party which is responsible for the operation, management and 

maintenance of the proposed Green Deck should maximise its use for public enjoyment. 

3.9.2.2 The design and management of the proposed Green Deck will be people-oriented, encouraging 

public use. The proposed Green Deck is recommended to be “open all hours,” in step with the 24-

hour city of Hong Kong. Key areas and paths through the upper green level of the proposed Green 

Deck will be well-lit, and enlivened through the encouragement of night-time activities, so it does 

not become a “dead” space at night, and can continue to offer a safe and pleasant link between 

surrounding districts at all hours. Allowing views into the spaces of the proposed Green Deck from 

the buildings surrounding it can encourage “eyes on the street” that can increase security. 
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Neighbouring the heavily-loaded Cross Harbour Tunnel, PolyU has long witnessed problems in 
the vicinity –  poor air quality, overloaded footbridge, poor connectivity within the district and 
lack of open space. The University has thus proposed the construction of a Green Deck over the 
Cross Harbor Tunnel plaza to tackle these problems.

Linking MTR Hung Hom Station podium and PolyU campus, the proposed 43,000 sq. m. 
deck area can accommodate a wide variety of recreational, cultural and sports facilities 
while solving existing problems in the district. This proposal will not only provide people 
with a green open space to unwind from the hustle and  bustle of city life, but also help 
foster sustainable development through a number of research projects undertaken by   
PolyU experts.

The University is soliciting views from various stakeholders to work out a plan that will benefit 
the community as well as enhance the environment.

綠化平台
Green Deck An Innovative Solution to 

Enhance the Environment
優化環境的創新方案

理大鄰近繁忙的紅磡海底隧道，一直見證著區內空氣質素 

欠佳、行人天橋超逾負荷、地區內往來不便，以及缺乏公共空

間的種種問題。有見及此，大學提出在紅隧收費廣場上興建 

一個綠化平台，以解決上述問題。

建議中的綠化平台約四萬三千平方米，與港鐵紅磡

站平台及理大主校園連接，可供各種康樂、文化及

體育設施之用，亦同時解決區內現有的問題。這計劃

不但為市民提供一個遠離城市生活煩囂的綠色公共

空間，而且透過理大專家的多個研究項目，推動持續 

發展。

理大現正收集不同持份者的意見，以期制定一個既可造福 

社區，且能優化環境的建議方案。

www.polyu.edu.hk/greendeck



Benefits for the community
URBAN RENEWAL – More than open space

Other than a park of green open space, a viewing deck with Victoria Harbour as the backdrop, 
art gallery, amphitheatre, sports complex, outdoor exhibition area, play area for the kids, 
reflection pool are among the items that can be considered for the Green Deck, allowing people 
to relax and unwind, away from the hustle and bustle of city life.

IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY – Save time and add convenience

The Green Deck project will enable the provision of an enhanced pedestrian and cycling track 
network covering Homantin, Hung Hom,  Tsim Sha Tsui, Jordan and the harbourfront area, 
facilitating commuting from one place to another while reinforcing an intimate inter-district 
relationship and a green life style.

ENHANCED ENVIRONMENT – Fostering sustainable development

A number of research projects are underway with a view to achieving low carbon consumption 
and emission. An air filtration and purification system including electrostatic precipitators for 
use to filter and purify the polluted air is being included in the scheme. Reduction of Heat Island 
Effect will be achieved through the increase in biomass and vegetation. The deployment of 
environment-friendly items including photovoltaic cells, wind catchers, solar lighting, recycled 
grey-water, recycled glass and DeNOx agent are being explored.

造福社區

城市新貌  海闊天空

除了綠化戶外空間，擬建的綠化平台整體規劃更包括一個面向

維多利亞港的觀景台、藝術廊、露天劇院、綜合體育設施、 

戶外展覽區、兒童遊玩區、人工湖畔等等，讓市民遠離城市生

活的煩囂，舒展身心。

方便往來各區  省時方便

擬建中的綠化平台整體規劃會提供連接何文田、紅磡、尖沙

咀、佐敦和海旁的行人通道及單車徑，方便往來各區之餘，亦

強化毗鄰社區的關係，以及為市民帶來更綠化更環保的生活。

優化環境  推動持續發展

我們正進行多項以達至低碳用量及低碳排放為目標的研究項

目，包括採用靜電集塵器及相關技術以過濾及潔淨廢氣 ; 增加

生物質能和綠化帶以減少熱島效應 ; 應用各種環保資源及再生

能源如光伏特電池、風力、太陽能 ; 循環再用經處理的洗盥污

水 ; 使用環保玻璃及催化淨氣技術等。

Recognition from the industry
With its environmentally-friendly features and sustainable benefits, the Green Deck project has 
been recognized with the Merit Award in Green Building Award 2014 (Research and Planning), 
jointly organized by Green Building Council and The Professional Green Building Council. 

Multi-disciplinary research by PolyU faculty members
PolyU faculty members worked together on a number of multi-disciplinary research, offering some 
innovative solutions to enhance the environment and living condition of Hung Hom.  
The research include:

• Study of pedestrian flow and traffic emission on the Green Deck
• Effect of the Green Deck on the local noise level
• Effect of the Green Deck on local air quality
• Renewable energy applications on the Green Deck
• Effect of the Green Deck on the local thermal environment
• Build Green Deck with recycled glass
• Effect of the Green Deck on the local real estate market
• Public engagement processes for the Green Deck project
• The Health and Social Impact of the Green Deck Project on the Population Living in  
 the Neighborhood
• Costs and Benefits Analysis on the Thermal Effect of the Green Deck to the Surrounding  
 Outdoor Environment
• Investigating the Effects of Greenery on Temperature and Thermal Comfort in Urban Parks
• Programming the Green Deck - developing a design brief for the project
• An Economic Evaluation of Proposed Green Deck
• Research and Development of Solar PV Pavement for Application on Green Deck
• Acoustic Energy Harvesting Potential of the Green Deck

Community Engagement
PolyU welcomes views from various stakeholders in the community. Your views are most 
important to making a dream come true for the benefits of the community. 
Please send your views to: views.on.greendeck@polyu.edu.hk

業界嘉許
綠色平台項目的環保特色及其可持續裨益，備受欣賞，因而獲

得由香港綠色建築議會及環保建築專業議會合辦的 2014 年環

保建築大獎的優異獎（研究及規劃類別）。

理大專家學者進行跨學科研究項目
理大專家學者進行多個跨學科研究項目，為提升紅磡區的生活

環境和質素，提出了一些極具創意的解決方案。研究項目包括：

• 綠化平台對改善人流及汽車廢氣排放的研究
• 綠化平台對改善該區聲浪問題的研究
• 綠化平台對改善該區空氣質素的研究
• 研究可再生能源在綠化平台上的應用
• 綠化平台對該區溫度環境的研究
• 循環使用棄置玻璃物料建構綠化平台
• 綠化平台對提升該區樓宇價值的研究
• 研究持份者在綠化平台計劃中的參與
• 研究綠化平台對於一個人口稠密地區所帶來的健康和 
 社會影響

• 研究綠化平台對於四周戶外環境溫度的影響，並分析 
 當中的成本和效益

• 研究城市公園對溫度環境的影響
• 為項目制訂設計大綱
• 評估綠化平台的經濟效益
• 應用太陽能發電於綠化平台地面的研究
• 綠化平台聲能發電的可行性研究

社區聯繫
理大歡迎社區內不同持份者的意見。您的意見將有助我們實現

夢想、造福社會。請您透過電郵向我們提出建議。

電郵信箱 : views.on.greendeck@polyu.edu.hk

































APPENDIX B
Chronology of Community Engagement Activities



No. Date Organization / Event
1 14/1/2013 Development Bureau
2 19/2/2013 Education Bureau
3 18/4/2013 Transport & Housing Bureau
4 3/5/2013 Environment Bureau
5 21/5/2013 Harbourfront Commission 
6 5 times in April 2014 PolyU Council Members and VIPs
7 7/5/2014 The MTR Corporation
8 19/5/2014 Hong Kong Green Building Council
9 11/6/2014 Yau Tsim Mong District Council
10 2/7/2014 S.K.H. Holy Trinity Church Secondary School
11 11/8/2014 Kowloon City District Council
12 10/10/2014 Local Media
13 17/10/2014 General Public
14 17/10/2014 Secondary School Students
15 22/10/2014 PolyU Staff
16 23/10/2014 YMCA
17 24/10/2014 Yan Chai Hospital Law Chan Chor Si College
18 24/10/2014 Diocesan Boys' School
19 24/10/2014 CUHK Department of Mechanical and Automation Engineering
20 29/10/2014 CityU Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering
21 30/10/2014 The Hong Kong Jockey Club
22 4/11/2014 T.W.G.Hs Lo Kon Ting Memorial College
23 4/11/2014 PolyU Alumni
24 5/11/2014 Sai Kung Sung Tsun Catholic School (Secondary Section)
25 6/11/2014 University of Nottingham, Department of Architecture (UK)
26 7/11/2014 Ying Wa Girls' School 

PolyU Green Deck - Community Engagement Activities (Jan 2013 - May 2016)
As of 18 May 2016



27 8/11/2014 Chinese Y.M.C.A. Primary School
28 12/11/2014 CCC Ming Kei College
29 13/11/2014 Secondary School Students
30 14/11/2014 CCC Kei Heep Secondary School
31 17/11/2014 General Public
32 17/11/2014 The Hong Kong Jockey Club
33 17/11/2014 Tsung Tsin Christian Academy
34 21/11/2014 PolyU Council Member and VIPs
35 22/11/2014 Elderly Guests
36 22/11/2014 Elderly Guests from NGOs
37 22/11/2014 Secondary School Students
38 22/11/2014 National Changhua University of Education
39 23/11/2014 PolyU Alumni 
40 24/11/2014 General Public
41 24/11/2014 Tsuen Wan IVE, Architectural Design
42 24/11/2014 Hong Kong Interior Design Association 
43 26/11/2014 PolyU Council Member and VIPs
44 27/11/2014 PolyU Engineering Department
45 28/11/2014 Guangzhou Vocational College of Technology & Business
46 28/11/2014 PolyU Engineering Department
47 28/11/2014 Macau Polytechnic University 
48 2/12/2014 The Hong Kong Jockey Club
49 4/12/2014 Yan Oi Tong Chan Wong Suk Fong Memorial Secondary School 
50 4/12/2014 CCC Ming Kei College
51 8/12/2014 West Island Schoo, Art and Design Team
52 10/12/2014 PolyU Council Member and VIPs
53 11/12/2014 East University of Heilongjiang
54 19/12/2014 Bissell Company
55 19/12/2014 Kowloon City District Council
56 23/12/2014 St. Francis Xavier's College



57 1/1/2015 General Public (Green Deck Webpage launch)
58 2/1/2015 Secondary School Students
59 5/1/2015 Zhejiang University
60 6/1/2015 General Public
61 7/1/2015 Pui Ching Middle School 
62 8/1/2015 Institute of Active Ageing
63 9/1/2015 Guests from Mainland China
64 9/1/2015 EOHK 
65 9/1/2015 Second international Conference on Sustainable Urbanization
66 13/1/2015 The Federation of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Alumni Associations
67 14/1/2015 General Public & Professional Groups
68 16/1/2015 General Public
69 17/1/2015 Principals from Tai Po District Secondary Schools
70 19/1/ 2015 PolyU Council Members
71 20/1/2015 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
72 28/1/2015 VIP Guests
73 29/1/2015 Green Groups
74 30/1/2015 St Louis School 
75 1/2/2015 Stakeholders of PolyU HSEO
76 1/2/2015 General Public
77 2/2/2015 Harbourfront Commission
78 5/2/2015 Professional Groups
79 6/2/2015 Civic Exchange
80 16/2/2015 Tsang Pik Shan Secondary School
81 16/2/2015 Planning Department
82 26/2/2015 Local Media
83 27/2/2015 Hong Kong Institute of Engineers (IT Division)
84 13/3/2015 Planning Department
85 15/3/15 - 16/4/15 Off-campus Green Deck Exhibition (Business Environment Council Building)
86 18/3/2015 Yau Tsim Mong & Kowloon City District Councils



87 18/3/2015 New World Development
88 20/3/2015 General Public
89 23/3/2015 PolyU Council Member & VIPs
90 26/3/2015 Business Environment Council Members
91 21/5/2015 Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects
92 21/5/2015 Traffic, Transport and Housing Committee, Yau Tsim Mong District Council
93 26/5/2015 Gammon Construction Limited
94 28/5/2015 Education Bureau
95 8/6/2015 Development Bureau
96 13/8/2015 Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors
97 25/8/2015 Hong Kong Institute of Planners
98 25/8/2015 Chairman of Yau Tsim Mong District Council
99 31/8/2015 The MTR Corporation
100 18/9/2015 PolyU Students, Staff & Alumni
101 23-25/9/2015 Residents and Shop Operators in Tsim Sha Tsui and Kowloon City Districts
102 27/10/2015 ExCo Members, Business Environment Council
103 29/10/2015 World Green Building Council Congress 2015
104 31/10 - 8/11/2015 Off-campus Green Deck Exhibition (InnoCarnival 2015) & On-line Publicity (PolyU Facebook Feed)
105 2/11/2015 Teachers and students attended InnoCarnival 2015
106 10/11/2015 Buildings Department
107 27/11/2015 Speakers and Discussants, Conference on "Green Deck"
108 1/12/2015 Best Practice Committee, Harbour Business Forum
109 3/12/2015 Hong Kong Tourism Board
110 14/12/2015 Government Officials, Industries Leaders, Professionals, General Public
111 16/12/2015 Rotary Club of Kowloon West
112 12/2015 - 2/2016 Off-campus Green Deck Exhibition (Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism\Architecture)
113 17/1/2016 Presentation on Green Deck at Bi-City Biennale Urbanism / Architecture
114 5/4/2016 Hong Kong Tourism Board
115 6/4/2016 World Cities World Class University Network
116 21/4/2016 Commissioner for Tourism



117 28/4/2016 Leisure and District Facilities Management Committee, Kowloon City District Council
118 12/5/2016 The British Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong
119 18/5/2016 Hong Kong Tourism Board & other travel associations
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Forum on Green Deck with Green Groups and PolyU members 
 
1) Event Details 
 
Date: 29 January 2015 (Thursday) 
Time: 3:30 to 5:30pm 
Venue: Gallery D, Innovation Tower, PolyU 
Organiser: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 
2) Programme Rundown 
 
3:15 – 3:30 pm Guests registration 
3:30 – 3:35 pm Introduction  
3:35 – 3:40 pm Video show 
3:40 – 4:00 pm Presentation  
4:00 – 4:20 pm Exhibition tour  
4:20 – 5:20 pm Discussion session  
5:20 – 5:30 pm Closing remarks 
 
3) Participants at the Discussion Session 
 

Mr Alex Lui, Council Member, PolyU 
Prof Hung Wing Tat, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
PolyU 
Mr Alvin Yip, Director, Jockey Club Design Institute for Social Innovation, PolyU 
Mr Daniel Suen, Deputy Director of Campus Development, Campus Development Office, 
PolyU 
Mr Edwin Lau, Head of Community Engagement & partnership, Friends of the Earth 
Mr Alfred Yip, Project Coordinator, Friends of the Earth 
Ms Yu Hin Pik, Senior Project Officer, Green Sense 
Ms Lai Tsz Yan, Member, Green Sense 
Mr Hubert Cheung, Project Executive, World Green Organisation 
Ms Karen Ho, Business Engagement Leader, Climate, WWF – HK 
Prof Susan Evans, CEO, Good to China 
Ms Tanya Dove, Instructor, Institute of Textiles and Clothing, PolyU 
Ms Julija Naskova, PhD Student, School of Design, PolyU 

 
4) Background 
 
With an aim to solicit views from various stakeholders to work out a plan that will benefit the 
community as well as enhance the environment, the University is currently staging an exhibition 
“Green Deck as an Innovative Social Project” at the Innovation Tower.  The aim of this forum is to 
collect views from the green groups and PolyU members, which will be of valuable reference for 
refining the concept and design. At the same time, share with them the concept and progress of the 
project as well as the research findings from faculty members of PolyU. 
 
5) Summary of Discussion 
 

a) Project cost  
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Q: How long will it take for the Green Deck project? 

A: Green Deck project involves the use of public money and public land. A number of issues, such as 
land use, ownership, environmental impacts, traffic impacts and public consultation, etc have to be 
settled before construction.  It may take at least take five years to complete if everything goes 
smoothly.  

Q: How to maintain all the greenery over the green deck properly? 

A: Experience from similar projects like The High Line in Manhattan of New York could be used as 
reference. Maintenance work could be done at night without affecting the public in daytime. This is 
similar to the maintenance work done in the Hong Kong country parks.  

Q: Will daily life / travelling routes be adversely affected during construction? 

A: Environmental impact and traffic impact assessments would be done before construction. The 
government will make sure the impacts could be kept minimal and acceptable. Construction could 
be conducted in stages in order to minimize traffic impacts. 

Q: Any difference on the maintenance costs among the four greenery models? 

A: There is no specific cost figure on green deck maintenance at this stage. The five billion budget is 
all construction cost. 

b) Options on greenery 

Q: Why PolyU proposed four greenery models ranging from 10% to 90%? Are you going to build the 
one most people opted for? 

A: The purpose of proposing four models is to stimulate discussion among stakeholders on the 
project.  We are not forced to build the one that most people opted for.  We just want to know 
people’s preference about their desirable green deck and what are their most wanted facilities on 
the green deck. 

c) Pollution 

Q: Can Green Deck help relieve the heat island effect in the city? 

A: Definitely. It will lower the temperature around and reduce the heat on road surface. 

Q: Green Deck is a good idea but can it resolve all the problems related to pollution? 

A: In long term, Green Deck resolves the problems associated with the operation of Cross Harbour 
Tunnel and the road traffic, which will bring great benefit to local communities and commuters.  

d) Additional values of Green Deck 

Q: Is there any more ways to increase the values of Green Deck?  
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A: Yes. Biomass and recycled glass in construction will activate properties of air purification, self-
cleaning and antimicrobial through the application of photo catalytic principles. Solar panel is a way 
for achieving zero-greenhouse gas emission. Zero Carbon building is also one of the concepts in 
Green Deck. 

e) Community engagement  

Q: Do you engage the community? Public needs to know how the Green Deck works.  

A: Green Deck is a community-based project. The education process has already started. We are 
going to engage professional groups, green groups, local communities and PolyU members.  Related 
District Councils and Government departments will also be engaged in the near future. Green Deck 
exhibition and guided tours are now available in PolyU. 

 
6) Other suggestions - Make Green Deck a sustainable project  

 
1. Well use of grey water and food waste on Green Deck may further reduce the operation cost 

of the Green Deck 
2. Develop community farm on green deck for local residents to grow their own food 
3. Develop various facilities and activities for different age groups to meet their specific needs 
4. It is important to separate the human and the buses since pollutions in tunnel are serious 
5. Do more education programme to arouse people’s awareness about the project 
6. Want to see more constructive ideas on the use of public open space 
7. Should well use of the middle level, e.g. for cultural activities. 
8. Preferred an energy-saving green deck with warm and people-oriented design 

 
 

7) Conclusion 
 

Participants supported the project in principle but considered that there are still a number of 
practical issues, such as traffic impacts, environmental impacts, high maintenance costs of the green 
deck, land issue, ownership issue, financial issue, ect have to be settled. 
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Forum on Green Deck with Harbourfront Commission 
 
1) Event Details 
 
Date: 2 February 2015 
Time: 3 to 5pm 
Venue: Gallery D, Innovation Tower, PolyU 
Organiser: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 
2) Programme Rundown 
 
2:45 – 3:00 pm Guests registration 
3:00 – 3:10 pm Welcome and opening remarks by PolyU President 
3:10 – 3:15pm Video show 
3:15 – 3:30 pm Exhibition tour (lead by Mr. Daniel Suen) 
3:30 – 3:50 pm Presentation by Prof Hung Wing-tat 
3:50 – 4:50 pm Discussion session (facilitated by Mr. Alvin Yip) 
4:50 – 5:00 pm Closing remarks by Mr. Alex Lui 
 
3) Participants at the Discussion Session 
 

Mr Alex Lui, Council Member, PolyU 
Prof Hung Wing Tat, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, PolyU 
Mr Alvin Yip, Director, Jockey Club Design Institute for Social Innovation, 
PolyU 
Mr Daniel Suen, Deputy Director of Campus Development, Campus 
Development Office, PolyU 
Mr. Nicholas Brooke, Chair, Harbourfront Commission  
Prof. Becky Loo, Chair, Task Force on Harbourfront Developments in Kowloon, 
Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing 
Mr. Andy Leung, Member, Harbourfront Commission   
Mr. Mann Chow (Planning Dept), Secretary, Harbourfront Commission 
Miss Christine AU, Principal Assistant Secretary (Harbour), Harbour Unit, 
DEVB 
Mr. Larry Chu, Assistant Secretary (Harbour) 1, Harbour Unit, DEVB 
Mr. Lake So, Assistant Town Planner/Yau Tsim Mong, Planning Department 
Ms. Joyce Lee, Engineer/Kowloon, Transport Department 

 
4) Background 
 
With an aim to solicit views from various stakeholders to work out a plan that will 
benefit the community as well as enhance the environment, the University is 
currently staging an exhibition “Green Deck as an Innovative Social Project” at the 
Innovation Tower.  The aim of this forum is to collect views from the green groups 
and PolyU members, which will be of valuable reference for refining the concept and 
design. At the same time, share with them the concept and progress of the project as 
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well as the research findings from faculty members of PolyU. 
 
5) Summary of Discussion 

Cost of the project 

Q: what is the budget of Green Deck Project? 

A: Around five billion dollars. It includes pollution improvement plan, real -estate 
development, office, hotels and facilities building planning, cultural values adding 
and room for commercial usage like shopping center. This project is also a catalyst to 
improve the environmental quality of the neighborhood areas by applying the 3 
layers models.  

Q: How much will PolyU invest in this project? 

A: The members of task force team invested a lot of their own time and effort at this 
stage to introduce the vision and ideas of Green Deck to the public. If government 
and public show positive response, the PolyU will support it with different resources. 
However, the government should take the lead of this project since the land and 
money used are public owned. 

Problems associated 

Q: Will it affect the traffic during the construction stage? 

A: It is not a big problem. Construction will be carried out mainly at night. And Shatin 
central line is ready by that time to help reduce the numbers of cars crossing the 
tunnel. The congestion problem could be eased.  

Q: How to take care of the interface problems of Green Deck?  

A: By 3- dimensional design, the 4 sides (up, down, in and out) of the Green Deck will 
be considered during the design stage. Problems related to interface would be 
solved. 

Energy 

Q: Is the Air ventilation in the Deck good for nearby areas? 

A: Yes, Green Deck apply zero carbon scheme, 70% green percentage models can be 
self-sustainable by photocatalytic principles. 
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Additional values of Green Deck 

Q: Is it possible the use of the deck for solving the congestion problem may not be 
realized at the end of the day because of the Shatin Central line? 

A: Shatin Central line can relieve the congestion problem. Together with the Green 
Deck, the situation would be better. People would be moved to the intermediate 
level of the Deck and more space is available for buses. 

Q: Is there any activities on the Deck that would interface well with the harbor front? 

A: There will be cultural and social activities mentioned in the introduction video. 
Different facilities are also available for different age groups like outdoor 
performance venues, galleries and green parks. Public opinions are also included in 
the Green Deck Project. 

Q: Other than green, what are the other additional values? 

A: PolyU has ideas to solve different pollutions problem in Hung Hom area by Green 
Deck. Different facilities and activities are also available for different age groups to 
improve their life quality. It can also be developed as a landmark for tourism.  

Q: what are the effects to the property market? 

A: PolyU has done a study report on five building blocks in Green Deck including 
offices, hotels and residential building. All the property markets nearby will have 
their values appreciated because of the Green Deck. It also has wide financial 
benefits to the community. 

Community engagement 

Q: Do you have any further plan for Green Deck? 

A: Task force members of the Green Deck will meet with the district council 
members for formal engagement. Professors are doing their researches and 
assessments on the project. There are ongoing informal engagements with different 
parties to collect views to improve the project. 

Q: How to transfer the Green Deck Project from PolyU based to public based? 
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A: The Green Deck Project is a public and community based project initiated by 
PolyU. More public engagements will be carried out in the future. It is just the very 
beginning of the project. 

Q: Will there be any private developer like New world development step in the project 
as they could implement the project quicker? 

A: Green Deck is a public project at this moment. No commercial projects are 
allowed in the study except some very small-scale business. We collect the views 
from community steps by steps. 

Q: Who can take the lead in this project in HKSAR? 

A: The best candidate should be Professor Anthony Cheung Bing-leung, the head of 
the Transport and Housing Bureau of the Government of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region. However, public supports are very important to encourage 
the government to take the initiative to launch the Green Deck Project. 

Other suggestions from Harbourfront commission 

Engaging the community 

1. It is a cross-disciplinary project, involve many departments, bureaus and private 
sectors, and coordination is needed. It needs someone with leadership in the HKSAR 
to coordinate the entire thing like CE or department head. Merely getting the 
support from different parties are not enough. 

2. Important to convince the public that the benefits weight more than the cost. 
People care about the cost. Shows people all the cost related. Do not hide anything. 

3. Hung Hom is a very heavily congested interchange area in HK. Green Deck 
presents a good opportunity to make Hung Hom better ultimately. It is better to 
meet again with Harbourfront Commission to get more views and information that 
could be useful to include in the final report of Green Deck.  

4. It is better to have lots of numbers to support the researches. 

Additional of value to the city 

5. Harbourfront Commission welcomes the idea that Green Deck provides extra way 
to bring people to the harbourfront. It increases the connectivity of the local area. 
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We will have more discussion on the design of the connection point of the 
Harborfront and the Deck, the way to connect to the waterfront and how the space 
there could be used. 

6. The task forces should not be limited to logistic and bureaucrat consideration 
when designing the Green Deck. Instead, think in the way of 3 dimensional planning 
and design, incorporating transportation and infrastructure to the planning. 

7. Future management and maintenance, liability and ownership would be the issue 
to be solved.  

8. Improve the transportation network by bringing the bus to another level of Green 
Deck to improve the congestion problem.  

9. Better researches about environmental, air ventilation, safety, major incident (fire 
services department) and fundamental technical problems before going to the next 
level of this project.  

6) Closing 
 
This forum offers a good opportunity for PolyU and Harbour Front commission to 
meet and discuss the Green Deck Project. It opens the chances for further meeting to 
make a better solution for the project. This meeting successfully gains their support 
towards Green Deck Project. 
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Forum on Green Deck with Civic Exchange 
 
1) Event Details 
 
Date: 6 February 2015 
Time: 3 to 5pm 
Venue: Gallery D, Innovation Tower, PolyU 
Organiser: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 
2) Programme Rundown 
 
 
2:45 – 3:00 pm Guests registration 
3:00 – 3:10 pm Introduction by Mr. Alex Lui 
3:10 – 3:15 pm Video show 
3:15 – 3:35 pm Presentation by Professor Niu, Jian-lei, Professor and Associate 
Head, Department of Building Services E, PolyU 
3:35 – 3:55 pm Exhibition tour (lead by Mr. Daniel Suen, Deputy Director of 
Campus Development, PolyU) 
3:55 – 5:00 pm Discussion session 
 
 
3) Participants at the Discussion Session 
 

Mr Alex Lui, Council Member, PolyU 
Mr Daniel Suen, Deputy Director of Campus Development, Campus 
Development Office, PolyU 
Prof. Niu, Jian-lei, Professor and Associate Head, Department of Building 
Services Engineering, PolyU 
Prof Jachna, Timothy Joseph, Professor and Associate Dean (Academic 
Programmes) of School of Design, PolyU 
Prof Cheng Louis, Professor, School of Accounting and Finance, PolyU 
Dr. IP Fu-keung-David, Associate Head, Department of Applied Social Science, 
PolyU 
Mr. Stephen Tong, Operation Manager, Civic Exchange  
Mr. Simon Ng, Chief Research Officer, Civic Exchange 
Ms. Karen Lee, Senior Project Manager, Civic Exchange 
Ms. Carine Lai, Project Manager, Civic Exchange   
Mr. Sunny Lam, Research & Project Officer, Civic Exchange 
Ms. Rae Leung, Communication Officer, Civic Exchange  
Mr. Keith Wu, Civic Exchange  

   
 
4) Background 
 
With an aim to solicit views from various stakeholders to work out a plan that will 
benefit the community as well as enhance the environment, the University is 
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currently staging an exhibition “Green Deck as an Innovative Social Project” at the 
Innovation Tower.  The aim of this forum is to collect views from the Green groups 
and PolyU members, which will be of valuable reference for refining the concept and 
design. At the same time, share with them the concept and progress of the project as 
well as the research findings from faculty members of PolyU. 
 
5) Summary of Discussion 

Design and planning 

Q: What is the total capacity of the Deck? Do you have any data to support the 
project? 

A: All the research data are in the report (landscape deck over cross harbor tunnel 
toll plaza). HK lacks space and land. With Green Deck, government could swop the 
spaces in the deck with other areas. It allows better use and design of the spaces on 
the top of roads. It turns impossible to possible. If this project succeeds, it will be an 
excellent example to build public facilities like school and garden on the top of the 
roads in different areas. 

Q: How to balance the need of the local community and tourist? Can you make sure 
the end user of this project will not be the tourist? 

A: There are not enough places in HK for the growth of tourism. It causes a lot of 
conflicts between local residents and tourists. The views of all stakeholders will be 
considered in this project including the need of tourists that is one of the most 
important sustainable sources of income of HK.  

Q: The Green Deck Project cannot be done at once because of its large scale. How to 
divide the project into different phases? 

A: This is a public project. Opinions are collected from different groups of people. 
Their collective views are gathered and analyzed to make a better plan for the Green 
Deck Project. PolyU does not have the power and authority to design which phases 
go first but the government has.   

Q: Why connect the pedestrian and cycling track in the Green Deck? 

A:  The connectivity on ground level is the worst in Hung Hom among the districts 
in Hong Kong. It results in bad commuting experience for local community. Green 
Deck aims to connect the community in different layers by separating the people 
with the cars. It also promote sustainable lifestyle by enhancing pedestrian and 
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cycling track network covering Homantin, Hung Hom, Tsim Sha Tsui, Jordan and the 
harbourfront area, facilitating commuting from one place to another while 
reinforcing a better and intimate inter-district relationship. 

Pollution 

Q: The air pollution problems can be solved above the Deck but how about those 
under the deck in the closed area? 

A: By air filtration, purification and ventilation process, the pollutants will be 
captured at sources level. PolyU’s researches show that the toxic gas level can be 
reduced by half in the closed area which is a significant amount to improve the 
health of local community.  

Q: How to solve the noise pollution problem in the lowest level of the Deck? 

A: The noise level above the Deck would be greatly reduced. At the same time, the 
noise level in the lowest layer of the Deck would not increase and in some areas 
even a reduced noise level recorded since noise mitigation were proposed both 
above and under the Deck.  

Community engagement 

Q: Does PolyU communicate with any government agents at this stage? 

A: PolyU had some informal meetings with government agents and the feedbacks 
from them were positive. They considered the project to be innovative. PolyU 
launched different presentations and exhibition tours for green groups, professional 
groups, schools etc. However, public supports are very important to encourage the 
government to take the initiative to launch the Green Deck Project. In the end of this 
year, PolyU will submit a formal proposal of Green Deck Project to government.  

Q: Does PolyU own the project? 

A: No. It is a public owned social project. PolyU only initiates the idea and propose it 
to the government who should be in charge of the project. This is a public land and 
public money is needed to run the project. PolyU is a user in the end.  

Q: What is the next step of the Green Deck Project? 
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A: PolyU has been organizing different exhibition tours and presentations for 
different groups of people, like green groups, professional groups, students and 
community members. Also, there are ongoing informal meetings with different 
agents. Views are collected through different means. At the same time, professor 
David Ip is conducting a social survey project to better gather the opinions from 
community. Altogether, PolyU will submit a final report with all data collected to the 
government to launch a formal suggestion of the Green Deck Project this year. 

 

Other suggestions from guests 

Engaging the community 

1. Civic Exchange has been doing same kind of projects, we suggest PolyU to 
keep the momentum of initiating the project that is the key to success.  

2. Talk with the Transport Department and tell them the impact of surrounding 
area. They are the key government to manager the deck in future.  

3. Government support is far more important then the support from 
community.  

4. MTR is a big partner because the deck will definitely increase the number of 
people going to the station. Get their support and backup.   

5. Try to integrate the green deck project with MTR projects (Railway planning 
project + shatin central line).  

6. We suggest PolyU to go to bureau head and talk to them. Let the head gives 
the pressure down to different departments. This will increase the chance of 
success. 

Closing 
This forum demonstrates the transfer of knowledge. It is a very important session to 
communicate with Civic Exchange and gain their support towards Green Deck Project. 
In future, PolyU and Civic Exchange may work together to get the support from 
government towards this project.  
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APPENDIX C
Supporting Letters from Professional Institutes



12 November 2015 

Prof. Alex LUI Chun-wan 
Council Member and Chairman of the Task Force on Proposed Green Deck 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

Dear Prof. LUI, 

Letter of Appreciation for Being the Session Speaker at the Main Conference of 
WorldGBC Congress 2015 Hong Kong 

On behalf of the WorldGBC Congress 2015 Hong Kong Organising Committee, we would like to express our 
sincere gratitude to you for being the Session Speaker at the Main Conference held on 29-30 October 2015. 

It is indeed our honour to have your presence to deliver an insightful presentation. We are much delighted 
that we have gathered 500 global green building leaders from more than 30 countries to discuss the future of 
green building development. We have received very positive feedback on the comprehensive conference 
programme, covering all the major agendas on sustainability for the built environment, as well as the 
distinguished regional and international speakers. We trust the delegates, both from Hong Kong and 
worldwide, were inspired by the insightful presentations and interactive panel discussions. Your contribution 
helped make the conference a success.

There are a lot of nice photos taken during the Conference and the Gala Dinner, as well as other Congress 
activities, and we wish they can bring you back all the fond memories. Due to the large quantity, please 
download your desired photos from the following ftp: 
ftp://ftp.hkgbc.org.hk
Username: hkgbc_marketing7 
Password: hkgbcshare1237     

For the Speakers’ presentation files, please download from the official website of WorldGBC Congress 2015 
Hong Kong: 
Conference Day 1 – http://www.worldgbccongress2015.org.hk/ConferenceDay1-29Oct.aspx  
Conference Day 2 – http://www.worldgbccongress2015.org.hk/ConferenceDay2-30Oct.aspx  

Following Congress 2015, the Construction Industry Council and Hong Kong Green Building Council are 
committed to make the World Sustainable Built Environment Conference 2017 Hong Kong another success 
(http://wsbe17hongkong.hk/wsbe17). We shall be most grateful if you would continue to support us. Please 
stay tuned for more information to come.

Again, thank you very much for your support to the Main Conference of Congress 2015. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mr Evans IU Po-lung 
Chairman 
WorldGBC Congress 2015 Hong Kong Organising Committee



















APPENDIX D
Programme Rundown for the Conference on “Green Deck”



Conference on “Green Deck” 
Organiser      : The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU)
Date & Time  : 14 Dec 2015 (Monday), 9:30am - 5:00pm 
Venue  : V1310, 13/F Innovation Think Tank, Jockey Club Innovation Tower, PolyU 
Facilitator      : Ms Theresa Yeung Wing-shan (Director of Arup)
Language     : Cantonese

Time Item      Speakers / Disscussants

09:00  Registration 
09:30 - 09:55 Opening Speech       Ms Marjorie Yang Mun-tak (Council Chairman of PolyU) 

Project Introduction       Mr Alex Lui Chun-wan (Chairman of Task Force on the Proposed “Green Deck”, PolyU)

Session 1A -  A Creative Planning Solution (planning and social issues) 
09:55 - 11:05 Presentation       Prof. Edwin Chan Hon-wan (Associate Head of Department of Building & Real Estate, 

     PolyU)

Panel Discussion      Discussants:
     Dr Peter Pun Kwok-shing (Ex-Director of the Planning Department)

     Mr Samson Wong San (Managing Director of Samson Wong & Associates Property 

     Consultancy Ltd.)

     Mr Tony Tse Wai-chuen (Chairman of Panel on Development, LegCo)

     Prof. Edwin Chan Hon-wan 

11:05 - 11:20 Coffee Break 

Session 1B - Greening for Societal Well-being (greening, environment and health issues) 
11:20 - 12:40 Presentation      Prof. Poon Chi-Sun (Associate Head of Department of Civil and Environmental 

     Engineering, PolyU)

Panel Discussion      Discussants:
     Mr Wilfred Lau Wai-tong (Director of Arup)

     Mr Bernard Lim Wan-fung (Founding President of Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design)

     Prof. John Ng Cheuk-yee (Chairman of BEAM Society Ltd.)

     Prof. Poon Chi-Sun 
Conclusion for AM sessions    Mr Alex Lui Chun-wan 

 12:40 - 14:00 Lunch 

13:30  Registration 

Session 2A - Realising Innovative Engineering Ideas (engineering feasibility) 
14:00 - 15:10 Presentation        Mr Cheung Kwong-wing (Director of Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & 

     Engineers (HK) Ltd)

Panel Discussion      Discussants:
     Mr Yu Sai-yen (Executive Director of Gammon Construction)

     Mr Sam Chow Man-sang (Director of Arup)

     Mr Chin Sai-ping (Executive Director of AECOM)

     Mr Cheung Kwong-wing  

15:10 - 15:25 Coffee Break 

Session 2B - A Catalyst for Vibrant Community (community building and connectivity)  
15:25 - 16:45 Presentation      Dr Hung Wing-tat (Associate Professor of Department of Civil and Environmental  

     Engineering, PolyU)

Panel Discussion      Discussants:
     Mr Anthony Lau Chun-hon (Executive Director of Hong Kong Tourism Board)

     Mr Vincent Ng Wing-shun (Non-official Member of Harbourfront Commission)

     Ms Iris Tam Siu-ying (Ex-Managing Director of Urban Renewal Authority)

     Dr Hung Wing-tat 
Conclusion for PM sessions    Mr Alex Lui Chun-wan 

16:45 - 17:00 Closing Speech      Prof. Timothy W. Tong (PolyU President)

End of Conference 

Opening

AM  

PM 

Closing 
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Executive Summary

Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & Engineers (HK) Ltd, in association 
with Aecom Asia Company Limited and Langdon & Seah Hong Kong Limited 
(hereinafter “the Consultants”) were appointed in June 2013 to carry out a 
feasibility study of a proposed Landscape Deck over the existing Toll Plaza and 
the Tunnel Portal of Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel with a view to:

• improve the air and noise quality of the Toll Plaza area;
• provide a green open space for the district and;
• enhance pedestrian connectivity between the Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University’s Hung Hom campus and its surrounding neighbourhood.

The proposed Deck, as a District Park, is situated over the existing Hung 
Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel and its Toll Plaza, west of Hung Hom MTR Station 
Podium and South East to Hong Kong Polytechnic University Campus. The 
total Deck Area is approximately 43,000 sq. m. The design illustrates the 
possibiliity and potentials of this Green Deck and the vision and benefits 
for this development over the existing conditions. It demonstrates the 
improvements in Air Quality, the increase in Biomass and Vegetation for the 
reduction of Heat Island Effect, the enhancement of the pedestrian connectivity 
and additional provision of cycling connection to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui, PolyU and other districts.  It also shows how this Deck 
integrates with the existing podia of Hung Hom Station, the Coliseum and 
PolyU and reinforces the urban renewal.  

The Deck comprises cultural, leisure and sports facilities and amenities 
located at different zones according to the neighbouring contexts, which 
serves for all walks of lifes, local communities, commuters and different 
stakeholders.

At the south tip of the Deck is a viewing deck which offers fine dining with 
a backdrop of the Victoria harbour at scene.  A new Art Gallery, Reflection 
Pools and the Willow Edge form a Cultural cluster that echoes the forecourt 
of the existing Coliseum.  The middle part of the Deck is the main Landscape 
zone where the landscape gradually rises at the high point and bridges over 
the existing Chong Wan Road flyover.  A variety of leisure park activities are 
offered in this zone like family time in the Kids Play, picnic in the Lawn and so 
on. Located further north is an Active zone where an Amphitheatre, Sports 
Complex and an outdoor exhibition area (Sculpure Garden and the Lantern) 
are accommodated. 

Beneath the Landscape Deck an intermediate level is created for tunnel bus 
waiting lobby and mechanical plantroom spaces. The State-of-art air filtration 
and purification system including electrostatic precipitators is located at 
this level to filter and purify the polluted air underneath. Other environmental 
features are introduced such as photovoltaic cells, wind catchers, solar 
lighting, grey-water recycling and application of DeNOx agent.  Zero carbon 
consumption and emisson will be targeted for the Deck development. 

In terms of connectivity, through the enhanced pedestrian and cycling 
track network covering from Homantin, Hung Hom to Tsim Sha Tsui East 
harbourfront, the Deck reinforces a better and intimate inter-district relationship 
that will benefit the general public at large. 

This proposal Deck will create a sustainable and green environment in this 
Precinct and be a major environmental improvement to the existing locale.

Please take note that this feasibility study was carried out in conceptual nature 
and separate detailed studies should be further required to verify the technical 
feasibility of the Landscape Deck which are not included in the scope of this 
report.
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1
Introduction 

1.1
Purpose of the Report

This report is a proposal of a Green Deck Development over the existing Toll 
Plaza and the Tunnel Portal of Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel.  It illustrates 
the possibility and potential of this Green Deck and the vision and benefits 
for this development over the existing conditions. This briefly outlines the 
improvements in Air Quality, the increase in Biomass and Vegetation for the 
reduction of Heat Island Effect, the enhancement of the pedestrian connectivity 
and additional provision of cycling connection to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui, PolyU and other districts.  We also demonstrate how 
this Deck integrates with the existing podia of Hung Hom Station, the Coliseum 
and PolyU and upgrades the urban neighbourhood environmental qualities.  
This Deck will create a sustainable and green environment in this Precinct and 
be a major environmental improvement to a large segment of our city.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Chatham Road 
North

Chatham Road 
South

Gascoigne Road

Cheong Wan Road

Salisbury Road

Hong Chong 
Road

Railway Lines

Toll Plaza

Existing Condition
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This proposed District Park is located over 
the existing Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel 
and its Toll Plaza, west of Hung Hom MTR 
Station Podium and South East to Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University Campus. The total Deck 
Area shown in red dotted line above toll plaza 
is 43,000 sq. m. and the Extended Deck area 
above MTR station and promenade shown in 
yellow dotted line is 60,000 sq. m.

Concept

This would be the dreams for many people to 
improve the area over the Toll Plaza and form a 
new hub to connect its neighbourhood.

This Deck is capable to contain a multitude 
of programs and uses for the needs of the 
locals and the neighbourhood in the provision 
of a sustainable green environment which is a 
scarcity for Hong Kong.

This Deck threads through these potential 
programs and provides networks to connect 
people and places by making the best use 
of the area over the Toll Plaza as well as 
improving the existing environment and air 
quality.

Connectivity is one of the major theme for 
this Deck in our vision to further enhance our 
existing infrastructure and provide enjoyment 
for the commuters, locals, PolyU students and 
staff and the general public.

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.1
Landscape Master Plan
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

The Deck is divided in different zones in 
relation to the proximity to its adjoining 
neighbourhood and the correlated level of 
activities to suit the surrounding context.  
Sports and Active Cultural zone are located 
at the north portion of the Deck which is 
close to the busy pedestrian traffic between 
PolyU and Hung Hom Station while the 
quiet Cultural zone is designated to the 
TST East Promenade and adjacent hotels.  
Harbour Vantage points are posited at high 
points of the Deck and close to the seafront 
promenade to capture the best views of 
Victoria Harbour and TST East.  The rest are 
the majority for  the enjoyment of the park 
and leisure. 

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.2
Deck Zoning Plan

Hung Hom Station

The 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.3
Mid-Level Walkway Plan

This Plan shows the extent of new Mid-Level 
Walkway network, the Cross Harbour Tunnel 
Bus Waiting Lobblies beneath the landscape 
deck and new connections to TST East, PolyU 
and TST East Seafront Promenade.  This 
extension area shown in red dotted lines is 
approximately 13,732 sq.m. at +9.8mPD and 
+12.50mPD.  

Exhibition Exhibition 
Space / RetailSpace / Retail

BusBus
Info DeskInfo Desk

Info Kiosk/Info Kiosk/
RetailRetail

Lab Space / Lab Space / 
RetailRetail

RetailRetail

Bus Waiting Bus Waiting 
LobbiesLobbies

Plantroom 
Space

Plantroom    Space

East-West 
Rail Link

East-West 
Rail Link

Shatin-Central Link

+ 9.8mPD

Existing Mid-level Walkway

+ 
12.1mPD

To TST EastPromenade

To Hung Hom

Station Plantroom

The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University

Tsim Sha Tsui East

Hong Chong Road

TST East Prom
enade
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.4
Ground Level Plan

This Plan shows the glazed enclosure of 
bus lobbies and escalators/staircases to the 
Midlevel Walkway Bus Waiting Lobbies, which 
minimizes the ingress of the polluted air from 
traffic to the treated clear air in the interiors, 
and staying time of the bus commuters at this 
level.   

+ 4.8mPD

+ 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.5
Section AA and BB

Section AA across the Deck along Cheong 
Wan Road Flyover shows the relationship of the 
proposed Deck, the flyover, existing elevated 
walkway and Cross Tunnel Bus Waiting Lobby 
and train concourse and platforms.  Section BB 
along North Cross Harbour Tunnel Bus Waiting 
Lobby illustrates the pedestrian connection from 
PolyU through the widened covered walkway / Bus 
Waiting Lobby to MTR Hung Hom Station Mid-
Level Station Entrance and ticketing concourse. 21.8 mPD

+
13.7 mPD

9.8 mPD+
+

21.8 mPD
+18.0 mPD

12.1 mPD+
+

9.8 mPD+

AT CHEONG WAN ROAD

AT POLYU MAIN ENTRANCE
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.6
Section CC

Section CC, a longitudinal section  across 
the Deck from north to south shows the 
topography of the Deck and relationship of 
land form corresponding to the site constraints 
and various programs at different locations. 

21.8 mPD
+

13.7 mPD11.5 mPD+ +
13.7 mPD

26.4 mPD+

+ BUS WAITING LOBBY

  4.8 mPD+

24.0 mPD
+ 17.1 mPD

+

21.8 mPD
+

14.7 mPD+

BUS     STAND
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.10
Artist’s Impression Perspectives

This image shows the relationship of the Art 
gallery with the Reflection Pool and the Willow 
Edge as well as the progression to the Viewing 
Deck, which is quiet portion of the Deck space 
for the users.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.11
Artist’s Impression Perspectives

The feature pavilion provides another vantage 
point to the entire deck and the PolyU Main 
Campus, Hung Hom Station, TST and Victoria 
harbourfront., which can be an attraction to 
visitors.  The Boulevard, major circulation 
spine, provides Deck users enjoyment of 
leisure walk under a shady lush environment.  
Colourful floral Botanic Garden with the 
seasonal changes gives us delights and 
surprises in our leisure walk.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.1
Creation of District Park

2.1.12
Artist’s Impression Perspectives

The north portion of the Deck belongs to Active 
Culturalt zone and the Sports Zone for the 
Deck users for sports, performance, events 
and pedestrian circulation.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Deck Enclosure

The Deck edges will form the enclosure wall around 
the area beneath, including the Tunnel Portal, Toll Plaza 
and part of Hong Chong Road for effective air treatment 
and the control of air quality.  Deck enclosure is a 
combination of ventilation lourve walls for supply air and 
solid fire rated walls.

Air filtration

Exhaust air from vehicules in Toll Plaza, at the Hung 
Hom Entry / Exit of Cross Harbour Tunnel and part of 
Hong Chong Road is first sucked into the an air filtration 
system.  This system includes pre-filter for removal of 
large particles in the air flow, electrostatic precipitator 
(EPS)  and ioniser modules for removal of large 
proportion of very fine, respiratory and harmful particles 
(Suspended Particulate Matter). These filter modules are 
regularly cleaned by water spray nozzles shown in the 
picture on the right.

Air Purification

Then the air passes through an activated carbon 
filter to remove noxious gases in the exhaust air like 
nitrogen dioxide, unburned hydrocarbons, ozone and 
benzene.  These filters are arranged in W form layout 
which was proven the most effective.  The air will then 
be discharged at suitable altitudes and appropriate 
locations to atmosphere to statutory compliance.

Air Ventilation

The air at ground level beneath the Deck are constantly 
displaced and treated in the filtration and purification 
system creating a negative pressure within whereas 
the waiting lobbies, bus stands and toll booths are 
constantly supplied with fresh treated air creating a 
positive pressure. 

Exploration of Biofiltration

The pollutants in the exhaust air may be filtered through 
the garden beds and planting medium on the Deck.  Air 
purification capacities using this system may be further 
explored.

Notes: Technical info above is from http://www.filtrontec.de/index.php/en/
products/air-filters-for-road-tunnels

2.2
Active System - Improvement in Air Quality

2.2.1
Improvement Plan and Strategy

Separation of particles in an electrostatic precipitatorElectrostatic precipitatorAir Purification Process

Conceptual Airflow Diagram
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.3
Increase in Biomass and Vegetation for 
Reduction of Heat Island Effect

2.3.1
Existing District Green / Open Space 
Distribution

The study diagram shows the different types of 
green areas within 500m walking distance from 
University Campus.  This reveals the Cross 
Harbour Tunnel infrastructure and MTR Hung Hom 
Station precinct lack green coverage against the 
high volume of air pollutant generation.

The Open Space area below are from Outline 
Zoning Plan of different districts for reference:

- Homantin 13.08 Ha
- Hung Hom 13.04 Ha
- Tsim Sha Tsui 23.66 Ha

The Greenery space within the current PolyU 
Main Campus excluding Block X and new Block 
Z is approximately 20,742 sq. m. 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.3
Increase in Biomass and Vegetation for 
Reduction of Heat Island Effect

2.3.2
Green Area on Proposed Deck

The Green and landscape area on the current 
deck design is approximately more than 70% 
of the area which greatly increases in biomass 
over the existing Toll Plaza and Hung Hom 
Station Podium and reduces the reflection of 
the Infra-red and heat energy absorption from 
the sun to concrete hard surfaces on roads and 
buildings.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.4
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Vehicular 
Connectivity to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui and Other Districts

2.4.1
Pedestrian Circulation on Deck Level

This Diagram shows the pedestrian connections 
from / to Deck, PolyU Main Campus, TST East, 
Hung Hom, MTR Hung Hom Station, Coliseum, 
Deck facilities, TST East and Hung Hom Seafront 
Promenade.  The Deck  will be a pedestrian 
connection hub for these areas. 

FROM / TO
POLY U MAIN
CAMPUS

FROM / TO
HUNG HOM STATION
AT MID LEVEL &
HUNG HOM

TO SPORTS 
COMPLEX

FROM / TO
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TOWERTO HOTEL

TO 
AMPHITHEATRE

DOWN TO MID LEVEL 
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FROM/TO
 COLISEUM

FROM/TO
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FROM/TO
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.4
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Vehicular 
Connectivity to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui and Other Districts

2.4.2
Pedestrian Circulation on Midlevel 
Walkway : Departing from Deck

This Diagram shows the pedestrian network and 
flowpaths departing from the midlevel walkways 
and bus waiting lobbies to Hung Hom Station 
concourse, PolyU Main Campus, Bus stands 
beneath, TST East and Hung Hom.  Bus Waiting 
Lobbies are provided for commuters queuing at 
this level till the bus arrives.

TO TST

TO POLY U
TO TST EAST

TO DECK LEVEL

TO POLY U &
HOMANTIN

TO HUNG HOM 
STATION

TO HUNG HOM

TO SHATIN CENTRAL
LINK ACCESS

TO GROUND LEVEL BUS STATION

TO GROUND LEVEL 
BUS STATION

TO DECK LEVEL

TO TST EAST
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TO HUNG HOM 
STATION

PEDESTRIAN FLOW TO HUNG HOM STATION
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.4
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Vehicular 
Connectivity to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui and Other Districts

2.4.3
Vehicular Circulation and Servicing on Deck

The Diagram shows the vehicular paths access 
to and from the proposed buildings on the Deck 
and the Podium Extensions, including hotels, office 
towers, apartment blocks, sports complex, art 
gallery and F&B / Viewing Deck.
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EXISTING 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.4
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Vehicular 
Connectivity to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui and Other Districts

2.4.4
Cyclinig Tracks on Deck

This Diagram shows the main cycling track in dark 
purple on Deck from TST East Promenade to Deck 
Level and to PolyU Main Campus and further to 
Hung Hom and Homantin.  The light purple routes 
are the leisure tracks for cyclists touring around on 
different themes of the landscape.

FROM / TO
POLY U CAMPUS
PHASE 8  &
HOMANTIN

FROM / TO
MID-LEVEL BUS
WAITING LOBBY &
FURTHER TO HUNG HOM

TO SPORTS CENTRE

TO COLISEUMTO NEW PODIUM 
DEVELOPMENT

FROM / TO HUNG HOM 
SEAFRONT PROMENADE, 
FURTHER TO KAI TAK

FROM / TO TST EAST 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.4
Bicycle, Pedestrian and Vehicular 
Connectivity to Harbourfront, Hung Hom 
Station, Tsim Sha Tsui and Other Districts

2.4.5
Inter-District Cycling and Pedestrian 
Connection

This Diagram shows the Inter-District Cycling and 
Pedestrian Connection pathways  through our 
Proposed Deck. 
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

The Deck aims at minimizing the energy 
consumption and lowering carbon 
emission while producing all, and 
hopefully more than, the energy required 
on-site to sustain the development. 

Solar power is one of the option to be 
adopted. It is clean and renewable. 
No waste by-products are produced. 
Provision of up to 10,000 m2 photovoltaic 
panels is expected to generate adequate 
electricity for the Deck. In detail design 
stage the scale of PV cell could be 
enlarged possibly to cover power 
consumption of adjacent development.

Wind turbine is not recommended due to 
its low performance.

2.5
Sustainable Design

2.5.1
Sustainable Energy
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Wind catcher is a passive self-sustainable 
device to create natural ventilation for interior 
spaces. Several wind catchers are located at 
optimum positions of  the Deck to catch and 
guide the prevailing wind down to the bus 
waiting lobbies below. This not only facilitates 
natural ventilation, but also maintaining the 
interior space positively pressurized to prevent 
pollutants infill. 

The wind catchers will be designed to blend 
into the surrounding environment.

2.5
Sustainable Design

2.5.2
Wind Catcher
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.5
Sustainable Design

2.5.3
Passive Air Purification

The paving and paint chosen for the Deck 
would contain photocatalytic technology which 
helps for passive air purification.

The main ingredient of air-purifying paving and 
paint is titanium dioxide (TiO2). It undergoes 
photocatalysis to convert the harmful nitrogen 
oxides (NOX) in the air into harmless nitrates 
in the presence of sunlight and moisture. The 
nitrates will be rinsed away naturally. This 
process therefore also gives self-cleaning and 
anti-bacterial properties to the material itself.

The closer to the source of pollution, the 
better material performance will be. The 
photocatalytic material has being tested 
and used for roads, tunnels, sound walls, 
and buildings. This is by-far one of the 
latest innovation technology for passive air 
purification.

Approximately 10% of Landscape 
Deck Area,for hard paved surface

(4,300 sq. m.)

Approximately 30% of Extended 
Landscape on existing podium for 
hard paved surface

(18,000 sq. m.)
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.6
Structural Concept

Column location

Columns are located strategically to minimize the impact to the 
traffic at road level below.  Columns are placed either at Bus Stands, 
Pedestrian Islands, or center divider of road.  They are spaced at 
9000mm center to center.

 

Main Structural System

Due to the span of the structure, steel trusses system is by far the 
most economic system to adopt for the deck spanning across 
the wide road area.  Primary steel space trusses will be installed 
at each column grids and with secondary steel space trusses at 
interval space to reduce the span of the structural floor girders.  Steel 
girders will then be placed at suitable space on the main top chord 
of trusses to support the reinforced concrete composite slab with 
profile deck at Podium level.  The column and the portal structure 
along traffic directions will be reinforced concrete beam-column 
system with pile foundation to sound rock.

Proposed Truss Type, Depth and Fire Rating Required

Steel trusses are in space truss arrangement so they will be stable 
during transportation as well as individually installed on supporting 
pier.  Space truss is also efficient and suitable for long span structure 
while keeping the tonnage of steel at a minimum to ease hoisting 
and construction.  Moreover, space truss can accommodate E/
M services to pass through without occupying additional space 
underneath the main structure.

Minimum of 240 minutes FRR is suggested to protect the steel truss.  
Spray protection of Vermiculite (Spray Cement Paste) is intended to 
be applied over steel truss

Landscape Podium Deck

The structural floor system will be a reinforced concrete composite 
slab with profile deck supported by the steel girders and eventually 
sit on top of the long span trusses.
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Plant room level in between

In addition to the podium deck, a structural floor system will be 
installed in the middle of truss by connecting steel main beams to 
the verticals.  The structural floor system will be a reinforced concrete 
composite slab with profile deck that is supported by the steel 
secondary beams on top of these main beams at mid level.

Low Rise Building on Deck

Due to the weight of the building, columns of the building will have to 
be aligned with node points (The intersection of vertical or diagonals 
strut to the top main chord) of trusses.  The load from building will be 
transferred directly to the truss system and the reinforced concrete 
column of the deck and eventually down to the foundation system.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.6
Structural Concept

Structural Column Layout

The drawing at the right shows the possible 
locations of the structural columns for the 
support of the Deck.
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.1
Vistas : 
Viewing Deck & Food & Beverage

The Viewing Deck will be the one of the most 
popular place for the Deck Users and provide a 
great vantage point to view our Victoria Harbour 
at daytime and nightime. Deck users can enjoy 
the panoramic view here while enjoying their 
coffee and snacks.  This could also be a venue 
for special public events during festival seasons.
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

The Pavilion provides a temporary shelter for 
Deck visitors to enjoy the views at this high 
vantage point to the entire Deck, PolyU Main 
Campus, TST East, Hung Hom and Victoria 
Harbour, 

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.2
Vistas : 
The Pavilion
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This will be one of the most popular art venue 
for PolyU students and staff and other well-
established art organizations and instituations 
for its proximity to the mass transportation hub 
and its ease to reach within arm length, while it 
is well situated at a tranquil setting in the midst 
of a busy city. 

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.3
Cultural Programs: 
Art Gallery
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Students and Deck visitors could take 
advantage on the tranquil side of the Deck and 
enjoy the quiet walk for this part of the Deck.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.4
Cultural Programs: 
Willow Edge and Reflection Pool
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This could be a successful outdoor venue 
to engage the general public and the PolyU 
students, allowing them for their own form of 
expressions in performance and in speech 
for its proximity to the major pedestrian and 
transportation hub.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.5
Cultural Programs: 
Amphitheatre / Arena
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This will be a home for the prominent temporary 
cultural artifacts and edifices, which extends the 
enjoyment for the general public while enriching 
the life and events on the Deck in different 
seasons of the year.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.6
Cultural Programs: 
The Lantern
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This could be another place for larger art piece 
display for our local artists and the PolyU 
students to communicate their ideas to the 
general public.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.7
Cultural Programs: 
Sculptural Garden
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This Botanic Garden owns the major part of 
the Deck for our enjoyment of the local Floral 
Species.  This provides a nice short tour for 
Deck users in their visits at different seasons.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.8
Leisure Programs: 
Botanic Garden
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This Deck could be a great option for families 
and locals with kids to enjoy their family time.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.9
Leisure Programs: 
Kids Play
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This place can offer Deck users to enjoy the 
sun and picnic time with their families and 
friends.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.10
Leisure Programs: 
The Lawn
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This is a green extension to the existing 
Coliseum Podium from the proposed Green 
Deck to reduce the Heat Island Effect, to 
provide fresher air and visual delights without 
altering the existing use of the Podium.  
Addition of the Kiosk improves the amenities to 
both the Coliseum goers and the Deck users.  
This landscape and programmatic strategy 
help successfully integrate the proposed Deck 
with the existing adjoining podium. 

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.11
Leisure Programs: 
The Forest Green & Kiosk
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Pedestrian and cyclist network of the Deck 
connects TST East Harbour Promenade, further 
extends and joins the Hung Hom Harbour 
Promenade in the overall long term Harbourfront 
Masterplan.  This Deck development would 
form part of this overall Masterplan and provide 
better and enjoyable harbourfront environment 
for the general public and visitors.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.12
Leisure Programs: 
Seafront Promenade
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

Addition of this Sports Venues provides 
locals, commuters and PolyU students and 
staff a convenient way for leisure, keeping fit 
and healthy for its close location to the major 
transportation hub.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.13
Sports Facilities: 
Sports Complex
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

This offers a handy venue for soccer training 
for the locals, general commuters and PolyU 
students and staff. A 16m x 30m soccer field 
occupies 497 sq. m. of the deck area.

2.7
Detailed Deck Programs

2.7.14
Sports Facilities: 
Soccer Pitch
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2      
Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.8
Interface with Possible Urban Renewal of 
Hung Hom Station

2.8.1
Proposed Development on Existing Station 
& Coliseum Podium

This Diagram shows the proposed building 
development on this new Deck and on the existing 
Station and Coliseum Podium so as to capitalize the 
benefits of the Deck usages.
Deck area: 43,000 sq.m.

HOTEL

SPORTS 
CENTRE

VIEWING
DECK & F&B ARTS GALLERY

OFFICE
TOWER

Proposed GFA 48,000 sq. m.
20 storeys

Proposed GFA 25,00 sq. m.
1 storey

Proposed GFA 19,000 sq. m.
17 storey

Proposed GFA 1,400 sq. m.
2 storeysProposed GFA 1,500 sq. m.

2 storeys
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Landscape Deck :  Vision and Benefits

2.8
Interface with Potential Urban 
development over future Hung Hom 
Station

2.8.2
Garden Infusion into Existing Podiums
This Diagram illustrates how our Deck  extends up 
to the existing Station Podium at +21.8mPD with 
the gardens and amenities while the Forest Green 
stretches deep onto the Coliseum Podium for the 
improvement of the existing built environment with 
soft landscape strategies.

THE FOREST 
GREEN EXTENDS
FROM DECK
 TO PODIUM

LANDSCAPE & AMENITIES 
FOLD UP & EXTEND TO 
STATION PODIUM
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

3.1
Local Precedent : 
Central Kowloon Route

A proposed landscape deck was 
designed and will be constructed 
over the western tunnel portal of the 
CKR tunnel, Yaumatei.  This deck 
covers a 250m long section of the 
mainline and the section of Hoi Wang 
Road between Yan Cheung Road 
and Waterloo Road.  The size of the 
landscape deck is approximately 
250 metres along east-west by 270 
metres along north-south direction. 
This would mitigate the environmental 
impacts of the tunnel portal to the 
local neighbourhood.  The CKR 
Project is currently at the detailed 
design stage and the image at the 
right is extracted from the Central 
Kowloon Route Phase 2 Public 
Engagement Digest in December 
2012.

Landscape Deck over Central Kowloon 
Route Western Tunnel Portal
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

3.2
Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas : 
The Central Artery / Tunnel Project 
Big Dig, Boston, United States

Overall Length
3.5 miles (5.6 km) Tunnel

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
1.5 miles long (2.4 km)

The following is the excerpt from the 
Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway 
Conservancy website http://www.
rosekennedygreenway.org/about-us/
greenway-history/ :

In 1991, after almost a decade of 
planning, construction began on 
the Central Artery/Tunnel Project, 
more widely known as the “Big 
Dig”. The project, recognized as 
one of the largest, most complex, 
and technologically challenging 
in the history of the United States, 
would remove the elevated highway 
and create a tunnel system below 
the city... ... 

With the elevated highway to be 
relocated underground, community 
and political leaders seized the 
opportunity to enhance the city 
by creating the Greenway, a linear 
series of parks and gardens that 
would re-connect some of Boston’s 
oldest, most diverse, and vibrant 
neighborhoods... ... 

Today, the Greenway encompasses 
gardens, plazas, and tree-lined 
promenades and is a key feature of 
the modern reinvention of Boston, 
the Harbor and the Waterfront.
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

3.2
Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas : 
The Central Artery / Tunnel Project 
Big Dig, Boston, United States
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

Before

��er

3.2
Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas : 
The Central Artery / Tunnel Project 
Big Dig, Boston, United States

Overall Length
3.5 miles (5.6 km) Tunnel

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
1.5 miles long (2.4 km)

The immediate photos on the right 
show the changes before and after 
this project, from vehicular dominance 
infrastructure to a more pedestrian-
orientated urban space.

The Project designated different 
themes and characters for different 
portion of the parks corresponding 
to its adjoining historic and local 
contexts, which makes this Project a 
success.
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

3.2
Precedents Elsewhere in Oversea:
Elevated ‘SkyCycle’ bike routes in London 

Plan for 220km network of bike paths suspended 
above railway lines could see commuters gliding to 
work over rooftops.

The project, which has the backing of Network Rail 
and Transport for London, would see over 220km of 
car-free routes installed above London’s suburban 
rail network, suspended on pylons above the tracks 
and accessed at over 200 entrance points. At up 
to 15 metres wide, each of the ten routes would 
accommodate 12,000 cyclists per hour and improve 
journey times by up to 29 minutes, according to the 
designers.
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Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents

3.2
Precedents Elsewhere in Oversea:
New York High Line

wThe High Line is a public park built on an historic 
freight rail line elevated above the streets on 
Manhattan’s West Side. It is owned by the City of New 
York, and maintained and operated by Friends of the 
High Line. Founded in 1999 by community residents, 
Friends of the High Line fought for the High Line’s 
preservation and transformation at a time when the 
historic structure was under the threat of demolition. 
It is now the nonprofit conservancy working with the 
New York City Department of Parks & Recreation 
to make sure the High Line is maintained as an 
extraordinary public space for all visitors to enjoy.

The High Line is located on Manhattan’s West Side. 
It runs from Gansevoort Street in the Meatpacking 
District to West 34th Street, between 10th and 11th 
Avenues. The first section of the High Line opened 
on June 9, 2009. It runs from Gansevoort Street to 
West 20th Street. The second section, which runs 
between West 20th and West 30th Streets, opened 
June 8, 2011.
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Landscape Deck : Construction

4.1
Proposed Construction Methodology and Sequencing

�

4.1.1 Ground Condition 

Site History 

The study area is located at the reclaimed land near Hung Hom Bay. Reclamation was undertaken within the 
western portion of the study area in 1924. The eastern portion was reclaimed in 1964.  This study area mainly 
comprises of Hong Kong Polytechnic University and Hong Chong Road connecting to the Cross Harbour Tunnel.  

Fig. 4.1.1 Geological Map Sheet No.11 

Geological Condition 

Based on Sheet No. 11 of the Hong Kong Geological Survey (Scale 1:20000), the study area was formed by 
reclamation in 1924 and 1964.  Before reclamation, the study area was under the sea and underlain by Marine 
Sand. Ground Investigation (GI) within or adjacent to the study area was carried out by Geotechnics, Bachy, Vibro, 
and Enpack in 1987, 1990, 1994, 1996 and 2010 respectively. The existing GI records revealed that this area is 
underlain by Fill followed by Marine Deposit, Alluvium, Completely/Highly Decomposed Granite and with 
Moderately to Slightly Decomposed Granite at the bottom. The geology of the site is interpreted as follows: 

Fill
The Fill layer is described as loose to medium dense dark brown silty medium Sand with gravel. The thickness of 
the fill layer ranges from 5m to 15m.  

Marine Deposit (MD Sand/MD Clay)�
The Marine Deposit layer is described as medium dense to loose dark grey silty medium to coarse Sand or firm, 
dark grey, slightly sandy silty Clay. The thickness of the Marine Deposit layer varies from 0m to 6m. 

Alluvium (ALL SAND/ALL CLAY) 
The Alluvium layer is described as medium dense grayish white silty Sand, or soft white sandy Clay, or very stiff 
reddish brown and brown sandy Silt. The thickness of Alluvium layer ranges from 0m to 11m. 

Completely/Highly Decomposed Granite (C/HDG) 
The C/HDG layer is described as extremely weak, yellowish brown mottled reddish brown, completely decomposed, 
fine grained Granite, or very dense light brown silty coarse Sand with rock fragment. The thickness of this layer 
ranges from 5m to 28m. 

Moderately/Slightly Decomposed Granite (M/SDG) 
The Grade III/II bedrock is described as moderately weak to moderately strong, pinkish grey to yellowish grey, 
moderately decomposed, medium grained Granite, and black, slightly decomposed, medium grained Granite. The 
bedrock level ranged from -10mPD to -45mPD, which is around 15m to 50m below ground.  
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
Fig. 4.1.2 Existing GI Layout Plan�
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Landscape Deck : Construction

4.1
Proposed Construction Methodology and Sequencing
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Geological Sections

Fig 4.1.3  Section A-A

Fig 4.1.4  Section B-B
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�

4.1.2 Foundation  
�
Suitability of Pile Types to Geotechnical Conditions 

Bored piles and Socketed H-piles are both considered as feasible foundation options for this project. For bored pile 
scheme, piles will found on grade III bedrock at envisaged depth of 15m to 50m below the existing ground level 
according to existing GI records. The tentative rock-head level and the corresponding tentative founding levels for 
the bored piles shall be determined by the proposed site specific GI works. 

The load bearing capacity of the large diameter bored piles is generated from the end bearing capacity of the rock 
strata. According to the Code of Practice for Foundations, a safe rock bearing capacity of 5000kPa will be used for 
the design. No dewatering work is required for bored pile foundation and it has less vibration disturbance to the 
surrounding buildings.  
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
Fig. 4.1.5  Typical Bored Piles Configuration� � � � � � � � � � � Fig. 4.1.6 Bored Pile Construction 

For Socketed H-pile scheme, piles are embedded in a rock socket of Grade III rock, where shaft resistance is 
mobilized to support the foundation loads. The allowable working load is usually dictated by the structural capacity 
of the steel H-pile section. The socketed length is designed to match the structural requirement. Socketed H-piles 
is a common piling system which has less vibration and noise effect to the surroundings, it generally require a 
smaller working space when compared to bored piles.
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
Fig. 4.1.7 Socketed H-Pile Construction Fig. 4.1.8 Typical Socketed H-Pile Configuration 

Exact foundation system to be adopted will be subjected to further review on the loading of the proposed 
development as well as the relationship between the proposed building columns and the boundary line.  
�
4.1.3 Primary Structure 
�
Design Load Intensity for the Green Deck 

The usage of the Green Deck will be mainly for landscape/open space (outdoor sports facilities, park, outdoor 
amphi-theatre, passive recreational space for public. A portion of the deck may be used for community facilities like 
indoor sports & recreational facilities, pedestrian precinct, art gallery and commercial use. The design load intensity 
in accordance with Code of Practice for Dead and Imposed Loads 2011 are: 

Design Load Intensity Table 

Note: the above design load intensity shall be reviewed with the Landscape Plan and General Building Plan before 
carrying out detailed design. 
�
�
Vertical Supporting Piers 

Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel is one of the busiest tunnels in Hong Kong.  Traffic congestion often happens 
and continues until late at night. 

The locations of new columns to support the green deck will be selected at locations that result in the least impact 
to the traffic.  In addition, they are located in places so to avoid effect to the major tunnel structure during 
landscaped deck construction. 

The most convenient places for column are at the perimeter of the toll plaza. However, this will result in clear span 
for the deck structure of more than 100 metres. Intermediate column supports are proposed in view of cost 
effectiveness and constructability. Intermediate column supports are located at the central divider or bus stand to 
achieve an effective span of main structure in 15m to 45m. 

Description 

Superimposed Dead Loads Imposed 
Loads 

Finishes Soil Ceiling & 
Services 

Uniformly 
Distributed 

Load 
(kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa)

Landscape Deck 
3.6

(100 mm protective slab + 50mm 
bedding/waterproofing) 

24.0 
(1.2m Thick 

Soil) 
1.0 5.0 

Plant Rooms 1.2 
(50 mm Finishes) - 1.0 7.5 

Other Community 
Facilities 

1.2 
(50 mm Finishes) - 0.5 5.0 
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4.1
Proposed Construction Methodology and Sequencing

Deck Structure 

I. Structural Arrangement 

     Fig. 4.1.9 Typical Layout of Primary Steel Structure 

Steel trusses are in space truss arrangement so they will be stabile during transportation as well as individually 
installed on supporting pier.  Space truss is also efficient and suitable for long span structure while keeping the 
tonnage of steel at a minimum to ease hoisting and construction.  Moreover, space truss can accommodate E/M 
services to pass through without occupying additional space underneath the main structure. Maximum space for 
steel trusses will be around 9 metres centre to centre. At the location of commercial/facilities areas, the steel 
trusses will be integrated with the steel frame of the commercial/facilities structures to form a mega frame structure. 

Steel trusses will be supported by bearings and in turn be supported by the Reinforced Concrete pier structure 
below.  Steel beams will be installed between two consecutive trusses to provide support for the Reinforced 
Concrete Landscape deck above. 

Below are some typical sections of trusses designed with landscape deck usage. 

• 2m depth 
• 9m load width 

Fig. 4.1.10 Typical Truss Elevation with 15m span 

• 2.5m depth 
• 9m load width 

Fig. 4.1.11 Typical Truss Elevation with 20m span 

• 3.5m depth 
• 9m load width 

Fig. 4.1.12 Typical Truss Elevation with 30m span 

• 4.5 m depth 
• 4.5m load width 

Fig. 4.1.13 Typical Truss Elevation with 45m span 
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4.1
Proposed Construction Methodology and Sequencing

�

II. Construction Considerations 

Some convenient spare spaces in the vicinity of the landscaped deck are selected to facilitate the construction work.  
They are located in the side and can be used for: 

• ������	�
�����	��
• �	���������	��	�
• �	����	������	��� �

Fig. 4.1.14 Works Area 

III. Sequence of works 

1. Columns are constructed along two side of the carriageway or at the centre dividing median 
2. Columns are spaced at approximately 9m centre to centre, refer to Fig. 3.2.12. 
3. Beams are constructed to tie all columns and to give support to the trusses above 

Fig. 4.1.15 Column Layout 

�

Works 
Area

�
Construction 
Traffic Construction 

Traffic

4. Steel truss segments will be delivered on site at the Temporary works area for further on-site fabrication 

Fig. 4.1.16 Fabrication Site on the side 

5. The main trusses are fabricated on site and lifted into position by heavy capacity cranes. 

Fig. 4.1.17 Heavy Duty Tower Crane –Kroll K1400  
used in Railway project(lifting capacity 30T to 60T) 
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4.1
Proposed Construction Methodology and Sequencing

�

6. Full length truss (35m to 50m span) will be hoisted to the position by heavy duty tower crane 

�
Fig. 4.1.18 Delivery path of Trusses  

Fig. 4.1.19a Hoisting Operation with cranes located at middle of roads 

Fig. 4.1.19b Hoisting Operation with cranes located at one side of roads 

7. Repeat the operation until 5 trusses are installed on the pier 
8. Constructed the Future Landscape Deck slab for Temporary platform and site area. The Landscaped Deck will 

be used for temporary platform to facilitate future construction 
9. Structural steel secondary beams are then erected and supported by the main truss. Concrete floor will be 

placed on profiled metal decking 

Fig. 4.1.20 First Platform at Landscaped Deck Level

Fig. 4.1.21 Temporary Platform at High Level 

The new constructed slab will provide: 
� Area for temporary fabrication of trusses 
� Temporary support platform for the Crawler Crane 
� New trusses are advanced from the temporary platform by Crawler Crane 
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4.1
ology and Sequencing

�

10. Proceed with the fabrication of trusses at the temporary platform and hoist the trusses from the platform with 
Crawler Crane to the designated location 

Fig. 4.1.22 Construction Sequence of Trusses from Temporary Platform 

�
11. The temporary platform will advance to the next bay for further roof construction 
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2.2.1 Improvement Plan and Strategy 19

  Top Left
Top Middle
Top Right

Air Purification Process 
Electrostatic Precipitator
Separation of particles in an electrostatic precipitator

http://www.filtrontec.de/index.php/en/products/air-filters-for-road-tunnels
http://www.filtrontec.de/index.php/en/products/air-filters-for-road-tunnels
http://www.filtrontec.de/index.php/en/products/air-filters-for-road-tunnels

2.5.1 Sustainable Energy 27
Top Right
Bottom Middle
Bottom Right

Tyree Energy Technology Building, UNSW, Sydney
Solar street lamp close up view
Solar street lamps

http://www.crc.gov.au/
http://certified-lighting.com/
http://www.solar.anterbox.com/

2.5.2 Wind Catcher 28
Top Right
Bottom Right

Wind catcher on Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Typical wind catcher section

http://www.flickr.com/photos/fizikal_rex/4234210152/in/photostream/
http://www.cibse-sdg.org/resources/files/15c6c62.pdf

2.5.3 Passive Air Purification 29
Bottom Left
Bottom Middle
Bottom Right

Photocatalytic Paving
Paint
Process of Photocatalysis

http://josbrouwers.bwk.tue.nl/publications/Journal89.pdf
http://www.applepaintingrestoration.com/
www.knoxoutpaints.com

2.5.4 Other Environmental Friendly Devices 30
Bottom Middle
Bottom Right

Biodiesel Fuel System
Section Demonstration Hybrid Solar Lighting System

http://www.allegrobiodiesel.com/biodieselproductionprocess.html
http://www.lumena.ch/

2.7.1 Vistas : Viewing Deck & Food Beverage 33
Top Middle
Top Right
Middle
Bottom Middle
Bottom Right

Viewing deck to Victoria Harbour
Seafront seat at TST East Promenade
Victoria Harbour Panorama view
Sandwich and coffee
Cafe Interior

http://mellor-online.co.uk/hong_kong_and_china_1.html
http://www.urbanphoto.net/blog/2011/11/17/on-the-waterfront-tsim-sha-tsui/
http://carltonleisureblog.com/2012/11/08/hong-kong-asias-cruise-hub/
http://www.amica.fi/en/Party--meeting/Meetings-and-customer-events/
http://seoulinthecity.wordpress.com/category/seoul-brunch/

2.7.2 Vistas : The Pavilion 34
Top Right
Bottom Right

Tensile membrane pavilion
Pavilion in Chicago  by Zaha Hadid

http://fabritecstructures.blogspot.hk/2010_06_01_archive.html
http://prlightingdesigns.blogspot.hk/2011/04/pavillion-from-future.html

2.7.3 Cultural Programs : Art Gallery 35
Top Middle
Top Right
Bottom

Sunflower oil painting by Van Gogh
Chinese Painting - Landscape     
Art Gallery Interior

http://www.book530.com/oilpaintingpage/Van-Gogh/van-gogh-oil-Paintings-te704.html
http://launchthelions.blogspot.hk/2011/01/dragons.html
http://recollections.nma.gov.au/issues/vol_4_no1/notes_and_comments/andrew_andersons_interviewed_by_leon_paroissien
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2.7.4 Cultural Programs : Willow Edge and Reflection Pool 36
Top Right
Bottom Right

Reflection Pool in Washington DC
Willow Trees in DianChi Pool, Kunming

http://nikitasmits.com/2013/01/21/reflection-pool-washington-d-c/
Photo by Mr Cheung Kong Wing

2.7.5 Cultural Programs : Amphitheatre / Arena 37
Top Middle
Top Right
Right Middle
Bottom Right

Street Performance: Chinese Opera
Street Performance : Singing
Street Performance : Singing with guitar
Live music performance in Stanley Plaza Amphitheatre

http://www.123rf.com/photo_20317356_mongkok-hong-kong-night-street-performance.html
http://travel.cnn.com/hong-kong/none/hong-kong-music-coming-soon
http://hongkongthrumyeyes.com/2013/07/12/the-sights-and-sounds-of-mong-kok-street-buskers-sing-and-dance/
http://www.thelinkreit.com/EN/news/Pages/20111201.aspx

2.7.6 Cultural Programs : The Lantern 38
Top Middle
Top Right
Bottom Right

Golden Moon Lantern, Victoria Park
Fish Lantern, Victoria Park
Dome Lantern, Victoria Park

http://www.feeldesain.comgolden-moon-pavilion.html
http://www.123rf.com/photo_11786846_hong-kong--sept-13--victoria-park-mid-autumn-lantern-carnival-on-12-september-2011-in-victoria-park-.html
http://www.travelvideo.tv/news/hong-kong/09-19-2013/see-the-2013-hong-kong-lantern-wonderland-on-video

2.7.7 Cultural Programs : Sculptural Garden 39
Top Right
Bottom Right

Stainless steel sculpture in CUHK
Bronze sculpture in PepsiCo World Headquarters   

http://www.cpr.cuhk.edu.hk/en/resources_campus.php
http://www.edsaplan.com/en/node/927

2.7.8 Cultural Programs : Botanic Garden 40
Top Right
Bottom Left
Bottom Right

Colourful flowers in the Park
Flowers, pool and Landscape
Botanic Garden

http://www.weekendnotes.com.au/im/000/06/spring-walk-macquarie-wall-royal-botanic-gardens-s1.jpg
http://www.widecow.com/cambridge-university-botanic-garden-cambridge
http://srilankan-natural-beauty.blogspot.hk/2011/06/peradeniya-botanical-garden.html

2.7.9 Leisure Programs : Kids Play 41
Right Playground at Darling Quarters, Sydney http://entertainmentdesigner.com/news/childrens-design/sydneys-new-waterfront-playground-at-darling-quarter/

2.7.10 Leisure Programs : The Lawn 42
Top Right
Bottom Right

Family picnic & gathering at park
Wavy lawn lan

http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lacock/things-to-see-and-do/activities/
http://www.hgtv.com/landscaping/ideas-for-sculpting-turf/index.html

2.7.11 Leisure Programs : The Forest Green & Kiosk 43
Top Right
Bottom Right

Kiosk
Forest Green

http://www.e-architect.co.uk/london/paperhouse
http://yeinjee.com/st-james-park-london-uk/

2.7.12 Leisure Programs : Seafront Promenade 44
Top Right
Bottom Right

TST East Promenade Evening Shot
TST East Promenade Upper Deck

http://www.hongkonghustle.com/top-tourist-pick/99/avenue-of-the-stars-tst-hong-kong/
http://www.bonvoyage.ireneeng.com/?p=5502
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2.7.13  : Sports Complex 45
Top Right
Bottom Right

Family table tennis game in sports centre
Berry Sports & Recreational Centre, NSW

http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201308/04/P201308020710_photo_1056897.htm
http://www.npcaa.com.au/members_products/finishes/

2.7.14 Cultural Programs : Soccer Pitch 46
Top Middle
Top Right
Bottom Right

Soccer in the goal
Soccer playing
Kids playing soccer

http://www.teesactive.co.uk/splash-stockton/activities/parties/party-types/mini-soccer-parties/
http://www.thornhillchurch.org.uk/ai1ec_event/friday-5-a-side-football/?instance_id=
http://adventureinmotion.co.za/5-a-side-soccer/

3 Landscape Deck : Local and International Precedents 49
Full Page Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway Sign & Garden Photo by Prof. Alex Lui

3.1 Local Precedent : Central Kowloon Route 50
Right Artist’s Impression of Future Yau Ma Tei Interchange page 12, Central Kowloon Route Phase 2 Public Engagement Digest, Highways Department. December 2012

3.2 Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas: Big Dig, Boston, United States 51
Left 
Right

Big Dig Bird’s Eye Overall View
Overall Big Dig Plan

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:After_Aerial_Photo_of_Greenway.jpg
http://walkingbostonian.blogspot.hk/2011_12_01_archive.html

3.2 Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas: Big Dig, Boston, United States 52
Left
Top Right 
Bottom Right

North End Parks Bird’s Eye Overall View
North End Parks water feature
North End Parks Plan

http://nikitasmits.com/2013/01/21/reflection-pool-washington-d-c/
Photo by Prof. Alex Lui
http://walkingbostonian.blogspot.hk/2011_12_01_archive.html

3.2 Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas: Big Dig, Boston, United States 53
Top Left 
Top Mid Left
Top Mid Right 
Top Right 
Bottom Left 
Bottom Middle 
Bottom Right

Urban space before project
Wharf District Parks Bird`s Eye View
Wharf District Parks Plan
Wharf District Parks Bird`s Eye View 2
Urban space before project
Ft. Point Channel Parks View
Dewey Square Park & Ft. Point Channel Parks Plan

http://www.ascentstage.com/page/3/
http://cityparksblog.org/category/transportation/
http://walkingbostonian.blogspot.hk/2011_12_01_archive.html
http://structurehub.com/blog/2009/11/the-most-corrupt-real-estate-projects-in-american-history/
http://www.ascentstage.com/page/3/
http://www.pineandswallow.com/landscape-science/projects.php
http://www.unionparkpress.com/occupying-bostons-public-planning/

3.2 Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas: London SkyCycle, United 
Kingdom 

54

Right Skyride...How the proposed SkyCycle tracks could look http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/architecture-design-blog/2014/jan/02/norman-foster-skycycle-elevated-bike-routes-london
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3.2 Precedents Elsewhere in Overseas: High Line Park, Manhattan, 
New York City

55

Top Left
Bottom Left
Right

High Line Park on an elevated historic freight rail
High Line Park Deek level
High Line Park between High rise neighbourhood 

http://www.thehighline.org/galleries/images/high-line-park-photos
http://www.thehighline.org/galleries/images/high-line-park-photos?page=4
http://www.thehighline.org/galleries/images/high-line-park-photos

4.1.1 Ground Condition 55
Figure 4.1.1
Figure 4.1.2

Geological Map Sheet No. 11
Existing GI Layout Plan

The Geological Map sheet No.11 Edition 1-1986, by Geotechnical Control Office
Geotechnical Engineering Office, CEDD, July 2012 | GInfo Strategic Team, website: http://www.ginfo.cedd.gov.hk/ginfoint/
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6.1
Academic Proposals

 Proposal Title / Field of Study        Professor in Charge

6.1.1 Study of pedestrian flow and traffic emission on the Green Deck    Hung, Wing-tat (CEE)

6.1.2 Effect of the Green Deck on the local real estate market     Hui, Eddie (BRE)

6.1.3 Effect on the Green Deck on the local noise level      Tang, Shiu-keung (BSE)

6.1.4 Effect of the Green Deck on local air quality      Lee, Shun-cheng (CEE)

6.1.5 Feasibility of installing solar and wind energy facilities on the Green Deck   Yang, Hong-xing (BSE)

6.1.6 Optimal public engagement processes for the Green Deck project    Chan, Edwin (BRE)

6.1.7 Maximise the use of recycled glass in construction materials for Green Deck  Poon, Chi-sun (CEE)

6.1.8 Effect of the Green Deck on the local thermal environment     Niu, Jian-lei (BSE) 
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6.1.1 Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Traffic Emissions
- Dr Hung Wing-tat, Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 

• Pedestrian Circulation
– Assumptions: Green Deck will divert 10-30% (AM) and 30-50% 

(PM) pedestrian trips to and from PolyU
– Findings:

• Most Problematic Section – Footbridge near Library
• Scenario 2 – Widen the Hunghom Station Corridor could

improve LOS from E (i.e. extreme difficulties in reverse or 
crossing flows) to D (i.e. difficulties in weaving)

• Scenario 3 – Widen Footbridge could improve LOS from E 
(i.e. extreme difficulties in reverse or crossing flows) to C (i.e.
slightly restricted walking speed and could weave through.)

The�most�problematic�
Section�of�Footbridge�
Selected�for�Analysis

Scenario�3�–
Widen�

Footbridge

Scenario�2�–
Widen�Hunghom
Station�Corridor

Do�Nothing
Scenario�2 Scenario�3

w/o�GD With�GD w/o�GD With�GD

A
M

2�way Flow 220�ped/min 86�ped/min 73�ped/min 220�ped/min 204�ped/min
LOS LOS�E LOS�B LOS�B LOS�E LOS�C
Width – – – 5.3�m 7.2�– 9.9�m

PM

2�way Flow 260�ped/min 220�ped/min 165 ped/min 260�ped/min 201 ped/min
LOS LOS�E LOS�E LOS�D LOS�E LOS�C
Width – – – 5.3�m 7.1�– 9.8�m
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6.1.1

• Traffic�Emissions

– Assumptions:�No�significant�change�in�vehicular�
traffic�flow

– Findings:
• Changes�in�total�emission�levels�per�day�is�not�
very�significant

• But Green�Deck�provides�a�potential�to�absorb
tonnes�of�pollutants�emitted�as�treatment�
systems�can�be�incorporated�underneath.

2013 2015 2020

VOC�(ton/day) 0.32871 0.07509 0.04160

CO�(ton/day) 1.61212 0.76193 0.55592

NOx (ton/day) 1.29404 0.69710 0.36452

CO2 (ton/day) 0.27604 0.16885 0.17602

PM10�(ton/day) 0.05757 0.01980 0.01391

The�most�problematic�
Section�of�Footbridge�
Selected�for�Analysis

Scenario�3�–
Widen�

Footbridge

Scenario�2�–
Widen�Hunghom
Station�Corridor

Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Traffic Emissions
- Dr Hung Wing-tat, Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
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6.1.2

General Benefits of the Green Deck
• Lessen Urban Heat Island Effect
• Increase biodiversity and green features
• Reduce sound transfer
• Increase amenity, livable space
• Enhance life style varieties
• Better landscape views
• Enhance urban sustainability

Specific Benefits of the Green Deck
• For existing [potential] nearby owners of flats/offices – New landscape views 

improve property values

• For Public  in Vicinity – Addresses transport issues/ Improved air quality/ Provides 
new open space

• For  Visitors (Tourists)  – Provides new tourist spot for visitors/ Offers platform for 
artists /Arouses public interests in Art

The�Effect�of�Green�Deck�on�local�real�estate�market
� Prof�Eddie�Hui,�Dept�of�Building�&�Real�Estate
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6.1.3

• Noise�generated�in�the�toll�area�will�be�trapped�
below�the�Green�Deck,�resulting�in�strong�sound�
radiation�at�all�potential�openings

• Noise�measurements�were�carried�out�at�locations�
within�PolyU�facing�the�current�toll�area�for�a�
preliminary�estimation�of�the�acoustical�effect�of�the�
Green�Deck

• Noise�levels�at�high�levels�are�likely�to�be�
reduced

• Noise�level�at�PolyU�podium�and�the�entrance�
area�near�the�deck�could�be�increased�by�more�
than�5�dBA

• Suggested�acoustic�treatment�of�mirco�perforated�
panels�below�the�Green�Deck

Effect�of�Green�Deck�on�local�noise�level
� Prof�Tang�Shiu�keung,�Dept�of�Building�Services�Engineering�
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6.1.4

• Hourly�NO2 concentration�has�10% sampling�time�
exceed�the�HKAQO�and�WHO�standard

• The�24�hr�PM10 and�PM2.5 concentration�has�met�the�
HKAQO�level�but�~50%�60%�higher�than�WHO�
AQG�value

• There�is�~10%�to�35%�reduction�on�PM10,�
formaldehyde,�acetaldehyde�and�benzene

• Chronic�exposure�on�formaldehyde�for�PolyU�staff�is�
higher�than�risk�acceptable�level

• Estimated�on�the�local�NO2 concentration�and�PM�
level�could�have�50%�to�80%�improved�via�green�
deck�and�pollutants�control�technology�

Effect�of�Green�Deck�on�local�air�quality
� Prof�Frank�Lee,�Dept�of�Civil�and�Environmental�Engineering
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6.1.5

• Use�of�renewable�energy�resources�to�ensure�a�real�“Green”�deck�project:��zero�energy�
consumption�and�zero�greenhouse�gas�emission

• About�HK$1.0m�electricity�power�has�to�be�consumed�per�year�for�ventilation,�lighting�
and�air�conditioning�by�the�deck

• Solar�photovoltaic�panels�installed�on�new�building�roofs�and�facade�can�provide�all�the�
power�needed�on�an�annual�basis

• A�more�economical�design�can�be�achieved�using�hybrid�solar�wind�systems,�i.e.�about�
90%�of�power�is�supplied�by�PV�and�the�rest�covered�by�wind�power�generation.

Potential�of�Renewable�Energy�on�the�Green�Deck
�Prof�Yang�Hong�Xing,�Dept�of�Building�Services�Engineering
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6.1.6 Public engagement process for the Green Deck Project
- By Prof Edwin Chan, Dept of Building & Real Estate  

1. On-street and Online Survey Results
• 91 % favorable and  highly favorable
• 7% unfavorable to highly unfavorable
• 2% neutral

Perceived Benefits of the project:
More green space and better use of 
space
Enhance air quality
Green feature
Make city beautiful with better 
scenery and view
Reduce carbon emission & absorb 
vehicular pollutants 

Major issues/ concerns:
Overall environment
Project / construction cost and time
Social integration
Citizen’s/ parties affected opinions and concerns
Construction impact and waste produced

Preferred Stakeholder Engagement Activities:
Public Consultation
Collect opinion from community, government, 
etc.
Design competition
Public and stakeholder participation in 
workshops
Questionnaire and survey
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6.1.6

100%

50%

0% 50% 100%

HIGH�IMPORTANCE;�LOW�INFLUENCE

LOW�IMPORTANCE;�LOW�INFLUENCE

HIGH�IMPORTANCE;�HIGH��INFLUENCE

LOW�IMPORTANCE;�HIGH�INFLUENCE

GOVERNMENT
(62%;�71%)

D
EG

RE
E�
O
F�
IM

PO
RT

A
N
CE

DEGREE OF�INFLUENCE

COMMUNITY
(61%;�37%)

DEVELOPERS
(49%;�56%)

END�USERS
(80%;�36%)

BUSINESS
(48%;�28%)

DEV.�&�CONST.�
EXPERTS

(72%;�44%)

2. Stakeholder Matrix Analysis 3. Further 5 Stages of the 
Research Study

• Stage 1: Key Stakeholder Survey

• Stage 2: Round Table Meeting

• Stage 3: Data Analysis and Findings

• Stage 4: Public Forum

• Stage 5: Final Report

Public engagement process for the Green Deck Project
- By Prof Edwin Chan, Dept of Building & Real Estate  

Campus Masterplan Studies of 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Landscape Deck Over
Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza
N1641H-REP-DESG-007(A01)
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6.1.7

NO�and�NO2

Eco�Architectural�Glass�Mortar�
Containing�Recycled�Glass�&�TiO2

Conditions

Build�Green�Deck�with�recycled�glass
�By�Prof�Poon�Chi�sun,�Dept�of�Civil�&�Environmental�Engineering

UV�A

1�km/h�<�wind�speed�<�15�km/h
100�ppb�<�Nitrogen�oxide�<�400�ppb

Paved�Area�with�Eco�Arch.�Mortar�=�5,000�m²
Elimination�rate�=�3�mg�NO/(m²�h)

A�nitrogen�oxide�reduction�within�the�breathing�zone�from�0�to�20�%,�depending�on�wind�speed�and�
pollutant�concentration�is�estimated�for�the�“Green�Deck”

Approx.�143�tonnes�of�waste�glass�can�be�recycled�through�construction�of�“Green�Deck”

Campus Masterplan Studies of 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Landscape Deck Over
Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza
N1641H-REP-DESG-007(A01)
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6.1.8

• An�open�space�with�open�architectures�to�enhance�airflow�and�
wind�for�maximized�thermal�comfort�(Xia�et�al�2013)

• Use�of�wind�catchers�(Liu�et�al�2011)�to�reduce�pollutant�
exposure�of�toll�gate�workers�and�bus�passengers

• Quantitative�outdoor�environment�design�based�upon�wind�
tunnel�testing�and�state�of�the�art�computational�flow�dynamics�
(CFD)�simulation

Effect�of�the�Green�Deck�on�local�thermal�environment
� Prof�Niu�Jian�lei,�Dept�of�Building�Services�Engineering

Campus Masterplan Studies of 
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Landscape Deck Over
Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza
N1641H-REP-DESG-007(A01)
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Presentation Slides for Session 1A - A Creative Planning Solution 
(Planning and Social Issues)



CConference on “Green Deck”, HK PolyU, 14th Dec. 2015 (Session 1A) 

Presented by: 
Prof. Edwin H.W. CHAN

Associate Head, Department of Building & Real Estate,
Land use lab, Research Institute of Sustainability Urban Development

On behalf of social, cost/benefit, urban design research teams

The HK Polytechnic University 

A Creative Planning Solution
– Planning and Social Issues



PLANNING by zoning, fragmentation  and restrictive uses



A Community Planning Project :
RRegenerative Design 

We acknowledge Climate Change - Damage has been done!
Need to be Regenerative ( )

Not Enough only to : Need to: THE GREEN DECK EFFECT
Minimise impact (EIA, SIA  
reports etc) (doing less bad)

Increase positive  
impact (Do more good)

Adding: land, social benefits 
( )

Cost consideration Value  enhancement Not just cost, but ADD value to 
the community/district at large 

Bounce back/resilient Adapt and Transform 
( )

Transform our environment 
and community

High efficient, conservation Regenerate and Restore , 



PPlanning a Green Deck to RRegenerate aand Restore 
( , - )



The Health and Social Impact on the 
Population Living in the Neighborhood

Professor Frances Wong
Faculty of Health and Social Sciences

A questionnaire was used to measure Quality of Life (QOL) in 4
domains (WHOQOL-BREF (HK version) for residents living in 
the neighborhood (9 constituency areas):
1.Physical 
2.Psychological
3.Social relationship
4.Environmental



PPublic Concern in the Neighborhood 
• What is the exact social demand in the neighborhood
• According to street survey (N=317) in the neighborhood, health,

environment and public space highly related to quality of life
(physical, psychological, environmental and social relationship)

Quality of Life

Physical Psychological Environmental Social Relationships

Health Environment Public Space



PPublic Concern in the Neighborhood

Those with a P <0.05 have a significant positive effect on Physical, 
Psychological, Social and Environmental QOL.

Factor 
Loadings 

Standard 
Error (SE)

P

Physical QOL#

Purchase medications /supplement in the 
past 3 months

2.83 1.38 0.040

Seeing doctors/TCM practitioners in the 
past 3 months

9.27 1.33 <0.001

Satisfactory level of environment 1.16 1.13 <0.001
Psychological QOL*
Satisfactory level of environment 0.41 0.16 0.012

# only items related to environment  and health service use selected
*only items related to environment selected



PPublic Concern in the Neighborhood

Those with a P <0.05 have a significant positive effect on Physical, 
Psychological, Social and Environmental QOL.

Factor 
Loadings 

Standard 
Error (SE)

P

Social relationships QOL*
Satisfactory level of public space 0.54 0.17 0.001

Environmental QOL*
Satisfactory level of environment 1.37 0.17 <0.001

Satisfactory level of public space 0.84 0.19 <0.001

*only items related to environment selected
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• 10.2% felt unhealthy • 15.5% felt unhealthy (Maas et al 2006)

• Leading causes of death in HK in 2014:
Diseases of heart (3rd), cerebrovascular disease (4th), chronic lower respiratory 
diseases (6th)

• In 2013-14, approx. 64% and 26% of the total costs of GOPC and SOP services 
(HKD 4,002 million), respectively, were spent on elderly and chronic patients.

• People living in areas with more green space had lower mortality rates.
• Long-term health care expenditure on chronic illness can be saved.

More Green space:
• Lower rates of cardiovascular and 

cardiopulmonary disease
, stroke, musculo-skeletal disease

, mental illness and 
respiratory disease (Maas et al 
2009; Villeneuve et al 2012)

• Better health and health-related 
quality of life (Stigdotter et al, 2010)



PPublic Environmental Concern iin the Neighborhood 

The Top 3 districts/areas s needed to ToTToTT p 3 districts/are
be ““greener” g (N=317)

49.2%
43.8% 44.5%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

Tunnel & toll
plaza

Whampoa &
Hunghom

Hung Hom
MTR station

& HK
Coliseum

The top 3 3 facilities needed in the 
districts/areas (N=317)

50.2%

38.5% 38.5 %

Forest &
botanical
gardens

Sports and
recreations

Tame
grassland



Prof. Edwin H. W. Chan, Dr. Esther Yung & Dr. Sheila Conejos
Department of Building and Real EstateDepartment of Building and Real Estate

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

A Framework for Stakeholder 
Engagement to formulate the Proposed 

Green Deck Project



PPublic FFavour oon Green Deck

84%

15%

1%

• 84 %  are Favorable

•15% unfavorable

•1% neutral

TOP FIVE REASONS/ ISSUES

Favorable:
1. Greenery and sustainability
2. Improve air quality
3. More space and new facilities
4. Space and city beautification
5. Rest and leisure spaces

Unfavorable:: (Technical/Financial Issues are 
Concerned)

1. Waste of money and resources (esp. govt. money)
2. High cost involved 
3. Redundant with the govt. project 
4. Reduce air quality under the deck
5. Not necessary



PPublic Concern about Open Space
• According to community survey (N=590), the 5 key design criteria for sustainable

public open spaces are:

• (1) Green Design Components such as air, noise pollution reduction
(4.30 out of 5);

• (2) Clean, pleasant and visually stimulating environment (green spaces)
(4.26 out of 5);

• (3) Quality environment for pedestrian and users (walkways and cycle paths)
(4.16 out of 5);

• (4) Sufficient maintenance and management (4.11 out of 5);

• (5) Adequate lighting, urban furniture (4.10 out of 5)



How the stakeholders are perceived by the public ? 



Research title: Programming the Green Deck

Prof.  Tim Jachna (SD), Research Assistant Jessica Jiang, School of Design

To establish the essential parameters of the design of the
Green Deck, to achieve a project that is:

• Requisite (providing a functional and spatial ensemble…
• Context-appropriate (sensitive to socio-cultural and urban
context…

• Innovative (reflecting a critical knowledge of
best recent practices…



GGuideline for Designing Green Deck

Methodologies to form a guideline for Green Deck designation:

Findings of 8 technical research reports and one survey report from other Green
Deck research projects;

Results of seven engagement forums/meetings with public or professional
advocacy groups;

Reviewing the responses and preferences collected from visitors to the
exhibition ‘Green Deck as Innovative Social Project’;

Review of relevant literature and precedents, including analogous projects,
global best practices in public open space design, and specifics of public space
development in Hong Kong



GGuideline for Designing Green Deck
• Three levels of principle
• GLOBAL PRINCIPLES

principles of green urbanism 
principles of good pubic space design   

• LOCAL PRINCIPLES
Principles of Hong Kong Public Spatial Practice (Quantity & Good Practice & Vision)
leisure habits (integration of local and indigenous species )
3:2 active to passive ratio of open space 
short walking distance from the residents it intends to serve, preferably within a radius of not more than 
about 0.4km
special needs for the disabled and the elderly 

HK Government Urban Design Guidelines (Macro Level / Intermediate Level / Micro Level)
Functional Diversity (cultural, tourism-related, recreational and retail )
Continuous waterfront promenade 
Specific Major Land Use — breezeways / linkages / street orientation, pattern and widening / waterfront 
sites / height profile / podium structure / landscaping / cool materials 



GGuideline for Designing Green Deck

Three levels of principle (cont..)

• INTERNAL PRINCIPLES

The “Green Machine“

Public Space as Learning Process

Local Vegetation and other principles of sustainable site development

Layering and sharing of activities and facilities for different user groups.



GGuideline for Designing Green Deck
General Guidelines (examples)
GREEN

Mix of usable and protected green areas
Lawns to walk and play on, dense planting of shade trees to shelter paved
areas, groves with networks of paths
Use of diverse and local flora to support biodiversity

PUBLIC SPACE AS PROCESS
• ongoing process of stakeholder engagement / monitoring / working with

local managers for long-term manageability

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
• Showcase sustainable use of materials / disassembly and reuse of

elements / reduce, reuse, recycle and upcycle

SHELTER
weather situation (rain and sun)
various types of covered paths, gathering spaces
maximize green space through the application of integrated interior
spaces under the deck

PATHS
circuits of paths, hierarchy of paths, sub-paths, redundancy of paths for
visual and experiential variety
separate paths — bicycles and running & walking paths, flow of tourists &
local people’s activities, hectic commuter paths & slow leisure paths

DIGITAL DIMENSION (wifi hotspot & apps)

3-LAYERED “SANDWICH” PRINCIPLE
upper level — green park / recreation and relaxation
middle level — retail and transit uses, conference centre / special
thematic “plaza”
lower level — transportation interchange

ACCESSIBILITY
• environment and facilities / public utilization / sociability

SEATING
range of suitable seating for different uses and groups
people tend to like to observe rather than be observed

HEALTH
accommodate health and wellness facilities
exercise opportunities for disabled
social services for mentally handicapped

24-HOUR SPACE
Key paths and areas open and safe at all hours
Support for night-time activities

CONNECTIVE
• Strengthen weak connectivity between public spaces

ADAPTABLE
• Elements that can be utilized in different ways by different people



GGuideline for Designing Green Deck

LOCAL COMMUNITY (HUNG HOM)
Structuring Principle: spaces for local people
categorized as structured rooms or open fields or
appropriate platforms
1. Elderly (outdoor and indoor activities )

outdoor: walking, cycling, jogging, Taiqi, benches, bird watching
indoor: health-related services, hobby areas

2. Children (physical activity level and safety
3. Women

young women (perform a public identity)
women with young children (enjoyment of playing with kids)
older women (seek for calm reflection)

4. Domestic Helpers
spaces that on Sundays or public holidays can be appropriate
roofed spaces

TOURISTS (TST EAST)
Structuring Principle: experiential “moments”

sightseeing ("the stroll”, “the highlight")
encounter with other culture (passing through the spaces of the local
people)
special interest tourists / didactic aspect (the "green machine")

COMMUTERS (RAIL AND BUS INTERCHANGE)
Structuring Principle: “by the way”
• the public space at the hub
• Efficient, wide paths linking main channels of commuter flow
• “culture, arts and humanities” to “blend in”
• clear possibilities to branch-off, not completely cut-off from green (a quick

retreat from the path)

ACADEMIC COMMUNITY  (POLYU)
Structuring Principle: spaces of outreach, interface and 
engagement (with local society, tourists, etc)
• show-window of the university to the community
• shared podium region
• educational level through exhibition, showcases or museums

BUSINESS COMMUNITY (TST & TST EAST)
Structuring Principle: promoting public health
• healthy food / contact with nature / social spaces / exercise )

EVENT AUDIENCES (HK COLISEUM)
Structuring Principle: ”eventscape”
• Spaces for activities for organization (“fairway”)

Concerns of different social groups - Provisions for Individual User Groups (overview) 



PProposed Green Deck –– IIts Social BENEFITS



Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Green Deck 
Development

PI: Dr. Mark S.C. Hsu
Co-Is: Prof. Albert P.C. Chan, Dr. Hongqin Fan, and Dr.Stephen Pratt

Research Institute of Sustainability Urban Development
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University



BBenefits Brought by Green Deck

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

Analyzing Options

Discounting

Valuing the Costs and Benefits

Identifying Associated Costs and Benefits

A Structure of Cost-Benefit Analysis
• cost-benefit analysis to

identify key stakeholders
and measure influence of
the project to these
stakeholders.

• all the benefits can be
reflected by a monetary
value. It also helps to
judge whether and how
long the investment will
payback from a more
comprehensive
perspective.



BBenefits Brought by Green Deck
Examples on Valuing the Benefits  (Rough Estimation):

Carbon sequestration
Annual Amount of Carbon reduced per hectare of intensive green roof in HK is 25.7 tonnes (2015)
Assumed 80% green area on Green Deck is 3.4 ha
Social cost of carbon is US$38 per tonne (IWGSCC, 2013)
Annual carbon cost saved = 25.7*3.4*US$38 = US$3,360 
Adjusted to HKD using purchasing power parity exchange rate (World Bank, 2015): 
US$3,360*5.69 = HK$19,118

Health and well-being
Affected population is 158,103 (Nine nearby constituencies)
40% of the population are frequent park users (Wong, 2009)
Among the rest of the 60%, with a nearby park/walking trail, 55% would increase the use 
(Kaczynski and Henderson, 2007)
Annual medical cost difference between physically active and inactive person in HK is $1,500 
(Adjusted to 2015 HKD) (Louie & Hui, 2001)
Total annual medical cost saved = 158,103*(1-40%)*55%*$1,500 = $78,256,697



BBenefits Brought by Green Deck

Be
ne

fit
s

Direct Revenues

Indirect

Air pollution reduction

CO2 sequestration

Noise pollution 
reduction

Surface runoff 
reduction

Temperature 
reduction 

Health and Well-
being

Travel time reduction

Property (Hedonic) 
Value

=HK$7,500,000/year

=HK$3,857,219/year

=HK$340,113,005/year

=HK$287,809/year

=HK$78,256,697/year

=HK$3,202,587/year

=HK$7,066,128/year

=HK$203,869/year

=HK$19,118/year

List of Benefit (with present annual value in average case)

Total Annual Benefit in Current Value =HK$440,506,423/year



BBenefits Brought by Green Deck

Total Construction Cost Anticipated by Consultant (as of April 7, 2014): 
HKD 4,825-5,025 Million

•Key factors for cost-benefit analysis of Green Deck:

•Discount Rate: 4%

•Variables: 

Surface runoff reduction rate
Air pollutants reduction rate
Change in property (hedonic) value



BBenefits Brought by Green Deck
Result of calculation over 56 years (including 6 years design and construction)
• High-end case

• NPV > 0
• Benefit-Cost (B/C) ratio = 1.7
• Internal Rate of Return (IRR) = 7.1%

• Average case
• NPV > 0
• B/C ratio = 1.3
• IRR = 5.4%

• Low-end case
• NPV < 0
• B/C ratio = 0.9
• IRR = 3.4%

-10,000,000,000

-8,000,000,000

-6,000,000,000

-4,000,000,000

-2,000,000,000

0

2,000,000,000

4,000,000,000

6,000,000,000

8,000,000,000

2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080

Net Present Values (NPV) of Different Scenario

Average Case NPV High-end Case NPV
Low-end Case NPV

Pay Back: 2049 
(Around 33 years)

Pay Back: 2039 
(Around 23 years)

High-end Case

Average Case

Low-end Case



RResearch topic: 
CCosts and Benefits Analysis on the Thermal 
Effect of the Green Deck to the Surrounding 
Outdoor Environment
PI:  Prof. Edwin, H. W. Chan
Co-I: Dr. Chi-Kwan Chau, Dr. Esther, H. K. Yung, Dr. Conrad Philipp

To find out the Cost and Benefit due to temperature improvement change:
Cost:

Cost of external planting work during the construction of Green Deck
Cost of greenery maintenance to keep the thermal effect lasting

•Benefit   
Health Outcome  
Productivity  
Energy Saving 
Increased Recreational Value  



TThermal Effect and Its Benefit

• Based on the assumption that greenery
coverage of Green Deck is 60%, Dr. CK
Chau estimated the cooling effect of
Green Deck can reach an area beyond
boundary by 150 metres.

• Temperature of the influenced area is
projected to have a 2 decrease on
average.



TThermal Effect and Its Benefit

Benefits over 50 years period

• A lower temperature outside Green Deck will 
significantly influence the energy consumption of 
surrounding buildings and 

• improve the productivity of workers who exposed in 
the poor air-conditioned environment.

• Significant in Monetary Value

Energy Saving HK$9,098,353 per year

Productivity HK$6,485,925 per year



TThermal Effect and Its Benefit

Benefits over 50 years period
• It will also help to improve the residents’ health well-being 

in a limited degree, Less significantly in cost.
• A lower temperature inside Green Deck will increase 

willingness to use the public open space of the residents 
living surrounding.

Less Significant in Monetary Value
Health Improvement due to Less Heat Stress HK$707,166 
per year 
Increased Recreational Willingness 
HK$22,470 per year

• Total annual benefit is HK$16,313,914 in current value



AAdvantage for Community in a Larger Area 



SStudy on the EEffect of the Green Deck on the 
LLocal Real Estate Market

• According to Prof. Hui’s study, Green Deck will increase the property value in the
neighbourhood communities.

• The latent benefits of the five proposed buildings (i.e., NPV of rental income increases
in 25 years as a result of the Green Deck) are evaluated.

• This evaluation does not take into account the potential benefits from the
environmental and tourism standpoints

• The benefits incurred by the construction of the Green Deck:
Net difference (in %) between the impact on property price due to the availability of
Green Deck View and that as a result of proximity to roads/streets

Prof. Eddie Chi-man HUI (BRE)



EEffect oon tthe Local Real Estate Market

•Net differential in property price due to 
construction of Green Deck

• 7.33% (Low-end situation);
• 14.11% (Average situation 1);
• 15.27% (Average situation 2);
• 20.58% (High-end situation 1); or
• 22.38% (High-end situation 2)



EEffect on the Local Real Estate Market

• Projected increase of property value

• In a higher rental growth/occupancy and lower interest rate scenario, total
latent benefits in NPV is equal to HK$334.8-1,022.2 million

(Mean:HK$687.5 million);

• In a lower rental growth/occupancy and higher interest rate scenario, total
latent benefits in NPV is equal to HK$208.8-637.6 million

(Mean: HK$423.2 million)



AAdvantage for Community in a Larger Area 

• Improve traffic connection in the area





TThe Way Forward

From Assumption to Reality

Our Future 
Work

ption to Reality

Capitalize on the social benefit brought by Green Deck, it is important to involve and 
EMPOWER ( ) community and end-users to promote implementation of the Green Deck.



IInnovative Green Deck for Social Benefit

Thank You

Reponses from the Panel and Audiences
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A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement to Formulate the Proposed Green Deck 
Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel 
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July 2014



A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement to formulate the 
Proposed Green Deck Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel  
(Prof. Edwin H. W. Chan, Dr. Esther Yung & Dr. Sheila Conejos) 

Executive Summary 

The successful implementation of any sustainable design projects should be achieved 
through a cooperative effort from government, business sectors and public sectors.
The Green Deck project proposal is the first of its kind that has involved community 
participation of the general public at the very early planning stage. As such, no 
specific client is available and it is a tremendous challenge to develop a design brief 
for further implementation of the project.  Thus, this research study aims to gather 
the sentiments of the different stakeholders on the planning and design of the Green 
Deck Project proposal. The results of this research study do not only provide a solid 
reflection of the strong support of the project among the different stakeholders groups, 
it also identifies the underlying sustainable urban design criteria for planners and 
designers' consideration. Most importantly, it highlights the importance of the 
different stakeholders group and the level of influential power in the planning process. 
Accordingly, the study suggests potential public participation strategies that can
actively engage and empower the important stakeholders group which only have 
relatively low level of influential power on the project.

This research consists of five stages: 1) Major stakeholders’ surveys, 2) Round table 
meeting, 3) Data analysis and interim report, 4) Public Forum, 5) Final Report. Pilot 
and community on-street surveys and online surveys were conducted randomly 
among local pedestrians, residents within the vicinity of the study area, as well as the 
PolyU students and staffs in November 2013 and January 2014. The results show that 
the general public perception about the Green Deck project is highly favorable. The 
major supportive reasons include ‘appreciate the green space’, ‘enhance better 
quality’, and ‘provide more public space’. However, major issues to be considered are 
‘impact on the overall environment’, ‘construction cost and time’, ‘traffic, noise and 
air pollution problem’ and ‘social integration’. These issues are valuable contributions 
for the design and planning brief of the project. Most importantly, a stakeholder 
matrix (see figure 1) was developed to distinguish the level of influence, importance, 
legitimacy of each stakeholder group and be able to decide the best public 
engagement strategies to engage them over different stage of the project. Through this 
matrix, most of the stakeholders identified, have high level of importance but have 
low level of influence, thus potential public engagement activities for these 
stakeholder groups are discerned in order to advance the stakeholders level of 



influence to the project.

Figure 1 Stakeholder Matrix

KEEP 
SATISFIED

ENGAGE 
CLOSELY AND 

INFLUENCE 
ACTIVELY

It is suggested to mobilize these stakeholder 

groups to the ‘high importance/high influence’ 

Quadrant by providing higher degree of 

empowerment.
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A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement to formulate the 
Proposed Green Deck Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT) 

(FINAL REPORT) 
Edwin HW Chan, Esther Yung and Sheila Conejos 

BRE Department 
 
 
Aim of the project: to develop a framework for stakeholder engagement and to identify 

the key stakeholders’ preference on sustainable design criteria of 
the proposed Green Deck Project. 

 
Introduction 
 
The successful implementation of any sustainable design project can only be achieved through a 
cooperative effort from government, business sectors and public sectors, so that the key 
sustainable design criteria from the stakeholders are incorporated into the design process as 
early as possible. Thus, a proposed research study to develop a framework for stakeholder 
engagement process for the Green Deck project is initiated. Transparency, legitimacy, 
commitment, communication and meaningful involvement are the key principles of public 
engagement that lead to better and more legitimate decisions because it take into account the 
opinions and the knowledge of local communities and other stakeholders, including government 
(Tabbush & Ambrose-Oji, 2011). These key principles can be applied to provide the best 
consultation and public engagement among stakeholders of the Green Deck project. 
 
Study Area 
 
The existing site of the Green Deck project is shown in Figure 1. While Figures 2 and 3, illustrate 
the proposed landscape master plan and the proposed master plan of the Green Deck project 
respectively.   
 

 
 

Figure 1 Existing Site for the Green Deck Project 
Photo taken by the Project Team 
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Figure 2 Proposed Landscape Master Plan of the Green Deck Project 
Photo courtesy of Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & Engineers (HK) Ltd. (DLN, 2013) 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Proposed Master Plan of the Green Deck Project 
Photo courtesy of Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & Engineers (HK) Ltd. (DLN, 2013) 
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Objectives 
 
In order to establish an optimal stakeholder engagement framework and identify the key 
stakeholders’ preference of the design features for the Green Deck project the following 
objectives are as follows: 
 

1. To identify the coverage of stakeholders and their level of importance regarding the 
project. 

2. To determine the extent of the project area and key sustainable design criteria based 
on the stakeholders viewpoints. 

3. To ascertain the best suited community activities that would facilitate and encourage 
public engagement for the Green Deck project. 

4. To develop a framework for public engagement mechanisms with involvement of the 
different stakeholders in evaluating the most effective community activities based 
upon the lessons learnt from the Green Deck project. 

5. To implement and adjust the established stakeholder engagement framework to help 
formulating the project brief. 
 

Research Methodology 
 
The proposed research study was undertaken in five stages (Figure 4). Although a preliminary-
on-street survey as pilot test was conducted before undergoing the Stage 1 of the research 
study to gather and understand the sentiments of the public who frequently use the study area. 
The following are the five stages of the research study: 
 

 Stage 1 refers to the literature sourcing and the conducting of on-street survey among 
local pedestrians, PolyU students and staffs as well as the local residents and passers-by 
within the vicinity of the study area. The purpose of this stage is to identify the 
stakeholders involved in the public engagement process based on their level of 
importance, as well as to determine the extent of the boundary of the study area in 
accordance with the stakeholders’ needs and opinions.  

 Stage 2 pertains to the organizing of a Roundtable Meeting among a panel of experts 
representing the different sectors identified in the list of stakeholders. This is to present 
the on-street survey results and gather their expert opinions about the proposed Green 
Deck project. 

 Stage 3 is the Consolidated Data Analysis and Findings which includes the tabulation and 
analysis of the data collected through the surveys and Roundtable meetings.  

 Stage 4 is the participation in Public Hearing/ Forum as a bigger platform for 
dissemination regarding the research study results.   

 Stage 5 is the Final Report preparation. 
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Figure 4 Methodology and the Specific Tasks to achieve the Research Objectives   
 
Stage 1: Literature Review 
 
 Theoretical framework of Stakeholder engagement 

 
Public engagement in planning 
 
Public participation or engagement can be defined as ‘a process by which people, especially 
disadvantaged people, can exercise influence over policy formulation, design alternatives, 
investment choices, management, and monitoring of development interventions in the 
communities’ (The World Bank, 1992: p. 2). Arnstein (1969) defines public participation as “the 
redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens… to be deliberately included in the 
future” (Arnstein, 1969: p. 216). If policy-makers and planners seek public participation, it is 
necessary, indeed axiomatic, that there would be distribution of power (Arnstein 1969). 
According to this view, unless citizens have a genuine opportunity to affect outcomes, 
participation is mainly regarded as ‘therapy’ and ‘manipulation’ of participants (Arnstein 1969). 
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Table 1  A Ladder of Citizen Participation” (Arnstein, 1969, 217-224) 
Citizen Control These two highest levels allow the have-nots to have major decision-

making or full managerial power. 
 
Degree of 
Citizen Power 

Delegated 
Power 
Partnership Allows the have-nots to negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional 

power holders. 
Placation Ground rules allow the have-nots to advise, but retain for the 

powerholders the continued right to decide. 
 
Degree of  
Tokenism Consultation Allow the have-nots to hear and to have a voice. However, “they lack the 

power to insure that their views will be heeded by the powerful”. Informing 
Therapy Real objective is not to enable people to participate in planning or 

conducting programmes, but to enable powerholders to “educate” and 
“cure” the participants.  

Non-
participation 

 
As urban planning affects the overall environment and people, people’s participation is essential 
for the success of any planning efforts. Rio Earth Summit Agenda 21 makes it clear that 
participation of the community is essential for urban development to be environmentally, 
economically and socially sustainable (United Nations, 1992). This is supported by Tabbush & 
Ambrose-Oji (2011) suggesting that public engagement brings forth better decision making as it 
take into account the local communities and other stakeholders’ knowledge and opinions. In 
fact they further state that decisions are more legitimate when it involves the concerned public.   
 
Issues in public engagement 
 
A number of issues in public participation are identified in the literature review. The success of 
public participation depends on the power to influence decision-making (Abbott, 1996; Arnstein, 
1969, 1975). In addition, a wide range of stakeholders has emerged in recent years. Different 
interests, aims, and goals often arise. Conflicts also arise between and among stakeholder 
groups, about who knows best regarding what criteria and principles should be followed (Cotter, 
Boyd & Gardiner, 2001; Fowler, 1981). This largely creates the challenge in deriving consensus 
among the different stakeholders.  
 
Moreover, culture adds an extra dimension to the complexity of public participation in which 
the role of culture in establishing the identity of people and the success of urban landscapes 
(Zukin, 2000; Hayden 1995). Furthermore, Yung & Chan (2011) identifies the following issues in 
public participation related to the planning and conservation in Hong Kong. It includes different 
preferences between the general public and the government, inadequate knowledge for the 
public to evaluate planning and conservation projects, conflicts of interest from the different 
stakeholders, lack of effective mechanisms and supportive government framework, power 
disparity and propaganda and mobilization of interest groups.  
 
Sustainable design for urban green space 
 
Research shows that open spaces that are connected with other green spaces through walking 
and cycling trails or greenways promote higher levels of physical activity and encourage more 
visits and longer stays (Byrne & Sipe, 2010).  Urban green spaces cater to diverse populations 
and offer multiple benefits that can be categorized into environmental, social and economic 
benefits. Some of these benefits are reducing noise, sequestering carbon and attenuating storm-
water; provide solace from stressful lives; foster active living; give space for social interaction 
and foster closer community ties; cultivate child development by helping them refine their 
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motor skills; promotes tourism and endorse higher property values (Byrne & Sipe, 2010).  Table 
2 is the list of sustainable open space design criteria identified from the literature. 
 
Table 2 List of Design Criteria for Sustainable Open Space  
Key Design Criteria References  
Green Design Components such as Air, Noise Pollution Reduction Chan & Lee, 2009 
Clean, Pleasant and Visually  Stimulating Environment (Green 
Spaces) 

WHO, 2007; URGE, 2004 

Quality Environment for Pedestrian and Users (Walkways and Cycle 
Paths) 

WHO, 2007; Chan & Lee, 2009 

Sufficient Maintenance and Management Turel et al., 2007 
Adequate Lighting, Urban Furniture WHO, 2007; Kwok & Ng, 2008; 

Clarke & Nieuwenhuijsen, 2009 
Easy Access to Work & Public Facilities  WHO, 2007; Chan & Lee, 2009 
Close and compatible to the Neighborhood Kwok & Ng, 2008; Chan & Lee, 

2009 
Easy Understanding of Directions and Ease of Activities Kwok & Ng, 2008 
Mixed-use Development URGE, 2004; Chan & Lee, 2009 
Harmonious Use of Space (Avoid Conflict of Use) URGE, 2004 
Healthy Lifestyle and Well-being URGE, 2004; Clarke & 

Nieuwenhuijsen, 2009 
Opportunity for Community Involvement Feilden and Jokilehto 1998 
Social Contact and Network Kwok & Ng, 2008; Clarke & 

Nieuwenhuijsen, 2009 URGE, 
2004 

Enhance a Sense of Place Feilden and Jokilehto 1998; 
English Heritage 1997 

Sense of Security and Privacy WHO, 2007; Kwok & Ng, 2008; 
URGE, 2004 

 
 Identification of Stakeholders 

 
The identified list of stakeholders as indicated below is refined in terms of their relative 
importance and degree of influence as affirmed in the Stage 1 of the research study: 

 
1. Government Sector- this include the different departments such as the Planning 

Department, Building Department, Transport Department,  Lands Department and 
Environmental Protection Department, etc. 

2. Community- this include the NGOs (e.g. Friends of the Earth, Designing Hong Kong, 
etc.), district councillors, and other concern groups (religious, and social groups, 
conservationists, etc.). 

3. Development and construction experts- this includes the Architects, Planners, 
Contractors, Developers and other allied professionals. 

4. Developers 
5. The End Users – like the PolyU staff and students, TST and East TST passersby, 

commuters, residents, visitors, workers, etc. 
6. Business Sector- like the retails and restaurants owners and tenants, financial groups, 

etc.  
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A stakeholder matrix (Tabbush & Ambrose-Oji, 2011) which indicates the level of importance 
and influence on the decision-making process will guide the formulation of the public 
engagement framework. This matrix will be used throughout the study to help prioritize the 
different engagement actions that will be identified in the proceeding stages of the research.  As 
indicated in Figure 5, a public engagement action that will consistently satisfy the stakeholders 
classified under the ‘high importance but low influence’ axis can be developed while another 
public engagement action the will engage closely and actively the stakeholders distinguished 
under the ‘high importance and high influence’ axis. In addition, a public engagement action 
that will provide continuous information to stakeholders under the ‘low importance but high 
influence’ axis while another public engagement activity that may monitor the stakeholders 
under the ‘low importance and low influence’ axis.  
 

A. HIGH IMPORTANCE. 
LOW INFLUENCE 

 
KEEP SATISFIED 

 
 

B. HIGH IMPORTANCE. 
HIGH INFLUENCE 

 
ENGAGE CLOSELY AND  
INFLUENCE ACTIVELY 

 
C. LOW IMPORTANCE. 

LOW INFLUENCE 
 

MONITOR with 
MINIMUM EFFORT 

 

D. LOW IMPORTANCE. 
HIGH INFLUENCE 

 
KEEP INFORMED 

 
Figure 5 Stakeholder Matrix (Tabbush & Ambrose-Oji, 2011) 

 
Stage 1: Survey Results Findings 
 
 Pilot Survey 2013 

 
A survey questionnaire was developed as an aid in determining the sentiments of the public 
regarding the Green Deck Project. The pilot survey was conducted through an on-street survey 
and internet online survey. The questionnaire provides a brief background of the proposed 
project showing the site boundary and also an illustrative example of New York’s Park in the Sky 
to show the respondents what a green deck could look like. The questionnaire has seven 
questions which aim to find out the public’s views on the proposed project, the project’s major 
issues and impacts, views on the site boundary and to what extent, the kind of facilities to be 
provided in the project, suggested public engagement activities as well as a section wherein 
they have to determine the identified stakeholders’ importance and their level of influence on 
the project (see Appendix 1).   At this stage, it is not intended to find the solution but with an 
open mind to explore all possible issues that need to be further studied.  
 
Survey results 

138 on-street surveys and online survey were conducted. The survey intends to gather and 
understand the sentiments regarding the proposed Green Deck project of the public who will 
possibly use the study area. The face-to-face surveys were conducted with the help of three 
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students among local pedestrians, PolyU students and staffs as well as the local residents and 
passers-by, bus and MTR passengers, residents and other frequent users within the vicinity of 
the study area. The on-street survey was randomly conducted in three strategic locations such as 
the East Tsim Sha Tsui, Hung Hom MTR and bus stops/ terminus, within Ho Man Tin to Hung 
Hom surrounding areas and PolyU campus. The response rate was 49.2%. The online survey was 
sent to PolyU students and staffs to gather their sentiments regarding the proposed Green Deck 
project through the department’s mass email system on the 27 Nov., 2013. 
 
 Community Survey 2014 

 
After the pilot survey was conducted in November 2013; a community survey was conducted in 
early 2014 to ascertain the viewpoints of the different stakeholders regarding the proposed 
Green deck project.  The survey mainly targeted on the end users of the proposed Green  Deck 
including the community,  residents in the districts, business sectors in the vicinity, and PolyU 
staffs and students. The other identified stakeholders include officials in government 
departments and representatives from NGOs.  
 
A survey questionnaire was developed as a tool in determining the sentiments of the identified 
key stakeholders who will be the users of the Green Deck Project. An on-street survey in three 
districts namely Hung Hom, East Tsim ShaTsui and Ho Man Tin districts were conducted. Each 
district has a survey station/corner manned by a team of three to four student helpers. A table 
and a roll-up banner showing the concept plan, photos and brief information about the Green 
Deck project  was displayed along each survey station/corner. Each student helper has 60 survey 
questionnaires in hand while also carrying with them a laminated photo of the existing site, the 
proposed site development plan and the site boundary of the Green Deck project. This 
information intends to make sure that the respondent’s general understanding of the project is 
clear. The survey questionnaires were written in both English and Chinese.  
 
The survey questionnaire provides a brief background of the proposed project and has 9 
questions aside from the section which asks for the personal information of the respondents 
(see Appendix 2). The aim of Questions 1 to 7 is to find out the public’s views on the proposed 
project, the project’s major issues and impacts, views on the site boundary and to what extent, 
the kind of facilities to be provided in the project, suggested public engagement activities. While 
Question 8, provides a table wherein the respondents will have to determine the identified 
stakeholders’ importance and their level of influence on the project. Lastly, Question 9 provides 
a table of the list of key design criteria for designing sustainable public open spaces as identified 
from the literature. The respondents were asked to indicate the level of importance for each 
design criterion in a 5-points Likert scale.  

 
Data analysis 
 
The data were analyzed with the help of the EXCEL and the NVivo software.The quantitative 
data analysis includes the percentages of favorable and unfavorable responses per districts; the 
percentages of the identified stakeholders; determining the degree of importance and level of 
influence of the stakeholders and personal characteristics of the respondents were analyzed 
with EXCEL. The respondents’ qualitative responses were inputted into NVivo software and the 
underlying reasons for the questions as well as its ranking in terms of priorities/ preferences 
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such as the top five reasons/ choices garnering the highest number of frequency were extracted 
from NVivo through the use of matrix coding technique. 
 
Survey Results 

590 on-street surveys were conducted, in which 241 came from East Tsim Sha Tsui, 180 in Hung 
Hom and 169 in Ho Man Tin districts. Based on the community on-street survey findings, 84% of 
the respondents believed that the Green Deck Project is favorable while 15% of the respondents 
considered the project as unfavourable. The reasons tendered by those being unfavorable are 
mainly concerning about waste of money and resources (esp. govt. money), redundant with the 
govt. project and damage the original environment. 
 
In terms of the site boundary, 73% are amenable that the site boundary is large and adequate 
while 22% are not in favor of the boundary’s size. The top five reasons identified for the 7 
questions, which were ranked based on the frequency of responses from the key stakeholders 
are shown in Table 3. A Table showing the representative statements of the responses in each 
district per questions can be referred in Appendix 2. Additionally, a Table comparing the results 
of the on-street pilot survey done last year and this recently conducted community survey are 
presented in Appendix 3 for more details.  

Table 3. Top Five Reasons Identified from the Community Survey Responses 
Questions Community Survey 2014 Pilot Survey 2013 

Q1A. Green Deck 
project: 
Favorable (84%) 

1. Greenery and sustainability 
2. Improve air quality 
3. More space and new facilities 
4. Space and city beautification 
5. Rest and leisure spaces 

1. More green space and better use of 
space 

2. Enhance air quality 
3. Green feature 
4. Make city beautiful with better scenery 

and view 
5. Reduce carbon emission and absorb 

pollutants from vehicles 
Q1B. Green Deck 
project: 
Unfavorable (15%) 

1. Waste of money and 
resources (esp. govt. money) 

2. High cost involved  
3. Redundant with the govt. 

project  
4. Reduce air quality under the 

deck 
5. Not necessary 

 

1. Damage the original environment,  
2. Need time, money to manage facilities,  
3. Affect transportation and environment, 
4. Bad air quality, Will block the sky view 

of ground floor level that will lead to 
worse air quality,  

5. Existing open area is enough, only 
footbridges are necessary 

Q2A. Site 
Boundary: 
Favorable (73%) 
 

1. Adequate 
2. Large and big enough 
3. Connectivity reasons 
4. Can cover the road 
5. Improve air quality 

1. Good/ Okay ,Just suitable, Looks 
reasonable, appropriate 

2. Make it bigger 
3. Area too large 
4. Reduce the area  to  provide ventilation 

under the podium 
5. Connect with other facilities near the 

podium, low residential houses, PolyU, 
the Y building 
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Q2B. Site 
Boundary: 
Unfavorable (22%) 
 

1. Too big and large 
2. Too small and narrow; can be 

larger 
3. Cover sunlight 
4. Should not cover the 

entrance and exit of CHT 
5. High construction cost; hard 

to implement 

 
 
 

No responses in this section. 

Q3. Major issues 
that should be 
considered in the 
proposed project 
 

1. Cost; financial issues 
2. Traffic, road and transport 

issues 
3. Maintenance and 

management  
4. Air pollution and air quality 

conditions 
5. Environmental Aspects 

1. Overall environment 
2. Project / construction cost and time 
3. Social integration 
4. Citizen’s/ parties affected opinions and 

concerns 
5. Construction impact and waste 

produced 

Q4. Major impacts 
of the proposed 
Green Deck on the 
surrounding 
community 
 

1. Traffic, road and transport 
issues 

2. Improve air quality 
3. Better plan; beautify and 

improve the environment 
4. Air pollution during 

construction 
5. Green and healthy open 

areas 

1. Improve air quality 
2. Traffic, noise and air pollution during 

construction 
3. More place to rest, hangout and attract 

people 
4. Improve overall environment with 

more space, outdoor activity and 
entertainment. 

5. Enhance beauty of the place 
Q5. User’s needs of 
the proposed 
project 

1. Social interaction 
2. Rest and relaxation 
3. Exercise; gym 
4. Play sports and other 

recreation 
5. Entertainment and 

performances 

 
 

No responses in this section. 

Q6. Facilities, 
amenities, or 
buildings could be 
provided 

1. Urban furnitures- sitting 
areas, tables, etc. 

2. Big lawn, sports field, open 
spaces 

3. Sports and recreational 
facilities 

4. Cycling trail or lane 
5. Restaurants and cafes 

1. Parks/ gardens as well as seats, 
benches and sitting areas 

2. Greenland, trees, green house, plants 
and flower pots, etc. 

3. Sports, recreation and leisure facilities 
4. Food and beverage/ retails shops, 

kiosks, cafe, bakery 
5. Playground 

Q7. Community 
and experts 
participation 
activities 

1. Public consultation and 
forum 

2. Ads and Promo (TV, news, 
billboards, etc.)  

3. Internet and MobileAPPs 
(WhatsApp, Facebook, 
Twitter, etc.) 

4. Exhibitions 
5. Competitions (design, etc.) 

 

1. Public Consultation 
2. Collect opinion from community, 

government, etc. 
3. Design competition 
4. Public and stakeholder participation in 

workshops 
5. Questionnaire and survey 
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Personal characteristics of the key stakeholder respondents 
 
The personal characteristics of the key stakeholder respondents in each district are presented in 
Table 4, 63.56% of the respondents are the users of the proposed project. Out of the 95.59% 
respondents who are local residents, 47.63% are male and 52.03% are female. The average age 
group is between 19-45 years old and the average educational status is secondary level. In terms 
of number of visits per day, 59.32% of the respondents are frequent users of the green deck 
project. Most of them go to East Tsim Sha Tsui (33.92%), while the rest goes to Hung Hom 
(22.21%) and Ho Man Tin (16.95%) districts respectively. Also shown in Figure 6, are the 
demographic distributions of the three districts. 
 
Table 4. Personal Characteristics of the Key Stakeholders in Each District 

Characteristics East Tsim Sha 
Tsui District 

Hung Hom 
District 

Ho Man Tin 
District 

Total (3 
Districts) 

Total No. of Respondents  241 (40.85%) 180 (30.51%) 169 (28.64%) 590 (100%) 
Gender:  
 Male 
 Female 

 
119 (20.17%) 
122 (20.68%)  

 
70 (11.86%) 

110 (18.64%) 

 
92 (15.59%) 
75 (12.71%) 

 
281 (47.63%) 

307 (52.03%) 
Age: 
 18 & below 
 19-45 
 46-64 
 65 above 

 
28 (4.75%) 

150 (25.42%)  
45 (7.63%)  
18 (3.05%)  

 
25 (4.24%) 

134 (22.71%) 
21 (3.56%) 

0 

 
19 (3.22%) 

86 (14.58%) 
55 (9.32%) 
9 (1.53%) 

 
72 (12.20%) 

370 (62.71%) 
121 (20.51%) 

27 (4.58%) 
Education: 
 Primary 
 Secondary 
 Tertiary  

 
11 (1.86%) 

92 (15.59%)  
135 (22.88%) 

 
2 (0.34%) 

17 (2.88%) 
161 (27.29%) 

 
10 (1.69%) 

82 (13.90%)  
77 (13.05%) 

 
23 (3.90%) 

191 (32.37%) 
373 (63.22%) 

Sector: 
 Government 
 Community, NGO 
 Developer 
 Dev. & Const. Experts 
 Business  
 End Users (PolyU Staff 
and  Students 

 
6 (1.02%)  
6 (1.02%)  
5 (0.85%)  
2 (0.34%)  

31 (5.25%)  
183(31.02%) 

 
0 

1 (0.17%) 
1 (0.17%) 
1 (0.17%) 

0  
174(29.49%)  

 
6 (1.02%) 

12 (2.03%) 
4 (0.68%) 
1 (0.17%) 
5 (0.85%)  

151(25.59%) 

 
12 (2.03%) 
19 (3.22%) 
10 (1.69%) 
4 (0.68%) 

36 (6.10%) 
508(86.10%) 

Status  
 Residents 
 Tourists 

 
228 (38.64%)  

5 (0.85%)  

 
172 (29.15%) 

4 (0.68%) 

 
164 (27.80%) 

2 (0.34%) 

 
564 (95.59%) 

11 (1.86%) 

No. of Visits in the 
proposed area: 
 Very rarely 
 2-3 days a week 
 Everyday 

 
 

111 (18.81%) 
63 (10.68%) 
56 (23.24%) 

 
 

45 (7.63%) 
28 (4.75%) 

103 (17.46%) 

 
 

65 (11.02%) 
51 (8.64%) 
49 (8.31%) 

 
 

221 (37.46%)  
142 (24.07%) 
208 (35.25%) 
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Figure 6 Demographic Distribution of the Three Districts 
 

 Stakeholder Matrix: 
 

A stakeholder matrix indicating the level of importance and influence on the decision-making 
process will be used throughout the study to help prioritize the different engagement actions 
that will be identified in the proceeding stages of the research.  In the pilot survey, the 
stakeholder matrix analysis in Figure 7 shows that the respondents have identified the 
Government as the sector which has ‘high importance and high influence’ in the implementation 
of the project. The end users were identified as the sector which has ‘high importance but low 
level of influence’. The respondents have also categorised the developers, development and 
construction experts and the community as the sectors which have ‘low importance but high 
influence’. Lastly, the respondents considered the business sector which has ‘low importance 
and low influence’.  
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Figure 7 Stakeholder Matrix (Pilot Survey Results in 2013) 
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Figure 8 Stakeholder Matrix (Community Survey Results in 2014) 
 

While in the community survey’s stakeholder analysis matrix as shown in Figure 8, the 
government sector is still considered by the respondents as the sector with the ‘highest 
importance and highest influence’. The development and construction experts as well as the 
developers came next as the second and third sectors which also have ‘high importance and 
high influence’. These two sectors have moved its level from the ‘low importance but high 
influence’ in the previous survey to the ‘high importance and high influence’ matrix grid. 
Another sector which retained its ‘high importance yet low influence’ status is the end users. 
Noteworthy also is the community sector which was identified as the sector with ‘low 
importance but high influence’ from the previous survey, has gone up to the ‘high importance 
and low influence’ level together with the end users. Lastly, the sector which was considered 
with ‘low importance and low influence’ in the previous survey are now identified by the key 
stakeholders as a sector with ‘high importance but low influence’ and joined the ranks of the 
end users and community sectors. With these results, appropriate public engagement strategies 
can be provided to the sectors under the two levels such as the ‘high importance but low 
influence’ (i.e. the User and Community, and Business sectors) and the ‘high importance and 
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high influence’ levels. The sectors with ‘high importance and high influence’ must be engaged 
closely and actively in the planning and implementation of the proposed project. While the User 
and Community, and Business sectors with ‘high importance yet low influence’ must not only be 
kept satisfied in terms of providing public engagement activities regarding the proposed project, 
but should also be capitalized through public participation to increase their influence to move 
the project forward.  
 
Further analysis of the results on the different groups of respondents of the 590 on-street 
surveys was conducted. Comparisons were made among the different groups to see if there is 
any difference between them regarding favorable reasons for the proposed Green Deck, the 
facilities and amenities, and the participation activities. 
 
The following is a summary of some of the comparisons made. 

1) Different districts,  
2) Different age groups, 
3) Different sectors 

 
Table 5 Top Five Favorable Reasons for the Proposed Green Deck Project by Districts 
 Hung Hom                           East TsimShaTsui             Ho Man Tin 
    
1.  

Greenery and 
sustainability  

Good view of harbor Greenery and 
sustainability  

   
2. 

Improve air quality Improve air quality Comfortable and 
better environment 

    
3. 

More spaces and new 
facilities 

More spaces and new 
facilities 

 Improve air quality 

    
4. 

Space and city 
beautification 

Space and city 
beautification 

 Space and city 
beautification 

    
5. 

Rest & Leisure spaces  Rest & Leisure spaces  More spaces and new 
facilities 

 
Table 5 shows that there is no very distinctive difference between the three districts apart from 
the East Tsim Sha Tsui group which indicates ‘good view of the harbor’ is the most favorable 
reason for supporting the proposed Green Deck.  
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Table 6 Top Five Facilities, Amenities or Buildings Preferred by Different Age Groups  
18 & Below                                  19-45                                46-64                          65 & Above 

 
The age groups from 18 & below to 64 all have similar responses such as the urban furnitures, 
sports and recreational facilities, etc. However, it is noteworthy to know that the 65 & above 
age group have identified ‘toilets and washrooms’ as the top most important facility. ‘Pathways, 
walkways and pedestrian tunnel’ is ranked as fourth most important facilities which is not 
included in the other age groups (see Table 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Top Five Suggested Community and Experts Participation Activities  
 
As shown in Figure 9, all sectors and stakeholders have identified unanimously the public 
engagement activities which are grouped in A, B, C and D. Group A is intended to inform and 
notify the stakeholders about information regarding the project. In Group B, the stakeholders 
are encouraged to attend the activities relating to the project. While with Groups C and D, they 
are more active consultation and involvement opportunity for the stakeholders. While the 
public engagement activities that are grouped in B and C were agreed by the six sectors except 
for the Developers & Construction Experts which they didn’t have a say on these activities. The 
public engagement activities were grouped according to the level of engagement from passive 
to active engagements. Nevertheless, all these public engagement activities are the top five 
public engagement activities identified by the sectors to be important to consider for the 
implementation of the Green Deck project. 

A

B C

D
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 Key Design Criteria for Designing Sustainable Public Open Spaces 
 
In the last question of the survey questionnaire, the respondents were asked to weight the 
sustainable design criteria stated in Table 7, which indicates their level of importance in the 
planning, design and implementation of the Green Deck project, using a 5-point Likert scale, 
from 1 (low score) to 5 (high score).This will aid in understanding the key stakeholders’ 
preference on the design of the proposed Green Deck project. The 5 key design criteria which 
receive the highest weighting from the respondents are 1. Green Design Components such as 
Air, Noise Pollution Reduction; 2. Clean, Pleasant and Visually Stimulating Environment (Green 
Spaces); 3. Quality Environment for Pedestrian and Users (Walkways and Cycle Paths); 4. 
Sufficient Maintenance and Management; and 5. Adequate Lighting, Urban Furniture. 
 
Table 7 Key Design Criteria for Designing Sustainable Public Open Spaces 

Key Design Criteria Mean 
weighting 

Ranking 

Green Design Components such as Air, Noise Pollution Reduction 4.30 1 
Clean, Pleasant and Visually  Stimulating Environment (Green Spaces) 4.26 2 
Quality Environment for Pedestrian and Users (Walkways and Cycle Paths) 4.16 3 
Sufficient Maintenance and Management 4.11 4 
Adequate Lighting, Urban Furniture 4.10 5 
Easy Access to Work & Public Facilities  4.05 6 
Close and compatible to the Neighborhood 3.97 7 
Easy Understanding of Directions and Ease of Activities 3.97 7 
Mixed-use Development 3.93 8 
Harmonious Use of Space (Avoid Conflict of Use) 3.91 9 
Healthy Lifestyle and Well-being 3.82 10 
Opportunity for Community Involvement 3.71 11 
Social Contact and Network 3.66 12 
Enhance a Sense of Place 3.63 13 
Sense of Security and Privacy 3.56 14 
Others: a. Advertisements; b. Affordability; c. Practicability; d. Consider the different type of end users 

 
Stage 2: Roundtable Meeting 
 
Preparation of the Roundtable Meeting 
 
A Roundtable Meeting was conducted in April 29, 2014 with the 13 key expert/ stakeholder 
participants, including the principal investigator and his research team. The participants 
represent the academe, NGOs and professional organizations. The participants have diverse 
backgrounds such as Architects, Landscape Architects, Planner, Art & Space Advisor, Urban 
Design Consultant, Writer and Urban Design Critic, Development and Marketing Officer, 
Surveyor, and a District Councilor and Sustainable Urban Planning Advocate. See Appendix 6 for 
the photos.  
 
The Roundtable meeting was held in PolyU and lasted for one and a half hour. At the beginning 
of the Roundtable meeting, the principal investigator introduced the proposed Green Deck 
project and presented the major findings of the 590 on-street survey to the participants. A 
summary of the minutes of the Roundtable meeting is shown in Appendix 5. 
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Roundtable results 
 
Some of the overall feedbacks from the participations are as follows. 

 The project is a wonderful idea for an ideal urban green space in Hong Kong.  
 The concept of community ownership for the project is appreciated. 
 All participants are willing to attend the upcoming public forum as they are quite 

interested to know the results of the other academic research, esp. concerning technical 
issues. 

 
The Roundtable participants further identified a number of issues relating to the proposed 
project. Some of the issues relate more to the technical aspects of the project, some relate to 
urban planning and design issues. The detail program of the possible facilities and the future 
maintenance and operations are also one of their major concerns. The following list is the major 
issues they raised: 
 

1. Technical Aspects: air quality, ventilation, daylighting, structural framing, and road safety 
issues (e.g. how to treat the pollution in the edge of the deck, along Cheong Wan Road). 

2. Better connectivity with the surrounding districts (e.g. improving pedestrian flow and 
mitigate high people usage of the footbridges). 

3. Boundary of the project can be more flexible at the preliminary stage (e.g. expand 
further along Cheong Wan Road). 

4. Develop detail program to understand the facilities that the public wants.  
5. Operations, Management and Maintenance of the Green Deck. 
6. How to control the noise problems in the area. 
7. Design criteria in terms on addressing the functionality of space can be considered such 

as a good transportation hub, scenery and comfortable environment, connectivity and 
multi-activities for social interaction, and the social significance of the place.  

8. The concept plan pertaining to the sculpture garden and art gallery will add more value 
to the place such as the artifacts, aesthetic elements, etc. 

 
Stage 3: Draft Stakeholder Engagement Framework 
 
Based on the results of the public survey and roundtable discussion with experts, a Stakeholder 
Engagement Framework was developed to guide and provide potential engagement strategies 
to be employed for engaging the identified stakeholders for the proposed Green Deck project 
(see Table 8). Appropriate adjustments/refinements will be made with these engagement 
mechanisms provided after the Public Hearing/ Forum which will be organized by the PolyU 
Communications Publicity Affairs (CPA) for the purpose of launching the proposed Green Deck 
Project to the public. 
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Table 8 Stakeholder Engagement Framework 
STRATEGIES LEVEL OF 

ENGAGEMENT 
ENGAGEMENT 

TOOLS 
STAKEHOLDERS’ 

ROLES 
STAKEHOLDERS 

INVOLVED 
NOTIFY   Stakeholders may 

encounter untargeted 
project publicity 

 
INFORMATION  

MADE AVAILABLE 
 

 ADS AND PROMO,  
 ART AND CRAFT FAIR,  
 INTERNET AND 

MOBILE APPS 

 Stakeholders as 
passive recipients of 
un-contextualised 
information 

 Dialogue is not 
necessary 

 All Identified 
Stakeholders 

INFORM  Stakeholders are 
regularly and reliably 
informed, made aware 
of their rights and 
ways of participating in 
the project. 

 
STAKEHOLDERS  

INFORMED 
 

 ADS AND PROMO,  
 ART AND CRAFT FAIR,  
 INTERNET AND 

MOBILE APPS 
 ORGANIZE PUBLICITY 

ACTIVITIES FOR ALL 
AGES 

 LECTURES, 
SEMINARS, 
EXHIBITIONS 

 Stakeholders as 
passive recipients of 
broadly contextualised 
information 

 Dialogue is welcome 
but not explicitly 
invited 

 All Identified 
Stakeholders 

CONSULT  Stakeholders receives 
full feedback on 
decisions taken 

 
STAKEHOLDER  

CONSULTED 
 

 COMMENT/ OPINION 
POLLS 

 FOCUS GROUPS 
 CONSULTATION 

WORKSHOPS 
 QUESTIONNAIRES/ 

INTERVIEWS 

 Stakeholders as 
respondents 

 Designated 
consultation space/ 
time in meetings 

 Dialogue is sometimes 
expected 

 End Users  
 Community 
 Dev. & Const. 

Experts 
 Developers 
 Business 

INVOLVE  Stakeholders are 
involved throughout 
the decision making 
process to ensure 
views are understood 
and taken into account 

 
STAKEHOLDER  

INPUT 
 

 WORKSHOPS 
 VOTING 
 PUBLIC 

CONSULTATION AND 
FORUM 

 EXPERTS AND PUBLIC 
OPINIONS 

 CHARITY WALK, 
MARCH 

 Stakeholders as project 
team members 

 Participation in skills 
training 

 End Users  
 Community 
 Dev. & Const. 

Experts 
 Developers 
 Business 

COLLABORATE  All aspects of decision 
making processes are 
undertaken in 
partnership with 
stakeholders 

 
STAKEHOLDER  

SHAPED 
 

 DESIGN 
COMPETITIONS 

 TASK FORCES 
 MANAGEMENT 

COMMITTEES 
 

 Stakeholders as 
collaborators/partners 

 Stakeholder on 
management 
committees/ 
taskforces 

 Stakeholder shaped 
policy making 
 

 All Identified 
Stakeholders 

EMPOWER  Stakeholders set 
agendas for change 

 
STAKEHOLDER  

OWNED, 
DECIDED 

 

 SOCIAL ART 
PROGRAM 

 COMMUNITY 
OWNERSHIP 
PROGRAM 

 MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMS 

 Stakeholders as 
designers, partners 

 Distributed decision 
making 

 Stakeholder ownership 
of resources, etc.  

 All Identified 
Stakeholders 

Adapted and Modified from: Bartholomew and Freeman (2010) 
 
***Notes: The identified Stakeholders are prioritized based on their level of high importance such as End Users (77%), 
Community (75%), Dev. & Const. Experts (73%), Developers (54%) and Business (51%). 
(The identified stakeholders under the 6 groups are indicated in p.6 of this report) 
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Stage 4: Public Hearing /Forum 

The team will participate in the public forum among stakeholders and the general public will be 
organized by the PolyU Communication and Public Affair’s (CPA) schedule. According to CPA’s 
programmes for the coming 12 months, forums for PolyU staff and students, and the general 
public will be held. This aims to strengthen the public involvement in the Green Deck Project 
and will form a continuous platform for an advocacy campaign in the next few months after the 
final report is completed and presented to the public. The forum will highlight the results of all 
the other groups’ applied research projects as enumerated below: 
 

 A framework for Stakeholder Engagement to formulate the Proposed Green Deck 
Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel 

 Effect of the Green Deck on Local Air Quality 
 Green roof technology for the Green Deck  
 Effect of the Green Deck on the local thermal environment  
 Feasibility of Installing Solar and Wind Energy Facilities on the Green Deck  
 Effect of the Green Deck on the Local Noise Level 
 Effect of the Green Deck on the Local Real Estate Market 
 Implications of the Green Deck for the Urban Heat Island Effect  

 
The key research findings of the community survey, particularly those related to formulating the 
design brief of the proposed Green Deck project will be incorporated into the CPA’s Forums.  
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Appendix 1: Pilot Survey Questionnaire Sample (conducted in 2013) 
 

Proposed Green Deck Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT) Questionnaire 
 

 
This on-street questionnaire aims to gather the general public’s sentiments about the 
proposed Green Deck Project, and to explore the key issues that they may have concern 
for further study. 

 
 
Background: The proposed Green Deck Project is to provide better quality ‘connecting 
environment as a new urban ‘green lung’ and to foster stronger connectivity over the existing 
Cross Harbour Tunnel. A landscaped deck with wide pedestrian connection between PolyU, bus 
platforms and MTR Hung Hom station will be created. 

 
Figure 1. The Site Boundary 1.  
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Some illustrative examples are provided to show how a green deck could look like: 
 

 

 
Source: The High Line: New York’s Park in the Sky, Available: http://twistedsifter.com/2011/06/high-line-park-new-york-city/ 

——  

 
Survey Questions  

 

1. What do you think about the idea ofproposing the Green Deck Project? 
 

Unfavourable         Highly Unfavourable  
What is your reason(s) against it?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Highly Favourable         Favourable  
What is your major supportive view?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. What are the major issues that should be considered in the proposed Project?  (e.g. overall 
environment, property market, social integration, etc.) 

?
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What would be the major impact(s) of the proposed Green Deck on the surrounding 
community (including Tsim Sha Tsui, Hung Hom and Ho Man Tin)? 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Any comment to the extent of the boundary shown in figure 1 of page 1?  How far the deck 
can be incorporated with other facilities/ development in the vicinity? 

1 /
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What kind of facilities, amenities, or buildings could be provided with the Green Deck? 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Howthe community and experts can participate in the design and planning process to 

enhance a successful implementation of the proposed Green Deck project?Any suggested 
public engagement activities? 

 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
7. There are many stakeholders involved in the Project. Please indicate the importance of their 

views and their level of influence on the Project. 
 

Group  Very Important  (  if you 
agree) 

( ) 

Very Influential (  if you 
agree) 

( ) 
Government Sector    
Community, NGOs, concern groups 

 
  

Development and Construction Experts 
 

  

Developers    
End Users (Pedestrians, bus and MTR commuters, PolyU 
personnel and students, etc.)

 

  

Business Sector (Retail and restaurant owners and 
tenants, offices, etc.)

 

  

 
Please send your completed questionnaire to email: s.conejos@polyu.edu.hk or fax to 23623979. 

s.conejos@polyu.edu.hk 23623979 
--Thank you-- 
-- -- 
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Appendix 2. Community Survey Questionnaire Sample (conducted in 2014) 
 
 

 
 

Proposed Green Deck Project at Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT) Questionnaire 
 

This on-street questionnaire aims to gather the general public’s sentiments about the 
proposed Green Deck Project, and to explore the key issues that they may have concern 
for further study. 
 
 
Background: The proposed Green Deck Project is to provide better quality ‘connecting 
environment as a new urban ‘green lung’ and to foster stronger connectivity over the existing 
Cross Harbour Tunnel. A landscaped deck with wide pedestrian connection between PolyU, bus 
platforms and MTR Hung Hom station will be created. It also intends to create a central “Hub” to 
connect the Hung Hom, TST East, Ho Man Tin district.  

 
 

Survey Questions  
 

1. What is your view about the idea of proposing the Green Deck Project?In favour or not? 
Why? 

 
______________________________________________________________    

_______________________________________________________________   

 
2. Are you in favour of the project site boundary as shown to you? Why? 

 
___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
3. What are the major issues that should be considered in the proposed Project?  (Please state 3 

or more issues). 
 

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
  

THE HONG KONG  
POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY  
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4. What would be the major impact(s) of the proposed Green Deck on the surrounding 
community (including TsimShaTsui, Hung Hom and Ho Man Tin)? (Please  state 3 or more 
impacts) 

 
___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

 

5. What would be your needs in using the proposed Green Deck? (e.g. social  interaction, doing 
exercise…, please state 3 or more needs) 
 

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

6. Which facilities, amenities or building you want to be provided in the project? (The 
masterplan shown to you only provides possible design examples). Please specify 3 or more 
items. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
7. What public engagement activities can you recommend to enhance community and expert 

participation in the project? (Please state 3 or more activities) 
 

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
8. There are many stakeholders involved in the Project. Please indicate the importance of their 

views and their level of influence on the Project. 
 
Group Very Important 

( ) 
 

Very Influential 
(  ) 
 

Government Sector   
Community, NGOs, concern groups 
 

  

Development and Construction Experts 
 

  

Developers   
End Users(Pedestrians, bus and MTR 
commuters, PolyUstaff and students, etc.) 

  

Business Sector(Retail and restaurant owners 
and tenants, offices, etc.) 
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9. Below is a list of key design criteria for designing sustainable public openspaces identified 
from the literature. Please provide your view of its level of importance with regards to the Green 
Deck Project  

(1-Least Important…… 5- Most Important): (Please put a  in the appropriate box)  

Design Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 

Easy Access to Work & Public Facilities 
 

     

Close and Compatible to the Neighborhood 
 

     

Mixed-Use Development 
 

     

Quality Environment for Pedestrians and users (Walkways and Cycle Paths) 

 
     

Sufficient Maintenance and Management 

 
     

Clean, Pleasant and visually stimulating Environment (Green spaces) 

 
     

Adequate Lighting,Urban Furniture 

 
     

Green Design Components such as Air and Noise Pollution Reduction 

 
     

Harmonious use of space (avoid conflict of use)      

Opportunity for Community Involvement  
 

     

Social Contact and Network 

 
     

Healthy Lifestyle and Well-being 
 

     

Sense of Security and Privacy 
 

     

Easy Understanding of Directions and Ease of Activities 
 

     

Enhance a Sense of Place 
 

     

Others: 
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Personal Information:(Please put a  in the appropriate box) 
 

 Gender:  Male �        Female � 
 

 Age: 18 & below�       19-45 �       46-64 �       65& Above � 
 

 Education: Primary �       Secondary�       Tertiary or above� 
 
 Occupation:_________________________________________________________ 
 

 In which stakeholder group / sector do you belong?  

�Government Sector, which department do you work? 
_____________________________ 
�Community/ NGOs/ Concern groups      
�Developers   �Dev. & Const. Experts �Business Sectors  

�End Users (�Pedestrians, bus and MTR commuters, �PolyUstaff  �PolyU students) 

�Others___________________________ 

 Resident �Which area/ district do you live in Hong 
Kong?___________________________ 

Tourist � 

 How often do you walk pass the area (TST East, PolyU and/or Hung Hom Station, etc)? 

Very rarely� 2-3 times a week� Almost everyday� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

--Thank you-- 
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Appendix 3. The Identified Community Responses to the 7 Survey Questions 
Questions Key Stakeholder Results (2014) Pilot Survey Results (2013) 

Q1A. Green deck 
project: Favorable 

 497 respondents 
(84%) 

Greenery and sustainability, improve 
air quality, more space and new 
facilities, space and city 
beautification, rest and leisure places, 
space utilization, solve traffic 
congestion, innovative, ideal concept, 
consider stakeholder’s needs, 
landmark, add character to PolyU, 
convenient and user friendly, highly 

accessible, good for students, better 
living standard, reduce noise, good 
view of harbor, brings money or 
profit. 

Green feature, Connectivity, 
Convenient, Enhance air quality, 
Innovation, better 
environment& leisure, 
Community space, Huge wind 
corridor, Better scenery and 
view, promote urban value, 
More green space, Make city 
beautiful, Reduce carbon 
emission and natural disaster, 
Absorb pollutants from vehicles, 
More healthy, Control of  
crowds, enhance safety, Less 
traffic on bridge. 

Q1B.Green Deck 
project: Unfavorable 
89 respondents 
(15%) 

Redundant, reduce air quality under 
the deck, not necessary, waste 
government money and resources, 
high cost, hard to implement, too 
ideal, aesthetics, affect bus stop 
operations, restrict bus headroom, 
congestion problem, public 
opposition, construction issues, 
increase the area, waste the land, 
road re-planning is more important. 

Damage the original 
environment,  
Need time, money to manage 
facilities, Affect transportation 
and environment,Bad air 
quality, Will block the sky view 
of ground floor level that will 
lead to worse air quality, 
Existing open area is enough, 
only footbridges are necessary. 

Q2A. In favor of the 
site boundary: 
430 respondents 
(73%) 

Adequate, large and big enough, 
connectivity, convenient, highly 
accessible, improve air quality, 
reasonable, no traffic, increase green 
belts, space utilization, resting place, 
nice appearance, considers 
stakeholder’s needs, increase safety, 
feasible, more benefits, suitable and 
easy to manage, good sea view, good 
location, can cover the road. 

Ok,Just suitable, Looks 
reasonable,  
Bigger, Provide space to see the 
sky 
Area too large 
Reduce the area to provide 
ventilation under the podium, 
Good, Connect with other 
facilities near the podium, low 
residential houses, PolyU, the Y 
building. 

Q2B. Not in favor of 
the site boundary: 
127 respondents 
(22%) 
 
 

Too big and large, too narrow or 
small; can be larger, cover sunlight, 
not cover openings of CHT, high 
construction cost and hard to 
implement, affect air quality, block 
the rescue helicopter, affects 
passengers, start at tunnel toll station, 
disrupt traffic, how to reach Ho Man 
Tin, Hung Hom not a good landmark 
area, ownership issue, no developer’s 

No responses in this section. 
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support, choose other place, not 
energy efficient, unfair to surrounding 
users, near bus stop and station, 
seems only for PolyU staff and 
students, waste the land. 

Q3. Major issues that 
should be considered 
in the proposed 
project: 
 

Cost and financial issues, traffic, road 
and transport issues, air pollution and 
air quality conditions, feasibility and 
practicability, maintenance and 
management, disturbance, nuisance, 
chaos, public opinions and 
acceptance, green design and 
development, noise issues, increase 
pedestrian zone and people flow, 
environmental aspects, sufficiency 
and size of area, construction time, 
ventilation issues, commuter’s health, 
convenience and comfort, 
surrounding support (facilities, etc.), 
diversity usage, user’s usage, function 
and efficiency, aesthetics and 
cleanliness issues, safety and user 
friendly, publicity and 
representativeness, space utilization, 
technical problems, positive effects, 
benefits of the area, overcrowding, 
congested area, solve traffic 
congestion, resident’s living 
conditions, accessibility, coordination 
with government and developer, 
solve air pollution, convenience, bus 
waiting time, affect study 
environment in PolyU, economic 
support, improve social network, 
developer-type approach, limitation 
of event holding, smoking prohibition, 
negative to the harbor, culture and 
culture related issues, rest and 
relaxation area. 

How to attract people to use the 
area, Social integration, social 
harmony, Project cost, 
Construction cost and time, 
Citizens’ opinions and concerns,  
Parties affected,  
Land use problem,  Real estate,  
Connectivity of areas and 
Pedestrian and Accessibility,  
Healthy living,  Air quality,  
Traffic issues, Pedestrian flow,  
Sustainability,  Environment 
Construction impact, Waste 
produced, Government 
coordinate with stakeholders, 
Design/Landscape design, 
Technical issues- waterproofing, 
lighting on tunnel, Insect 
control, maintenance.  

Q4. Major impacts of 
the proposed Green 
Deck on the 
surrounding 
community: 
 

Traffic, road and transport issues, 
improve air quality, air pollution, 
noise issues, more open spaces, green 
and healthy open areas, better plan, 
beautify and improve environment, 
high people usage, pedestrian flow, 
economic growth, rest and relaxation 

Security issues, Disperse 
pedestrian flow, Social 
integration, Communication and 
community space, 
Entertainment, Traffic and noise 
during construction, Green 
environment, Improve air 
quality 
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area, construction issues and wastes, 
improve tourism industry, 
overcrowding, congested area, 
connectivity, improve living standard, 
convenience, weekend and leisure 
destination, landmark (pioneer), play, 
increase walkable area, reduce noise, 
sunlight obstruction, inconvenience 
and disturbances, cost efficiency, 
reduce land supply for residential and 
commercial use, CHT issues, seaside 
utilization, sun shading or rain shelter, 
reduce pedestrian flow, commuter’s 
comfort, unfamiliarity or 
unaccustomed, shortage of facilities, 
accessibility, improve social network, 
diversity, lower public security, 
cleanliness issues, job opportunities, 
place to view fireworks, 
environmental aspects, public 
awareness, infrastructure change, 
need for car parks, maintenance and 
management. 

Construction and maintenance 
impact, Enhance beauty of the 
place, Beautiful view, Enhance 
accessibility, Business 
opportunities 
More Comfortable living, Long 
term positive effect, Impact 
neighborhood, Landmark, 
Improve overall environment, 
Car users,  
Blocked views. 

Q5. Needs in using 
the Green Deck: 

Social interaction, rest and relaxation, 
exercise, gym, play sports and other 
recreational activities, entertainment 
and performances, leisure, running 
and jogging, eating, food and drinks, 
arts and creativity, sitting spaces, 
singing and dancing, walking, biking, 
scenic viewing, picnic, nature 
appreciation, sleeping, multi-purpose 
facilities, culture and history 
cultivation, stadium, reading and 
doing projects, convenience, fitting 
facilities, toilets, comfortable 
environment, fresh air, accessibility, 
walk the dog, academic activities, 
study, covered areas, hygiene, 
romantic reasons, bigger space for 
users, gardening, planting, greeneries, 
shopping, landmark for tourists, step 
on lawn, travels and visits, selling 
souvenirs and other items, drain tea, 
elevator, stargazing, planet gazing, do 
yoga, smoking area, connectivity, 

No response in this question 
since it is a new addition to the 
recent survey questionnaires. 
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fishing, kite flying, swimming, internet 
access, Wifi, playground, Taichi, 
watching fireworks, camping, photo 
shoot, photography, trash bins.  

Q6. Facilities, 
amenities, or 
buildings could be 
provided 

Urban furnitures, sitting area, tables, 
etc., big lawn, sports field, open area, 
cycling trail or lane, sports and 
recreational facilities, snack shops, 
tuck shops, small store, restaurants, 
cafés, toilets, washrooms, playground, 
kid’s garden, kid’s facilities, gardens 
and greeneries, jogging track, running 
tracks, training tracks, swimming 
pool, outdoor parks, viewing area or 
deck, stage, stadium, amphitheatre, 
fitness area, gym, pet’s park and 
facilities, art gallery, pathways, 
walkways, picnic area, multipurpose 
square, water dispenser, cinema, 
soccer pitch, fountain, exhibit area, 
community area, green facilities, 
basketball court, market place, flea 
market, bus stations, stairs, lifts, 
signages, skate park, pavilion, library, 
dancing area, resting area, activity 
center for organizations, fish pond, 
leisure facilities, farm, bar, night 
clubs, car park, entertainment area, 
bowling alley, arts and crafts fair, pool 
for model boat, information center, 
badminton court, street performance, 
vending machines, zoo, 
environmental educational zone, ice 
skating field, astronomical 
observatory, yoga studio, ice 
mountain, stone field, internet access, 
Wifi, drain water supply, elderly 
facilities, football court, covered 
areas, shading, private housing, BBQ 
area, space for kite flying, sports 
ground, trash bins. 

Playground, Square, Parks, 
resting area,  Pet area, greens, 
grass, flower pots, Fountain,  
Seats, benches, Shelter,  
Landmark,  
Library/ reading room,  
Museum,  Art gallery,  Education 
centre,  Entertainment Public 
theatre, Music, Kindergarten,  
Home for the aged, Toilets, 
Showers/Washrooms, , Drinking 
fountain,  Electronic charger, 
Sport and recreation (Running 
area, Bicycle lane, Gym, fitness 
room, Skate  roller park, Taichi 
court,  Ball court, Tennis court, 
Jogging track,  Walking trails for 
elderly), Food and beverage/ 
café, Convenience store, 
Solar energy building/ facility, 
Cars waiting area. 

Q7. Public 
engagement 
activities 
recommended to 
enhance community 

Public consultation and forum, 
advertising and promotions, internet 
and mobileapps, exhibition, 
competitions, talks, seminars, 
organize interesting activities for all 

Inform the public, 
advertisement, Public 
exhibition, road show, Public 
consultation, Collect opinion 
from local community, Technical 
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andexpert 
participation in the 
project: 

ages, art and craft fair, surveys, 
expert’s opinions, game booths, 
sports events, multimedia 
presentation, performances and 
cultural events, talent show, charity 
walk, march, rally, public opinions, 
workshops, conferences, lessons or 
courses, picnic, countdown event, 
mascot, film shoring, planar 
promotions, community banquets, 
promotions to tourist, increase 
community center capacity, vote or 
polling, design school project, TV 
program, demonstration. 

feasibility proposals,  Public 
tender for design alternatives, 
questionnaire and survey, 
Design competition, Educational 
workshop 
Participation in design and 
sustainability discussion, focus 
group, activities for youngsters, 
involve urban designer and 
planner, 
set up committee, public voting. 
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Appendix 4.Top Five Reasons Identified from the Respondents for the 7 Questions 
(Key Stakeholders Survey 2014) 

Questions Reasons/ Issues Representative Statements 
Q1A.  
Green Deck 
project: 
 
Favorable(84%) 

1.Greenery and 
sustainability 

ETST (B10): Yes, promote sustainability 
Hung Hom (A10):promote greenery and environmental 
protection 
Ho Man Tin (E11): Yes. Support environmental friendly 
project which  can make a green environment in the city. 

1. Improve air quality ETST (B28): Yes, improve air and congestion problem 
Hung Hom (A27):yes. Better air quality 
Ho Man Tin (E13): Yes. Provide a comfortable 
environment to the citizen and improve the air quality. 

2. More space and new 
facilities 

 

ETST (C19): Yes, increase public area,  HK should have 
more green& public area 
Hung Hom (A21):Yes. More natural area, more public 
facilities 
Ho Man Tin (E32): Yes. Provide more space and correct 
the busy traffic in Hung Hom 

3. Space and city 
beautification 

 

ETST (B17): Yes,beautify the city , increase land utilisation 
Hung Hom (A50):Yes. Beautify the area 
Ho Man Tin (D2):Yes. Beautify the environment and does 
not affect the original use 

4. Rest and leisure 
spaces 

ETST (B41): Yes, have green area, improve air quality , 
provide leisure space 
Hung Hom (A15):Add a  place for relaxation 
Ho Man Tin (D1):Yes. Provide a leisure area to PolyU 
visitors since PolyU doesn’t have enough leisure 
area/green area 

Q1B.  
Green Deck 
project: 
 
Unfavorable 
(15%) 

 
 
 

1. Waste of money and 
resources (esp. govt. 
money) 

 

ETST (C40 and C60): No, waste money 
Hung Hom (A56):No. Waste government money and 
resource 
Ho Man Tin (E19):No. Waste of resources, not much effect 

2.High  
cost involved 

ETST (B18): No, high expense; no urge to build 2 hotels in 
proposed plan, why don't provide more land for private / 
public housing? 
Hung Hom: No response from this district 
Ho Man Tin (E29):No. Construction cost is too high 

3. Redundant with the 
govt. project  

 

ETST: No response from this district 
Hung Hom (A34):No. There is some greenery plan launch 
by the government so it is redundant 
Ho Man Tin: No response from this district 

 4. Reduce air quality 
under the deck 
 

ETST (C23): No .can't really improve the air quality, the air 
quality under the deck is poor 
Hung Hom (A29):No. deteriorate air quality 
Ho Man Tin (D10):No. Air pollution inside the covered 
areas 

5. Not necessary ETST (C21, C22 and C38): No, not useful 
Hung Hom: No response from this district 
Ho Man Tin: No response from this district 
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Q2A. 
Site Boundary: 
 
Favorable 
(73%) 
 

1.  Adequate 
 
 

ETST (B54): Yes, adequate 
Hung Hom (A9):Yes. Adequate 
Ho Man Tin (E14):Yes. which provide enough  space for 
the usage 

2.  Large and big 
enough 

 

ETST (B36): Yes, large piece of open space 
Hung Hom (A58):Yes. the coverage is broad 
Ho Man Tin (E18):Yes. Larger the area , the better of the 
performance of the project 

3.  Connectivity reasons 
 

ETST (B34): Yes,good middle point to link that 3 spaces 
Hung Hom (A49):Yes. The ends of the green deck can 
connect to other places 
Ho Man Tin (E2):Yes. The green belt can become a central 
part of those districts which enhance connection. 

4.  Can cover the road 
 

ETST: No response from this district 
Hung Hom: No response from this district 
Ho Man Tin (D48):Yes, cover the busy and noisy road 

5.  Improve air quality ETST (B3): Yes, increase air quality by a large piece of 
open green belt 
Hung Hom: No response from this district 
Ho Man Tin (E16):Yes. There is a great chance for the city 
to improve air quality and arouse the public interest in 
environmental friendly issue 

Q2B.  
Site Boundary: 
 
Unfavorable 
(22%) 
 

1.  Too big and large 
 

ETST (C10): No .can be smaller as it is no need to be that 
big 
Hung Hom (A40):No. The boundary for the covered area 
should be reduced 
Ho Man Tin (E27):Too large. The pollutants may not 
ventilate out from the tunnels. 

2.  Too small and 
narrow; can be 
larger 

 

ETST (B12, B17 and B46): No, larger space is better 
Hung Hom (A59):No. Too narrow 
Ho Man Tin (D29):No. insufficient space 

3.  Cover sunlight 
 

ETST: No response from this district 
Hung Hom (A34):No. the coverage blocks the light 
Ho Man Tin: No response from this district 

 4.  Should not cover the 
entrance and exit of 
CHT 

 

ETST: No response from this district 
Hung Hom (A16):Should not cover the entrance and exit of 
the Cross Habour Tunnel 
Ho Man Tin:No response from this district 

5. High construction 
cost; hard to 
implement 

ETST (C7): No. Unrealistic 
Hung Hom (A38):No. the construction project is hard to 
carry out and the construction cost is high 
Ho Man Tin: No response from this district 

Q3.  
Major issues 
that should be 
considered in 
the proposed 
project 
 

1.  Cost; financial issues 
 

ETST (C59): Cost, the money should be put in other area 
Hung Hom (A27):The cost of the project and who pay for it 
Ho Man Tin (D25):1.source of money 2.maintenance cost 

2.  Traffic, road and 
transport issues 

 

ETST (B44): Traffic problem 
Hung Hom (A11):Problem regarding traffic; (A1) road 
diversion 
Ho Man Tin (D5):How to minimize effect on transport 
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 3.  Maintenance and 
management 

 

ETST (B54): Facilities management 
Hung Hom (A17):Measures to prevent the green deck 
from being damaged 
Ho Man Tin (E29):Management of the process 

4.  Air pollution and air 
quality conditions 

ETST (C20): The air quality on or under the deck 
Hung Hom (A22):Air pollution 
Ho Man Tin (D5):1.noise during construction and air 
problem 

5. Environmental 
aspects 

ETST (C14): Environmental element 
Hung Hom: No response from this district 
Ho Man Tin (E21):1.Green Facilities 2.Environmental 
Factors 

Q4.  
Major impacts 
of the proposed 
Green Deck on 
the surrounding 
community 
 
 

1.  Traffic, road and 
transport issues 

 

ETST (B38): Traffic problem ( retribution the traffic/ 
practise the new route) 
Hung Hom (A2):Traffic congestion 
Ho Man Tin (D5):3. increase transport burden 

2.  Improve air quality ETST (B10): Improve air quality , provide green belt 
Hung Hom (A24):Improved air quality after construction, 
Ho Man Tin (D31):1. fresher air 2. rise of living standard 

3.  Better plan; beautify 
and improve the 
environment 

 

ETST (B48): Renew the district feature , improve the 
environment 
Hung Hom (A51):More beautiful view at the district 
Ho Man Tin (D20):Better quality of environment 

4.  Air pollution during 
construction 

 

ETST (C21): The traffic, noise, and air problem during 
construction 
Hung Hom (A11):Pollution aroused from this construction 
project 
Ho Man Tin (E30): 1.Air quality 

5. Green and healthy 
open areas 

ETST (C36): Increase green and public area 
Hung Hom (A22):Provide a green and healthy area 
Ho Man Tin (D35):1. more plants 2. better place to live 

Q5.  
User’s needs  
of the 
proposed 
project 
 
 

1.  Social interaction 
 

ETST (C51): Social interaction, leisure, walk 
Hung Hom (A10-A13; A22):social interaction 
Ho Man Tin (D23): 2.social interaction 

2.   Rest and relaxation 
 

ETST (B42): Eating, relaxing, chatting 
Hung Hom A1;, A10 and A12): Rest 
Ho Man Tin (D44):1. Relax 

3.  Exercise; gym 
 

ETST (C58): Morning exercise,  
Hung Hom (A16):Doing exercise 
Ho Man Tin (D45):3.gym 

4.  Play sports and 
other recreation 

 

ETST (B56): Play with family 
Hung Hom (A37):Doing exercise and play sports 
Ho Man Tin (D29):3.sports 

5. Entertainment and 
performances 

ETST (C2):Watching performances (dance, art work, etc.) 
Hung Hom (A5):for performance, 
Ho Man Tin (D41):3.entertainment 

Q6. Facilities, 
amenities, or 
buildings could 
be provided 
 
 

1.  Urban furnitures- 
sitting areas, tables, 
etc. 

 

ETST (B20): seats and tables 
Hung Hom (A27):Tables for picnic, benches 
Ho Man Tin (E2):1. Enough chairs 
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 2.  Big lawn, sports 
field, open spaces 

 

ETST (B58): Lawn ,  
Hung Hom (A13):a big lawn and field 
Ho Man Tin (D39):open space 

3.  Sports and 
recreational 
facilities 

 

ETST (B22 and B25): Sport amenities 
Hung Hom (A48):Sports facilities, picnic areas 
Ho Man Tin (D4):Recreational facilities including park and 
seat 

4.  Cycling trail or lane 
 

ETST (B46): Bicycle lane 
Hung Hom (A17):Well-planned cycling trail 
Ho Man Tin D24):2. cycling trail 

5. Restaurants and 
cafes 

ETST (C61): Restaurant 
Hung Hom (A55):High-class restaurants, 
Ho Man Tin (D51):Restaurants  

Q7.  
Community and 
experts 
participation 
activities 
 
 

1.  Public consultation 
and forum 

 

ETST (B47): Public forum, consultation 
Hung Hom(A10):Consult project to the public and 
encourage the community to give opinion  
Ho Man Tin(D30):1. forum 2.public consultation 

2.   Ads and Promo (TV, 
news, billboards, 
etc.)  

 

ETST (B15): TV advertisement, public consultation , 
promotion 
Hung Hom (A15):The government should advertise the 
project and produce consulting document 
Ho Man Tin (E11):1.Consultation day 2.Advertising 
manual 3. Advertisement 

3.   Internet and 
MobileAPPs 
(WhatsApp, 
Facebook, Twitter, 
etc.) 

ETST (B28): Creating Apps & promotion in Facebook 
Hung Hom (A13):Use social platforms on the internet 
Ho Man Tin: No response from this district 

4.  Exhibitions 
 

ETST (B46):Leaflet and  exhibition 
Hung Hom (A49):Carry out exhibition, booth and forum 
Ho Man Tin (D49):Exhibition in shopping mall 

5. Competitions 
(design, etc.) 

 

ETST (B5):Competition held on primary or secondary 
school with prizes , further promotion 
Hung Hom (A37):Carry out competition and play micro 
films at the amphitheatre. 
Ho Man Tin (E25):Design competition 
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Appendix 5.Summary Minutes of the Roundtable Meeting  
 

Date: April 29, 2014 
Time: 6:30 – 8:00PM 
Venue: ZN 723 
 
Attendance: 

 Dr. Esther Yung- BRE, PolyU (Presenter/ Facilitator) 

 Prof. Edwin Chan -  BRE, PolyU (Presenter) 

 Mr. Paul Chan- Assistant Professor, Technological & Higher Education Institute of       
Hong Kong; 

Vice President, Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects (HKILA) 

 Ms. Karen Barretto- Honorary Secretary, Friends of the Earth 

 Mr. Paul Zimmerman- Founder and Chairman, Designing Hong Kong; 

Represents Society for Protection of the Harbour 

 Mr. Jehan Chu- Vice Chairman,  Para/Site ; 

Director, Vermillion Art Collections; 

Art& Space Advisor 

 Jennifer Ellis- Development and Marketing Officer, Edouard Malingue 

 Mr. Kin-Lai Lam- Associate Director of Facilities Management, Hong Kong University 
Science of Technology;  

Represents Conservancy Association 

 Archt. Louis Lor- Architect, Urban Design Consultant, Merryshine Architects Ltd.; 

Represents Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA); 

Architectural Critic 

 Ms. Sara Wong- Board Member, Para/Site; 

Senior Lecturer - Landscape and Architecture, Hong Kong Design Institute 

 Prof. Stanley Yeung- Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU); 

Represents Hong Kong Institute of Urban Planning 
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 Ms. Margaret Brooke- CEO and Surveyor, Professional Property Services Group (in absencia) 

 Mr. John Batten- President, International Association of Art Critics Hong Kong; Writer;  

Art, culture, and Urban Planning Critic (in absencia) 

 
Research Team:  

 Ms. Erika Wong- Time Manager 
 Ms. Schuman Lam- Transcriber 
 Dr. Sheila Conejos - Transcriber 

 
 
The Meeting started with the welcoming of the Roundtable Meeting participants and proceeded 
to the introduction of the Green Deck Project as presented by Prof. Edwin Chan.  After a 10 
minutes presentation, the results of the community survey were presented by Dr. Esther Yung. 
After presenting the survey results, Dr. Esther Yung opened the floor for discussion.  
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The feedback session is summarized as follows: 
  

 Mr. Kin-Lai Lam showed he is in favor of the GDP idea, however one of the major 
concerns he brought up is about the project in terms of ensuring cleaner air in the area. 
He described that the air pollution issue in the tunnel is so serious. For him, the project 
is a good idea as it addresses the air pollution issue. He further states that if the air is no 
good then the project will be no good too. Moreover, Mr. Lam also asked how the will 
the project bring the people to the harbor, as for him the connectivity to the harbor 
front and neighborhood surroundings are very important elements to be considered for 
the success of the project. 

 
 Mr. Paul Chan also shared his view regarding daylight during daytime, if there is natural 

light penetrating through the tunnel and under the Deck since he doesn’t want to see 
the whole deck covering the whole underground level. 

 
 Mr. Paul Zimmerman also pointed out that he like the idea however he stated that 

before going public with this proposal, a reality check must be done as soon as possible 
on road safety issues, the current guidelines with regards to the lanes under the closed 
environs so there’s no crisscrossing/ weavings in the tunnel. He can foresee transport 
problem in the area with an enormous amount of traffic and the crisscrossing lanes. He 
said this is necessary before going public, as he states that a lot of people will be excited 
but in the end he doesn’t want something could not be implemented. Another reality 
check that he points at is the piers for the Deck; he said it would be important to 
consider the engineering aspect. He emphasized that the idea has to be a realistic plan 
otherwise it will not appeal to the public since there will be different audiences for the 
project. For instance, a bus passenger may not want the project to be materialized. 

 
 To answer the concerns of Mr. Paul Chan & Mr. Paul Zimmerman, Prof. Edwin Chan said 

that the Deck will be built similar to the MTR waiting platform at the bus level. Prof. 
Chan explained that it will be a lightweight deck and no piers will be provided. He also 
agrees that the most important concern of the people is the air quality. Thus, these 
technical aspects such as pollution, structural, daylight and traffic issues will be dealt 
with by other technical teams from PolyU. 

 
 Dr. Esther Yung also remarked that these ongoing research studies by the different 

groups will give adequate solution for air quality and other technical questions can be 
answered during the planned Public Forum.   

 
 Mr. Lam also pointed the big columns on the deck as wind catcher is an eyesore, thus he 

said it needs to be addressed just like an integrated exhaust. 
 

 Moreover, Mr. Lam and Mr. Zimmerman noticed the three towers shown on the 
proposed plan. They suggested taking out these towers built along the harbor front 
since it obstructs the view of the harbor area. Mr. Zimmerman expressed that the 
project will be constrained by the Harbour Planning principles set by the Harbour Front 
Commission.  
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 Prof. Chan pointed out that the three towers were added in by the master plan architect 
to demonstrate economic feasibility at that area, and even acknowledge that these 
towers are actually those not located in the Green Deck area or will be built at all. 

 
 Mr. Lam suggested that the three towers should not be shown in the master plan in 

order to avoid any misunderstanding when the plan is submitted to the concerned 
departments for approval. 

 
 Prof. Chan said that the Green Deck project is still at its very preliminary stage for 

examining the possibility of the idea. When it is mature enough for plan approval, all the 
missing elements will be reconfirmed by the technical teams.  

 
 Mr Louis Lor mentioned that the GDP should be a “People Place” instead of only a Green 

Lung. Hong Kong wants to become the 1st class world city but without a 1st class public 
space it does not sound right. He suggested four necessary criteria by addressing 
functionality of the space in order to achieve the world city goal : 

1. Transportation hub  
2. Scenery & comfortable environment– 
3. Multi-activities for social interaction (socializing environment for the public, 

political and economic functions)  
4. Social meaning of place – social significance 

 
 Mr. Lor also commented that the project has the harbor view next to it and should keep 

the harbor front and the neighborhood surroundings (TST East-the Millennium 
Fountain/Hung Hom) connected to the Deck tightly in order to enhance livability in the 
region.  For him, developing a Green Lung without plans on connecting the surrounding 
districts will be a failure. 

 
 Mr Lam suggested adding different levels to the Deck in order to enhance commercial 

gain which the real estate developers concern the most while Mr Paul Zimmerman 
agreed adding levels to the Deck, but with the concern of connectivity in different levels. 
A smooth connectivity transition should be looked into closely. 

 
 Mr. Lor said that the GDP needs to play a role to energize the neighborhood 

environment.  
 

 Mr. Jehan Chu said that there should be an opportunity to determine the cultural 
meaning of space so the space should not be left redundant. For him, it would be 
worthwhile to understand and see what other features that could be provided to 
complement the different character of this project otherwise this is just another park 
project.  

 
 Mr. Lor responded that the GDP is different from the West Kowloon Project because 

there are University, HK Museum of Art, the HK Science Museum, the HK Space Museum 
basically next to the Green Deck area, by connecting to those Museums, many public 
engagements and learning activities in Art / Culture/History, Science and Astronomy can 
be conducted with the existing facilities.  
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 Ms. Jennifer Ellis agreed and said that all these can be made into an integrative 

community. 
 

 Mr. Lam agreed and remarked that the GDP cannot stand alone and needs to have a 
mission for adding value to its surrounding neighborhood. 

 
 Mr. Lor answered that it is more than added value. When you go to the deck you are in 

contact with knowledge, education, artifact offered by these 3 institutions in the deck. 
 Mr. Chu agreed and stated that the Green Deck can be an open space for organizing 

programs by the surrounding museums “Bringing the Museums to Outdoor”. 
 

 Ms. Ellis mentioned that as an example, the art gallery can be a display venue for those 
special events like the ones she have handled as she works with different charities and 
one of them are about the minorities around Hong Kong.  So the if there’s that sculpture 
garden, it can be a venue for the social art groups in the city and they can exhibit or use 
the area on a rotational basis. She also added that the sculpture garden can be 
developed and the collaboration among social/art groups + museums + universities to 
create an open studying& learning environment will be a unique and fresh idea. She 
even suggested that the knowledge about environmental concerns among a group of 
students is a very good way of integrating the purpose of this green deck of creating an 
aesthetic element. 

 
 Prof. Edwin Chan reiterated that the GDP is still at the stage of providing an idea to the 

government not yet at the stage of designing the Green Deck. 
 

 Ms. Karen Barreto mentioned about the noise problem in the area, and Prof. Chan 
replied that the other research teams are doing what they can to confine the noise issue 
in the area. 

 
 Mr Paul Chan likes the idea of the Green Deck project. But need to consider other 

parties/ stakeholders, not just from the designer’s perspective. He emphasized a 
‘program’ is needed for the Green Deck project which sets out the facilities to be 
provided. He also raised the management issue of the green Deck. 

 
 Professor Edwin Chan expressed that the Green Deck project is still a dream project at 

the moment. 
 

 Ms. Ellisstated that if Hong Kong aims to be a world class city, this gonna be it! 
 

 Mr. Lor affirms that Hong Kong needs a world class open space, so the Green Deck 
project can be developed to fulfill this attribute. 

 
 Ms. Sara Wong informed the group that the idea is very impressive as well as the idea 

that it comes from the community. A program can be generated at least for people using 
the area. The Green Deck project has a function to connect the whole 
neighborhood/communities. For its operations, this project should not only consider the 
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viewpoints from professionals but also the users: students, commercial users, local 
residents & other stakeholders. She also suggested that a wish list can be generated 
from the users in order to consider the local people’s needs thereby strengthening its 
program for the community. 

 
 Prof. Chan informed the group that the only gain for PolyU is an open space for students 

to play sports. The next stage for the project is a Public Forum in early July which will be 
cooperated with Communications and Public Affairs (CPA) of PolyU. It will include the 
public, the professionals and the report of the technical teams will be presented.  

 
 Mr. Louis Lor suggested writing an article about the GDP, where Prof. Edwin Chan 

mentioned that not using PolyU name for publishing because this is a project still in the 
initial stage. Mr. Lor can write about it as his personal desire and not as commissioned 
by PolyU. 

 
 Ms. Ellisalso emphasized that the project needed public support so she asked about 

what’s the marketing strategy for the project and stated that there should be a wide 
audience for the target market. 

 
 Prof. Chan informed her thatthe CPA will be responsible for promoting the project 

scheme. A Steering Committee will be formed by PolyU which will include government 
officials, professionals and all the concerned parties to proceed with the project further. 

 
 Mr. Chu again expressed that he likes the idea that no one is in charge of the project 

within the Steering Committee group; instead it is a community project. It is more like a 
community ownership project which is good for future development. 

 
 Prof. Chan emphasized that PolyU does not want to promote the GDP as her own 

project. No other Bureau is able to do this and this will set as an example for collective 
collaboration. 

 
 At the end, the participants suggested of investigating how the Central Water Front 

Project was promoted so it would be a good reference for the Green Deck project to gain 
her momentum for further development. Lastly all participants expressed their interest 
to join the upcoming Public Forum. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at exactly 8:00 PM. 
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Appendix 6.  Photos for the Round Table Meeting 
 

 
 
 

 



APPENDIX H
The Effect of the Green Deck on the Local Real Estate Market 
(by Prof. Eddie C.M. HUI)



Appendix H

The Effect of the Green Deck on the 
Local Real Estate Market

(Final Report)

By Prof. Eddie Chi-man Hui

Department of Building and Real Estate

June 2015



1 

Summary – Effect of Green Deck on the Real Estate Market

This report is divided into two stages. In the first stage, we have identified the existing 
problems facing the Hung Hom district, such as traffic congestion, overcrowding, 
pollution, poor linkage to the neighboring area, and the lack of open space and 
greenery, and then discussed how the construction of the proposed Green Deck would 
benefit various parties, including stakeholders (i.e. existing [and potential] owners of 
flats in areas surrounding the green deck, as well as owners of offices in the same 
areas), public in vicinity, and visitors alike. 

In the second stage, a cost-and-benefit analysis has been conducted to evaluate the 
latent direct and indirect benefits the Green Deck could bring forth to the future rental 
income of buildings either constructed on the Green Deck or surrounding it. It is 
found that, subjected to different conditions and assumptions, the proposed Green 
Deck project could generate direct benefits (i.e. additional rental income for the five 
proposed buildings constructed on the Green Deck) between HKD 208.8 million and 
HKD 1,022 million, and indirect benefits (i.e. additional rental income for the three 
existing buildings in the surrounding area) from HKD 143.4 million and HKD 714.3 
million. However, as the construction cost of the whole Green Deck project, in 
accordance with the consultant, ranges from HKD 4,825 million to HKD 5,025 
million, the project might yield direct benefits (in a 25-year period) amounting to 
4.2-21.2% of the total anticipated construction cost of the Green Deck, in addition to a 
fraction of the indirect benefits payable to the government in a much later date by 
means of rates. 
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Background 

In view of the lack of greenery and open space in Hung Hom District and the weak 
connectivity over the existing Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel infrastructure, the 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) would like to propose the construction of 
a green deck linking PolyU, Hung Hom MTR station, and Tsim Sha Tsui East 
promenade together. It is estimated that the deck will act as an urban green lung with 
better environment and connectivity. This is the 1st stage report to advocate the benefit 
of the PolyU proposed Green Deck. 

  

1.2 Problems 
There are several problems facing the Hung Hom District, namely traffic congestion, 
overcrowding, pollution, poor linkage to the neighboring area, and the lack of open 
space and greenery. Details of these issues will be shown in the following sections. 

 

1.2.1 Traffic Congestion 
Among all the harbour tunnels in Hong Kong, the Cross Harbour Tunnel, despite 
being the oldest, is the most used. Therefore, traffic congestions are common in the 
pathways near the tunnel, especially from Kowloon to Hong Kong Island. This 
situation is even worse during peak hours. Sometimes, the congestion continues until 
midnight before the weekends or public holidays (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1: Congestion problem near Cross Harbour Tunnel in the daytime and 
night time 
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1.2.2 Overcrowding 
Another problem is related to overcrowding at the footbridges connecting PolyU, 
Hung Hom MTR Station, and Tsim Sha Tsui East. Those rather narrow footbridges 
contain a high pedestrian flow volume from/to these three areas (in addition to the bus 
stations underneath these bridges) on a daily basis (see Figure 1.2). The situation 
becomes even worse in peak hours due to 1) the gathering of people queuing for buses; 
and 2) and the distribution of free newspapers, further decelerating the flow of 
pedestrians.   

 

Figure 1.2: Overcrowding problems at the footbridges during daytime and night 
time 
 

 

1.2.3 Pollution 
Noise and air pollutions are found in 
Hung Hom bridges. The former 
mainly comes from the vehicles 
underneath the bridges while the latter 
can be traced from different sources. 
The main sources of air pollution 
affecting the pedestrians are 1) the 
second-hand smoke from smokers 
(Figure 1.3); and 2) the smoke emitted 
from vehicles. Both affect not only the 
pedestrians (especially those queuing 
for buses) but also the environment. 
The air quality is further 
compromised due to poor ventilations Figure 1.3: Pollution caused by second-hand smoke 
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in the Hung Hom Station.  

 

1.2.4 Poor linkage to the neighboring area 
As the Hung Hom MTR Station is the intersection of major MTR railway lines (the 
East Rail Line and the West Rail Line) as well as the destination of the Guangdong 
Line, the Shanghai Line, and the Beijing Line, it is rather common for Mainland 
Chinese visitors (who travel to Hong Kong by railway) to begin their journey in Hung 
Hom.  However, it takes them at least 10 minutes to walk to the nearest tourist spots 
in Tsim Sha Tsui East (i.e. from the concourse of Hung Hom train Station [Figure 4; 
Right] through subways and stairs [Figure 1.4; Left] to the footbridges connecting the 
Station to the University/Tsim Sha Tsui East).  

 

Figure 1.4: (Left) Subways and stairs passing to the train station/(Right) Train 
Station 
 

Similar situations can be found in the linkage between Hung Hom Station and the 
Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade. There are two major routes, either through two separate 
flyovers (Figure 1.5) or through Science Museum Road and Mody Road (Figure 1.6). 
It takes about 20 minutes to reach the Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade from Hung Hom 
Station (and vice versa) via the first route, and even more so via the second.  
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Figure 1.5: First route from Hong Kong Polytechnic University/Hung Hom MTR 
Station to Tsim Sha Tsui East Promenade  
(Source of map: http://www1.map.gov.hk/gih3/view/index.jsp) 
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Figure 1.6: (Left) Roadside in Science Museum Road, view from the 
pavement/(Right) Mody Road, view from the bridge 
 

 

1.2.5 Lack of open space and greenery 
According to the Outline Zoning Plan S/K9/24, the permitted open space occupies 
only a small portion over the nearby area. Only one park can be found at the Hong Tat 
Path. In addition, it is required to pass 
through a bridge for one to reach the 
park. Owing to the inconvenience, 
people may not be willing to visit and 
use the park.  

 

Besides, the lack of green features is 
also a problem in the district (Figure 
1.7). The situation can be attributed to 
narrow roads design and insufficient 
plantations on highways and flyovers. 

 

 

1.3 The Area 
In order to address the aforementioned issues in the district, a green deck is suggested 
to be built. According to the PolyU consultant, there will be a high-level leisure 
platform which serves as a public park amenities deck. A number of sports and leisure 
facilities will be provided to enhance better quality of life for neighboring precincts 

Figure 1.7: Insufficient greenery near Hung 
Hom Station 
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such as Lookout Deck/Outdoor Amphitheatres. Details can be referred to Figure 1.8 
below.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.8: Green deck design sketches (Source: PolyU consultant sketch 02) 
 

 

1.4 Zoning 
Figures 1.9 & 1.10 illustrate the zoning of the area proposed for the construction of 
the green deck under the Outline Zoning Plan S/K9/24(OZP), and the (other) 
specified uses of this area, respectively. 
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Figure 1.9: (Above) OZP S/K9/24 with red line indicating the proposed green 
deck area (Source: http://www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/mv_default.aspx)  
(Below) Corresponding area shown in map  
(Source: https://maps.google.com.hk/) 
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Figure 1.10: Schedule of Notes of OZP S/K9/24  
(Source: http://www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/mv_default.aspx) 
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1.5 Scope of Work 
A number of research studies will be conducted for this project, as required by the 
Chairman of the Task Force. To facilitate this research, the investigation is divided 
into two stages: “advocacy” and “substantiation”. 

   

1.5.1 Stage 1- “Advocacy”   
The first stage aims to solicit support from two groups of people, namely the 
stakeholders and the public in vicinity.  A report, which serves as a proposal to be 
reviewed by the MTRC and by different Government Bureaus, will be completed 
detailing the benefits of the proposed Green Deck project.   

  

1.5.2 Stage 2 - “Substantiation” 
The second stage aims to cover the findings from the detailed research, in which a 
cost-and-benefit analysis will be conducted to substantiate the feasibility of the Green 
Deck Project.  

 

1.6 Advantages of the Green Deck 
After an investigation of the architect design, it is found that the green deck can bring 
about different benefits in different areas. To have a thorough investigation, some 
international success cases have been studied. In this part, the general benefits will be 
described first, followed by a presentation of international cases for reference and by a 
discussion of the specific benefits of this project for different parties. 

 

1.6.1 General Benefits 
Generally, green decks and green roofs alike have numerous social, economic, and 
environmental benefits and can contribute positively to issues surrounding climate 
change, biodiversity, and declining green space in urban areas. Other possible benefits 
include: 

 Lessening Urban Heat Island Effect 

 Increasing biodiversity and green features 

 Reducing sound transfer 

 Increasing amenity, livable space 
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 Enhancing life style varieties 

 Better landscape views 

 Enhancing urban sustainability 

 

Even though there are many successful cases of green roofs around the world, little 
has been done for the investigation of the effects of green decks, despite the 
similarities between them.  This Green Deck proposed by PolyU will hence serve as 
a good case for investigation.  

 

1.6.2 International Experience 
Three successful cases have been examined, including 1) the Galveston Island 
Historic Pleasure Pier, 2) the High Line Flyover, 3) the Queensway High Line-Style 
Park; and 4) the Hangzhou Waterfront Implementation Scheme. Details of those cases 
will be provided in the following sections. 

 

1.6.2.1 The Galveston Island Historic Pleasure Pier 

The Galveston Island Historic Pleasure Pier (Figure 1.11) is an amusement park 
located in Galveston Island, Texas (the United States). Before the construction of the 
Historic Pleasure Pier, Galveston Island was an isolated island out of Texas without 
much commercial activities. Its construction attracts more people to this island. 
Therefore, related commercial activities can be stimulated, such as hotel services and 
shopping stalls, hence generating more revenue for the island.  

Figure 1.11 Galveston Island Historic Pleasure Pier  
(Source: http://www.galveston.com/galvestonislandhistoricpleasurepier/) 
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1.6.2.2 The Falcone Flyover 

The Falcone Flyover (Figure 1.12) is situated at Manhattan, New York (the United 
States). It is a sky garden with lots of resting space and greenery. As Manhattan is one 
of the most densely-populated areas in New York, space is limited for residents’ 
relaxation. As stated in the New York Times (2011), it “will take people eight feet up 
above the High Line from 25th Street to 26th Street, moving them through a canopy 
of magnolia trees and between two tall warehouse buildings, with glimpses of a 
hidden smokestack and passageways to the west.” Besides, this project has been 
recommended by Friends of the High Line. 

 

Figure 1.12 The Falcone Flyover 
(Source: 
http://www.thehighline.org/blog/2013/05/10/photo-of-the-week-falcone-flyover) 
 
 

1.6.2.3 The Queensway High Line-Style Park 

The Queensway High Line-Style Park, located in Queensway (the United States), is a 
project similar to that in New York (i.e. the Falcone Flyover). By building the park, 
the land can be utilized more efficiently by redevelopment as the planned area is an 
abandoned rail line. As a result, more space can be made available to the public.  
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Figure 1.13 The Queensway High Line-Style Park  
(Source: 
http://inhabitat.com/nyc/queensway-high-line-style-park-gets-even-closer-to-real
ity-with-1-million-in-funding/) 
 
 

1.6.2.4 The Hangzhou Waterfront Implementation Scheme 

In Mainland China, the Hangzhou Waterfront Implementation Scheme is one of the 
more successful examples that covers the highways by a greenery deck and enables 
pedestrians to flow freely from developed areas to the lake front without any traffic 
obstructions. In the scheme, it not only integrates the space but also makes it much 
more attractive and picturesque by adding landscape designs with cultural effects, 
which serves as a new attraction for the tourists.  
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Figure 1.14: Hangzhou waterfront implementation scheme  
(Source: blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_673c8b9e0101a4pr.html) 

 

 

1.6.3 Specific Benefits 
The green deck is found to be beneficial for various parties, including stakeholders, 
public in vicinity, and visitors in different aspects. Details regarding the benefits of 
this project for each group will be shown in the following sections.  

 

1.6.3.1 For Stakeholders  

The stakeholders in this project include existing (and potential) owners of flats in 
areas surrounding the green deck, as well as owners of offices in the same areas. Hui 
et. al. (2012) did an excellent summary of the impact/benefit of landscape views on 
surrounding properties. The following presents an abstract of the literature review 
from it.  

 

It has been shown in the literature that various landscape factors are significant in 
explaining property prices. For instance, it has been shown in many studies on the 
Hong Kong property market that residents show obvious interest in seaview (i.e. the 
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Victoria Harbour; see Choy et al., 2007; Hui, et al., 2007; Tse, 2002); and reclamation 
of the harbour does not cause a significant drop in property value in repeat sales (Yiu 
et al., 2008).  

 

For the influence of nearby green belt area with an area of at least 20,000 m², while 
Hui et al. (2007) do not find evidence supporting such an influence, Choy et al. (2007) 
conclude that condominiums with garden view tend to be sold at higher prices. 
Similar findings have been reported by Jim and Chen (2010), as residents prefer the 
proximity to neighbourhood parks to harbour view.  

 

The impact of a condominium’s proximity to roads and avenues on property prices is 
somewhat complicated. A condominium located near the main avenue not only means 
better accessibility but also indicates noise disturbance and worsened air quality. 
Lulttik (2000) finds that the noise pollution effect might induce lower housing price, 
even though Jim and Chen (2006) do not find this effect to be significant. However, 
the findings in Jim and Chen (2010) indicate the residents’ aversion towards traffic 
noise and air pollution in Hong Kong when an apartment is near the streets. 
Furthermore, an apartment located in a region with better air conditions would have a 
much higher price than others (Hui et al., 2007). 

 

By making many of those landscape factors available to the stakeholders through the 
construction of the green deck, it is reasonable to say that this project will be 
beneficial to them.
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1.6.3.2 For Public in Vicinity 

Having examined the design submitted by architects, the benefits of the construction of the Green Deck for the public in vicinity have been 
evaluated and summarized in the table below. 

Features Before After 

 

Benefits 

Viewing 
Platform/Food and 
Beverage   

 Lack of Victoria Harbour views 
 Insufficient availability of food 

and beverage stores near the 
harbour 

 Enhanced Victoria Harbour views 
 Higher availability of food and 

beverage stores for the public at 
the seafront promenade 

 Attract more people to the 
seafront 

 More choices in food and 
beverage for the public 

Green Edge  Few greenery in the district  More greenery 
 Helps improve air quality 

 Improve air quality with the 
increase in greenery 

Apartment  Lack of landscape views for flats 
near the Tsim Sha Tsui seafront 

 Improved landscape views  Better landscape views and better 
investment potential for flats in 
the area 

Hotel  Insufficient waterfront views  Better waterfront views  Attract more tourists to stay in 
hotels located in Tsim Sha Tsui 
East 

Willow Edge  Lack of stroll area  Stroll area available  Provide a shady and comfortable 
resting and stroll place 

Reflection Pool  Lack of comfortable resting space  Unique feature   
 Availability of comfortable 

 Could become a tourist spot 
 Provide a comfortable resting 
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resting place space 
Arts Gallery  Insufficient facilities about art  Provides space for art exhibitions 

 
 Provides platform for artists  
 Arouse public interests in art 

The Forest Green  Lack of greenery  More greenery 
 More open space 

 Enhanced air quality 

Amphitheatre  Insufficient space for 
performance arts in Tsim Sha Tsui 

 More space provided for 
performance arts 

 Provides a platform for 
performance artists on the streets  

 Attracts local people and tourists 
alike 

Arena  Insufficient facilities for 
smaller-scale performances 

 More space available for these 
performances 

 Offers platform for artists 
 Attracts tourists 

 
Sculpture Garden  Lack of open space for placing 

enormous sculptures  
 Space available for placing large 

sculptures 
 Arouse public interests in art 
 Attract more people to the district 

The Lantern  Lack of Chinese tourists spots in 
the district 

 Feature specifically designed for 
tourists 

 Not commonly seen in other areas 
of Hong Kong 

 Potential in becoming a tourist 
spots having Chinese element 

 Attracts more people to Tsim Sha 
Tsui 

Sports Centre  Not enough facilities for sporting 
purposes 

 More space available for sporting 
purposes 

 Residents can use more public 
sports facilities 

Kiosk  Lack of small-scale snack stalls in 
the district 

 Availability of small-scale snack 
stalls 

 Attracts tourists if kiosk selling 
unique snacks 
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 More alternatives for consumers 
Kidsland  Insufficient open space for 

children in the district, especially 
near the harbour front  

 More open space available  Facilitates outdoor activities for 
children 

Lawn  Insufficient green open space   More green open space  More open space for residents 
resting in their leisure time with 
their family 

Floral Garden  Insufficient greenery in the 
district 

 Area designed for plantation of 
various kinds of flowers  

 Provides a livelier environment 

The Boulevard  Insufficient long and straight 
streets planted with trees  

 long and straight walkway 
planted with trees 

 More comfortable walking 
experience 

City Wadi  Lack of open space 
 Lack of art features outdoors 

 More open space provided  Provides platform for artists for 
displaying their works 

 Attracts visitors 
Pavilion  Lack of resting space in the 

district 
 Covered resting space available  Provides resting space for local 

people and visitors alike 
Table 1.1: Benefits of features based on the architect design 
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1.6.3.3 For Visitors 

A brief note on the Importance of the tourist industry in Hong Kong 

The tourism industry in Hong Kong comprises of a number of sectors such as visitor 
attractions, accommodation, catering, transportation, travel intermediaries, retailing, 
and tourism-related public sectors. Over the past 20 to 30 years, Hong Kong has 
transformed to a serviced-based economy with tourism as one of the major 
contributors to its nominal GDP. Table 1.2 below indicates how the tourism industry 
plays its role in the four pillars industries in Hong Kong. 

 

Industry 2000 2009 Annual 
growth 
rate 

(HK$bn) Share 
(%) 

(HK$bn) Share 
(%) 

Financial services 150.8 11.9 235.6 15.2 5.1 

Tourism 30.9 2.4 50.9 3.3 5.7 

Trading & logistics 302.3 23.8 373.4 24.1 2.4 

Professional services 137 10.8 202.8 13.1 4.5 

Four pillars 621 48.9 862.6 55.6 3.7 

Nominal GDP 1,270.5 100.0 1,550.9 100.0 2.2 

Table 1.2: Value added of the four pillar industries in Hong Kong  
(Source: Fan and Yim, 2011) 
 

Moreover, the tourism industry has provided over 78,200 job opportunities in Hong 
Kong (Fan & Yim, 2011) and is still in its upward development as a result of 
government policies such as the Individual Visit Scheme (IVS), launched in 2003, 
which allows mainland Chinese residents of selected cities to visit Hong Kong on an 
individual basis. It is estimated that mainland Chinese residents has accounted for 
about 63% of total arrivals in the year of 2010. Such a trend is expected to grow as the 
citizens of more Chinese cities have been gradually included in IVS.  

 

However, the development of new tourist attractions in Hong Kong has been slowed 
down due to limited space. Only a few new tourist attractions have been added into 
the existing list by the Hong Kong Tourism Board (Table 1.3). This situation not only 
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affects the sustainable growth of the tourism industry in Hong Kong but also reduces 
the competitive advantages Hong Kong has over other Asian countries. 

 

Year Tourist Attraction 

2000 Chi Lin Nunnery 

2004 A Symphony of Lights multimedia show 

2005 Wisdom Path 

 Hong Kong Disneyland 

2006 Ngong Ping 360 

 The Dr Sun Yat-sen Museum 

 The Hong Kong Wetland Park 

2009 Hong Kong Global Geopark of China 

Table 1.3: Development of tourist attractions in Hong Kong, 2000 – 2009  
(Source: Hong Kong Tourism Board, 2010; 2011) 
 

How the tourism industry can benefit from the proposed green deck? 

The Tourism industry is characterized by a high level of dynamism. With the 
expectation that the existing tourism attractions in Tsim Sha Tsui may reach its limits 
of development in the coming years, the society needs to plan ahead for new 
destinations to ensure the attainment of enjoyment and relaxation for the tourists.  

 

With current research in the spatial pattern of new tourist attractions, new 
developments should be in close proximity to the original sites so as to reap the 
benefits of agglomeration effects. In counting the existing tourism assets located in 
Tsim Sha Tsui district, it is found that most of them are in their original forms for 
many years without renovations or maintenance. New changes are thus necessary to 
integrate and combine them to meet the needs of the tourism industry.   

 

According to the Hong Kong Tourist Association, three of the top 10 tourist 
attractions in Hong Kong (Table 1.4) are in Tsim Sha Tsui district and they are all 
located along the Victoria Harbour. They are the Avenue of Stars, the Tsim Sha Tsui 
Promenade, and the Clock Tower. However, due to them being developed in different 
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periods of time, these 3 attractions are not integrated together under a main theme, 
thus losing a strategic position to realize the maximum development potential of the 
harbourfront in Hong Kong. 

 

Name District 

Avenue of Stars Tsim Sha Tsui 

The Peak Peak 

Ocean Park Hong Kong Aberdeen 

Hong Kong Disneyland Lantau Island 

Ladies’ Market Mongkok 

Temple Street Night Market Yaumatei 

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (and 
Golden Bauthinia Square) 

Wanchai 

Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade Tsim Sha Tsui 

Sik Sik Yuen Wong Tai Sin Temple Wong Tai Sin 

Clock Tower Tsim Sha Tsui 

Table 1.4: Top Ten Attractions in Hong Kong (Source: Hong Kong Tourism 
Board, 2013) 

 
The proposed green deck that covers the main trunk of road works of the cross harbor 
tunnel and connects the main campus of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and 
the Hung Hom MTR Station together (with a possible extension to the Victoria 
Harbor front) serves as a good opportunity to make an evolutionary change to the 
district. The proposed design not only addresses the existing pedestrian congestion 
issues at peak hours but also creates new sources of open space for the general public. 
In the meantime, it fulfills the vision of the government to enhance the Victoria 
Harbour and its harbourfront areas, in order to become an attractive, vibrant, 
accessible, and sustainable world-class asset: a harbor for the people and a harbour of 
vitality by increasing its connectivity to the inner part of the city. 

  

Under the proposed design, pedestrian access and open space offer pedestrians, 
visitors, and tourists alike the opportunity to engage in a variety of activities. It 
provides an ideal space for all the stakeholders with trees and greenery/lawn areas; 
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open space for public activities; access to MTR station; seating areas and also some 
kiosks to serve the public. Activities like outdoor carnivals or cultural/art group 
performances (e.g. street performances, mini concerts, magic shows); outdoor 
exhibitions of visual arts; Christmas and new year count-down activities; weekend 
market and harbor watching could also be held in this green deck. More importantly, 
it does not create any additional burden on the transportation infrastructure in the area. 

 

In view of what constitutes an ideal tourism precinct as summarized by Griffin, et al. 
(2008), it can be said with confidence that the proposed green deck can fulfill the 
following purposes: 

 Providing places for tourists to begin the process of exploring the city. 
 Providing places that assist tourists to focus their experience on the city area and 

to economize their time and effort. 
 Providing respite or refuge from the everyday life of the city. 
 Putting the tourist into a state of mind that reflects their desires as a tourist (at 

leisure) within a setting (the city) that is not normally associated with being a 
tourist. 

 Enabling the visitor to connect with the people of the city in a setting where the 
needs and mind-states of both tourists and residents are compatible. 

 Enabling the tourist to develop a better understanding of the city, its people and 
its history. 

 Providing opportunities for convivial encounters, with other tourists, with locals 
and aspects of local life. 

 Enabling the tourist to experience a more distinctive sense of place than is 
afforded by an “internationalized” city center. 

 Providing an environment where the tourist has more freedom to wander and 
explore. 

 

1.7 Conclusion 
The proposed green deck is a unique opportunity for Hong Kong to create new 
tourism assets and green space for residents relaxation. With the success of different 
international cases, it is believed that the construction of the deck can achieve its aim. 
The implementation not only addresses the issues of the existing footbridges in the 
peak hour but also connects the open space in the harbor front together in order to 
proffer a new look to the Victoria Harbour. 
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This proposal specifically deals with the first stage, which is to solicit support from 
two groups of people, namely the stakeholders and the public in vicinity. Afterwards, 
the project will proceed with the second stage, in which a cost-benefit analysis for the 
project will be conducted in order to assess the benefits derived from this project.    
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Introduction 

There are numerous problems currently facing the Hung Hom District. In light of 
these problems, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) has proposed the 
construction of a Green Deck Development located at the over the existing Toll Plaza 
and the Tunnel Portal of Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel. The first chapter of this 
report, which constitutes Stage 1 of this investigation (i.e., “Advocacy”), has 1) 
identified these problems; and 2) discussed the potential advantages of this 
development project, in terms of general benefits and of specific benefits (for 
stakeholders, for public in vicinity, as well as for visitors). In this chapter, the findings 
for Stage 2 of the investigation (i.e., “Substantiation”), in which a cost-benefit 
analysis of both the direct and indirect benefits incurred by this project is to be 
conducted1, are to be presented and discussed.  

 

Prior to the analysis, however, what has been proposed by PolyU to be constructed on 
this Green Deck development and how it changes the existing land use planning 
arrangements are to be discussed.   

 

2.2 The Proposed Green Deck Development 

According to PolyU’s proposal, the Green Deck, in which a District Park as well as 
other features (see following paragraphs), is located over the area between the Hung 
Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel and its Toll Plaza, the Hung Hom MTR Station Podium 
(West), and the campus of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. It is divided into 
two parts – the Main Deck Area and the Extended Deck Area. While the former, with 
a proposed area of 43,000m², is located right above the current Cross Harbour Tunnel 
Toll Plaza, the latter (approximately 60,000m² in size) further extends to the area 
above Hung Hom MTR station and the promenade. The Green Deck development, as 
a whole, is perceived to create an area of 103,000m² of primarily green and open 
space (amounting to about 70% of the total Deck area), aiming to proffer various 

                                                        
1 It should be noted that this evaluation exercise does not take into consideration 1) the possible 
environmental impact and 2) the possible impact on tourism as a result of the Green Deck, both of 
which are not within the scope of this study. 
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benefits to stakeholders, public in vicinity, and visitors alike. A preliminary master 
plan of the Green Deck is illustrated in Figure 2.1, and its preliminary sketches in 
Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 below.     

Polytechnic University  

 

Figure 2.1: Landscape Master Plan of Proposed Green Deck Development 
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Figure 2.2: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Green Deck Development 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Green Deck Development 
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Figure 2.4: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Green Deck Development 

 

 

The proposed Main Deck area is further divided into several zones for specific 
purposes, such as cultural, sports, and leisure (Figure 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5: Zoning Plan of Proposed Green Deck 

 

For the two cultural zones (areas in yellow), PolyU proposes that  

 An Art Gallery;  
 A Willow Edge and Reflection Pool;  
 An Amphitheatre or Arena;  
 A unique structure called the Lantern; and  
 A Sculptural Garden (where the Lantern is to be located) 

be constructed (Figures 2.6-2.8).  
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Figure 2.6: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Art Gallery and Surrounding 
Area 
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Figure 2.7: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Amphitheatre / Arena 
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Figure 2.8: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Lantern and Sculptural 
Garden 

 

For the sports zone (area in red), a sports complex and a soccer pitch are proposed to 
be built.  

 

And for the leisure zone (area in green), the following features are proposed to be 
constructed (Figures 2.9 & 2.10):  

 A botanic garden;  
 An area specifically for kids;  
 A lawn; 
 An area for Forest Green & Kiosk, as well as  
 A Seafront Promenade.  
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Figure 2.9: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Botanic Garden 

 

 

 
Figure 2.10: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Lawn 
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In addition to these zones, there will also be two separate harbour vista points (area in 
purple) in which a viewing deck (where food & beverages will be served) and a 
Pavilion will be developed (Figures 2.11 & 2.12).    

 

 
Figure 2.11: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Viewing Deck (Seafront 
Promenade) 
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Figure 2.12: Preliminary sketches of the Proposed Pavilion 

 

Meanwhile, in the Extended Deck Area, five buildings, including one office building, 
two hotels, and two residential apartment buildings, are proposed to be constructed. 
The proposed GFA for the office building is 48,000m² (with 20 storeys) and that for 
one of the hotels is 19,000m² (with 17 storeys). However, currently no information is 
available as to the proposed GFAs (and the number of storeys) of the second hotel and 
the two residential apartment buildings. This, to a certain extent, could affect the 
evaluation in the cost-benefit analysis, as shown later in this chapter. Therefore, 
several assumptions would be made during the evaluation stage (see later sections). 
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2.3 The Outline Zoning Plan (OZP) Situation  

In view of the large-scale construction of the Green Deck itself and of the buildings, 
structures, and facilities on the Green Deck, this section aims to describe the changes 
required within the land use legislations in order to render this project happen.  

 

The area in which the Green Deck development is proposed to be constructed (i.e. the 
Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel and its Toll Plaza) is included in the Tsim Sha Tsui 
Outline Zoning Plan (S/K1/28) of Kowloon Planning Area No. 1. In the Tsim Sha Tsui 
OZP, the area in question is currently approved for “Other Specified Uses”, in that it 
is primarily allocated for the Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza. It is stated in the 
approved OZP for this area that “no new development, or addition, alteration and/or 
modification to or redevelopment of an existing building shall result in a total 
development and/or redevelopment in excess of the maximum building heights in 
terms of metres above Principal Detum as stipulated on the Plan, or the height of the 
existing building, whichever is the greater”; and that “Based on the individual merits 
of a development or redevelopment proposal, minor relaxation of the building height 
restriction stated (in the previous statement) may be considered by the Town Planning 
Board (TPB) on application under section 16 of the Town Planning Ordinance.” 
Additionally, it is also stipulated in the OZP that, besides uses specified on the Plan, 
the only other uses which may be permitted, with or without conditions on application 
to the TPB are “Government use” and “MTR Vent Shaft and/or Other Structure above 
Ground Level other than Entrances”. 

 

Taking these stipulations into account, numerous modifications of the existing 
S/K1/28 are required in order for the proposed construction of the Green Deck 
Development to materialize. With reference to the existing Tsim Sha Tsui OZP, for the 
proposed Main Deck Area, the current land use (“Other Specified Uses”) has to be 
changed to “Open Space” before the Deck itself (and the proposed structures and 
facilities on it) could be built.  

 

And for the Extended Deck Area in which the five buildings are located, the current 
land use (“Other Specified Uses”) has to be modified to either 

 “Commercial” or  
 “Residential”  
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use for these proposed buildings to be constructed.        

 

 

2.4 The Impact of Relevant Landscape Views on Property 
Price 
 
The proposed Green Deck aims to proffer a sizeable park, in which various types of 
trees are to be planted and different kinds of landscape structures (along with other 
facilities such as an art gallery, a football pitch, and a sports centre) erected. However, 
the supposed benefits of the Green Deck to the neighboring properties are not simply 
limited to those constructed on it. Instead, by building a Green Deck above the Tunnel 
Portal of Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel, the existing adverse impact induced by 
street (and/or road) view on the price of surrounding buildings is subsequently 
neutralized.  

 

In the light of this, the following sections first discuss the relevant literature with 
regard to the impact of 1) neighborhood parks; 2) trees; 3) different landscape types; 
and 4) street (or road) view on property price. In addition to a review of the literature, 
a case study in which the relationship between a neighborhood park (i.e. Kowloon 
Park) and the price of surrounding residential properties is to be presented. 

 

2.4.1 Review of Literature 

2.4.1.1 Neighborhood Parks and Green Areas 

There have been numerous studies across the globe which focus on the effect of 
neighborhood parks on the price of surrounding properties. Among U.S. studies, an 
investigation by More et al. (1998) in Worcester, Massachusetts shows that a house 
that is located 20 feet from a park, on average, would be USD 2,675 higher than a 
similar house 200 feet from the same park. They also find that such positive impact on 
property price due to the presence of the park is all but evaporated for houses 2000 
feet away from it (or more). Another study by Lutzenhiser and Netusil (2001) in 
Portland, Oregon reports similar findings, as well-landscaped urban parks would yield 
a premium amounting to 1.8% of property price for houses within 1,500 feet. While 
the above two research studies focus on prices of properties within a specific range in 
distance (from neighborhood parks), Anderson and West (2006) explore how the 
distance between a house and the nearest neighborhood park would influence housing 
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price, and conclude that a house would be 0.0035% more expensive if it is closer to 
the nearest neighborhood park by 1%.  

 

In addition to these studies, there have been a few other western studies which 
investigate the effect of green areas on property price, with results generally similar to 
those presented above. For example, Tyrvainen (1997) finds that prices of apartments 
in North Carelia, Finland would be 42FIM per square meter less than similar 
apartments that are 100m closer to wooded recreation areas. Morancho’s (2003) 
investigation in this regard in Castellón, Spain reports that every 100m further away 
from a green area would cause the price of a residential property to fall by about 
300,000 pesetas (Euro 1800 or about 1% of the ceiling price). It is also found by 
McLeod (1984) that a higher-than-average garden quality would induce a premium 
amounting to 3% of property price for houses in Perth, Australia. 

 

Besides the western literature, many researchers in Asia have conducted similar 
studies within the Asian property markets, especially those in Hong Kong and in 
Mainland China. For the former, it is found by Jim and Chen (2010) that the price of a 
flat which is near neighborhood parks could be 16.88% higher (i.e. 14.93% due to 
availability and 1.95% due to view) than that of a similar flat without the benefits of 
those parks. Another study by Hui et al. (2012) finds a comparatively smaller positive 
impact of neighborhood parks on property price, at 5.94%. And for the latter, Jim and 
Chen (2007) finds that a garden vista generates a premium as many as 23.1% of 
housing price in Guangzhou. From a different perspective, Kong et al. (2007) report a 
positive relationship between the percentage of green space area within a 300m radius 
of a house and property price, as each percentage point of green space creates a 
premium amounting to 2.1% of the per square meter housing price. Their findings 
also show that a house which is 1% closer to parks would be 1.6% more costly (per 
square meter) than another house with similar characteristics. 

 

2.4.1.2 Trees 

As for the impact of trees on prices of surrounding properties, Anderson and Cordell 
(1985) find that tree cover leads to higher property price by 3-5%. Meanwhile, Sander 
et al. (2010) provide a different perspective in their investigation in this issue, as they 
report that an increase in tree cover, by 10%, within 100m (250m) increases average 
housing price by 0.48% (0.29%). There have been other studies which consider the 
relationship between trees and housing price under different conditions. For instance, 
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it is found by Dombrow et al. (2000) that the presence of mature trees on a parcel 
increases the price of nearby houses by 2%; while Morales et al. (1983) report that 
trees on wooded lots generate an additional 10-17% in home sale prices. 

 

2.4.1.3 Landscape Types  

Regarding the impact of different landscape types on property prices, a study on the 
housing market in Quebec City, Canada concludes that landscaped curbs would yield 
a premium of about 4.4% of property value. Another study by Luttik (2000) on the 
housing market in the Randstad, the Netherlands reports that attractive landscape 
types yield a premium about 5-12% higher than less attractive ones. The literature in 
the Oceania (i.e. New Zealand) concerning this issue produces rather similar results. 
According to Bourassa et al. (2004), particularly attractive improvements in areas 
surrounding a property induces a premium amounting to 27% of its value, while 
poor-quality landscaping could reduce property price by 51%. 

 

2.4.1.4 Roads/Streets 

Lastly, concerning the effect of road (or street) views on property price, previous 
studies have mostly illustrated that such an effect is negative. For instance, Jim and 
Chen (2009) report that street view reduces the price of a property by 3.7%. In 
another study conducted by the same authors (Jim and Chen, 2010), however, shows 
that street view reduces property price by 1.39%. Hui et al. (2012) investigate the 
impact of two types of street views, namely Main Avenue and street, and find that the 
former leads to a 6.5% decrease in sale price while the latter suppresses property price 
by 3%. In addition to the Hong Kong-related studies, an investigation conducted by 
Lake et al. (1998) also concludes that there is a negative impact on property price of 
about 2.5% as a result of road visibility. 

 

Within the context of this study, the benefits incurred by the construction of the Green 
Deck are the net difference between the impact on property price due to the 
availability of Green Deck View and that as a result of proximity to roads/streets. 
With reference to previous Asian studies on the effect of landscape views on property 
prices, it is found that the former ranges between 5.94% and 16.88%, with an average 
of 11.41%; whereas the latter ranges from -6.5% (or -3.7%) to -1.39%, with an 
average of -3.86% (or -2.7%). As a result, the net differential between the two items, 
should the Green Deck be constructed, would be either: 
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 7.33% (Low-end situation); 
 14.11% (Average situation 1); 
 15.27% (Average situation 2); 
 20.58% (High-end situation 1); or 
 22.38% (High-end situation 2) 

All five situations are to be included into the evaluation of these five buildings. 

 

This section has presented the relevant literature regarding the impact of various 
landscape views on property prices. Of all these attributes, the effects of 
neighborhood parks and road/street, in the Asian literature, would be the focuses of 
the cost-benefit analysis in latter section. However, as these studies, while valuable, 
primarily investigate the issue in question within a larger context (for instance, Hong 
Kong as a whole), a more region-specific study is thus needed to complement (and 
validate) what has been found in the literature. The following section presents our 
findings of a case study in which the effects of a neighborhood park (i.e. Kowloon 
Park) with characteristics similar to those proposed for the Green Deck on the 
transaction prices of two nearby residential buildings is evaluated. 

 

 

2.5 Case Study – The Impact of Kowloon Park View on 
Prices of Nearby Residential Buildings 
 

Evaluating the benefits of the Green Deck on prices of surrounding buildings is 
difficult because there is no similar case in Hong Kong. However, it can be assumed 
that a neighborhood park with characteristics similar to those proposed for the Green 
Deck can be a good reference in the evaluation of the possible benefits incurred due to 
the Green Deck. Therefore, a case study on how Kowloon Park, which 1) has some of 
the characteristics proposed for the Green Deck for instance the Sport Centre and 2) is 
close to the proposed location of the Green Deck, affects the transaction price of flats 
in two nearby residential buildings (i.e. Victoria Towers and the Masterpiece; see 
Figure 2.13) has been conducted.   
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Figure 2.13: Locations of the Victoria Towers (on the top left hand corner) and 
the Masterpiece (on the bottom right hand corner) 

 

 

2.5.1 Data Source 
In this evaluation, data of flats in Victoria Towers and in the Masterpiece transacted 
between 16/9/2011-31/3/2014 is deployed (i.e. 46 transactions in total). The 
transaction data, including information such as transaction price and a flat’s 
orientation, was gathered from Midland Realty and Centerline Property Agency.  

 

As the focus of this evaluation is on the effect of a neighborhood park view on 
property price, a comparative method is used to compare the transaction price of flats 
with such a view with that of other flats within the same building which do not have 
access to similar view. However, prior to this comparative analysis, the transaction 
price data, including 25 units (Victoria Towers) and 21 units (The Masterpiece), is to 
be adjusted with references to the following housing attributes: location, orientation, 
sea view, floor level, building age, time, and size of housing unit. These attributes are 
to be further described in the following sections. 

 

Location: Since residential units in the same development are being compared with 
one another, the locational effect can therefore be minimized.  
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Orientation: Flats facing either south or east are usually more preferred by buyers 
while those facing west is not as preferable since it also means the unit has to suffer 
from thermal discomfort caused by sunset. The degree of adjustment with respect to a 
flat’s orientation, is based upon industry norm, which is shown in Figure 2.14 below 
(For the orientations of the two buildings under study, see Figures 2.15 & 2.16). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Degree of adjustment with respect to orientation 
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Figure 2.15: Orientation of units in The Masterpiece 

Note: Units in location J can enjoy Kowloon Park view, while those in locations C, 
D, E, F, G, H, and J can enjoy sea view 
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Figure 2.16: Orientation of units in The Victoria Towers 

Notes: 1) Units in locations A, B, E, and F of Tower 1, in locations C, D, E, and F 
of Tower 2, and in locations A and B of Tower 3 can enjoy sea view; 2) Units in 
locations B, C, D, and E of Tower 1, in locations A, B, and G of Tower 2, and in 
locations C, D, and E of Tower 3 can enjoy both park view and sea view 

 

Sea view: Since buyers usually are willing to pay more for residential units facing the 
sea, adjustments will be made on these units accordingly. The degree of adjustment in 
this attribute, grounded on industry norm, is 5% for residential units which have sea 
view over those which do not.  

 

Floor level: As higher floors also indicate better air quality and better view(s), 
adjustments will be made on units having higher floor level. The degree of adjustment 
in this regard, as an industry norm, is at 0.25% per floor level. For the Victoria Towers 
and the Masterpiece, their respective floor levels are 20 and 30. 

 

Building age: Higher building age usually reflects more deteriorated building 
conditions. In the light of this, downward adjustments, at 0.5% per annum, will be 
made on the housing units under study. For the two residential buildings under study, 
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the ages of the Victoria Towers and the Masterpiece are 11 and 7, respectively. 

 

Time adjustments: As residential flats included in this valuation were not being 
transacted at the same time, time adjustments are required to ensure that the 
transaction prices used in this exercise share the same base price. The degree of 
adjustment in this regard is hence based upon the property price index at the time this 
valuation is conducted and that at the time when a particular housing unit is 
transacted.  

 

Size: Usually, larger flats are accompanied by better layout and relatively luxurious 
designs, resulting in higher per unit price. Therefore, adjustments will be made 
accordingly, with the degree of adjustment at 3% for Class C, D, or E units (i.e. 70m² 
or larger).  

 

 

2.5.2 Findings 
After using method of comparable to identify value of residential units with and 
without green view, it is found that residential units with Kowloon Park view have a 
slightly higher selling price than those without green view. For instance, of transacted 
units within the Victoria Towers, the price of those with Kowloon Park view were 
being sold, on average, at HKD 17,312 per square feet, about 5.5% higher than that of 
those without it (i.e. HKD 16,412 per square feet). And of transacted housing units in 
the Masterpiece, the average sale price of those with Kowloon Park view is HKD 
19,523 per square feet, approximately 3% higher than others without the same view 
(i.e. HKD 18,955 per square feet). The findings, in general, are in line with that in Hui 
et al. (2012) concerning the premium generated by neighborhood parks on property 
values2.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 The figures, if factoring in the negative impact on property price neutralized as a result of the Green 
Deck, are similar to the low-end estimates in the Asian studies as presented. 
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2.6 The Potential Benefits of Green Deck 

It is expected that, should the Green Deck be constructed as planned, both direct and 
indirect benefits could be incurred for buildings on the Green Deck itself and for 
buildings in the surrounding areas. The following sections would present an 
evaluation of these benefits. 

 

2.6.1 The Potential Direct Benefits of Green Deck 
In this section, the five proposed buildings in the extended Green Deck are to be 
evaluated, in order to gauge the potential benefits brought about by the construction of 
the Green Deck (i.e. availability of/access to a neighborhood park and green areas). 
Prior to the assessments, however, several assumptions are to be made due to the 
limited information currently available with regard to these buildings.  

 

These assumptions are presented as follows: 

 The premium of landscape view(s) (in percentage) is identical for the office 
building, the two hotels, and the two residential apartment buildings 

 The value(s) of these buildings are represented by the net present value (NPV) 
of their respective rental income within 25 years 

 All proposed land-use changes (refer to previous section) are approved by the 
Town Planning Board 

 The proposed office building only provides Class A office space 
 Only Classes A, B, and C flats would be proffered in the two residential 

apartment buildings 
 

Having established the assumptions, two scenarios are to be depicted to see how the 
construction of the Green Deck would benefit the value of the (proposed) adjacent 
buildings. The following conditions would be identical for these two scenarios: 

 The monthly rental value of the office building in the first period is based 
upon that of Class A offices in Tsim Sha Tsui (HKD 491 per square metre) in 
January 2014 

 The daily rental value (i.e. rates) of the two hotels in the first period are based 
on that of the Hotel ICON (HKD 60 per square metre), which is facing the 
area in which the Green Deck is proposed to be built 

 The monthly rental value of the two residential apartment buildings in the first 
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period are grounded on that of Classes A, B, and C residential units in 
Kowloon (HKD 300 per square metre) in January 2014 

 The percentage of GFA rentable for the office building is 70% 
 The percentage of GFA rentable for the two hotels is 60% 
 The percentage of GFA rentable for the two residential apartment buildings is 

75% 
 The amount of rentable GFA benefitted from the construction of the Green 

Deck, on average, is 25% 
 

2.6.1.1 Scenario 1 

The following sections present the results of the evaluation, separately, of the 
proposed office building, hotels, and residential apartment buildings. 

 

The Proposed Office Building 

For the office building, its rental growth rate is assumed to be at 6% per annum, 
which is based on the average rental growth of Class A office in TST between 1999 
and 2013. Also, Hong Kong Property Review 2013 reports that the vacancy rate of 
Class A offices in Tsim Sha Tsui was 2.5%. Therefore, the occupancy rate of the 
building is set accordingly at 97.5%.  

 

The proposed GFA of the office building, according to the proposal, would be 
48,000m², thus the eventual rentable GFA amounts to 33,600m²; and the discount rate 
is assumed to be the same as the best lending rate at present (i.e. 5% per annum). 

 

Without the Green Deck, the net present value of rental income generated by the 
office building in a 25-year period is HKD 5.161 billion. Taking it into account, the 
resultant NPVs of the office buildings are as follows: 

 HKD 5.256 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 5.344 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 5.358 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 5.427 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 5.450 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

To put it differently, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on 
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the proposed office building ranges from HKD 94.6 million to HKD 288.8 million. 

 

The Proposed Hotels 

For the two proposed hotels, due to the lack of information concerning the proposed 
GFA for one of them, it is assumed that, to allow for easier calculations, both hotels 
would have the exact same size (i.e. 19,000m² in GFA), thus their rentable GFAs 
would be identical. In addition, the rates of these two hotels are assumed to rise at 5% 
per annum, and their respective occupancy rates are 80%. 

 

The estimated NPVs of the two proposed hotels’ rental income over 25 years, without 
the presence of the Green Deck, are HKD 4.690 billion3 each. With the Green Deck, 
however, the estimated NPVs become: 

 HKD 4.776 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 4.856 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 4.869 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 4.932 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 4.953 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

In other words, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on each 
proposed hotel would be between HKD 85.9 million and HKD 262.4 million. 

 

The Proposed Residential Apartment Buildings 

Lastly, for the two proposed residential apartment buildings, as a result of a lack of 
information in the proposal about their respective GFAs, they are assumed to have a 
maximum allowable GFA of 30,000m². In addition, their rental values are postulated 
to increase by 4.7% per year, based on the average yearly rental growth in Kowloon 
from 1999 to 2013) 

 
Within a 25-year period, the NPV of rental income generated by each of the two 
residential apartment buildings, without the presence of the Green Deck, is HKD 
1.864 billion. Should the Green Deck be constructed, the NPV of rental income for 

                                                        
3 It should be noted that, due to promotional packages provided by the hotels themselves or by travel 
agencies, the actual figure would much likely be lower than this estimate. 
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each building becomes: 

 HKD 1.898 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 1.930 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 1.935 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 1.960 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 1.968 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

The net difference between the NPV of each residential building then ranges from 
HKD 34.2 million to HKD 104.3 million 

 

In summary, the total latent benefits by means of rental income generated by all five 
proposed buildings would be between HKD 334.8 million to HKD 1,022 million. 

 

2.6.1.2 Scenario 2 

In December 2013, then-Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, announced 
that the monetary programme under which bonds were bought with newly-printed 
money (commonly known as Quantitative Easing) was to be scaled down gradually4. 
This announcement, since then, has been interpreted by many as a sign of an 
improving U.S. economy, and U.S. interest rates are expected to rise in the near future. 
This has important implications to Hong Kong, as the Hong Kong Dollar, under the 
Linked Exchange Rate System, is being pegged to the U.S. Dollar at 1USD=7.8HKD. 
Under this system, Hong Kong is not able to control/adjust its own money supply and 
interest rate in response to local and global market changes, while maintaining the 
pegged exchange rate. In other words, if interest rates of the U.S. increase as expected, 
so would Hong Kong’s interest rates, which would in turn influence property 
price/rental levels, and the subsequent NPVs of the proposed buildings.  

 

This scenario aims to depict such a situation and evaluate how changes in interest rate 
(used as a proxy of the discount rate in the analysis), as well as those in rental levels, 
affect the additional value incurred to the five proposed buildings as a result of the 
construction of the Green Deck.     

 

                                                        
4 http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20131218a.htm 
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The Proposed Office Building 

For the office building, a number of assumptions are revised in response to the 
situation presented in the previous paragraphs. In essence, the suggested growth rates 
in Scenario 1 are to be reduced by 50%. In this scenario, the rental growth rate for 
office space is assumed to be 3% per annum, as opposed to 6% per annum; and the 
occupancy rate is to be downward adjusted from 97.5% (i.e. at 2.5% vacancy rate) to 
95% (that is, at 5% vacancy rate). 

 

Without the Green Deck, the net present value of rental income generated by the 
office building in a 25-year period is HKD 3.211 billion. Taking it into account, the 
resultant NPVs of the office buildings are as follows: 

 HKD 3.270 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 3.324 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 3.333 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 3.376 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 3.390 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

To put it differently, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on 
the proposed office building ranges from HKD 58.8 million to HKD 179.6 million. 

 

 

The Proposed Hotels 

Likewise, two adjustments are being made in the evaluation of the NPVs of the 
proposed hotels’ rental income, namely, 1) the growth in hotel rates is assumed to be 
2.5% per annum, rather than 5% per annum in Scenario 1; and 2) the occupancy rate 
is to be lowered from 80% (Scenario 1) to 70%.  

 

The estimated NPVs of the two proposed hotels’ rental income over 25 years, without 
the presence of the Green Deck, are HKD 2.797 billion each. With the Green Deck, 
however, the estimated NPVs become: 

 HKD 2.849 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 2.896 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 2.904 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 2.941 billion (High-end situation 1) 
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 HKD 2.954 billion (High-end situation 2) 
 

In other words, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on each 
proposed hotel would be between HKD 51.2 million and HKD 156.5 million. 

 

 

The Proposed Residential Apartment Buildings 

As for the two proposed residential apartment buildings, in this scenario, their rental 
growth rates are to be cut by 50% to 2.35% per annum, while other factors remain 
constant.  

 

After such adjustment, the NPV of rental income generated by each of the two 
residential apartment buildings, without the presence of the Green Deck, is HKD 
1.295 billion. Should the Green Deck be constructed, the NPV of rental income for 
each building becomes: 

 HKD 1.319 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 1.341 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 1.344 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 1.362 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 1.367 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

The net difference between the NPV of each residential building then ranges from 
HKD 23.7 million to HKD 72.5 million 

 

In summary, the total latent benefits by means of rental income generated by all five 
proposed buildings in this scenario would be between HKD 208.8 million to HKD 
637.6 million. 

 

 

2.6.2 The Potential Indirect Benefits of Green Deck 
In addition to the five proposed buildings constructed on the Green Deck itself, it is 
also expected that the Green Deck would have a certain degree of effects on the 
values of areas/buildings surrounding it. In light of this, the following section, akin to 
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the section above, aims to provide an estimation of the potential benefits incurred by 
the construction of the Green Deck on these surrounding buildings. Nonetheless, 
unlike the five proposed buildings which result in direct benefits for the government, 
the benefits generated as a result of the construction of the Green Deck are indirect. 
To put it differently, as these buildings already exist and are under the ownership of 
property developers, these developers, instead of the government, would benefit 
directly as a result of the availability of an unblocked Green Deck view. The 
government, however, is only able to reap a tiny fraction of these benefits via rates in 
the future. 

 

There are a number of buildings which would directly benefit from the construction of 
the Green Deck, by means of an unblocked view to the Deck. These buildings 
include: 

 The Main Campus of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
 Hotel ICON (36,000 m²) 
 Harbour Plaza Metropolis (42,857m²); 
 New East Ocean Centre (Approx. 30,174.4m²);  
 Concordia Plaza (Approx. 76,426m²); and 

 

Of those areas/buildings, three buildings are the focuses of this study, namely, 
Harbour Plaza Metropolis, New East Ocean Centre, and Concordia Plaza. The 
exclusion of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University’s Main Campus is self-evident, as 
it is an academic institution which is, on paper, not for commercial purpose (and 
rent-seeking). Similar argument can also be applied to Hotel ICON, which is a 
research/academic-based facility under the ownership of the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University itself. 

 

Similar to the estimations for the proposed buildings located on the Green Deck, two 
scenarios are to be depicted to explore the latent benefits on the value of the three 
surrounding buildings which might enjoy an unblocked Green Deck view. 

 

2.6.2.1 Scenario 1 

The following sections present the results of the evaluation, separately, of New East 
Ocean Centre & Concordia Plaza, and of the Harbour Plaza Metropolis. The 
assumptions used for the estimations are essentially the same as Scenario 1 for the 
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proposed buildings, with two exceptions: 1) The amount of rentable GFA benefited 
from the construction of the Green Deck, on average, is 20% rather than 25%; 2) The 
daily rental value of Harbour Plaza Metropolis in the first period is HKD 40 per 
square metre. 

 

New East Ocean Centre & Concordia Plaza  

Similar to the proposed office buildings in the previous section, the rental growth rate 
of these two office buildings is assumed to be at 6% per annum. Also, the occupancy 
rate of the two buildings is set at 97.5%.  

 

The GFA of New East Ocean Centre & Concordia Plaza, together, is approximately 
100,600m², thus the assumed rentable GFA amounts to 74,620m²; and the discount 
rate is assumed to be the same as the best lending rate at present (i.e. 5% per annum). 
However, it should be noted that, a discount rate of 10% (on the premium incurred 
due to Green Deck view) is introduced in this evaluation, due to the slight 
disadvantage with respect to proximity to the Green Deck in comparison with the 
proposed office buildings located on the Green Deck itself. 

 

Without the Green Deck, the net present value of rental income generated by the two 
office buildings in a 25-year period is HKD 11.462 billion. Taking it into account, the 
resultant NPVs of them are as follows: 

 HKD 11.613 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 11.754 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 11.778 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 11.887 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 11.924 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

To put it differently, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on 
the two office building ranges from HKD 151.2 million to HKD 461.8 million. 

 

Harbour Plaza Metropolis 

For Harbour Plaza Metropolis, using the same conditions set for the proposed hotels 
in the previous section, its rentable GFA is assumed to be approximately 25,714m². Its 
rate is assumed to rise at 5% per annum, and its occupancy rate is set at 80%. Similar 
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to the evaluation of New East Ocean Centre & Concordia Plaza, owed to the 
proximity issue, a discount rate of 20% (on the premium incurred due to Green Deck 
view) is introduced. 

 

The estimated NPVs of the hotel’s rental income over 25 years, without the presence 
of the Green Deck, are HKD 7.053 billion5. With the Green Deck, however, the 
estimated NPVs become: 

 HKD 7.135 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 7.212 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 7.225 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 7.285 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 7.306 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

In other words, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on the 
Harbour Plaza Metropolis would be between HKD 82.7 million and HKD 252.6 
million. 

 

Total latent benefits for the three buildings 

Together, the total latent (indirect) benefits by means of rental income generated by 
these three surrounding buildings would be between HKD 234.0 million to HKD 
714.3 million. 

 

2.6.2.2 Scenario 2 

This scenario, akin to Scenario 2 of the previous section, aims to evaluate how 
changes in interest rate (used as a proxy of the discount rate in the analysis), as well as 
those in rental levels, affect the additional value incurred to the three buildings 
surrounding the Green Deck area as a result of its construction. 

 

New East Ocean Centre & Concordia Plaza  

Akin to Scenario 2 for the evaluation of the proposed office building, some of the 
assumptions in Scenario 1 are modified accordingly. For instance, the suggested 
                                                        
5 It should be noted that, due to promotional packages provided by the hotels themselves or by travel 
agencies, the actual figure would much likely be lower than this estimate. 
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growth rates in Scenario 1 are to be reduced by 50%. In this scenario, the rental 
growth rate for office space is assumed to be 3% per annum, as opposed to 6% per 
annum; and the occupancy rate is to be downward adjusted from 97.5% (i.e. at 2.5% 
vacancy rate) to 95% (that is, at 5% vacancy rate). 

 

Without the Green Deck, the net present value of rental income generated by these 
two office buildings in a 25-year period is HKD 7.130 billion. Taking it into account, 
the resultant NPVs of the office buildings are as follows: 

 HKD 7.224 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 7.312 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 7.326 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 7.395 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 7.418 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

To put it differently, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on 
the two office buildings ranges from HKD 94.1 million to HKD 287.2 million. 

 

Harbour Plaza Metropolis 

Likewise, two adjustments are being made in the evaluation of the NPVs of the 
Harbour Plaza Metropolis’s rental income, namely, 1) the growth in hotel rates is 
assumed to be 2.5% per annum, rather than 5% per annum in Scenario 1; and 2) the 
occupancy rate is to be lowered from 80% (Scenario 1) to 70%.  

 

The estimated NPVs of this hotel rental income over 25 years, without the presence of 
the Green Deck, are HKD 4.207 billion. With the Green Deck, however, the estimated 
NPVs become: 

 HKD 4.256 billion (Low-end situation) 
 HKD 4.302 billion (Average situation 1) 
 HKD 4.309 billion (Average situation 2) 
 HKD 4.345 billion (High-end situation 1) 
 HKD 4.357 billion (High-end situation 2) 

 

In other words, the latent benefits incurred by the presence of the Green Deck on the 
Harbour Plaza Metropolis would be between HKD 49.3 million and HKD 150.6 
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million. 

 

Total latent benefits for the three buildings  

In summary, the total latent (indirect) benefits by means of rental income generated by 
these three buildings in this scenario would be between HKD 143.4 million to HKD 
437.9 million. 

 

Total benefits and costs 

Having estimated the latent benefits incurred by means of the construction of the 
Green Deck to the NPVs of the rental incomes of 1) the five proposed buildings and 2) 
the three existing buildings surrounding the Green Deck Area which might enjoy an 
unblocked view, the findings show that this project, under certain assumptions and 
conditions, could generate possible direct benefits in terms of rental income from 
HKD 208.8 million to HKD 1,022 million; and additional indirect benefits between 
HKD 143.4 million and HKD 714.3 million. Nevertheless, according to the 
consultant, the total anticipated construction cost, as of April 7th 2014, ranges from 
HKD 4,825 million to HKD 5,025 million. Therefore, the additional (direct) rental 
income generated due to the availability of the Green Deck, within a 25-year period, 
amounts to 4.16%6-21.2%7 of the currently-expected construction cost. 

 

 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have described the proposed Green Deck, along with the structures 
and facilities expected to be constructed upon it. We have also briefly discussed the 
possible changes needed, in terms of land-use zoning regulations, in order to render 
this whole project feasible.  

 

In addition, a cost-benefit analysis has been carried out to evaluate the latent direct 

                                                        
6 Assuming 1) the additional rental income equals the low-end figure of Scenario 2 and 2) the cost 
equals the high-end estimate provided by the consultant. 
7 Assuming 1) the additional rental income equals the high-end figure of Scenario 1 and 2) the cost 
equals the low-end estimate provided by the consultant. 
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and indirect benefits the Green Deck could bring forth to the future rental income of 
buildings either constructed on the Green Deck or surrounding it. For the direct 
benefits, we have assessed the latent benefits in terms of the NPVs of the five 
proposed buildings, including one office building, two hotels, and two residential 
buildings, within a 25-year period. It is worth noting that, due to the lack of available 
information with regard to three of those buildings in the present, numerous 
assumptions and conditions are thus necessary in order to make this evaluation 
possible. In other words, the figures reported in this chapter should be regarded as 
references only. For the indirect benefits incurred by the construction of the Green 
Deck, the NPVs of three surrounding buildings, namely New East Ocean Centre, 
Concordia Plaza, and Harbour Plaza Metropolis, in a 25-year period, have been 
evaluated. Excluded from the evaluation, however, are the two key beneficiaries of 
this project: the Main Campus of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and the 
Hotel ICON, with the reasons being that the Hong Kong Polytechnic University is an 
academic institution in which spaces are not used for commercial purpose (hence no 
rental income resulted); and that Hotel ICON is a research/academic-based facility 
owned by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 

 

The findings show that, subjected to different conditions and assumptions, the project 
could generate direct benefits (i.e. additional rental income for the five proposed 
buildings constructed on the Green Deck) between HKD 208.8 million8 and HKD 
1,022 million9, and indirect benefits (i.e. addition rental income for the three existing 
buildings in the surrounding area) from HKD 143.4 million and HKD 714.3 million 
(only a tiny fraction of which payable to the government via rates in the future). 
However, the construction cost of the whole Green Deck project, in accordance with 
the consultant, ranges from HKD 4,825 million to HKD 5,025 million. To put it 
differently, for the government, the project might yield direct benefits (in a 25-year 
period) amounting to 4.2-21.2% of the total anticipated construction cost of the Green 
Deck, in addition to a fraction of the indirect benefits payable to them in a much later 
date by means of rates. 

 

 

 

                                                        
8 Low-end estimate in Scenario 2 
9 High-end estimate in Scenario 1 
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Green Deck Development
Executive Summary

The Green Deck Development is a massive and ambitious project that intends to change the 
existing urban façade and living environment by constructing a multi-functional open space 
with a number of social facilities. This study uses cost-benefit analysis (CBA), which is a 
widely used tool to assist the decision making on investments, to evaluate whether the 
construction is beneficial to the society. The costs and benefits evaluated in the CBA process 
include direct and indirect, tangible and intangible items. For green infrastructure investments 
like the proposed Green Deck, benefits involved are mainly in the environmental and social 
aspects, such as air quality, public health etc. These environmental and social goods are 
usually not traded in the market. Therefore, by only evaluating the economic benefits, the
total benefits of the investment would be underestimated as the non-marketed goods are 
neglected. Thus, especially for green infrastructure projects, carrying out a CBA is essential 
before the decision making process. 

To identify the Green Deck associated costs and benefits, and to build the CBA framework, a
literature review is conducted. This study mainly relies on secondary data since the Green 
Deck design is still at the preliminary stage. For the analysis, the discounting period lasts for 
over 50 years of the project lifetime starting from the construction stage, and the construction 
duration is assumed to be 5 years. The discount rate is set at 4% as suggested by the Hong 
Kong government. 

The CBA resulted in a positive NPV, a B/C ratio of 1.3, and an IRR of 5.3%, showing that the 
Green Deck development is economically viable, and that the total benefits outweigh the total 
costs. The benefits accessed include air pollution reduction, carbon sequestration, visitor’s 
expenditure, temperature reduction etc. Social benefits consist of about 2/3 of the total 
benefits, which further confirms the positive effect that the Green Deck is able to brought into 
the society. Considering different scenarios, the NPV of the Green Deck development ranges 
from HK$ 1.5 billion to HK$ 2.9 billion, which shows that in the less ideal scenario, the NPV 
is still found to be positive (HK$1.5 billion).

This study gives a preliminary and brief estimate on the costs and benefits of the Green Deck 
development, which can serve as a reference for future decision making. Based on the CBA 
results, it is concluded that the Green Deck development is a worthwhile and acceptable 
investment that can generate positive effects environmentally, socially, and economically. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background  

Hong Kong is being recognized as one of the densest cities in the world. Local 

citizens are facing the challenges of living in an overcrowded urban environment 

with limited open space, intensified urban heat island effect, and air and noise 

pollutions. Many literatures have reported the significance of urban green space 

to the well-being of a society. It is seen as an essential element in developing a 

sustainable city by improving resilience to extreme weather events and climate 

change, enhancing biodiversity and ecosystem services, and improving public 

health and well-being, as well as increasing social cohesion (CIWEM, 2010). The 

Hong Kong Polytechnic University’s (PolyU) proposed Green Deck is an 

ambitious project that intends to change this existing urban façade and living 

environment by constructing a multi-functional open space for the neighborhood. 

The proposed Green Deck will be located above the Hung Hom Cross Harbor 

Tunnel (CHT) and its Toll Plaza area, and adjacent to the Hung Hom MTR 

station podium (west), with an area of 43,000 m2 (Figure 1). 

 

Nevertheless, urban green infrastructures are previously underrated and they are 

regarded as having less contribution to economic growth than transportation, 

energy and sanitation infrastructures. This misconception is partly due to market 

failure since the benefits of urban green space are mainly in the environmental 

and social aspects, such as air quality, public health, and carbon reduction, which 

are external effects that are not being considered in the market mechanism 

(Konijnendijk, 2013, Rouwendal and van der Straaten, 2008). If these intangible 

benefits are underestimated or being ignored in the decision making process, the 

true value of urban green space could not be revealed, and sustainability and 

efficient resource allocation might not be able to achieve.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

Therefore, the objectives of this study are: 

To identify and quantify the tangible and intangible costs and benefits of the 

Green Deck development, so that a clearer understanding of the costs and 

benefits brought by urban green space could be provided to the decision
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One major concept involved in CBA calculation is the opportunity cost as the 

primary purpose of CBA is to evaluate the net benefits of the investment, and 

how it fares against an alternative or base case (Marsden Jacob Associates, 2005), 

which is also called the ‘with’ and ‘without’ project scenarios (Campbell and 

Brown, 2003). As resources are limited, resources consumed for the proposed 

project should be justified against its use for other purposes. As a result, this 

opportunity cost denotes the ‘cost’ in the CBA because carrying out Project A 

needs to forgive the opportunity of carrying out Project B (Campbell and Brown, 

2003). Therefore, the purpose of CBA is to compare how the society would be 

different ‘with’ and ‘without’ the investment project. 

 

In general, four steps are involved in conducting CBA – first, to identify the costs 

and benefits associated with the project; second, to estimate the market values of 

the costs and benefits; third, apply the discounting factor and analyze the options 

with decision rules; and finally to conduct sensitivity analysis to examine how 

the result will differ under various scenarios (CEEU, 2012). The CBA process is 

illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 CBA Process 
Source: CEEU (2012) 

1.4 Expected Outcome 

The associated economic, social and environmental costs and benefits from the 

construction to operation of the Green Deck would be identified and quantified 

as much as possible under the limited data and resources available. The CBA 

framework will be constructed, and the holistic CBA would provide decision 

rules such as net present value (NVP), benefit-cost (B/C) ratio and internal rate 

of return (IRR) as a reference for determining whether the Green Deck 

development is an acceptable investment in terms of the interest of the society. 
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2. A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Literature review is carried out to identify the associated costs and benefits of 

both construction and operation stage in order to construct the Green Deck CBA 

framework.  

 

A) Construction Stage 

i) Costs 

1) Initial Investment and Design and Consultation Cost 

Construction or initial investment cost is usually the largest costs involved. It is 

regarded as an explicit cost, which means that there is an explicit monetary 

payment, or a direct value that can be inferred to (National Center for 

Environmental Economics Office of Policy, 2014). The Design and consultation 

expenses are also included as part of the project cost. For most of the 

infrastructure projects, it is usually found to be less than 5% of the total 

investment cost (Lee and Jung, 2015; European Commission, 2015).  

 

2) Cost of Temporary Traffic Congestion 

There is no doubt that construction work on the road would lead to traffic 

congestion. According to a Hong Kong government report, road works are 

deemed as one of the major reasons for traffic congestion in Hong Kong 

(Transport Advisory Committee, 2014). In Nigeria, construction work could 

cause traffic delay for 2 minutes in average (Atomode, 2013). On the other hand, 

more delay time is found in the US. McCann et al. (1999) reported a 10-15 

minutes traffic delay due to road works in New Jersey and Salt Lake City.  

 

This traffic time delay takes a toll on the society. Congestion on the road has a 

significant cost to the commuters and other drivers, in which time cost lost is the 

major concern (Metropolitan Planning Council, 2008). The time lost in traffic 

congestion of the Chicago metropolitan region could lead to an extra cost of 

US$5.1 billion for the commuters (Metropolitan Planning Council, 2008).   
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3) Construction Carbon Emission 

Yan et al. (2010) have identified the major sources of carbon emission during 

building construction in Hong Kong. They included 1) manufacturing and 

transporting building materials; 2) energy consumption of on-site construction 

equipment; 3) energy used for processing resources; and 4) emission of fossil 

fuel combustion of construction waste disposal. Among these sources, the author 

found that the production of building materials take up the highest percentage, 

about 82-87% of the total emission. Similar result is observed in a residential 

complex construction of Guangdong Province, China. The production of 

building materials is found to be the main source of carbon emission during 

construction, which accounted for 2/3 of the total emission (Hong et al., 2015).  

 

B)  Operation Stage 

i) Costs 

1) Operation and Maintenance Cost  

Operation and maintenance (O&M) cost is regarded as variable cost as it changes 

with the volume or intensity of the output (Central Expenditure Evaluation Unit, 

2012). The O&M cost of parks can vary greatly, depending on the park use and 

design (The Trust for Public Land, 2008). For example, the O&M cost of urban 

parks in the City of Minneapolis can range from US$$229,000 to $884,000 per 

acre (The Trust for Public Land, 2008).  

 

2) Operation Carbon Emission 

During the operation of the Green Deck, electricity use would generate carbon 

emission. Kong et al. (2014) conducted a study on urban turfs in Hong Kong and 

Shenzhen, and found that the electricity use in managing the turfs could emit 

73.6kg to 178 kg carbon equivalents per year. In the US, Villalba et al. (2013) 

investigated the carbon footprint of the Yosemite National Park. In terms of total 

emission, electricity use consists of 17%, with 7,812 tonnes of carbon emission 

in year 2011.  
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ii) Benefits 

1) Revenue 

Revenues such as rental fee or entry fee to the recreation providers should be 

included in benefit valuation of CBA (Briceno and Schundler, 2015). Nadel 

(2005) conducted a CBA for the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, in which 

the fees, ticket sales, and any gross revenues are included in the calculation.  

2) Visitor’s Expenditure 

Briceno and Schundler (2015) did an economic analysis of recreation land use in 

the Washington State, US. The research showed that the annual trip related 

visitor’s expenditure for the public outdoor recreation land uses is about US$10.7 

billion, which as a result could generate great economic activity in the country. 

According to the report, the expenditures included gas and oil, food and beverage, 

grocery, retail etc., and excluding the purchase of equipment.  Among them, gas 

and oil contributed the greatest (23%), followed by food and beverage (17%) 

(Briceno and Schundler, 2015). 

3) Air pollution reduction 

Air pollution would adversely affect human health, especially to the 

cardiovascular and respiratory systems (McPherson, 1992; Harnik and Welle, 

2009). The ability of trees and shrubs to remove air pollutants is proven by 

various studies. Through dry deposition, which is a process of absorbing air 

pollutants into the plant tissue with stomata, plants could reduce concentration of 

nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), 

and particulate matters (PM) through their surface (Harnik and Welle, 2009; Jim 

and Chen, 2008; McPherson et al., 2002). However, the dry deposition rate 

depends on the plant species, roughness of leaf surface, and atmospheric 

conditions (Jim and Chen, 2008). Therefore, the air pollutant removal rate of 

plants varies from place to place.  

 

According to Tan and Sia (2005), a green roof in Singapore can absorb 6% of 

atmospheric PM and 37% of SO2 per year. Similar study has also been conducted 

in Hong Kong. Peng and Jim (2015) looked at the intensive green roofs in Hong 

Kong, and concluded that the annual reduction for SO2, NO2, and PM is 31kg/ha, 
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12.4kg/ha, and 195kg/ha respectively. On the other hand, the air pollutant 

reduction level in Guangzhou is found lower than that in Hong Kong. Trees on 

recreational land use in Guangzhou could reduce SO2 by 23.83kg/ha, NO2 by 

24.29kg/ha, while PM by 88.79kg/ha per annum (Jim and Chen, 2008).   

4) Carbon Sequestration 

Apart from removal of air pollutants, urban park can also act as a carbon sink. 

McPherson et al. (2002) suggested that urban trees in Sacramento, California can 

remove some 304,000 tonnes of atmospheric CO2 a year, with a value of US$3.3 

million. In Oakland, California, one hectare of trees can sequestrate 11 tonnes of 

CO2 each year (Nowak, 1993), where similar result is also found in Chicago 

(16.7 tonnes/ha/year) (Nowak, 1994). Although plants are able to absorb CO2, 

the sequestration capacity differs with species since it counts on the 

photosynthetic and respiration rates, as well as the weather and environmental 

conditions (Chen and Jim, 2008; Peng and Jim, 2015). Peng and Jim (2015) 

reported a different carbon sequestration rate of trees in Shenzhen compare with 

that in the US. The authors studied 6 typical types of urban green space in 

Shenzhen city, and found the average annual carbon sequestration rate to be 25.7 

tonnes/ha.  

 

5) Noise Pollution Reduction 

Noise exposure not only adversely affect human health, but also the economy as 

a whole. Studies concluded that when a person is constantly exposed to noise, 

negative health impact including higher risk of heart attack, hypertension, sleep 

disturbance, and even poorer reading performance in children can arise (Istamto 

et al., 2014; Swinburn et al. 2015). Economically, Brons et al. (2003) found that 

noise affecting school buildings, medical premises and residential areas could 

have a negative effect on human capital stock, which indirectly takes a toll on the 

economy. With the Green Deck, Tang (2014) suggested that it is able to reduce 

traffic noise level at the PolyU campus by 3dBA. The noise reduction would 

benefit the society as study in the US proved that a reduction of 5-dB LDN in 

noise level could reduce the number of hypertension cases by 1.4% and coronary 

heart disease cases by 1.8% (Swinburn et al. 2015). Moreover, the cost of traffic 

noise pollution to the society can be measured by the Willingness To Pay (WTP) 
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method. Studies in Europe found that the WTP for an excess dBA ranges from 

15-20 euro per person (Howarth et al., 2001; Nijland et al., 2003), but this value 

would be affected by household income, gender, education level etc. (Istamto et 

al., 2014).  

6) Surface Runoff Reduction 

Another common indirect benefit of urban park is the reduction of surface runoff. 

Peak flow and runoff volume can be slowed down and reduced as vegetation 

intercepts rainfall, while soil absorbs water (Sherer, 2006; Harnik & Welle, 2009; 

Roehr and Kong, 2010; Vijayaraghavan et al., 2012). Study found that a tree can 

reduce 73 gallon of surface runoff each year (Aston, 1979), and this runoff 

reduction service provided by the plants is economically beneficial to the society. 

In Philadelphia, the total annual saving due to runoff reduction by urban parks is 

amounted to US$5,948,613 (Harnik and Welle, 2009). The rate of runoff 

reduction, however, depends on the soil depth, growing medium, and plant 

species (Roehr and Kong, 2010). Berardi et al. (2014) concluded after reviewing 

a number of researches that green roof could reduce surface runoff by 25-50%. 

On the other hand, a higher runoff reduction rate is reported in Speak et al. 

(2012). The authors conducted a study on the intensive green roofs in 

Manchester, UK, and 65.7% runoff reduction rate is achieved on average.  

 

7) Temperature Reduction (Energy Saved and Emission Avoided) 

Vegetation is proven to lower the temperature and alleviate the Urban Heat 

Island (UHI) effect, which in turn reduces energy consumption and greenhouse 

gas emission. The UHI effect is due to the high density of the built environment 

and the anthropogenic heat in the urban area (Chen and Wong, 2006). The high 

temperature would increase energy use for cooling and raise the electricity 

demand, as well as emitting more greenhouse gas to the environment through 

fossil fuel combustion during the energy production process (Chen and Wong, 

2006; Zhang et al., 2014). To ease the UHI problem, urban plants could play a 

role as they can reduce air temperature through evapotranspiration, where the 

latent heat of vaporization is being absorbed in the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 

2014). To understand the temperature reduction potential of urban greenery in 

the urban areas, Peng and Jim (2013) investigated the effect of intensive green 
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roof in Hong Kong, and concluded that the green roof can lower temperature by 

1.2 C in the pedestrian level. Other studies on the cooling effect of urban parks 

in Asia showed a different result and have a range of temperature reduction from 

0.2-2.2 C (Chen and Wong, 2006; Ca et al., 1998).  

Studies carried out in the US showed that with every 1 C change in the ambient 

temperature, a 4% change in energy consumption from cooling could be found 

(Milward and Sabir, 2011; Jensen et al., 2003; McPherson et al., 1997). Similar 

pattern is found in Hong Kong. Fung et al. (2006) did an empirical study on the 

relationship between energy use in domestic, commercial, and industrial sectors 

and the ambient temperature change. Results indicated that with 1 C temperature 

change, the electricity demand will change by 4.5% on average.  

 

8) Health and Well-being 

More and more studies confirm the positive effect of the presence of park on 

human health. Psychologically, it is suggested that human beings tend to get 

pleasure from trees through a sense of meaning and connection (McPherson et al., 

2002), thus, people living near green area rated themselves as having better 

mental health, and with fewer complaints on health (Sherer, 2006). Physically, 

with access to park, studies found that people will exercise more (Sherer, 2006; 

Kahn et al., 2002). According to Kaczynski and Henderson (2007), if there is a 

park or walking trail nearby, 55% of the people would increase the exercise 

frequency. With extra physical activity, evidence showed that health would be 

improved. Sælensminde (2004) reported a 1% reduction in short-term absence 

from work with extra physical activity, while Cavill et al. (2008) found a 50% 

and 40-50% reduction in risk of getting coronary heart disease and colon cancer 

respectively for more physically active people. This increase in exercise due to 

the presence of urban parks is found to be beneficial to the society by saving cost 

for medication, the medical cost tends to be lower for people with more physical 

activity than that of their counterparts. 

 

In the US, study shows that if 10% of adults started a regular walking exercise, 

US$5.6 billion could be saved in a year (Wang et al., 2005). Pratt et al. (2000) 

compared the medical cost difference between physically active and inactive 
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person in the US. Physical active people in general pay US$280 less annually, 

which is similar with the finding of Harnik and Welle (2009) (US$250 per year). 

In Hong Kong, according to a survey conducted in 2001, the average monthly 

medical cost for physically active person is HK$596, while for those inactive is 

HK$748, with HK$152 difference (Louie and Hui, 2001).  

  

9) Travel Time Reduction 

Hung (2015) conducted a research on modeling the change in pedestrian flow at 

PolyU if the Green Deck was built. The study focuses on the footbridge 

connecting the Hung Hom Station and the PolyU campus, which has seen 

congestion problems during morning and evening peak hours. With the Green 

Deck, the pedestrian flow rate during the morning peak hour is reduced from 220 

ped/min to 59-70 ped/min, while the flow rate during the evening peak house is 

reduced from 260 ped/min to 149-176 ped/min (Hung, 2015). Decreasing the 

flow rate can increase walking speed (Lam et al., 2000), thus saving time cost in 

travelling.   

 

10) Property (Hedonic) Value 

Various studies confirmed that with all else being equal, people are willing to pay 

more for a house that is close to the park, and this phenomenon is known as the 

‘hedonic value’ (Harnik and Welle, 2009; Rouwendal and van der Straaten, 

2008). In other words, this benefit can be interpreted as the value of ‘aesthetics’ 

(Bianchini and Hewage, 2012). With the park nearby, people’s willingness to pay 

for the better environment is revealed in the willingness to pay for a higher rental 

price. Thus, the increase in property value is considered as one of the benefits 

that could be brought by the urban green space (Bianchini and Hewage, 2012). 

Bianchini and Hewage (2012) reported that with trees or greenery nearby, 

property values could increase by 15-25% in general. However, a lower value is 

found by Luttik (2000). The author looked at a small neighborhood and 

concluded that with a view of open space, the house price would increase by 

6-12%. Nevertheless, this increase in property value is found to decrease with 

distance away from the park. Studies suggested that this effect can be measured 

up to 2,000 feet from the green space, with the greatest value found within first 
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500 feet (Harnik and Welle, 2009; The Trust for Public Land, 2010; Jim and 

Chen, 2010). Other researches also reported similar findings. Correll et al. (1978) 

observed a US$4.2 decrease in property value for every foot away from the green 

area, and More et al. (1988) indicated that the value of an apartment at 20 feet 

from the park could be US$2,675 higher than a same one that is 200 feet away.  
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3. THE CBA FRAMEWORK 

This study analyzes the construction and operation stages of the Green Deck 

development, and both tangible and intangible costs and benefits are evaluated. 

In economic evaluation, costs and benefits are usually classified as ‘private’ and 

‘social’. According to the Intergovernmetal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

working group report, private costs/benefits are those elements that would have 

influence on the individual decision makers, such as land and labor costs, fuel 

costs, and equipment cost etc. (Halsnæs et al., 2007). In other words, private 

costs and benefits are borne or enjoyed by the owner or decision maker itself 

only. On the contrary, social costs and benefits, which can also be called as 

externalities, are the costs and benefits that would impact the other individuals, 

and which is not being taken into consideration by the individuals who cause 

them (Halsnæs et al., 2007). In the Green Deck case, assumed that the 

government is the investor. All the direct costs and benefits such as construction 

costs, O&M costs, and revenues would be considered as ‘private’. Other costs 

and benefits that are shared by the parties or individuals other than the 

government would be regarded as ‘social’. Based on this classification, the 

Green Deck CBA framework is presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3.  

 

In Figure 3, it is noted that for both private and social benefit, there are ‘property 

(hedonic) value’. The private hedonic benefit means the net increase in rent of 

the: 1) potential retail stores on the Green Deck mid-level (assumed 50% of the 

area as retail), 2) the potential restaurant on the viewing deck (assumed 50% of 

the area as restaurant), 3) the potential new office building near the Green Deck, 

4) the two potential new apartments near the Green Deck, and 5) the two 

potential new hotels near the Green Deck. Since these properties are not yet 

being built, the benefit of rental increase would be captured by the investor only, 

which in this case, it is assumed to be the government. Thus, these hedonic 

benefits are distinguished as ‘private’. On the other hand, the social hedonic 

benefit refers to the net rental increase of the existing properties in the 

surrounding area near the Green Deck, which would be enjoyed by the 

individuals other than the government. Hence, the hedonic benefits of the nearby 

properties are considered as ‘social’.  
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Figure 2 Construction stage framework 

 
Figure 3 Operation stage framework 
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4. VALUATION METHODOLOGY & DATA SOURCE 

In this section, the valuation method of the costs and benefits will be explained. 

The method of benefit transfer is used as the Green Deck design is still at the 

preliminary stage. Benefit transfer is ‘the use of estimated nonmarket values of 

environmental quality changes from one study in the evaluation of a different 

policy that is of interest to the analyst’ (USEPA, 2010). In choosing the relevant 

data, priority is given to local researches to minimize inaccuracy. Study results 

from other countries are used only if no local relevant data is available. To further 

increase the reliability of the CBA, the dollar values adopted from the US will be 

adjusted to Hong Kong dollar by using the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 

exchange rate published by the World Bank (US$1 = HK$5.69) (The World Bank, 

2015) as the price level and the household income at the US are different from 

Hong Kong. The detailed calculation is demonstrated in the excel spreadsheets, 

which is provided separately. Figure 4 shows the layout of the spreadsheets, in 

which the private and social costs and benefits are calculated separately, and 

finally added together to compute the total discounted costs and benefits. 

4.1 Private Costs 

1)  Initial Investment and Design and Consultation Cost 

The construction cost is assumed to be HK$ 6 billion according to the 

consultancy report (DLN, 2014). With 5 years of construction time, the annual 

cost of construction will be HK$ 1.2 billion. For the design and consultation cost, 

it is estimated to be 4% of the construction cost, which is about HK$240 million. 

  

2) Operation and Maintenance Costs 

The operation and maintenance (O&M) cost of the green deck is adopted from 

the O&M costs of Kowloon Park per hectare (ha) per year, which is HK$3.6 

million (LCSD, personal communication, September 10, 2015). With 4.3 ha, the 

annual O&M cost of the Green Deck will be around HK$15.5 million.  

 

 

 



 

Figure 4 Green Deck CBA excel spreadsheet laayout

115 
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4.2 Social Costs  

1)  Cost of Temporary Traffic Congestion 

The cost of traffic congestion due to the Green Deck construction is estimated by 

the time cost of the delay. A simple way to estimate travel time cost for each 

affected person is by using the average wage rate (CEEU, 2012). In Hong Kong, 

the average hourly wage rate is HK$60 (CSD, 2015c), so the time cost is 

assumed to be HK$60 per hour. According to McCann et al. (1999), the average 

traffic delay is about 10-15 minutes due to road work in the US urban areas 

(New Jersey and Salt Lake City). The average, which is 12.5 minutes, is taken as 

the traffic delay time due to the Green Deck construction. The daily average 

traffic flow of the Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT) in year 2014 is 116,754 according 

to the data from the Transport Department of the HKSAR Government 

(Transport Department, 2014). Referring to the Annual Traffic Census 2014 

(Transport Department, 2015), 70.4% of total vehicles in Hong Kong are private 

motor cars in 2014. Hence, taking this majority and assuming that on average 

there are 2 persons in each vehicle, and 223 working days per year (excluding 

Saturdays, Sundays, and public holidays), with 5 years of construction period, 

HK$650 million will be lost each year due to traffic congestion. 

 

2)  Construction Carbon emission 

The carbon emission during Green Deck construction is estimated by averaging 

different building construction projects such as residential, commercial and hotel 

in various countries including UK, China, Singapore and Hong Kong. The 

average construction emission found is 415kgCO2e/m2 (Hong et al., 2015). In 

order to quantify the carbon value, the social cost of carbon estimated by the US 

government is adopted. It is ‘an estimate of the monetized damages associated 

with an incremental increase in carbon emissions in a given year’, which is 

US$38 per tonne in 2015 dollars (Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of 

Carbon, 2013). As a result, with 415kgCO2e/m2 emission, the Green Deck 

construction carbon emission will cost HK$ 771,689 per annum (converted with 

PPP exchange rate). Table 1 shows the detail calculation.  
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Table 1 Construction Carbon emission and emission cost 

Total Emission 
during

construction 
(kgCO2e/m2)

Green 
deck area 

(m2)

Total Emission during 
construction 

(kgCO2e/year) 

Cost of 
carbon in 

2015 
(US$/ton) 

Annual cost of 
construction 

emission USD$ 

415 43,000 3,569,000 
(=415 43,000/5 years) 

38 135,622 
(=3659,000 38/1000) 

 

 3)  Operation Carbon Emission 

According to the study conducted by Yang et al. (2014), the green deck is 

expected to consume 5,800 kWh of electricity per day. Referring to the latest 

emission factor of 0.64 kgCO2e/kWh from CLP Power Hong Kong Limited (CLP, 

2014), approximately 1.3 million kg of CO2 equivalent will be emitted each year 

due to the electricity consumption during the Green Deck’s operation. The cost 

of carbon adopted is the same as the one used for construction carbon emission. 

Thus, the annual cost of operation carbon emission is found to be about 

HK$293,000. 

 

4.3 Private Benefits 

 1)  Revenue 

Referring to the Green Deck development master plan, there will be an Art 

Gallery and a Sports Complex on the deck for public use (DLN, 2014). We 

assumed that the Art Gallery on the Green Deck requires an entry fee, and the 

sports facilities in the Sports Complex requires rental fee. The entry fee of the 

Art Gallery is estimated as the standard ticket price of the Hong Kong Museum 

of Art (HK$10 in year 2015). Suppose the number of visitors is the same as the 

Hong Kong Museum of Art, which is 400,000 per annum (Siu, 2015), the annual 

entry revenue will be HK$4 million. 

 

The sports facilities rental income of the Kowloon Park Sports Center is used as 

the revenue of the Sports Complex on the Green Deck. According to the Leisure 

and Cultural Services Department, the value is HK$3.5 million in year 2014-15 

(LCSD, personal communication, September 10, 2015). As a result, HK$7.5 

million of revenue from the Art Gallery and Sports Complex will be generated 

annually.   
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 2) Property (Hedonic) Value 

According to Hui (2014), the rental value of the potential hotels, residential 

apartments and office building near the Green Deck would be in average 14.11% 

higher than those properties that are far away from the Green Deck. Including the 

potential retail stores in the mid-level and the restaurant on the viewing deck, the 

expected total rental value of these properties is about HK$1.3 billion. With the 

presence of the Green Deck, HK$186 million would be generated as the hedonic 

benefit.   

 

4.4 Social Benefits 

1) Visitor’s Expenditure 

To estimate how many visitors is coming to the Green Deck, the average number 

of people visiting Kowloon Park and Hong Kong Park is adopted. The 

information provided by the Leisure and Cultural Services Department shows 

that there are 2.8 million and 7.2 million of visitors per year at Hong Kong Park 

and Kowloon Park respectively (LCSD, personal communication, July 22, 2015). 

The average of 5 million people is assumed to be the annual number of visitors 

of Green Deck. Briceno and Schundler (2015) researched on the economic 

contribution of parks in Washington to the US economy and reported that by 

visiting local urban parks, the trip related spending is found to be US$7 per day 

of visit for each person. By using this amount and adjusted with the PPP 

exchange rate, the annual visitor’s expenditure of Green Deck is amounted to 

HK$199 million.  

2) Air Pollution Reduction 

Urban green space is proven to reduce the concentration of air pollutants such as 

NO2, SO2, and PM10 (Peng nad Jim, 2015; Jim and Chen, 2008). To evaluate the 

air pollution reduction benefit brought by the Green Deck, the health cost saved 

due to the lowered concentration of the pollutants is taken into account. The 

health effect of PM10 is commonly used as an indicator of measuring the impact 

of several sources of air pollutants to avoid overestimation of 

pollutant-by-pollutant assessment (Sommer et al., 1999). Therefore, this study 

only considers the health benefit of PM10 reduction.  
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Lee (2014) conducted a survey on the amount of PM10 reduction by the Green 

Deck. According to his study, with the Green Deck, there would be 38-48% 

reduction in PM10 concentration. As the amount of ambient PM10 due to 

vehicular emission is measured at 0.058 ton per day in the Cross Harbor Tunnel 

area (Hung, 2015), a total of 9,160 kg of PM10 could be reduced per year by the 

Green Deck.  

 

The health cost is adopted from a study of air pollution to the health impacts 

done in Hong Kong (EHS, 1998). Although the study has been conducted for 

more than 10 years, no similar recent studies were carried out. Thus, in light of 

the lack of up to date data, the study result of EHS (1998) is used with inflation 

adjustment. The total cost of illness of both morbidity (cardiovascular and 

respiratory diseases) and mortality due to 1 g/m3 change in PM10 was presented 

as HK$28,360,000. Using this value, the per capital health cost is calculated 

(HK$28,360,000/6,156,100 people = HK$4.6). The per capita value HK$4.6 is 

then adjusted to 2015 value by using the Consumer Price Index. The adjusted 

value becomes HK$6.2.  

 

Chart-asa and MacDonald Gibson (2015) suggested that the influence area of 

traffic air pollution is about 500 m from the source. Thus, referring to Figure 5, 

the commercial area of Tsim Sha Tsui (TST) East, PolyU, and Block One of 

Royal Peninsula are the regions that are affected by the CHT traffic emission. 

The TST East commercial area is located in zone 57 of Figure 6. According to 

the data provided by Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Limited, the total 

population of zone 57 is 33,450. Since only about half of the area in zone 57 is 

affected by the traffic emission, therefore half of the population of zone 57 is 

assumed to be the population at risk, which is 16,725. Adding up the total 

number of staff and students at PolyU (20,933 person), and the residents at Royal 

Peninsula Block One (841 person), the total population within 500 m of Green 

Deck will be approximately 38,499. As the study conducted by PolyU estimated 

that PM10 concentration will reduce by 27.4 g/m3 in average as a result of Green 

Deck (Lee, 2014), so the total annual health cost saved in area within 500 m of 

the Green Deck is about HK$6.5 million. 
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space in Shenzhen, and found the sequestration rate to be 25.7 tonnes/ha/year. 

Assumed 80% of the Green Deck are green space (3.4 ha green space), by 

adopting the CO2 sequestration rate in Shenzhen, Green Deck is able to absorb 

87.4 tonnes of carbon every year. With the social cost of carbon mentioned 

earlier, around US$3,360, which is HK$19,118 (converted by PPP exchange rate) 

of carbon cost can be saved by the Green Deck per year.  

 

4) Surface Runoff Reduction 

In Hong Kong, the average annual rainfall is about 2,399 mm (“The Year’s 

Weather 2014”, 2015), and the rainfall at the Green Deck area is found to be 

103,136 m3 per year. According to McPherson et al. (1999), it is assumed that 

40% of the annual rainfall will become runoff, therefore the annual amount of 

surface runoff at the Green Deck would be 41,254 m3 (Table 2). To calculate the 

rainfall retention ability of the Green Deck, studies on green roof are chosen as 

references to estimate the percentage of runoff reduced by the plants in general. 

According to Berardi et al. (2014) and Speak et al. (2013), the runoff reduction 

ability of green roof varies from 25%-65%, with an average of 45%. Assumed 

Green Deck could reduce runoff by 45%, 18,564 m3 of rain water will be 

absorbed per year.  

 

Table 2 Annual rainfall in Hong Kong and annual surface runoff in the Green 

Deck area 

Annual 
Rainfall in HK 
(mm)

Area of the 
GD (m2)

Annual Rainfall 
in GD area (m3)

% of rainfall 
becomes runoff 

Annual runoff in 
GD area(m3)

2,398.5 43,000 103,135.5 40% 41,254.2 

 

The monetary value of the runoff reduction ability can be measured by the 

avoided cost of treating the storm water (Millward and Sabir, 2011). According 

to the authors, the storm water treatment cost is US$1.93m3 in Canada. By 

adopting this value, and adjusted by the PPP exchange rate, the Green Deck is 

able to save HK$203,869 per year by reducing surface runoff.  
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5) Noise Pollution Reduction 

Tang (2014) conducted a research on traffic noise reduction by the Green Deck, 

and concluded that Green Deck can reduce 3dbA of noise at the PolyU campus 

with mitigation measures. To quantify the benefit of noise reduction, the 

willingness to pay (WTP) to reduce noise per decibel per year per person is 

found to be US$16.9-22.6 (average US$19.775) from different studies in Europe 

(Howarth et al., 2001). The total number of full-time staff and students at PolyU 

are assumed to be the affected population (20,933 person). By using the average 

WTP US$19.8, the Green Deck could reduce approximately HK$7 million 

(adjusted by PPP exchange rate) annually by decreasing the traffic noise level. 

 

6) Temperature reduction 

The benefit of temperature reduction by the Green Deck can be divided into 

energy saved and greenhouse gas emission avoided.  

 

a) Energy Saved 

To measure how much energy is saved in the surrounding area by the Green 

Deck, the study result of Chan (2016) is adopted. To make conservative 

estimation, the value of Scenario 1, which is HK$2,555,993 is used. For details, 

please refer to Chan (2016).  

 

b) Emission Avoided 

Since the reduction in electricity consumption of the surrounding buildings is 

about 2.1 million kWh per year (Chan, 2016), approximately 1.4 million kgCO2e 

(CLP emission factor = 0.64 kgCO2e/kWh) can be avoided annually. As the 

social cost of carbon is US$38 per tonne, the total annual emission cost saved 

will be HK$294,750 (adjusted by PPP exchange rate). 

 

7) Health and well-being 

According to Kaczynski and Henderson (2007), if there is a park or walking trail 

nearby, people would increase the exercise frequency, thus improves health 

condition. The affected population is assumed to be the people living in the 9 

constituencies near the Green Deck - Whampoa East (G16), Whampoa West 
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(G17), Tsim Sha Tsui East (E17), King’s Park (E16), Hung Hom Bay (G18), Ka 

Wai (G20), Oi Man (G21), Hung Hom (G19), and Oi Chun(G22), where the total 

population is 158,103 (CSD, 2015b). To know the number of frequent park users, 

a study in Hong Kong found that among the interviewees, 40% use the park 

frequently (more than once a week) (Wong, 2009). For the rest of the 60% 

(94,862 person), with the presence of the Green Deck, it is assumed that 55% 

would increase the park use and become physically active (Kaczynski and 

Henderson, 2007). 

 

Louie and Hui (2001) conducted a study in Hong Kong about the medical cost 

difference between physically active (take part in any types of sports twice or 

more a week, with a minimum of 20 minutes each time) and inactive person. The 

annual medical cost difference found is HK$1,500 (adjusted to 2015 HKD by 

consumer price index – medical service). Therefore, annual medical cost of 

HK$78,256,697 can be saved with the presence of the Green Deck.  

 

8) Travel time reduction 

If the Green Deck is constructed, the footbridge connecting PolyU and the Hung 

Hom station will be widened, and some of the pedestrians will be diverted to the 

upper deck as well. The total pedestrian travel time saved during the AM and PM 

peak hour is found to be 0.075 minutes per person (Hung, 2015; Lam et al., 

2000). Assuming half of the PolyU students and full time staff use the footbridge, 

the total number of people affected will be 10,467. The time cost is estimated by 

the average wage rate in Hong Kong, which is HK$60/hour (CSD, 2015c). Thus, 

the annual total travel time cost saved would be about HK$287,809. 

 

9) Property (Hedonic) Value 

The presence of parks is found to have positive effect on the rent of nearby 

properties. Studies showed that the influence can be as far as 2,000 feet from the 

park, while most of the value will be within 500 feet (Harnik and Welle, 2009; 

The Trust for Public Land, 2010). However, the percentage increase in rent will 

gradually reduce with a decrease in distance from the park (Sherer, 2006). To 

make a conservative estimation, the properties within 1,000 feet from the Green 
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Deck are taken into account, where those located at the first 500 feet having a 

higher percentage increase of rent than the properties found at the rest of the 500 

feet. The percentage increase in rent due to Green Deck is adopted from Hui 

(2014), and we assumed that the rent is 14.11% and 7.33% higher for the 

properties within first 500 feet and for the rest respectively. Figure 7 illustrated 

the area affected by the hedonic effect. 

 

The total annual rental income for the properties within first 500 feet of the 

Green Deck is about HK$70 million (including a hotel and an office building). 

As there is 14.11% increase in rent with the Green Deck, the annual net benefit 

of rental increase would be approximately HK$70 million. For the properties 

within 1,000 feet, but beyond first 500 feet of the Green Deck, the total annual 

rental income is HK$815 million. With 7.33% increase in rental value, the net 

benefit would be HK$60 million per annum. As a result, the total annual hedonic 

value due to the Green Deck is amounted to be HK$130 million. 

 

Table 3 summarized the costs and benefits associated with the Green Deck. With 

the identified direct and indirect costs and benefits, discounting is then carried 

out to find out the net present value (NPV), benefit-cost (B/C) ratio, and the 

internal rate of return (IRR) to determine if the Green Deck investment is 

acceptable. Finally, sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify which parameters 

or variables are critical in impacting the NPV. 
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5. THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The period of CBA is set at 56 years, including 5 years of construction (Table 4). 

The design and consultation is assumed to start at year zero, which is 2016. The 

analysis period will last until 2072, and benefits are expected to occur once the 

Green Deck starts operating at 2022. The discount rate is assumed to be 4% as it 

is the rate used for the CBA of infrastructure development by the Hong Kong 

government (Highways Department, 2009).  

Table 4 Green Deck CBA evaluation parameters 

Parameters  

Discounting period Year 2016 – 2072 (56 years) 

Green Deck construction period Year 2017 – 2021 (5 years) 

Discount rate 4% 

5.1 Discounting  

Since the costs and benefits occur in different points in time, it is not possible to 

do comparison as a dollar at present is worth more than a dollar in the future. 

Therefore, there is a need for discounting when compare a flow of money 

overtime (Campbell and Brown, 2003). In other words, the costs and benefits are 

converted into present value (PV) by applying a discounting factor. The PV is 

calculated as follow: 

               (1) 

where, 

PV = present value; 

C1 = cash flow at period 1; 

r = discount rate; 

t = time period.  

 

5.2 Net Present Value 

The NPV is one of the decision rules to evaluate whether the investment should 

be accepted. It is the sum of the discounted cash flows over the period of analysis, 

which is calculated as: 

              (2) 
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where, 

T = time horizon;  

t = time period;  

B = discounted benefit;  

C = discounted cost; 

r = discount rate.  

 

If the NPV is positive, it simply denote that the total discounted benefits exceeds 

the total discounted costs, which is a preferred investment option. The NPV of 

the Green Deck is found to be about 2.2 billion (Figure 8), therefore with this 

criterion, the Green Deck is deemed as an acceptable investment.  

 

 
Figure 8 Discounted net cash flow and net present value of Green Deck 

5.3 Benefit-Cost Ratio 

The other decision rule that is usually used in CBA is the benefit-cost ratio, 

which is the ratio of total discounted benefits to total discounted costs. If the B/C 

ratio is larger than 1, the investment is regarded as acceptable as the total 

benefits outweigh the total costs. This is calculated by: 

                (3) 
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 where, 

T = time horizon;  

t = time period;  

B = discounted benefit;  

C = discounted cost; 

r = discount rate. 

 

The B/C ratio of Green Deck is 1.3 (Table 5), which shows that there are more 

benefits than costs for the Green Deck development.  

 

Table 5 Green Deck benefit-cost ratio 

 Value (billion HKD) 

Total Discounted Benefits 11 
Total Discounted Costs 8.8 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.3 

5.4 Internal Rate of Return 

The IRR is the rate of return of the investment project that makes the NPV 

equals zero. This also means the maximum interest rate that the investment 

project can pay for resources use and still manage to break even (CEEU, 2012). 

If the IRR is larger than the discount rate, it means that the NPV is positive, 

which indicates that the investment project’s total discounted benefits is larger 

than the total discounted costs. Referring to Figure 9, the IRR of the Green Deck 

development project is 5.3%, which is larger than the discount rate (4%). As a 

result, under this decision rule, the Green Deck would be an acceptable project.  
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Figure 9 Internal rate of return (IRR) of Green Deck 
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6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity analysis is an essential element in the CBA process. It is regarded as a 

risk assessment with the main purpose of determining the variables that are 

critical in altering the outcome of the CBA (CEEU, 2012; Florio et al., 2008). 

This is usually carried out by adjusting the variables by a certain amount (e.g. 

±10-20%) that is significant enough to observe the changes of the NPV or IRR. 

In this study, four major elements are selected to test the significance on NPV – 

‘private hedonic value’, ‘social hedonic value’, ‘visitor’s expenditure’, and 

‘health and well-being’. The percentage increase in property values due to the 

Green Deck, the amount of money that visitors spend, and the percentage of 

population that would increase exercise frequency due to the Green Deck are 

adjusted for ± 10% and 20%, one element at a time to test which one is the most 

sensitive to the NPV.  

 

Table 4 presents the percentage changes of NPV when the selected variables 

change by 10% and 20%. Visitor’s expenditure shows the greatest changes 

among the other variables, having 16% and 32% change in NPV when the 

amount of expenditure change by 10% and 20% respectively. Figure 10 further 

demonstrates the sensitivity analysis result. The slope of the sensitivity curve of 

visitor’s expenditure and the private hedonic value are the largest, so these two 

variables are relatively critical in affecting the NPV, and both are having similar 

significance. The health and well-being is the least critical variable among the 

four with the flattest sensitivity curve. A ±20% change would only result in 13% 

change in NPV (Table 6).  

 

The change in visitor’s expenditure are set as two different scenarios. Scenario 1 

describes a decrease in visitor’s expenditure for 20%, and Scenario 2 represents 

an increase in visitor’s expenditure for 20%. Table 7 shows that for Scenario 1, 

the NPV would reach as low as HK$1.5 billion. While for Scenario 2, it would 

be as high as HK$2.9 billion. The B/C ratio ranges from 1.17 to 1.33, which are 

all larger than one. The IRR of Scenario 1 is the lowest, which is 4.9%, but it is 

still greater than the 4% discount rate.  
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Table 6 Percentage changes of NPV to changes in four variables 

Variables Change in NPV with 
10% change in 

variable 

Change in NPV with 
20% change in variable 

Visitor's spending 16% 32% 
Percentage increase in rent due to Green Deck 

(Private Hedonic Value) 
15% 30% 

Percentage increase in rent due to Green Deck 
(Social Hedonic Value) 

8% 16% 

Percentage of the population that increase 
exercise frequency due to Green Deck (Health 

and Well-being) 

6% 13% 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Sensitivity of NVP to changes in different variables 

 

Table 7 Value of NPV, B/C ratio, and IRR of the Green Deck 

 Base Case 
Scenario 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Net Present Value 
(HK$ million) 

2,226 1,519 2,934 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.25 1.17 1.33 
Internal Rate of Return 5.3% 4.9% 5.7% 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This study presented the CBA of the Green Deck development proposed by the 

PolyU, which can serve as a reference in the decision-making process. Both 

tangible and intangible costs and benefits are taken into account to compute the 

NPV, B/C ratio, and the IRR to decide whether the Green Deck project is 

considered as an acceptable and beneficial investment to the society. The base 

case scenario shows a B/C ratio that is larger than 1, a positive NPV, and an IRR 

that is bigger than the discount rate (Table 7). Based on these decision rules, the 

Green Deck project is hence considered as economically feasible. Considering 

different scenarios, the NPV of the Green Deck development ranges from HK$ 

1.5 billion to HK$ 2.9 billion. Figure 11 shows the share of the benefits in terms 

of present value. It can be seen that social benefits consists of about 2/3 of the 

total benefits, which is greater than the private benefits. Therefore, from the 

society point of view, the Green Deck development could be beneficial to the 

public.  

 

Referring to Figure 8, the NPV reaches zero at around year 2051, which means 

that the Green Deck development has a payback period of approximately 35 

years. For most green infrastructures, it is not uncommon that the discounted 

payback period tend to extend to more than 10 years (Valderrama et al., 2013). 

Ding et al. (2014) suggested that the payback period could be as long as 20-30 

years for infrastructure projects in Asia, and Flyvbjerg (2007) even reported a 

payback period of 55 years for the Copenhagen Metro construction project. 

Comparatively speaking, the payback period of the Green Deck development is 

within a reasonable range.  

 

Sensitivity analysis is carried out to test the significance of the variables to the 

NPV. Four variables were chosen, and the result shows that the visitor’s 

expenditure and the private hedonic value are the two most significant variables 

that impact the NPV among the selected variables. It is not surprising that these 

two variables have the greatest influence to the NPV as they share the highest 

proportion among all the benefits in terms of present value (Figure 11). As seen 

in the figure, the largest benefit is from visitor’s spending, consisting of 32%, 
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Programm the Green Deck (Prepared by Prof. Jachna, Timothy 
Joseph) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY of progress to date 
Submitted 5 October, 2015 

The following steps have been carried out: 

1. Reviewing and extracting out the pertinent points and information for defining design guidelines, from the eight research reports on various technical and
functional aspects of the “Green Deck”, as well as a reports regarding health-related services, the potential for land exchange with open space generated from
the “Green Deck”, evaluation of efficiency on air pollution control techniques for Green Deck, etc.

2. Transcription and translation of the recordings from CPA Department of eight public/professional consultation forums on the “Green Deck” and taking the
suggestions and ideas gathered from green groups, NGOs, Harbourfront Commission, HKIP, HKIA, HKIUD, HKIE, HKILA, Civic Exchange, the PolyU
community and the general public. Review of these transcripts to extract implications for design guidelines.

3. Literature review on the principles of green urbanism and urban design guidelines in Hong Kong, as well as “green functionalism” and “green infrastructure”
approaches from the United States and Germany, etc. Moreover, review of precedents regarding recent best practices for public open space design, and
specifically with consideration for the unique history, culture and society of Hong Kong.

4. A preliminary coding the programmatic elements and generating a framework of social, economic and environmental sustainability aspects. Identification and
draft profiling of stakeholders and their potential roles. Furthermore, mapping the district’s, health-related, elderly, child care, family and rehabilitation services.

5. The ongoing process is to capture the concept of quality of urban life for trying to define the position and principles of “Green Deck” project. And focusing
on the nested systems which can be divided into urban level, neighborhood level and programmatic level so as to articulate the role of “Green Deck” (PolyU,
Hung Hom, MTR, East TST, HK Coliseum) in terms of social, spatial, economic and functional dimensions, as well as in terms of provisions and functionality
of the project relative to each of the defined core user groups (local elderly, local families, commuters, PolyU community, TST businesspeople, tourists, etc.)
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"Neighbouring the heavily-loaded Cross Harbour Tunnel, PolyU has long witnessed problems 
in the vicinity — poor air quality, overloaded footbridge, poor connectivity within the district 
and lack of open space. The University has thus proposed the construction of a Green Deck 
over the Cross Harbor Tunnel plaza to tackle these problems. Linking Hung Hom MTR 
Station Podium on the west and PolyU campus on the south east, the proposed 43,000 sq. 
m. deck area can accommodate a wide variety of recreational, cultural and sports facilities 
while solving existing problems in the district. This proposal will not only provide people with 
a green open space to unwind from the hustle and bustle of city life, but also help foster 
sustainable development through a number of research projects undertaken by PolyU 
experts".

(Green Deck website http://www.polyu.edu.hk/cpa/Excel@PolyU/2014/05/connections.html).

PRINCIPLES 
This part lays out the foundational principles on which the brief is based.

A. Introduction 

The document at hand is a draft brief for the proposed Green Deck project, an 
initiative of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University to contribute to the university’s aim 
of promoting sustainable urban development and contributing to the well-being of 
Hong Kong citizens and the quality of life and urban public space in our city. 

This document seeks to make a first step towards ar ticulating the details of the 
facilities, functions and character of this project, as a new public space for Hong Kong. 
This brief takes a human-centred approach to this task, delineating the relationship 
between the Green Deck and its intermediate and immediate urban context before 
expanding upon a programme of uses derived from an analysis of the primary 

opportunities to make substantive improvements to the quality of their lives.

This draft brief does not aim at precise quantification of the facilities suggested, in 

depth studies into the demand, need, appropriateness and feasibility of each of the 
components, involving representatives from the respective user groups, government 
agencies and private sector operators, and is beyond the scope of this research.

The recommendations of this brief are based in the principles of green urbanism and 
convivial public space, aiming to contribute to the creation and sustainment of a grand 
new public space that is a realm of “free movement, easy access and free association” 
(Olmsted), within the vision of a city that is smart, sustainable and walkable. The vision 
is for a type of “urban acupuncture” – a strategic intervention at a critical location in 
the local microclimate, the urban fabric and the local community that can have broad 

The brief adopts the position of "green functionalism," including a belief in a 
democratic planning process in which a strategy for participation between "design 
professionals, scientists, decision makers, and stakeholders and integrates and inclusive 
diversity of human perspectives and values, " as well as an ethos of building with 
nature "a connection between ecology and economy"
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In terms of "triple bottom line" (Elkington, 1997) of social, environmental and 
economic sustainablity, this programme for the Green Deck is based on a threefold 
vision:

SOCIAL VISION: the Green Deck will be a new public space for the local community and 
other groups of users that will make the surrounding districts into the best-served place in 
Hong Kong in terms of facilities for social activity, recreation and community activities, while 
providing links and cohesion between surrounding districts.

ENVIRONMENTAL VISION: The Green Deck will be a “green machine” that will improve 
the environmental quality of the area, contribute to sustaining the local ecosystem and 
provide a platform for learning, demonstration and development of green living practices, 
technologies and urban development.

ECONOMIC VISION: The Green Deck will be a shining new asset to the neighbourhood 
and the city that will raise the value of surrounding property, generate opportunities and 
impetus for urban developments in the area, sustain itself economically in the long run, add 
value to surrounding businesses and provide a platform for new business opportunities.

The following sections detail the principles on which the programme is based, both in 
terms of general principles of good design for such spaces (those of Green Urbanism 
and of Convivial Public Space) and specific principles for Hong Kong (namely, the 
principles of Hong Kong spatial practice and the Hong Kong Government's urban 
design guidelines, including stipulations for the use of local vegatation).

B. Global Principles 
1) Principles of Green Urbanism 

The principles of green urbanism can be formulated as a set of principles, parameters 
and guidelines designed to minimize and alleviate the potential detrimental effects 
of urbanization on the natural ecology, while optimizing design quality and livability, 
economic growth, cultural diversity and social prosperity to engender urban 
environments that promote a healthy and equitable society. It can also be seen as 

and communities, and revisiting approaches to the design and construction of urban 
developments. In general terms, these principles can be seen as universal, but the 

situation to situation. In general, green urbanism involves:

1. Responding well to climate, eco-system, location, orientation and context 
(neighborhood layout
2.  renewable energy for zero 
carbon emissions
3. Taking the concept of waste into consideration, as they are based on a circular 
closed-loop eco-system
4. Urban water management
5. Integrated landscape, gardens and green roofs to maximize biodiversity and mitigate 
the UHI effect.
6. Providing easy accessibility and mobility, are well inter-connected, and provide 
a low-impact transpor t system so as to achieve a balance of residences and 
employment.
7. The construction using regional, local materials with less embodied energy 
(sustainability) and applying prefabricated modular systems to increase long-term 
durability of buildings; reduce waste and minimize packaging.
8. Using deep green passive design strategies and solar architecture concept for 
buildings.
9. Special concern for affordable housing, mixed usage programmes, and a healthy 
community (for the poor, rich, young, old, and workers of all walks of life, and also 
provide secure tenure)
10. Enhancing a city’s or region’s identity, unique character and valued urban heritage
11. Using multi-disciplinary approach, best practice for urban governance and 
sustainable procurement methods
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1) Balancing community needs with development, public consultation exercises and 
grassroots participation 2) Enpowering and enabling people to be actively involved in 
shaping their community 3) Accelerate behavioral change, waste reduction and the 
uptake of renewable energy, increase cultural diversity and economic opportunity, 
activate community purchasing power for green energy and sustainable products, 
which applying methods of “environmental budgeting”.
12. Equipping the city with education and training for all in sustainable urban 
development. The various aspects of this principle include: technical training and up-
skilling, research, exchange of experiences, knowledge dissemination through research 
publications about ecological city theory and sustainable design.

2) Principles of Convivial Urban Space

As a bridge between theory and practice, there are various aspects of the design and 
management of public spaces that affect how successful or problematic they may be. 
This section covers some of these ‘principles and underpinning’. The following ten 
recommendations of urban design are mostly directly applicable to public spaces.

"1. Thou shalt consider places before building.
2. Thou shalt have the humanity to learn from the past and respect the context of 
buildings and sites. 
3. Thou shalt encourage the mixing of uses in towns and cities.
4. Thou shalt design on a human scale.
5. Thou shalt encourage the freedom to walk about.
6. Thou shalt cater for all sections of the community and consult with them.
7. Thou shalt build legible environments.
8. Thou shalt build to last and adopt.
9. Thou shalt avoid change on too great a scale at any one time. 
10. Thou shalt, with all the means available"

The problem of unacceptable stuff in the public realm can be categorized 
under seven headings:
clutter (general uncoordinated street equipment, signs and furniture) / confusion 
and contradiction / duplication of equipment / illegibility(literally) / redundancy / un-
coordination

The psychology of public space:
• Territoriality: One of the most fundamental human traits is the need to mark and 
claim territory. This is potentially problematic in public open space, because in theory 
it belongs to no one. But more often there is a kind of accommodation between 
various groups and interests, which at best for lively, varied and intriguing occupation 
of space, allowing people to observe diversity and difference without having to get 
directly involved in it. 

• Interpersonal distance: Indeed people who sit right next to strangers, when there 
is opportunity to do otherwise, are treated with suspicion and discomfort by those 
already occupying the space.

• Distribution: Locations where one can observe others without being exposed 
from all sides oneself oneself are preferred. This may explain the enduring attraction 
of ledges and the avoidance of backless benches in the centre of public spaces.

• The need for different types of observation and communication: A good 
public space will offer the chance for the whole range of activities (who will want to 
be further away from others, who are hoping to have some kind of casual interaction) 
to occur and this has has implications for the arrangement of places to sit or linger.

• Interpretation, legibility and coherence: mostly through visual interpretation of 
the cues a space gives us, in terms of its built form and the kind of activities going on

• The connection of sense of safety, intrigue and curiosity and aesthetic.

Aesthetic — sensing the character of an area
movement, comfort and reassurance, natural element 
• In relation to non-visual aesthetic experience this will include the feeling of surfaces 
underfoot, the air or wind against our skin, and the effort of passing through a space, 
particularly if this entails climbing or descending. Reassurance and comfort is mostly 
minimizing opportunities for crime and antisocial behavior and providing appropriate 
spots in which to linger, sit, eat, drink and converse. We generally feel comforted 
by experiencing natural elements in the landscape. Natural elements are also 
experienced through hearing, touch and smell. 
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C. Local Principles
1)  Principles of Hong Kong public spatial practice 

The following is exerpted from the Hong Kong Planning Standards and 
Guidelines, Chapter 4

HK Planning Standards and Guideline — Recreation, Open Space and 
Greening 
This section is concerned with those aspects of recreation which require special 
facilities to cater for widespread public demand, and land areas to be allocated in town 
plans. It provides an equitable basis for the reservation of land for recreation facilities 
and open space, and to guide the planning, distribution and, where appropriate, design 
of these facilities.

   Key Trends in Recreational Pursuits
• There is a substantial demand for more passive open space near home as a result of 
the aging population, and for an improvement in the quality of facilities (e.g. planting, 
new equipment and lighting); There is a demand for more of the popular facilities such 
as swimming pools and sports centres, and for a greater variety of recreation activities; 
There is also an increasing popularity of water sports. 

   Principles of Recreation and Open Space Planning
• Quantity: meet the demand of  ‘core activities’.
• Good Practice : (easy access, optimum usage and enable complementar y 
improvements) an integrated recreation and open space framework incorporating 
continuous pedestrian and/or cycle links.
• Vision: location and physical characteristics; population structure and socioeconomic 
characteristics; recreation potential and opportunities par ticularly any attractive 

of facilities including dual or multiple use; accessibility of facilities; scope for private 
development; scope for special facilities; and provision and accessibility of facilities for 
special groups such as the disabled.

   Ratio Between Active and Passive Open Space (3:2)

  Locational Guidelines for Open Space: (preferably within a radius of not more 
than about 0.4km)

   Special Needs for the Disabled and the Elderly:
• public toilets; shaded planting areas for walking and sitting; adequate lighting; 
emergency phones; handicapped facilities; visual-free walking areas; ramps with 
handrails in preference to steps; and car or bus dropping-off points near to venues; 
safe crossings.    Sports and Leisure Centres: (badminton, squash, basketball, table 

   Recreation Facilities for the Elderly
• Elder people often have less sensitive vision, hearing and touch abilities. The 
installation of exercise facilities should place signage, handles, handrails, knobs, and grab 
bars etc. at appropriate locations. Good texture material for ground surface should be 
used for Tai Chi exercise.
• Sufficient sitting facilities, under shade and/or shelter, should be provided close 
to exercise area not only for resting of the elderly but also facilitating their social 
interaction.
• Barriers in accessibility to the exercise facilities such as narrow and uneven 
footpaths, indirect or gradient routing, presence of obstacles etc. should be avoided. 
An inclusive design approach that emphasizes a common access for all should be 
adopted. Some detailed principles and recommendations of such an approach to free 
barriers are contained in the handbook 'Universal Accessibility.

   Functions of Greening 
• provide food and shelter for wildlifwe; maintain the ecology of the area and 
conserve wildlife
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 Quality More Important than Quantity
• As the uniqueness of public space is its public nature, the role of public space is 
irreplaceable in our city. As such, the most fundamental purpose of public space is 
to effectively catalyze public life to happen. It is hence imperative that the design and 
management of public space has to be people-oriented, encouraging public use.
• In order to uphold our status as a world-class city, Hong Kong should pay close 
attention to the quality of our public spaces, encouraging public life, not only attracting 
foreigners to visit and invest in Hong Kong, but also becoming a desired living place 
for residents.

HK Public Space Initiative
Hong Kong Public Space Initiative (“HKPSI”) is a charitable non-profit organization 
for organizing research, education and community engagement programs. The ideal 
public space that they defined in HK should be paid more attention to the social 

life is their focal point.

   Accessibility
• convenient geographical location, availability of transport links, high visibility to the 
public, clear entrance and the provision of barrier-free access.

   Environment & Facilities
• appropriate recreational facilities and performance venues (seating, lighting, running 
paths, shading and water); ample bright lightning, open, security, hygiene and comfort. 

   Public Utilization
• public spaces should become a “place” instead of merely a “space”. As such, design 

space resembles the blood capillaries of a city, bringing nutrients to different parts and 
connecting them with life.

   Sociability

of public space as a place for physical social life is becoming even more prominent.
• Accommodating voices of people from all walks of life; eliminating obstructions 
that discourage interactions; providing venues for performances, exhibitions and 
recreational activities which all encourage sociability, etc.  

• extending our living environment (individual dimension) ; strengthening community 
bonding (community dimension); balance urban development (city dimension)
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2)  Hong Kong government urban design guidelines

The following exerpts from  the Hong Kong government urban design guidelines are 
relevant to this project

HK Planning Standards and Guideline — Urban Design Guidelines
It covers both the major general urban design issues and air ventilation to shape a 
better physical environment in aesthetic and functional terms and at macro and micro 
levels. It concerns about the total visual effect of building masses, connections with 
people and places, creation of spaces for movements, urban amenities and public 
realm, and the process for improving the overall townscape.

For General Urban Design Consideration
   Marco Level (manmade)
• Contribution to the cityscape in terms of adding legibility and creating high 
quality city environment; Compatibility with landscape and development pattern; 

   Intermediate Level (man-made)
• Compatibility with street pattern; Visual impact and suitability of landmark feature; 

   Micro Level (man-made)
• Contextual and functional appropriateness at street level; Contribution to 
pedestrian-friendly environment; Human scale and quality enhancement
  

Waterfront Sites
creating a quality harbor-front (Victoria Harbour) through encouraging innovative 
building design and a variety of tourist, retail, leisure and recreational activities, and 
providing an integrated network of open space and pedestrian links.

   Notice for Functional diversity
1) sites along the waterfront should be reserved for cultural, tourism-related, 
recreational and retail activities. 2) activities’ recommendations: visual interest and low-
key activities. 3) the diversity utilization of continuous waterfront promenade (e.g. 

(e.g. landscaping areas, sitting out areas, lookout areas, boardwalks, and small piers,etc)
  
   Vehicle and Pedestrian Circulation (maximize accessibility to waterfront)

Public Realm
At the level of street, the retail frontage should be encouraged in areas with high 

open space, it is essential to create orientation and visual linkage to direct pedestrian 
to open space. Meanwhile, heritage conservation needs to be paid high attention to 
(scale, color, materials or architectural design on old and new buildings).

Air Ventilation (District level)
• settling breezeways along major prevailing wind directions and air paths 
intersecting the breezeways should be provided; linkage of roads, open spaces and 
low-rise buildings to form breezeways

   
Air Ventilation (Site level)
• Terraced Podium Design
level and providing setback parallel to the prevailing wind
• Staggered Building Blocks Arrangement — gaps between building blocks to 
enhance air permeability
•  — to divert winds to lower levels
• Cool Materials — characterized by high solar reflectivity and/or high emissivity, 
should be used in the pavements, streets and building façades to decrease absorption 
of solar radiation

For Commercial Zone
• Creating the commercial image in residential areas through using commercial centre 
to create identity for residential area and district character ; allowing alternative routes 
to create great pedestrian movement.
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The following are exerpted from the Hong Kong Government's recommendations for 
using local vegetation in landscape projects in the SAR

Guidelines on Use of Native Species
• These are the recommended native plant species for use in planting on man-made 
slopes. This guideline aims to promote the use of native plant species in public works 
projects, by recapitulating major factors to be considered in their application with 
regard to the basic principles and constraints in using native plant species.

   Recommended Native Plant Species for Use in Planting on Manmade 
Slopes
• Native species with strong pioneering characteristics, ornamental value, fast 
growing or easy-to-maintain qualities, ability to establish in harsh conditions and higher 
ecological value (to enhance biodiversity, natural succession, and sustainability of slope 
vegetation covers); Planting right species at the right place which can be contributing 
to sustainable landscape and cost effectiveness.

• Using native plant species: enhance the ecological functions of the plantation; help 
restore local biodiversity; connect existing woodlands; provides movement corridors 
for urban wildlife; minimize the risk of introducing accidentally invasive exotic species 
to the ecosystem; bring local plants closer to people for demonstration of the value of 
biodiversity
• Diverse ecological communities (local fauna) comprising native species are generally 
more ecologically sustainable which further enrich the plant biodiversity and serve as 
a catalyst for ecological rehabilitation.

   Overview
• It is often impractical to plant native species for regeneration in urban planting sites, 
heavily eroded sites or other disturbed areas because of intense human disturbance, 
unsatisfactory soil and unsuitable microclimates (e.g. Acacia spp. and Eucalyptus 
spp.).Alternatively, mixed planting of suitable combination of native and exotic species 

• Staggered Building Blocks Arrangement — gaps between building blocks to 
enhance air permeability
•  — to divert winds to lower levels
• Cool Materials — characterized by high solar reflectivity and/or high emissivity, 
should be used in the pavements, streets and building façades to decrease absorption 
of solar radiation

For Commercial Zone
• Creating the commercial image in residential areas through using commercial centre 
to create identity for residential area and district character ; allowing alternative routes 
to create great pedestrian movement.

3)  Local Vegetation 
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PROGRAMME

This section presents the general guidelines that should underlie the design 
of the Green Deck. It is split into sub-scetions on General Guidelines, 

Organizing Principles, the Green Deck within the Local Context, and the 
internal programming of the project, subdivided by user groups 
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The primary characteristic of the Green Deck will be in its 
literal “green-ness.” This project will first and foremost be a 
verdant oasis that stands in stark contrast to its concrete and 
steel surroundings. At least 80% of the upper level of the deck 
should be covered in vegetation. This should include accessible 
green (lawns and groves) as well as protected green (habitats 
and ornamental plantings). The green space of the deck 
should be open and not over-programmed. There will be 
lawns to walk on and play on, dense planting of shade trees 
to shelter paved areas. Groves of trees will be interspersed 
with network of paths and clearings rather than being off-
limits. Planting and maintenance strategies should be planned 
to anticipate and accommodate this. The Green Deck will use 
local vegetation in a wide variety, to provide an ecologically 
native environment that also contributes to promotion and 

paths should be achieved primarily by vegetation rather than 
architectural or other man-made interventions. The entire 
deck should have a “botanical garden” character. Activities 
such as community gardening and volunteer plant caretaker 
programmes will be encouraged to give local people a sense 
of stewardship of this green environment.

Guideline 1: GREEN 

A. General Guidelines
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Guideline 2: SOCIAL 

The Green Deck will provide a variety of spaces for people 
to come together. Each of the spaces and facilities should be 
designed in a way that contributes to people being able to 
gather, both within their groups and to meet and interface 
with other groups of people, while allowing each group to 
have its defensible space. Great public spaces are also places 
to “see and be seen.” Senior citizens value vantage points 
from which to watch a variety of human activities unfold. 
Particularly for younger people (especially women) in their 
20s to 30s, public space is used to “perform a public identity,” 
in places such as cafes that extend their inner life out into the 
public realm. Indoor and outdoor spaces that can be used for 
gatherings and events of the local community will enhance 

of the place.
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Guideline 3: SUSTAINABLE  

A wide variety of technical innovations and design and 
construction technologies will be mobilized in the design 
and construction of the Green Deck that will make it a 
world-class demonstration project for sustainable urban 
development. Accordingly, the Green Deck as a whole, 
and each of its component parts, will be designed with the 
intention of raising awareness and understanding of “green” 
issues, behaviour and technology. The Green Deck will be 
a place for the demonstration, facilitation and enacting 
of green practices. An ongoing programme of initiatives, 
competitions and events will be organized to showcase 
sustainable developments. Systems, facilities and programmes 
will be instated to facilitate reducing, reusing, recycling and 
up-cycling of materials in the local communities. A life-cycle 
plan for all elements of the Green Deck should be proposed; 
meaning that disassembly and reuse of elements should be 
planned, including providing for the possibility of upgrading 
technologies with better performing, more sustainable ones 
as they become available. As described in more detail under 
the discussion of the “tourists” user group, various elements 
and initiatives will be instated to turn the space of the Green 
Deck into a living demonstration of “eco-culture.”
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Guideline 4: SHELTER  

A convivial public space for Hong Kong must be designed 
with a consciousness of the particularities of the local climate, 
which in Hong Kong is characterized by rain and/or strong 
sun for much of the year. The park should offer various types 
of shelter throughout, including covered paths and gathering 
spaces, laid out in a way such that a contiguous network of 
sheltered paths and a collection of sheltered spaces allow 
some uses on the deck to continue rain-or-shine. Sheltered 
spaces on the upper level should have a high degree of 
openness to the outside. The design of the upper level should 
be laid out in a way that acknowledges local prevailing wind 
patterns in allowing for cross-ventilation, while sheltering 
from sun and rain. Fully enclosed interior spaces should 
be integrated into the middle level of the deck wherever 
possible, to avoid the construction of large buildings at the 
upper park level. The middle level of the green deck will be 
an indoor space, but should still be afforded views and access 
to the green upper level - sheltered but not separated/
alienated from the green.
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Guideline 5: PROCESS-ORIENTED

An integral part of the design for the Green Deck will be 
an ongoing scheme for involvement of end-users and other 

during the design process and also on a continuous basis 
after the project is constructed. Strategies for monitoring and 
adaptation of facilities and uses should be planned-in from the 
beginning. This should include ongoing forums and stakeholder 
engagement and co-design. There is a need to work with local 
managers (management committee composed of different 
stakeholders) in the design for long-term manageability, and 
responsiveness to the changing needs of society.
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Guideline 6: PATHS

The variety of users and uses of the Green Deck will be 
enabled by a careful planning of a network of paths linking 
its various spaces and facilities. Paths should be planned 
in a hierarchy, with a main path offering the “boulevard” 
experience, circuits linking the various functions. Whereas the 
paths through the central level of the deck should follow a 

the upper deck will be planned as experiences, meandering, 
providing moments of discovery, variety and arrival. Paths 
should be laid out with a logic of separation of spaces of 
slow and fast movement. Paths with different characters 
and speeds should be separated, with bicycles and running 

of tourists or event audiences separated from paths for local 
people’s activities, hectic commuter paths separated from 
slow leisure paths, etc. The Green Deck will be a new link 
in the pedestrian and bicycle path network of the area, so 
that the paths of this public space will also be embedded as 
a landmark and a node in a wider web of alternative ways 
through the city. The different relations of different user 
groups to the paths of the Green Deck are discussed in more 
detail in the following section.
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Guideline 7: SEATING

Convivial public space should allow for multiple ways of 
“being in” (and especially “being together in”) the space, not 
just “passing through. Accordingly, a range of suitable sitting 
opportunities should be offered. Seating arrangements should 
be planned by the principles of “refuge and prospect”, i.e. 
that people feel most at ease in a situations where they are 
sheltered and protected but are afforded an open view of 
their surroundings. People tend to like to observe rather than 
be observed (particularly from behind), and seats without a 
wall or other barrier behind them are likely to be underused.  
Sitting places should thus enable passive (outward) viewing 
of the cityscape, of the nature in the green park, of other 
people. There will also be more introverted seating clusters 
for people wanting to gather in groups, flexible / mobile 
seating that can be moved around, and seating for audiences 
of (both formal and impromptu) events. Beyond purpose-
designed benches and seating, the landscape of the Green 
Deck should also afford grassy areas for relaxing and a 
variety of impromptu seating and lying possibilities, such as 
ledges, fences, stones, etc. that can be appropriated as seating 
/ leaning / lying areas. Some groups and sub-groups of the 
users of the Green Deck (such as senior residents, children’s 
caretakers, domestic helpers, etc.) will have particular needs 
and preferences in terms of seating, as outlined in more detail 
in the following section. 
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Guideline 8: 24-HOUR SPACE

As a pivotal public space in Kowloon, forming a link between 
homes, workplaces, tourism attractions and places of 
recreation and relaxation, the Green Deck must be “open all 
hours,” in step with the 24-hour city of Hong Kong.  Key areas 
and paths through the upper green level of the Deck will be 
well-lit, and enlivened through the encouragement of night-
time activities, so it doesn’t become a “dead” space at night, 
and can continue to offer a safe and pleasant link between 
surrounding districts at all hours. Allowing views into the 
spaces of the Green Deck from the buildings surrounding it 
can encourage “eyes on the street” that can increase security.
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Guideline 9: DIGITAL DIMENSION 

As a 21st-century urban public space, the digital dimension 
will be an integral facet of the Green Deck. The Green 
Deck will be a free government wi-fi hotspot. Digital 
information screens and interfaces of various types will be 
located throughout the park, to facilitate people in using 
the park, understanding and learning from the environment 
and technical innovations of the project, adapting and 
appropriating the spaces of the Green Deck to meet their 
needs, informing themselves about green technologies and 
sustainability, etc. A website will be maintained to support all 
of these uses, and an ongoing series of apps will be developed 
to add increasing possibilities to the ways in which people can 
use and experience the Green Deck.
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Guideline 10: NESTED DESIGN PROJECTS

The Green Deck is conceived as a large project, within 
which many diverse small projects are embedded. Individual 
designers will be engaged to take on sub-projects within the 
Green Deck initiative, to bring in a variety of approaches and 
collaborators. Each of these projects is also an opportunity 
for a design competition, to invite a variety of innovative 
and focused ideas. Examples of such sub-projects include 
the children’s playgrounds, the skate park, the seating (for 
which different designers could be engaged to design the 
seating for different areas), the programmes of events, iconic 
roof structures, etc. Additionally, an ongoing programme of 
competitions and commissions will continue to add new 
public sculptures and other artworks to the space. A design 
competition would also be appropriate to achieve a bold and 
iconic sustainably designed piece of architecture for the eco-
culture pavilion (described in the next section).
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B. Organizing Principles

General organizing principle (section)

The Green Deck is to be conceived in three layers: an upper level which will be an 
open green park; a middle level for circulation, retail and mechanical functions, and 
a lower zone for the existing Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza. Thus, the Green Deck 
will in effect be a layering of three different programmes with different purposes 
and functions. The top park level will be a convivial public space for the community 
(introducing a central new social, cultural and ecological entity to the city), the central 
level a commercial and functional level (creating a money-making economic face for 
the site) and the bottom level a transport level (continuing and augmenting the site’s 

The layering of programmes in this way will allow each of the three levels to fulfil 
its purpose optimally, without unwanted interference between the three different 
programmes. Buffer zones where the three programmes meet should be introduced 
in a reasoned and strategic manner. For instance, waiting and boarding areas for buses 
will span between the middle and lower levels to enable pollution-free waiting in close 
proximity to retail amenities and views to the park. Cafes and restaurants can span 
from the commercial area to the park, in order to provide appropriate amenities that 
contribute to the quality of the experience of both levels.

A porous design that lets daylight and ventilation into the lower levels, as well as 
allowing penetration of green into middle level. A sunken plaza(s) or garden(s), etc. 
can help to link the upper and middle levels and bring light and ventilation into the 
lower level as well.

General organizing principle (plan)

The upper level of the Green Deck will be broadly organized in functional / thematic 
clusters of uses and facilities. Each of these clusters will be a spatially compact and 
functionally coherent group of functions serving a particular societal purpose, including:

Sports cluster:
the main users of this cluster will be members of the local community, with members 
of the local business and academic community as secondary users

Service cluster: a concentration of public service amenities primarily targeted at 
serving members of the local community

Eco-culture cluster: centred on a new scientific and cultural institution around 
ecology and sustainability - the Eco-cultural Centre - which will be the nucleus of 
the Eco-cultural landscape - a network of artworks, installations and educational and 
interpretative elements throughout the Green Deck.

Tourism cluster: group tourists would be the largest group of users of this cluster,. 

short-term tourist visitors to the Green Deck, to avoid an impression of the place as a 
whole being “overrun” by these groups. Secondary points of interest for independent 
tourists will exist throughout the Green Deck.

Event cluster: a zone of indoor and outdoor spaces of different sizes and characters, 
to support a comprehensive variety of different events, contiguous with the existing 
Hong Kong Coliseum.

The functions, facilities and character of each of these clusters and their sub-
components is discussed in more detail in the Programme section of this brief, in 
which a set of indicative uses is proposed. These uses are intended as indicative rather 
than comprehensive. The detailed articulation of the facilities of each of these clusters 

relevant 
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C. The Green Deck Within Kowloon 
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The plan on the previous page gives an overview 
of the existing parks in the greater Kowlloon area, 
including the major facilities provided by each of the 
surrounding public green spaces. Additional information 
on exisitng public amenities is compiled in a series of 
maps in Appendix D of this document.

The plan to the right illustrates the proposed links 
and extensions to the local pdedstrian and bicycle 
circulation networks that will be created by the Green 
Deck. Recommendations on the integration of these 
paths into the Green Deck are given in various of the 
preceding and following sub-sections of this section.
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There are four existing outdoor public spaces 

Green Deck site: the pedestrianized zone of Tsim 
Sha Tsui East, the harbour front promenade, the 
Hong Kong Coliseum podium and the Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University campus podium. However, 
there is only the most tenuous of spatial and 
functional continuity or even accessibility between 
these spaces, such that the public space of the 
eastern Kowloon Peninsula remains disjointed 
and fragmented. The most obvious barrier to the 
integration of these spaces is the chasm presented 
by the Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza, the 
proposed site of the Green Deck.

The Green Deck will fill this gap between these 
four existing spaces to create an expansive and 
diverse continuum of public space that will allow 
for connections and synergies between the existing 
spaces, while also filling in for the individual and 
collective functional deficiencies of these spaces 
(for instance, little existing provision for sports, 
play or exercise, no significant-sized green areas, 
no community amenities…). The relationships that 
should be established between the Green Deck 
project and each of these four spaces is detailed 
below. 

D. The Green Deck Within the Immediate Context
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The Harbour Front Promenade
Existing Character:
This waterfront walk affords views of one of the world’s 
most famous and breathtaking urban panoramas – 
that of the Hong Kong skyline across Victoria Harbour. 
There are street-level seating and viewing sites at various 
intervals. The promenade begins at its western end with a 
concentration of transportation, attractions and activities 
including the Star Ferry pier, the Harbour City shopping 
centre, the Hong Kong Museum of Art, Cultural Centre 
and Space Museum, continuing past the Avenue of Stars 

amenities as it approaches its eastern terminus, ending 
unceremoniously at a maintenance centre and storage 

Relation to the Green Deck:
As a counterpoint to the western end, the Green Deck 
will provide an analogous cluster of activities including 
transpor t (Star Ferry at the west, Hung Hom Station 
at the east), and culture (Hong Kong Museum of Ar t, 
Cultural Centre and Space Museum at the west, and the 
new Eco-cultural Centre and Eco-cultural landscape on 
the Green Deck at the east, with links to the History and 
Science museums), and will provide a green counterpoint 
to the Harbour City shopping centre. The connection 
between the Green Deck and the promenade will need 
to be artfully designed to bridge or skirt intervening roads 
in providing a grand and generously proportioned link 
(see also the sub-section on Tourists and Leisure Users 
for more details on the proposed relations between the 
Green Deck and this space).

Tsim Sha Tsui East Pedestrianized Zone
Existing Character:
A web of pedestrianized streets and outdoor public spaces 
(with internal shopping passageways within the majority 
of the commercial buildings as a secondary circulation 
network) permeates the district of Tsim Sha Tsui East, 
centred on the public square of Centenary Garden and 
with Granville Road as its main axis. These streets and 
squares are lined with a typical Hong Kong commercial 
mix of restaurants and shops and populated with trees, 
fountains and street furniture. These spaces are for the 
most par t hard-surfaced and most of the surrounding 
activities are commercial in nature.

Relation to the Green Deck:
The Green Deck will become an extension of this web of 
spaces, spatially and functionally fusing with these streets 
and squares in two ways. Firstly, it will offer green public 
space with oppor tunities for exercise and recreation 
(in contrast to the paved, commercial character of the 
existing spaces). Secondly, a path from the pedestrianized 
Granville Road, across a new expanded raised pedestrian 
walkway and through the middle level of the Green Deck 
to Hung Hom Station will become a continuous retail and 
gastronomy avenue linking the existing and augmented 
transpor t hub seamlessly with Tsim Sha Tsui East and 
Centenary Garden, increasing economic synergy and 
integration (see also the sub-sections on Local Business 
Community and Tourists and Leisure Users for more 
details on the proposed relations between the Green 
Deck and this space).
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The Hong Kong Coliseum Podium
Existing Character:
The flat concrete paved plane on which the Hong Kong 
Coliseum sits is a desolate and neglected public space for most 
times of most days of the week and year. Recent additions of 

urban amenities and devoid of reasons to linger. On days when 
there are events in the Coliseum, the space serves primary 
as a holding zone for queues of people entering or exiting 
the venue, and short-term occupation before or after events. 
This space has no adjacent or contiguous shops, restaurants or 
facilities for public activities of any kind, and is thus an empty 
and cut-off fragment of space.

Relation to the Green Deck:
The upper level of the Green Deck will meet the podium 
of the Coliseum to form a continuous expanse of urban 
space, such that this space and the Green Deck will become 
contiguous, forming a generous expanse that will allow 
integration of the events of the Coliseum into the broad leisure 
offerings of the Green Deck. Commercial retail and gastronomy 
spaces at the middle level of the Green Deck will serve event 
audiences. Expanded and multiple pedestrian paths at this level 
should be designed to efficiently channel the concentrated 

and the transport hubs (see also the sub-section on Event 
Attendees for more details on the proposed relations between 
the Green Deck and this space). The Coliseum podium will thus 
become a pivotal space via which the currently isolated Hung 
Hom Station forecourt and the Metropolis shopping/residential 
development will have a direct interface with this public space 
continuum.

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University Campus Podium
Existing Character:
The podium of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University is the 
primary circulation level of the campus and an expanse of 
public space with attractive and well-established plantings of 
trees and shrubs. It is open to the general public and is used 
freely by a relatively small number of members of the public, 
mostly seniors in the morning hours for exercise (tai chi, etc.) 
or relaxation. In areas that are protected from the sun and rain, 
a wide variety of student activities enliven the podium in the 
evenings, including groups practicing drama, singing, dancing, 
martial arts and other dynamic and social activities. There are 
frequent exhibits occupying small or large areas of the campus, 
attracting members of the general public as well as PolyU staff 
and students. The PolyU podium is raised above ground level 
and separated from its surroundings by a ring of busy streets 
and highways, giving it an “island” character with little organic 
connection to other public spaces or streets.

Relation to the Green Deck
The upper (park), middle (commercial / circulation) and 
lower (transport) levels of the Green Deck should all have 
connections to the PolyU podium level. The interface between 
the Green Deck and the campus should be developed in a way 

welcoming face of the university to the public, encouraging the 
university to be perceived as “part of the neighbourhood” (in 
distinction to its present island character) by both the university 
community and local residents. Retail and gastronomic offerings 

proximity to the campus, as the most accessible commercial 
offerings for the university community (see also the sub-section 
on the Academic Community for more details on the proposed 
relations between the Green Deck and this space).
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E. The Users of the Green Deck

In this section, the proposed programme for the Green 
Deck is described in detail, with reference to six broad  
segments of society who represent the major groups of 
eventual users of the Green Deck. These groups are: Local 
Residents, Tourists and Leisure Users, the Local Business 
Communty, Commuters, Event Attendees and members of 
the HKPolyU Academic Communty.

The accompanying three diagrams illustrate the expected 
broad patterns of use of this public space (primarily the 
upper park level: the use of the middle and lower level 
would be highest at morning and evening commuting times) 
by these different groups, over a typical day, month and year 
(for these diagrams, event attendees can be considered as 
related to tourists).

DAILY CYCLE
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MONTHLY CYCLE YEARLY CYCLE
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1) User Group: LOCAL RESIDENTS 
Representative area: HUNG HOM 
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Vision: For local residents, the Green Deck will become the primary outdoor community 
space of Kowloon, providing spaces and facilities for all nature of public activities across 
the full range of demographics.

The nearest residential area to the Green Deck is in Hung Hom district, which is 
bordered by Victoria Harbour to the south and King’s Park to the west. Residents of 

facilities.

The Hung Hom residential area can be split broadly into two parts: a zone of mid-to-
high-rise public housing and low-to-mid-rise older buildings generally to the north and 
west, and another zone of high-rise higher-income housing developments generally to 
the south and east. This latter zone is home to a considerable number of expatriates, 
particularly Japanese.

The Green Deck will be the closest public green area for most of the southern part 
of Hung Hom, as the only current park in the district – Hutchison Park – is located 
in the north of Hung Hom. An existing network of footbridges and tunnels links the 
residential parts of Hung Hom to the Green Deck site. Residents have expressed 
the desire for a “greater variety” of facilities in public parks, beyond the standardized 
provisions.

Approach 
Members of this group will approach the site primarily by foot, via existing footbridges 
and tunnels, or via the PolyU campus podium or waterfront promenade. The 
enhanced connectivity brought by the Green Deck should also encourage these same 
groups to arrive by bicycle via new cycle paths.

Programme elements for local people:
Indoor spaces – these uses will be arranged in concentrated “clusters” of facilities 
accessible from both the middle (circulation) level and the upper (green park) level of 
the Green Deck:
      Community cluster / civic centre
• a library branch, as either an extension or re-location and expansion of the 

existing Cheong Wan Road public library
• community hall for public gatherings and initiatives 
• special services for disadvantaged segments of society (such as pre-school 

children with disabilities) not served by current provisions in the community
• government service / information facilities, such Environmental Protection 

      Department customer service / information centre
• an intergrated "wellness centre"
• associated rest rooms, concessions areas
      Sports cluster
• indoor sports facilities (such as squash, badminton, swimming pool, gym, general 

purpose activity halls). The exact mix of these activities should be determined 
through a process of stakeholder collaboration between government and local 
residents

• associated locker, shower, rest rooms, chill-out, concessions areas
      Outdoor spaces:
• full-sized  with spectator area, associated locker rooms and showers
• outdoor sports courts (tennis, basketball, badminton, etc.), to be determined by 

government-resident stakeholder collaboration process
• dog run – contained outdoor zone where dogs can run free, with associated rest/

socialization areas for the dog owners
• an open lawn for relaxation and unstructured activities
• various outdoor spaces, sheltered from the sun and rain by natural or man-made 

elements, allowing a variety of opportunities for individual and social enjoyment of 
the place

• among these spaces, a public square that can support community gathering, 
discussion and performances. Should allow for a stage-audience set-up but not 
be over-structured so as to exclude more informal, non-hierarchical types of 
gathering

• plots for urban farming and gardening 
• other sports, play, and recreational facilities as detailed under the sub-groups 

below

      Retail and gastronomy:
• concessions, cafes and restaurants – a variety of gastronomic offerings should be 

available to users of the park, with outdoor seating areas that contribute to the 
conviviality of the place, but not to the extent that free public seating is excluded 
or marginalized from any given area of the park

• appropriate retail outlets to serve the local community should be located 
at the middle level of the Green Deck, convenient to the main paths 
of approach from residential areas but not facing onto the park itself. 

Beyond the general provisions for local residents, several sub-groups of the local 
community merit particular consideration in the design of the Green Deck, including: 
younger children and their caretakers, older children, youth, women, the elderly and 
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domestic helpers. The following paragraphs briefly outline the characteristics and 
needs of each of these groups, as well as particular considerations for facilities that 
should be taken into account to accommodate each sub-group.

Sub-group Younger Children (and their caretakers)
Younger children will tend to be curious and exploratory in their use of space. At 
the same time, they are the group most in need of supervision and protection. They 
require spaces that provide rich opportunities for discovery and a diverse range 
of activities. Both structured and unstructured play must be accommodated. These 
children will always be accompanied by a caretaker, and the spaces intended for these 
children should be designed in tandem with appropriate spaces of rest and socializing 
for these caretakers.

Particular programme elements for younger children and their caretakers:
• playgrounds with purpose-designed equipment (as a nested design project), with 

suitable seating for parents and guardians clustered around, in a way that allows 
them to also have social interaction

• nature experience zone(s) that allow children to interact and play with natural 
elements in an open-ended, exploratory way

• retail (concessions / cafes) as well as non-retail sheltered seating groups for 
caretakers, closely clustered with the playgrounds and nature experience zone(s)

Sub-group Older Children
Older children make the most active use of the landscape, and are most likely to 
be adventurous and inventive in their use of space. Open, less structured areas for 
play are appropriate for them. Spaces for these children also need the possibility of 
parental proximity but not as close or constant supervision. Interesting, undulating, 
varying topography is interesting for these children.

Particular programme elements for older children:
• 
• 

around the play area should be designed to allow this group of children to hide, 
climb, construct and improvise in their play

• Eco-cultural landscape (see following section for more complete description of 
this element) - to the greatest extent possible, the artworks and installations of 
this element should encourage dynamic interactivity and exploration by older 
children, to encourage play as a learning experience 

• paved bicycle practice zone

Sub-group Youth

sports. They will also use the public space of the park for social activities among their 
peer group. 

Particular programme elements for youth:
• skate park (as a nested design project), with a spectator area 
• indoor and outdoor , particularly basketball courts
• 
• social gathering areas adjacent to each of these uses, with seating, lockers, etc.

Sub-group Women
Security is a particular consideration for female users of public space. Though this sub-
group is placed within the section on local residents, women constitute about half 
of nearly all of the user groups of the Green Deck discussed in this brief, and these 
considerations should be seen as supplementary to the general recommendations for 
each user group, to ensure that the particular considerations for the female members 
of each group are taken into account.

Sub-group Seniors
Elderly residents have the greatest amount of free time of any user group, and the 

time in public space than other user groups, and will use the space more regularly 
at different times of the day, week and year. This group has the highest propensity of 

be designed with awareness of the elderly, as well as others with less sensitive senses 
of vision and touch.

Particular programme elements for seniors:
• senior-suitable exercise equipment and activity zones
• tai chi areas, to allow multiple groups to practice simultaneously. Shelter from sun 

and rain.
• Paths: the paths used by seniors in their day-to-day use of the park should be 

designed to be well-lit in the early morning hours, avoid steep slopes, obstacles or 
unnecessarily long distances or winding or narrow paths

Elderly residents will be among the most prevalent users of seating in parks on a day-
to-day basis, and they will tend to occupy this seating for a longer time than members 
of other groups. This necessitates certain considerations:  
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      links for pedestrians and bicycles to Hung Hom and other surrounding residential  
      areas
 

       •  Seating for resting should be spaced regularly along all walking paths
       •  Seating groups for social interaction in groups of 2-6 individuals should be 
           provided at covered locations off of main circulation routes
       •  Seating for elderly should provide vantage points from which activities of 
           others (children, tourists, etc.) can be comfortably observed

Sub-group Domestic Helpers
Members of this group will be among the caretakers accompanying young children in 
the park and will also enter or cross the middle and top levels of the Green Deck on 
a daily basis in the course of running errands. However, this group’s most intensive and 
extensive use of public space is very concentrated on their free day, which is typically 
Sunday. The Green Deck should provide spaces that make these members of Hong 

space for ordered group seating in attractive and comfortable settings in a way that 
does not block circulation of other users of the space.

Particular programme elements for domestic helpers:
• The design should provide sheltered spaces that will be dedicated for the use 

of this sub-group on Sundays, and are suitable for other users and uses at other 
times of the week. Groups of 2-8 or occasionally larger should be accommodated

• allow for temporary businesses such as money remittance and food to be 
conducted in the park, that can pop-up on the weekend and disappear at other 
times

• the increased demand for trash collection and female toilets during weekends 
should be anticipated in the design

Participation / partnerships:
• Public participation exercises should be conducted to co-determine the detailed 

programming and design of the spaces and facilities for local people, to select the 
designs for sub-projects such as playgrounds, etc.

• Community groups should be involved on a continual basis in the management 
and ongoing planning of the Green Deck as a whole, and the running of 
programmes such as community gardening

• Studies and focus groups should be conducted to determine the expected usage 
rate of infrastructure and sports facilities, service objects, etc., in order to more 
precisely specify and size the amenities to be provided

• The Green Deck project invites the development of new footbridges and other 
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2) User Group: TOURISTS 
Representative area: TSIM SHA TSUI EAST
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Vision: For tourists, the Green Deck will be one of the iconic “must see” experiences 
of Hong Kong, and will reward those willing to spend more time and attention with rich 
experiences in the culture of sustainable development

Tsim Sha Tsui East has one of the highest concentrations of large hotels in Hong 
Kong, particularly along Mody Road. The Hong Kong Science Museum and Museum 
of History are also located in this area, near the western edge of the proposed Green 
Deck. Through new pedestrian bridges, the design should provide organic links to the 
upper green level of the deck from Mody Road (the main hotel thoroughfare of the 
area), as well as enabling access from the “eco-cultural” offerings of the Green Deck 
(the Eco-cultural Centre and the Eco-cultural Landscape, as described below) to the 
Hong Kong Museum of Science and the Hong Kong Museum of History, forming an 
extended cultural cluster.

The Green Deck will also introduce a strong and worthy eastern terminus to the 
tourist experience Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront promenade, which is anchored at its 
western end by a strong cluster of tourism attractions and activities, continues past 
the Avenue of Stars but gradually and indistinctly dissipates toward its western end. As 
a counterpoint to the western end, the Green Deck will provide an analogous cluster 
of activities including transport (Star Ferry at the west, Hung Hom Station at the east), 
and culture (Hong Kong Museum of Art, Cultural Centre and Space Museum at the 
west, and the new Eco-cultural Centre and Eco-cultural landscape on the Green Deck 
at the east, with links to the History and Science museums), and will provide a green 
counterpoint to the Harbour City shopping centre.

The design should acknowledge the role of the Green Deck as a lynchpin in the 

surrounding tourism infrastructure will be achieved by:
• Mody Road access to the Green Deck: A new grand stair/ramp as a northerly 

extension of the hotel avenue of Mody Road up to the Green Deck for 
pedestrians

• Cheong Wan Road access: A similar construction linking the Green Deck 
(particularly the Eco-cultural Centre described below) to Cheong Wan Road as 
an extension of the Tsim Sha Tsui East museum and cultural cluster 

Relevant groups of tourists for this site can be divided into four sub-groups: mass 
tourists, independent tourists, special interest tourists and local tourists. These sub-
groups are distinct from one another in terms of their behaviour and motivations, as

detailed below:

Sub-group Mass tourists
This sub-group of tourists travels in large groups, following predetermined itineraries 
anchored by the places that are considered the most “iconic” sights and experiences 
of the destination. By far the largest number of such tourists in Hong Kong come from 

The tourist experience for this group will be concentrated on one particular “highlight” 
that will be one of the “must do” moments of a visit to Hong Kong, as well as a cluster 
of other extension uses surrounding and supporting it. The design of the highlight and 
the other elements of this cluster should provide multiple iconic “photo moments” 

itself to being captured photographically and shared. These will also be the “postcard 
shots” that will embed the Green Deck in the mainstream shared consciousness as an 
emblem of Hong Kong.

The highlight of the Green Deck for these tourists will be a viewing platform that 
provides the “highest public waterfront vantage of the harbour in Hong Kong,” 
as well as providing a vantage from which the Green Deck itself can be captured 
photographically in its entirety. It can be experienced as a single moment by those 
being dropped-off by tour bus, or as the point of final arrival for groups walking 
along the waterfront promenade: providing a missing terminus for the promenade 
experience that begins at the Star Ferry and Harbour City.

The attraction and facilities for this group should be concentrated at the Southern 
end of the Green Deck, in order to allow for easy access and egress and efficient, 
compact crowd control, as well as to prevent these large and often boisterous groups 
from overrunning other areas of the park.

Approach:
These groups will typically be dropped-off by tour bus at the site perimeter, or 
will enter the site by foot if their itinerary combines the Green Deck with an 
adjacent attraction, or if the tour is staying at one of the many nearby hotels in 
TST East. Existing drop-off points include in the vicinity are located at the TST 
East Harbour front Promenade and at the Science Museum Road / Mody Road 
Intersection. The design should include a coach drop-off point. A pedestrian 
bridge from Mody Road will allow foot access from groups staying in TST East 
Hotels or walking from the several coach parking/drop-off points in this area.
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Programme elements for mass tourists:
• The outlook platform – will be the highlight and the singular “iconic” moment 

for these tourists. Access to the public platform should be free of charge. The 
design of the platform should offer a broad front towards the harbour to allow 
unobstructed views to a large number of visitors simultaneously. A terraced or 
tiered design can be considered to optimize areas with a good view, Crowd 
control and queuing will be impor tant considerations in the design of this 
element.

• The platform should also support a number of gastronomic facilities from which 
the view can be enjoyed and retail shops appropriate to tourism uses

• Access from the drop-off point to the viewing platform, as well as the queuing 
area, souvenir shops and concessions serving the mass tours, should not impede 
access to the platform for other users of the Green Deck. In view of this, the 
raised zone affording good views of the harbour should include zones separate 

Sub-group Independent tourists

itineraries and are more spontaneous and individual in their travel behaviour. 
Independent tourists to Hong Kong are more ethnically mixed than the mass tourists, 
including visitors from Western countries as well as other Asian nations. A growing 
number of Chinese tourists are also arriving as independent tourists.

More so than mass tourists, this group seeks a feeling of engagement with 
local people and the local culture - an “engagement with the Other.” This 
group will seek oppor tunities to strike out beyond the tourist “attractions” 
frequented by mass tourists and special interest tourists to explore the city. 
These tourists will thus be likely to penetrate areas of the Green Deck that 
are “off the beaten path.” The design of the Green Deck should thus anticipate 
multiple “paths of discovery” for these visitors, piquing, and rewarding, their 
curiosity. Providing opportunities for them to non-intrusively “happen-upon” the 
different activities of the local people and the university academic community.

Approach:
Members of these groups are likely to arrive by bus or MTR, or by foot from 
nearby attractions or hotels via TST East or the Harbour front Promenade. 

Programme elements for independent tourists:
• paths of discovery - the network of paths that link the various parts of the Green 

Deck should be conceived as a “path of discovery” for these tourists, through 
which they come into contact with points of interest detailed elsewhere in this 
brief, especially some activities of local people, as well as the various elements 
of the “eco-cultural landscape” outlined under the following sub-group, special 
interest tourists. 

• Gateways -  For some members of this group, the Green Deck will also serve as 
a natural link that will enable them to venture beyond the usual tourist areas of 
Tsim Sha Tsui and Tsim Sha Tsui East. In this context, because of its position as a 
link between the currently disjointed surrounding neighbourhoods, the design of 
the Green Deck should incorporate “gateways” to each of the surrounding areas, 
which would be points of information access and orientation for tourists (and 
indeed local people) to lead them into the surrounding area.

Sub-group Special interest tourists
Special interest tourists travel as individuals, or as members of small organized or 
independent groups. Their travel behaviour is motivated by their knowledge and 
interest in a particular topic or area of knowledge or activity, and their desire to seek 
out places and experiences that allow them to engage and learn about this particular 
area of interest. The Green Deck will target to attract tourists with a special interest in 
green and sustainable culture, technology and practices, through a suite of attractions 
constituting an “Eco-cultural landscape” centred on an “Eco-cultural Centre”, as 
detailed below.

Approach:
These tourists will approach the site via the same paths as the individual tourists. 
There would also be occasional bus tours or walking tours bringing special interest 
tourists to the site.

Programme elements for special interest tourists:
• The centrepiece of the Green Deck for this group of users would be the Eco-

cultural centre, which will be a venue for exhibitions and learning on issues of 
sustainable development, incorporating components from the technical, cultural 
and artistic perspectives. This museum-like institution should be aimed at allowing 

dependent relationship between humans and the planet, par ticularly in the 
Anthropocene era, in which the natural and the technical/cultural are deeply 
intertwined. The programme of this museum-like institution will include elements
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      such as:
• A permanent collection and temporary exhibits of visual, digital and sculptural 
artworks addressing and exploring issues of sustainability and the relationship 
between humans and the natural environment 
• Regularly updated exhibits and installations on sustainable development, 
“green” technologies, ecological perspectives on culture and technology and 
related topics, accessible to a general audience (including children and youth) but 
also offering  more informed amateurs opportunities to deepen and broaden 
their knowledge and engagement with these issues
• A centre for sustainable development studies (see also the section  Academic 
Community below), with an associated archive and calendar of events
• Special events of the eco-cultural centre will make use of various facilities of 
the “eventscape,” described below
• A visitor interpretation centre for the green deck

• Furthermore, the entire top level of the Green Deck will be conceived as an Eco-
cultural landscape, consisting of elements such as:
• Public sculptures throughout the park, engaging and exploring ecological and 
sustainability issues, as an outdoor extension of the art collection of the Eco-
cultural Centre
• An ongoing programme that pairs an ar tist or designer with each of 
the “green”  technical innovations integrated into the Green Deck (“wind-
catchers” to aid in  ventilation of the lower levels, solar collectors and other 
alternative energy elements, pollutant absorbing materials, reused, recycled 
and upcycled materials, an air quality monitoring station, etc.), to work with 
the respective engineers, scientists and technical exper ts, to conceive of 
each of these innovations as the beginning of a piece of public art or design, 
developing ways of raising the public’s interest, understanding and engagement 
with these technologies and their role in sustainable urban development
• Interactive installations, site interpretation systems and other such elements 
that will aid the public in understanding, interpreting and learning from the 
surrounding natural environment will be integrated into the landscape of the 
Green Deck
• The eco-cultural landscape will be an ongoing project, with new elements and 
initiatives being introduced continually

Sub-group Local tourists
Aside from those from abroad or the Chinese mainland visiting Hong Kong, the 
Green Deck should also appeal to people from all 18 districts of the SAR, as a hub 
of recreational activities in Hong Kong, where local people will like to spend their 
weekends and holidays. All of the facilities and attractions listed under the other three 
sub-groups of tourists should also attract local people.

Indeed, attractiveness to local people can be seen as somewhat of a gauge of 
appropriateness for the attractions provided. This group of visitors will not be 
attracted by hackneyed, stereotyped synthetic experiences of their city aimed at 
outside visitors.

Programme elements for local tourists:
• The Green Deck will be a launching point, destination and way station for 

weekend and holiday walking and biking tours for local tourists, who will be 
principal users of the bike-ability hub described under the Commuters section.

• local tourists will be the primary patrons of most of the events taking place in the 
various spaces and facilities of the “eventscape” as described under the section on 
the Event Attendees user group

Participation / partnerships:
• A credible, knowledgeable and empowered entity must be formed to manage, 

curate and set strategy and policy for the Eco-cultural Centre and Landscape. 
This should be a cultural institution in its own right and not simply a section of an 
existing governmental department

• Functional and aesthetic improvement works to Cheong Wan Road, as the main 
ar tery linking the new cultural/education cluster of the existing Hong Kong 
Science Museum and Hong Kong History Museum with the new Eco-cultural 
Centre and Eco-cultural landscape of the Green Deck    
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3) User Group: LOCAL BUSINESS COMMUNITY
Representative area: TSIM SHA TSUI / TSIM SHA TSUI EAST
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Vision: For the local business community, the Green Deck will present opportunities and 
encouragement to adopt elements of a more healthy and balanced way of life into their 
daily routine.

Tsim Sha Tsui and its extension East Tsim Sha Tsui, primarily commercial areas at 
the epicentre of Kowloon, are situated just off the southwest border of the Green 
Deck site. Together, these districts house a multitude of businesses – offices, shops, 
hotels, restaurants, markets, building sites, workshops, homes, etc. – which are the daily 
workplaces of tens of thousands of people.

Hong Kong is known for its high-anxiety and high-stress work culture, with long hours 
and performance pressure, exacerbated by the dense and constrained environments 
and fast pace that characterize the workplace conditions. This can lead to feelings of 
depression, distance and isolation and a breakdown of healthy social relationships.

As a “lung of the city” and a convivial urban space the open, green, social environment 
of the upper level of the Green Deck will provide a counterpoint to the dense urban 
environment within which it is embedded, and it should perform a similar function 
in the lives of the working people of the area, providing facilities to encourage and 
facilitate the use of the short breaks and transitions (in the morning when arriving for 
work, at lunchtime and in the evening when leaving work) in the day of a typical Hong 
Kong working person for a diversity of exercise activities and other healthy pursuits.

The primary contributions of the Green Deck to a more healthy lifestyle will be in 
providing opportunities for contact with nature, social interaction, individual and group 
exercise ans the purchase and consumption of healthy food

Approach
The current footbridge in the extension of the pedestrianized northernmost segment 
of Granville Road will be a main channel for this user group to access the Green 
Deck, as will the new access points (at Mody Road and Cheong Wan Road) listed 
under Tourists, above. 

Programme elements for local business community:
• a jogging track loop making a circuit of the upper park level of the Green Deck, 

with a link to the existing harbour front track
• the sports grounds and courts mentioned above under Local Residents will also 

be usable by the local business community, as will the tai chi area. These are areas 
in which local business and residential communities will come into contact  

• showers and locker rooms
primary point of access to the Green Deck near the south of the site

• sheltered meeting areas suitable for running or exercise groups to meet should 
also be located near this end

• small annexes off of the circulation paths and large spaces of the Green 
Deck should be provided to give individuals and pairs space for more private 
contemplation and discussion, yoga or tai chi practice, etc.

• “the grove” – a place where an outdoor space offering ample seating areas for 
individuals and small groups, with natural or man-made shelter from sun and rain 
being provided for the majority of the seating places. The grove should be easily 
accessible from the southwest edge of the Green Deck and should be suitable for 
the consumption of food purchased on site as well as brought by the users

• Healthy food concessions, bordering on the grove
• the path from the pedestrianized Granville Road, across a new expanded raised 

pedestrian walkway and through the middle level of the Green Deck to Hung 
Hom Station will become a continuous retail and gastronomy avenue linking the 
existing and augmented transport hub seamlessly with Tsim Sha Tsui East and 
Centenary Garden, increasing economic synergy and integration.

• Eco-market: A zone of the middle layer of the Green Deck will host a market 
of small stalls run by local entrepreneurs and producers, offering goods that 
contribute to a healthy lifestyle and suppor t local “green” enterprises and 
organisations. Goods offered will include organic locally-grown produce, products 
that demonstrate, support or enable sustainable practices in the home and at 
work, etc.

Participation / partnerships:
• an independent entity with an agenda rooted in sustainability will need to be 

formed / engaged to manage and run the eco-market

• opportunities for various improvements and augmentations to the pedestrian 
street of Glanville Road and the footbridge leading from here to the Green Deck 
would emerge with the extension of this artery as a retail and gastronomy avenue 
through the middle level of the Green Deck to the transport hub

• with the conversion of the site from the noisy eyesore of the Cross Harbour 
Toll Plaze to the peaceful green vista of the Green Deck, a densification and 
upgrading of development at the Tsim Sha Tsui East border with this site could be 
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4) User Group: COMMUTERS
Representative area: 
HUNG HOM / CROSS-HARBOUR TUNNEL TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE
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Vision: The Green Deck will humanize the commuter experience and appropriate these 
moments of transition as an opportunity to make contributions to commuters’ quality 
of life and well-being. Commuters passing through the Green Deck will be presented 
with a “fast-track” version of the experience of the place, able to partake of the cultural, 

Commuters are not a distinct and exclusive group of users, but rather a persona that 
is assumed by members of all of the other user groups addressed in this brief in their 
daily cycles of moving into, out of and through this area. Tens of thousands of people 
per day arrive, depart or change between transport modes at Hung Hom station. 
The numbers of commuters passing through this location will increase dramatically 
with the upgrading of Hung Hom station with two new platform levels and expanded 
facilities, and its enhanced connectivity to both the New Territories and Hong Kong 
Island via the Shatin-Central link. This location will become one of Hong Kong’s most 
extensively and intensively connected public transportation nodes.

Also included in this category of users will be the increasing number of pedestrians 
and cyclists who will be encouraged by the new dimension of connectivity brought by 
the Green Deck. 

Approach
This group will arrive at Hung Hom Station by MTR or long distance train, at the 
Cross Harbour Toll Plaza bus interchange (under the planned Green Deck) by bus, or 
at the forecourt of the Hung Hom train station by bus, taxi or private car. Commuters 
doing an intermodal exchange (especially between bus and MTR or vice-versa) and 
those fanning out from the interchange to their workplaces or homes, will traverse 
the Green Deck site.

Programme elements for commuters:
• paths through the middle level: Paths connecting the various transport 

modes with one another and with the points of access to the surrounding 
districts should be laid out in a rational manner so as to optimize the speed and 

the Cross Harbour Toll Plaza bus waiting rooms, the MTR and Hung Hom Station, 
the PolyU campus, the Hong Kong Coliseum and East Tsim Sha Tsui should have a 
minimum width of 10.5 meters.

• Alternative paths through the park: Notwithstanding the above requirement, for 
each of these routes, a clearly apparent alternative route, passing through the 

      green areas of the deck, should be available, to offer choice to commuters.
• Bus passenger waiting zones should be located at the central level of the Green 

Deck. The detailed design of the project should propose a spatial and operational 
strategy that will enable commuters waiting for buses at the Cross Harbour Toll 
Plaza bus interchange to wait in an area sheltered from the weather as well as 
from the fumes and noise of the buses

• appropriate retail should be clustered near the waiting areas. setting a very close 
proximity between the passenger waiting area, the pedestrian passageway and the 
shops, encouraging those who come, wait or leave the public space to purchase 
goods from the shops

• green market A place along the commuter interchange routes, in the spirit of 
a street market, making it convenient for commuters to consume products 
that contribute to their health and well-being, as well as promoting sustainable 
practices. 

• eco-culture-on-the-go: in the intermodal moment of passing through or over 
the Green Deck to or from the various transportation modes, commuters must 
have contact with the “eco-cultural” aspects of the Green Deck described in 
earlier sections. The eco-cultural landscape detailed under the Tourist part should 
permeate the commuting experience as well, with artworks, cultural experiences, 
interactive installations, and learning opportunities designed to be appreciated and 
apprehended by people in the fast-moving, goal-directed, mass-mind mode of the 
commuter

• green-on-the-go: Commuters should also have contact with the “green” element 
of the Green Deck, meaning that commuter paths should not be buried away 
from sunlight and views to the outside but should be offered multiple vantages of 
the landscape of the park, through artful handling of the interpenetration of the 
upper and middle levels through courtyards and other design devices.

• the Green Deck will also serve as a bike-ability hub for the greater Kowloon area, 
with convenient access to bus, pedestrian and train transport, to ease intermodal 
transfer and encourage bicycle use in conjunction with bus or train, including 
facilities such as

      •    a sheltered and secure bicycle parking and maintenance area
      •    bicycle rental
      •    bikeability information and support centre and bike-friendly communal area 
            for bicyclists, meeting point for bike clubs
      •    appropriate concessions and retail
      •    two-way bike lanes
            be provided for all bicycle through-paths 
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Participation / partnership:
• work with bike organizations in the development and running of the bike-ability 

hub

• in providing a link and a hub in the currently fragmented and underdeveloped 
bike path system, the Green Deck could provide impetus for the continual 
development of a bicycle and pedestrian path network to link Tsim Sha Tsui to 
the new CBD at Kai Tak, further to Kwun Tong and beyond

• the Green Deck project will provide the opportunity to rationalize and modernize 
the toll plaza model (such as changing where and how motorists pay, widening 

plaza area
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5) User Group: EVENTS ATTENDEES
Representative area: HONG KONG COLISEUM 
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• The grand canopy: A core area protected with a roof that will constitute a 
distinctive design element of the place (see the Mercat dels Encants in Barcelona 
or the Metropol Parasol in Sevilla), and the design should integrate strategies 
for the expansion of the covered area through temporary sheltering devices, 
extension/expansion of the permanent sheltering element, etc., to provide an 
integral sheltered area for larger events (in conjunction with the fairground)

• a venue for outdoor performances and music events: this can be integrated into 
the planning of the fairground and/or grand canopy or a purpose-made separate 
structure

• Several clearings or outdoor “rooms” that provide spaces and support for smaller 
event units, enabling

      •    multiple smaller events running simultaneously in different spaces
      •    composite events consisting of discrete but linked sub-events
      •    niche functions as ancillaries to large events held on the fairground
• “back of house” infrastructure 

will be required for these facilities
• All of these spaces should be designed so as to provide for an extension of the 

uses for the various sub-groups of local people during non-event times
• The 

may be occasionally used for sports-related events
• The programme of events will be an important intangible design element of 

this aspect of the Green Deck. In keeping with the character of the place, the 
programming of the events should emphasize events that reinforce:

      •    the role of the Green Deck as a new public event epicentre for Hong Kong, 
            hosting events such as the Chinese New Year, Mid-Autumn Festival, SAR Day, 
            etc. The viewing platform (described under the Tourists section, above) 

            or over Victoria Harbour
      •    the mission of the Green Deck to promote practice and knowledge of 
            sustainable urban development and broader ecological awareness. This should 
            become the centre of Hong Kong Earth Day events, as well as the venue for 
            an ongoing programme of events to encourage and facilitate sustainable 
            awareness and practices in Hong Kong, such as a waste expo, green design 
            fair, sustainable lifestyle festival, etc.

Vision: For event attendees, the Green Deck will provide Hong Kong’s most accessible, 
diverse and extensive “eventscape,” with a flexible array of event spaces and support 

The existing Hong Kong Coliseum is the city’s second largest indoor events venue 
(the other being located far outside the city centre at the Asia-World Expo Centre 
adjacent to the airport), but it is limited in the nature of events for which it is suited 
(large-scale, stage-centred indoor events). The completion of the Shatin-Central 
rail link will further raise the accessibility of this node from all points of Hong Kong, 
increasing its attractiveness as a locus for events of all types. The Green Deck will 
surpass Victoria Park, the current venue of most large-scale outdoor public events, in 
terms of geographic centrality and accessibility.

support facilities at this node, to create a diverse and extensive “eventscape,” capable 
of hosting indoor and outdoor, formal and informal, long-term and short-term, large-
scale and small-scale events of different types, attracting attendees from all segments 
of Hong Kong society as well as extending and augmenting the already discussed 
attractions for tourists from greater China and abroad. These indoor and outdoor 
spaces should be clustered with the existing Hong Kong Coliseum. Event hosting will 
be a major source of revenue generation for the Green Deck.

Approach
Members of this group generally arrive this site by public transport (MTR or bus), with 
a minority using private cars or taxis. Local residents will arrive by foot via existing or 
new footbridges. Some tour groups will arrive by coach.

Programme elements for event attendees:
• “Fairground” – an open outdoor space that can adapt to accommodate a large 

variety of different open-air events, as well as accommodating temporary or 
moveable structures to house indoor events. A primary design challenge of this 
element will be to achieve a high degree of flexibility of use in this space for 
different types of event uses, such as:

      •    markets and fairs involving arrays of stalls 
      •    spectacles and shows involving complex staging and an audience

      •    carnivals and celebrations involving dynamic masses of people
      •    etc.
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Participation / partnerships:
• A close partnership with the management of the Hong Kong Coliseum will be 

necessary in realising this vision

• A conference centre on the site of the Hung Hom station adjacent to the Green 
Deck would further enhance and diversify the event-hosting facilities at this node. 
The conference centre will provide facilities for meetings and conference events 
of different scales. A feasibility study should be conducted to determine the 
appropriate size, location and detailed internal programme of this component.

• Adaptations and extensions to the Hong Kong Coliseum to meet the “eventscape” 
of facilities on the Green Deck would increase the possibility of synergy between 
the various event components, and a re-design of the existing podium surrounding 
the Coliseum would be merited in order to achieve a smooth integration of these 
uses.
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6) User Group: ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
Representative area: HONG KONG POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
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Vision: For the PolyU academic community, the Green Deck will be a place of outreach, 
interface and engagement with the local community and the city at large, and a show 
window of the university to the community and a catalyst for the ongoing development 
of a sustainable urban development focus in the PolyU’s knowledge creation and public 
engagement.

The Green Deck concept originated as an initiative of the academic community of the 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University to apply the collective, multi-disciplinary knowledge 
and exper tise of this educational institution to make a positive intervention in 
the University’s immediate urban context and improve the quality of life of the 
communities in its neighbourhood. The PolyU’s relationship with the Green Deck as 
an urban public space will continue very much in this same vein, as a platform for the 
outreach and interface of the university with the local society.

The students and academic and non-academic staff members of the PolyU constitute 
the University community. The PolyU has the most centrally located university 
campus in Hong Kong, yet exists in somewhat of an “island” condition, cut off from 
the surrounding urban districts by major roads and highways on all sides. The Green 
Deck will supplant the most disruptive of these thoroughfares – the Cross Harbour 
tunnel toll plaza to the east of the campus – with a new urban space that will open 
the possibility of new types and degrees of interface between the university and the 
urban community that it serves.

Approach 
The majority of members of the PolyU academic community will cross the Green 
Deck in their arrival and departure from the campus, coming from or going to the 
Hung Hom MTR station or the Cross-harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza bus interchange, or by 
foot from the student halls of residence or other nearby residential areas. Besides the 
morning and early evening rush hours, the PolyU also has a second substantial batch 
of evening students arriving between 5:30 and 6:30 pm and departing at 8:30 or later. 
Members of the public attending university events will arrive and depart by similar 
means. The PolyU campus will abut the Green Deck to the west, and members of this 
user group will enter and leave the deck at many points along the border between 
the podium (+2) level of the campus (the main pedestrian circulation level) and both 
the middle and upper levels of the Green Deck.

Programme elements for academic community:
• The Yard: a space at the interface between the podium level of the PolyU campus 

and the upper level of the Green Deck, serving as a welcoming threshold to 

      the university for the public and a sort of “porch” to the campus from which    
      members of the university can view and access the park. Bridging the gap 
      between the campus and the deck, this space must have a minimum breadth 
      of 50 meters, and must have the feel of a public space, not just a pedestrian 
      bridge. Events and initiatives in which the university interfaces with the public can 
      be located here, and the arrangement and facilities of the place should anticipate 
      this. Steps, ramps, slopes, etc. will be necessary to mediate the height difference 
      between the PolyU campus podium and the top level of the Green Deck.
• Study garden: an outdoor space providing spaces suitable for individual and group 

study, which will welcome people from the surrounding residential community 
and secondary schools as well as PolyU students and staff

• The grove, detailed under Local Business Community, will also provide a welcome 
space for meals and refreshments in the open air

• PolyU staff and students will share the already-mentioned sports facilities with 
Local Residents, optimizing the use of these facilities to serve different sectors of 
society. The number and size of these facilities should be determined accordingly, 

facilities (including tennis courts, a football field and indoor sports courts, that 
have been replaced with recently constructed buildings on campus (as well 
as making up for a current lack of such public amenities in the surrounding 
neighbourhood)

• the network of cycling paths and pedestrian paths that will link the Green 
Deck to the surrounding neighbourhoods and beyond will be serve to increase 
connectivity between the main campus and its outlying satellite functions such as 
the student housing and Hong Kong Community College in Hung Hom, the new 
campus extension planned for Ho Man Tin and the School of Hotel and Tourism 
Management in Tsim Sha Tsui East. 

• the Eco-cultural Centre and the Eco-cultural landscape, as described earlier 
under Tourists and Leisure Users, will be both learning resources for students of 
the university and an outlet for the public dissemination of the research of the 
university relative to sustainability, “green” design and technologies and sustainable 
urban development.

Participation / partnerships:
• The Hong Kong Polytechnic University will continue to be a par tner in the 

overall development of the Green Deck, particularly in realizing opportunities 
for engaging the public and society. The PolyU will be a core stakeholder in the 
development of the Eco-cultural Centre and Eco-cultural landscape and will 
continue to apply its knowledge and expertise in the continual improvement of 
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      this urban place.

• to achieve a closer integration with the Green Deck, reciprocal campus 
development measures may be undertaken on the PolyU campus

• the development of the bicycle and pedestrian network that spans the Green 
Deck to join the various components of the PolyU will be an ongoing project in 
itself.
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Group(s) Name Description

Local 
Residents  
(general)

Library Branch as either an extension or re-location and expansion of the existing 
Cheong Wan Road public library

Community Hall  for public gatherings and initiatives 

Special Services for Disadvantaged 
Segments of Society 

for disadvantaged segments of society (such as pre-school children with 
disabilities) not served by current provisions in the community

Government Service / Information 
Facilities 

Environmental Protection Department customer service / information 
centre

Integrated Wellness Centre to promote health and fitness

Associated Rest Rooms, 
Concessions Areas 

1. (Local Residents) 
2. (Local Business Community): sheltered meeting areas (suitable for 

running or exercise groups to meet should also be located near this 
end)

Indoor Sports Facilities 

1. (Local Residents): (such as squash, badminton, swimming pool, gym, 
general purpose activity halls). The exact mix of these activities 
should be determined through a process of stakeholder 
collaboration between government and local residents 

2. (Youth): particular basketball courts

Associated Locker, Shower, Rest 
Rooms, Chill-out, Concessions 
Areas 

1. (Local Residents) 
2. (Local Business Community): specifically for this group will be 

clustered near their primary point of access to the Green Deck near 
the south of the site

full-sized football field with spectator area, associated locker rooms and showers

Outdoor Sports Courts 

1. (Local Residents): (tennis, basketball, badminton, etc.), to be 
determined by government-resident stakeholder collaboration 
process 

2. (Youth): particular basketball courts and football field 
3. (Elderly): the Tai Chi area, to allow multiple groups to practice 

simultaneously. Shelter from sun and rain. 
4. (Local Business Community) as will the tai chi area. These are areas 

in which local business and residential communities will come into 
contact  

5. (Academic Community):  PolyU staff and students will share the 
already-mentioned sports facilities with Local Residents, optimizing 
the use of these facilities to serve different sectors of society. The 
number and size of these facilities should be determined accordingly, 
so as to avoid use conflicts. This will in part compensate for the 
outdoor sports facilities (including tennis courts, a football field and 
indoor sports courts, that have been replaced with recently 
constructed buildings on campus (as well as making up for a current 
lack of such public amenities in the surrounding neighbourhood) 

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
Local Residents 

F. The Programme
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Concessions, Cafes and 
Restaurants

1. (Local Residents): a variety of gastronomic offerings should be 
available to users of the park, but not to the extent that free public 
seating is excluded or marginalized from any given area of the park. 

2. (Younger Children): retail as well as non-retail sheltered seating 
groups for caretakers, closely clustered with the playgrounds and 
nature experience zone(s)

Retail 

1. (Local Residents): appropriate retail outlets to serve the local 
community should be located at the middle level of the Green Deck, 
convenient to the main paths of approach from residential areas but 
not facing onto the park itself.  

2. (Commuters): appropriate retail should be clustered near the waiting 
areas. setting a very close proximity between the passenger waiting 
area, the pedestrian passageway and the shops, encouraging those 
who come, wait or leave the public space to purchase goods from 
the shops

Local 
Residents  
(younger 
children)

Playgrounds with Purpose-designed 
Equipment 

(Younger Children): with purpose-designed equipment (as a nested 
design project), with suitable seating for parents and guardians clustered 
around, in a way that allows them to also have social interaction

Nature Experience Zones allow children to interact and play with natural elements in an open-
ended, exploratory way

Local 
Residents  

(older 
children) 

Grassed Field 
associated with natural and man-made elements within and around the 
play area should be designed to allow this group of children to hide, 
climb, construct and improvise in their play

Eco-cultural Landscape 
to the greatest extent possible, the artworks and installations of this 
element should encourage dynamic interactivity and exploration by older 
children, to encourage play as a learning experience 

Paved Bicycle Practice Zone 

Dog Run contained outdoor zone where dogs can run free, with associated rest/
socialization areas for the dog owners

Open Lawn for relaxation and unstructured activities, especially for older children, 
the large open grass field

Outdoor Space 
sheltered from the sun and rain by natural or man-made elements, 
allowing a variety of opportunities for individual and social enjoyment of 
the place

Public Square 
support community gathering, discussion and performances. Should allow 
for a stage-audience set-up but not be over-structured so as to exclude 
more informal, non-hierarchical types of gathering

Urban Farming and Gardening 

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
Local Residents 
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Mass Tourists 

Outdoor Platform 

1. (Mass Tourists): will be the highlight and the singular “iconic” moment 
for these tourists. Access to the public platform should be free of 
charge. The design of the platform should offer a broad front 
towards the harbour to allow unobstructed views to a large number 
of visitors simultaneously. A terraced or tiered design can be 
considered to optimize areas with a good view, Crowd control and 
queuing will be important considerations in the design of this 
element. 

2. (Events Attendees): the role of the Green Deck as a new public 
event epicentre for Hong Kong, hosting events such as the Chinese 
New Year, Mid-Autumn Festival, SAR Day, etc. The viewing platform 
(described under the Tourists section, above) provides an 
unparalleled vantage for viewing fireworks and other displays on or 
over Victoria Harbour

Gastronomic Facilities and Retail Shops

Drop-off Point 

to the viewing platform, as well as the queuing area, souvenir shops and 
concessions serving the mass tours, should not impede access to the 
platform for other users of the Green Deck. In view of this, the raised 
zone affording good views of the harbour should include zones separate 
from the flows of mass tourists to avoid potential space-use conflicts

Local 
Residents  
(youth)

Skate Park as a nested design project, with a spectator area 

Social Gathering Areas be adjacent to each of these uses, with seating, lockers, etc.

Seniors 

Exercise Equipment and Activity Zones

Paths be designed to be well-lit in the early morning hours, avoid steep slopes, 
obstacles or unnecessarily long distances or winding or narrow paths

Seating 

1. Seating for resting should be spaced regularly along all walking paths 
2. Seating groups for social interaction in groups of 2-6 individuals 

should be provided at covered locations off of main circulation 
routes 

3. Seating for elderly should provide vantage points from which 
activities of others (children, tourists, etc.) can be comfortably 
observed

Domestic 
Helpers 

Sheltered Spaces 
be dedicated for the use of this sub-group on Sundays, and are suitable 
for other users and uses at other times of the week. Groups of 2-8 or 
occasionally larger should be accommodated

Temporary Business such as money remittance and food to be conducted in the park, that can 
pop-up on the weekend and disappear at other times

Trash Collection and Female Toilets (during weekends) should be anticipated in the design

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
Tourists
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Independent 
Tourists

Paths of Discovery 

through which they come into contact with points of interest detailed 
elsewhere in this brief, especially some activities of local people, as well 
as the various elements of the “eco-cultural landscape” outlined under 
the following sub-group, special interest tourists

Gateways

the Green Deck will also serve as a natural link that will enable them to 
venture beyond the usual tourist areas of TST and TST East. In this 
context, because of its position as a link between the currently disjointed 
surrounding neighbourhoods, the design of the Green Deck should 
incorporate “gateways” to each of the surrounding areas, which would be 
points of information access and orientation for tourists (and indeed 
local people) to lead them into the surrounding area.

Special 
Interest 
Tourists 

centrepiece 
(Eco-cultural 

centre)

Permanent Collection and 
Temporary Exhibits

regarding visual, digital and sculptural artworks addressing and exploring 
issues of sustainability and the relationship between humans and the 
natural environment

Regularly Updated Exhibits and 
Installations

on sustainable development, “green” technologies, ecological perspectives 
on culture and technology and related topics, accessible to a general 
audience (including children and youth) but also offering more informed 
amateurs opportunities to deepen and broaden their knowledge and 
engagement with these issues

Centre for sustainable development studies(see also the section Academic 
Community below), with an associated archive and calendar of events

Special Events eco-cultural centre will make use of various facilities of the “eventscape”

Visitor Interpretation Centre for the Green Deck

Special 
Interest 
Tourists  

Eco-cultural 
landscape 

Public Sculptures
throughout the park, engaging and exploring ecological and sustainability 
issues, as an outdoor extension of the art collection of the Eco-cultural 
Centre

An Ongoing Programme

1. (Special Interest Tourists): that pairs an artist or designer with each 
of the “green” technical innovations integrated into the Green Deck 
(“wind-catchers” to aid in ventilation of the lower levels, solar 
collectors and other alternative energy elements, pollutant absorbing 
materials, reused, recycled and up-cycled materials, an air quality 
monitoring station, etc.), to work with the respective engineers, 
scientists and technical experts, to conceive of each of these 
innovations as the beginning of a piece of public art or design, 
developing ways of raising the public’s interest, understanding and 
engagement with these technologies and their role in sustainable 
urban development 

2. (Event Attendees): This should become the centre of Hong Kong 
Earth Day events, as well as the venue for an ongoing programme of 
events to encourage and facilitate sustainable awareness and 
practices in Hong Kong, such as a waste expo, green design fair, 
sustainable lifestyle festival, etc.

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
Tourists
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Interactive Installations, Site 
Interpretation Systems and Other 
Such Elements

will aid the public in understanding, interpreting and learning from the 
surrounding natural environment will be integrated into the landscape of 
the Green Deck

Local Tourists

A Launching Point, Destination and 
Way Station

for weekend and holiday walking and biking tours for local tourists, who 
will be principal users of the bike-ability hub described under the 
Commuters section.

Eventscape
local tourists will be the primary patrons of most of the events taking 
place in the various spaces and facilities of the “eventscape” as described 
under the section on the Event Attendees user group

Local 
Business 

Community

Jogging Track Loop making a circuit of the upper park level of the Green Deck, with a link to 
the existing harbour front track  

Small Annexes
off of the circulation paths and large spaces of the Green Deck should be 
provided to give individuals and pairs space for more private 
contemplation and discussion, yoga or tai chi practice, etc.

“The Grove”

1. (Local Business Community): a place where an outdoor space 
offering ample seating areas for individuals and small groups, with 
natural or man-made shelter from sun and rain being provided for 
the majority of the seating places. The grove should be easily 
accessible from the southwest edge of the Green Deck and should 
be suitable for the consumption of food purchased on site as well as 
brought by the users 

2. (Academic Community): will also provide a welcome space for meals 
and refreshments in the open air

Healthy Food Concessions bordering on the grove

Retail and Gastronomy Avenue

the path from the pedestrianized Granville Road, across a new expanded 
raised pedestrian walkway and through the middle level of the Green 
Deck to Hung Hom Station will become a continuous retail and 
gastronomy avenue linking the existing and augmented transport hub 
seamlessly with Tsim Sha Tsui East and Centenary Garden, increasing 
economic synergy and integration.

Eco-market

A zone of the middle layer of the Green Deck will be given over to a 
market of small stalls or units run by local entrepreneurs and producers, 
offering goods that contribute to a healthy lifestyle and support 
worthwhile local “green” enterprises and organisations. Goods offered 
will include organic locally-grown produce, products that demonstrate, 
support or enable sustainable practices in the home and at work, etc.

The Yard

a space at the interface between the podium level of the PolyU campus 
and the upper level of the Green Deck, serving as a welcoming threshold 
to the university for the public and a sort of “porch” to the campus from 
which members of the university can view and access the park. Bridging 
the gap between the campus and the deck, this space must have a 
minimum breadth of 50 meters, and must have the feel of a public space, 

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
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Academic 
Community 

The Yard

a space at the interface between the podium level of the PolyU campus 
and the upper level of the Green Deck, serving as a welcoming threshold 
to the university for the public and a sort of “porch” to the campus from 
which members of the university can view and access the park. Bridging 
the gap between the campus and the deck, this space must have a 
minimum breadth of 50 meters, and must have the feel of a public space, 
not just a pedestrian bridge. Events and initiatives in which the university 
interfaces with the public can be located here, and the arrangement and 
facilities of the place should anticipate this. Steps, ramps, slopes, etc. will 
be necessary to mediate the height difference between the PolyU 
campus podium and the top level of the Green Deck.

Study Garden 
An outdoor space providing spaces suitable for individual and group 
study, which will welcome people from the surrounding residential 
community and secondary schools as well as PolyU students and staff

Cycling Paths and Pedestrian Paths

will link the Green Deck to the surrounding neighbourhoods and beyond 
will be serve to increase connectivity between the main campus and its 
outlying satellite functions such as the student housing and Hong Kong 
Community College in Hung Hom, the new campus extension planned 
for Ho Man Tin and the School of Hotel and Tourism Management in TST 
East. 

Eco-cultural Centre and the Eco-
Cultural Landscape

be both learning resources for students of the university and an outlet 
for the public dissemination of the research of the university relative to 
sustainability, “green” design and technologies and sustainable urban 
development.

Efficient paths through the middle 
level

Paths connecting the various transport modes with one another and 
with the points of access to the surrounding districts should be laid out 
in a rational manner so as to optimize the speed and volume of flows of 
pedestrians. The width of the main pedestrian paths, linking the Cross 
Harbour Toll Plaza bus waiting rooms, the MTR and Hung Hom Station, 
the PolyU campus, the Hong Kong Coliseum and East Tsim Sha Tsui 
should have a minimum width of 10.5 meters.

Alternative Paths through the 
Park

a clearly apparent alternative route, passing through the green areas of 
the deck, should be available, to offer choice to commuters.

Bus Passenger Waiting Zones

be located at the central level of the Green Deck. The detailed design of 
the project should propose a spatial and operational strategy that will 
enable commuters waiting for buses at the Cross Harbour Toll Plaza bus 
interchange to wait in an area sheltered from the weather as well as 
from the fumes and noise of the buses

Green Market

A place along the commuter interchange routes, in the spirit of a street 
market, making it convenient for commuters to consume products that 
contribute to their health and well-being, as well as promoting 
sustainable practices. 

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
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Commuters
Eco-culture-on-the-go

in the intermodal moment of passing through or over the Green Deck 
to or from the various transportation modes, commuters must have 
contact with the “eco-cultural” aspects of the Green Deck described in 
earlier sections. The eco-cultural landscape detailed under the Tourist 
part should permeate the commuting experience as well, with artworks, 
cultural experiences, interactive installations, and learning opportunities 
designed to be appreciated and apprehended by people in the fast-
moving, goal-directed, mass-mind mode of the commuter

Green-on-the-go

Commuters should also have contact with the “green” element of the 
Green Deck, meaning that commuter paths should not be buried away 
from sunlight and views to the outside but should be offered multiple 
vantages of the landscape of the park, through artful handling of the 
interpenetration of the upper and middle levels through courtyards and 
other design devices.

Bike-ability Hub 

(for the greater Kowloon area, with 
convenient access to bus, pedestrian 
and train transport, to ease 
intermodal transfer and encourage 
bicycle use in conjunction with bus or 
train)

a sheltered and secure bicycle parking and maintenance area

bicycle rental

bikeability information and support centre and bike-friendly communal 
area for bicyclists, meeting point for bike clubs

appropriate concessions and retail

two-way bike lanes separate from automobile and pedestrian traffic 
should be provided for all bicycle through-paths 

Event 
Attendees

Fairground 

(an open outdoor space that can 
adapt to accommodate a large variety 
of different open-air events, as well as 
accommodating temporary or 
moveable structures to house indoor 
events. A primary design challenge of 
this element will be to achieve a high 
degree of flexibility of use in this 
space for different types of event 
uses)

markets and fairs involving arrays of stalls

spectacles and shows involving complex staging and an audience

outdoor exhibits involving objects of interest and flows of people

carnivals and celebrations involving dynamic masses of people

The Grand Canopy

A core area protected with a roof that will constitute a distinctive design 
element of the place (see the Mercat dels Encants in Barcelona or the 
Metropol Parasol in Sevilla), and the design should integrate strategies for 
the expansion of the covered area through temporary sheltering devices, 
extension/expansion of the permanent sheltering element, etc., to 
provide an integral sheltered area for larger events (in conjunction with 
the fairground)

Avenue for Outdoor Performances 
and Music Events

be integrated into the planning of the fairground and/or grand canopy or 
a purpose-made separate structure

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
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Clearings 

(Several clearings or outdoor “rooms” 
that provide spaces and support for 
smaller event units)

multiple smaller events running simultaneously in different spaces

composite events consisting of discrete but linked sub-events

niche functions as ancillaries to large events held on the fairground

Back of House Significant backstage, storage, delivery, and other “back of house” 
infrastructure will be required for these facilities

Conference Centre 

A conference centre on the site of the Hung Hom station adjacent to 
the Green Deck would further enhance and diversify the event-hosting 
facilities at this node. The conference centre will provide facilities for 
meetings and conference events of different scales. A feasibility study 
should be conducted to determine the appropriate size, location and 
detailed internal programme of this component.

TABLE OF ALL USER GROUPS
Event Attendees
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APPENDIX A
Advanced Materials
sound absorbers / rigid walls / new material with NO2 removal ability / colored 
recycled glass/ architectural glass screed / steel structure / solar photovoltaic modules 
/ renewable energy applications / centralized treatment of pollutants

• economic: reduction of transportation cost through utilizing local and regional 
materials
• environmental: cutting down the waste and pollution by high-technical materials and 

•  social: be beneficial to people’s health (improving the living quality of nearby 
residents and save medical cost)

   noise mitigation measures
• using sound absorbers (micro-perforated panel absorbers, 2-inch thick fiberglass 
panels) are added to the bottom of the deck and on the external wall; the lower level 
of deck is proposed to be fully enclosed by rigid walls so as to further reduce the 
noise intruding into PolyU podium level; new material with NO2 removal ability

• utilizing colored recycled glass as a sand replacement for the production of 
selfcompacting white cement mortar (with self cleaning and anti-pollution effect for 
the removal of air pollutants); the cementitious part is suggested to paved with an 
architectural glass screed which is costed within a thin layer of photo-catalyst; It is 
recommended that PCS7-coating has more promising application potentials under 
various tests.

• In the Green Groups, NGO & PolyU forum, the expert said that the structural 
implementation (steel structure) can guarantee the maintaining process. 

   natural and mechanical ventilation
• wind catchers are used for gathering the fresh air to pass through the open 
staircases to the ground level to remove the noxious gases. 
   solar and wind energy resources
• several air conditioners are proposed to avoid higher space temperature in waiting 
lobbies; solar photovoltaic modules are recommended to be added into the structure 
design; PV modules are assumed to be installed facing south with a tilted angle of 
about 23° with horizontal surface

A place for learning and acting on ecological principles (itemize each odd the technical 
initiatives / research projects here), also a place where green practices are encouraged 
and supported, use of recycled and “up-cycled” materials.

Featuring the “Green Machine”
   lower deck
• Decoration of “Green Deck”: The bottom of deck, the external walls and the 
facades are decorated by high-technical materials, like the sound absorbers of 
microperforated
panel and rigid walls for the sake of reducing the noise intruding into PolyU podium 
level and the utilization of materials equipped with NO2 removal ability so as to 
strengthen the living quality of human beings.

   mid level
• Creating the Comfortable Atmosphere for the Waiting Space: Wind catchers (go 
through all levels)and air conditioners are settled for air ventilation and pollutants 
removal.

   upper level
• Low Energy Architectural Complex Assumption: Making optimal and maximum 
utilization of renewable energy, such as solar and wind energy. Besides, solar 
photovoltaic modules are applied into the construction of architectural complex.

   integral
• Recycle and Maintenance Protection: The colored recycled glass obtained 
from crushed post-consumer beverage glass bottles is utilized for cement-based 

according to the effectiveness of the self-cleaning proper ties, antibacterial and 
antifouling properties. Furthermore, the structural implementation, especially the steel 
structure can guarantee the maintaining process.
• centralized waste treatment ; the best use of natural resources; recycled water 
management

Synopsis of Implications of the Green Deck Technical Research 

Project Reports
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APPENDIX B
Synopsis of Consultation Sessions 

Consultation Session a. VIPs & General Public (14-01-2015)

[Pollution Control]
Q: The problems that source of pollution brings about whether due to the unequal 

A: The objective of “Green Deck” is to connect each community closely, increase 
the greening area, reduce the reverse impacts on surrounding environment and 
public awareness caused by toxic emission. Additionally, split flow traffic could 
reduce the source of pollutants directly to some extent, but cannot bring about the 
straightforward help into dredge stream of people and enhance greenery activity 
space as well.

Q: As the policy maker, will it be more efficient if utilizing the 5 billion HKD into the 

A: The value of “Green Deck” not only focuses on land expansion, but only 
strengthening the link with communities, reducing noise so as to purify atmosphere.
(huge construction value)

Q: Is there any other available method which can replace the “Green Deck” project and 

A:
centralized source of pollutant treatment and prevent the possibility of diffusion.

Q: Actually, drivers probably go even father than pedestrians , so can the “Green Deck” 

A: One of the objective of “Green Deck” project is to gather gas emissions together 
which generated by vehicles and then doing the purification treatment process by 
purpose built wall materials and artificial air system for the sake of improving the 

respect to noise interference by means of adding the relevant noise absorbents.

[Flow Control (stream of people)]
Q: Will the “Green Deck” project cause the problems, such as increasing the numbers of 

A: 

lot to students and staffs here, for instance, utilizing the large scale greenery rationally 
which brings merits to campus and nearby communities as well, in other words, it’ll 
reach win-win effect.

Q: Various pedestrian networks have been produced in the existing proposed “Green 
Deck” project. However, the beginning and ending part do not link with the crowded region. 
Thus, it seem to be inconvenient if it connects together through walk form. Is there any 

pathways connecting the middle level are of no avail. So can PolyU take the lead opening 

A: The Management Committee of Hong Kong Polytechnic University devote their 
efforts to campus expansion planning all the way, and the cycling path will be under 
consideration in the coming future so as to strengthen the synergy effect of “Green 
Deck” project, as well as enhancing the connecting acreage and circulated property.

[Space Allocation]
Q: Numerous elderly live in the surrounding areas, will it reduce the living space of them 
thereby if the proposed project realized which causes number of young people rush into 

A: The greenery area generated through this project is aimed to utilize freely 
for public. And the next stage is to plan different public space which catering to 
citizens’ requirements through doing more researches on the distribution of nearby 

carefully.

Q: 
Otherwise, the public will only use the midlevel pedestrian way and the upper one will be 
overlooked. Thus, can the greenery facilities be settled extendedly in the midlevel space if 

A: There are some pedestrian ways for connecting the upper and mid‐level space 
together, for instance, a sunken square is designed in the case of bamboo forest 
garden which connecting upper and lower layers. And it is also equipped with vertical 
greening walls which extends the green plants to lower region.

Q: During the exhibition of the “Green Deck” project, the relevant models only focus on 
the proportion of greenery area which means it ignored the applications of other void. 

according to the afforest acreage only.
A: 
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step is to plan different public space which catering to citizens’ requirements through 
doing more researches on the distribution of nearby communities and weigh the 
profits carefully. Thus, a more clear and impeccable planning will be produced for 
references at that time.

[Economic Effectiveness]
Q: 
For example, it perhaps causes huge inconvenient and economic losses if the cross harbour 
tunnel in Hung Hom is closed for the sake of Green Deck construction.
A: Currently, the architecture is advanced which can be constructed gradually just 
like staking blocks. And it can drop the impacts on the transportation if this project 
only constructs at night. Additionally, the project aims at reducing the surrounding 
pollutants through the greening space, so it can improve individuals’ living quality and 
save the expenditure on medical care services at the same time.

Consultation Session b. Green Groups, NGO & PolyU (29-01-2015)

[Pollution Control]
Give brief introduction of people par ticipated in this forum and explain “Green 
Deck”project is not only for the expansion of PolyU, but also for the community and 
Hung Hom and TST particularly.

This forum is aimed to problems solving and show the rationality behind. 1) 
Improvement of environmental quality (in the coming 40 years, regular traffic, 
pollutants). 2) View-connection between Hung Hom and TST district. 3) Public open 
space. (because the reclamation is not allowed nowadays and we only can use the 

and balance the coming challenges?

Q & A
Q:
A: The first layer is designed for being the waiting lobbies and air-conditioning is 
proposed to be utilized for environmental improvement. Moreover, the different 
choices of greenery is only the primary thinking of this project which make easier for 

 from the government.

Q: 
Because the congested area is what we need to bear most of the day, especially in peak 

A: The project is a large-scale one, it is not easy to use public money because the deck 
will be built over public land. What we should do now is to convince the government 

isn’t limited to PolyU community, is for all living surrounding areas (residents, transport 
users, footbridge users). Hence, this project at least needs to take 5 years to complete 
everything (2 years for construction) due to the land issue, planning issue, public 
consultation, environmental assessment, town planning principle, transpor tation 
analysis, etc. all the parts are not easy to reach. We are eager to create a triple win 
situation (us, government, community). At this early stage, we truly require the 
community support and this project is also a sustainable development, thus, the social, 
economic and environmental dimensions will be contained in this project.

Q: What the biggest challenges you will meet (for all recommended different green 

A: 
public will treat this project (the most important thing is to recognize the public 
thinking). So far, most people support the 90% greenery space and our FCE experts 
also set about researching on the high technical dimension, such as zero-carbon issue, 
etc. All the design features are under proposed planning stage, it is hoped that other 
positive thoughts can be generated from the society.

Q: If you can guarantee what we worth, I’ll sign for it.
A: Usually we have impact assessment, for the construction, environmental, traffic 
impact assessment and so on, the proposed “Green Deck” is not demolish the original 
so as to build the new one, we do the things like enhancing the diversity of public 
areas, broaden the footbridge, etc. Also, the models here are just to show to people 
what it might be like.

Q: 
and improve heat island effect, hence, one suggestion is that the project is so large, can it 

for young people, bicycle for adult and teenagers and Taiji zone for elderly (different 
entertainment for different age groups).
A: All the things you mentioned have been put into the proposed project already, and 
regarding how was the “Green Deck” project lower the temperature around, we have 

Q: 
for us to learn from and the detail technical aspects of our green deck which needs to do
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the further exploration.
A:  utilize the structural implementation (steel 

night. And we never stop exploring, numerous rational and nice ideas and thoughts 
have been generated by individuals.

Q: After installing the “Green Deck” project, people perhaps feel more comfortable and 

A: Education process has already started, as well as the professional communities, 
especially the local one (real local community).

Q: 
A: The proposed cost is only the constriction fee, excluding the greenery cost. The 
first thing we need to do now is to make more people recognize our attention 
through exhibitions and forums. Because this project caters to the historical 
background, the PolyU campus has been built earlier than Toll Plaza. The exiting 
situation will only become worse if we do nothing. However, more tests need to be 
operated under bad weather conditions, such as electronic system.

SUGGESTIONS
• Rational utilization of recycled water which can lower the running cost and become 
more sustainable.
• Giving space for local communities to proceed various activities which can make 
them support this project heavily. And the community nursery garden is a good idea 

• Is there any other attractive points for people using the new mid‐level bus waiting 
lobbies instead the original one? — culture, humanity, art are required to blend into it.
• In the long run, can this project supply energy in other regions after 5~6 years?
• More value‐added dimensions are on the planning stage, exhibitions, art galleries 
can be put into the upper level as well.

Consultation Session c. Harbourfront Commission (02-02-2015)

The objective of “Green Deck” project is to develop the campus such a way that 
benefit to the community as well. Air quality, noise situation and heat island effect 
are concerned in it. Additionally, not only the campus, but also related issued in the 
neighborhood which could promote a healthier lifestyle. PolyU have had several 

pollutants, reduction of heat island effect, etc)

Q & A
Q: Think about the position of the brand in this project and this has to be driven in a 
holistic way. Taking the linkages into consideration because various challenges facing HK.
A: The land itself is not a universal land, it’s public land, and the facility here be 
would be public facilities to be shared by all the people including local citizens and 
visitors,there is no especial target for users. And 5 billion dollar would be just our 
own assumption that has not been included in the calculation of construction cost. In 
other words — a limited coverage. 
and hotel buildings, waterfront, etc. Hence, at this point we just assume that in the 
future these would be real estate potentials. The top plan is the park, and then we 
have middle section there, middle layer, which we have planned for circulation and air 
treatment machines for now, but they could be converted for some commercial use 
perhaps in the future. And of course the ground level would remain to be travel links 
for cars using the harbor tunnel.

Q: Can we improve the connectivity by building wider foot bridge as landscape deck? 
Hence, people would not just consider it as foot bridge, consider as landscape deck so that 
would improve the connectivity between the Hung Hom station and the PolyU (because 
it's really a good opportunity for us to demonstrate three dimensional planning with the 
improvement of the transportation network).
A:
where we want to get and what potential benefit it could generate. Not only for 
PolyU community, but also for the larger community around us and maybe entire 
HK, because these will also improve two reasons, our team want to express our 
attractive spots 
Hom? Thus, it seems to be an opportunity that present itself to us, but in fact the 
problem was the lifetime conflict. Currently, we want to turn around the negative 
aspects into positive assets for the whole city.

Q: 

activities need to be interfaced well with harbor front.
A: In order to reach the idea of zero carbon scheme, at least we need 70% greenery 
and in the meantime, leaving 30% for other technical part. For different zone planning, 
we have the primary thinking in mind and some relevant research studies have been 
published, and some are on going. We agree that the ventilation will be a great 
challenge which need to have holistic thinking on it because it serves for the entire 
community. And we still seek further innovative idea now.
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Q: I want to ask some questions about the practical aspect. After installing this project, the 

A: It will not be a big problem even if it links with the tunnel because we can proceed 
construction at night. And the only problem is to build these pillars in the middle.

Q: SCL will be open around that 2020. Maybe at that time the cross harbour tunnel will 
be enhanced to some extend and it’s best time to do the construction period.
A: Each stage consumes lots of time to tackle and what we should do is to move this 
project forward stage by stage which help to make it practically.

Q: SCL will be open around that 2020. Maybe at that time the cross harbour tunnel will 
be enhanced to some extend and it’s best time to do the construction period.
A: Each stage consumes lots of time to tackle and what we should do is to move this 
project forward stage by stage which help to make it practically.

Q: 
can only see a general guild line of it.
A: We’re not allowed any commercial dimension into the boundary of the 
harbourfront. And it is the early stage that we would like the public to respond what 

worthy one for the community and us.

Q: 
A: We are not sure about the role of PolyU in terms of this project which is 
determined by the government perhaps in the future. Now, we put a lot of efforts on 

we would like the public to respond what the idea would be and then chip in our 
development. Actually, it’s a project for government to take the leading role.

SUGGESTIONS:
• Engagement of relevant agents, such as MTR, Construction Industries, etc.

some 
principles
solutions.
• The relevant construction principles, laws and regulations need to be taken into 
consideration when dealing with the space or environmental problem, especially in 

Consultation Session c. Harbourfront Commission (02-02-2015)

• Focus on the connection of different groups (TST East, Hung Hom), and the 
entertainment and leisure zones, sports zones and so on will be involved in and the 
HK Coliseum which make this project being a huge public one.
• Mid-level bus waiting area: three different levels have been designed for keeping 
pollutants away form the bus waiting lobbies. Meanwhile, commercial elements are 
under consideration.
• green deck level — waiting areas — roadway (save the existing transportation 
system). 

This idea perhaps improves pedestrians’ services a lot due to time saving and in the 

• Circulation: proposal for cycle track (from the seaside to different areas, TST, Hung 
Hom, even Ho Man Tin) which presents strong connection with each region.
• Technical dimension: green structural materials, noise control, air purge, natural 
ventilation, etc.

SUGGESTIONS
• (HKIUD) It is a project with fully perspectiveness and it can be easily taken over 
if the pollutants generated by transport means are able to deal with. Moreover, the 
opportunity is the possibility of the transform of HK tunnel model in the future. For 
instance, only charging when leaving the HK Island which would save waiting time in 
other two Toll Plaza (maybe offer more broaden roads for bus).
• (HKIP) For the conceptional dimension, it is recommended that we need to 
transfer more factors into the positive one, in other words, make the potential 

ones, and the “Green Deck” will be the leading role after 
installing. Besides, more strong connections and greenery space need to be develop 

 technical possibility and 
greenery performability.
• (HKIA) “Green Deck” project has long-term influences among the whole HK, 
what we should do is to utilize rationally of developing land and strengthen the 
connections between different districts. Significantly, this project can own stage 
development, like trial.
stage gain considerable returns (human beings, health aspect, land development). And 
then the remaining stages can be conducted smoothly.
• Adding integrated design

the mid‐level.
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neighborhood and space implementation are required to be considered. Also, it is vital 
to add values on the exiting facilities.
• We need to optimize the use of land and present the greenery into various forms 
because greening space is required to be planned rationally as well.

Consultation Session d. Civil Exchange (06-02-2015)

Numerous students have increased continuously in recent years due to the update 
education model (3+3+4). PolyU is the university which owns minimum students’ 
dormitories among whole HK. Besides, even the Ho Man Tin Hall which is far away 
from the main campus and has no shade for hiding if raining outside or being exposed 
to the sunshine. Hence, this “Green Deck” project is vital to promote owing to the 

to the entire public. Regarding the air quality, it is the issue left over by history because 
of the highdensity.
1. association of activity and inertia (community services, cultural activities)
2. separation of pedestrians and vehicles (utilization of mid‐level)
3. cycle track (starting from the harbourfront to TST East, Hung Hom, even extended 
to the outside)

AIR (brief introduction and explanation of report)
1. Wind has been decreasing in urban areas since 1968, so settling the wind tower in 
the upper ground and other levels use wind catcher to gather.

APSS (David Yip)  in East TST, TST, Hung Hom
Hung Hom: various social stratums exists in this district and we need to meet their 
different requirements.
2. more elderly (support but afraid of having less public space if more and more 
tourists rush into and the facilities are too far to reach)
3. students here (support)
4. mid‐level class: won’t come except having special activities
TST: Kowloon Park located here and the elderly (won’t use because of long distance 
and more tourists)
EAST TST: workers (need more leisure space here, support)
POLYU: students & staffs (support)

Q & A
Q: 
A: Wind-catcher; the government thought the idea is positive and innovative; and it 

Consultation Session f. HKIE (27-02-2015)

Consultation Session g. HKILA (21-05-2015)

Levels
• Top: various ideas (zone planning: water feature, playground, gallery, theatre, etc)
• Middle: bus waiting areas (PolyU has been researching on this project for a long 
period) — Noise (absorbent)/ natural & mechanical ventilation (wind catcher)

stations, the detail width of footbridge will be considered later.
• Focusing on the limitation and side effect which the “Green Deck” would bring 
about.
• The improvement of Hung Hom Toll Plaza (automation)

facilities within this district.
• Security & Connection & Cooperative effect

• Strong connections (even HMT districts)
• It is convenient for the students who living in the HMT dormitory to walk to 
campus and the “Green Deck” will be the landmark of this region if possible.
• Cycle track
• Showcase is necessary for the communities here to illustrate the sustainability 

is hoped that it can possess more public and communities’ support. 

Q: 

A: Green Deck is a public project and we can improve the phenomenon of numerous 
tourists through various attractive tourist attractions. In other words, promoting the 
multi-level to rationally utilize one space.

Q: 
A: The most important thing is the connectivity of the ground level. And PolyU is 
suitable to be the central transportation network of “Green Deck” project.

SUGGESTIONS: How to keep the environment/ Different governmental 
department / MTR 
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(health-related services, recreation and sports facilities, leisure and cultural facilities)

ELDERLY SERVICES
• Care-and-Attention Home in Oi Man / Contract Home 

CHILD CARE SERVICES
• child care centre in Ka Wai / 3 integrated Children and Youth Services Centres / 7 nursery 
schools

FAMILY SERVICES
• 2 integrated Family Service Centres (IFSCs)

REHABILITATION SERVICES FOR PERSON WITH DISABILITIES
• 2 Day Activity Centres / 2 Shelter Workshops / 2 hostels / Social & Recreational 
Centre for the disabled / No special service to target pre‐school children with 
disabilities

RECREATION AND SPORTS FACILITIES
• sports grounds, sports centres, swimming pool / playgrounds / No Parks / the 
closest one are Kowloon Walled City Park & Kowloon Tsai Park in Kowloon City & 
Kowloon Park in Tsim Sha Tsui

LEISURE AND CULTURAL SERVICES
• Public Library / Hung Hom Public Library / Tsim Sha Tsui Public Library / Kowloon 
Public Library near Ho Man Tin
• HK Museum of History & HK Science Museum (Tsim Sha Tsui East) / HK Coliseum 

• Environmental project & Mid-level bus waiting lobbies (rainy weather).
• Conception design (land development, social project, green infrastructure)
• Refer to the successful relevant cases, such as UK Edging garden (appreciation of the 
society) or other sky gardens.
• Smart-city, walkable city, sustainable city (eye-catching and draw students’ attention) 
and the stakeholders of bus companies need to be emphasized.

Consultation Session h. APSS

(Hung Hom) Ko Shan Theatre & HK Cultural Centre
• 5 movie theaters / No community hall and civic centre / the closest ones are the 
Hung Hom Community Hall in Kowloon City & Henry G. Leong Yaumatei Community 
Centre

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AND CENTRES
• No air quality monitoring station / 5 environmental exhibition and resource centres 
& 9 environmental protection department (EPD) customer service counters / But 
only a mobile centre that visits here
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APPENDIX C
Reference projects 

[This section will discuss existing projects that can serve as points of reference for the 
three aspects of the “triple‐bottom‐line” aimed at by the Green Deck project. The 
below texts are in raw form and need to be condensed and supplemented with an 
overall summary of each aspect]

[each project will also be illustrated with a photograph]

Bottom Line #1) ECOLOGICAL 

• Bridged Gardens, featured with Hilled Gardens, City Windows, Sunken Gardens, 
Terraced Water Front and a Skywalk, which all together created a composed band 
of landscape that provide multiple ecological, recreational and and aesthetic services. 

other in the soft glow of moonlight.

• elderly and disabilities — uniformly raising the soil level would have blocked the 
view to the waterfront lake edge from the city. The architect approached this problem 
by creating a series of city “windows” that “cut” into the raised level soil and gave form 
to a wave like skyline. At the valleys, the sunken gardens take place and at the crests 
the hilled gardens can be found.

• link the city into the nature gradually; a transitional space given to the community 
for recreation, exercise, education and cultural activities to enjoy.

• Five meters above the main garden level, observation walkways run the length of 
the site perpendicular to the Sky‐walk and provide platforms for observation and 
connection to the various small gardens and the large park beyond. There are eleven 
terraced mounds, and stepped Corten steel planters on the lakeside of each mound 
feature one plant species each. Paths run between the lake and the terraces. Raise 
walkways at the water’s edge create an eco‐friendly waterfront, mixing Cartesian 
geometries with natural growth and allowing people to walk into the wetland and 
touch the Oriental cattails.

• The sunken gardens, 20 meters by 8 meters in size, are inspired by the local 

meadow and pasture. 

The designer re-interpreted these patterns with sustainable materials and 
contemporary designs that allow allow people to make playful use of the space.

b. Gather People: Long Sleeve Skywalk, Xuzhou
• Skywalk straddles several watercourses and an expressway (Xuning Road). It 
integrates complicated urban functions into a space that is meant to be poetic. It 
connects the focal point of the county, Harmony Square, to the Forest Plaza across 
the road.
• Urban furniture is integrated into the design of the skywalk. Public space is 
reconsidered, as is play equipment for children. Spaces merge and connect in three 
dimensions, creating a new kind of public realm.

This project brief called for the square to provide an appealing public open space for 
local residents; to tell city’s cultural and historical stories (especially about the irrigation 
works); and to become a tourist attraction.

• The central part of the square has a stone aqueduct that acts as a screen to create 
separate parts and help establish a human scale in the large space. Water is a main 
feature and is accessible to people with disabilities.
• The curving, faceted stone “water steps” form the main element in the square and 
attract children to play.
• A canopy made of copper-painted yellow on top, inspired by the yellow rapeseed 

• A sunken amphitheater and three sunken pools are designed for people to enjoy 
various amusing water features. The fountains are designed for people to play in; seats 
are placed alongside canals. Many native camphor trees provide shade.

d. High Line
•  seating design: radial bench, peel-up bench, catwalk allow visitors to ramp up and
promenade above the main path of the High Line

e. College Green in Bristol: big lawn
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Bottom Line #2) SOCIAL  

a. East River Waterfront Esplanade
• The East River Waterfront Esplanade seeks to improve access to the waterfront, 
enhance pedestrian connectivity, and create waterfront amenities for public use and 
enjoyment. The existing esplanade is enhanced, new sections will be created, and 
several piers will be renovated and redeveloped.
• This bold and ambitious plan will revitalize the Lower Manhattan waterfront that 
currently suffers from weak connections, a lack of amenities, and underutilization. The 
project aims to improve the quality of life for local residents, workers, and visitors 
alike.

   Key Features of the Esplanade
• Sustainability: The project will showcase NYCEDC’s continued commitment to 
sustainability through a variety of initiatives regarding open space, air and water quality, 
energy, climate change, and congestion. For example, lighting will be upgraded to low 

feasible; regional, low maintenance plants will be used for landscaping; and rainwater 
harvesting of storm water runoff to maintain the esplanade's various planted spaces.

• Community Programming: The East River Waterfront Esplanade provides ample 
space throughout for the community to gather and host events. Such spaces include a 

Slip Pavilion, two step-down lookouts across from Wall Street and Rutgers Slip, 
respectively, and plentiful seating for pedestrians along the entire walkway.

• Active Recreational Space: In keeping with the long-term goals of the City, the East 
River Waterfront Esplanade project includes actively programmed space that the 
public can access year-round. Such features include two half basketball courts, a bocce/
petanque area, a dog run, and an open, elevated exercise area with publicly accessible 
equipment.

• Continuous Bikeway: The East River Waterfront Esplanade project will connect the 
Manhattan greenway for pedestrians and cyclists alike. Along currently funded sections 
of the project, cyclists will enjoy two-way bike lanes fully separated from automobile 

. In addition, these lanes will be lit 24-hours per day via the FDR 
above.

b. Public Space Improvement in Newcastle City Centre
• setting a very close proximity between the passenger waiting area, the pedestrian 
passageway and the shops, has created a public space that encourages those who 
come, wait or leave the public space to purchase goods from the shops.

• young people: 1) give a minor or passive role in public consultation; 2) they are 
often reduced to playing a minor active role in specific projects that target the 
development of appropriate ‘play spaces’.

d. Case of Birmingham
• young people and children(potential safety hazard): integration into the townscape 
(mixed use design) with loose materials, such as natural elements, specifically, 

e. Ciutat Vella, Barcelona
• shelter and protection approaches from partial screening right up to total enclosure 
and creation of a winter garden
• seating design: seats without a wall or other barrier behind them are likely to be 
understood
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Bottom Line #3) Economic 

Dongdaemun Design Plaza

• Oullim Square is a place where design and creative culture are incorporated with 
everyday urban life. The DDP courtyard is where visitors can relax and communicate 
with others while enjoying diverse activities in Oullim Square and appreciating the 
architectural beauty of the DDP and the urban landscape of the Dongdaemun Area. 

   Description
• The largest square in the DDP courtyard, Oullim Square is located in the center 
of the DDP with easy accessibility to major DDP facilities. The square consists of 
the Miraero Bridge, a beautiful precast concrete bridge, the Design Market, a place 
for shopping and relaxation, and the excavated and preserved historical sites and 
relics that were discovered in the Dongdaemun area. It is a place where visitors can 
appreciate the various architectural elements of the DDP, and the building itself as a 
whole, while relaxing and communicating with others.

   Uses and Purposes
Serving as an urban oasis and a breath of fresh air in a crowded downtown area, 
Oullim Square consists of various facilities
• Design Market: a place where visitors can shop, relax, and experience a range of 
different designs and design products
• Miraero Bridge: a major path to the main gate of the DDP in the Dongdaemun area
• Excavation sites: excavated historical sites that preserve traces of the national 
military institute, called Hadogam, that once existed on this location in the Joseon 
period (1392‐1910)
• DDP Information Center: a site for customized information about the DDP

Conveniences
• Kiosks (10), water fountain (1), benches (15), trash cans (15), banner poles (26), 
including 22 on the Design Avenue and 4 on the Grass Hill 

Dongdaemun History and Culture Park
• It is an eco‐friendly park where citizens can get a glimpse of the history of Seoul, 
communicate with others, and enjoy the landscape and park furniture.

   Uses and Purposes
• The Dongdaemun History and Culture Park is where the history of Seoul and 
design are kept alive. It is a place where visitors can get a glimpse of the history 
of the Dongdaemun area, including the Seoul Fortress Wall, the former site of a 
national military institution from the Joseon period called Hadogam, and the former 
Dongdaemun Stadium. It also houses exhibition halls and event venues where visitors 
can experience design and culture as well as various facilities and spaces for relaxation.

   Conveniences
• Kiosks (10), water fountain (1), benches (15), trash cans (15 sets) 

Gallery Moon
• (business / academic conference, shows, ceremony, art fair): exhibitions/events/tours 
— booking tours, space retails
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Surrounding districts

APPENDIX D
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Schools
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Parks
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Cinemas
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Hospitals and Clinics
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Cultrural Institutions
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A m e n i t i e s  f o r 
Disabled People
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The Health and Social Impact of the Green Deck Project on the Population 

Living in the Neighborhood 

Prof. Frances Wong, Associate Dean and Professor, FHSS 
Dr. David Ip, Associate Head, APSS 
Dr. Fiona Wong, Research Fellow, FHSS 
Dr. Lin Yang, Assistant Professor, SN   

Executive Summary 

The aim of this study is to examine the health and social impact of the Green Deck on the 
population living in the neighborhood.  Residents living in the nine constituency areas 
involved in the proposed development of the Green Deck and pedestrian and bicycle 
network are sampled and assessed in the study. These nine constituency areas include: 
King’s Park, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Whampoa East, Whampoa West, Hung Hom Bay, Hung Hom, 
Ka Wai, Oi Man, and Oi Chun.   

We developed a survey questionnaire for PolyU’s public exhibition on the Green Deck to 
solicit views from visitors about their satisfaction levels on various aspects on the 
environment and the accessibility of different leisure amenities and health and social care 
services in the Green Deck’s immediate neighborhoods.  During the exhibition period, a 
total of 1,010 people completed the survey, of whom 16.5% were residents of the 
constituency areas.  Over 40% of all respondents indicated they were dissatisfied with the 
neighborhoods’ air quality, noise level, and greenery.  Over 30% found the recreational and 
sports facilities, and health education and promotions were not easy to reach. When 
comparing the responses of residents with those of respondents who lived in other districts, 
significantly more residents (28.5%) reported that they were dissatisfied with their health 
status than non-residents (21.9%).  

A community diagnosis by conducting a more comprehensive questionnaire survey with 
residents was carried out in July and August last year. In addition to the views of Green Deck, 
open spaces and environment in the neighborhoods, residents’ quality of life (QOL) was 
assessed by the validated WHOQOL-BREF (Hong Kong version) and a description of the 
health and social characteristics of the population was obtained according to the community 
diagnoses guidelines developed by WHO.  Eligible residents living in the nine constituency 
areas were approached by the trained interviewers and invited to complete a 99-items 
questionnaire.  Among the 317 residents who completed the questionnaire, 43.8% were 
male, 70.1% aged 25-64 years, 70% had been living in the neighborhoods for at least 5 years 
and 30.6% reported an individual monthly income more than the median of the monthly 
wages in Hong Kong in 2011 (HKD14,800).  When they were asked the areas which needed 
to be “greener”, the top three were Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Plaza (49.2%), 
Hung Hom MTR Station and Hong Kong Coliseum (44.5%), and Whampoa & Hung Hom 
(43.8%).  Most people indicated that forest and botanical gardens (49.8%), tame grassland 
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(38.5%) and sports and recreation facilities (38.5%) were the most needed in the 
neighborhoods.  

The WHOQOL-BREF assesses QOL in four domains (Physical, Psychological, Social relationship 
and Environmental). The total score for each domain ranges from 0 – 100, with low scores 
indicating poor QOL. The mean domain scores of our respondents were in the range of 61.98 – 
70.83. If 1 SD below the mean is used as the cut-off criteria for low QOL, we estimated that 
18.9%, 14.5%, 10.4%, and 16.7% of the residents had a low physical, psychological, social 
relationship and environmental QOL, respectively.  In order to identify factors which had 
significant correlations with the four QOL domains, multivariate analyses were performed.  Presence 
of chronic illness, emotion, psychological and environmental QOL and general health were the 
predictors that contributed significantly to the physical health QOL.  People who did not smoke, had 
better emotion, more satisfied with their relationships with other people, and better physical and 
environmental QOL, also had a significantly better psychological health.  For social relationship QOL, 
those who were never married, married or widowed, more satisfied with their relationship with 
other people, with better psychological QOL and overall QOL, had significantly better social 
relationship QOL.  In additional to their living districts, those who reported having a higher individual 
monthly income, who were more satisfied with the environment and open space, with better 
physical health, psychological and social relationship QOL and overall QOL, were found to have 
significantly better environmental QOL.  For physical activity, most of the participants were 
identified as moderate physical activity level (55.8%), however, one quarter of the participants were 
identified as low activity level or no activity was reported (25.2%).   

Environmental QOL was one of the significant determinants of the residents’ physical health QOL 
and psychological QOL. Environmental QOL comprises physical conditions (pollution and 
temperature), safety and recreational facilities of the living environment.  It is possible that 
enhancing the living environment by improving air quality and ventilation, and developing accessible 
recreational facilities can positively influence residents’ QOL.  
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Introduction 

Green space planning has wider public health benefits than previously recognized.  The effects of 
green space in the living environment on health, well-being and social safety are always people’s 
concerns. Increased physical activity, psychological restoration and stress reduction have been 
proposed as possible mechanisms for the health benefits of green space (Groenewegen et al 2006; 
Taylor et al 1998).  Land-use mix which blends a combination of residential, commercial, cultural or 
institutional use has been found to have a strong association with physical activity and body weight.  
People living in areas with more commercial and other non-residential land use tended to walk more 
to accomplish their daily activities and therefore were less likely to be obese (Frank et al 2004; Yang 
wt al 2012; Yen wt al 2009).  People tend to be more satisfied with their neighborhood if there are 
more green spaces around, more vegetation and better air quality (Honold et al 2012).  Green space 
is also associated with more social contacts and cohesion, and neighborhood trust (Kweon et al 
1998). 

The creation of a healthy urban environment is a major policy priority (Dye 2008).  However, policy 
makers tend to view green environment as a luxury good rather than a basic necessity, especially in 
a densely populated city like Hong Kong.  The Green Deck proposed by The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University would cover 43,000 square meters with connections from the surrounding areas 
(Excel@PolyU 2014).  It is proposed to be developed over the existing Toll Plaza and the Tunnel 
Portal of Hung Hom Cross Harbour Tunnel in order to improve the environment in the areas.   

Residents in the neighborhood, people working or studying in these areas and commuters are the 
main users of the Green Deck, their perspectives are important in the creation of a healthy and 
green environment.   Nine constituency areas will be involved in the proposed development of the 
Green Deck and pedestrian and bicycle network.  According to the district council, these areas 
include Whampoa East (G16), Whampoa West (G17), Hung Hom Bay (G18), Hung Hom (G19), Ka Wai 
(G20), Oi Man (G21), Oi Chun(G22),  King’s Park (E16), and Tsim Sha Tsui East (E17) (Appendices 1a 
and 1b). Community leaders and Government officials are also our target populations in this project. 

There are four phases in this study: (1) Reviewing and analyzing relevant government and NGO data; 
(2) Community diagnosis; (3) Needs gap assessment; and (4) Estimating the potential impact of the 
Green Deck. We have completed (1) part of the data and information retrieval, (2) a questionnaire 
survey conducted at the 10-day Fest Green Deck Exhibition, and (3) a community diagnosis using a 
questionnaire survey approach.   

Aim 

To study the health and social impact of a green environment on the population living in the 
neighborhood. 

Objectives 

To conduct a community diagnosis to identify the characteristics of the population, and the factors 
which influence their physical and mental health. 

To conduct a needs gap assessment to identify the health, social and environmental needs of the 
population.  
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To prioritize the potential impact of the Green Deck on the population’s physical and mental health 
and social life. 

1. Reviewing government and relevant information on the socio-demographics, health and social 
services, recreational and cultural facilities in the nine constituency areas 

The 2011 Population Census data were studied.  Data were collected from 30 June to 2 August 2011 
by the Census and Statistics Department of the HKSAR Government.  A total of 41 data topics were 
drawn up and they could be categorized into demographic and social characteristics, educational 
characteristics, internal migration characteristics, economic characteristics, housing characteristics 
and household characteristics.  These data help understanding the background of the area studied 
and the characteristics of the population.  Availabilities of hospitals and clinics and the health 
services provided, information of the environment and infrastructures like the types of recreational, 
leisure and cultural facilities currently existing in the area were obtained.  

This process is ongoing.  Other data such as healthcare and social services utilizations, reports on 
health behaviors and social and environmental issues will be obtained from the Hospital Authority, 
Department of Health, Social and Welfare Department, District Councils and /or non-government 
organizations.  Comparisons between the existing services and facilities and the needs of the 
population will be performed in order to assist the planning and development of a green and healthy 
environment. 

2. A questionnaire survey conducted at the 10-day Fest Green Deck Exhibition 

Methods 

An exhibition on green deck was held in the university during Oct 2014 – Feb 2015. A self-
administered questionnaire written in Chinese and English was distributed to visitors of the 
exhibition.  Besides students and staff from the university, students from secondary schools, visitors 
from other universities, group tours and general public also visited the exhibition.  Answering the 
questionnaire was voluntary.  The questionnaire was anonymous and visitors were asked to put the 
completed questionnaire in a box before they left the exhibition.  People who were unable to read 
Chinese or English, or had difficulties in writing were excluded. 

The questionnaire was designed based on the guidelines of healthy cities developed by the WHO.  It 
was a structured questionnaire with 9 items to measure (1) satisfactory level on air quality, noise 
level, light pollution, environmental hygiene and greening in the studied districts, (2) accessibility of 
parks, gardens and open space, recreation and sports facilities, pedestrianisation, healthcare 
services, child care services, elderly services, and health education and promotion in the studied 
districts, (3)self-perceived quality of life and health status, and exercise level and (4) socio-
demographic information (sex, age, living district and education).  Visitors living in other districts also 
rated their satisfactory level of the environment, and accessibility of amenities and services in the 
studied districts, however, analyses of these questions were excluded. 

Data analysis was performed using SPSS version 21.  Descriptive statistics were reported by mean ± 
standard deviation or percentage, as appropriate. Differences in perceived QOL and health status 
and exercise level between people living in different living districts were analysed using univariate 
analysis.  For people living in the neighborhood, associations of perceived QOL, health status and 
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exercise level with their views on environment, amenities and services were evaluated using 
multivariate analysis. 

Results 

A total of 1010 people completed the questionnaire.  16.5% were living in the studied districts, 
including Hung Hom, Oi Man, Whampoa, Tsim Sha Tsui and King’s Park.  48.6% were male, 43.7% 
were 18 years old or below, and 56.1% had attained a university level (Table 1). 

Table 1 Socio-demographic and self-reported health information of the 1010 visitors. 
 N=1010  
Living district 
 Areas surrounding the University 
 Other districts 
 Missing 

 
165 (16.5%) 
837 (83.5%) 
8 

Sex 
 Male 
 Female 
 Missing 

 
491 (48.7%) 
517 (51.3%) 
2 

Age (yrs) 
 18 or below 
 19 – 25  
 26 – 30  
 31 – 40 
 41 or above  
 Missing 

 
440 (43.7%) 
383 (38.0%) 
84 (8.3%) 
63 (6.3%) 
37 (3.7%) 
3 

Education  
 Primary school or below 
 Secondary school 
 Diploma / Certificate 
 University degree  
 Missing 

 
11 (1.1%) 
354 (35.3%) 
75 (7.5%) 
562 (56.1%) 
8 

Quality of life 
 Very poor / Poor 
 Fair  
 Good / Very good 
 Missing 

 
108 (10.8%) 
553 (55.2%) 
340 (34.0%) 
9 

Health status 
 Very dissatisfied/dissatisfied 
 Fair 
 Satisfied / Very satisfied 
 Missing 

 
230 (23.0%) 
542 (54.15) 
229 (22.9%) 
9 

Exercise  
 No exercise 
 ≥30 mins for <3days/wk 
 ≥30 mins for ≥3days/wk 
 Missing 

 
275 (27.5%) 
546 (54.5%) 
180 (18.0%) 
9 
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Among those 165 people who lived in the studied districts, about half were dissatisfied with the 
greening (52.8%), noise level (48.5%) and air quality (48.2%) in their neighborhood (Figure 1).  Over 
30% stated that recreation and sports facilities (33.7%) and parks, garden and open space (32.3%) 
were not easy to reach in their neighbourhood. For health and social services, they found that 
elderly services (43.2%) were the most difficult to reach, followed by childcare services (36.4%), 
health education and promotion (35.4%) and healthcare services (32.1%) (Figure 2). 

Figure 1 Satisfactory level of the living environment of people living in the studied areas 

 

Figure 2 Accessibility of amenities and services of people living in the studied areas  
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When we compared views of people living the neighborhood and those living in other districts using 
Chi-square tests, people living in the neighborhood were significantly more dissatisfied with the 
noise level (48.5% vs 32.8%; P=0.016) and greening (52.8% vs 43.5%; P = 0.029) of the neighborhood. 
They also found that parks, gardens, open space (32.3% vs 29.3%; P = 0.005), and recreation and 
sports facilities were significantly more difficult to reach (33.7% vs 30.7%; P = 0.037). People living in 
the neighborhood were also significantly more dissatisfied with their health status (28.5% vs 21.9%; 
P = 0.019). There was no significant difference on their self-reported quality of life and exercise level 
(Table 2).  

Table 2 Comparing views of people living in the neighborhood and other districts 

 

When comparing between people living in the neighborhood  and those living in other districts, 
people living in the neighborhood were significantly more dissatisfied with their self-perceived 
health status (χ2 = 7.94, P= 0.019).  No significant difference was found in self-perceived QOL (χ2 = 
2.17, P= 0.339) and exercise level (χ2 = 3.91, P= 0.141).   

 

 

 

 

  Living in Hung Hom, 
Oi Man, Whampoa, 
TST or King’s Park 

Living in other 
districts 

Chi-square (χ2) P 

Noise Level 
 Dissatisfied 
 Average 
 Satisfied 

  
79 (48.5%) 
81 (49.7%) 
3 (1.8%) 

  
357 (42.8%) 
412 (49.3%) 
66 (7.9%) 

  
8.275 

  
0.016 

Greening 
 Dissatisfied 
 Average 
 Satisfied 

  
86 (52.8%) 
66 (40.5%) 
11 (6.7%) 

  
363 (43.5%) 
365 (43.8%) 
106 (12.7%) 

  
7.050 

  
0.029 

Parks/Gardens/Open Space 
Not easy to reach 
Average 
Easy to reach 

  
53 (32.3%) 
95 (57.9%) 
16 (9.8%) 

  
244 (29.3%) 
419 (50.2%) 
171 (20.5%) 

  
10.452 
  

  
0.005 

Recreation & Sports Facilities 
Not easy to reach 
Average 
Easy to reach 

  
55 (33.7%) 
93 (57.1%) 
15 (9.2%) 

  
256 (30.7%) 
434 (52.0%) 
144 (17.3%) 

  
6.614 

  
0.037 

Self-reported Health Status 
Dissatisfied  
Fair  
Satisfied  

  
47 (28.5%) 
93 (56.4%) 
25 (15.2%) 

  
183 (21.9%) 
449 (53.7%) 
204 (24.4%) 

  
7.942 

  
0.019 
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3. A community diagnosis using a questionnaire survey approach 

Methods 

To understand the needs and gaps of the community, WHO has suggested guidelines for conducting 
a community diagnosis.  Health and social indicators like health status, lifestyles, living environment, 
public health services and family and community relationship are suggested to be included in the 
assessment. Our questionnaire was developed based on the WHO guidelines and aimed at assessing 
resident’s quality of life, satisfactory level on environment, open space, transportation and social 
services, views on features and facilities needed to improve greening, and health and socio-
demographic profiles. To assess quality of life, the validated WHOQOL-BREF (Hong Kong version) was 
used. It consists of 24 items to assess the perception of quality of life in four domains, including 
physical health, psychological, social relationships and environment (38, 39); two items on overall 
QOL and general health and two national items.  All items are rated in a five-point Likert scale.  For 
facets incorporated within the four domains, please refer to Table 3.  

Table 3  Facets in the four QOL domains. 
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Reliability of the whole questionnaire was evaluated using a test-retest method.  Depending on the 
characteristics of the question items, Cohen’s weighted kappa were used for nominal variables and 
intra-class correlations were used for ordinal and continuous variables.  Results showed that all 
nominal variables had a moderate to perfect reliability with kappa statistics ranged from 0.50 – 1.00, 
and ordinal and continuous variables showed  a fair to excellent reliability with ICC values ranged 
from 0.41 – 1.00, except that one item showed an ICC value of 0.35. According to literature, a kappa 
from 0.41 to 1.00 indicates moderate to perfect agreement, and an ICC value from 0.40 to 1.00 
indicates fair to excellent agreement, therefore, the reliability of the questionnaire was acceptable 
(Hallgren 2012). 

All residents living in the nine constituency areas for at least 90 days were the target population of 
the community diagnosis.  Trained interviewers were sent to the nine areas and approached eligible 
subjects using a convenience sampling method. The purpose and procedures of the questionnaire 
survey were explained.  An informed consent was signed if they agreed to answer the questionnaire. 
Subjects who were cognitively impaired or unable to communicate effectively in Cantonese, 
Mandarin or English were excluded.   

Results 

Socio-demographics 

A total of 317 residents were successfully interviewed.  Data analysis was performed using SPSS 
version 21.  The number of residents from each of the nine constituency areas varied from 12-53. 
The majority were Chinese (99.1%), 43.8% were male, 60.3% were married and the mean age was 
45.12 years.  46.4% had been living in the studied areas for more than 10 years and 45.9% were 
living in a self-owned private permanent housing.  33.4% had attained a university level and 69.4% 
reported an individual monthly income of ≤ HK$14800, the median in 2011 (Table 4). 

Views on greening in the neighborhood 

Over 40% of the residents interviewed believed that the tunnel and toll plaza (49.2%), Hung Hom 
MTR station & Hong Kong Coliseum (44.5%) and Whampoa and Hung Hom areas (43.8%) needed to 
be greener (Figure 3). When they were asked about the facilities and amenities needed in those 
areas, approximately half of them suggested botanical gardens (50.2%), followed by grassland 
(38.5%) and sports and recreation facilities (38.5%) (Figure 4). 
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Table 4   Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants (N=317) 
 n (%) Mean ± SD 
Sex 
 Male 
 Female 

 
139 (43.8%) 
178 (56.2%) 

 

Age (years) 
 18-24 
 25-44 
 45-64 
 65 or above 

 
48 (15.1%) 
107 (33.8%) 
115 (36.3%) 
47 (14.8%) 

 
45.12 ± 17.28 

Ethnic group 
 Chinese 
 Indonesian 
 Filipino 
 Japanese 
 Missing 

 
313 (99.1%) 
1 (0.3%) 
1 (0.3%) 
1 (0.3%) 
1 

 

Living district 
 TST East 
 King's Park 
 Whampoa East 
 Whampoa West 
 Hunghom Bay 
 Hunghom 
 Ka Wai 
 Oi Man 
 Oi Chun 

 
12 (3.8%) 
28 (8.8%) 
48 (15.1%) 
40 (12.6%) 
40 (12.6%) 
49 (15.5%) 
17 (5.4%) 
53 (16.7%) 
30 (9.5%) 

 

Number of years living in the district 
 5 years or less 
 6-10 
 11-20 
 21 years or more 

 
95 (30.0%) 
75 (23.7%) 
64 (20.2%) 
83 (26.2%) 

 
14.94 ± 13.09 

Type of housing 
 Self-owned_Private premanant 
   housing 
 Self-owned_Subsidized home 
  ownership housing 
 Self-owned_Others 
 Rental_Private permanant housing 
 Rental_Public rental housing 
 Rental_Room 
 Rental_Bed 
 Rental_Others 
 Provided by employer/Rent 
 free_Private permanant housing 
 Provided by employer/Rent 
 free_Room 
 Missing 

 
145 (45.9%) 
 
23 (7.3%) 
 
3 (0.9%) 
34 (10.8%) 
87 (27.5%) 
19 (6.0%) 
1 (0.3%) 
2 (0.6%) 
1 (0.3%) 
  
1 (0.3%) 
 
1 

 

Education 
 Primary school or below 
 Secondary/Sixth form 
 Diploma/Cert 

 
61 (19.2%) 
117 (36.9%) 
33 (10.4%) 
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 University degree 106 (33.4%) 
Occupation 
 Managers and administrators 
 Professionals 
 Associate professionals 
 Clerical support workers 
 Service and sales workers 
 Craft and related workers 
 Plant and machine operators and  
  assemblers 
 Elementary occupations 
 Unemployed 
 Homemakers 
 Students 
 Retired 
 Others 

 
26 (8.2%) 
44 (13.9%) 
9 (2.8%) 
31 (9.8%) 
29 (9.1%) 
3 (0.9%) 
3 (0.9%) 
 
16 (5.0%) 
5 (1.6%) 
38 (12.0%) 
38 (12.0%) 
67 (21.1%) 
8 (2.5%) 

 

Individual monthly income 
 $0 
 $10500 or below 
 $10501 - 14800 
 $14801 - 23000 
 $23001 or above 

 
78 (24.6%) 
83 (26.2%) 
59 (18.6%) 
45 (14.2%) 
52 16.4%) 

 

Marital status 
 Never married 
 Married 
 Widowed 
 Divorced 
 Separated 

 
110 (34.7%) 
191 (60.3%) 
11 (3.5%) 
3 (0.9%) 
2 (0.6%) 

 

Living with 
 Alone 
 Families 
 Friends 
 Others 

 
21 (6.6%) 
276 (87.1%) 
19 (6.0%) 
1 (0.3%) 

 

Household size 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 
 8 
 Missing 

 
21 (6.6%) 
72 (22.8%) 
91 (28.8%) 
93 (29.4%) 
27 (8.5%) 
7 (2.2%) 
3 (0.9%) 
2 (0.6%) 
1 
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Figure 3 Views on districts/areas needed to be “greener” (N=317) 

 

*Respondents were allowed to choose more than one answer. 
 
 
Figure 4 Views on facilities needed in the areas (N=317) 

 

*Respondents were allowed to choose more than one answer. 
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Quality of life (QOL) 

Quality of life (QOL) was assessed using WHOQOL-BREF (Hong Kong version). Items in the WHOQOL-
BREF are structured into four domains, namely physical, psychological, social relationship and 
environmental QOL. The domain scores were transformed into a linear scale between 0 and 100. A 
high score indicates a better QOL. Table 5 shows the scores of the four domains.  If one SD below the 
mean is used as the cut-off standards for low QOL (Xia et al 2012), 18.9% of the subjects were 
considered to have a poor physical QOL, followed by environmental QOL (16.7%), psychological QOL 
(14.5%) and social relationship QOL (10.4%).  Among the four QOL domains, the residents 
interviewed had the lowest mean score in environmental QOL.  Significant moderate correlations 
were also found between the four domains, overall QOL and general health (P<0.01).  It is important 
to note that environmental QOL was more correlated with psychological QOL (  = 0.49), compared 
with physical health QOL (  = 0.44) and social relationship QOL (  = 0.33).  

Table 5 Scores of the 4 QOL domains, overall QOL and general health (N=317) 
 Mean SD Number of participants with 

poor scores, n (%) 
(score < 1SD) 

Domain 1 Physical QOL 70.83 12.69 60 (18.9%) 
Domain 2 Psychological QOL 65.43 12.61 46 (14.5%) 
Domain 3 Social Relationship QOL 63.96 14.61 33 (10.4%) 
Domain 4 Environmental QOL 61.98 13.76 53 (16.7%) 
General QOL 62.07 15.98                  14 (4.4%) 
General health 60.41 18.50                  31 (9.8%) 

 

Self-reported health behaviors 

From the self-reported health behavior data, 10.5% of the subjects were smokers while 18.3% stated 
that they consumed alcohol at least 2 – 4 times /month (Table 6). The majority did not meet the 
recommended fruit and vegetable intake guidelines. Only 13.2% met the recommended intake of 
fruit of 2 or more servings per day and 7.6% met the recommended intake of vegetable of 3 or more 
servings per day. For regular exercise, 31.2% exercised for at least 30 minutes, 3 – 4 times a week. 
More than 1/3 (37.2%) never exercised or exercised < 30 minutes/week.   
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Table 6  Self-reported health behaviors (N=317) 
 n(%) 
Current smoking status 
 Never smoke 
 Occasionally 
 Every day/Almost everyday 

 
284 (89.6%) 
10 (3.2%) 
23 (7.3%) 

Previous smoking status (for people who answered 
never smoke and occasionally only) 
 Never smoke 
 Occasionally 
 Everyday 
 Missing 

 
 
249 (85.6%) 
28 (9.6%) 
14 (4.8%) 
3 

Alcohol drinking  
 Never 
 1 or <1/mth 
 2-4/mth 
 2-3/wk 
 4 or more/wk  

 
165 (52.1%) 
94 (29.75) 
40 (12.6%) 
10 (3.2%) 
8 (2.5%) 

Alcohol drinking unit per day 
 0-2 
 3-4 
 5-6 
 7-9 
 10 or more 

 
100 (65.8%) 
34 (22.4%) 
11 (7.2%) 
6 (3.9%) 
1 (0.7%) 

Frequency of drinking 5 peg 
 Never 
 <1/mth 
 1/mth 
 1/wk 

 
93 (61.2%) 
40 (26.3%) 
16 (10.5%) 
3 (2.0%) 

Amount of fruit intake 
 Never 
 1-3/wk 
 4-6/wk 
 1/day 
 2 or more servings /day 

 
13 (4.1%) 
104 (32.8%) 
69 (21.8%) 
89 (28.1%) 
42 (13.2%) 

Amount of vegetable intake 
 Never 
 1-3/wk 
 4-6/wk 
 1/day 
 2/day 
 3 or more servings /day 

 
5 (1.6%) 
51 (16.1%) 
76 (24.0%) 
92 (29.0%) 
69 (21.8%) 
24 (7.6%) 

Following dietary guidelines 
 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Always 

Low fat 
48 (15.1%) 
55 (17.4%) 
122 (38.55) 
92 (29.0%) 

Low salt 
51 (16.1%) 
60 (18.9%) 
114 (36.0%) 
92 (29.0%) 

Low sugar 
46 (14.5%) 
66 (20.8%) 
104 (32.8%) 
101 (31.9%) 

Regular body exam 
 No 
 Yes 

 
182 (57.4%) 
135 (42.6%) 

Regular exercise 
 Never/ <30mins a week 
 1-2 30 mins exercise a week 
 3-6 30 mins exercise a week 
 At least 30 mins / day 

 
118 (37.2%) 
100 (31.5%) 
46 (14.5%) 
53 (16.7%) 
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Emotion and satisfactory level on relationship and social services 

More than 60% stated that they seldom or never had their emotion being affected by work, daily life 
or social life in the past three months (Table 7). For relationship, more than 90% reported that they 
were fair to very satisfied with their relationship with general people, families and neighbors.  
 
For social services, participants were allowed not to respond to these items if they had no 
experience in receiving these services or not familiar with these services in their constituency areas. 
Generally, more than 77% of the participants were satisfied with the social services provided in the 
neighborhood.  More than 20% were dissatisfied with rehabilitation services (20.7%), disabled 
services (21.4%), family welfare & critical incident management (22.5%) and health education and 
promotion (22.6%). 
 
For ease of reaching public transportation, 32.5% reported that it was difficult or very difficult to 
reach MTR.  Bus and minibus services were comparatively more convenient with less than 7% of the 
participants revealed that it was difficult or very difficult to reach.  
 
Table 7  Satisfactory levels on emotion, relationship,  Gov/Private/NGO social services and public 
transport 
 Always 

n (%) 
Sometimes 

n (%) 
Seldom 
 n (%) 

Never 
n (%) 

 

Emotion affected by 
Work 
Daily life 
Social life 

 
19 (6.0%) 
4 (1.3%) 
4 (1.3%) 

 
93 (29.3%) 
73 (23.0%) 
56 (17.7%) 

 
90 (28.4%) 

147 (46.4%) 
142 (44.9%) 

 
115 (36.3%) 
93 (29.3%) 

114 (36.1%) 

 

 Very 
dissatisfied 

n (%) 

Dissatisfied 
 

n (%) 

Fair 
 

n (%) 

Satisfied 
 

n (%) 

Very 
Satisfied 

n (%) 
Relationship      
General 1 (0.3%) 5 (1.6%) 100 (31.5%) 190 (59.9%) 21 (6.6%) 
Families 1 (0.3%) 3 (0.9%) 80 (25.2%) 197 (62.1%) 36 (11.4%) 
Neighbors 4 (1.3%) 24 (7.6%) 142 (44.8%) 130 (41.0%) 17 (5.4%) 

Gov/Private/NGO services      
Cultural & Recreational 
  services (N=245) 

1 (0.4%) 20 (0.8%) 118 (48.2%) 92 (37.6%) 14 (5.7%) 

Child care (N=166)  2 (1.2%) 13 (7.8%) 94 (56.6%) 55 (33.1%) 2 (1.2%) 

Teenager services(N=172) 1 (0.6%) 18 (10.5%) 98 (57.0%) 52 (30.2%) 3 (1.7%) 

Elderly services  (N=192) 4 (2.1%) 32 (16.7%) 78 (40.6%) 64 (33.3%) 14 (7.3%) 

Rehab services  (N=145) 3 (2.1%) 27 (18.6%) 71 (49.0%) 38 (26.2%) 6 (4.1%) 

Disabled services (N=131) 4 (3.1%) 24 (18.3%) 70 (53.4%) 31 (23.7%) 2 (1.5%) 

Family welfare & critical 
  incident management 
  (N=142) 

1 (0.7%) 31 (21.8%) 71 (0.5%) 36 (25.4%) 3 (2.1%) 

Health edu & promotion  
  (N=187) 

2 (1.7%) 39 (20.9%) 85 (45.5%) 50 (26.7%) 11 (5.9%) 

 Very 
difficult 

n (%) 

Difficult 
 

n (%) 

Fair 
 

n (%) 

Easy 
 

n (%) 

Very easy 
 

n (%) 
Public Transport 
Bus 

 
2 (0.6%) 

  
17 (5.4%) 

 
71 (22.4%) 

 
172 (54.3%) 

 
55 (17.4%) 

Minibus 1 (0.3%) 21 (6.6%) 83 (26.2%) 164 (51.7%) 48 (15.1%) 
MTR 38 (12.0%) 65 (20.5%) 75 (23.7%) 105 (33.1%) 34 (10.7%) 
Taxi 0 (0%) 32 (10.1%) 78 (24.6%) 159 (50.2%) 48 (15.1%) 
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Satisfactory levels of environment and open space 

Participants were also asked whether they were satisfied with the environment in the constituency 
area they belonged to.  Air quality (29.6%), ventilation (27.1%) and noise level (25.9%) were the top 
three environmental issues they were most dissatisfied (Figure 5).  For public space, they were most 
dissatisfied with the pedestrianization (25.2%), followed by promenade (22.7%) and greening (22.1%) 
in the neighborhood (Figure 6).  

Figure 5 Satisfactory level of environment 

 

 
Figure 6 Satisfactory level of public space 
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Health Status and Healthcare practices 
 
Approximately 23% reported that they had at least one chronic illness diagnosed by western medical 
doctors (Table 8).  The top three chronic illnesses reported were hypertension (68.1%), diabetes 
(16.7%) and arthritis (12.5%).  Around one third (36.3%) had no private health insurance coverage or 
were not eligible for any medical fee waivers provided by the government.  For other self-reported 
healthcare practices, please refer to Table 8.  

Table 8  Self-reported health status and healthcare practices (N=317) 
 n (%) 
Chronic illness 
 No 
 Yes 

 
245 (77.3%) 
72 (22.7%) 

Types of chronic illness 
 (N=72, can choose multiple options) 
 Hypertension 
 Diabetes 
 Arthritis  
 Heart disease 
 Asthma 
 Cancer 
 Others 

 
 
49 (68.1%) 
12 (16.7%) 
9 (12.5%) 
8 (11.1%) 
3 (4.2%) 
1 (1.4%) 
11 (15.3%) 

Health insurance/Medical fee waivers 
(can choose multiple options) 
 Health benefits provided by employers 
 Individual private insurance 
 Eligible for health services waivers 
 Health Care vouchers (for age ≥70 years) 
 None 

 
 
95 (30.0%) 
113 (35.6%) 
31 (9.8%) 
28 (8.8%) 
115 (36.3%) 

Hospitalization (in the past 3 months) 
 No 
 Yes 

 
305 (96.2%) 
12 (3.8%) (Private hospital (n) = 8 (57.1%);  
                   Gov hospital (n) = 6 (42.9%)) 

Length of stay in hospitals (days) 
 Private  
 Government 

 
1-7 days   
1-30 days  

Purchasing medication (in the past 3 months) 
 No 
 Yes 

 
192 (60.6%) 
125 (39.4%) (Western med. (n) = 103 (82.4%);  
                        Chinese med. (n) = 37 (29.6%)) 

Seeing doctors/TCM practitioners  
(in the past 3 months) 
 No 
 Yes 

 
 
180 (56.8%) 
137 (43.2%) 

Sick leave (in the past 3 months) 
 No 
 Yes 
 Not applicable 

 
198 (81.8%) 
44 (18.2%) 
75 

Number of days of sick leave in the past 3 mths Mean = 2.97 ± 8.87 
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Self-reported physical activity 

Physical activities were assessed by the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) short 
form.  It has been validated for use in adults.  Activities including walking, moderate-intensity 
activities and vigorous-intensity activities were assessed. The total MET-minutes / week of each 
participant were calculated. Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET) is the energy cost of physical 
activities.  Physical activity levels were categorized as low, moderate and high, based on the total 
MET-min/week and some other criteria. Please refer to the Guidelines for Data Processing and 
Analysis of the IPAQ for more details (2005).   

Table 9 shows that approximately 97% of the participants walked at least 10 minutes continuously in 
the past seven days while only 41.8% and 28.7% had moderate and vigorous intensity activities, 
respectively, for at least 10 minutes at a time in the past seven days.  48.9% performed both 
moderate and vigorous activities for at least 10 mins.  Based on their time spent on physical 
activities, most of the participants were identified as moderate physical activity level (55.8%).  It is 
important to note that ¼ were identified as low activity level or no activity was reported (25.2%).  

Table 9 Exercise level measured by IPAQ 
 
 

No 
n (%) 

Yes 
n (%) 

min/day 
Mean ± SD 

MET-min/week* 
Mean ± SD 

Walking at least 10 mins 
continuously in the past 7 days  

10 (3.4%) 283 (96.6%) 79.75 ± 98.18  
(N=255) 

1118.82 ± 1104.17 

Moderate intensity activities for 
at least 10 mins at a time in the 
past 7 days 
 

166 (58,2%) 119 (41.8%) 83.41 ± 87.03  
(N=116) 

323.15 ± 726.42 

Vigorous intensity activities for 
at least 10 mins at a time in the 
past 7 days 

211 (71.3%) 85 (28.7%) 76.84 ± 64.31  
(N=80) 

329.69 ± 715.93 

Total MET-min/week† 1771.67 ± 1667.45 
 n (%)   
IPAQ Category (N=317) 
 Low 
 Moderate 
 High  

 
80 (25.2%) 

177 (55.8%) 
60 (18.9%) 

 
 

 
 

*MET-min per week = MET level x min of activity/day x days per week 
 (MET level of Walking: 3.3 METs; Moderate: 4.0 METs; Vigorous: 8.0 METs) 

†Total MET-min/week = Walk MET-min/week + Moderate MET-min/week + Vigorous MET-min/week 

Potential determinants of the 4 QOL domains, overall QOL, general health and physical activity level 

Statistical analyses were performed to identify factors which determine the participants’ 4 domains 
QOL, overall QOL, general health and physical activity level. The emphasis were to find out how 
environmental (e.g. air quality, ventilation, noise level, etc.) and open space factors (e.g. greening, 
parks, recreational facilities, etc) affect participants’ QOL, health and physical activity. First, 
univariate analyses including Chi-square, one-way ANOVA, and correlation were performed.  
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Variables which had significant correlations were put into the models for multivariate logistic 
regression and ANCOVA in order to identify potential determinants.     

Potential Determinants of Physical Health Quality of life (QOL) 

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ physical health QOL. Participants who had no chronic illness, with better emotion, 
better psychological and environmental QOL and better general health were found to have 
significantly better physical health QOL (P<0.05) (Table 10).  

Table 10 Analysis of potential factors of physical health QOL using ANCOVA 
 Physical Health QOL  

Score Mean (SD) 
 β (95% CI) P 

Sex 
 Male 
 Female 

 
70.37 (11.39) 
70.56 (13.18) 

 
 

 
0.941 

Age  -0.04 (-0.13 – 0.06) 0.436 

Type of Housing 
 Owner-occupier 
 Rental/Employer provided/   
  Rent free 

 
70.39 (12.41) 
70.44 (12.31) 
 

  
0.963 

Education 
 Primary school or below 
 Secondary / Sixth form 
 Diploma / Cert 
 University degree 

 
69.00 (13.27) 
69.97 (11.58) 
72.88 (10.67) 
69.82 (12.81) 

  
0.396 

Individual monthly income 
 $0 
 $10,500 or below 
 $10,501 - $14,800 
 $14,801 - $23,000 
 $23,001 or above 

 
70.35 (10.90) 
68.87 (11.29) 
71.11 (10.74) 
69.62 (10.82) 
72.14 (12.39) 

  
0.484 

Chronic illness 
 No 
 Yes 

 
72.24 (11.69) 
68.59 (12.22) 

  
0.032 

Seeing doctors / TCM practitioners in 
the last 3 months 
 No  
 Yes 

 
 
71.48 (13.57) 
69.35 (11.21) 

  
 
0.076 

Satisfactory of Environment  0.16 (-0.13 – 0.45) 0.283 

Score of Emotion  
(Higher score, poor emotion) 

 -0.79 (-1.37 – -0.21) 0.008 

Satisfactory of Relationship  -0.12 (-0.89 – 0.65) 0.757 

Physical Activity 
(Total MET-min / week) 

 0.00 (-0.00 – 0) 0.285 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL  0.30 (0.18 – 0.42) <0.001 

Domain 3 Social Relationship QOL  0.03 (-0.07 – 0.12) 0.557 

Domain 4 Environmental QOL  0.17 (0.06 – 0.28) 0.002 

Overall QOL  0.02 (-0.06 – 0.10) 0.700 

General Health  0.10 (0.03 – 0.17) 0.005 
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Potential Determinants of Psychological Quality of Life (QOL)  

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ psychological QOL. Those who were non-smokers, with better emotion, more satisfied 
with their relationship with other people, better compliance with the low salt, low fat and low sugar 
dietary guidelines, and better physical health, social relationship and environmental QOL, had 
significantly better psychological QOL (P<0.05) (Table 11).   

Table 11  Analysis of potential factors of psychological QOL using ANCOVA 
 Psychological QOL 

Score Mean (SD) 
 β (95% CI) P 

Sex 
 Male 
 Female 

 
64.53 (15.37) 
62.59 (19.21) 

 
 

 
0.069 

Age 
 

 
 

0.03 (-0.04 – 0.10) 0.459 

Smoking status 
Non-smoker 
Occasionally 
Every day/Almost every day 

 
64.03 (12.68) 
61.92 (9.22) 
61.74 (9.36) 

  
0.013 

Type of Housing 
 Owner-occupier 
 Rental/Employer provided/ 
   Rent free 

 
64.33 (16.98) 
62.79 (17.65) 
 

  
0.167 

Individual monthly income 
 $0 
 $10,500 or below 
 $10,501 - $14,800 
 $14,801 - $23,000 
 $23,001 or above 

 
63.94 (11.43) 
63.11 (13.36) 
63.83 (12.88) 
63.40 (11.31) 
63.51 (12.65) 

  
0.981 

Regular Body Exam 
No  
Yes 

 
63.38 (18.60) 
63.74 (16.54) 

  
0.760 

Fruit intake 
Never 
1-3/wk 
4-6/wk 
1/day 
≥2/day 

 
66.15 (6.40) 
62.42 (13.69) 
63.14 (12.74) 
61.83 (14.55) 
63.96 (11.59) 

  
0.482 

Score of Emotion  
(Higher score, poor emotion) 

 -0.55 (-1.08 – -0.02) 0.042 

Satisfactory of Relationship  1.34 (0.67 – 2.01) <0.001 

Physical Activity Category 
Low 
Moderate 
High 

 
62.43 (13.23) 
63.19 (18.26) 
65.07 (12.75) 

  
0.224 

Compliance to dietary guidelines  0.31 (0.23 – 0.98) 0.002 

Domain 1 Physical health QOL  0.26 (0.16 – 0.35) <0.001 

Domain 3 Social Relationship QOL  0.19 (0.12  – 0.27) <0.001 

Domain 4 Environmental QOL  0.17 (0.08 – 0.25) <0.001 

Overall QOL  0.001(-0.07 – 0.07) 0.981 

General Health  0.05(-0.01 – 0.12) 0.099 
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Potential Determinants of Social Relationship Quality of Life (QOL) 

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ social relationship QOL. Participants who were never married, married or widowed, 
more satisfied with their relationship with other people, with better psychological QOL and overall 
QOL, had significantly better social relationship QOL (P<0.05) (Table 12).  

Table 12  Analysis of potential factors of social relationship QOL using ANCOVA 
 Social Relationship QOL 

Score Mean (SD) 
 β (95% CI) P 

Sex 
 Male 
 Female 

 
55.58 (30.01) 
57.73 (32.17) 

 
 

 
0.119 

Age  -0.18 (-0.29 – -0.07) 0.001 

Marital Status 
Never married 
Married 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 

 
61.96 (14.87) 
65.41 (14.14) 
72.87 (13.01) 
47.72 (12.01) 
35.30 (12.07) 

  
<0.001 

Score of Emotion  
(Higher score, poor emotion) 

 -0.49 (-1.20 – 0.22) 0.176 

Satisfactory of Relationship  1.08 (0.15 – 2.01) 0.023 

Physical Activity Category 
Low 
Moderate 
High 

 
57.08 (23.98) 
55.79 (31.35) 
57.09 (21.65) 

  
0.650 

Domain 1 Physical health QOL  0.07 (-0.06 – 0.21) 0.297 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL  0.39 (0.25  – 0.54) <0.001 

Domain 4 Environmental QOL  0.08 (-0.04 – 0.20) 0.197 

Overall QOL  0.10 (0.01 – 0.20) 0.034 

General Health  -0.01 (-0.09 – 0.08) 0.881 
 

Potential Determinants of Environmental Quality of Life (QOL) 

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ environmental QOL. Living district was one of the factors affecting participants’ 
environmental QOL. Those who lived in Tsim Sha Tsui East, Whampoa East, or Ka Wai had 
significantly better environmental QOL while those who lived in Hunghom had significantly lower 
environmental QOL (P<0.001) (Table 13).  In addition, participants who had a higher individual 
monthly income, who were more satisfied with the environment and open space, with better 
physical health, psychological and social relationship QOL and overall QOL, were found to have 
significantly better environmental QOL (P<0.05).  
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Table 13  Analysis of potential factors of environmental QOL using ANCOVA 
 Environmental QOL  

Score Mean (SD) 
 β(95% CI) P 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

 
62.88 (11.12) 
64.46 (12.31) 

 
 

 
0.165 

Age 
 

 
 

0.03 (-0.05 – 0.12) 0.455 

Living District 
Tsim Sha Tsui East 
King’s Park 
Whampoa East 
Whampoa West 
Hunghom Bay 
Hunghom 
Ka Wai 
Oi Man 
Oi Chun 
 

 
68.47 (9.94) 
65.76 (10.07) 
66.00 (10.36) 
63.17 (10.34) 
61.64 (10.26) 
56.53 (10.27) 
70.05 (10.13) 
60.68 (10.29) 
61.05 (10.22) 

  
<0.001 

Type of Housing 
Owner-occupier 
Rental/Employer provided/   
  Rent free 

 
62.55 (12.28) 
64.79 (12.65) 

  
0.093 

Education 
Primary school or below 
Secondary / Sixth form 
Diploma / Cert 
University degree 

 
61.99 (13.63) 
62.94 (11.29) 
65.31 (10.00) 
64.44 (12.24) 

  
0.562 

Individual monthly income 
$0 
$10,500 or below 
$10,501 - $14,800 
$14,801 - $23,000 
$23,001 or above 

 
62.11 (10.95) 
61.17 (10.62) 
62.53 (10.49) 
67.24 (10.53) 
65.30 (11.96) 

  
0.018 

Satisfactory of Environment  0.95 (0.64 – 1.26) <0.001 

Satisfactory of Open Space  0.46 (0.13 – 0.79) 0.007 

Score of Emotion  
(Higher score, poor emotion) 

 -0.01 (-0.58 – 0.58) 0.984 

Satisfactory of Relationship  0.08 (-0.67 – 0.83) 0.83 

Physical Activity Category 
Low 
Moderate 
High 

 
62.14 (10.93) 
64.38 (11.15) 
64.50 (10.25) 

  
0.220 

Domain 1 Physical health QOL  0.16 (0.05 – 0.27) 0.005 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL  0.27 (0.15 – 0.39) <0.001 

Domain 3 Social relationship QOL  0.10(0.01 – 0.19) 0.027 

Overall QOL  0.13 (0.05 – 0.20) 0.002 

General Health  -0.03 (-0.10 – 0.04) 0.361 
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Potential Determinants of Overall Quality of Life (QOL) 

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ overall QOL.  Living district was one of the factors affecting participants’ environmental 
QOL. Those who lived in King’s Park, Whampoa East, Hunghom Bay, Hunghom, and Oi Chuni had 
significantly better overall QOL (P=0.004) (Table 14).  In addition, participants who lived in a self-
owned  housing, with emotion less affected by social life, better environmental QOL and general 
health, were found to have significantly better overall QOL (P<0.05).  

Table 14  Analysis of potential factors of overall QOL using ANCOVA 
 Overall QOL 

Score Mean (SD) 
 β (95% CI) P 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

 
66.98 (60.10) 
68.31 (68.63) 

 
 

 
0.435 

Age  -0.04 (-0.14 – 0.06) 0.427 

Living District 
Tsim Sha Tsui East 
King’s Park 
Whampoa East 
Whampoa West 
Hunghom Bay 
Hunghom 
Ka Wai 
Oi Man 
Oi Chun 

 
62.38 (22.37) 
66.54 (29.29) 
70.27 (38.14) 
63.61 (34.79) 
68.33 (33.77) 
74.19 (37.14) 
63.52 (25.83) 
66.00 (39.90) 
73.98 (30.91) 

  
0.004 

Type of Housing 
Self-owned 
Rental/Employer provided/   
  Rent free 

 
71.01 (66.55) 
64.28 (62.46) 

  
<0.001 

Individual monthly income 
$0 
$10,500 or below 
$10,501 - $14,800 
$14,801 - $23,000 
$23,001 or above 

 
69.10 (46.84) 
66.62 (44.76) 
68.09 (40.19) 
64.83 (37.27) 
69.59 (40.37) 

  
0.420 

Emotion Affected by Daily Life 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Always 

 
66.86 (49.85) 
66.36 (59.80) 
65.50 (40.35) 
71.87 (20.53) 

  
0.896 

Emotion Affected by Social Life 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Always 
 

 
75.19 (73.26) 
77.82 (81.02) 
74.84 (50.69) 
42.74 (16.89) 

  
0.022 
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Satisfactory of General Relationship 
Very dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied  
Very satisfied 

 
76.90 (14.72) 
75.33 (17.13) 
60.57 (45.52) 
63.84 (64.79) 
61.59 (25.54) 

 
 

 
0.178 

Satisfactory of Relationship with 
Families 
Very dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied 
Very satisfied 

 
 
85.37 (18.18) 
71.82 (15.99) 
58.10 (36.93) 
59.44 (57.26) 
63.50 (27.82) 

  
 
0.281 

Satisfactory of Relationship with 
Neighbours 
Very dissatisfied 
Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied  
Very satisfied 

 
 
71.37 (17.36) 
70.38 (27.09) 
65.16 (62.55) 
67.77 (60.45) 
63.54 (26.91) 

  
 
0.330 

Physical Activity 
(Total MET-min/week) 

  
0.001 (0 – 0.002) 

 
0.156 

Satisfactory of Environment  -0.02 (-0.51 – 0.47) 0.934 

Satisfactory of Open Space  0.17 (-0.32 – 0.67) 0.485 

Satisfactory of Transportation  -0.05 (-0.77 – 0.67) 0.885 

Domain 1 Physical health QOL  -0.02 (-0.18 – 0.14) 0.826 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL  0.03 (-0.15 – 0.20) 0.786 

Domain 3 Social relationship QOL  0.12 (-0.01 – 0.25) 0.080 

Domain 4 Environmental QOL  0.29 (0.12 – 0.47) 0.001 

General Health  0.13 (0.03 – 0.23) 0.014 
 

Potential Determinants of General Health 

ANCOVA analysis controlling for sex and age was performed to identify factors which affect the 
participants’ general health. Participants who were more satisfied with the environment, had no 
chronic illness, covered by health insurance or eligible for medical fee waivers, had not seeing 
doctors or TCM practitioners in the past three months,  and with better physical health QOL and 
overall QOL, were found to have significantly better general health (P<0.05) (Table 15).  
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Table 15  Analysis of potential factors of general health using ANCOVA 
 General Health 

Score Mean (SD) 
 β (95% CI) P 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

 
58.80 (19.51) 
59.70 (22.42) 

 
 

 
0.631 

Age 
 

 
 

0.02 (-0.13 – 0.17) 0.781 

Education 
Primary school or below 
Secondary / Sixth form 
Diploma / Cert 
University degree  

 
57.03 (22.17) 
59.28 (19.82) 
59.27 (17.17) 
61.41 (21.25) 
 

  
0.687 

Individual monthly income 
$0 
$10,500 or below 
$10,501 - $14,800 
$14,801 - $23,000 
$23,001 or above 

 
60.56 (18.39) 
55.26 (18.36) 
57.73 (17.72) 
62.49 (18.36) 
60.21 (20.99) 

  
0.121 

Chronic Illness 
No 
Yes 

 
62.14 (20.76) 
56.36 (20.34) 

  
0.035 

Health Insurance/Medical fee waivers 
No 
Yes 

 
56.93 (21.09) 
61.56 (20.61) 

  
0.024 

Purchasing Medication in the past 3 
months 
No 
Yes 

 
 
60.47 (22.91) 
58.03 (19.28) 

  
 
0.211 

Seeing doctors/TCM practitioners in 
the past 3 months 
No 
Yes 

 
 
61.22 (23.72) 
57.28 (19.07) 

  
 
0.049 

Physical Activity Category 
Low 
Moderate 
High 

 
59.76 (19.34) 
58.63 (20.12) 
59.36 (17.27) 

  
0.867 

Score of Emotion  
(Higher score, poor emotion) 

 
 

 
-0.14 (-1.10 – 0.82) 

 
0.770 

Satisfactory of Relationship  0.16 (-1.07 – 1.39) 0.798 

Satisfactory of Environment  0.60 (0.07 – 1.13) 0.027 

Satisfactory of Open Space  -0.18 (-0.72 – 0.37) 0.527 

Domain 1 Physical health QOL  0.24 (0.06 -0.42) 0.009 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL  0.19 (-0.01 – 0.39) 0.065 

Domain 3 Social relationship QOL  0.07 (-0.08 – 0.22) 0.339 

Domain 4 Environmental QOL  0.03 (-0.15 – 0.22) 0.737 

Overall QOL  0.19 (0.06 – 0.31) 0.003 
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Potential Determinants of Physical Activity Level  

Multinominal regression was used to assess factors which determine physical activity levels 
categorized by IPAQ.  The analysis was performed with the control for sex and age.  Compared to 
participants who reported “low” physical activity level, those who lived in King’s Park (OR=0.14), or 
Hunghom (OR=0.23), and those who claimed that it was not easy (fair (OR=0.24); difficult/very 
difficult (OR=0.36)) to reach MTR, were significantly less likely to have a “moderate” physical activity 
level (P<0.05) (Table 16).   No potential factor which significantly determined a “high” physical 
activity level was found. 

Table 16  Analysis of potential factors of physical activity level using multinomial logistic regression 
(Note. Reference group:  Low IPAQ) 
 Moderate IPAQ High IPAQ 
 OR (95%CI) P OR (95%CI) P 
Sex 
 Male 
 Female 

 
1.50 (0.80-2.80) 
1.00 

 
0.203 

 
2.11 (0.96 – 4.62) 

 
0.063 

Age 
  

1.03 (1.01 – 1.05) 0.006 1.01 (0.98 – 1.03) 0.527 

Living district 
 TST East 
 King’s Park 
 Whampoa East 
 Whampoa West 
 Hunghom Bay 
 Hunghom 
 Ka Wai 
 Oi Man 
 Oi Chun 

 
1.78 (0.13 – 24.11) 
0.14 (0.03 – 0.67) 
0.43 (0.12 – 1.56) 
0.99 (0.20 – 1.94) 
0.27 (0.06 – 1.24) 
0.23 (0.06 – 0.82) 
1.69 (0.24 – 11.92) 
0.61 (0.16 – 2.24) 
1.00 

 
0.660 
0.014 
0.201 
0.993 
0.092 
0.024 
0.599 
0.451 
 

 
1.61 (0.08 -33.12) 
0.49 (0.08 – 3.20) 
0.26 (0.04 – 1.56) 
2.11 (0.30 – 14.65) 
0.30 (0.04 – 1.09) 
0.29 (0.05 – 1.62) 
0.54 (0.03 – 10.15) 
1.59 (0.31 – 8.10) 
1.00 

 
0.758 
0.159 
0.141 
0.451 
0.223 
0.159 
0.678 
0.580 
 

Air Quality 
Very dissatisfied / Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied / Very Satisfied 
 

 
3.42 (0.78 – 14.95) 
2.24 (0.67 – 7.48) 
1.00 

 
0.103 
0.190 

 
1.81 (0.28 – 11.50) 
1.14 (0.26 – 5.01) 
1.00 

 
0.531 
0.861 

Ventilation 
Very dissatisfied / Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied / Very Satisfied 

 
0.94 (0.20 – 4.35) 
1.20 (0.35 – 4.19) 
1.00 

 
0.934 
0.773 

 
1.54 (0.22 – 10.63) 
0.85 (0.18 – 4.15) 
1.00 

 
0.659 
0.845 

Environmental Hygiene 
Very dissatisfied / Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied / Very Satisfied 

 
0.69 (0.18 – 2.66) 
0.54 (0.23 – 1.26) 
1.00 

 
0.593 
0.156 

 
1.89 (0.34 – 10.59) 
0.74 (0.25 – 2.21) 
1.00 

 
0.471 
0.583 

Recycling 
Very dissatisfied / Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied / Very Satisfied 

 
0.58 (0.19 – 1.84) 
0.93 (0.40 – 2.15) 
1.00 

 
0.358 
0.864 

 
0.29 (0.06 – 1.34) 
0.52 (0.18 – 1.52) 
1.00 

 
0.113 
0.235 

Promenade 
Very dissatisfied / Dissatisfied 
Fair 
Satisfied / Very Satisfied 

 
0.90 (0.35 – 2.34) 
0.80 (0.36 – 1.78) 
1.00 

 
0.834 
0.582 

 
0.44 (0.13 – 1.480 
0.55 (0.21 – 1.44) 
1.00 

 
0.183 
0.224 

MTR 
Very difficult / Difficult 
Fair 
Easy / Very Easy 

 
0.36 (0.14 – 0.94) 
0.24 (0.10 – 0.59) 
1.00 

 
0.037 
0.002 

 
0.46 (0.13 – 2.59) 
0.77 (0.25 – 2.30) 
1.00 

 
0.219 
0.632 

Domain 2 Psychological QOL 1.01 (0.98 – 1.04) 0.457 1.03 (0.99 – 1.07) 0.107 
Domain 4 Environmental QOL 1.01 (0.98 – 1.05) 0.376 1.01 (0.97 – 1.06) 0.492 
Overall QOL 1.02 (0.80 – 2.80) 0.068 1.03 (1.00 – 1.06) 0.064 
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Discussions 

It is obvious that the Cross Harbour Tunnel toll plaza and the nearby areas are the most polluted 
areas among the nine constituency areas.  Air quality is largely associated with vehicle exhaust 
emissions as there are long queues  every day at the entrances to the Tunnel (Planned Dept 2008; 
SCMP 27 Jan 2013).  It is reasonable that the residents in our survey stated that the Tunnel toll plaza, 
the Hunghom MTR station and the Hong Kong Coliseum were the top areas needed to be improved 
and greener.  In  a densely populated city like Hong Kong, a green environment is often viewed as a 
luxury good.  Botanical gardens and grassland were the two amenities which our residents most 
wanted to have in the neighborhood.  According to the information from the GeoInfo Map of Lands 
Department , there is a lack of botanical gardens and grassland, not only in Hunghom and Tsim Sha 
Tsui East, but also in Hong Kong. Parks also cannot be found in the areas studied.  The closest parks 
are the Kowloon Walled City Park and Kowloon Tsai Park in Kowloon City, and the Kowloon Park in 
Tsim Sha Tsui. 

The WHOQOL-BREF (Hong Kong version) assesses QOL in four domains including physical health, 
psychological, social relationships and environmental. Comparing the mean scores of the four 
domains of our residents with the mean scores of another healthy sample in Hong Kong (Leung et al, 
2005), we found that our residents had a lower physical QOL (score difference: - 0.48) but better 
psychological QOL (score difference: +6.49), social relationships QOL (score difference: +2.52) and 
environmental QOL (score difference: +1.92).  On the other hand, comparing with a sample in 
Guangzhou (Xia et al 2012), a higher percentage of our residents was identified as having poor 
physical health QOL (18.9% vs 11.8%) and environmental QOL (16.7% vs 13.6%).  

There are a total of seven questions assessing physical QOL and eight questions assessing 
environmental QOL.  Two questions, “enough energy for everyday life” and “sleeping quality” from 
physical QOL and five questions, “environmental safety and security”, “pollution, noise, traffic and 
climate of the physical environment”, “opportunities for recreation and leisure activities”, 
“conditions of living place”, and “satisfactory of transport” from environmental QOL, are directly or 
indirectly related to the greening of the living environment.  Studies have found that green space can 
help people to achieve a healthier duration of sleep because sleep can be affected by temperature, 
light and noise exposure.  People living in greener neighborhoods were at a lower risk of short sleep 
(less than 6 hours a night) (Astell-Burt 2013).  Adverse effects on mood and cognitive performance 
can be found on the next day if sleeping quality is affected (Ohrstrom 1991).  Short sleep duration 
has also been shown to be correlated with obesity, chronic disease and mortality (Cappuccio et al 
2008; Gallicchio & Kalesan 2009; Knutson et al 2006).   On the other hand, people tend to be more 
satisfied with their living environment or better environmental QOL if there are more green spaces 
around, more vegetation and better air quality (Honold et al 2012; Kweon et al 1998).  Green space 
is associated with more social contacts and cohesion, and neighborhood trust (Kweon et al 1998) 
which in turn people will feel safer.  If people feel safe in the neighborhood, they are likely to engage 
in outdoor activities more often (Ball et al 2010; Ferrao et al 2013).  The pollution issue in the 
studied areas could be one of the reasons to explain the relatively large proportion of residents 
having poor environmental QOL. The vulnerable population, such as young children, elderly and 
patients, are highly affected by air and noise pollution, and thermal stress compared to other 
population groups.  To reduce pollution, the presence of vegetation and parks has been found to 
have a significant effect in improving indoor and outdoor thermal comfort and air quality (Feyisa et 
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al 2014).  Exercise has long been supported for maintaining cardiovascular health and healthy body 
weight, however, the environment and the amenities can be the inhibitors.  Participation in 
recreation and leisure activities could be affected by both the environment and the accessibility and 
availability of recreation and sports facilities. Poor air quality and ventilation were the top two 
environmental issues identified in the survey, and more than 35% claimed that more sports and 
recreation facilities and bicycle path were needed in the neighborhood.  These could be the 
obstacles to exercise. For transportation, most of our participants were satisfied with the public 
transport except that around 1/3 stated that MTR was difficult to reach. 

In order to identify factors which had significant correlations with the four QOL domains and physical 
activity level, multivariate analyses were performed. Presence of chronic illness, emotion, 
psychological and environmental QOL and general health were the predictors that contributed 
significantly to the physical health QOL. It is our expectation that people without chronic illness 
should have a better physical health QOL.  For emotion and psychological health, a number of 
reviews have summarized the impact of emotions and cognitions on health outcomes and mortality 
(Gallo & Matthews 2003).  People with positive emotions evidenced better physical health outcomes, 
such as fewer physical complaints, more exercise, longer sleeping hours and better sleep quality 
(Tugade et al 2004). On the other hand, statistical analysis also showed that people who did not 
smoke, had better emotion, more satisfied with their relationships with other people, and better 
physical and environmental QOL, also had a significantly better psychological health.  Instead of 
helping people to relax, smoking actually increases anxiety and tension. Evidence has shown that 
anxiety is strongly associated with smoking (Mykletun 2008). It is also obvious that emotion and 
relationship are key components of psychological health (Hopp 2011).  Literature has already shown 
that psychological benefits of a healthy environment.  Green space around the home significantly 
decreased stressful events, anxiety disorder and depression (Mass et al 2009; van den Berg et al 
2010).  Similar correlations were also found between environmental QOL and overall QOL.   As 
discussed previously, environmental QOL comprises participation in leisure and recreation activities, 
and air quality and pollution in the living environment. There is no doubt about putting more effort 
into greening work to improve the physical conditions of the living environment in order to bring 
better physical health and psychological QOL to our people. 

Resident’s satisfactory of the environment and open space were two key determinants of 
environmental QOL while satisfactory of environment was also one of the key determinants of the 
residents’ general health.  If the conditions of and facilities in the environment can be further 
improved, more people will have a better environmental QOL, which will also bring a positive impact 
on their physical health and psychological QOL, and general health.  From the analysis, we also found 
that people living in Tsim Sha Tsui East, Whampoa East and Ka Wai had a significantly better 
environmental QOL.  More in-depth studies are needed to study the reasons behind.   

A growing literature suggesting that physical exercise has beneficial effects across physical and 
psychological-health outcomes. People who engage in physical activity tend to have more desirable 
health including better general health and health-related quality of life (Penedo 2005).  However in 
the analysis of determinants of physical activity levels using multinomial logistic regression, physical 
and psychological QOL, and general QOL were not significantly contributed to the variance in 
physical activity levels.  It is interested to find that people living in King’s Park and Hunghom and 
those who had difficulty in reach MTR were less likely to have a moderate physical activity level.  
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People with low physical activity level might think that their homes were too far from the MTR 
stations and were unwilling to walk to the stations. The ease of access to recreational facilities, parks 
and pedestrianization in these areas could also have an impact on exercise. More in depth interviews 
and information on sports and recreational facilities need to be obtained to understand the reasons 
why people in King’s Park and Hunghom had a significantly lower physical activity level. 

Conclusion 

The development of the Green Deck or improving the environment with more green space is 
expected to have a beneficial effect on people’s QOL. More importantly, environmental QOL was 
one of the significant determinants of the residents’ physical health QOL and psychological QOL, as 
well as general QOL.  Environmental QOL comprises physical conditions (pollution and temperature), 
safety and recreational facilities of the living environment.  It is possible that enhancing the living 
environment by improving air quality and ventilation, and developing accessible recreational 
facilities can have a positive influence on people’s physical and psychological health, and QOL. 
Studies have supported that a clean and green environment can lower the risk of chronic illness 
including cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, obesity, depression and anxiety.  In the long term, 
healthcare expenditure can be lowered as people may visit clinics and hospitals less often and length 
of stay in hospitals can also be shortened.   A green environment with nicely built walking and 
bicycle paths, not only enhance the connection of different areas, but also facilitate people to walk 
and exercise regularly. 
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Appendix 1a  The nine constituency areas covered in this study 

 

Whampoa East (G16), Whampoa West (G17), Hung Hom Bay (G18), Hung Hom (G19), Ka Wai (G20), 
Oi Man (G21) and Oi Chun(G22) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G 16 
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Appendix 1b  The nine constituency areas covered in this study 

 

King’s Park (E16), Tsim Sha Tsui East (E17) 

 



APPENDIX L
Presentation Slides for Session 1B - Greening for Societal Well-being
(Greening, Environment and Health Issues)



1

Green Deck – Artist’s impression



2

Green Deck Benefits – Enhanced neighborhood quality

Art Gallery



Green Deck Benefits – Enhanced neighborhood quality

District Park



Effect of the Green Deck on 
Local Air

Prof. Lee Shun-cheng, Frank
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering



Measure air 
pollutants    
(NO2, PM, 

carcinogenic 
compounds)

Comparison
the without or 

with green 
deck scenario 

Estimate the 
improvement/ 
reduction after 
green deck is  

built

What have we done ?



Roadside monitoring station PQ Podium

Measurement w ithout Green deck Scenario 
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Air quality Standards
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Estimated PM  and carcinogenic compounds 
reduction in green deck situation

>20% reduction

>30% reduction

>35% reduction 

>30-50% reduction



cancer risk 
w ithout or w ith Green Deck 

Bus-waiting
people Poly U student Poly U staff

Without With Without With Without With 
Reduction

(minimum value)

Formaldehyde 1.34E-06 9.01E-07 1.07E-06 7.21E-07 1.07E-05 7.21E-06 -32.76%

Acetaldehyde 8.90E-08 5.93E-08 7.12E-08 4.74E-08 7.12E-07 4.74E-07 -33.37%

Benzene 1.96E-07 7.33E-08 1.57E-07 5.86E-08 1.57E-06 5.86E-07 -62.60%

cancer risk 1.63E-06 1.03E-06 1.30E-06 8.27E-07 1.30E-05 8.27E-06 -36.39%



Conclusion 
Hourly NO2 concentration has 10% sampling time 
exceed the HKAQO and WHO standard
The 24-hr PM10 and PM2.5 was ~50%-60% higher than 
WHO AQG value 
Over 20% to 50% reduction in PM10, formaldehyde, 
acetaldehyde and benzene with green deck situation
Chronic exposure on carcinogenic compounds for bus-
waiting people and PolyU staff have cancer risk without
green deck 
The reduction of cancer risk in green deck situation is 
over 33% to 62%



Effects of Proposed Green Deck 
on Local Noise environment

Prof. S K Tang
Department of Building Services Engineering

Urban Noise Laboratory
Research Institute of Sustainable Urban Development



The Issue
Green Deck will cover the toll area of Cross Harbour Tunnel 
– an area between Hunghom Railway station and PolyU

Noise trapped underneath the deck

Restricted radiation -> powerful noise radiation at any 
opening

Affect PolyU, people underneath the deck and nearby 
buildings

Seek for solution(s)



Study Approach

Site measurement

Ray-tracing simulation
Give similar noise 
level prediction :
5 – 12 dBA
increase in Noise 
level 

* Development of Noise Mitigation Strategy *



Proposed Noise Mitigation Strategy

Adding louvres & Micro-perforated absorbers on the 
edge and sound absorbers at deck bottom & on MTR 
wall



Schematics of Noise Mitigation 
Proposal



Noise Reduction (NR) 

 -1  NR < 0 
 0  NR < 1 
 1  NR < 3 
 3  NR < 6 
 6  NR < 9 
 9  NR < 12 
 12  NR < 15 
 NR  15 

 



Summary of Results

Lourves & MPAs are added along the deck facing PolyU

Strong sound absorbers are needed to be installed at the deck bottom 
and Hung Hom Station external wall

Bridges linking PolyU & Hung Hom station should be enclosed, thus 
noise is shielded off, and the users are protected.

Compared to the “No Deck” results, the proposed measure will result in 
at least 1.5 - 2dBA noise reduction at locations in PolyU,

Those under the Deck nearly unchanged.

Noise reductions at locations at higher height level of PolyU and the 
open area of the Hong Kong Coliseum are between 5 to ~20 dBA.



Improved Air Quality & Thermal Comfort in 
Bus-Passenger Waiting Area using Wind 
Catchers

Prof. Jianlei Niu
Department of Building Services Engineering

19



Synopsis
Improvement of air quality in green deck 
project
Lower air pollutants levels on the deck areas.
Less direct exposure of pedestrians to the emission from tunnel 
vehicles.
High wind induced by large open area of the green deck will lead 
to better thermal comfort.

Existing problems
High exposure level of bus passengers and drivers in the semi-
tunnel ground level. 
Environmental problems of bus waiting areas in the mid-level.

Proposed engineering approach
provision a central mechanical exhaust with filtration.
wind catcher natural ventilation to pressurize the mid-level.
Enclosed passageway design similar with aircraft boarding bridge.
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Proposed Natural Ventilation with Wind Catchers

Air Purification Process

Conceptual Airflow Diagram



Wind Catchers



The Effect of Greenery on Temperature and 
Thermal Comfort in Green Deck

Dr CK Chau
Department of Building Services Engineering
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Cooling Benefits provided by Green Deck for 
park visitors

Provide shading areas can improve the thermal 
comfort sensation of park visitors during 
afternoon periods

• e.g.Tree shading can improve thermal 
comfort sensation from extremely hot (‘’-3”) 
to slightly hot (“0.38”)



Predicted temperature Profile for Green Deck (based on 60% greenery coverage)
• The temperatures of

the parks will be
lower than those at
150m away from the
parks by 1-2°C

• The temperatures 
will increase from 
the center to the 
boundary of the 
parks by 1°CGreen Deck 

Cooling Benefits provided by Green Deck for 
its neighbourhood



Prof. Chi-Sun POON
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Maximise the use of recycled glass in
cement-based construction materials
for the Green-Deck 



Mix Proportion of Self-Compacting 
Architectural Mortar

0.8:0.2:2.0:0.4

Approximately 143 tonnes of waste glass can 
be recycled by the construction of the Green 

Deck

Newly developed method to prepare the 
Architectural Mortar 

Without the use of steel molds

Based on the mix proportion of Self-Compacting 
Architectural Mortar

With the addition of PVA (0.3% of cement weight) 
for improved flexural strength

Adding a small dosage of nano-silica to enhance 
cohesion 

white cement : MK : recycled glass : water

Photocatalysis Principles & Material Design
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Air-Purifying Properties: NOX Removal



Renewable Energy Applications on 
the Green Deck

Prof. H X Yang
Department of Building Services Engineering



Energy consumption estimation

Annual power demand 
without Renewable Energy:

2.1 million kWh/year 
(with natural ventilation)
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Air conditioning Mechanical 
ventilation

Lighting

Estimated serving 
area (m2)

14,500 15,000 15,000

Power consumption 
density (W/m2) 7-14 9.8-16.9 2.5-5.0

Operation hour 7:00am-23:00pm
May-October

7:00am-23:00pm
All year

7:00am-23:00pm (full)
0:00am-6:00am (half)

Power demand (kW) 100-203 147-253 43-86

Served floor 
areas/spaces

Waiting lobby and 
bus station

Waiting lobbies, 
pedestrian and bus 
stations

Waiting lobbies, pedestrian 
and bus stations



Potential Solar PV Installation Areas 

PV installed on the rooftop and vertical facade of the buildings above 
the Green Deck



Evaluation of Solar Power Generation 

Potential area
(m2)

System capacity
(kW)

Annual energy 
production 
(kWh/year)

Building Roof Vertical 
facade Roof Vertical 

facade Roof Vertical 
facade

A 5,500 - 608.5 - 940,148.9 -

B 1,650 800 182.6 126.8 282,044.7 98,669.2

C 870 900 96.3 142.7 148,714.5 111,028.5

D 1,000 197 110.6 31.2 170,936.2 24,278.2

E 1,000 197 110.6 31.2 170,936.2 24,278.2

F 1,000 197 110.6 31.2 170,936.2 24,278.2

Sum
11,020 2290 1219.2 363.1 1,885,261 283,310.5

13,310 m2 1,582.3 kWp 2,168,572  kWh/year



The first solar bike paths
Turn a bike path (70m) into energy-generating solar 
roadways
Has operated for about 6 months
Power generation: 70 kWh/m2
Works really well

Netherlands’ Solar Road Project



PV Pavement Configuration

Size: 500×500mm
TH: ~20mm
9 monocrystalline silicon 
solar cells connected in 
series 
Power: 40Wp

Anti-slip front tempered glass (10mm)

PVB/EVA foils (encapsulation )
Solar cell
PVB/EVA foils (encapsulation )

Rear eco-glass block (10mm)

50
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Executive Summary 

Objectives 
The objectives of this project include: 

1. To calculate how many surrounding areas and population are impacted by the
ambient temperature change of the Green Deck;

2. To establish a theoretical framework to evaluate the costs and benefits effect of
“change of surface temperature” as caused by Green Deck;

3. To identify the tangible and intangible parts of the costs and benefits added to the
stakeholders by the “change of surface temperature”.

Significance of the project 
1. By revealing the monetary value of cost and benefits of “thermal change effect” of

Green Deck, the cost-benefit analysis will be more persuasive, all-rounded, and
able to ensure this project will improve various groups of stakeholder in Hong
Kong society;

2. The analysis will indicate that whether the investment into thermal consideration
will socially bring about positive net benefit; and

3. This research will develop a potentially widely-used model for open space
construction to monetarily evaluate a project’s thermal effect.

Methodology 
Generally, cost-benefit analysis is the principal methodology of the present research. 
Targeting to different sorts of good, different sub-methods of cost-benefit analysis 
have their own advantages. Based on the objects of the present research, the two 
basic types of good are tangible goods, which have market price, and intangible 
goods, which do not have market price. The list of tangible and intangible costs and 
benefits will be formed through literature review. Then the list will be validated by 
experts and polished.  At last, based on the formula of ‘Net Balance=Total 
Benefit-Total Cost’, a cash flow chart will be formed. All the acquired price of future 
cost and benefit will be discounted into the present value and put into the 
appropriate part of the form. The net balance will be calculated at last. Furthermore, 
based on the uncertainty of the future, some other scenario will be tested by 
sensitive test to provide some other potential possibilities and risk suggestions. 

Progress 
Recently, a primary framework of cost and benefit from Green Deck’s thermal effect 



has been formed. The fundamental nine categories of the cost and benefit are listed 
out. The list is and will be validated by the experts from different relative areas. 
Meanwhile, the literature review for the tangible goods in Hong Kong context is 
being conducted. The literature review of revealed preference method is also being 
conducted. The items whose price cannot be acquired from literature review will be 
further explored using interview and street survey of stated preference method. 

Report dated: 5 Oct 2015 
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Cost  and Benefit  Analys s on the Thermal Effect on the Green Deck 
to the Surrounding Outdoor Environment 

(Final Report) 

By Prof. Edwin H.W. Chan 

Department of Building and Real Estate 

Co-Is: C.K. Chau, Esther H.K. Yung, C. Philipp and Jianbo Han 

Executive Summary 

Climate change, a trend of local temperatures getting increasingly higher every year, 

has become a significant challenge for Hong Kong. It can bring a list of harmful 

impacts to society as a whole and individuals. For instance, Hong Kong should deal 

with issues of extreme weather events, flooding, decreasing water availability, heat 

waves, health impacts and threatened ecosystem services brought by high 

temperatures (Welford et al., 2008). 

Besides climate change, the urban heat island effect is a major local factor that greatly 

influences Hong Kong’s temperatures. As a characteristic of cities, the urban heat 

island effect can increase the temperatures in urban areas normally by 1-3 , 

sometimes as much as 12  (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). 

The urban heat island effect also brings about a series of problems, such as health 

impacts, higher energy consumption and air quality deterioration due to the city 

getting hotter (Green Power, 2012). 

Greenery planting is a mitigation measure to solve the problems caused by high 

temperatures (Green Power, 2012). Due to a larger greenery coverage than the 

normal urban area, there exists a park cool island, both inside and surrounding an 

urban park. Such park cool islands can reduce the urban heat island effect 

(Declet-Barreto et al., 2013), lower air temperatures in their surrounding 

communities and, hence, improve their residents’ well-being. 

One such area lacking in greenery lies between Hung Hom Station, Polytechnic 

University and the Cross -Harbour Tunnel entrance. This has become an urban heat 

island (Arrau & Peña, 2015). To tackle this problem in this location, plans are already 

prepared to build a multifunctional podium called the Green Deck. Featuring a high 
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vegetation coverage, one of the functions of the Green Deck is to reduce the 

temperature of its surrounding communities in such urban heat island area.  

This research study aims to economically evaluate the thermal effect of temperature 

reduction of the Green Deck using cost-benefit analysis. The aim is divided into the 

following three tasks: (1) describing the size and population of influenced 

surroundings; (2) economically evaluating the net present benefit of the project over 

a period of 50 years; and (3) discussing the tangible and intangible benefits of 

different stakeholders from the project. 

There are two reasons that make cost-benefit analysis a suitable method for this 

research. Firstly, cost-benefit analysis is prevalently used to assess environmental 

impacts of a policy or a construction project by the governments in different regions 

(Hanley & Spash, 1993), because of its capability to assess impacts of a policy on 

different groups of stakeholders over a certain length of period. Secondly, it also has a 

capability to monetarise both tangible and intangible impacts, which help in judging 

whether a project is desirable for the whole society. 

In this research, a geographic information system is used to identify and describe the 

influenced surrounding area of the thermal effect of the Green Deck. The associated 

datasets are also used in the following cost-benefit analyses. During each cost-benefit 

analysis, the structure given by Hanley and Spash (1993) is used. The relationships 

between temperature and each benefits and the price of each cost or benefit were 

collected from previous publications. 

Three scenarios were taken into consideration that involve the concept of Park Cool 

Island (PCI). The first one (Scenario 1: Ideal PCI excluding extended deck) took into 

account the Green Deck only, which has a size of 43,000 ; the other two (Scenario 

2: Ideal PCI included an extended deck; and Scenario 3: Localised PCI) both 

accounted for the Green Deck and a potentially added greenery area called the 

Extended Deck, which have a combined total size of 103,000 . The theory about 

calculating the size of a park cool island (Jauregui, 1990) was used in the first two 

scenarios. In these two scenarios, a 1 ’s decrease was assumed to happen within the 

theoretical park cool island outside the Green Deck. For the size of park cool island 

in Scenario 3, our linked research from Chau et al (2015) studying the local situation 

was used. Their research revealed that the park cool island (PCI) of the Green Deck 

would extend 150m beyond its boundary with an effect to decrease the temperatures 

by an average of 2 . 
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In the above three scenarios, the descriptions of size and population of the influenced 

surroundings are shown as below: 

(1) Scenario 1 (Ideal PCI excluding extended deck): 426,568  with 8,122 people; 

(2) Scenario 2 (Ideal PCI including extended deck): 871,952  with 23,118 people; 

(3) Scenario 3 (Localised PCI): 450,033  with 7,563 people. 

In this cost-benefit analysis, the costs are divided into capital cost and recurrent cost 

of maintaining the vegetation in the Green Deck; four kinds of benefits, which are 

health benefits, saved energy consumption, increased productivity and increased 

recreational value, are identified. According to the result of cost-benefit analysis, the 

benefits of thermal effect from the Green Deck is projected to pay back the 

investment in greenery of the Green Deck in the first year after completion of  

construction, and thereafter to maintain a positive net present value of benefit. The 

annual gross benefit of thermal effect in present value is: HK$248,284,314 in 

Scenario 1; HK$579,886,405 in Scenario 2; and HK$429,771,502 in Scenario 3. 

Using a discount rate of 4% recommended by Hong Kong Government, the net 

benefit in present value over 50 years after the Green Deck being in use is: 

HK$5,278,209,784 in Scenario 1; HK$12,324,333,607 in Scenario 2; and 

HK$9,099,537,545 in Scenario 3. 

The capital costs and recurrent costs of vegetation in Green Deck are both regarded 

as the tangible costs of the thermal effect of Green Deck. The main investor of these 

costs is the Hong Kong Government. For the benefits, the hospitalisation fee of the 

reduced morbidity and the saved energy consumption are regarded as tangible 

benefits; meanwhile, the reduced mortality, the restricted active day of the reduced 

morbidity, the increased productivity and the increased recreational value are 

regarded as intangible benefits. The stakeholders of these benefits include the Hong 

Kong Government, the surrounding residents, the industry and commerce in Hong 

Kong (both companies in the surrounding community and all over Hong Kong) and 

the surrounding property owners. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Large-scale urban regeneration achieves environmental sustainability by adding one 

Green Deck in the Hung Hom area (Figure 1.1). The Green Deck podium will form a 

new landscape between Hung Hom station (in green), Polytechnic University (in 

yellow) and Cross- Harbour Tunnel entrance (in orange). This Green Deck will create 

an open space in the centre of Hung Hom with recreation areas, waterfront and 

greenery. It not only encourages the public access to open space but also significantly 

improves ecological condition, one of which is a reduction in air temperatures in 

surrounding areas. Green areas produce social, economic and environmental benefits 

in highly populated urban areas.  

 

Figure 1.1 Proposed Green Deck 

Cities all over the world have been warming up in the summer over the recent years. 

Urban thermal stress is an urban environmental problem that has been attracting 

public attention in Hong Kong. Under such circumstances, those urban developments  

that consider the urban thermal environment have become of interest. The existing 
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site of the proposed Green Deck is an example of how Hong Kong conditions are 

exacerbated by urban heat in summer. As part of the Green Deck initiatives, a series 

of research projects has been established and those closely related to this proposal 

are considering the surface temperature and heat mitigation to the surrounding area 

when promoting this new Green Deck (Figure 1.2). 

 

Figure 1.2 Thermal Effect of the Existing Area in Relation to Land Use 
before Green Deck 

1.2 Scope of Study 

This study is to investigate the effect of temperature changes to stakeholders at 

neighbourhood-scale brought about by the proposed Green Deck project, in Hung 

Hom, Hong Kong. Based on the findings of temperature change identified by the 

linked project: ‘Investigating the Effects of Greenery on Temperature and Thermal 

Comfort in Urban Parks’, this proposed study aims to conduct cost and benefit 

analyses on the thermal effect of the Green Deck to the surrounding outdoor 

environment. With the identified temperature difference, we will address the 

research question of: 

What are the costs and benefits, both tangible and intangible, added to the 

stakeholders, particularly the citizens by the ‘change of surface temperature’ effected 

by the Green Deck? 
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1.3 Objectives 

 To calculate how many surrounding areas and population are impacted by the 

ambient temperature change of the Green Deck; 

 To establish a theoretical framework to evaluate the costs and benefits effect of 

‘change of surface temperature’ as caused by the Green Deck. 

 To identify the tangible and intangible parts of the costs and benefits added to 

the stakeholders by the ‘change of surface temperature’. 

1.4 Methodology 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) has been used as a tool for policy and project analysis 

throughout the world (Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, 1998; Tse et al., 2004,; 

Xu et al., 2011, Yung & Chan). With accurate temperature differences identified, this 

study applies the cost benefit analysis (CBA) to evaluate the effect of the changes due 

to the Green Deck. It establishes a theoretical framework to evaluate the effect of 

ambient temperature changes by including both the tangible and intangible parts of 

the costs and benefits in the formulas. It attempts to evaluate effects on users, effects 

on non-users, external effects, and option value/social benefits.  The areas of costs 

and benefits to be covered by this study include: 

Tangible Costs and Benefits 

(1) The tangible savings in cooling energy consumptions of the surrounding 

buildings due to the Green Deck: 

The potential energy savings due to lowering the mean ambient temperature of the 

Green Deck will be estimated. The effect of the Green Deck on the temperature 

variations to the surroundings will be based upon the findings the other linked 

research. The empirical models developed by Fung et al. (2006) together with the 

physical characteristics of the buildings surrounding Green Deck will be used for 

estimating the potential savings in energy consumptions in both domestic and 

commercial buildings due to the urban temperature variations. 

Intangible Costs and Benefits 

(2) The health bill savings from the lower mean ambient temperature due to the heat 

island effect relief and thermal stress reduction. The published findings of healthy bill 
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data and health effect of temperature will be correlated to the technical data of 

temperature change.  

The above will be triangulated with data collected by interviews with the stakeholders 

and questionnaire survey with the affected population.  

Although this study focuses on the benefits of the Green Deck project, the costs side 

will be estimated to provide a balanced picture. The land and capital costs related to 

the temperature improvement will be obtained from the Architect/QS consultants of 

the Green Deck project. Where the costs are not directly attributed to the three areas 

of improvement, an estimation based on an appropriate portion of the overall cost of 

the Green Deck will be provided. 
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2. Impacted Surrounding 

A park cool island is projected to exist around the Green Deck. It can reduce the 

temperature of its surrounding area and bring some related benefits to the 

surrounding communities of the Green Deck. The prerequisite of assessing the 

impacts of such park cool island is to determine size of the park cool island of the 

Green Deck and the population within it. 

In the following part, firstly, a literature review helped us find the theory about 

calculating the size of the park cool island of the Green Deck. Then, using ArcGIS 

software, the size of the park cool island and the population within it will be 

estimated. The figures collected in this section will be further used for estimating the 

benefit from thermal effect of Green Deck. 

Previous studies have proved the thermal effect of an urban park to reduce ambient 

temperature can reach beyond the boundary of the park (Chang & Li, 2014). Table 2.1 

gives a summary of some previous research. It is widely acknowledged that the 

distance that a park cool island can expand beyond an urban large park is 

one-park-width (Jauregui, 1990; Shashua-Bar & Hoffman, 2000; Cao et al., 2010). 

Thus, the area within the 1 park-width buffer zone outside the Green Deck can be 

regarded as a theoretical influenced surrounding area. In reality most parks have an 

irregular shape, Chang & Li (2014) provided a method to estimate the width of a real 

urban park by taking the square root of the area of the park. Thus, in this research the 

square root of the size of the Green Deck is the length of 1 park-width. 

For the intensity of the part of a park cool island outside a park, according to Yu & 

Hien (2006), the maximum decrease of temperature in the ambient area of a city 

park ranges from 1.3-1.5 . Thus, a maximum 1.4  decrease is assumed in this 

research. Also referring to Yu & Hien’s (2006) study, the change of temperature in 

the ambient area of a city park is relatively a linear one. Thus, an average 0.7  

decrease is assumed happen in the park cool island outside the Green Deck. Due to 

the limitation of our referred models, the 0.7  is rounded off to 1  in this study. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of Size of Urban Park Cool Island from Previous 
Studies 

Author Location Sample 
Size 

Size of Park Distance from Boundary Decrease of 
Temperature 

Jauregui, 1990 Mexico City 1 500 ha 2 km (one-park-width) 2-3  inner the 
park 

Givoni, 1972 Israel 1 0.5 ha 20-150 m - 

Shashua-Bar & 
Hoffman, 2000 

Tel-Aviv 11 2700 -11025  Small green site: 2-4 
park-width; Large green site: 1 
park-width 

About 1.25  on 
average 

Spronken-Smith 
& Oke, 1998 

Vancouver & 
Sacramento 

20 2-53 ha No more than 1 park-width 1-7  inner the 
park 

Ca et al., 1998 Tokyo 1 1.2km 1.2km 600m on average 2  inside the 
park; maximum 
1.5  outside the 
park 

According to the theory, the first two scenarios studied in this research are described 

as below. 

(1) According to PolyU’s (2015) website, Green Deck will have a size of 43,000 . 

Thus, the park cool island beyond Green Deck’s boundary is shown in Figure 2.1. 

By using ArcGIS, descriptive information about this area was acquired as shown 
below: 

 Area: 426,568  

 Population: 8,122 
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Figure 2.1 Ideal Park Cool Island when Accounting for Green Deck Only 

 

(2) There is also a potential added green area, which is called Extended Deck (DLN, 

2014), as shown in Figure 2.2 within the yellow line. Connected to the Green Deck, it 

will possibly expand the park area of the Green Deck. After adding the Extended Deck, 

the total park area will reach 103,000 . The park cool island in Scenario 2 is shown 

in Figure 2.3. 

According to the data from ArcGIS, the related information of the area is displayed as 

following: 

 Area: 871,954  

 Population: 23,118 
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Figure 2.2 The Potential Plan of Green Spaces in the Studied Area 

 

Figure 2.3 Ideal Park Cool Island when Accounting for both Green Deck 
and Extended Deck 

 

However, many other factors also influence park cool islands, such as park shape, 

forest structure, tree shade and water pond (Cao et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2013). These 
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factors may alter largely across different regions, especially under different design 

guidelines and practices. Thus, the local typical examples should be examined. From 

our linked project, Chau et al. (2015) provided an estimation from his empirical study 

of the parks in Hong Kong. The park cool island would extend to a 150m buffer area 

outside the Green Deck. This park cool island will cause a 2 s’ decrease in the 

neighbouring communities of the Green Deck. According to their description, the 

park cool island of the Green Deck is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4 Predicted Park Cool Island according to Localised Situation 

 

Data about the area and population of this park cool island are shown as below. 

 Area: 450,033  

 Population: 7,563 

The area where the frequent users of the Green Deck are located was also projected in 

this research. According to Wong’s (2009) study, in Hong Kong 59% of frequent 

users of parks prefer the parks within a distance of 15-minute walk. A circle with a 

radius of 800 metres, whose centre located at the centre of the Green Deck, is formed. 

Under Hong Kong traffic condition, it is assumed that people living in this area can 

reach the Green Deck within 15 minutes. The area is shown as Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Residential Area Assumed within 15-Minute Walk from Green 
Deck 

The descriptive information of the above area acquired from ArcGIS is displayed as 
following: 

 Area: 172,611  

 Population: 64,503 

Overall, the area of influenced surroundings and its population are summarised into 

Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Size and Population of Influenced Surroundings 

Description S1. Ideal PCI excluding 
Extended Deck 

S2. Ideal PCI including 
Extended Deck 

S3. Localised 
PCI 

Area where Frequent 
Users Living 

Area 426,568  871,954  450,033  172,611  

Population 8,122 23,118 7,563 64,503 
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3. Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

3.1 Introduction to Cost-Benefit Analysis 

While many social policies and projects are worth pursuing, limited availability of 

resources is pressuring governments to compare projects and prioritize some over 

others. Cost-benefit analysis is a tool to assess the desirability of projects through 

monetary values, to make sure the resources used are consumed rationally. The 

crucial element of CBA, that is, monetization, enables objective and transparent 

comparison. The fact that every cost and benefit is analysed in detail and explicitly 

converted into a monetary value, ensures high transparency of the decision process, 

and helps minimize occurrence of judgmental biases in analysing teams. 

Cost-benefit analysis has advantages of taking a long-term view (in the sense of 

looking at repercussions in the further, as well as the nearer, future) and a wide view 

(in the sense of allowing for side-effects of many kinds on many persons, industries, 

regions, etc.) (Prest & Turvey, 1965). Unlike common forms of financial analysis, 

which focus on cash flows that are expected to be incurred throughout the project’s 

lifetime, cost-benefit analysis assesses projects’ impact on the society as a whole, 

emphasizing externalities rather than operational aspects. This method enhances 

evaluation of project consequences that affect the whole economy and thus impact 

large and diverse groups of population. 

The above advantages make cost-benefit analysis highly effective for assessment of 

large-scale projects that affect lives of people through several generations. It is also 

applicable to a large array of public investment and policies. For instance, Prest & 

Turvey (1965) demonstrate how cost-benefit analysis is used for evaluating projects 

in health, transportation, water supply, education, and other areas of focus for public 

investment and policymaking. For instance, cost-benefit analysis has been adopted as 

a main tool of social project evaluation by many governments, including USA, 

Canada, UK and Australia (United States of America, 1982; Treasury Board of 

Canada Secretariat, 2007; Australian Government Department of Finance, 2006; 

Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2004). For example, a dam in Canada was closed 

after CBA had demonstrated that future environmental costs exceeded the social 

benefits (Oldman River Dam Environmental Assessment Panel, 1992).  More 

recently, the UK Government used CBA to analyse investment in different types of 

childcare (Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2004).  
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Several concepts of cost-benefit analysis will be helpful in understand how it will help 

in a decision making of a public policy or project. They are cost, benefit, discount 

rate, net present value, internal rate of return and benefit-cost ratio. These are 

outlined below. 

Cost and Benefit 

In cost-benefit analysis, benefits are defined as increases in human wellbeing 

(utility); meanwhile, costs are defined as human wellbeing one must give up to 

conduct a project. Thus, if a project or a policy is to qualify on cost-benefit grounds, 

its social benefits must exceed its social costs (Pearce et al., 2006). 

Discount Rate 

The Discount Rate is another factor that has a significant impact on the result of a 

cost-benefit analysis and, further influence on decision making. One principle of 

cost-benefit analysis is that all costs and benefits should be discounted by a time 

weight because a unit of money that can be used today is valued more than the same 

amount that can be used in the future (Brent, 2006). The Social Discount Rate is an 

index reflecting such difference between the present value of a certain amount of 

money and the future value of it. In this research, r is used in the formulae to 

represent the social discount rate. 

Only with a proper discount rate, can an accurate net present benefit, net present cost 

and net present value can be calculated by the formulae below. 

 and  (Mishan, 1973). 

 (Layard & Glaister, 1994). 

The discount rate can be described as society’s rate of time preference (Mishan, 1973). 

With a discount rate value of r, the money values of v in the present will be of value 

 in the next year (Layard & Glaister, 1994). 

Net Present Value, Internal Rate of Return and Benefit-Cost Ratio 

Hanley & Spash (1993) mentioned three kinds of outputs from a cost-benefit analysis 

that will indicate the desirability of a project. These three outcomes are net present 

value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR) and benefit-cost ratio (BCR). 
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Net present value (NPV) is defined as the difference between the present value of the 

benefits and the present value of the costs (Investopedia, 2016a). It is calculated 

using the formula (Hanley & Spash, 1993) below. 

. 

Letter l stands for the period accounted in a cost-benefit analysis; and letter i stands 

for the discount rate used in the research. When NPV 0, the project is desirable; and 

when NPV 0, the project is not desirable. 

The internal rate of return (IRR) is the discount rate that can make the NPV of a 

project equal to 0 (Investopedia, 2016b). The IRR can be calculated by using the 

function of some data analysing software, such as Excel. When IRR discount rate, 

the investment of the project will be paid back and the project is desirable; and when 

IRR discount rate, the project is not desirable. 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) is the ratio of dividing the discounted benefits by the 

discounted cost (Hanley & Spash, 1993). According to this definition, BCR is 

calculated using the formula below. 

. 

When BCR 1, the project is desirable; and when BCR 1, the project is not desirable. 

According to previous studies, there are some guidelines indicating the steps to take  

to enhance a cost-benefit analysis. Boardman et al. (2006), in their work, indicated 

that cost-benefit analysis is generally conducted through the following steps. 

1. List stakeholders (whose benefits and costs count) 

2. List alternative projects 

3. List potential impacts (costs and benefits) and select measurement indicators 

4. Predict quantitative impacts over a relevant time period 

5. Monetize all impacts (convert all costs and benefits into a common currency) 

6. Discount for time to find present values 
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7. Perform sensitivity analysis 

8. Recommend an option with the highest value of net social benefits 

However, the structure from Hanley & Spash (1993) is more frequently and easily 

used to evaluate impacts of environmental projects and policies. The detailed steps 

are displayed as following. 

1. Definition of project; 

2. Identification of project impacts; 

3. Identification of impacts which are economically relevant; 

4. Physical quantification of relevant impacts; 

5. Monetary valuation of relevant effects. 

3.2 Cost-Benefit Analysis Approach used in This Study 

In this research, Hanley and Spash’s (1993) structure of cost-benefit analysis was 

used. Each step in this project is briefly described as following. 

Step 1. Definition of project 

The main objective of this research concerns the thermal effect of the Green Deck. 

The thermal effect refers to the temperature reduction due to the Green Deck. It is 

mainly attributed to the existence of vegetation in the Green Deck. Thus, the project 

in this research is defined as the planting work and the maintenance of vegetation in 

the Green Deck. 

Step 2. Identification of project impacts & Step 3. Identification of 

impacts which are economically relevant 

The direct impact of the above project is a reduction of the temperature within the 

park cool island of the Green Deck. However, this impact can be monetized only if 

the indirect impacts of such thermal effect are identified. In this research, four 

indirect impacts, which is also the benefits, are identified, namely health benefit, 

saved energy consumption, increased productivity and increased recreational value. 
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Step 4. Physical quantification of relevant impacts 

To physically quantify each impact, the relationship between change of temperature 

and each impact is acquired from previous studies, especially the model in the Hong 

Kong’s situation. Such relationships are converted into numerical formulae to 

monetise each benefit. The data used in the formulae was acquired from local official 

or professional publications. 

Step 5. Monetary valuation of relevant effects 

The monetary value of each impact was acquired by multiplying the physical qualified 

impact with the price of each item. For the tangible benefits, such price can be 

directly cited from market. Meanwhile, for intangible benefits, the price should be 

acquired using either a revealed preference method or stated preference method. 

Thus, for these impacts without market prices, either the prices from the previous 

studies were cited or the methods used in the previous studies were adapted to 

calculate the prices. The previous studies referred to here mean the official or 

professional publications in Hong Kong. 
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4. Cost and Benefit Analysis of Thermal Effect from Green Deck 

4.1 Costs at Construction Stage and Operation Stage 

Compared with most other studies and conventional description of cost-benefit 

analysis (Prest & Turvey, 1965), this research focuses on a certain function from the 

project instead of concentrating on all benefits from a whole project. Thus, in this 

research, the marginal cost of such thermal effect will be used. Marginal cost is 

defined as the additional part from total cost which leads to an extra unit of output 

(O’Sullivan & Sheffrin, 2007). In this research, the extra output refers to the thermal 

effect. To measure marginal cost derives from the concept of ‘additionality’ in Hanley 

& Spash’s (1965) work, as they explained, the benefit of a project should be the net 

benefits ignoring any other benefits that would exist without this project. Conversely, 

when only the thermal effect, as a net benefit of the vegetation planting and 

maintenance in the Green Deck, is analysed, it is reasonable to only account for the 

cost of the greenery in the Green Deck. As urban vegetation is mainly attributed to 

such effect (Doick & Hutchings, 2013), the marginal cost in this research refers to the 

costs to both planting and maintaining the greenery in the Green Deck, namely the 

capital cost and recurrent cost of the vegetation in the Green Deck. 

To calculate the capital cost and the recurrent cost, the following formulae were 

established. 

. 

. 

At the present stage, there is no detailed design plan of the Green Deck. It is assumed 

that the greening rate of the Green Deck is 60%. Thus, an area of 25,800  needs to 

be greened when the Extended Deck is excluded. Meanwhile the size of the greenery 

area will expand to 61,800  when the Extended Deck is included. 

The unit prices of planting and maintenance were acquired from the study on green 

roofs from Architectural Services Department (2007). The sort of intensive green roof 

is chosen, rather than extensive green roof. According to a comparison between the 

two kinds of green roof in the report, the intensive green roof is more suitable to 

become a multi-functional platform as it can provide space for recreational activities. 

Thus, unit prices used in our estimation are HK$2000/  for planting work and 

HK$7/  for annual maintenance, (this being the same data with the annual 
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recurrent cost of a middle road children’s play ground, for annual maintenance work). 

As a result, the capital and operational cost of the greenery on Green Deck can be 

summarised into the Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Capital and Recurrent Cost of the Green Deck 

 Extended Deck Excluded Extended Deck Included 

Capital Cost (in HK$) 51,600,000 123,600,000 

Annual Maintenance Cost (in HK$) 180,600 432,600 

4.2 Benefit from Thermal Effect 

Four kinds of benefits of the thermal effect of Green Deck, which can be found on a 

community level, are identified from previous studies. They are (1) health benefits 

(Lam et al., 2004; Chan et al., 2013), (2) saved energy consumption (Lam et al., 

2004), (3) increased productivity (Park, 2015), and (4) added recreational value (Lin, 

2009). In the following part, each benefit will be explained in detail and calculated. 

The calculation of each benefit will adopt the last three steps given by Hanley & Spash 

(1993). 

1. Definition of each benefit; 

2. Establishment of the formulations to physically quantifying each impact; 

3. Monetarily estimation of each benefit. 

4.2.1 Health Benefit 

It is well documented that air temperatures have a significant impact on human 

health. In extremely hot weather, mortality and morbidity become significantly 

influence by the raise of air temperature. For example, Tol (2002) listed six 

categories of health issue which are sensitive to climate. They are (1) morbidity and 

mortality, (2) vectors of infectious diseases, (3) non-vector-borne infectious diseases, 

(4) air-quality-related disease, (5) flood and storm injuries and deaths, and (6) some 

health issues indirectly influenced by climate. 
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Firstly, it is important to define the ‘extreme hot weather’ which make the health 

significantly relate to air temperature. Using a meta-analysis, Martens (1998) found 

the lowest point of temperature-related mortality for natives to dry/humid hot 

climates is 29 , as shown by Figure 4.1. The same baseline temperature for 

morbidity was also found by Chan et al. (2013), in their study about the relationship 

between temperature and morbidity in Hong Kong. Thus, 29  can be regarded as 

the baseline temperature of the extreme hot weather in Hong Kong. So in this study, 

the ‘health benefit’ refers to the reduced mortality and morbidity in the park cool 

island in extreme hot days (above 29 ). 

Figure 4.1 Relationship between Mean Daily/Monthly Temperature and 
Mortality (Martens, 1998) 

 

Reduced Mortality 

A general formulation was established to value the reduced mortality. 

. 

According to the available localised data, the formula of reduced mortality was 

developed as below. 
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. 

According to Lam et al. (2004), the increase in mortality rate with each  1  

increase of air temperature is 6.82. Thus, the numbers of reduced mortality in the 

three scenarios can be summarised as below. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: 55 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: 158 

S3. Localised PCI: 103 

There are different kinds of methods to calculate statistical value of life. They are the 

revealed preferences method, contingent valuation method, consumer market 

behaviour method, meta-analysis method, forensic economics method, QALY and 

VSLY (Brannon 2004), and human capital method (Chau et al., 2007). Based on the 

data available, the human capital method is chosen to calculate the statistical value of 

life in Hong Kong. Thus, the statistical value of life in Hong Kong is calculated by 

discounting the total income of one’s whole life. In terms of a numerical formula, the 

statistical value of life is calculated as below. 

. 

According to The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the 

People’s Republic of China’s (2015) fact sheet, the median monthly wage in Hong 

Kong is HK$14,800. Thus, the average annual wage in Hong Kong is HK$177,600. 

The discount rate is 5% according to Chau et al.’s (2007) study. Thus, the statistical 

value of life in Hong Kong is about HK$3,199,826. However, according to Andersson 

& Treich (2008), the human capital method may underestimate the value of 

statistical life. Thus, the result coming from this method should be regarded as a 

conservative estimation of value of statistical life. 

The annual values of reduced mortality in the three scenarios are shown as below. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: HK$175,990,430 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: HK$505,572,508 
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S3. Localised PCI: HK$329,582,078 

Reduced Morbidity 

A formula was established to calculate the benefit gained from reduced morbidity as 

below. 

. 

The part of number of reduced morbidity was further developed into a more detailed 

formula which contains the available localised data. 

. 

According to Chan et al. (2013), the morbidity increases by 4.5% with every 1  

increase of air temperature. Thus, an increase of 2  will lead the number of 

morbidity to increase by 9.2%. From the same study, it is calculated that the average 

hospitalisation admission per day in summer in Hong Kong is 1,779. According to 

The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s 

Republic of China (2015), the population of whole Hong Kong is 7,241,700. 

According to the data from Hong Kong Observatory, the annual number of the days 

with a temperature above 29  is 34.6. Thus, the annual number of reduced 

morbidity in the three scenarios can be summarised as below. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: 3 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: 9 

S3. Localised PCI: 6 

The average cost of hospitalisation is acquired from the website of the Hospital 

Authority (n.d.). As the fees both burdened by private and public should be taken into 

account, the public charges of specialist out-patient fee for non-eligible persons, 

which is $1,110 per attendance, is regarded as the average hospitalisation fee per day. 

If considering the whole society, the cost of a restricted active day is defined as the 

productivity of a person per day. GDP per hour worked is a measure of labour 

productivity (OECD, 2015). Thus, the GDP per capital per day is used in this research 

as the restricted active day. GDP per capita per day can be calculated using the 
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following formula. 

. 

The figure of GDP per capita is acquired from The World Bank (2016). The figure of 

US$40,169.5 (equal to HK$311,359.8) of GDP per capita in 2014 in Hong Kong was 

used. Thus, the restricted active day is HK$853. 

Thus, the values of benefit of reduced morbidity due to the thermal effect of Green 

Deck in the three scenario are listed as following. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: HK$5,899 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: HK$17,667 

S3. Localised PCI: HK$11,778 

4.2.2 Saved Energy Consumption 

According to Fung et al. (2006), the ambient air temperature has a significant impact 

on the energy consumption of a building in Hong Kong. For the buildings with 

different functions, the intensity of such effect varies. The benefit of saved energy 

consumption is defined as the saved cost of the energy consumed by the buildings 

within the park cool island. Thus, the following formula is established to calculate 

the economic value of the reduced energy consumption. 

. 

The letter i represents the code of two different kinds of buildings. ‘1’ means 

residential buildings; ‘2’ means commercial buildings. 

Based on the data available, the reduced energy consumption can be calculated using 

the following formula. 

. 

According to Fung et al. (2006), the change rate of the energy consumption of 

different kinds of buildings due to 1  and 2  increases can be summarised into 

Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Change Rate of Energy Consumption due to Temperature 
Change 

Function of Building Electric Gas 

Residential Increase 9.2% with 1  increase 

Increase 20.2% with 2  increase 

Decrease 2.4% with 1  increase 

Decrease 4.8% with 2  increase 

Commercial Increase 3.0% with 1  increase 

Increase 6.1% with 2  increase 

- 

The average annual consumption of the buildings with different functions was 

acquired from previous studies and governmental publications. For residential 

buildings, according to the Electrical and Mechanical Services Department (2015), 

the annual electricity consumption of one Hong Kong household is 4,610kWh and the 

annual gas consumption per household is 8,180MJ, which is calculated using the 

portion rate of gas consumption. For commercial buildings, most property units in 

them are used as offices. Thus, Yu et al.’s (2015) model of electricity consumption in 

an office building is used. According to the model, the annual electricity consumption 

in a commercial building with office is 135.48kWh per square metre. Comparing to 

the figure of a pure commercial building in Yu & Chow’s (2007) study, which is 

259.2kWh/ /yr, using 135.48kWh per square metre can be regarded as a 

conservative estimation of the energy consumption of commercial buildings. This 

conservative estimation helps to avoid exaggeration of the energy saving. 

In the studied area, the residential buildings here refer to all kinds of buildings used 

for living in. The number of property units in most residential buildings can be 

obtained from the website of the Home Affairs Department. Information about the 

other types of residential buildings can be acquired from each building’s official 

website (e.g. The PolyU, Hung Hom Hall) or its respective property agency’s website 

(e.g. Centaline). Commercial buildings refer to all the university buildings, hotels, 

commercial buildings with offices and museums within the park cool island. The 

information of these buildings and the sources of information are listed in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Information of the Buildings within Park Cool Island 

Distance Scope Building Name Function GFA/Number 
of Unit Source 

Within 150m The Metropolis Residence 
(residential part) (excluded 
from 207m scenario) 

Residential 662 Centaline 

The Metropolis Tower 
(excluded from 207m 
scenario) 

Commercial 25,216  JLL 

The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University 
(Block Z excluded) 

Commercial 250,160  PolyU CDO 

Concordia Plaza Commercial 54,627  JLL 

Harbour Crystal Centre Commercial 16,350  JLL 

New Mandarin Plaza Tower 
A 

Commercial 19,510  JLL 

New Mandarin Plaza Tower 
B 

Commercial 19,510  JLL 

Chinachem Golden Plaza Commercial 46,452  JLL 

South Seas Centre Tower 1 Commercial 15,143  JLL 

New World Millennium 
Hong Kong Hotel 

Commercial 16,500  WCWP 

150m-207m South Seas Centre Tower 2 Commercial 15,143  JLL 

East Ocean Centre Commercial 22,761  JLL 
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Hong Kong Science 
Museum 

Commercial 13,500  Hong Kong Science Museum 

Hong Kong Museum of 
History 

Commercial 17,500  LCSD 

207m-321m Fok Lin Building Block A Residential 128 Home Affairs Department 

Wah Lai Mansion Residential 99 Home Affairs Department 

Wing Fung Building Residential 45 Home Affairs Department 

7-9 Wa Fung Street Residential 30 Home Affairs Department 

Winston Mansion Residential 58 Home Affairs Department 

Royal Peninsula Block 1-4 Residential 1349 Home Affairs Department 

Hilton Towers Residential 216 Home Affairs Department 

PolyU Hung Hom Hall Residential 3,000 people  

The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University 
Block Z 

Commercial 44,900  PolyU 

Peninsula Centre Commercial 29,822  JLL 

Energy Plaza Commercial 10,944  JLL 

Empire Centre Commercial 22,714  JLL 

Tsimshatsui Centre Commercial 30,036  JLL 

Regal Kowloon Hotel Commercial 31,746  Regal Reit 
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According to the data collected above, the total energy consumption of each kind of 

building in the three scenarios can be summarised as following. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: 

 Commercial building-electricity: 2,129,994kWh 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: 

 Residential building-electricity:1,139,610kWh 

 Residential building-gas: 527,512MJ 

 Commercial building-electricity: 2,950,558kWh 

S3. Localised PCI: 

 Residential building-electricity: 616,468kWh 

 Residential building-gas: 259,928MJ 

 Commercial building-electricity: 3,830,229kWh 

The price of each kind of energy used in different kinds of buildings is acquired from 

the publicity from Census and Statistics Department (2015a). The average electricity 

rate in residential buildings is HK$1/kWh; the average gas rate in residential 

buildings is HK$0.22/MJ; and the average electricity rate in commercial buildings is 

HK$1.2/kWh. 

As a result, the total saved energy consumptions in the three scenarios are listed as 

below. 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: HK$2,555,993 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: HK$4,564,228 

S3. Localised PCI: HK$5,155,559 
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4.2.3 Increased Productivity 

Environmental temperature has a significant impact on workforce’s productivity. 

Burnett et al. (2008) found a decrease of heat-related illness will lead to a reduction 

of sick leave and an increase of productivity in work place. Besides such indirect 

effect through healthy impact, workplace temperature is also related to the task 

performance (Niemelä, 2002). In this research, the increased productivity is defined 

as the added value caused by improved task performance due to the thermal effect of 

the Green Deck. The indirect health impact has been evaluated in the previous part. 

Furthermore, not all the manual workers within the park cool island are taken into 

account. Only those who work in a poor air-conditioned environment are assumed to 

be influenced by the thermal effect of Green Deck. In a well air-conditioned 

workplace in the surrounding area of the Green Deck, the thermal effect of the Green 

Deck is reflected by the saved electricity consumption which has been accounted for 

in the previous part and the indoor temperature was assumed not to change too 

much. 

Firstly, a formula as below was established to calculate such benefit. 

. 

The letter i means the daily mean temperature. 

The increase rate of productivity is acquired from the study of Seppänen et al. (2006). 

Thus, it is projected that the productivity of the workforces who are working in a 

poorly air-conditioned area will increase by 2% with 1  drop  in temperature and 4% 

with 2  drop. A baseline temperature of 25 , below which changes of temperature 

have no significant effect on workforce’s performance, was also given by Seppänen et 

al.’s (2006) study. 

The total number of manual workers is acquired by adjusting the figures given by 

ARUP. In the map (Figure 4.2) below, the Area 57, Area 68 and Area 69 are covered 

by the park cool island of Green Deck. From the data given by ARUP, the total 

numbers employmed in these three areas is estimated to be 49,200. The workers 

working in a poor air-conditioned environment are assumed to be the bus drivers, 

logistics workers and some construction field workers working within the park cool 

island. According to the Census and Statistics Department (2015b), the portion of 

these kinds of employees accounts for 16.2% of the total in Hong Kong. Thus, it is 
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estimated that 7,970 workers in this area are exposed to the poor air-conditioned 

environment. Due to the limitations of data and difficulties in estimating the real 

situation of the area, all these 7,970 workers were assumed to work within the park 

cool islands in all the three scenarios. Thus, total of 7,970 workers will be 

significantly influenced by the thermal effect of the Green Deck. 

Figure 4.2 Zoning Map Given by ARUP to Estimate Employment 
Population 

 

For the other two factors in the formula, the annual number of the days with a daily 

mean temperature above 25  in the following 50 years is estimated using the data 

from 1st January 2000 to 31st December 2014 from the website of Hong Kong 

Observatory. As a result, it is estimated that the annual number of the days with a 

daily mean temperature above 25  would be 186. For the value of daily productivity 

per person, the GDP per capita per day, which is HK$853, has already calculated in 

the above part of health benefit. 

In the three scenarios, the annual benefits of improved productivityis listed as below: 

S1. Ideal PCI excluding extended deck: HK$25,290,085 

S2. Ideal PCI including extended deck: HK$25,290,085 

S3. Localised PCI: HK$50,580,170 

4.2.4 Increased Recreational Value 

Previous studies have shown that there is a significant relationship between the 
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temperature of the outdoor environment and people’s willingness to attend activities 

in an urban park in the heat (Huang et al., 2014; Zacharias, 2001; Nikolopoulou et al., 

2001; Thorsson et al., 2004; Eliasson et al., 2007; Thorsson et al., 2007; Lin, 2009; 

Lin et al., 2013; Nikolopoulou & Lykoudis, 2007; Kántor & Unger, 2010; Lenzholzer 

& Koh, 2010). Thus, the Green Deck will provide a suitable place for various activities 

and encourage more park users to attend recreational activities in it. The increased 

recreational value in the present research is defined as the added value due to more 

people using the park for recreational purpose due to a lower temperature in the 

Green Deck than outside. A formula to calculate such increased recreational value 

was established as below. 

. 

In the formula, the letter i represents the daily temperatures which have a significant 

impact on people’s willingness to attend activity in the park. 

The increased park use rates due to a decrease in temperature are calculated 

according to the study of Lin (2009). In Lin’s (2009) study, with a regression analysis, 

the relationship between temperature and number of people using the park is 

indicated as following: 

. (Where y is the number of users and x is degrees C lower in 

temperature) ? 

The baseline temperature, according to Lin (2009), is 25.6 , below which there is no 

significant effect on people’s willingness to use a park. According to the temperature 

data used in this research, this baseline temperature is rounded off to 26 . As the 

intensity of a park cool island inside a park is stronger than that beyond the 

boundary of the park, it is assumed that there will be a 3  lower in the Green Deck 

than local temperature. Based on the above premises, the increased rate of park users 

and annual number of days with a certain daily mean temperature are summarised 

into Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Annual Number of Days with a Mean Temperature above 
26 and the Resulting Increased Park Use Rate 

Mean Temperature Increased Park-Use Rate Annual Number of Days with such 
Temperatures 

27  7.7% 30.3 

28  18.2% 32.8 

29  30% 37.9 

30  33.4% 30.6 

31  37.6% 3.8 

32  42.9% 0.2 

Another main factor in the formula is the number of users. The formula below was 

established to estimate the daily number of visitors of the Green Deck. 

. 

According to Wong (2009), 59% frequent park users prefer to use the park within 

15-minute walk. Thus, it is assumed that the potential frequent park-users live in a 

circle area with a radius of 800 metres, the centre point of which is located in the 

centre of Green Deck. Meanwhile, four neighbouring urban parks, which are Kowloon 

Park, King’s Park, Ho Man Tin Park and Hutchison Park are assumed have the same 

attractiveness as the Green Deck. The picture of the four parks with the same size 

circles is shown in Figure 4.3. As the centre of the Green Deck is assumed to remain 

the same in the three scenarios, the area displayed in Figure 4.3 is applicable to all 

the three scenarios. 
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Figure 4.3 Area where the Potential Frequent Park Users are Living 

 

Within the circle of the Green Deck, the frequent park users are assumed to use the 

Green Deck only in the part uncovered by the other circles; in the part covered by 

another one circle, the frequent park users are assumed to have  of a chance to use 

the Green Deck; in the part covered by another two circles, the frequent park users 

are supposed to have  of a chance to use the Green Deck. 

Furthermore, Lo (2009) studied the distribution of the frequency of park use in Hong 

Kong. The result is shown in Figure 4.4. According to the distribution, it is assumed 

that 22.8% of Hong Kong residents will use the open space every day; 25.3% of the 

population will have four sevenths chance to use the park in one day; 24.0% of the 

population will have one seventh chance to use the park in one day; 12.9% of the 

population will have one thirtieth chance to use the park in one day; the rest 14.9% 

residents are regarded as infrequent park users, who contribute little to the number 

of daily park users of the Green Deck. 

Based on the above assumptions, the daily park user numbers of Green Deck is 

estimated to be 9,250 people per day. 

The contingent value of the recreational function of an urban park is estimated 
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according to Lo’s (2009) study. In Lo’s (2009) study, the contingent value of an 

urban green space is HK$77.43 per household per month. According to the Census 

and Statistics Department (2013), the average size of household in Hong Kong is 3 

people. According to the factor analysis Lo (2009) conducted to seek the main factors 

under such contingent value, the weight of the factor of recreation is 0.17. Thus, the 

daily recreational value of a green open space is HK$13.2 per person ($77.43 x 0.17). 

As a result the annual added recreational value is HK$44,441,916. 

Figure 4.4 Distribution of Park Use Frequency in Hong Kong 

 

Overall, the costs and benefits in three scenarios are displayed in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 The Costs and Benefits in the Three Scenarios 

Item Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Cost 

Capital Cost HK$51,600,000 HK$123,600,000 HK$123,600,000 

Annual Maintenance Cost HK$180,600 HK$432,600 HK$432,600 

Annual Benefit 

Health Benefit HK$175,996,319 HK$505,590,175 HK$329,593,856 

Saved Energy Consumption HK$2,555,993 HK$4,564,228 HK$5,155,559 

Increased Productivity HK$25,290,085 HK$25,290,085 HK$50,580,170 

Increased Recreational Value HK$44,441,916 HK$44,441,916 HK$44,441,916 

4.3 Social Discount Rate 

Several perspectives are given to find a proper discount rate figure to use in the 

cost-benefit analysis. Mishan (1973) mentioned a method depends on three different 

scenarios of public fund source. This method can best reflect the usage of discount 

rate in the present research. According to Mishan’s Fund Source Method, if the 

government raises the money entirely from the market, it means government uses the 

money which should be used in private investment. In such situation, rate of return 

on private investment expenditure will be an appropriate social discount rate. On the 

other hand if the government raises the money entirely by reducing their expenditure 

on public sector, local social rate of time preference is suitable to be used. In a mixed 

mode, the figure will be calculated by giving a certain value to n in the formula below. 

. 
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In which,  stands for the portion of fund raised from private sector;  stands for 

the portion of fund raised from public sector;  stands for market rate of return on 

private investment expenditure; and  stands for social rate of time preference. n is 

the number of years.  

Localised opinion about the appropriate discount rate differs in Hong Kong. The 

figures and the reason to use them can be summarised into Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Summary of Discount Rate Used in Hong Kong Context 

Figure Stated Reason Reference 

4% Recommended by HKSAR 
Government 

Economic Analysis Division Financial Services Bureau Government Secretariat, 
1999; Economic Analysis and Business Facilitation Unit, 2005; Planning 
Department, 2007; Transport and Housing Bureau, 2008 

6% Due to a high rate of inflation Attenborough et al., 1998; Tao et al., 2011 

10% According to the marginal rate 
of return of private investment Gwee et al., 2008 

The rates of 4%, 6% and 10% are three significant recommendations of Hong Kong’s 

social discount rate. The rate of 4% is the one mostly preferred by the HKSAR 

Government and was used in different public policy studies by different departments. 

While using 6%, scholars may take the high local inflation rate into account. The rate 

of 10% as an assumption of social discount rate considers a wider range of 

stakeholders by paying accounting for their micro-economic reality. 

According to the following four reasons, the NPV discounted by 4% is regarded as the 

primary result of this research. These reasons include: 

(1) The investment of the greenery in the Green Deck will mainly be made by related 

departments of the HKSAR Government, as indicated in the next chapter 

(2) Echoing  our previous study, our local government is of the greatest importance 

and the greatest influence in the project of the Green Deck; 

(3) At the current stage, the main stakeholder involved in the process of the Green 
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Deck’s construction is the related departments of the HKSAR Government, by which 

more authorised guidelines and support will be given; 

(4) The essence of the Green Deck project is a planning and development work. Thus, 

in Hong Kong’s cases, it should be led by the Government. 

However, the other two discount rates will be used to provide persuasive results of 

NPV for different especially for different stakeholders. And using a social discount 

rate, which can reflect the expectations and situation of the private sector, will 

encourage the engagement from different sectors to support and participate in the 

construction of the Green Deck. Furthermore, at this stage, it is still uncertain about 

what portion of participation may be expected from the respective public and private 

sectors in the Green Deck. Under such uncertainty, a social discount rate of 10% will 

provide a lower-end result to refer. 

According to the value of costs and benefits and the judgement of the discount rate 

used in this research, a cash flow table (Table 4.7) was formed as below revealing the 

net present value with a discount rate of 4%. For the other possible discount rates of 

10% and 6%, the cash flow tables are put in the Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 
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Table 4.7 Net Present Value with a Discount Rate of 4% (in HK$) (Only 
the Investment of Greenery Accounted for) 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

0 -51,600,000 -123,600,000 -123,600,000 

1 186,961,263 433,567,120 289,225,867 

2 416,347,093 969,304,735 686,173,816 

3 636,910,391 1484,437,057 1,067,854,536 

4 848,990,486 1,979,756,598 1,434,855,228 

5 1,052,913,653 2,456,025,387 1,787,740,509 

… 

10 1,960,743,365 4,576,289,418 3,358,723,084 

… 

25 3,824,296,051 8,928,673,659 6,583,566,642 

… 

50 5,278,209,784 12,324,333,607 9,099,537,545 

According to the above tables, the results in all the three scenario show the same 

overall picture that the greenery work will be paid back in the first year after its 

accomplishment due to an outstanding amount of benefit from the ‘health benefit’ 

section. The net benefit will maintain positive after the first year until the 50th year of 

the utility of the Green Deck. 
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Going one step further, due to such a large amount of positive net benefit, it is 

explored in this research to what extent the benefit of the thermal effect can pay back 

the total investment of the Green Deck during a 50-year utility. The capital cost and 

recurrent costs are taken and adopted from one of the related research projects of the 

Green Deck from Hsu et al. (2015). Thus, the design and consultation cost is 

projected to be HK$240,000,000 for the Green Deck only and, multiplying the area 

ratio of the Green Deck in the two scenarios, HK$574,883,721 when the Extended 

Deck is included. The annual capital cost is assumed to be HK$1,200,000,000 for the 

Green Deck only and HK$2,874,418,605 when the Extended Deck is included. The 

construction period is projected to be 5 years. The annual recurrent cost is projected 

to be HK$1,600,000 for the Green Deck only and HK$3,832,558 when the Extended 

Deck is included. As the return on investment of our investors is the main concern in 

this section of this research, the social indirect cost will not be taken into account in 

the following part of this research. 

The net present values of the three scenarios with the discount rate of 4% are 

displayed in Table 4.8. As the cost-benefit analysis is conducted in the stage of design 

and consultation, and given the 5-year construction period, the year of -5 is regarded 

as the present. The net present value tables with the discount rates of 10% and 6% are 

also given in the Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 
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Table 4.8 Net Present Value with a Discount Rate of 4% (in HK$) (All the 
Investment of Green Deck Accounted) 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

-5 -240,000,000 -574,883,721 -574,883,721 

-4 -1,393,846,154 -3,338,747,764 -3,338,747,764 

-3 -2,503,313,609 -5,996,309,344 -5,996,309,344 

-2 -3,570,109,240 -8,551,657,017 -8,551,657,017 

-1 -4,595,874,269 -11,008,722,088 -11,008,722,088 

0 -5,582,186,797 -13,371,284,655 -13,371,284,655 

1 -5,387,228,601 -12,916,020,933 -13,034,658,921 

2 -5,199,768,796 -12,478,267,353 -12,710,980,331 

3 -5,019,518,985 -12,057,350,450 -12,399,750,917 

4 -4,846,201,858 -11,652,622,659 -12,100,491,865 

5 -4,679,550,775 -11,263,461,321 -11,812,742,777 

… 

10 -3,937,649,760 -9,530,984,185 -10,531,734,959 

… 

25 -2,414,708,165 -5,974,631,735 -7,902,138,761 
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… 

50 -1,226,533,710 -3,200,022,944 -6,239,657,501 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 78.1% 76.2% 56.5% 

From a comparison between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, it is shown that with the 

increase of the size of the Green Deck, the benefit-cost ratio will become lower, 

although the net present benefit will become larger. And, the localised benefit-cost 

ratio is 56.5% as shown in Scenario 3. The remaining 43.5% of the investment should 

be paid back by other functions of the Green Deck, in order to make it a more  

desirable environmental project. 
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5. Discussion: Tangible and Intangible Costs and Benefits for Different 
Stakeholders 

A typical issue that arises when discussing tangible and intangible costs is the 

problem of definition. This is because the definition of ‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’ is 

always evolving, and so any discussion becomes controversial. Recognising this 

problem, Murphy & Simon (2002) reviewed and listed a wide range of definitions of 

‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’ in their work. Among these definitions, the one given by 

Merriam-Webster (2015) might be relatively the most suitable one in this research. A 

tangible asset is something capable to be appraised at an actual or approximate value. 

However, using present evaluation techniques, even the intangible assets can be 

appraised with a monetary value. Thus, some modification should be made on this 

definition. 

According to another cited definition from Remenyi et al. (1993), the tangible assets 

have a direct impact on a company’s profit. In this research, we also consider the 

benefit of residents in the surrounding area of the Green DeckThus, the term 

‘company’s profit’ needs to be substituted with term ‘the collective 

stakeholders’ financial situation. 

In this research, tangible means to have a market value that can directly reflected in 

the stakeholders’ financial record; however, intangible means the impacts do not 

have a market value and influence the stakeholders’ financial situation indirectly. 

5.1 Tangible Costs 

In this research, the tangible costs refer to the investment in planting and 

maintaining the vegetation in the Green Deck and Extended Deck, if it is accounted 

for. Both of those costs are regarded as tangible costs. The main investor to pay these 

costs is the related department of government, namely the Leisure and Cultural 

Services Department, if the Green Deck is regarded as a Government Land (Greening, 

Landscape & Tree Management Section, Development Bureau, 2015). 

5.2 Intangible Costs 

Despite the discussion above concerning the definitions of tangible and 

intangible costs and assets, in this particular study, there are two reasons to 

not consider them in the argument here. According to Hsu et al’s (2015) research, 

the intangible costs of the Green Deck include the traffic and carbon emission issues 
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during the construction stage and carbon emission issues in operation and 

maintenance stages.  

Firstly, the tree planting work is supposed to be conducted on an existing platform to 

be built above the ground. Thus, planting work in the Green Deck cannot be regarded 

as the direct cause of the temporary traffic congestion in the construction of the 

Green Deck. Thus, the cost of traffic congestion can be neglected in this study. 

Secondly, earlier research studies about cost-benefit analysis of tree planting seldom 

takes carbon emissions as an indirect or intangible cost of tree planting 

(International Institute for Sustainable Development, 1996; eXtension, 2015; 

McPherson et al., 2007). It is well documented that, in fact, urban vegetation has a 

significant ability to sequester carbon. Thus, the emitted carbon can be balanced by 

the natural carbon dioxide-absorbing nature of the vegetation itself. So, such cost can 

be ignored in this research. 

5.3 Tangible Benefits 

Tangible benefits refer to well-being or goods with a definite market price. In this 

research, the saved hospitalisation fee of the reduced morbidity and the saved energy 

consumption belong to the above-mentioned kind of tangible benefits. For reduced 

morbidity, the stakeholders who gain benefits are the residents in the surrounding 

area and the Hong Kong Government that partially pays these kind of hospitalisation 

fees. Meanwhile, for saved energy consumption, the main stakeholders are the 

property owners, both residential buildings and commercial buildings, in the 

surrounding communities. 

5. 4 Intangible Benefits 

The remaining benefits are relatively intangible because they do not have market 

prices and cannot be represented by a priced good which can be exchanged in the 

market. These benefits are the reduced mortality, the reduced restricted days arising 

from the reduced morbidity, the increased productivity and the increased 

recreational value. These four benefits are elaborated below. 

For reduced mortality, the main stakeholders are the individuals living around the 

Green Deck; for reduced restricted days, the main stakeholders are the industry in 

Hong Kong; for increased productivity, the stakeholders are the companies which do 

not have  air-conditioned indoor environment in the surrounding communities of 
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the Green Deck; for increased recreational value, the main stakeholders are the 

residents who live within 15-minute walk from the boundary of the Green Deck. 

According to the above discussion, a summary of the tangible and intangible costs 

and benefits of different stakeholders is displayed in the following tables (Table 5.1, 

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). 

Table 5.1 Stakeholders and Their Costs and Benefits in Scenario 1 Ideal 
PCI excluding extended deck 

Cost Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Capital and recurrent cost Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public HK$55,479,683 

Benefit Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Reduced mortality Intangible Surrounding residents Private HK$3,780,658,908 

Reduced morbidity 
(Hospitalisation fees) 

Tangible Surrounding residents Private 

HK$71,536 

Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public 

Reduced morbidity 
(Restricted active day) Intangible Industry in Hong Kong Private HK$54,973 

Saved energy consumption Tangible Surrounding property owners Private HKS54,908,318 

Increased productivity Intangible Surrounding companies (with a poor 
air-conditioning environment) Private HK$543,286,279 

Increased recreational 
value Intangible Surrounding residents (within 

15-minute walking distance) Private HK$954,709,452 
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Table 5.2 Stakeholders and Their Costs and Benefits in Scenario 2 Ideal 
PCI including extended deck 

Cost Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Capital and recurrent cost Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public HK$132,893,193 

Benefit Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Reduced mortality Intangible Surrounding residents Private HK$10,860,801,954 

Reduced morbidity 
(Hospitalisation fees) 

Tangible Surrounding residents Private 

HK$214,607 

Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public 

Reduced morbidity 
(Restricted active day) Intangible Industry in Hong Kong Private HK$164,919 

Saved energy consumption Tangible Surrounding property owners Private HK$98,049,589 

Increased productivity Intangible Surrounding companies (with a 
poor air-conditioning environment) Private HK$543,286,279 

Increased recreational 
value Intangible Surrounding residents (within 

15-minute walking distance) Private HK$954,709,452 
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Table 5.3 Stakeholders and Their Costs and Benefits in Scenario 3 
Localised PCI 

Cost Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Capital and recurrent cost Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public HK$132,893,193 

Benefit Tangible or 
Intangible Stakeholder Private or 

Public 
Amount in NPV over 

50 Years 

Reduced mortality Intangible Surrounding residents Private HK$7,080,143,046 

Reduced morbidity 
(Hospitalisation fees) 

Tangible Surrounding residents Private 

HK$143,071 

Tangible The Hong Kong Government Public 

Reduced morbidity 
(Restricted active day) Intangible Surrounding companies Private HK$109,946 

Saved energy consumption Tangible Surrounding property owners Private HK$110,752,665 

Increased productivity Intangible Surrounding companies (with a poor 
air-conditioning environment) Private HK$1,086,572,558 

Increased recreational 
value Intangible Surrounding residents (within 

15-minute walk distance) Private HK$954,709,452 

It can be seen from the above discussion and the tables presented, that, overall, the 

benefits accruing to the Government and the industry in Hong Kong are relatively 

small. The thermal effect can largely benefit residents, companies and property 

owners in the surrounding communities. Reflecting Chan et al’s (2014) previous 

study on public engagement of the Green Deck, key stakeholders, such as  end-users, 

community and business, should be kept satisfied and shaped as stakeholders of high 

importance and high influence. Promotion of such thermal effect and the benefits it 

bringing to these stakeholders would be a suitable entry point to achieve this goal. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this research, the thermal effects of the Green Deck in both theoretical and 

localised situations are explored. Answers to the three questions as the aims of this 

research are summarised in the tables below (Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Table 6.3). 
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Table 6.1 Research Results in Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 Ideal PCI excluding the Extended Deck 

 

Area and Population 

Area 426,568  

Population 8,122 

Costs 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Capital Cost Tangible Hong Kong 
Government 

HK$51,600,000 

Recurrent Cost HK$180,600  HK$3,879,683 
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Benefits 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Health Benefit Tangible and Intangible* Surrounding 
Residents/Hong 
Kong 
Government/Hong 
Kong Industry 

HK$175,996,319 HK$3,780,785,417 

Saved Energy Consumption Tangible Surrounding 
Property Owners 

HK$4,564,228 HK$54,908,318 

Increased Productivity Intangible Surrounding 
Companies (with 
a poor 
air-conditioning 
environment) 

HK$25,290,085 HK$543,286,279 

Increased Recreational Value Intangible Surrounding 
Residents (within 
15-minute walk) 

HK$44,441,916 HK$954,709,452 
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Table 6.2 Research Results in Scenario 2 

Scenario 2 Ideal PCI including the Extended Deck 

 

Area and Population 

Area 871,954  

Population 23,118 

Costs 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Capital Cost Tangible Hong Kong 
Government 

HK$123,600,000 

Recurrent Cost HK$432,600 HK$9,293,193 
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Benefits 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Health Benefit Tangible and Intangible* Surrounding 
Residents/Hong 
Kong 
Government/Hong 
Kong Industry 

HK$505,590,175 HK$10,861,181,480 

Saved Energy Consumption Tangible Surrounding 
Property Owners 

HK$4,564,228 HK$98,049,589 

Increased Productivity Intangible Surrounding 
Companies (with 
a poor 
air-conditioning 
environment) 

HK$25,290,085 HK$543,286,279 

Increased Recreational Value Intangible Surrounding 
Residents (within 
15-minute walk) 

HK$44,441,916 HK$954,709,452 
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Table 6.3 Research Results in Scenario 3 

Scenario 3 Localised PCI 

 

Area and Population 

Area 450,033  

Population 7,563 

Costs 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Capital Cost Tangible Hong Kong 
Government 

HK$123,600,000 

Recurrent Cost HK$432,600 HK$9,293,193 
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Benefits 

Item Tangible or Intangible Stakeholders Annual NPV over 50 years 

Health Benefit Tangible and Intangible* Surrounding 
Residents/Hong 
Kong 
Government/Hong 
Kong Industry 

HK$329,593,856 HK$7,080,396,063 

Saved Energy Consumption Tangible Surrounding 
Property Owners 

HK$5,155,559 HK$110,752,665 

Increased Productivity Intangible Surrounding 
Companies (with a 
poor 
air-conditioning 
environment) 

HK$50,580,170 HK$1,086,572,558 

Increased Recreational Value Intangible Surrounding 
Residents (within 
15-minute walk) 

HK$44,441,916 HK$954,709,452 

*For the health benefit, the hospitalisation fee of the reduced morbidity is a tangible 

benefit. Meanwhile the reduced mortality and the restricted active days of the 

reduced morbidity are intangible benefits. 

Besides the above results, according to the two cash-flow tables in the previous 

chapter, this research also indicates another important finding. 

When considering the cost to planting and maintaining the vegetation only, the 

investment will be paid back in the first year after the Green Deck is in use, with a net 

benefit equal to present value of HK$189,961,263 in Scenario 1, HK$433,567,120 in 

Scenario 2, and HK$289,225,867 in Scenario 3. After a 50-year period, the respective 

net present value become HK$5,278,209,784 in Scenario 1, HK$12,324,433,607 in 

Scenario 2, and HK$9,099,537,545 in Scenario 3. 

When considering the total investment of Green Deck, it is shown that in Scenario 1 

the thermal effect will pay back 78.1% of total investment, 76.2% in Scenario 2, and 

56.5% in Scenario 3 over a 50-year period. A comparison between Scenario 1 and 

Scenario 2 shows that with an increase of the size of park, also the increase of 
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greenery area, the amount of net benefit will increase, however, the portion of 

thermal effect paying off the total investment will decrease. Furthermore, with the 

recent local practice, an ideal return rate is still difficult to achieve. 

6.2 Recommendations 

Supported by the results of this research, the following three recommendations are 

given. 

(1) The research proved that the Green Deck can improve the environmental 

condition of its surrounding area by mitigating the high temperatures brought by the 

urban heat island effect. Such improvement can not only pay back the investment to 

provide the thermal effect, but also attract very substantial net benefit. Thus, the 

Green Deck, with enough landscaping work of vegetation, is a desirable and feasible 

mitigation measure of this urban heat island in its surrounding area. 

(2) It is shown that, with the increase of the park size, the net present value of 

thermal effect is increasing. Thus, from the perspective of the thermal effect only, the 

plan including the Extended Deck is more desirable. However, for the benefit 

(thermal effect)-cost ratio (total investment), it will decrease when the Extended 

Deck is included. Thus, it indicates that to expand the open space covered by a large 

portion of greenery in this area has a high effectiveness but low efficiency in respect 

to thermal effect. The decision to include the External Deck in the future plan should 

be made based on three points. Firstly, the budget should be sufficient. Secondly, 

after adding other kinds of benefits, the benefit-cost ratio in the scenario including 

the Extended Deck is larger than the scenario excluding the Extended Deck. Lastly, 

the thermal effect has a higher priority or weight than other benefits to make the 

inclusion of the External Deck a more desirable option than that which excludes the 

External Deck. 

(3) In previous chapter, we use the discount rate of 4% assuming the government 

invests in the project totally; meanwhile, we also use the discount rate of 10% 

assuming purely private investment mode respectively.   According to a comparison 

between net present values with different discount rates the larger portion of the 

capital and recurrent cost that is invested by the government, the higher the net 

present values will be. Thus, it is expected that the Hong Kong Government, other 

than private end-users, should invest more in planting work and maintaining the 

vegetation in the Green Deck.  
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4. Another observation is that as the surrounding residents, companies and 

surrounding property owners are all beneficiaries of the thermal effect, the 

promotion of the thermal effect could be a suitable entry point to enhance the 

engagement of the public with the idea of construction and operation of the Green 

Deck. 

6.3 Limitations and Research in the Future 

The main limitation of the present research is the calculations of different results of 

the thermal effect being based on a theoretical model and data for the whole of Hong 

Kong. Thus, some inaccuracy is inevitable. In the future, a more systematic survey 

could be conducted in Hung Hom (as well as other locations of interest) to improve 

the accuracy of such kind of regional studies. 

One further point of interest to scholars and those engaged in formulating public 

policy, a lot of important data that is needed for this kind of policy research is not 

officially published, such as the value of statistical life. Policy or public project 

research such as this one has to collected data from varies studies with different 

opinions and unofficially sources. Thus, if possible, more efforts should be made by 

government units/research institutes to establish of an official platform providing 

well-acknowledged data for policy or public project studies. This will encourage more 

scholars to be involved in policy and public project research in Hong Kong. 

Lastly, at the present stage, the detailed construction plan of the Green Deck has not 

been published. However, a framework to evaluate the costs and benefits of the 

thermal effect of the Green Deck has been established in this research. In the future, 

the updated figures can be put into the framework to calculate a more accurate net 

present value of the thermal effect of the Green Deck, as we go forward. 
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Appendix 1. With a Discount Rate of 10% 

Net Present Value when Only the Investment of Greenery is Accounted 
for 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

0 -51,600,000 -123,600,000 -123,600,000 

1 173,948,831 403,176,186 266,708,092 

2 378,993,222 882,063,628 621,533,631 

3 565,397,215 1,317,415,848 944,102,302 

4 734,855,389 1,713,190,593 1,237,346,549 

5 888,908,276 2,072,985,816 1,503,932,227 

… 

10 1,472,889,919 3,436,892,787 2,514,501,691 

… 

25 2,200,447,339 5,136,125,373 3,773,526,390 

… 

50 2,408,302,296 5,621,576,977 4,133,215,561 
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Net Present Value when All the Investment of Green Deck is Accounted 
for 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

-5 -240,000,000 -574,883,721 -574,883,721 

-4 -1,330,909,091 -3,187,991,544 -3,187,991,544 

-3 -2,322,644,628 -5,563,544,110 -5,563,544,110 

-2 -3,224,222,389 -7,723,137,352 -7,723,137,352 

-1 -4,043,838,536 -9,686,403,935 -9,686,403,935 

0 -4,788,944,123 -11,471,191,739 -11,471,191,739 

1 -4,649,697,259 -11,146,024,360 -11,230,760,309 

2 -4,523,109,201 -10,850,417,652 -11,012,186,282 

3 -4,408,029,148 -10,581,684,281 -10,813,482,622 

4 -4,303,410,918 -10,337,381,217 -10,632,842,930 

5 -4,208,303,436 -10,115,287,522 -10,468,625,029 

… 

10 -3,847,771,253 -9,273,377,682 -9,846,109,981 

… 

25 -3,398,599,830 -8,224,478,698 -9,070,545,462 
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… 

50 -3,270,276,615 -7,924,820,078 -8,848,975,417 
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Appendix 2. With a Discount Rate of 6% 

Net Present Value when Only the Investment of Greenery is Accounted 
for 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

0 -51,600,000 -123,600,000 -123,600,000 

1 182,460,107 423,054,533 281,436,700 

2 403,271,529 938,766,356 663,546,793 

3 611,584,192 1,425,286,944 1,024,028,014 

4 808,105,571 1,884,268,631 1,364,104,637 

5 993,503,099 2,317,270,222 1,684,931,640 

… 

10 1,774,464,931 4,141,230,444 3,036,371,690 

… 

25 3,119,998,137 7,283,764,362 5,364,792,091 

… 

50 3,858,976,160 9,009,670,113 6,643,579,931 
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Net Present Value when All the Investment of Green Deck is Accounted 
for 

Year Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

-5 -240,000,000 -574,883,721 -574,883,721 

-4 -1,372,075,472 -3,286,599,386 -3,286,599,386 

-3 -2,440,071,200 -5,844,821,712 -5,844,821,712 

-2 -3,447,614,339 -8,258,239,000 -8,258,239,000 

-1 -4,398,126,735 -10,535,047,762 -10,535,047,762 

0 -5,294,836,543 -12,682,980,557 -12,682,980,557 

1 -5,120,933,836 -12,276,885,326 -12,382,710,409 

2 -4,956,874,678 -11,893,776,618 -12,099,436,685 

3 -4,802,101,888 -11,532,353,308 -11,832,197,322 

4 -4,656,089,821 -11,191,387,921 -11,580,084,716 

5 -4,518,342,589 -10,869,722,462 -11,342,242,635 

… 

10 -3,938,101,136 -9,514,750,531 -10,340,365,265 

… 

25 -2,938,392,686 -7,180,244,987 -8,614,212,699 
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… 

50 -2,389,344,494 -5,898,115,135 -7,666,195,361 
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Executive Summary

Nowadays, urban greening is a popular program with an ultimate objective of improving the 
environmental quality within urban areas including roadside environments. Urban greening 
can mitigate urban heat island (UHI) effect and improve thermal comfort by moderating 
micro-climatic conditions and provide shading. It can bring other benefits including the 
ability to attenuate noise levels, improve air quality and reduce urban storm water runoff.
Accordingly, this study aims to reveal the cooling effect as well as the thermal comfort 
enhancement attributed by the characteristics and features of urban parks, e.g. greenery. In 
order to address these two objectives, a series of field measurements and questionnaire 
surveys have been performed within three urban parks in Hong Kong having different areas 
and aspect ratios. For determining the cooling intensity of the parks, the parks areas were 
divided into several zones to facilitate comparison of temperatures at different zones.
Additional temperature measurement points were set up beyond the boundaries of the parks 
which radiated a certain distance from the center of parks (i.e. 50m and 150m). Our 
preliminary results show that the temperatures increase from the center to the boundary of the 
parks by 1°C. And the temperatures inside the parks were lower than the temperature outside, 
and increased with the distance away from the boundaries, the temperatures of the parks were 
lower than that at 150m away of the parks by 1-2°C. For thermal comfort, a mobile 
meteorological station, which contained sensors for measuring air temperatures, relative 
humidity, globe temperature, wind speed, and solar radiation, was assembled for recording 
the microclimate conditions. During the measurement campaigns, questionnaire surveys were 
also performed within the same parks. The collected 616 responses were subsequently used to 
reveal the multi-lateral relationships among factors. Thermal comfort and acceptability of the 
thermal environment were shown to be influenced by personal preception of people. In 
contrast, meteorological factors and visual of greenery only display weak relationships with
thermal comfort and acceptability of thermal environment.   
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Introduction 

Nowadays, urban greening is a popular program with an ultimate objective of 

improving the environmental quality within urban areas including roadside environments. 

Urban greening can mitigate the urban heat island (UHI) effect and improve thermal comfort 

by moderating micro-climatic conditions (Avissar, 1996; McPherson, 1992; Ng et al., 2012; 

Park et al., 2012; Shashua-Bar et al., 2009; Taha, 1997) and provide shading (Dimoudi and 

Nikolopoulou, 2003; Ali-Toudert and Mayer, 2007; Shahidan et al., 2012). It can bring other 

benefits including the ability to attenuate noise levels (Ozer et al., 2008; Islam et al., 2012; 

Van Renterghem et al., 2012), improve air quality (Akbari et al., 2001; Jim and Chen, 2008; 

Nowak et al., 2006) and reduce urban storm water runoff (Bartens et al., 2008; Armson et al., 

2012).  

The cooling effect beyond boundaries of parks and the thermal comfort inside parks are 

influenced by the physical setting of urban parks. In particular, the cooling effect provided by 

a park has been shown to be influenced by park area (Lin et al, 2015; Feyisa et al., 2013), 

park geometries (Kong et al., 2014), type of plant cover (Lin et al, 2015, Cheng et al, 2007), 

land-cover within a park (Feyisa et al., 2013), and proportion of vegetated surface versus 

paved surfaces (Feyisa et al., 2013). Large parks were on average cooler than the smaller 

ones, but this relationship was a non-linear one and parks with 50% paved coverage and 

little tree- and shrub-cover were on average warmer than their surroundings (Chang et al, 

2007). Fragmented greenspaces could also provide effective cooling (Kong et al., 2014). On 

the other hand, a park’s cooling effect usually extended beyond its boundary into the 

surrounding streets and buildings (Feyisa et al., 2013), and the extent of influence was also 

affected by the character of the area around each park despite being related in part to park 

size (Kong et al., 2014). Nevertheless, questions still remain on how the surrounding 
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characteristics, e.g. shade of buildings and street canyons, influence the urban thermal 

environment, and whether quantitative relationships can be established among them for help 

prediction. Worst still, a substantial amount of evidence indicated that the findings on the 

cooling effect provided by greenery were not transferrable from one city to the other due to 

differences in climatic conditions and land topography (Kong et al., 2014).  

 In addition, greenery inside parks can improve the thermal comfort of park-users as 

well as people living in immediate vicinity. Of particular interest is how the park 

characteristics can help improve the thermal comfort or acceptability of thermal environment 

of park users. A number of factors have been identified to influence the thermal environment 

of urban parks. Physical settings like tree canopy layer (Klemm et al., 2015; Ng and Cheng, 

2012; Shashua-Bar et al., 2010), shrubs, flower beds and grass area (Ng and Cheng, 2012; 

Shashua-Bar et al., 2010) and sky view factor (Lin, 2012), and meteorological factors like 

temperature (Zacharias et al., 2001; Katzschner, 2006; Nikolopoulou and Lykoudis, 2007; 

Lin, 2009; Kantor and Unger, 2010), wind speed (Katzschner, 2006; Eliasson et al., 2007) 

and solar radiation (Zacharias et al., 2001; Katzschner, 2006; Nikolopoulou and Lykoudis, 

2007; Lin, 2009) have been found to  influence thermal comfort in parks. Hitherto, there are 

few models being developed to predict the thermal comfort conditions in parks even though 

some models have been developed for predicting thermal comfort in indoor or outdoor 

environments.  For example, the body heat balance thermal comfort model developed by Ole 

Fanger (1967), and the adaptive models developed by Brager and de Dear (1998). Although 

these two streams of models are good for predicting the thermal comfort conditions in indoor 

environments, they are not able to accurately predict the thermal comfort in outdoor 

environment whose unsteady conditions contradict with the basic assumption. Furthermore, 

there are some outdoor thermal comfort models such as Universal Thermal Climate Index 

(UTCI) as a function of air temperature, wind, radiation, and humidity and coupled with a 

state-of-the-art clothing model (B a ejczyk et al., 2010), and the models for predicting 

thermal sensation which was expressed in terms of air temperature, wind speed solar 

radiation and absolute humidity (Cheng et al., 2010). However, they cannot accurately predict 

the thermal comfort conditions in outdoor parks without the inclusion of individuals’ 

physiological, psychological, behavioral and visual perception factors, which are believed to 

play a more active role in urban parks (Klemm et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2011; Niu et al., 2015; 

Yang et al., 2013). In addition, none of the quantitative models developed so far have 

successfully included urban park characteristics like sky view factor (SVF), shading and 
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greenery (Georgi and Tzesouri, 2008; Lin et al., 2012) which are anticipated to exert 

considerable influences on thermal environment. 

 Accordingly, it is the ultimate aim of the proposed study to formulate appropriate 

models to predict the cooling effect as well as the thermal comfort enhancement attributed by 

the characteristics, e.g. greenery, of urban parks in Hong Kong. After the formulation of these 

two models, it is the intention to apply them to predict the temperature changes and thermal 

comfort enhancement in Green Deck. The temperature changes due to the Green Deck 

predicted by GIS software will be used as inputs to the developed thermal comfort model for 

predicting the thermal comfort enhancement due to Green Deck. All in all, the findings can 

provide valuable insights on formulating park design guidelines in providing comfortable 

greening areas in compact urban cities, which should be a valuable asset for informing the 

design of Green Deck.  

 
Objectives 

I. to investigate the cooling effect provided by the greening area in urban parks; 

II. to investigate the effect of greenery on thermal comfort inside urban parks; 

III. to predict the cooling effect and thermal comfort enhancement provided by Green 

Deck 

 

 

 

Research plan 

The study aims to determine the effect of greenery in urban parks on the temperature 

change to the surroundings and the outdoor thermal comfort of park users (see Objectives I 

and II). To achieve these objectives, a series of field measurements and questionnaire surveys 

have been conducted near three existing urban parks in Hong Kong to provide data for 

constructing an outdoor thermal comfort model embracing micro-climatic, physical and 

physiological factors.  

The successful formulation of models for predicting the adaptive outdoor thermal 

comfort inside parks and for predicting the temperature profiles surrounding greenery areas 

can provide insights on formulating park design guidelines in providing comfortable greening 

areas in urban cities. The study comprises two stages: Stage I: Development of Thermal 

Comfort and Cooling Effect Prediction Models, and Stage II: Prediction of cooling effect and 
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thermal comfort enhancement by Green Deck. The methodology details are laid out as 

follows:  

Methodology

Development of Thermal Comfort and Cooling Effect Prediction Models 

Studied sites 

Three urban parks (i.e. Shum Shui Po Park (SSPP), Yuet Wah Street playground 

(YWSP) and Kowloon Park (KP)) in Shum Shui Po, Kwun Tong and Tsim Sha Tsui were 

selected for conducting measurements and questionnaire surveys. These parks were 

surrounded by high rise buildings and medium trafficked roads. Figure 1 (a,b and c) shows 

the park locations with the major characteristics (see Table 1). 

Figure 1a      Shum Shui Po Park 
 

Figure 1b    Yuet Wah Street Playground 
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Figure 1c      Kowloon Park 

 

Figure 1  Location maps of the surveyed parks 

Table 1 Characteristics of the surveyed parks 

 Shum Shui Po Park 

(SSPP) 

Yuet Wah Street 

Playground (YWSP) 

Kowloon Park (KP) 

Area 107.5m x 97.5m 51m x 200m 317m x 417m 

Tree coverage inside 

park 

60% 70% 90% 

With water features 

in parks 

No No Yes 

Surrounding 

building

50m 30-80m 100-120m 

Distance between 

the parks and 

building

20m 10m 30m 

Aspect ratio of the 

surrounding

buildings 

2.5-3 3-8 2-3 

Field measurement campaigns

A mobile meteorological station was assembled for recording the microclimate 

conditions (see Figure 2). The mobile station embraced sensors for measuring air temperature, 
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globe temperature, wind speed, relative humidity and solar radiation. All instruments are 

compiled for the specification stated in WMO, No.8 (2008). 

 Figure 2 A mobile meteorological station 

 Air temperature and humidity were measured by HOBO U23 Prov2 

Temperature/Relative Humidity Data Logger as well as the thermal sensor described in the 

previous section. U23 was a weatherproof data logger with temperature and relative humidity 

sensors. The operating range of the temperature sensors was -40oC to 70oC with a resolution 

of 0.02oC at 25oC, and an accuracy of ± 0.21oC. The operating ranges of the relative humidity 

sensors were -40oC to 70oC and 0 to 100% RH with a resolution of 0.03oC and an accuracy of 

± 2.5oC. Solar Radiation Shield was installed in the mobile station to protect the sensors from 

sunlight and rain. Proper shield was also needed when measuring air temperature and 

humidity in order to minimize radiative exchange between instrument and the surroundings, 

to maximize convection and to avoid warm air formation around the sensors (ISO 7726, 1998; 

WMO-No 8, 2008). Wind velocity was measured by Dantec low velocity flow analyzer with 

Robust temperature-compensated velocity probe (54T35). The operating ranges of the 

velocity sensors were -20oC to 80oC and the measurement range lie between 0.01 m/s and 30 

m/s. For the globe temperature, it was recorded by globe thermometer which generally 

consisted of a 40mm grey table tennis ball and temperature sensor. Silicon Pyranometer was 

used for measuring the solar radiation. The operating ranges were -40oC to 75oC and with 

accuracy ± 5%. The measurement range was from 0 to 1280 W/m2.  
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 A series of measurement campaigns were carried out from 11:00 to 17:00 from 

December 2014 to March 2015, from June 2015 to August 2015 and from October 2015 to 

December 2015. Two measuring points inside the parks was located under trees and an 

additional one was located in the open space for Shum Shui Po Park, Yuet Wah Street 

Playground and Kowloon Park. For the measurement of cooling intensity of the park, Shum 

Shui Po Park and Yuet Wah Street Playground were selected for the measurement. Parks 

areas were divided into several zones in order to compare the temperatures in different parts 

of parks. There were totally 16 and 12 zones in Shum Shui Po Park and Yuet Wah Street 

Playground respectively. Data was collected at each measurement point in particular zone in 

a five minute interval. Additional measurement points for temperature readings were set up 

beyond the boundaries of the parks which radiated from the center of parks for certain 

distance. There are totally ten measurement points, which are five of them are located on the 

radiated boundaries 50 meters away from the center of parks, and another five measurement 

points on the radiated boundaries which were 150 meters away from center.  

Questionnaire Surveys 

 During the measurement campaigns, questionnaire surveys were also conducted 

within the same parks. The questionnaire form comprises five main sections. Section I aims 

to collect the park usage patterns and habit of the respondents. Section II aims at eliciting the 

subjective feelings on the microclimate conditions in parks. Perceived humidity level, wind 

speed, solar radiation, temperature and thermal environment were obtained and compared 

with the measurement data. These subjective feelings to the park environment were rated on a 

7-point Likert scale (from -3 to 3 while ‘0’ represents neutral, ‘-3’ represents one extreme 

condition, and ‘+3’ represents the other extreme). In addition, a six-point Likert-scale 

question was used for eliciting the levels of acceptance of respondents on thermal satisfaction 

(Graded ‘Extremely Unacceptable’, ‘Very Unacceptable’, ‘Unacceptable’, ‘Acceptable’, 

‘Very Acceptable’ and ‘Extremely Acceptable’). Section III includes questions which aim at 

evaluating the relationship between visual elements and the thermal sensation of the 

respondents. Questions were included to elicit from the respondents the perceived amount of 

different built environment elements could be seen in the parks. Respondents were requested 

to report to what degree trees, grassland, sky, water features (i.e. ponds or fountains) and 

shading facilities could be seen using the following five verbal responses: ‘Nothing’, 
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‘Extremely little’, ‘A Little’, ‘Moderate’ or ‘A lot’ at the surveyed locations. Besides, 

respondents were asked to comment on whether those facilities were sufficient in the parks 

and whether they could bring benefits to the thermal environment of the parks. Section IV 

records some personal characteristics of the respondents e.g. clothing and activities levels, 

time spent in outdoor spaces, the immediate past activity and the purposes of park visit. 

Finally, Section V aims to collect the respondents’ socio-economic backgrounds including 

age, education level, salary, occupation, gender, health status, sensitivity towards heat. The 

responses collected from this session were used for analyzing the relationships among the 

objectively measured parameters, personal characteristics, thermal comfort and satisfaction 

level. 

 

 

 

Geographic Thermal Environment Information 

 Thermal camera with a resolution of 320*240 pixels (Testo 875-1i) (see Figure 3) was 

used to measure the surface temperatures for different areas with the three selected parks by 

taking remote sensing images. The photos were then further analyzed by computer software 

IRSoft including input the emissivity, air temperature, relative humidity and wind velocity of 

the measured points. A series of measurement campaigns were carried out from 12:00 to 

23:00 hourly for about ten days from October 2015 to November 2015. In addition, the 

geographic information of the parks such as the total park areas and the proportion of 

greenery areas was obtained from GIS-System (Holux M-241) (see Figure 4).  

 
Figure 3       Thermal camera 
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Figure 4        GIS-System 

  

The Banyan tree located in the Banyan Court in Kowloon Park was chosen as the 

studied area because there was sufficient open area around the tree and the cooling effect of 

individual tree could be observed directly (see Figure 5 and 6). The ground temperatures for 

different orientations (north, west and south) and distances (2m, 4m, 6m and 8m) away from 

the center of Banyan tree were measured. The study did not involve the east orientation 

because buildings located nearby might influence the cooling effect on that side. The photos 

were taken hourly from 12:00 to 23:00 for ten different days to analyze the cooling effects of 

the individual tree on both day time and night time. 

 

Figure 5 Location of the tree 
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Figure 6 Photos of the tree 

 Surface temperatures for the shaded and unshaded areas of nine different paved 

materials in Kowloon Park were recorded hourly from 12:00-23:00 hourly for ten days. Table 

2 shows the paved materials and their respective emissivity. The values of the emissivity 

were extracted from Mills (1999) and the instruction manual of the thermal camera. Figure 7 

shows the measurement route. 
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Table 2  The paved materials that investigated 

 Materials Emissivity Photos of the 
materials 

A Clay 0.91 

B Clay 0.91 

C Brick 0.90 

D Clay 0.91 

E Rubber 0.89 

F Concrete 0.91 

G Concrete 0.91 

H Sand 0.75 

I Grass 0.92 
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Figure 7 Measurement route   
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Results and discussions 

Objective (I): To examine the cooling effect of proportion of greening area in urban parks 

 Parks areas were divided into a number of zones for facilitating comparison of 

temperatures in different parts of parks. Altogether, there were 16 and 12 zones in Shum Shui 

Po Park and Yuet Wah Street Playground respectively. Data was collected at each 

measurement point in particular zone in five-minute interval. Figures 8 and 9 show the 

contour maps of temperature patterns for Shum Shui Po Park and Yuet Wah Street 

Playground respectively.  

Figure 8 

Contour map showing the 

temperature patterns in Shum Shui 

Po Park 

 Figure 9 

Contour maps showing the 

temperature patterns in Yuet Wah 

Street Playground 

 

 The results show that the temperatures increased by 1°C from the center to the 

boundary of the parks. And the temperatures inside the parks were lower than the outside 

temperature, and increased with the distance away from the boundaries, the temperatures of 

the parks were lower than those at 150m away by 1-2°C.  

 The ground surface temperatures at different orientations (north, west and south) and 

distances (2m, 4m, 6m and 8m) away from the center of the Banyan tree were measured. 

Locations 1 and 2 (2m and 4m away from the center of the tree) were mostly shaded by the 

tree while locations 3 and 4 (6m and 8m away from the center of the tree) were the unshaded 

areas.  
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Figure 10  Surface temperatures for the West orientation 

 

Figure 11  Surface temperatures for the South orientation 
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2 27.1 26.7 28.0 36.9 33.5 31.8 27.4 26.7 26.0 25.8 25.4
3 27.3 33.2 38.6 39.6 34.3 32.2 27.4 27.1 26.8 25.5 24.6
4 39.0 39.5 41.2 36.2 33.3 30.0 26.7 26.5 26.3 24.8 23.8
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Figure 12  Surface temperatures for the North orientation  

 Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the surface temperatures for different orientations at 

different distances away from the center of the tree at different time periods. These 3 figures 

show that the temperatures at Locations 1 and 2, which were shaded by the tree, were 

generally lower than the corresponding unshaded counterparts (Locations 3 and 4). Shading 

could lower the surface temperatures by at least 15°C during afternoon periods. 

 Furthermore, surface temperatures for shaded and unshaded areas of nine different 

paved materials (Table 2) in Kowloon Park were recorded hourly from 12:00-23:00 for ten 

days. Figures 13 and 14 show the surface temperatures for nine different paved materials at 

different time periods. Rubber (Material E) had the highest surface temperature under both 

shaded and unshaded conditions during afternoon periods. The surface temperatures of all the 

materials show a decreasing trend with time under both conditions. For the same materials 

placed under shaded and unshaded conditions, the surface temperatures were mostly the same 

after sunset. However, the results showed that rates of temperature drops under shaded 

condition were larger than those under unshaded condition. This suggested that shading could 

help substantially lower the surface temperatures. The decreasing trends of surface 

temperature for all the ground paving materials slowed down and became stable at night time. 
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Table 3 Summary of personal characteristics of the respondents

Description Number (Percentage) 

SSPP YWSP KP Total 

Gender     

Male 164 (56.0) 198 (61.3) 36 (38.3) 398 (56.1) 

Female 129 (44.0) 125 (38.7) 58 (61.7) 312 (43.9) 

Age     

 17 19 (6.5) 9 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 28 (3.9) 

18 – 25 32 (10.9) 16 (5.0) 5 (5.3) 53 (7.5) 

26 – 30  12 (4.1) 7 (2.2) 7 (7.4) 26 (3.7) 

31 – 35 22 (7.5) 10 (3.1) 14 (14.9) 46 (6.5) 

36 – 40 17 (5.8) 20 (6.2) 15 (16.0) 52 (7.3) 

41 – 45 36 (12.3) 36 (11.1) 10 (10.6) 82 (11.5) 

46 – 50 23 (7.8) 20 (6.2) 4 (4.3) 47 (6.6) 

 51 132 (45.1) 205 (63.5) 39 (41.5) 376 (53.0) 

Education Level      

Elementary 97 (33.1) 174 (53.8) 11 (11.7) 282 (38.6) 

High school  142 (48.5) 110 (34.1) 48 (51.1) 300 (42.3) 

Undergraduate degrees 50 (17.1) 36 (11.1) 31 (33.0) 117 (19.5) 

Post-graduate or above 4 (1.4) 3 (0.9) 2 (2.1) 9 (1.3) 

Occupation     

Self-employed     8 (2.7) 9 (2.8) 10 (10.6) 27 (3.7) 

Employed 73 (24.9) 68 (21.1) 27 (28.7) 168 (23.7) 

Students 44 (15.0) 19 (5.9) 5 (5.3) 68 (9.6) 

Homemakers 48 (16.4) 35 (10.8) 20 (21.3) 103 (14.5) 

Retired 120 (40.9) 192 (59.4) 30 (31.9) 339 (47.7) 

Personal income per month 

(HKD)  

    

5,000    51 (17.4) 123 (38.3) 39 (41.5) 213 (55.7) 

5,001 - 10,000    18 (6.1) 16 (5.0) 10 (10.6) 44 (11.5) 

10,001 - 15,000  16 (5.5) 17 (5.3) 3 (3.2) 36 (9.4) 

15,001 - 20,000    12 (4.1) 13 (4.0) 3 (3.2) 28 (7.3) 

20,001-25,000    9 (3.1) 13 (4.0) 2 (2.1) 23 (6.0) 

25,001 - 30,000    6 (2.0) 5 (1.5) 6 (6.4) 17 (4.4) 

30,001 5 (1.7) 8 (2.5) 8 (3.2) 21 (5.5) 

Total 293 323 94 710 

(a) Total does not sum up to 100% as some respondents refused to reveal their education level and individual income level. 

 One of the objectives was to identify the factors that affect thermal comfort and 

acceptability of the thermal environment (thermal acceptability). Thermal comfort originally 
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rated using a six-point verbal scale were dichotomized into either ‘comfort’ and ‘discomfort’, 

while thermal acceptability originally rated on a six-point verbal scale was dichotomized into 

either ‘Acceptable’ and ‘Unacceptable’ in the final model development (see Table 4). 

‘Comfort’ includes the responses of ‘Comfortable’, ‘Very Comfortable’ and ‘Extremely

Comfortable’ while ‘Discomfort’ includes the responses of ‘Extremely Uncomfortable’, ‘Very 

Uncomfortable’ and ‘Uncomfortable’. ‘Acceptable’ includes the responses of ‘Acceptable’, 

‘Very Acceptable’ and ‘Extremely Acceptable’ while ‘Unacceptable’ includes responses of 

‘Extremely Unacceptable’, ‘Very Unacceptable’ and ‘Unacceptable’. With such 

dichotomization groupings, comparable total numbers of responses fell into two groups for 

thermal comfort and thermal acceptability. 

 

Table 4  A summary statistics of responses in relation to thermal comfort and thermal 

acceptability

Description  Number (Percentage) 

SSPP YWSP KP Total 

Thermal comfort     

Extremely uncomfortable 1 (0.3) 2 (0.6) 1 (1.1) 4 (0.6) 

Very uncomfortable 4 (1.4) 7 (2.2) 1 (1.1) 12 (1.7) 

Uncomfortable 57 (19.5) 70 (21.7) 14 (14.9) 141 (19.9) 

Comfortable 214 (73.0) 216 (66.6) 61 (64.9) 491 (69.2) 

Very comfortable 17 (5.8) 27 (8.4) 16 (17.0) 60 (8.5) 

Extremely comfortable 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3) 1 (1.1) 2 (0.3) 

     

Thermal Acceptability      

Extremely unacceptable 0 (0.0) 2 (0.6) 1 (1.1) 3 (0.4) 

Very unacceptable 0 (0.0) 3 (0.9) 2 (2.1) 5 (0.7) 

Unacceptable 33 (11.3) 47 (14.6) 11 (11.7) 91 (12.8) 

Acceptable 246 (84.0) 246 (76.2) 61 (64.9) 553 (77.9) 

Very acceptable 14 (4.8) 25 (7.7) 17 (18.1) 56 (7.9) 

Extremely acceptable 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (2.1) 2 (0.3) 

 293 323 94 710 

 Predicted mean vote (PMV), which is a thermal index developed by Fanger (1972), 

was used to estimate the mean value of thermal sensation votes. Figure 15 shows that 

perception of temperatures was highly correlated with PMV (with a correlation value of 0.71).  
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For PMV, -3 = Cold 

  -2 = Cool 

  -1 = Slightly cool 

  0 = Neutral 

  1 = Slightly warm 

  2 = Warm 

  3 = Hot 

For perception of temperature, 0   = Neutral 

    Positive   = Warm to hot 

    Negative = Cool to cold 

Figure 15  Relationship between perception of temperature and PMV 
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 The path model shows the inter-relationships among thermal comfort evaluation, 

acceptability of the thermal environment, objective thermal parameters, visual perception of 

the park, perceived meteorological conditions and etc. The formulated path model is 

considered to be a reasonably good representation of the interrelationships as its goodness of 

fit meets with the requirements laid down for  and the root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA) commonly upheld for evaluating the goodness of fit for path 

models (i.e., the model value of  is 4.98, which is 2 <  < 5 and the model value 

of RMSEA is 0.08 0.08). 

 Our results basically confirmed our hypothesis that thermal comfort evaluation 

exerted an influence on an individual’s acceptability of the thermal environment (r = 0.66). 

Thermal comfort was influenced by perceived meteorological conditions, objective thermal 

parameters and visual perception of the park (r = -0.52, 0.30, and 0.15 respectively). On the 

contrary, thermal acceptability was influenced by perceived meteorological conditions and 

visual perception of the park (r = -0.06 and 0.09 respectively), however, the results suggested 

that an individual’s acceptability of the thermal environment was not influenced by the 

objective thermal parameters. Also, the results show that perceived meteorological conditions 

was affected by objective thermal parameters (r = 0.72).  However, the results show that no 

influence of visual perception of the park on meteorological conditions perceived by park 

visitors.  

 The latent variable ‘objective thermal parameters’ was formed by grouping four 

factors including globe temperature, air temperature, solar radiation and wind speed together. 

These four factors showed positive relationship and exert strong influence with objective 

thermal parameters. Among those factors, air temperature exerted the strongest influence 

with objective thermal parameters while wind speed exerted the weakest (r = 0.98 for globe 

temperature and r = 0.27 for wind speed).  

 Personal perception of solar radiation, temperature, relative humidity and wind 

exhibited strong and positive relationships with personal perception of temperature and 

perceived meteorological conditions (r = 0.72). However, only a weak relationship was found 

between perceived relative humidity and perceived meteorological conditions (r = 0.12). 

Visibility of trees and shade showed a direct correlation with visual perception of park 

features, with correlation values of 0.21 and 0.08 respectively.  
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Secondly, the results suggested objective thermal parameters exerted a weaker direct 

influence on thermal comfort than perceived meteorological conditions, which are in 

contradictory with some earlier findings that only the objectively measured parameters like 

air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed affected thermal comfort assessment 

(B a ejczyk et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2010). Our results revealed that perceived 

meteorological conditions was one of the important factors affecting an individual’s thermal 

comfort assessment. Thirdly, clothing value only exhibited a weak correlation with thermal 

comfort, and metabolic rate did not correlate with thermal comfort. Lastly, the results showed 

that thermal comfort and thermal acceptability were influenced by an individual’s visual 

perception of park features. 

 

 

 

Objective (III): To predict the cooling effect and thermal comfort enhancement provided by 

Green Deck 

 Given that the Green Deck has not been built yet, we need to rely on the findings on 

the relationships between the inner and outer temperatures of the three surveyed parks to 

predict the cooling effect of the Green Deck. The prediction results have been translated into 

a contour map for portraying the temperature profiles for the Green Deck (see Figure 18).  

 It can be seen that temperatures would be increased from the center to the boundary of 

Green Deck by 1°C. The temperatures inside the parks were lower than the outside 

temperature, and increased with the distance away from the boundaries, the temperatures of 

Green Deck were lower than that at 150m away of the parks by 1-2°C.  
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Figure 18 A contour map of green deck 
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Conclusion

 In this study, the cooling effect and thermal comfort enhancement provided by Green 

Deck were predicted with aid of the findings revealed from three surveyed parks in Kowloon. 

The contour maps showing temperature profiles inside the parks, the ground surface 

temperatures at different orientations and distances away from the center of the tree as well as 

the surface temperatures of nine different paved materials in shaded and unshaded areas were 

revealed. It was predicted that the greenery in Green Deck could lower the air temperatures in 

surroundings by 1-2oC and the shading provided by trees could lower the ground surface 

temperatures up to 20oC. In addition, a path model was formulated to help reveal the 

interrelationships among thermal comfort and thermal acceptability of the parks and 

determine the influences of different factors which related to thermal comfort and thermal 

acceptability. In particular, it was found that thermal comfort and the acceptability of the 

thermal environment inside parks could be improved by the visual perception of trees. 
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Effect of the Green Deck on local air quality
Prof. Lee shun-cheng

Hong Kong roadside air pollution is a very severe problem, which affect human health. Especially the people 
have long term activities along the roadside. The bus-waiting people and many students and staffs of the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University have to be exposed the roadside pollution because they need to walk through a 
crowded pedestrian bridge. The results show the gaseous pollutant, hourly average nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
concentration have ~10% of the total period of sampling time exceed the proposed new local 1-hour NO2

standard (200 g/m3) but compare the Japan average daily NO2 standard, none of the day have meet the lower 
standard limit-excellent level (40 g/m3). The measured NO2 concentration has ~20% to 90% higher than the 
defined standard value. From the particulate matters (PM), Hong Kong Air Quality Objective (HKAQO) 
proposed 100 and 75 g/m3 as PM10 and PM2.5 24-hr average standard and seldom days have been reported 
exceed the local standard. But the average roadside PM10 and PM2.5 concentration level in Hong Kong is ~50% 
to 68% higher than World Health Organization Air Quality Guideline (WHO AQG) (daily average: 50 and 
25 g/m3).  

PM10 concentration has reduced around 48% and 38% in green deck situation than the value measured with 
non-green deck situation in morning and evening peak hour. The carcinogenic compounds, which including 
benzene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, have 10% to 60% improvement with green deck situation. Based on 
the estimation, the improvement of particulate matters and carcinogenic compounds is over 30% to 60%.  

The cancer risk calculation was conducted to evaluate the chronic health impact for buses-waiting people,
HK PolyU staff and PolyU student. The results shows that bus-waiting people and the PolyU staff has much 
higher cancer risk than PolyU students, because of long exposure time. The cancer risks of benzene and 
acetaldehyde were within an acceptable level, except for formaldehyde. It is indicated that cancer risk from 
formaldehyde was larger than the cancer risk from benzene and acetaldehyde in the Hong Kong roadside. In 
addition, cancer risk of bus-waiting people and PolyU staff is higher than U.S. EPA acceptable level with two 
scenarios (green deck and non-green deck scenarios). But the cancer risk with green deck situation has 30% to 
70% reduction. After green deck being built, the cancer risk will be decrease over 50%. 
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1. Introduction
Air pollution at roadside is very serious in Hong Kong. Many studies have demonstrated that vehicular 
emission is one of the major sources of air pollutants, such as fine particulate matters (PM2.5), Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs), Oxygenated Volatile Organic Compounds (OVOCs) and Nitrogen Oxidize (NOx). The 
high pollutant levels at roadside draw much public attention. Recently, The International Agency for Research 
on Cancer, (IARC) has defined PM2.5 as a carcinogenic pollutant, as PM2.5 contains many kinds of chemical 
species cause severe impact to human health. In addition, the many carbonyls pollutants are also seriously 
effect on human health, since it contains many carcinogenic chemicals. The heavy traffic flow in Hung Hom 
Cross harbor tunnel contributes large amount of pollutants and affect the people nearby. During the morning 
and afternoon peak hours, many PolyU students, staffs and passengers have to take much longer time to walk 
through the congested footbridge and hence prolong the exposure time to air pollutants. Green deck project is 
proposed by PolyU to build a green deck to decrease the human exposure to the air pollutants from traffic as 
well as to alleviate air pollution at roadside by using new material with NOx removal ability for building green 
deck. Understanding on the chemical speciation and levels of pollutants are very important for the Green deck 
project. From previous study, we found that the annual roadside PM2.5 value is around 19% higher than the 
proposed Hong Kong PM2.5 standard and ~75% higher than the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) PM2.5 standard. In this study, a monitoring program will be conducted to investigate the 
concentrations and chemical speciation of different pollutants (VOCs, NOx, PM and carbonyls) near the cross 
harbour tunnel. 

2. Site description
2.1 Roadside monitoring station 
The roadside monitoring station has established by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (HKPU) and the site 
is between P core and Q core ground. It is located in a street canyon in a residential and commercial area, 
facing Hong Chong road, leading to the busiest cross-harbour tunnel in Hong Kong. The station is about 400 m 
away from the tunnel entrance. Besides restaurant/household cooking, industrial or other anthropogenic sources 
were not found in the vicinity (photo 2.1.1). This monitoring station was used to simulate non-green deck 
situation.  
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Photo 2.1.1 the location of the roadside monitoring station 

 
2.2 PQ podium  
The site is located in HKPU campus (P core and Q core podium). Photo 2.2.1 shows the location of PQ podium 
monitoring site. It is a temporary site we choose for estimating the effect of green deck on air quality. The 
green deck will be built in the same floor of PQ podium and facing the Hong Chong road. The PQ podium is a 
better place for air quality effect for roadside monitoring station and green deck. The location was used to 
simulate green deck scenario.  

 
Photo 2.2.1 surrounded view for PQ podium 
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3.  Methodology 
3.1 Instruments introduction 
Particulate matters-The PM10, and PM2.5 real-time monitoring were collected (KIMOTO) with one hour per 
data. 
Gases-CO, NOx, NO2 gas analyzer will be operated (TSI and Thermo) with 1 min per data. 
Followed are the pictures shows that instrument used for sample collection.  
 

 
OVOCs sampler 

 
CO analyzer 

 
NOx analyzer 

 
VOCs samplers 
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Kimoto real time monitoring analyzer 
 

3.2 Carcinogenic compounds analysis 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
Andersen Instruments Inc. Series 97-300, Ambient Volatile Organic Canister Sampler (AVOCS) will be used 
to collected whole air samples into pre-cleaned and pre-evacuated 2-liter SUMMA stainless steel canisters at 
uniform flow-rates. Sampling and analysis of the samples, e.g. GC-MSD/FID/ECD analysis, will be conducted 
in accordance with the USEPA Method TO-14 (USEPA, 1997) with slight modifications.  
Oxygenated Volatile Organic Compounds (OVOCs) 
OVOCs in air will be collected by drawing air through a cartridge impregnated with acidified 2,4-
dinitrophenylhydrazine (Waters Sep-Pak DNPH-silica), which was very reactive toward carbonyls. Ozone 
scrubber was connected before DNPH-silica cartridge in order to prevent the interference of ozone. The 
sampled cartridges were plugged at both ends and placed inside of glass screw-capped vials. They were further 
placed into a tin can for protection during shipment and storage. The exposed cartridges were stored inside a 
refrigerator and returned to the Air laboratory in a cooler chilled with blue ice. The cartridges were then 
analyzed by extraction and HPLC according to the U.S. EPA TO-11A method.  Analysis was done by the 
laboratory of The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. 
 

3.3 cancer risk calculation  
The risk assessment was conducted for the PolyU students, staffs and the people waiting for the buses by 
followed equation: 
Risk=CDI×PF, where CDI is Chronic Daily Intake, which is calculated via intake rate, exposure time, and 
human weight. PF is potency factor which could be investigated from US Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) standard.   
If the value larger than 1×10-6, means people surrounded suffer the health risk. 

 
 
4.  Result and discussion  

4.1 Real-time monitoring on gaseous and particulate matters 

4.1.1 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) and Carbon Monoxide (CO)  
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) is the reddish-brown toxic gas, which has been defined as one of the important 

pollutant in the worldwide countries. The emission standard of NO2 was differently implicated based on their 
situation. Some countries only have 1-hour NO2 standard and some countries has 1-hour and 24-hour standards 
to stringent the NO2 emission. The 1-hour NO2 standard of World Health Organization Air Quality Guideline 
(WHO AQG) and Hong Kong Air Quality Objectives (HK AQO) was 200 g/m3. No 24-hour NO2 standard 
has been proposed in WHO and HK. But Japan has implement 24-hour NO2 standard for many years, which is 
40 ppb (excellent level) and 60 ppb (satisfactory level). The comparison between NO2 standard and roadside 
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NO2 value was conducted. From the Figure 4-1-1 and Figure 4-1-2, ~around 1/10 sampling hours of NO2 value 
exceed the defined 1-hour NO2 value of World Health Organization Air Quality Guidelines (WHO AQG) and 
new HK Air quality objectives (HK AQO). In addition, the NO2 value was 20% to 90% higher than 200 g/m3 

(1-hour NO2 value defined by WHO and HK air quality objective). Base on the Japan 24-hour NO2 standard, 
only 11 days out of 49 days meet the standard (60 ppb-satisfactory level). None has met the 40 ppb (excellent 
standard). The measured 24-hour NO2 value has one to two times higher than the standard. 

The mean NO2 concentration during the two months measurement is 135.88 g/m3, with high standard 
deviation from 365.92 to 17.89 g/m3 (Table 4-1-1). The main NO2 emission source can directly come from 
traffic and secondary emission from photochemical reaction of other gaseous in the site. Two traffic peaks have 
been found in daily variation. The morning peak at 9:00 a.m. and after noon peak were extend longer time, 
because of photo-chemical reaction.  

 
Table 4-1-1 The variation on NO2 concentration 

( g/m3) NO2 

Average 135.88 
S.D. 49.13 
Day and night peak hoursa 167.03 
Normal timeb 125.4 

Sampling hour on NO2 1133 (hours) 

200 g/m3 

(1-hour Hong Kong air quality objective)  
110 (hours)c 

a: the hourly average NO2 concentration in day and night peak hours 
b: the hourly average NO2 concentration without NO2 concentration in day and night peak hours 
c: 110 hours of NO2 concentration are higher than the 1-hour NO2 standard from Hong Kong Air Quality 
Objective (HKAQO)  
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Figure 4-1-1 hourly variation on NO2 concentration 
 

 

Figure 4-1-2 daily variation on NO2 concentration  
 
Similar as NO2, Carbon Monoxide (CO) is the other toxic gaseous which has been defined air pollutant in 

worldwide countries many years ago. But the health acceptable level of CO is very high and the effect in Hong 
Kong roadside is very small. No sampling time exceed the Hong Kong and WHO standard (1-hour average is 
30000 μg/m3). Figure 4-1-3 shows the time series of the CO during the sampling period, the highest CO 
concentration is 5000 μg/m3. 

 

Figure 4-1-3 hourly variation on CO concentration 
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4.1.2 Particulate matters (PM) 

From the definition of US Environmental Protection Agency, PM10 is defined as particle whose diameter is 
less than 10 μm and PM2.5 is defined as the particle whose diameter is less than 2.5μm. because of the small 
size and varied chemical components, it can be inhaled into lung and cause server health problem.  

The current Hong Kong air quality objective (HKAQO) doesn’t have any standard on 24-hour PM2.5 value. 
But the Hong Kong government has proposed a new HKAQO, which has daily PM2.5 standard (24-hour 
average) and adjust the standard concentration in other pollutants. Base on the Hong Kong proposed AQO, PM 
concentration in roadside monitoring station is not serious. For PM10, only 3 days exceed the new HKAQO and 
no day reported exceed the new PM2.5 HKAQO. But use World Health Organization air quality guideline 
(WHO AQG) for the reference. Only one to two days not exceed the WHO standard. The average value for 
PM2.5 and PM10 is 42.81±11.02 and 73.67±18.65 μg/m3, which is ~68% to 50% higher than the WHO value (25 
μg/m3 and 50 μg/m3). Although the hourly concentration for PM2.5 and PM10 do not have much time exceed the 
HKAQO, comparing worldwide level, PM concentration still needs to be concerned. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 4-1-4 daily variation on PM10 and PM2.5  

 
 

4.2 Effect of green deck on local air quality 
4.2.1 Particulate Matters 

Figure 4-2-1 shows the comparison of PM10 concentrations at non-green deck situation and green deck 
situation during morning peak hours. The PM10 concentrations with green deck ranged from 40.0 to 102.8 

g/m3 with the mean value of 57.7 g/m3, while the mean concentration of PM10 was 29.9 g/m3 with non-
green deck. It was found that there was a significant decline of PM10 concentrations with green deck situation 
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compared to the values with non-green deck. The mean reduction rate of PM10 concentrations with green deck 
situation was around 48.2% during morning peak hours. The comparison of PM10 concentrations during 
evening peak hours gives the similar result (Figure 4-2-2). The mean concentration of PM10 was 70.5 which 
was ~38.3% lower than that with non-green deck situation during evening peak hours. 

 

 
Figure 4-2-1 Comparison of PM10 concentrations with non-green deck and green deck situation during morning 
peak hours 

 

 

Figure 4-2-2 Comparison of PM10 concentrations with non-green deck and green deck situation during evening 
peak hours 

 
 
4.2.2 Carcinogenic compounds  

The Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and Oxygenated Volatile Organic Compounds (OVOCs) were 
measured. From definition of different countries, e.g. U.S., Canada, European Union, Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) are organic chemicals which have low boiling point and high vapor pressure, which 
evaporates from natural sources and anthropogenic sources, e.g. painting and coating. VOCs including many 
different species, Oxygenated Volatile Organic Compounds (OVOCs) are the product of VOCs via 
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photochemical reaction. The chemical characteristics of some VOCs and OVOCs are dangerous to human 
health and have cancer risk, which was called by carcinogenic pollutants, e.g. benzene, formaldehyde, 
acetaldehyde. Formaldehyde is the one of the important carcinogenic pollutants defined by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the guideline of many U.S. states for ambient formaldehyde 
concentration should be lower than 3-30 g/m3 (U.S.EPA), based on the acute or chronic exposure. U.S. 
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) have defined that chronic formaldehyde intake rate 
should be lower than 0.2 mg/kg/day, the PolyU roadside level have almost reached this health guideline (US 
EPA).  

Table 4-2-1 shows the concentrations of main carcinogenic compounds measured with non-green deck and 
green deck situation during morning and evening peak hours. It can be seen in Table 4-2-1 that the benzene, 
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde concentrations with green deck situation were 0.97, 7.57 and 3.18 μg/m3, 
respectively, which were much lower than that with non-green deck situation where the values were1.45, 9.10 
and 4.48 μg/m3 during morning peak hours. As shown in Figure 4-2-3 and Figure 4-2-4, the concentrations of 
carcinogenic compounds determined were decreased with green deck situation in both morning and evening 
peak hours. The reduction rates of concentrations for benzene, formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde were 33%, 
16.8%, and 29.0% during morning peak hours and 33%, 11.0% and 27% during evening peak hours. 
 
Table 4-2-1 Comparison of concentrations of carcinogenic compounds at Roadside station and PQ Podium 
during morning and evening peak hours (μg/m3) 
 

 Morning peak hours Evening peak hours 
Sampling site Non-green deck Green deck Improvement  Non-green deck Green deck Improvement 

Benzene 1.45 0.97 33% 1.65 1.11 33% 

Formaldehyde 9.10 7.57 17% 9.17 8.17 11% 

Acetaldehyde 4.48 3.18 29% 3.85 2.82 27% 
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Figure 4-2-3 Comparison of concentrations of carcinogenic compounds with non-green deck and green deck 
situation during morning peak hours 

 
 

 

Figure 4-2-4 Comparison of concentrations of carcinogenic compounds with non-green deck and green deck 
situation during evening peak hours 
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4.3 Cancer risk calculation of carcinogenic compounds in green deck and non-green deck 
scenario  

From the toxicological point of view, benzene exhibits cancer risk and can cause aplastic anemia and 
polycythemia. According to the U.S. EPA’s weight-of-evidence classification system for carcinogenicity, 
benzene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde is designated as human carcinogen (Group A) with sufficient 
evidence of carcinogenicity in humans.  
 
Cancer risk is calculated based on the following: 
Cancer risk = CDI × CPF 
 
where CDI is the chronic daily intake (mg/kg/day) and CPF is the carcinogen potency factor. Cancer risk > 
1.00E-6 means Carcinogenic effects of concern 
      Cancer risk < 1.00E-6 means Acceptable level 
 
The following generic equation is used to calculate the chronic daily intake (CDI): 

3 3Concentration (mg/m )  Intake rate (m /day)  Exposure (days/life)
Body weight (kg) 70(yr/life) 365(day/yr)

CDI  

 
where the average body weight and the intake rate for adults are 70 kg and 20 m3/day as the US EPA 

recommends. The exposure duration is 
 for bus-waiting people and PolyU staff; 
 for PolyU students. 

According to U.S. EPA Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS), the CPF for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde 
and benzene is 0.0455, 0.0077 and 0.0273 (mg/kg/day) 1, respectively.  

Based on the above equations, the cancer risk for PolyU students and bust-waiting people, PolyU staff in 
non-green deck and green deck scenario were estimated and listed in  

Table 4-3-2 and Table 4-3-3. Regarding the health’s risk assessment, bus-waiting people and the Polyu staff 
has much higher cancer risk than PolyU students, because of long exposure time. For the cancer risk of bus-
waiting people and PolyU staff in Table 4-3-3 the findings revealed that the cancer risk of formaldehyde 
exposures via inhalation was higher than acceptable criteria of 1.00E-06. The cancer risks of benzene and 
acetaldehyde were within an acceptable level. It is indicated that cancer risk from formaldehyde was larger than 
the cancer risk from benzene and acetaldehyde. But the cancer risk in green deck and non-green deck scenario 
for bus-waiting people and PolyU staff is higher than U.S. EPA acceptable level. But the cancer risk with green 
deck situation has 30% to 70% reduction. 
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Table 4-3-2 Cancer risk for PolyU students 

Students    

Non-green deck Green deck Reduction 

Benzene 1.96E-08 7.33E-09 -62.60% 

Formaldehyde 1.34E-07 9.01E-08 -32.76% 

Acetaldehyde 8.9E-09 5.93E-09 -33.37% 

cancer risk 1.63E-07 1.03E-07 -36.39% 

 
Table 4-3-3 Cancer risk for bus-waiting people and PolyU staff  

Bus-waiting people and PolyU staff  

Non-green deck Green deck Reduction 

Benzene 1.96E-07 7.33E-08 -62.60% 

Formaldehyde 1.34E-06 9.01E-07 -32.76% 

Acetaldehyde 8.90E-08 5.93E-08 -33.37% 

cancer risk 1.63E-06 1.03E-06 -36.39% 

 
 
5.  Conclusion  

Hong Kong roadside air pollution is a very severe problem, which affect human health. Especially the people 
have long term activities along the roadside. The bus-waiting people and many students and staffs of the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University have to be exposed the roadside pollution because they need to walk through a 
crowded pedestrian bridge. The results show the gaseous pollutant, hourly average nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 
concentration have ~10% of the total period of sampling time exceed the proposed new local 1-hour NO2 
standard (200 g/m3) but compare the Japan average daily NO2 standard, none of the day have meet the lower 
standard limit-excellent level (40 g/m3). The measured NO2 concentration has ~20% to 90% higher than the 

defined standard value. From the particulate matters (PM), Hong Kong Air Quality Objective (HKAQO) 
proposed 100 and 75 g/m3 as PM10 and PM2.5 24-hr average standard and seldom days have been reported 

exceed the local standard. But the average roadside PM10 and PM2.5 concentration level in Hong Kong is ~50% 
to 68% higher than World Health Organization Air Quality Guideline (WHO AQG) (daily average: 50 and 
25 g/m3).  

In order to evaluate the effect of green deck on local air quality, the comparison monitoring has been 
conducted in roadside and PQ podium during the morning and evening peak hours to simulate the non-green 
deck and green deck scenarios. All pollutants have significantly decreased. PM10 concentration has reduced 
around 48% and 38% in green deck situation than the value measured with non-green deck situation in morning 
and evening peak hour. The carcinogenic compounds, which including benzene, formaldehyde and 
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acetaldehyde, have 10% to 60% improvement with green deck situation. Based on the estimation, the 
improvement of particulate matters and carcinogenic compounds is over 30% to 60%.  

The cancer risk calculation was conducted to evaluate the chronic health impact for buses-waiting people, 
HK PolyU staff and PolyU student. The results shows that bus-waiting people and the PolyU staff has much 
higher cancer risk than PolyU students, because of long exposure time. The cancer risks of benzene and 
acetaldehyde were within an acceptable level, except for formaldehyde. It is indicated that cancer risk from 
formaldehyde was larger than the cancer risk from benzene and acetaldehyde in the Hong Kong roadside. In 
addition, cancer risk of bus-waiting people and PolyU staff is higher than U.S. EPA acceptable level with two 
scenarios (green deck and non-green deck scenarios). But the cancer risk with green deck situation has 30% to 
70% reduction. After green deck being built, the cancer risk will be decrease over 50%.  
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With the proposed green deck design, the tunnel exit will be extended further north, 
and so will the discharge of vehicle pollutants. The air pollutants levels on the deck 
will be much reduced and pedestrians will be free from direct exposure to the 
emission from tunnel vehicles. Also, a large open area of the green deck will induce 
high wind, in comparison with the existing street canyon situation on the road level. 
With relatively warm weather conditions in Hong Kong, the higher wind is desirable, 
leading to better thermal comfort. The current environment is a street canyon situation,
with unfavorable wind and pollutant dispersions, and both the bus passengers and 
drivers are exposed to relatively high road-side pollutant concentrations. However, 
once covered by the green deck, it is expected that the semi-tunnel situation will be 
resulted in, and higher exposure level will be encountered if no special ventilation is 
provided. On the other hand, because of the favorable wind and air quality above the 
green deck region, new opportunities arise. 

Bus waiting areas will be allocated to the mid-level, with semi-enclosed staircases 
leading to the open doors of the stopped buses downstairs on the ground level. The 
bus waiting areas will be provided with natural ventilation using wind catchers, which 
will pressurize the staircases to minimize pollutants migrated from the covered bus 
lanes. To assure the air quality and thermal comfort at low-wind conditions, 
mechanical ventilation will be provided in parallel. In addition, enclosed passageways 
are proposed to avoid high pollutant exposure of passengers and drivers during the 
boarding period. 

The overall objective of the ventilation strategy is to prevent the vehicle emissions 
from escaping into the adjacent areas, and this will be realized via a holistic 
engineering approach by:

a) Provision of a central mechanical exhaust with filtration;
b) Use of wind catcher to utilize the favourable natural wind to pressurize the

mid-level and the enclosed staircase and passage way.

In such a way, it is expected that the central mechanical extraction air volume will be 
designed to be the minimum required to maintain tunnel air pollutant level, yet better 
air quality in the passenger zone and the buses will be maintained by the clean air 
introduced from the wind catcher. The outcome is the reduced air pollutant exposure 
of bus passengers and drivers during the waiting and boarding, and reduced air-
conditioning and ventilation fan energy use in the midlevel. 



Ventilation strategies for bus passenger waiting areas 

and boarding passages 

Yan WU and Jianlei NIU 

Department of Building Services Engineering, PolyU 

1 Synopsis 
With the proposed green deck design, the tunnel exit will be extended further north, and so will 

the discharge of vehicle pollutants. The air pollutants levels on the deck will be much reduced 

and pedestrians will be free from direct exposure to the emission from tunnel vehicles. Also, a 

large open area of the green deck will induce high wind, in comparison with the existing street 

canyon situation on the road level. With relatively warm weather conditions in Hong Kong, the 

higher wind is desirable, leading to better thermal comfort. 

The current environment is a street canyon situation, with unfavorable wind and pollutant 

dispersions, and both the bus passengers and drivers are exposed to relatively high road-side 

pollutant concentrations. However, once covered by the green deck, it is expected that the semi-

tunnel situation will be resulted in, and higher exposure level will be encountered if on special 

ventilations are provided. On the other hand, because of the favorable wind and air quality above 

the green deck region, new opportunities arise. 

Bus waiting areas will be allocated to the mid-level, with semi-enclosed staircases leading to the 

open doors of the stopped buses downstairs on the ground level. The bus waiting areas will be 

provided with natural ventilation using wind catchers, which will pressurize the staircases to 

minimize pollutants migrated from the covered bus lanes. To assure the air quality and thermal 

comfort at low-wind conditions, mechanical ventilation will be provided in parallel. In addition, 

enclosed passageways are proposed to avoid high pollutant exposure of passengers and drivers 

during the boarding period. 



The overall objective of the ventilation strategy is to prevent the vehicle emissions from escaping 

into the adjacent areas, and this will be realized via a holistic engineering approach by: a) 

provision a central mechanical exhaust with filtration; b) use of wind catcher to utilize the 

favorable natural wind to pressurize the mid-level and the enclosed staircase and passage way. In 

such a way, it is expected that the central mechanical extraction air volume will be designed to 

be the minimum required to maintain tunnel air pollutant level, yet better air quality in the 

passenger zone and the buses will be maintained by the clean air introduced from the wind 

catcher. The outcome is the reduced air pollutant exposure of bus passengers and drivers during 

the waiting and boarding, and reduced air-conditioning and ventilation fan energy use in the mid-

level.

2 Natural ventilation using wind catchers 
The wind catcher is a traditional Persian architectural feature to catch higher speed wind for low 

rise and below ground level dwellings. Modern variations of the technology, with refined 

aerodynamic design have been found in UK (Wales) (see Fig. 1) and also in Hong Kong. 

Fig. 1 Wind exhaust utilized in a building, Cardiff, Wales 



The wind catcher design options were assessed. Effects of two factors, the wind catcher number 

and the wind catcher opening type (see Fig. 2), on the ventilation performance were investigated 

in two situations with enclosed staircases or open staircases between the mid-level and the 

ground level, respectively. Using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique, the airflow 

patterns and pressure distributions were analyzed, and the air exchange rates were calculated. 

With the results of the current works, two ventilation strategies can be proposed. 

Fig. 2 Two different wind catcher opening types 

2.1 Proposed ventilation strategies 

2.1.1 Strategy 1 

Enclosed staircases with doors leading to the ground floor where buses stop will be adopted. 

That is to say, the mid-level and the ground level can be ventilated separately. 

For the ventilation of the waiting lobbies on the mid-level, natural ventilation will be employed. 

Two wind catchers connected to the roof the mid-level will be constructed. One wind catcher 

will be designed with an opening toward the upwind side and act as air supply, while the other 

one will have an opening facing the leeward side that act as the exhaust. The self-alignment of 

the wind catchers with the wind direction will be utilized to control its opening direction, which 

has been used in the building of Wales successfully (see Fig. 1). The airflow pathway in mid-

level will be that fresh air flows in from one wind catcher, passes through the waiting areas and 

then flows out from the other wind catcher (see Fig. 3). A positive pressure will be created in the 



waiting lobbies to refrain from the polluted air of the ground level while the doors of the 

staircases are open (see Fig. 4). 

Fig. 3 Sketch map of airflow pathways in strategy 1 

Airflow around the upward wind catcher                                                Airflow around the leeward wind catcher 

Simulated fresh air distribution                                                 Simulated pressure distribution 

Fig. 4 Simulated performance of wind catcher in Strategy 1 

For the ventilation of the ground level, both natural ventilation and mechanical ventilation will 

be adopted. Air will be supplied naturally from the deck enclosure with ventilation louver walls, 



and displaced and treated from the mechanical exhaust system and the filtration system (see Fig. 

3). A negative pressure can be created in the ground level by the mechanical exhaust to avoid the 

polluted air expires out. 

2.1.2 Strategy 2 

Open staircases leading to bus stands on the ground level will be adopted, which means the mid-

level and the ground level are connected. In this situation, the airflow through the staircases 

should be controlled from the mid-level to the ground level to protect passengers in waiting 

lobbies from the polluted air. 

Natural ventilation will be employed for the air supply, while mechanical ventilation will be 

adopted for the exhaust. One wind catcher will be constructed on the roof of the mid-level with 

an opening toward the upwind side. Fresh air flows through the wind catcher into the mid-level, 

then passes through the open staircases to the ground level to remove the noxious gases 

exhausted by the cars together with the air from the deck enclosure. Finally, the air in the ground 

level will be discharged by the mechanical central exhaust system after the treatment of the 

filtration and purification system (see Fig. 5). A small positive pressure will be created in the 

mid-level and all airflows through the staircases are towards the ground level which avoids the 

escape of the vehicle emissions (see Fig.6). 

Fig. 5 Sketch map of airflow pathways in strategy 2 



Simulated airflow pathways 

Simulated fresh air distribution                                                 Simulated pressure distribution 

Fig. 6 Simulated performance of wind catcher in Strategy 2 

2.2 Annual performance of wind catcher ventilation system 
Annual performance of wind catcher ventilation system is analyzed based on the annual weather 

data. With the self-alignment of the wind catcher with the wind direction, the effect of the wind 

direction is neglected and only the effect of wind speed on the performance is considered. Fig. 7 

shows the wind data of Hung Hom area from the Hong Kong planning department. Wind speeds 

between 2 to 12 m/s have highest probabilities. 

                              Wind rose                                                                Wind probability 

Fig. 7 Site wind data for Hung Hom 



The performances of the wind catcher ventilation system in strategy 2 under the wind conditions with 

high probabilities were predicted. One wind catcher was constructed with the opening towards the 

windward side. The opening size of 5m×5m and the height of the opening bottom edge is 10m. The 

numerical calculated air exchange rates of the mid-level under different wind speed situations are 

presented in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the air change rate increases with the increase of the wind speed. 

And it is large enough even under low wind speed condition with present settings of wind catcher 

dimensions. That is to say, smaller wind catcher could have met the ventilation requirement. In addition, 

to match up with the landscape plan, one wind catcher could be divided into many smaller ones which 

have the same total air change rate with the big one. And a wind catcher with big head and small duct 

could also be proposed, which would further reduce the cover area of the wind catcher (see Fig. 9). And 

this optimal design would be considered in the detailed design stage, in consultation with architects. 

Fig. 8 Relationship between wind speed and air change rate of the mid-level 

Fig.9 Optimized design of the wind catcher 



3 Enclosed passageway to avoid high pollutant exposure of 

passengers and drivers 
In the semi-closed bus station of ground level, once bus doors are open after buses arrive, the 

vehicle exhaust would rush into the bus immediately and the exposure levels of passengers in the 

bus will be quite high, as well as boarding passengers. The passengers will be uncomfortable 

even when the bus stoppage time is not so long. Moreover, occupational health of bus drivers 

will suffer from the long term exposure in semi-tunnel environment with high pollutant 

concentrations. 

An enclosed passageway connecting the bus waiting lobby and the bus is proposed to avoid the 

high exposure of passengers in ground level, which is similar to aircraft boarding bridge. The 

boarding bridge is a removable walkway connecting the gate of departure hall and an aircraft 

(see Fig. 10), which mainly includes a walking bridge and its column, a rotatable platform 

connecting the bridge and the departure gate, a pick mouth connecting the bridge and the cabin 

door as well as control and driving systems. Techniques of the boarding bridge have been mature 

with abundant of patents design and have been applied successfully. Using the proposed 

passageway with efficient control of its openings in enclosed or semi-closed bus stations, the 

exposure levels of passengers will be reduced significantly. Also, without the intruding of 

vehicles emission from ground level, the air quality in the bus waiting area of mid-level will be 

improved. 

Fig. 10 Aircraft boarding bridge 



3.1 Present techniques of the boarding bridge system 
1) Automatic abutment technique 

Automatic abutment system is employed to abut the pick mouth with the cabin door 

automatically, which includes image collection unit, pre-processing unit, database, visual 

recognition and positioning unit and boarding bridge motion control unit. After an aircraft parks 

near the boarding bridge, the system begins to work. The image information of the cabin door 

will be collected and pre-processed, and the relative location of the cabin door to the pick mouth 

will be calculated. Then, motion route information will be generated, which will control the pick 

mouth to move towards the cabin door and to complete the abutment process. 

With this technique, the proposed passageway in bus stations can allow busses to stop in a small 

area near the passage but not just in a specific position. 

2) Pick up and awing devices 

Pick up and awing devices are components of the pick mouth which connect the boarding bridge 

with the cabin. In these devices, combining flexible frames with rigid ones and applying aerated 

or buffered materials have been proposed, which could ensure the safety of the automatic 

abutment process. 

3) Wheel and lift devices of the walking bridge 

Wheel and lift devices are installed on the columns under the walking bridge, which will allow 

the bridge to move in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. With these devices, the 

passageway in bus station could adapt to different application situations. 

4) Other techniques 

Innovate techniques about using transparent materials in the walking bridge and other structure 

improve designs could help to provide comfort environment for passengers. Mature techniques 

about the hydraulic control systems could also guarantee the automatic process. 
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Maximise the use of recycled glass in 
cement-based construction materials

for the Green-Deck (Executive Summary) 
Prof. Chi-Sun Poon – Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering

To increase the rate of re-utilizing of waste glass in Hong Kong, the PolyU team had conducted 
studies to assess the potential of using coloured recycled glass as a sand replacement for the 
production of self-compacting white cement mortars for architectural mortar applications. The 
eco-friendly construction material not only provides a viable recycling channel for glass waste in 
Hong Kong, it also has self cleaning and anti-pollution effect for the removal of air pollutants such 
as nitrogen oxides. The architectural glass mortar may be suitably adopted in the proposed Green-
Deck project.  

The objective of the small scale project is to demonstrate PolyU’s developed eco-glass block and 
architectural mortar technologies through the Green-Deck project. 

Assuming the cementitious part of the Green Deck is paved with an architectural glass screed
(mortar), coated with a thin layer of photo-catalyst, and the area of the cementitious part of the 
Green Deck is about 5,000 m2, and the thickness of the screed is 35 mm. it is estimated that 
approximately 143 tonnes of waste glass can be recycled by the construction of the Green Deck. 
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Maximise the use of recycled glass in  
cement-based construction materials 

for the Green-Deck (Final Report) 
Prof. Chi-Sun Poon – Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering

 

To increase the rate of re-utilizing of waste glass in Hong Kong, the PolyU team had conducted 
studies to assess the potential of using coloured recycled glass as a sand replacement for the 
production of self-compacting white cement mortars for architectural mortar applications. The 
eco-friendly construction material not only provides a viable recycling channel for glass waste in 
Hong Kong, it also has self cleaning and anti-pollution effect for the removal of air pollutants 
such as nitrogen oxides. The architectural glass mortar may be suitably adopted in the proposed 
Green-Deck project.  

The objective of the small scale project is to demonstrate PolyU’s developed eco-glass block and 
architectural mortar technologies through the Green-Deck project. 

Estimation of utilization rate of waste glass by the Green-Deck Project 

 

For enhancing the photocatalytic performance of the architectural mortars, river sand 
traditionally used as fine aggregate in mortars was completely replaced by recycled glass. 
Recycled glass which was obtained from crushed post-consumer beverage glass bottles has the 
potential of facilitating light access to the catalyst particles. Increased light irradiation on the 
TiO2 catalyst may increase the generation of reactive oxygen species (e.g. ·OH and O2·-) which 
are responsible for the oxidation of different pollutants. After a series of laboratory studies, the 
mix proportion of the architectural mortar developed is 0.8:0.2:2.0:0.4 - white cement: 
metakaoline: recycled glass: water. 

Assuming the cementitious part of the Green Deck is paved with an architectural glass screed 
(mortar), coated with a thin layer of photo-catalyst, and the area of the cementitious part of the 
Green Deck is about 5,000 m2, and the thickness of the screed is 35 mm. it is estimated that 
approximately 143 tonnes of waste glass can be recycled by the construction of the Green Deck. 

 

Development of new molding method 

In the course of our study, a new molding method has been identified to allow the forming of the 
glass architectural mortar without the use of steel molds to enhance the production efficiency. If 
successfully applied to recycled glass, this would allow more efficient production of the 
architectural glass mortar in an industrial process without the need for casting in molds and 
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demolding. The trial at PolyU used a laboratory calender extrusion equipment (Fig. 1) to prepare 
the glass architectural mortar panels and blocks.  

     

 
Figure 1 - Experimental calender machine 

 

Through a large number of laboratory trials, the optimal mix design was identified as follows :  

0.4 water to cement ratio, 2.5% (by weight of cement) superplasticizer. MK was used to replace 
20% of cement by weight. Washed recycled glass, twice the weight of cement, was used as 
aggregate. PVA fiber with a weight of about 0.3 times of cement was added for cohesion 
enhancement. Figs 2 – 5 show the laboratory trial production process.  

 
Figure 2 Glass mortar produced from the laboratory molding process 

Feeding units

Rollers

PVC board

Baffles
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Figure 3 Compacted glass mortar sample 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4 Hardened glass mortar 
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The hardened glass mortar is shown in Figure 4. A good smooth surface with very little porosity 
can be noticed. Once polished, the appearance is quite aesthetic pleasing (Fig. 5). 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Aesthetically pleasing polished hardened glass mortar 

 
 

 
Photo-catalytic activity 

 
Furthermore, previous studies by the PolyU’s team demonstrated that the photo-catalytic layer of 
the eco-glass mortars has the potential to remove NO from air at the vicinity of the layer. It has 
been estimated that the photocatalytic materials applied in the “Green Deck” project has the 
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potential to reduce air pollutant concentrations at the breathing zone within the Green Deck area 
(indicated by NO removal of 0 to 80% depending on wind conditions, but, the estimates should 
be interpreted with care considering the conditions and assumptions taken for making the 
calculations).   
 

In order to further enhance the photo-catalytic activity and long term performance of the eco-
glass architectural mortar, two different TiO2 incorporation approaches (i.e. TiO2 intermixed and 
TiO2 coating) were further tested.  A TiO2 coating (PC-S7, Cristal Active) was obtained through 
an aqueous dispersion (sol) of ultrafine anatase particles while the TiO2 for the intermixed 
samples (5%TiO2) was a nanopowder composed of rutile and anatase (P25, Degussa). The 
characteristics of the catalyst particles used are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Properties of TiO2 catalysts 

Parameter TiO2 P25 powder  
(Degussa-Huls AG) 

PC-S7 sol  
(Cristal Active) 

Crystal form 75% - anatase / 25% - rutile 100% - anatase 
TiO2 content (weight basis) 99.5% 10% 

Surface area (BET) 50 m2·g-1 300 m2·g-1 
pH 3.5 - 4.5 8.5 

 *Information provided by manufacturers 

 

This study conducted included the evaluation of the air-purifying, self-cleaning and antimicrobial 
properties of the architectural mortars at simulated laboratory conditions. Moreover, in order to 
have a better assessment of the long-term photocatalytic performance of the architectural mortars 
containing TiO2 (coating or intermixed), the evaluation of the self-cleaning and air-purifying 
properties of the architectural mortar samples was performed before and after the application of a 
lab-simulated façade weathering process (building material for outdoor vertical application) 
which represents approximately 20 years of use at Hong Kong weather conditions. Operating in 
a different mode, this test set-up was also used to evaluate the abilities of resisting algal fouling 
of the investigated architectural mortars.  

 

The results of the study are summarized in Table 2. More details of the results can be found in 
the Appendix. 

Based on the results, it is clear that the architectural mortar samples (PCS7-coating) have more 
promising application potentials for the Green Deck Project compared to the intermixed samples 
(5%TiO2-P25). 
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Table 2. Photocatalytic performance indicated by the antimicrobial, self-cleaning and air-
purifying properties of architectural mortar samples (5%TiO2-P25 and PCS7-coating) 

 

 

 

Conclusion

1. The proposed Green Deck project is able to utilize an eco-friendly construction materials 
based on the eco-glass architectural mortar technology developed by PolyU. 
Approximately, 143 tonnes of waste glass can be recycled by the construction of the 
Green Deck. 
 

2. A new industrial production method has been demonstrated to be able to produce the 
green architectural construction materials efficiently. 
 

3. With the incorporation of appropriate type and amount of photo-catalytic materials, the 
eco-glass architectural construction material used in the Green Deck has air-purifying, 
self-cleaning and antimicrobial properties. 
  
  

Photocatalytic Performance at laboratory conditions Summary

Property & Test Method
UV A light Visible Light

Air Purification: NOx removal

Self Cleanse: RhB removal

Self Cleanse: Algae fouling

Antimicrobial: E.Coli removal

5%TiO2 P25 PCS7 coating 5%TiO2 P25 PCS7 coating

Good performance

Good performance only before weathering

No significant photocatalytic activity
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Effect of Green Deck on Local Noise Environment (Prof. SK Tang) 

Noise levels at various locations on PolyU podium and entrance facing the Cross Harbour 
Tunnel toll gate areas are simulated using a ray-tracing algorithm.  The present simulation 
results confirm the potential of high noise levels on PolyU podium facing the proposed Green 
Deck.  The noise level at PolyU entrance will increase by 8 dBA, while some locations along the 
PQ, CD and DE cores will receive a noise level ~ 5 to 6 dBA above the present figures.  The noise 
levels underneath the deck will also be very high.  A 12 dBA increase in the noise level is 
obtained under the deck. 

It is proposed to use louvres together with micro-perforated sound absorbers and powerful 
sound absorbers as the noise mitigation measure.  The lourves and the sound absorbers are 
proposed to be lined along the Green Deck’s near edge (along Hong Chong Road) while the 
other sound absorbers are proposed to be lined beneath the deck and on the wall of Hung Hom 
Station (along Hong Chong Road).  The noise level at PolyU entrance, which will be the worst 
location affected by the Green Deck in term of noise, is estimated to be ~5.4dBA higher than 
the current condition in the absence of the noise mitigitation. However, with the proposed 
noise mitigation measures, the Green Deck would be able to reduce the current traffic noise 
problem to PolyU and the surrounding by at least 1.5 - 2dBA in general, which the noise levels 
under the Deck remain nearly unchanged. 
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SUMMARY

The effect of the proposed Green Deck on the nearby noise environment is studied.  As the 
Green Deck, as it is currently designed, does not fully cover the area between the Hung Hom 
Railway station and PolyU, the noise trapped inside the cavity below the proposed deck will 
radiate out through all the openings.  Some of these openings are next to PolyU and some of 
them form horn-like structures which could radiate sound effectively to the surrounding.  The 
exceptionally high noise level underneath the deck because of the reverberation will also 
have adverse effect to the users of the toll area.  The major objectives of this study are to 
estimate the effect of the Green Deck as it is currently proposed and to explore appropriate 
noise mitigation measure.

The work was carried out in two stages.  The first stage consisted of a noise measurement for 
a rough understanding on how the Green Deck, under the current design, would affect the 
noise levels nearby, especially the podium and entrance areas of PolyU.  The second stage 
was detailed numerical simulations. A noise mitigation measure is proposed.  Without any 
noise mitigation measure, the noise level at PolyU entrance is likely to increase by 8 dBA, 
while some locations along the PQ, CD and DE cores would be ~ 5 to 6 dBA above the 
present figures.  A 12 dBA increase in the noise level is likely to be found under the deck.  

The proposed noise mitigation measure consists of a transparent lourves with micro-
perforated panels and strong sound absorption materials.  Louvres with 50% opening are 
proposed to be installed along Hong Chong Road.  Sound absorbers are added to the bottom 
of the deck and on the external wall of Hung Hom Station facing Hong Chong Road. 
Footbridges linking Hung Hom Station, the cavity under the Deck and PolyU are proposed to 
be fully enclosed. With this proposal, the Green Deck would be able to reduce the current 
traffic noise level at PolyU by ~3dBA on average. The noise levels under the Deck remain 
nearly unchanged. The noise reductions at locations nearby the Hunghom MTR station and 
the Hong Kong Coliseum would be within 3 to 20 dBA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there is a proposal on the building up a Green Deck which will cover the toll area 
of the Cross Harbour Tunnel.  The proposed deck is large and is expected to be able to foster 
strong connectivity between various areas surrounding the toll area.  The current conceptual 
design of the Green Deck is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 : Conceptual Design of the Green Deck

In principle, the deck will cover the traffic within the toll area of the Cross Harbour Tunnel 
and will provide some acoustical protection to the surrounding building if one sticks to the 
principle of noise reduction due to obstruction of the direct-line-of-sight [2].  However, this 
deck tends to tunnel the sound sources, resulting in the accumulation of acoustical energy 
under the deck.  This energy will then radiate out of this semi-enclosed under-deck cavity at 
the openings.  These openings then act as large horns which radiate sound powerfully into the 
surroundings [3].  Such radiation can be so powerful to result in significant rise in noise 
levels at locations even several kilometres away.  It appears that some openings are directed 
towards PolyU and/or near to PolyU, the MTR station and the buildings flanking Hong 
Chong Road (and even Austin Road).  Such accumulation of sound energy also results in 
very high noise level under the deck.  This will affect all the vehicle drivers in this area.

The major objectives of this study are to estimate the effect of the Green Deck as it is 
currently proposed and to explore appropriate noise mitigation measure.  Since the design of 
the deck is not in its final stage, the mitigation measure proposed later in this report is 
indicative and can be used as a reference for the final design.
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II. EXISTING ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE AND PROJECTIONS

An estimation of the effects of the proposed Green Deck on the noise levels around PolyU is 
done in the first place in order to understand the possible change of noise environment after 
the Green Deck is built based on the current design.

Noise measurements were carried out around the areas of PolyU facing Hong Chong Road 
connecting to the toll area of the Cross Harbour Tunnel.  Figure 2 illustrates their locations.  
The purpose of the measurements is to obtain an understanding on the current noise levels 
around the most influenced regions of PolyU.  This measurement will provide data for the 
estimation of the likely sound power of the traffic for the estimation of the noise levels after 
the toll area is covered by the Green Deck.

Figure 2 : Locations of measurements (A, B, C and D)

The measurements were performed using standard procedure [4].  During each measurement, 
the microphone of the sound level analyser B&K2270 was located 1 m away from the 
podium/roof-top façade.  Each measurement lasted for 1 hour with traffic condition recorded 
using a video camera.  Figure 3 shows the views of Hong Chong Road at Points B and A.

Figure 3 : Photographs taken at measurement locations (Left : Point B, right : Point A)
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Table 1 summarizes the measured noise data, distances of measurement points from road 
(according to CRTN [5]) and the traffic conditions during the measurements.  It can be seen 
that the average vehicle speed along Hong Chong Road was not high, probably because of the 
toll area and the large traffic volume.  Vehicles in the near lanes were in general moving 
faster than those in the far lanes during the measurements.

Pt.
Slant 

Distance
(m)

Date Period

Noise Levels 
(dBA) Traffic Condition

LA10 LAeq
No. of 

Vehicles/hr
Speed 

(km/hr)
% Heavy 
Vehicle

A 23.0 18/11/13 16:42 –
17:42 75.4 73.7 9439 42 30.3

B 12.5 21/11/13 11:14 –
12:14 80.2 78.1 7900 27.8 23.0

C 12.5 13/11/13 15:57 –
16:57 78.9 76.5 7445 35 21.5

D 31.2 20/11/13 15:24 –
16:24 77.9 76.0 9120 11.1* 17.2

Table 1 : Noise measurement results
*Traffic jam on far lanes (Island bound)

The measured noise levels are high, even in the case of a far-lane traffic jam.  Point D is 
located at the near lane exit of the toll area where vehicles should be accelerating under 
relatively free-flow condition and thus producing strong noise.  The number of vehicles 
running along the near lanes during the measurement at Point A was not so high (Fig. 2), 
resulting in a lower noise level measured at Point A.

Road traffic is usually regarded as a line source with the sound intensity varies reciprocally 
with the slant distance, d [5]. Its power per unit length, W, can then be estimated for 
simplicity as 

W = Intensity 2 d.

From the data in Table 1, the maximum W is that associated with the measurement at Point D, 
which reaches ~99 dB (based on the LAeq).  The curve length of the proposed Green Deck is 
540 m and that of its side adjacent to MTR Hunghom station is 500 m.  The average length of 
the Deck is thus assumed to be 520 m (L).  The level of the total sound power that will be 
generated underneath the proposed Green Deck will thus be 126 dBA.  This is a very high 
value and thus noise mitigation must be done within the future toll area.

The proposed Green Deck will cover the whole toll area.  For a quick analysis on the effect of 
the Deck on PolyU, it is assumed that the region below the Deck will be reverberant as there 
is no indication of any noise control measure underneath the Deck [1].  All the sound power
will then be radiated out through all the openings uniformly.  The architect has provided two 
section views of the Deck.  One section shows a deck height of 10.2 m and the other 15.4 m.  
For simplicity, it is assumed that the average deck height above ground is 12.6 m.  The total 
area A for sound radiated out of the space underneath the deck will then equal

A = 12.6 (540 + 16) = 7005.6 m2,
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assuming that noise cannot go into the rail platform.  Sound intensity at openings will be 
WL/A which in term of decibel is 87.6 dBA.  Since the average deck height is slightly higher 
than the podium level of PolyU, noise levels in term of LAeq at PolyU entrance, along PQ 
podium (or even that of QT) and at the PolyU library façade can be over 85 dBA after the 
completion of the proposed Green Deck.  It is expected that the noise levels at higher height 
levels are reduced by the proposed Green Deck.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF GREEN DECK’S EFFECT ON NOISE

3.1 Numerical Ray-tracing scheme

The site in concern is too big so that the finite-element or boundary-element methods are not 
applicable because of computer resources constraint.  The ray tracing method [6] is 
commonly used in this circumstance.

In this study, numerical modelling using ray tracing algorithm implemented in ODEON v.8
was carried out for the octave bands from 125Hz to 4kHz (Traffic noise frequency range).
The ray-tracing technique is originally used in optics.  In acoustics computation, the sound 
energy radiated out from a source is assumed to be carried by rays which move in a straight 
line until they hit a reflecting surface.  The energy of a ray will be reduced according to the 
sound absorption properties of the surface it hits.  Each ray has an initial energy which is the 
total sound energy emitted by the source divided by the number of rays used for computation.  
ODEON is a piece of software which combines the ray-tracing algorithm with image source 
methods for more reliable results and faster calculation (hybrid model).  In ODEON v.8, the 
reflection based scattering method and the oblique Lambert are adopted for better handling of 
scattering.

Figures 4a and 4b show the computational models in the ODEON for the cases without and 
with the Green Deck respectively.  The numbered blue dots represent the check points where 
noise levels are calculated.

(a) Without deck
Figure 4 : Computational models in ODEON
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(b) With deck and the noise sources (Larger picture is attached at the end of this report)
Figure 4 : Computational models in ODEON

For simplicity, the traffic, which is the major source of sound, is assumed to be made up of a 
number of line sources of finite length (5 m each), but of different powers because of the 
differences in the traffic flow volume and expected average vehicle speed. Tables 2 and 3
summarize the input data to ODEON.  The data in Table 2 look a bit arbitrary, but this is no 
big problem as we are predicting the noise level difference between the cases with and 
without the Green Deck.

Source Location Sound Power (dB)
L1 At Cross Harbour Tunnel Entrance 120
L2 At Cross Harbour Tunnel Entrance 120
L3 Hong Chong Road towards Ho Man Tin 100
L4 Hong Chong Road towards Ho Man Tin 100
L5 Hong Chong Road towards Ho Man Tin 100
L6 Hong Chong Road towards Ho Man Tin 100
L7 Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Gate Area 98
L8 Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Gate Area 98
L9 Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Gate Area 98
L10 Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Gate Area 98
L11 Cross Harbour Tunnel Toll Gate Area 98
L12 Hong Chong Road towards Toll Gate 98
L14 Hong Chong Road (near lane to PolyU) 98
L15 Hong Chong Road (near lane to PolyU) 98
L16 Hong Chong Road (near lane to PolyU) 98
L17 Hong Chong Road (near lane to PolyU) 98

Table 2 : Traffic Noise Powers (constant for all frequencies)

Surface Material Sound Absorption Coefficient
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz

Roads, outdoors Rough concrete 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07
Windows, Curtain 
wall

Glass, large panes of heavy 
plate glass 0.18 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02

External wall, 
PolyU tiles Marble or glazed tiles 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

Buildings façade smooth painted concrete 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05

Poly podium ceiling smooth concrete painted or 
glazed 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Table 3 : Sound Absorption Coefficients of Surfaces
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3.2. Change of Noise Levels due to the Green Deck

In order to make the noise reduction relevant to traffic noise, the normalized traffic noise 
spectrum in EN1793-3 [7] is adopted to produce a single A-weighting rating.  This is a 
common method to study the performance of frequency-sensitive noise attenuating devices 
[8,9]. Table 4 illustrates the rise in noise levels after the installation of the Green Deck.  
Negative figures devote noise reduction.

Check 
Point Location Noise Level Increase (dB)

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz Weighted*
1 CD podium 4.4 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.5 2.4 3.4
2 DE courtyard 5.9 5.6 5.7 5.9 5.8 5.0 5.5
3 DE podium 4.9 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.1 3.0 4.0
4 DE façade 6.3 5.8 5.7 5.5 4.8 2.7 4.8
5 Library façade 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.0 1.4 0.3 1.5
6 Library entrance -0.3 -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0
7 Library 5.5 4.5 4.3 4.0 2.8 0.4 3.2
8 Lawn 3.3 2.6 2.5 2.3 1.7 0.5 1.8
9 P Podium 9.3 8.3 8.1 7.8 6.6 3.6 6.9
10 P Façade 1.4 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.0 -0.7 0.1
11 PQ podium 9.8 8.5 8.2 7.6 5.9 2.5 6.4
12 PQ façade 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.2 0.8 -0.1 0.8
13 QT podium 6.2 5.2 5.0 4.5 3.4 0.8 3.7
14 QT façade 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.6
15 QT podium 2.7 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.0 0.2 1.2
16 TU Podium 4.1 3.6 3.4 3.0 2.0 0.5 2.4
17 TU façade 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1

19 Entrance to podium,
around security desk 9.8 8.5 8.2 7.7 6.0 2.7 6.5

20 P podium 9.1 8.0 7.7 7.3 5.8 2.9 6.3
21 Footbridge 13.6 12.7 12.4 12.0 10.5 6.9 10.8

22 PolyU Entrance, 
Bridge 10.3 9.5 9.3 9.0 7.8 5.1 8.1

23 Footbridge 10.8 9.9 9.6 9.2 7.7 4.9 8.2
24 Bus stop area 14.9 13.9 13.6 13.2 11.5 7.2 11.8
25 Bus stop area 16.1 15.1 14.9 14.4 12.7 7.9 12.9
26 Bus stop area 11.9 11.1 10.9 10.5 9.3 6.5 9.6
27 Bus stop area 10.9 10.0 9.8 9.4 7.9 4.5 8.3
28 MTR Exit D bridge 14.2 13.3 13.1 12.9 11.9 9.5 12.1
29 MTR Exit D bridge 13.6 12.6 12.3 12.1 10.8 7.7 11.1
30 MTR Exit D bridge 11.7 10.8 10.6 10.3 9.0 6.4 9.4

31 Entrance to podium,
around security desk 3.3 2.5 2.4 2.2 1.7 1.0 1.8

32 Hong Tai Path 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.1 0.4 1.2
33 Hong Tai Path 4.6 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.3 1.9 3.4

Table 4: Rise in Noise Levels after Installation of Green Deck
*Weighted by normalized traffic noise spectrum [7,8,9]

The highlighted check points in Table 3 are within PolyU.  One can observe that there is a 
considerable level of noise level increase at locations on PolyU podium facing the proposed 
Green Deck.  Overall, the presence of the Green Deck, as it currently designed, will increase 
the noise levels on PolyU podium by ~ 5dBA on average, which agrees with the conclusion 
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of the empirical approach in Section 2.  At location at PolyU entrance landing connecting to 
the footbridge (Check point #22), the noise level will increase by 8 dBA.  Under the Deck, 
the noise level increase can be above 12 dBA.  The corridor connecting PolyU and the 
HungHom MTR station needs careful design to shield off noise.

IV. NOISE MITIGATION MEAUSRE PROPOSAL

To reduce the noise level, it is proposed to add louvres and sound absorption to the Green 
Deck and surroundings.  Louvres with 50% opening are proposed to be installed along Hong 
Chong Road.  Conventional porous sound absorbers, like fibreglass, are not so suitable to be 
used in this region because of the high large particulate concentration.  Micro-perforated 
panel absorbers are proposed as they can be cleaned if necessary and are transparent. Sound 
absorbers are added to the bottom of the deck and on the external wall of Hung Hom Station 
facing Hong Chong Road. Footbridges linking Hung Hom Station, the cavity under the Deck
and PolyU are proposed to be fully enclosed so as to further reduce the noise intruding into 
PolyU podium level. 

In the Odeon model, louvers are added along the edge of the Green Deck along Hong Chong 
Road from Cheong Wan Road to the deck’s ending near Core Q (Fig. 5). The louvers drop 
from the bottom of the deck to 9.8 m level. Figure 6 shows the schematics of the proposed 
noise mitigation measure. The MPAs are located on the inner side of the louvers along the 
deck. Table 5 shows the absorption coefficients of the metal louvres and MPA with 50mm air 
spacing adopted in the simulation.

Surface Material Sound Absorption Coefficient
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz

Roads, outdoors Rough concrete 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07
Windows, 
Curtain wall

Glass, large panes of heavy 
plate glass 0.18 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02

External wall, 
PolyU tiles Marble or glazed tiles 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

Buildings façade smooth painted concrete 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05
Poly podium 
ceiling

smooth concrete painted or 
glazed 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Micro-perforated 
panel absorbers
(MPA)

Micro-perforated member 
mounted with 50mm air gap 
with attaching surface

0.00 0.05 0.15 0.50 0.60 0.40

Fibreglass, 2-
inches thick

2 inches thick 48kg/m2

fibreglass blanket without 
backing

0.17 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98

Table 5 : Sound absorption coefficients of material surfaces in the simulation of noise mitigation measure

In addition, 2-inch thick fibreglass panels are proposed to be installed as the sound absorbers 
under the proposed Green Deck and on Hung Hom Station external wall next to the cavity 
under the Green Deck.  Sound absorption material that have the equivalent absorption 
coefficients, can be used in construction.  Further, the footbridges linking PolyU, the cavity 
under the Green Deck and the Hung Hom station are enclosed by rigid walls in the simulation 
model.
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Figure 5: Mark-up plan of Green Deck and vicinity.
(yellow line – Green deck, Blue line – louvres and MPAs)

Figure 6: Schematics of the proposed noise mitigation measure

More checkpoints are added in order to understand the noise levels at higher levels of the 
PolyU façades and the areas near to the Hunghom MTR station and the Hong Kong Coliseum.  
Figure 7 illustrates all the checkpoints adopted.
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Figure 7 : Additional checkpoints on PolyU façades and at open area around Hunghom station

Table 6 compares the rise in noise levels after the installation of the Green Deck with 
additional ventilation louvers with and without MPA and sound absorbers under the deck and 
on the external wall of Hung Hom Station along Hong Chong Road. Again, negative figures 
denote noise reduction.

Check 
Point Location Noise Level Increase (dB)

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz Weighted*
1 CD podium 2.1 0.4 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0
2 DE courtyard 2.7 0.4 -1.5 -1.4 -1 -0.3 -1.0
3 DE podium -4.9 -6.8 -7.9 -8.2 -8.1 -6.9 -7.8
4 DE façade -1.1 -4.1 -5.4 -5.2 -4.6 -2.7 -4.8
5 Library façade -1.6 -5 -6 -6 -5.3 -3.2 -5.5
6 Library entrance -1.7 -3.9 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.3 -4.4
7 Library 1.3 -3.2 -3.9 -4.1 -4.1 -4.1 -3.9
8 Lawn 0.2 -3.4 -4 -4.1 -3.7 -2.7 -3.7
9 P Podium 5.1 1.6 0.6 -1.6 -2.4 -2.2 -1.2
10 P Façade -2.7 -4.8 -5 -4.8 -4.3 -3.2 -4.6
11 PQ podium 3.8 -2.7 -4.1 -4 -3.4 -1.6 -3.5
12 PQ façade -2.1 -3.7 -3.7 -3.3 -3.1 -2.4 -3.3
13 QT podium 2.9 -3.4 -4 -3.8 -3.1 -1.7 -3.4
14 QT façade -0.9 -1.6 -1.7 -1.6 -1.1 -0.4 -1.4
15 QT podium -0.4 -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.4 0 -0.5
16 TU Podium -0.1 -3.2 -3.9 -4 -3.2 -0.8 -3.4
17 TU façade -1.5 -1.9 -1.7 -1.4 -0.7 0.2 -1.3

19 Entrance to podium,
around security desk -0.2 -6.4 -7.3 -7.6 -7.3 -6.5 -7.2

20 P podium 2.6 -3.1 -3.8 -3.8 -3.1 -1.8 -3.3
21 Footbridge > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20
22 PolyU Entrance, Bridge > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20
23 Footbridge > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20 > 20
24 Bus stop area 10.1 3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
25 Bus stop area 11.9 3.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.6
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26 Bus stop area 8.9 2.6 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7
27 Bus stop area 7.2 1.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.1
28 MTR Exit D bridge -8.2 -9.6 -11.5 -14.5 -15.6 -19.8 -14.8
29 MTR Exit D bridge -8.4 -10.4 -12.6 -14.9 -15.9 -19.4 -15.0
30 MTR Exit D bridge -9 -9.3 -9.9 -11 -11.9 -14.3 -11.2

31 Entrance to podium,
around security desk 1.1 -6.1 -7.2 -7.2 -6.5 -5.1 -6.7

32 Hong Tai Path 1.3 0.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 0.0
33 Hong Tai Path 2.6 0.8 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

34 New East Ocean Centre, 
ground 8.9 2.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5

35 New East Ocean Centre, 
ground 4.6 0.6 -0.1 -0.1 0 0.1 0.1

36 HK Coliseum Podium 
15m from road -6.4 -14.4 -19.6 -20.1 -19.8 -19.9 -19.4

37 HK Coliseum Podium 
40m from road -5.8 -11.5 -16.4 -16.7 -15.9 -15.2 -15.9

38 HK Coliseum Podium 
15m from road -6.6 -11.4 -15.3 -15.8 -15.7 -16.1 -15.3

39 HK Coliseum Podium 
40m from road -2.8 -7.7 -12.3 -12.6 -11.6 -10.9 -11.7

40 HK Coliseum Podium 
15m from road -5 -13.2 -18.6 -19.2 -18.9 -20.4 -18.6

41 HK Coliseum Podium 
40m from road 3.5 -1.7 -5.8 -6.2 -5.3 -4.7 -5.4

42 HK Coliseum Podium 
15m from road -2.9 -9.1 -15.2 -15.9 -15.1 -15.2 -15.0

43 HK Coliseum Podium 
40m from road 7.9 1.2 -3.6 -3.9 -2.9 -1.6 -3.0

44 Hung Hom Station Bus 
Station 15m from road -5.5 -10.8 -12 -12 -11.7 -10.7 -11.6

45 Hung Hom Station Bus 
Station 40m from road -2.4 -5 -5.3 -5.3 -4.8 -3.9 -5.0

46 Hung Hom Station Bus 
Station 15m from road -5.2 -7.8 -8.3 -8.1 -7.5 -6.1 -7.8

47 Hung Hom Station Bus 
Station 40m from road -1.5 -3.1 -3.3 -3.1 -2.5 -1.3 -2.8

48 Library Entrance podium -2.2 -3.7 -4.5 -4.5 -4.2 -3.2 -4.2
49 Library Entrance 3-4/F -9.5 -10.4 -11 -11.3 -11.7 -12 -11.3
50 Library Entrance 5/F -5.1 -5.8 -6.1 -6.1 -5.9 -4.8 -5.9
51 Hotel Icon Facade, G/F 5.6 1.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5
52 Hotel Icon Facade, 6-7/F -5.2 -8.9 -11.5 -11.7 -12 -12.3 -11.5

53 Hotel Icon Facade, 13-
14/F -7.3 -12 -15 -15.2 -15.5 -16.1 -15.0

54 Hotel Icon Facade, 20-
21/F -8.3 -13.1 -15.9 -16.2 -16.5 -17.3 -16.0

55 Hotel Icon Facade, Roof -8.6 -13.4 -16.1 -16.4 -16.8 -17.7 -16.2
56 DE façade 3-4/F -1 -3.8 -5.2 -5.4 -4.8 -2.9 -4.8
57 DE façade 5-6/F -0.1 -3.3 -4.3 -4.2 -3.6 -2.2 -3.8
58 Lib façade 3-4/F -1.3 -4.3 -5.5 -5.5 -4.9 -3.2 -5.0
59 Lib façade 5/F -1.6 -4.8 -5.8 -5.6 -5 -3.3 -5.2

60 Library and M-core 
entrance 3-4/F -2.8 -4.6 -5 -5.1 -5 -4.5 -4.9
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61 Library and M-core 
entrance 5-6/F -4 -5.5 -5.9 -5.9 -5.7 -5.1 -5.7

62 P façade 3-4/F -3 -4.8 -5 -5 -4.5 -3.5 -4.7
63 P façade 5-6/F -3.6 -5.3 -5.5 -5.4 -5.1 -4.1 -5.2
64 PQ façade 3-4/F -2.4 -3.8 -4 -3.9 -3.3 -2.2 -3.6
65 PQ façade 5-6/F -2.2 -4 -4.1 -3.9 -3.4 -2.4 -3.7
66 QT façade 3-4/F -0.9 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4 -1 -0.5 -1.3
67 QT façade 5-6/F -0.9 -1.6 -1.6 -1.5 -1.1 -0.6 -1.4
68 TU façade 3-4/F -1.8 -2.1 -2 -1.7 -1.1 -0.4 -1.6
69 TU façade 5-6/F -1.4 -1.8 -1.7 -1.4 -0.7 -0.1 -1.3

Table 6 : Rise in Noise Levels after Installation of Green Deck with the proposed noise mitigation measure. 
*Weighted by normalized traffic noise spectrum [7,8,9]

With the proposed mitigation measure, the noise levels at checkpoints in PolyU are at least 
not worse than those the ‘no deck’ condition.  The sound absorbers under the deck are 
reducing the sound energy from under the deck, resulting in a slight decrease in the noise 
level to all check points under the deck. At higher height, the noise reduction can be as high 
as 16 dBA.  The noise reductions at the checkpoints nearby the Hunghom MTR station and 
the Hong Kong Coliseum range from 3 to 20 dBA.

The footbridges between Hung Hom Station Exit A and PolyU are now enclosed and thus 
isolated from the cavity under the Green Deck, resulting in a very impressive reduction of 
noise levels at those checkpoints. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

Noise levels at various locations on PolyU podium and entrance facing the Cross Harbour 
Tunnel toll gate areas are simulated using a ray-tracing algorithm. The present simulation 
results confirm the potential of high noise levels on PolyU podium facing the proposed Green 
Deck.  The noise level at PolyU entrance will increase by 8 dBA, while some locations along 
the PQ, CD and DE cores will receive a noise level ~ 5 to 6 dBA above the present figures.  
The noise levels underneath the deck will also be very high.  A 12 dBA increase in the noise 
level is obtained under the deck.

It is proposed to use louvres together with micro-perforated sound absorbers and powerful 
sound absorbers as the noise mitigation measure.  The lourves and the sound absorbers are 
proposed to be lined along the Green Deck’s near edge (along Hong Chong Road) while the 
other sound absorbers are proposed to be lined beneath the deck and on the wall of Hung 
Hom Station (along Hong Chong Road).  The noise level at PolyU entrance, which will be 
the worst location affected by the Green Deck in term of noise, is estimated to be ~5.4dBA 
higher than the current condition in the absence of the noise mitigation. However, with the 
proposed noise mitigation measures, the Green Deck would be able to reduce the current 
traffic noise level at PolyU by ~3dBA on average, while the noise levels under the Deck 
remain nearly unchanged. The noise reductions at locations nearby the Hunghom MTR 
station and the Hong Kong Coliseum are found to be within 3 to 20 dBA.
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Summary of Green Deck research project (Prepared by Prof. Yang Hong-xing, BSE) 

Research and development of solar PV pavement for application on the Green Deck 

Our previous study demonstrates that the available roof and vertical facade area for PV installation 
is very limited due to green areas and other facilities on the Deck. To explore more possible areas 
for solar power generation, the walkable solar PV floor tile is proposed for installation on 
pavements and cycling tracks, which receive a lot of sunshine every day. The feasibility and 
potential area of applying this innovative PV floor on the green deck was investigated. We 
purchased raw materials and developed two solar PV floor tile prototypes, and conducted 
laboratory tests and outdoor tests to evaluate its electrical, thermal and mechanical performance. 
Results show that the developed PV floor can achieve satisfactory performance in solar energy 
conversion efficiency, anti-slip, heat-resistance, durability and compressive strength, 
demonstrating that such PV floor tiles can be used as a replacement of the pavements and cycling 
tracks in the Green Deck. Such PV floor can combine active elements (power generation) with 
passive elements (waste material for back panel manufacture), providing an innovative and green 
solution to integrate sustainable energy technologies into the deck and to achieve the target of zero 
energy consumption (zero GHG emissions) of the deck. Although this project is completed, we 
will pursue this study and develop more eco-PV floor tiles by introducing the eco-glass block as 
the rear support layer through collaboration with Prof C S Poon in CEE department. 
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1. Introduction  

Hong Kong, locating at a lower latitude area, is suitable for solar energy application, especially 
building-integrated solar photovoltaic (BIPV) application for power generation in urban 
environment. A BIPV system is highly dependent on available installation area of a building 
because usually the PV panels are placed on roofs or vertical facade of a building due to their 
broad and open surfaces for receiving more sunlight. However, in the proposed Green Deck 
project, our previous study demonstrates that the available roof and vertical facade area for PV 
installation is very limited due to green areas and other facilities on the Deck [1]. To find more 
possible areas for solar power generation, this research project has focused on   how to use the 
pavements and cycling tracks for installing PV panels so that most or all the electricity 
consumed by the Deck can be supplied by solar energy. Therefore, walkable solar PV-panelled 
pavement is proposed to replace traditional floor tiles for the pavements and cycling tracks, 
which receive a lot of sunshine every day. This is a green and innovative solution to integrate 
sustainable energy technology into the deck and to achieve the target of zero energy 
consumption and zero greenhouse gas emissions of the Green Deck. Moreover, the appealing 
design of the solar pavement could offer a fantastic range of configuration possibilities in 
colour to enhance the aesthetic value.  

The major objectives of this study area as follows: 

1) to investigate the feasibility of this technology on the Green Deck; 
2) to develop new PV floor tiles used for pavement; 
3) to study the panels’ electrical, thermal and mechanical performance theoretically and 

experimentally, and 
4) to compare the performance of the developed and purchased PV floor tiles.  

 

2. Literature review on similar technologies in the world 

Currently, there are several demonstration projects of solar road or pavement in the word. The 
Netherlands built the world's first solar road, which is an energy-harvesting bike path paved 
with glass-coated solar panel (Figure 1). After one-year’s trial, the novel solar road has proved 
more successful than expected [2]. It can generate about 70kWh/m2/year, indicating that the 
70-metre test bike path is enough to power a small household. However, this cutting edge 
technology is under its infant development stage and still has some problems. Such solar panel 
is very heavy so it is very difficult to install it.  Besides, the anti-slip coating, which provides 
grip to the surface, has become delaminated due to long term sun exposure and temperature 
fluctuations.  

  

Figure 1 Netherlands' solar road project 
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Another innovative technology is the walkable solar PV pavement developed by Spanish tech 
company Onyx Solar [3]. Such PV floor can comply with the anti-slip regulation and support 
400 kg in point load tests. To demonstrate the capabilities of the technology, The George 
Washington University created what is claimed to be "the first walkable solar-panelled pathway 
in the world" (Figure 2). This micro power plant has a peak power output of 400 watts, which 
is enough to illuminate an array of 450 LEDs that light the pathway at night, shining up through 
the panels from beneath. However, this solar cell is based on amorphous silicon technology 
with relative low efficiency. Besides, the front glass is translucent so the received solar 
radiation is reduced. Therefore, the power output is very limited.  

    

 Figure 2 A walkable PV pavement system  

The third technology is the solar block or solar brick light (Figure 3), which are integrated with 
a self-contained illuminating device. They can add both day and night-time colour to walkways 
and other outdoor surfaces without additional wiring. The small PV tiles can generate 
electricity and store energy (even in rainy days), emitting a soft LED glow at night. This 
technology is popularly used in some parks and walkways. However, the major problem is that 
each PV tile can only generate several watts electricity for powering LED lights, not suitable 
for large scale power generation system.  

 

Figure 3 Solar PV light emitting tiles 

3. Development of PV pavement prototype 

In order to develop our new product from this project, we developed a new type of solar PV 
payment panel through collaboration with a local solar PV engineering company.  Figure 4 
shows the layout design of the PV floor configuration, which is sandwiched between anti-slip 
front tempered glass, EVA/PVB foils, solar cells, and rear support tempered glass. The total 
front size is 500×500mm, similar to the general pavement tiles. The thickness is about 20mm. 
In each floor tile, 9 monocrystalline silicon solar cells are connected in series, so that he 
expected power generation and efficiency are about 30-40Wp and 15%, respectively.  
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3.1. PV floor configuration and sample  

      

Anti-slip front tempered glass (10mm)

PVB/EVA foils (encapsulation )
Solar cell
PVB/EVA foils (encapsulation )

Rear tempered glass (10mm)
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Figure 4 PV floor tile configuration 

   

Figure 5 PV floor tiles with different anti-slip surfaces 

The raw materials including tempered glass and solar cells were purchased from manufacturers 
in mainland China, and then they are laminated in a local company in Hong Kong (Eco 
Engineering Limited). Figure 5 shows the two developed prototypes of the PV floor tiles with 
different anti-slip surfaces, i.e. cross-line pattern and dot pattern. In general, the floor tile with 
cross-line layer has higher anti-slip performance but lower sunlight transmissivity.  

3.2. Major features  

The major features of the developed solar PV floor tile are summarized in Error! Not a valid 
bookmark self-reference.. Most of the data was provided by the manufacturers of the 
tempered glass and solar cell. The static coefficient of friction of the PV floor is higher than 
the suggested values in Chinese National Standard, indicating that it has high anti-slip 
performance. It also has high transparency with solar light transmissivity of 90%. The heat-
resistance temperature can be up to 288 ºC, so there is no need to worry about whether it will 

Cross-line 
pattern Dot pattern 
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be broken under long time sun exposure. The energy efficiency of solar cell and module can 
be up to 18% and 15%, respectively.  

Table 1 Major features of the developed solar PV floor tile 

Features Parameters 

Anti-slip 

Static coefficient of friction (COF):  
0.78 for dry surface  
0.54 for wet surface  
GB COF≥0.5 

High efficiency  module: 15% 

High transparency  transmissivity: 90% 

High compressive strength  max load: 74 kpa 

High heat-resistance temperature up to 288 ºC 
 

3.3. Electrical and thermal performance evaluation 

(1) Indoor laboratory test 

The test of the developed PV floor tile was first conducted in our solar simulator laboratory 
(ZN1013). Figure 6 shows the test rig. The instrument EKO MP-11 is used to collect the I-V 
curve and power output every minute. The pyranometer is used to measure solar radiation 
intensity at the same level with the PV floor tile.   

 

Figure 6 Test rig in PolyU laboratory (indoor test) 
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Figure 7 An example of the collected I-V curves and P-V curves   

Figure 7 shows an example of the collected I-V curves and P-V curves. Table 2 gives some 
typical characteristic data. It can be observed that the maximum power output is 20.5W when 
solar radiation is 960W/m2, and the energy efficiency is 10%. 

Table 2 Data summary of the collected example I-V curve   

Parameter Value 
Test Date 10/28/2015 
Test Time 11:35:00 AM 
Irradiance:[W/m2] 890 

Module Temperature:[ ] 56 

Maximum Power: Pmax[W] 20.5 
Open Circuit Voltage: Voc[V] 5.05 
Short Circuit Current: Isc[A] 6.42 
Maximum Power Point Voltage: Vpm[V] 3.7 
Maximum Power Point Current: Ipm[A] 5.53 
Fill Factor: FF 63% 
Eta: η 9.2% 

 

(2) Outdoor test 

We also conducted outdoor tests on the solar PV floor on the 6th floor of Bock Z with an open 
and no shaded space (Figure 9). The electrical and thermal performance has been tested. Figure 
9 illustrates the collected solar radiation and power output from 12:00 to 3:00 in the afternoon. 
It is obvious that the variation of power output has close relationship with solar radiation. 
Besides, the solar radiation on the day is not very good because the weather is cloudy, ranging 
from 200 to 800w/m2, therefore the power output of one PV floor tile is from 5 to 20W, and 
resultant efficiency is about 10%.  
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Figure 8 Outdoor test system in the 6th floor of Block Z 
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Figure 9 Collected solar radiation and power output 

The temperature of the PV floor tile under outdoor test was measured to evaluate its thermal 
performance. Figure 10 presents the temperature profile of the back side of PV floor tile. The 
module temperature is in the range of 40-50 ºC although the ambient temperature is about 25ºC 
on that day. Based on the specification of solar cell, the high temperature will have negative 
impact on power output by -0.5%/ºC, therefore, the temperature difference of 25~30ºC can 
result in about 13% (4W) decrease in power output.  
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Figure 10 Thermal profile of the PV floor 
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The laboratory test and outdoor test results show that the power output are lower than the rated 
values because the transmissivity of the tempered glass is reduced by the additional anti-slip 
surface, which means that the received solar radiation on solar cells is decreased and the 
measured temperature of the PV floor is very high, which can reduce power generation by 
10%-20%. Besides, the solar radiation on that day fluctuates greatly and does not reach the 
standard test condition of 1000W/m2.  

3.4. Mechanical performance evaluation  

The mechanical performance was tested in the Structural Engineering Research Laboratory 
with the help from Prof. C S Poon and Dr. Eddie Lam in CEE Department. As shown in Figure 
11, the force is added gradually through the load cell. When the PV floor is damaged, the 
maximum load and compressive strength can be calculated.  

PV floor tile
Rubber pad

Support

Load cell

 

Figure 11 Compressive strength and durability test of PV floor tile 

Figure 12 shows the PV floor tiles after damage. We can see that both of the two tiles are 
damaged at the back side. Even though the glass is broken, it still a completed tile and does not 
fly to pieces. Therefore, it could be safe if it is broken due to some external reasons. It is strange 
that the solar cells are not damaged and can still generate electricity even though the glass is 
damaged.  

Figure 13 shows the test process of adding load on PV floor tiles. The maxim compressive 
strength for samples #1 and sample #2 are 15.4 MPa and 16.2MPa, indicating that the 
developed solar PV floor tile has very high mechanical strength and durability. As reference, 
the compressive strength of concrete tile is usually in the range of 20-50MPa, indicating that 
the mechanical strength of the PV floor tile is close to concrete.  

Table 3 lists some example ground pressure values from humans, bicycles and cars. All of them 
are in the scale of kPa, much smaller than the compressive strength of the PV floor, indicating 
that there is no problem for people, bicycles, even cars passing through the floor tiles. 
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Sample #1 Sample #1

Sample #2 Sample #2
 

Figure 12 PV floor tiles after damage 
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Figure 13 Compressive strength of the two developed PV floor tiles (durability performance)  

Table 3 Example ground pressures values [4] 

Example Ground Pressures Values 

Human  5-50kPa 

Road racing bicycle 620kPa 

Mountain  bicycle 245kPa 

Passenger car 205kPa 
 

4. Available product in the market  

While we developed our own products, we also purchased a sample walkable PV floor tile 
available in the market. This product, developed by a Spanish company Onyx, has been applied 
in the demonstration project in George Washington University. We contacted a local distributor, 
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Jebsen Building Products Limited, for this product. The cost of one sample is HK$6,790. Error! 
Not a valid bookmark self-reference. shows the detailed technical data including electrical 
and mechanical parameters. 

 

Table 4 Technical specifications of Onyx PV glass floor [5] 

Photovoltaic Glass cell type  a-Si Thin Film  Mechanical description  

Electrical Data test conditions (STC)  Area  600x600 mm  

Nominal peak power  22.11 Pmpp(W)  Thickness  16.72 mm  

Open-Circuit Voltage  45.35 Vac (V)  Transparency  0% %  

Short-circuit current  0.72 Isc (A)  Front glass  6 mm anti-slip glass  

Voltage nominal power  34.02 Vmpp(V)  PV glass  3.2 mm float glass  

Current nominal power  0.65 Impp(A)  Rear glass  6 mm tempered glass  

Power tolerance (not >)  ±5 %  encapsulation  1.52 mm PVB Foils  
 

The electrical performance of the PV floor has been tested. An example of the collected I-V 
curves are presented in Figure 14. The maximum power output at the solar radiation intensity 
of 1194W/m2 is 28.6W, which is equivalent to 22.1W when solar radiation intensity is 
converted to standard test condition. Because such floor tile is made of amorphous silicon solar 
cells, the solar energy conversion efficiency is only 6.1%, which is much lower than the 
prototype developed by our group (over 10%). The efficiency may be further reduced if they 
are placed in real condition due to the influence of high floor temperature.  
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Figure 14 An example I-V and P-V curve 

 

5. Evaluation of potential installation area and power generation  

A PV system is highly dependent on the available installation area. In our previous report, the 
roofs of the Hong Kong Coliseum and the university buildings in PolyU campus are proposed 
for PV installation, but these areas are not within the Green Deck boundary. Therefore, only 
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the walkways and other constructions, such as sports complex and art gallery can be installed 
with solar panels. The walkways on this deck can be one of the major contributors for PV 
installation, using the developed solar PV floor technology.  

 

Figure 15 Potential PV pavement installation area on the Green Deck  

As presented in Error! Reference source not found., based on our calculation using CAD 
software, an estimation of about 5500m2, 12.8% of the total deck area, can be used for PV floor 
installation. Such PV installation can generate 550,000 kWh per year, accounting for about 26% 
of the total electricity consumption of the Green Deck. If the new roofs and vertical facades of 
the hotels and other buildings within the Green Deck are counted for PV panel installation, 
there is no doubt that 100% of electricity will be generated from solar panels in the Green Deck, 
i.e. zero carbon emission will be achieved from the new development. 

6. Future study 

Although this project is completed, we will continue this study to develop innovative solar PV 
pavement panels for sustainable urban development. A whole lifecycle analysis, including the 
economic cost, payback time, CO2 reduction potential, will be carried out. We will also 
collaborate with Prof. C S Poon in CEE department to further develop the PV floor tiles. As 
shown in Figure 16, the original rear PV glass will be replaced with eco-glass block [6], which 
is developed by Prof. Poon with recycled concrete and glass, to increase the rate of re-utilizing 
of waste glass in Hong Kong. We will develop more eco-PV floor tile samples and conduct a 
long-term outdoor testing campaign on their electrical and thermal performance. Finally, we 
will submit a patent application for this novel technology.  
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Figure 16 Configuration of PV floor integrated with recycled eco-glass  
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7. Conclusions 

In this study, the walkable solar PV floor tile is proposed for installation on pavements and 
cycling tracks for the Green Deck project. The feasibility and potential area of applying this 
innovative PV floor on the green deck was investigated. We purchased raw materials and 
developed two solar PV floor tile prototypes, and conducted laboratory tests and outdoor tests 
to evaluate its electrical, thermal and mechanical performance. Results show that the developed 
PV floor can achieve satisfactory performance in solar energy conversion efficiency, anti-slip, 
heat-resistance, durability and compressive strength, demonstrating that such PV floor tiles can 
be used as a replacement of the pavements and cycling tracks in the Green Deck. Such PV floor 
can combine active elements (power generation) with passive elements (waste material for 
back panel manufacture), providing an innovative and green solution to integrate sustainable 
energy technologies into the deck and to achieve the target of zero energy consumption (zero 
GHG emissions) of the deck. Although this project is completed, we will pursue this study and 
develop more eco-PV floor tiles by introducing the eco-glass block as the rear support layer 
through collaboration with Prof C S Poon.  
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Renewable energy applications on the Green Deck

Prof. Hongxing Yang  
The Renewable Energy Research Group
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

In this project, we have investigated the potential of solar and wind power generations and the 
energy consumption of the proposed Green Deck project, and evaluated the economic 
feasibility and environmental benefit of PV installation on this deck. Given that wind speed is 
too low for economic power generation in this urban area with high-rise buildings, wind power 
is not recommended. Therefore, two schemes for PV installation are proposed in this study. If 
the PV panels can only be installed above the deck, it can supply 66% of energy for the deck
(Scheme 1). If the roofs or facades of other buildings developed together with the deck are 
allowed for PV installation, it can meet 100% of energy consumption of the deck (Scheme 2).
It is highly possible to achieve a ‘net-zero-energy consumption’ deck. To develop a real “green” 
deck, it is proposed to use the Scheme 2. In addition, this proposal of using renewable energy 
on the deck is evaluated to be economically feasible after considering future tariff increase and 
environmental factors.
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1 Introduction

The objective of this study is to develop a zero-energy consumption/zero-carbon emission Green 
Deck by integrating feasible renewable energy technologies. This study aims to estimate the future 
energy consumption of the project and the potential of solar and wind energy generations for 
achieving the target of zero energy consumption and zero greenhouse gas emissions of the Green 
Deck. 

Locating at a low latitude area (22-23°), Hong Kong is suitable for solar energy application, 
especially solar photovoltaic integration in buildings in urban environment. The annual mean daily 
global solar radiation is 14.5 MJ/m2, much better than most of the areas in Japan and Germany 
where a lot of solar energy projects have been developed. As shown in Table 1, a comparison of 
available solar radiation is made with other countries and cities.  Our solar energy resource is really 
not poor!  It is thus proposed to use solar energy for power generation in this project.  This report 
gives the details of the investigation. 

 Table 1 Comparisons of annual mean daily global solar radiation at different locations 

Location London 
America 

SW 
America 

NE Australia Germany Japan 
China 
NW 

Hong
Kong

Radiation 
(MJ/m2) 9 19.8 9 19.2 9.8 13.1 22.3 14.5 

 

2 Estimation of energy consumption  

For this proposed green deck, electricity will be mainly used for ventilation, air-conditioning and 
lighting of the midlevel walkways/bus waiting lobbies and ground-level bus stations. The local 
traffic in ground floor is very busy and the average daily vehicle traffic volume was estimated as 
116,753 in 2013 [1]. Furthermore, as this area is linked to the Hung Hom railway station and bus 
station, as a very busy traffic centre, the flow rate of people on and below the deck will be huge, 
which is estimated as more than ten thousands in busy hours.  

In order to dilute the pollution generated by passing cars in the covered space below the deck, large 
amount of fresh air is needed for ventilation. Besides, more lighting energy consumption is required 
due to the coverage. In hot weather days, air conditioning is also required in the densely waiting 
area of buses.  It is thus necessary to estimate the energy consumption first if the area is covered for 
developing the Green Deck.  

The natural ventilation strategy for the Green Deck proposed by Prof. Niu Jianlei [2] has been 
considered in this study, however, it is not enough to dilute all pollutions below the deck through 
natural ventilation. Hybrid natural and mechanical ventilation, therefore, is employed in this study. 
To estimate the energy consumption of the mechanical ventilation, the main calculation method is 
shown as follows according to the specifications for Design of Ventilation and Lighting of Highway 
Tunnel in China [3]: 

(1). Calculation of the CO emission rate of passing cars: 
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 6
1

1 ( )
3.6 10

n

CO CO a d h iv m m
m

Q q f f f f L N f  (1) 

where Q  means the ventilation rate, m3/h, and COq  is the CO standard emission rate by the passing 

cars. mN  is the design traffic volume for a particular type of vehicle. f  means the parameter for 
the type, velocity, density, elevation, etc. of vehicles. L  is the length of traffic lane under the deck. 

(2). The maximum CO concentration. In this study, the concentration is set as 250 ppm.  
 

(3). With the CO emission rate, the required ventilation quantity could be calculated by  

 60
( )

0

10CO
req CO

Q p TQ
p T

 (2) 

where p  is the design pressure and T  means the local temperature in summer. 

(4). The effect of natural ventilation:  

 2(1 )
2m e r n

r

Lp v
D

 (3) 

where n  means the ventilation rate caused by natural ventilation, and rD  is the equivalent 
diameter for the traffic lane under the deck. 

(5). Calculation of the ventilation quantity for blowers: 

 2 2
2 ( 4 )

2
r

b r ba
r

QQ a p a  (4) 

where cos 2b b

r

Ka  

(6).Calculation of the shaft power for axial fans:  

 0 1

1 0

273( )
1000 273

a tot
kw

Q p t pS
t p

 (5) 

where totp  means the total pressure for axial fans, 0t and 1t  mean the standard temperature and 

surrounding temperature of the fans. 1p is the surrounding pressure for fans.  

(7). The energy consumption of the axial fans:  

 1
kw

m

SM k  (6) 

where M  means the electricity consumption, kWh; k is a safety factor, usually 1-1.5.  
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In hot weather days in summer, air conditioning is also required in the densely waiting area of buses.  
From May to October, several air conditioners are proposed to avoid high space air temperature in 
the bus waiting areas, and their electricity consumption could be calculated. Figure 1 illustrates the 
locations of the proposed air conditioners in possible waiting lobbies. 

 

Figure 1 Waiting lobbies requiring air conditioning 

More lighting energy consumption is required due to the coverage. To obtain the required 
illumination level, electricity consumption of the lighting systems in the deck is assumed as 5W/m2 
from 7:00am to 12:00pm and 2.5W/m2 from 0:00am to 6:00am. Besides, only electricity for 
lighting is used in mid-night and early morning.   

 

Figure 2 Energy consumption for typical days 

By summing the consumptions of mechanical ventilation, air conditioners and lighting, the total 
electricity requirement of the proposed deck could be derived. Figure 2 indicates the hourly 
electricity consumption in typical days in spring, summer, autumn and winter. It can be found that 
there are two peaks in rush hours in the morning and evening every day. As natural wind speed is 
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higher in autumn, less electricity is required for the mechanical ventilation system. The total daily 
electricity demand is around 6500 kWh in summer, and over 5000 kWh in other seasons.  

 

Figure 3 Annual energy consumption 

Table 2 Summary of energy consumptions 

 Air conditioning Mechanical ventilation Lighting 

Estimated serving 
area (m2) 14,500 15,000 15,000 

Estimated energy 
consumption 

density (W/m2) 7-14 9.8-16.9 2.5-5.0 

Operation hour 

7:00am-24:00pm 

May-October 

7:00am-22:00pm 

All year 

7:00am-23:00pm full-opening 

0:00am-6:00am half-opening 

Estimated energy 
consumption (kW) 100-203 147-253 43-86 

Remarks 

Two air conditioners are 
required for a waiting lobby, 

and one air conditioner is 
required for a bus station. 

Mechanical ventilation is 
required for the waiting 

lobbies and pedestrian in 
the midlevel 

Lighting is required for the 
waiting lobbies and pedestrian 

in the midlevel 

The annual energy consumption of the proposed deck is shown in Figure 3. It is found that most 
energy is consumed for mechanical ventilation. The highest consumption occurs in August, and the 
consumption is lower in winter. A summary of energy consumption is presented in Table 2. If no 
renewable energy resource is used, about 5,800 kWh of electricity, would be consumed every day 
from burning fossil fuels or nuclear energy in local and mainland power plants for the proposed 
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Green Deck. The total cost of the electrical energy consumption from utility grid could be about 
HK$2 million in a year, which means the Green Deck project is not “green” if no alternative 
renewable energy is used.  It is thus proposed to use solar and wind energy resources to supply 
enough renewable electric power to the lighting, ventilation and air-conditioning systems in the 
future. 

3 Evaluation of solar power generation 

To achieve the objective of zero carbon emission from the Green Deck, solar photovoltaic modules 
are proposed to be installed on possible building areas on the deck, e.g. on the roof and vertical 
façade of the nearby buildings (office buildings, hotels, and apartments), the covers of walkways 
and other constructions (sports complex, art gallery) in the deck. The power generation from solar 
photovoltaic could be estimated using the following equation: 

 E G A  (7) 

where G is the solar radiation received per square metre (W/m2);  is the energy conversion 
efficiency of PV systems, A is the installation area of the proposed PV modules (m2) and  is the 
performance ratio of the PV system. The performance ratio considers all losses from converting 
solar energy into direct current electricity and then inverting the direct current into alternating 
current electricity. In order to determine this performance ratio, the operation performance of a real 
rooftop 22 kWp PV system located in PolyU campus (Y block) [4] was evaluated. This rooftop PV 
system faces south with a tilted angle of 22.5 degree, which is close to the optimum tilted angle in 
this location. The operation data shows that the performance ratio of this PV system is 0.85. 
Therefore, this figure is also adopted in this study.  

To maximize the energy output of PV systems in limited PV-suitable roof areas, the high-efficiency 
mono-crystalline PV module (STP260S) made by Suntech of China is used in the study. Its 
characteristics are listed in Table 3 [5]. 

Table 3 Electric parameters of the STP260S mono-Si PV module 

Parameters Values 

Solar cell (L×W) Monocrystalline silicon 156×156 mm 

Maximum power at STC (Pmax) 260 W 

Optimum operating voltage (Vmp) 30.9 V 

Optimum operating current (Imp) 8.42 A 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 37.7 V 

Short circuit current (Isc) 8.89 A 

Module efficiency 16.00% 

No. of cells 60 (6×10) 

Dimensions (L×W×T) 1640×992×35 mm 
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To maximize the power generation, it is assumed that all the PV modules are installed facing south 
with a tilted angle of about 23° with horizontal surface. To avoid any shading caused by the front 
rows of the PV modules, certain space has to be reserved between the front and back rows. 
According to our previous research [5], after considering the interval distance, the installation area 
for the selected PV module is 2.35 m2. For the PV panels instated on vertical facade, the installation 
area can be equal to its original size, i.e. 1.64 m2.  
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Figure 4  Power generation of 1 kWp PV panel in different months 

Based on Eq. (7) and our previous experimental test [6], the electricity generated from 1 kWp PV 
panel is 1,545 kWh/year if installed on the roof with optimum angle and 778 kWh/year if installed 
in vertical facades. The simulated power production from 1 kWp PV on the roof in different months 
is presented in Figure 4. It is obvious that the PV output is obviously higher in summer than in 
winter due to better solar radiation and suitable azimuth angle. This is a favorable characteristic 
since electricity demand is higher as well in summer due to higher electric load for ventilation, 
lighting and air-conditioning in the deck. 

 A PV system is highly dependent on the available installation area. In our previous report, the roofs 
of the Hong Kong Coliseum and the university buildings in PolyU campus are proposed for PV 
installation, but these areas may not be used since they are not within the green deck boundary.  

Therefore, only the roofs of walkways and other constructions, such as sports complex, art gallery 
can also be installed with solar panels. The walkways on this deck are the major contributor for PV 
installation, using the technology so-called ‘solar covered walkways system’.    

Therefore, the total potential area above the deck including walkways and other constructions is 
estimated as 8175m2, about 19% of the deck area (Figure 5). Therefore, based on above calculation, 
about 904kWp PV system can be installed, indicating that it can generate 1400 MWh electricity per 
year, which can cover about 66% of total energy demand of the proposed Green Deck. 

If the roofs and vertical façades in the extended deck such as office buildings, hotels, and 
apartments can be used to install PV panels for power generation, the targets of ‘net zero energy 
consumption’ and ‘100% renewable energy’ can be achieved.   
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Figure 5 Possible PV installations on the Green Deck  

Therefore, two schemes are proposed in this study. If the PV panels can only be installed above the 
deck, such PV system can supply 66% of energy for the deck (Scheme 1). If other roofs or facades 
developed together with the Green Deck are allowed for PV installation, such PV system can supply 
100% of energy for the deck (Scheme 2).  

The PV system is a grid connected PV system. When solar resource is good during sunshine hours 
and the power output rate is higher than the load demand of the Green Deck, the extra solar PV 
power can be exported to local utility grid. When the PV power generation is lower than the 
demand of the Green Deck, the deficit could be covered by the grid.  

Therefore, on an annual basis, the amount of renewable energy power generated on the site is about 
66% (Scheme 1) and 100% (Scheme 2) of the total amount of energy consumption of the deck. In 
Scheme 2, it may also achieve an ‘energy-plus deck’ as the power generated by the PV arrays may 
produce a surplus of energy over the year. 

4 Economic and environmental evaluation of the PV application 

The economic feasibility of the proposed photovoltaic application on the Green Deck has been 
evaluated with respect to the life cycle cost and cost of energy. A life cycle cost is the total cost of 
ownership of machinery and equipment, which takes into account the costs of acquisition, operation, 
maintenance, replacement, and/or decommissioning. The life cycle cost analysis is the most 
straightforward and easy-to-interpreted measure of cost estimation and economic analysis. 

 The economic feasibility of an energy generation project can be evaluated using various metrics, 
while the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is most often used. The LCOE methodology is an 
abstraction from reality and is used as a benchmarking or ranking tool to assess the cost-
effectiveness of different energy generation technologies. Calculating the LCOE requires 
considerations of the cost of the energy generating system and the energy generated over its lifetime 
to provide a cost in $/kWh (or $/MWh or cents/kWh). 
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Usually, the LCOE can be thought of as the price at which this kind of energy must be sold to 
achieve cost-recovery over its life cycle. The LCOE of a PV system can be calculated according to 
the following equation. 

 
Load

TACLCOE
E

 (8) 

where TAC  is the total annualized cost ($/year), which is the sum of the annualized cost of 
individual system components; LoadE  is the total amount of electrical load that the system serves per 
year (kWh). Based on our previous study, the cost of PV modules and inverters is considered as 1 
and 0.5 US$/Wp, respectively. In addition, the hardware cost including cables, cable connection, 
steel supporting frames, switches, combiner boxes, monitor system and so on, can be assumed as 
1.6 US$/W based on the fact that all hardware in Hong Kong has to be imported and the local 
typhoons mean that much stronger supporting frame is necessary for PV installation. The soft costs, 
such as labor cost, permitting fees, supply chain costs and project coordination costs, operating 
overheads as well as the demand for profits, is assumed as 2.5US$/W.  

Therefore, the calculated LCOE of the PV installation on the Green Deck is 0.217US$/kWh, i.e. 
1.681HK$/kWh. Currently, the general service tariff in Hong Kong is 0.973-1.206 HK$/kWh 
depending on the amount of electricity consumption and actual fuel cost of the power supply 
company [7]. However, with rising price of fossil fuels, the tariff would increase for about 5% 
annually. Therefore, the LCOE of the PV systems on the Green Deck is probably lower than the 
retail electricity price 5-10 years later, based on the fact of energy shortage and increasing price of 
fossil fuels. In addition, if considering the environmental cost (penalty associated with pollutant), 
the economic benefit of the PV systems would be much more significant. 

Over dependence on fossil fuels for power generation is alarming. Therefore, the avoided emissions 
of pollutants, in particular the greenhouse gas, have also been examined in this study. The 
utilization of fossil fuels for power generation will emit a lot of greenhouse gases, which will 
pollute our environment and cause global warming. The emission factor from fossil fuel power 
stations in Hong Kong is 0.79kgCO2-e/kWh [8]. Therefore, if the Green Deck is powered by the 
proposed renewable energy, considerable quantity of 1,670 tons CO2 can be avoided annually. It is 
clear that investments in renewables are imperative to mitigate both energy shortages and 
environmental pollution.  

5 Assessment of wind power generation 

According to our previous research [9], wind energy power generation is also possible in urban 
areas of Hong Kong, particularly for a hybrid solar-wind application. The potential wind energy 
above this Green Deck has been evaluated. The result indicates that if a 50kW Seaforth wind 
turbine is installed close to the seaside, the average daily power generation could be about 115kWh, 
and yearly output can reach to 42MWh. The monthly energy production from the wind turbine is 
shown in Figure 6. 

However, since the wind turbine will be located in an urban area, the wind speed is reduced by the 
high-rise buildings. The local wind speed at the proposed deck is very low for economic wind 
power generation. Therefore wind power is not recommended for the deck.  
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Figure 6 Wind turbine power generation in different months (rated capacity: 50kWp) 

6 Conclusions

In this project, we have investigated the potential of solar and wind power generations and the 
energy consumption of the proposed Green Deck project, and evaluated the economic feasibility 
and environmental benefit of PV installation on this deck. Given that wind speed is too low for 
economic power generation in this urban area with high-rise buildings, wind power is not 
recommended. Therefore, two schemes for PV installation are proposed in this study. If the PV 
panels can only be installed above the deck, it can supply 66% of energy for the deck (Scheme 1). If 
the roofs or facades of other buildings developed together with the deck are allowed for PV 
installation, it can meet 100% of energy consumption of the deck (Scheme 2). It is highly possible 
to achieve a ‘net-zero-energy consumption’ deck. To develop a real “green” deck, it is proposed to 
use the Scheme 2. In addition, this proposal of using renewable energy on the deck is evaluated to 
be economically feasible after considering future tariff increase and environmental factors. 
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Proposed Green Deck Over Cross Harbour Tunnel Plaza
An innovative solution to enhance the environment
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The Cross Harbour Tunnel is the most congested tunnel 
plaza in the world (daily usage in Jan 2014: 117,554)
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Central Kowloon Route
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The Central Artery/ Tunnel Project
Big Dig, Boston, United States
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Proposed landscape 
master plan 
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a. Pedestrian circulation 
on midlevel walkway
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b. Pedestrian circulation 
on deck level
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c. Inter-district cycling 
and pedestrian 
connection
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d. Inter-district 
cycling and 
pedestrian 
connection
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30m Span Truss (3.5m) 45m Span Truss (4.5m)

Structural Concept
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• Identify Working 
Area close to 
site with traffic 
access

• Fabrication yard 
can be close to 
site to speed up 
construction

• Working area 
and Fabrication 
site can be 
elevated to the 
upper level of 
Green Deck

Elevated Working 
Platform

Proposed Construction Methodology & Sequencing
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Heavy Duty Tower Crane 
Kroll K1400 

Delivery of Trusses

• Delivery of Trusses 
by Heavy Duty 
Tower Crane

• Individual Truss or 
pair can be hoisted 
up to final position 
with relatively 
quick operation

• Examples of 
hoisting of long 
span trusses are 
shown

Proposed Construction Methodology & Sequencing
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• Hoist trusses up to the 
deck level 

• Constructed the first 
bay deck with 
secondary beams and 
composite slabs

• Future Landscape Deck 
slab can then be used 
for Temporary platform 
and site area for 
subsequent 
construction

• The temporary platform 
will advance to the next 
bay for further roof 
construction

Proposed Construction Methodology & Sequencing
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Research Studies
- Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Traffic Emissions
- Effect of Green Deck on local noise level
- Effect of Green Deck on local air quality
- Renewable energy applications on the Green Deck
- Effect of the Green Deck on local thermal environment
- Build Green Deck with recycled glass
- The Effect of Green Deck on local real estate market
- Public engagement process for the Green Deck Project
- Active System – Improvement in Air Quality
- Other Environmental Friendly Devices
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Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Traffic Emissions
- Dr Hung Wing-tat, Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 

• Pedestrian Circulation
– Assumptions: Green Deck will divert 10-30% (AM) and 30-50% 

(PM) pedestrian trips to and from PolyU
– Findings:

• Most Problematic Section – Footbridge near Library
• Scenario 2 – Widen the Hunghom Station Corridor could

improve LOS from E (i.e. extreme difficulties in reverse or 
crossing flows)  to D (i.e. difficulties in weaving)

• Scenario 3 – Widen Footbridge could improve LOS from E 
(i.e. extreme difficulties in reverse or crossing flows) to C (i.e. 
slightly restricted walking speed and could weave through.)

The most problematic 
Section of Footbridge 
Selected for Analysis

Scenario 3 –
Widen 

Footbridge

Scenario 2 –
Widen Hunghom
Station Corridor

Do Nothing Scenario 2 Scenario 3
w/o GD With GD w/o GD With GD

AM

2-way Flow 220 ped/min 86 ped/min 73 ped/min 220 ped/min 204 ped/min
LOS LOS E LOS B LOS B LOS E LOS C
Width – – – 5.3 m 7.2 – 9.9 m

PM

2-way Flow 260 ped/min 220 ped/min 165 ped/min 260 ped/min 201 ped/min
LOS LOS E LOS E LOS D LOS E LOS C
Width – – – 5.3 m 7.1 – 9.8 m
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• Traffic Emissions
– Assumptions: No significant change in vehicular 

traffic flow
– Findings:

• Changes in total emission levels per day is not 
very significant

• But Green Deck provides a potential to absorb
tonnes of pollutants emitted as treatment 
systems can be incorporated underneath.

2013 2015 2020

VOC (ton/day) 0.32871 0.07509 0.04160

CO (ton/day) 1.61212 0.76193 0.55592

NOx (ton/day) 1.29404 0.69710 0.36452

CO2 (ton/day) 0.27604 0.16885 0.17602

PM10 (ton/day) 0.05757 0.01980 0.01391

The most problematic 
Section of Footbridge 
Selected for Analysis

Scenario 3 –
Widen 

Footbridge

Scenario 2 –
Widen Hunghom
Station Corridor

Assessment of Pedestrian Circulation and Traffic Emissions
- Dr Hung Wing-tat, Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
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• Noise generated in the toll area will be trapped 
below the Green Deck, resulting in strong sound 
radiation at all potential openings

• Noise measurements were carried out at 
locations within PolyU facing the current toll area 
for a preliminary estimation of the acoustical 
effect of the Green Deck

• Noise levels at high levels are likely to be 
reduced

• Noise level at PolyU podium and the 
entrance area near the deck could be 
increased by more than 5 dBA

• Suggested acoustic treatment of mirco-
perforated louvres and sound absorption panels 
under the Green Deck

Effect of Green Deck on local noise level
- Prof Tang Shiu-keung, Dept of Building Services Engineering 



• Hourly NO2 concentration has 10% sampling time 
exceed the HKAQO and WHO standard

• The 24-hr PM10 and PM2.5 concentration has met the 
HKAQO level but ~50%-60% higher than WHO 
AQG value

• There is ~10% to 35% reduction on PM10,
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and benzene

• Chronic exposure on formaldehyde for PolyU staff is 
higher than risk acceptable level

• Estimated on the local NO2 concentration and PM 
level could have 50% to 80% improved via green 
deck and pollutants control technology 

Effect of Green Deck on local air quality
- Prof Frank Lee, Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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• Use of renewable energy resources to ensure a real “Green” deck project:  zero-
energy consumption and zero-greenhouse gas emission

• About HK$3.0m electricity power has to be consumed per year for ventilation, 
lighting and air-conditioning by the deck

• Solar photovoltaic panels installed on new building roofs/facade and nearby 
PolyU’s buildings can provide all the power needed on an annual basis

• The levelized cost of energy of PV installation is about 1.681 HK$/kWh, which will 
be economical in 10 years if 5% tariff increase is considered

• Wind power is not recommend for the deck as the wind speed is too low for 
economical power generation in this urban area

Renewable energy applications on the Green Deck
-Prof Yang Hong-Xing, Dept of Building Services Engineering

eeeeccccoooonnnnoooommmmiiiiccccaaaallll pppppoooowwwweeeerrrr ggggggeeeennnneeeerrrratiooooonnnn iiiinnnn tttthhhhiiiissss uuuurrrrbbbbaaaannnn aaaarrrreeeeaaaarrrraaaattttiiiioooo
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• An open space with open architectures to enhance airflow 
and wind for maximized thermal comfort (Xia et al 2013)

• Use of wind-catchers (Liu et al 2011) to reduce pollutant 
exposure of toll-gate workers and bus passengers

• Quantitative outdoor environment design based upon wind 
tunnel testing and state-of the-art computational flow 
dynamics (CFD) simulation

Effect of the Green Deck on local thermal environment
- Prof Niu Jian-lei, Dept of Building Services Engineering
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NO and NO2

Eco-Architectural Glass Mortar 
Containing Recycled Glass & TiO2

Conditions

Build Green Deck with recycled glass
-By Prof Poon Chi-sun, Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering

UV-A

1 km/h < wind speed < 15 km/h
100 ppb < Nitrogen oxide < 400 ppb

Paved Area with Eco-Arch. Mortar = 5,000 m²
Elimination rate = 3 mg NO/(m²·h)

A nitrogen oxide reduction within the breathing zone from 0 to 20 %, depending on wind 
speed and pollutant concentration is estimated for the “Green Deck”

Approx. 143 tonnes of waste glass can be recycled through construction of “Green Deck”
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General Benefits of the Green Deck
• Lessen Urban Heat Island Effect
• Increase biodiversity and green features
• Reduce sound transfer
• Increase amenity, livable space
• Enhance life style varieties
• Better landscape views
• Enhance urban sustainability

Specific Benefits of the Green Deck
• For existing [potential] nearby owners of flats/offices – New landscape views 

improve property values

• For Public  in Vicinity – Addresses transport issues/ Improved air quality/ Provides 
new open space

• For  Visitors (Tourists)  – Provides new tourist spot for visitors/ Offers platform for 
artists /Arouses public interests in Art

The Effect of Green Deck on local real estate market
- Prof Eddie Hui, Dept of Building & Real Estate
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Public engagement process for the Green Deck Project
- By Prof Edwin Chan, Dept of Building & Real Estate  

1. On-street and Online Survey Results
• 91 % favorable and  highly favorable
• 7% unfavorable to highly unfavorable
• 2% neutral

Perceived Benefits of the project:pp jj
More green space and better use of More gr
space
Enhance air quality
Green feature
Make city beautiful with better Make city beautiful 
scenery and view
Reduce carbon emission & absorb Reduce carbon emissi
vehicular pollutants 

Major issues/ concerns:j
Overall environment
Project / construction cost and time
Social integration
Citizen’s/ parties affected opinions and concerns
Construction impact and waste produced

Preferred Stakeholder Engagement Activities:gg gg
Public Consultation
Collect opinion from community, government, Colle
etc.
Design competition
Public and stakeholder participation in Public and st
workshops
Questionnaire and survey
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DEGREE OF INFLUENCE

COMMUNITY
(61%; 37%)

DEVELOPERS
(49%; 56%)

END USERS
(80%; 36%)

BUSINESS
(48%; 28%)

DEV. & CONST. 
EXPERTS

(72%; 44%)

2. Stakeholder Matrix Analysis 3. Further 5 Stages of the 
Research Study

• Stage 1: Key Stakeholder Survey

• Stage 2: Round Table Meeting

• Stage 3: Data Analysis and Findings

• Stage 4: Public Forum

• Stage 5: Final Report

Public engagement process for the Green Deck Project
- By Prof Edwin Chan, Dept of Building & Real Estate  
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Presentation Slides for Session 2B - A Catalyst for Vibrant Community 
(Community Building and Connectivity)  



A Catalyst for Vibrant Community 
(community building and connectivity



CONTENT
• IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY AND KNEADING COMMUNITIES
• HEALTH AND SOCIAL IMPACTS ON THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
• A FRAMEWORK OF STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT



IMPROVED 
CONNECTIVITY 
AND KNEADING 
COMMUNITIES 
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Green Deck Benefits – Improved Connectivity

Pedestrian circulation 
on midlevel walkway
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Green Deck Benefits – Improved Connectivity

Pedestrian circulation 
on deck level



Green Deck Benefits – Improved Connectivity

Cycling Tracks on 
deck
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Green Deck Benefits – Improved Connectivity

Inter-district cycling 
and pedestrian 
connection



Figure 1 Pedestrian Flows for the AM (08:15-09:15) and PM 
(18:00-19:00) Congested Peak hours



Figure 2 LOS Standards for Pedestrian Circulation System 
(18:30-18:45)

 



Propose:
– simulate existing pedestrian circulation
Findings:

Most Problematic Section – Footbridge near PolyU Library
LOS of the problematic footbridge is E (i.e. extreme 
difficulties in reverse or crossing flows)

Base Case Model



Base Case Model

Most problematic section

PolyU
P core

PolyU
D core

Hung Hom
Station

Bus Stop 
(South Bound)

Bus Stop 
(North 
Bound)



Propose:
– simulate pedestrian circulation with GD level

Findings:
LOS of the problematic footbridge is improved from E to B 
(i.e. Free circulation for one directional flow.  Minor 
conflicts for reverse and crossing flows)

Assumptions: 
GD will divert 10-30% (AM) and 30-50% (PM) pedestrian 
trips to and from PolyU
Widen the Hunghom Station Corridor and Footbridges

Project Case Model



Figure 3 Proposed Footbridge Level of the Project Case 
Model



Most problematic section

Project Case Model

PolyU
P
core

PolyU
D coreShatin-

Central Link 
Station

Bus Stop 
(South Bound)

Bus Stop 
(North 
Bound)

Hung 
Hom
Station

Green Deck

Plantroom Area



Table 1 Simulated Pedestrian Flows and 
LOS Standards for Project Case Model

AM (08:15-09:15) Existing Reduce 10%* Reduce 30%*
Two-way Pedestrian 
Flow 220 ped/min 213 ped/min 204 ped/min

Desired LOS Standard LOS D LOS B LOS B

PM (18:00-19:00) Existing Reduce 30%* Reduce 50%*
Two-way Pedestrian 
Flow 260 ped/min 223 ped/min 201 ped/min

Desired LOS Standard LOS E LOS B LOS B
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013
* Percentage of pedestrian trips to and from PolyU diverted to the Green Deck level



Summary

– enhance the existing pedestrian circulation and the walking 
environment, as well as improving the air quality in the 
vicinity.  

– could attract 10-30% of current pedestrians in the morning 
peak and 30-50% of current pedestrians in the evening 
peak.

– two pedestrian simulation models were developed for the 
Base Case (without the Green Deck) and the Project Case 
(with the Green Deck).  

– the differences in level of services (LOS) between the two 
Models were significant
• LOS standard of the problematic footbridge was improved from LOS 

E to LOS B. 
• positively affect the future pedestrian circulation system in terms of 

improved pedestrians’ walking environment and LOS.



Neighborhood (9 constituency areas):
• King’s Park (E16)
• Tsim Sha Tsui East (E17)
• Whampoa East (G16), Whampoa West (G17) 
• Hung Hom Bay (G18), Hung Hom (G19) 
• Ka Wai (G20), Oi Man (G21), and Oi Chun(G22)  

A questionnaire measurING Quality of Life (QOL) in 
4 domains (WHOQOL-BREF (HK version)): 
1.Physical 
2.Psychological
3.Social relationship
4.Environmental

17

Health and Social Impacts on the neighborhood



The Top 3 districts/areas 
needed to be “greener” 

(N=317)

50.2%

38.5% 38.5 %

18

49.2%
43.8% 44.5%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

*Respondents can choose more than one answer.

The top 3 facilities needed 
in the districts/areas 

(N=317)



Regression analysis 
Factor 
Loadings 

Standard 
Error (SE)

P

Physical QOL#

Purchase medications /supplement in 
the past 3 months

2.83 1.38 0.040

Seeing doctors/TCM practitioners in 
the past 3 months

9.27 1.33 <0.001

Satisfactory level of environment 1.16 1.13 <0.001

Psychological QOL*
Satisfactory level of environment 0.41 0.16 0.012

19

# only items related to environment  and health service use selected
*only items related to environment selected



Regression analysis 
Factor 
Loading
s

Standar
d Error 
(SE)

P

Social relationships QOL*
Satisfactory level of public
space

0.54 0.17 0.001

Environmental QOL*
Satisfactory level of 
environment

1.37 0.17 <0.00
1

Satisfactory level of public
space

0.84 0.19 <0.00
1

20

*only items related to environment selected
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• 10.2% felt unhealthy • 15.5% felt unhealthy
(Maas et al 2006)

• Leading causes of death in HK in 2014:
Diseases of heart (3rd), cerebrovascular disease (4th) and chronic lower 
respiratory diseases (6th)

• In 2013-14, approx. 64% and 26% of the total costs of GOPC and SOP services 
(HKD 4,002 million), respectively, were spent on elderly and chronic patients.

• People living in areas with more green space had lower mortality rates.
• Long-term health care expenditure on chronic illness can be saved.

More Green space:
• Lower rates of 

cardiovascular and 
cardiopulmonary disease, 
stroke, musculo-skeletal 
disease, mental illness 
and respiratory disease 
(Maas et al 2009; 
Villeneuve et al 2012)

• Better health and health-
related quality of life 
(Stigdotter et al, 2010)



Aim of the Research

STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

n e u t r a l

f a v o r a b l e

unfavorable

Of the 590 Respondents, 
84% believed that the 
Green Deck Project is 

FAVORABLE. 

(86% are end users)

A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement)

Favorable:
1.Greenery and 
sustainability
2.Improve air quality
3.More space and 
new facilities

Unfavorablele:
1.Waste of money 
and resources (esp. 
govt. money)
2.High cost involved 
3.Redundant with the 
govt. project 

bl
TOP FIVE REASONS/ ISSUES//



Aim of the Research

STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

Hung Hom East TsimShaTsui                Ho Man Tin
1. Greenery and 
sustainability 

1. Good view of 
harbor

1. Greenery and 
sustainability 

2. Improve air quality 2. Improve air 
quality

2. Comfortable and 
better environment

3. More spaces and 
new facilities

3. More spaces and 
new facilities

3. Improve air 
quality

4. Space and city 
beautification

4. Space and city 
beautification

4. Space and city 
beautification

5 Rest & Leisure spaces 5. Rest & Leisure 
spaces

5. More spaces and 
new facilities

The Top Five Favorable Reasons for the 
Proposed Green Deck Project by Districts

A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement



Aim of the Research

STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

18 & Below                    19-45                          46-64                          65 & Above

The Top Five Facilities, Amenities or Buildings 
Preferred by Different Age Groups 

A Framework for Stakeholder Engagement



Aim of the Research
• To develop a framework in conducting Stakeholder engagement
activities for the proposed Green Deck Project.

STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

The Community Activities Preferred by Key Stakeholders 

BUSINESS 
SECTOR COMMUNITY SECTOR

DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSTRUCTION 

EXPERTS

•• Ads and Promo; 
•

Ads and Promo; AA
••• art and craft fair; 
•

art and craftaa
••• internet + nternet + in

mobileapps

•• Lectures, talks, Lectures, talks, L
seminars and seminars and
exhibitions

•
exhibitionse

• Public consultation Public consultP
and forum; 

•
and forum; a

• experts and public experts ande
opinions; 

•
opinions; o

• street questionnaires

•• Design Design D
competitions;

•
competitioc

•• organize organizeo
interesting interesting 
activities for all activitie
ages; 

•
ages;a

•• increase ncrease in
community commun
centre

nity mun
ee capacity;

•
centree capacitycc

•• charity walk, 
•

charity cc
•••• march



STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

100%
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0%

50%
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HIGH IMPORTANCE; LOW INFLUENCE
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LOW IMPORTANCE; HIGH INFLUENCE

GOVERNMENT
(75%; 66%)
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DEGREE OF INFLUENCE

COMMUNITY
(73%; 42%)

DEVELOPERS
(54%; 52%)

END USERS
(77%; 37%)

BUSINESS
(51%; 35%)

DEV. & CONST. 
EXPERTS

(71%; 54%)

Stakeholder Matrix Analysis

ENGAGE CLOSELY 
AND 

INFLUENCE 
ACTIVELY

KEEP 
SATISFIE

D

*Empowerment of End users 
& Community Groups



Aim of the Research
STAGE1: ON-STREET COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS 

Key Design Criteria Mean 
weighting

Ranking

Green Design Components such as Air, Noise g p
Pollution Reduction

g g
4.30 1

Clean, Pleasant and Visually  Stimulating , y
Environment (Green Spaces)

4.26 2
( p )

Quality Environment for Pedestrian and Users y
(Walkways and Cycle Paths)

4.16 3
( y y )
Sufficient Maintenance and Management 4.11 4g
Adequate Lighting, Urban Furniture 4.10 5

i i i
The Key Design Criteria for Designing Sustainable Public Open Spaces yyyyy ggggg ggggg ggggg ppppp ppppp



SOME OVERALL FEEDBACKS:
••THE PROJECT IS A WONDERFUL IDEA FOR AN IDEAL HE PROJECT IS A WONDERFUTH
URBAN GREEN SPACE IN HK. 

••THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP FOR THE HE CONCEPT OF COMMUNTH
PROJECT IS APPRECIATED.

••ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE INTERESTED TO KNOW THE LL PARTICIPANTS ARE INTERESTED TO KNOW THE A
RESULTS OF THE OTHER ACADEMIC RESEARCH, esp. the RESULTS OF THE O
technical issues)

STAGE 2: A ROUNDTABLE MEETING  WAS STAGE 2: A ROUNDTABLE MEETING  WAS 
CONDUCTED TO VALIDATE THE SURVEY RESULTS



1. Technical Aspects: air quality, ventilation, daylighting, structural framing, and road1. Technical Aspects: air quality, ventilation, daylighting, structural framing, and r
safety issues, noise (e.g. how to treat the pollution in the edge of the deck, along ety issues, noise (e.g. ho

Cheong Wan Road). 

2. Better connectivity with the surrounding districts (e.g. improving pedestrian flow and Better connectivity with the surrounding districts (e
mitigate high people usage of the footbridges).

3. Addressing the functionality of space (a good transportation hub, scenery and Addressing the functionality of space (a good transpo
comfortable environment, connectivity and multi

spo
tt -

rtation hub, scenery and rpo
titi--activities for social interaction, comfortable environment, connectivity an

and the social significance of the place. 

4. Boundary of the project can be more flexible at the preliminary stage (e.g. expand Boundary of the project can be more f
further along Cheong Wan Road).

5. Operations, Management and Maintenance of the Green Deck.

IDENTIFIED KEY ISSUES
STAGE 2: ROUNDTABLE MEETING 



STRATEGIES/
LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT TOOLS STAKEHOLDERS’ ROLES STAKEHOLDERS 
INVOLVED

NOTIFY
INFORMATION INFORMATION 

MADE AVAILABLE

ADS AND PROMO, ADS AND PROMO, 
ART AND CRAFT FAIR, ART AND CRAFT FAIR,
INTERNET AND MOBILE INTERN
APPS

Stakeholders as passive Stakeholders as p
recipients of un

paas p
unun-recipients of uun

contextualised informationcontextualised information
Dialogue is not necessary

All Identified All Identified 
Stakeholders

INFORM

Stakeholders are made aware of their rights Stakeholders are made aware of their righ
and ways of participating in the project.

ADS AND PROMO, ADS AND PROMO, 
ART AND CRAFT FAIR, ART AND CRAFT FAIR,
INTERNET AND MOBILE INTERN
APPSAPPS
ORGANIZE PUBLICITY ORGANIZE PUBLICITY 
ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGESACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES
LECTURES, SEMINARS, LECTURES, SEM
EXHIBITIONS

Stakeholders as passive Stakeholders as passive
recipients of broadly recipients of broadly 
contextualised informationcontextualised information
Dialogue is welcome but not Dialogue is welcom
explicitly invited

All Identified All Identified 
Stakeholders

CONSULT

Stakeholders receives full feedback on Stakeholders rece
decisions taken

EXHIBITIONS
COMMENT/ OPINION COMME
POLLSPOLLS
FOCUS GROUPSFOCUS GROUPS
CONSULTATION CONSULTATION
WORKSHOPSWORKSHOPS
QUESTIONNAIRES/ QUESTIONNAI
INTERVIEWS

Stakeholders as respondentsStakeholders as responden
Designated consultation Designated consultation 
space/ time in meetingsspace/ time in meetings
Dialogue is sometimes Dialogue is 
expected

End Users End Users
CommunityCommunity
Dev. & Const. Dev. & Co
ExpertsExperts
DevelopersDevelopers
Business

INVOLVE

Stakeholders are involved throughout the Stakeholders are involved thr
decision making, has input 

INTERVIEWS
WORKSHOPSWORKSHO
VOTINGVOTING
PUBLIC CONSULTATION PUBLIC CONSU
AND FORUMAND FORUM
EXPERTS AND PUBLIC EXPERTS AN
OPINIONSOPINIONS
CHARITY WALK, MARCH

Stakeholders as project team Stakeholde
membersmembers
Participation in skills training

End Users End Users
CommunityCommunity
Dev. & Const. Dev. & Co
ExpertsExperts
DevelopersDevelopers
Business

COLLABORATE

decision making processes are undertaken in decision making processes are u
partnership with stakeholders

CHARITY WALK, MARCH
DESIGN COMPETITIONSDESIGN COMPE
TASK FORCESTASK FORCES
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEES

Stakeholders as Stakeholders as 
collaborators/partnerscollaborators/partners
Stakeholder on management Stakeholder on managem
committees/ taskforcescommittees/ taskforces
Stakeholder shaped policy Stakehold
making

All Identified All Identified 
Stakeholders

EMPOWER

STAKEHOLDER OWNED, DECIDED

SOCIAL ART PROGRAMSOCIAL ART PROGRAM
COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP COMMUNITY
PROGRAMPROGRAM
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

g
Stakeholders as designers, Stakeholde
partnerspartners
Distributed decision makingDistributed decision making
Stakeholder ownership of Stakeholder own
resources, etc. 

All Identified All Identified 
Stakeholders
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A Study on the Proposed Green Deck at Cross Harbour Tunnel - Assessment of 
Pedestrian Circulation and Vehicular Traffic Emissions 
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A study on the proposed Green Deck at Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT) –  
Assessment of pedestrian circulation and vehicular traffic emissions, by Dr WT Hung, CEE 

Pedestrian Circulation 

The potential impacts of the proposed Green Deck on the pedestrian circulation system 
were critically assessed both in the “Base” (without the GD) and “Project” (with the GD) 
conditions at the model year of 2013.  A large scale pedestrian flow survey was conducted 
to quantify the existing pedestrian flow patterns.  Analysis indicated that the most 
problematic section of the pedestrian circulation is the footbridge near the library.  It is 
anticipated that, upon completion of the proposed GD, 10-30% (AM) and 30-50% (PM) of 
current pedestrians would be diverted away from the problematic section to the GD. 

Two pedestrian simulation models were developed for the Base Case (without the Green Deck) 
and the Project Case (with the Green Deck).  Using the two models, the potential impacts of 
the proposed Green Deck on the pedestrian circulation system was critically assessed at the 
model year of 2013 taken into account of different enhancements to the existing pedestrian 
system.  Assessment results indicated that the differences in level of services (LOS) between 
the Base and Project Case Models were significant. The LOS standard of the problematic 
footbridge was improved from LOS E to LOS B.  It is reasonable to conclude that the 
introduction of the Green Deck would positively affect the future pedestrian circulation 
system in terms of improved level of services and reduction of pedestrian flows.  The 
pedestrians’ walking environment would be significantly improved. 

Traffic Emissions 

The potential impact of the proposed GD on the air quality was also critically assessed in the 
“Base” and “Project” conditions at the model years of 2013, 2015 and 2020 for four 
scenarios reflecting the changes in the ambient temperature in the Study Area. 
Assessment results using the EPD’s EMFAC-HK model indicated that, in the base case (i.e. 
year 2013), there would be about 0.329 ton of VOC, 1.612 tonnes of CO, 1.294 tonnes of 
NOx, 0.276 ton of CO2 and 0.058 ton of PM10 emissions per day in the Study Area. 

Comparison across different hypothetical future scenarios showed that VOC, CO and CO2 
emission levels per day would be reduced by about 1% to 5% while NOx would be slightly 
increased by similar magnitude.  Though the changes in the total emission levels per day 
is not very significant, the proposed Green Deck provides a potential to capture the tonnes 
of pollutants emitted as effective ventilation and exhaust emission treatment systems can 
be incorporated within the enclosed areas underneath the Green Deck. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Commissioned by the Task Force on the Proposed “Green Deck” of The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, this Study is initiated (the Study) to conduct an analysis on 
the potential impacts of the proposed Green Deck at the toll plaza area of the Cross 
Harbour Tunnel (CHT) on the pedestrian circulations and traffic emissions in the 
study area. 

1.2 Study Tasks 

The tasks of the Study can be summarised as follows: 

 To conduct a pedestrian count survey to understand the existing pedestrian 
flow pattern within the study area; 

 To conduct a traffic count survey to identify the composition of vehicular traffic 
using the CHT; 

 To develop a pedestrian flow model, based on the existing pedestrian flow 
pattern, for the existing situation and for the situation after installing the 
proposed Green Deck; 

 To conduct a before and after study, on the basis of the estimates from the 
developed pedestrian models, so as to identify any potential effects the 
proposed Green Deck may have on the pedestrian circulations within the study 
area; 

 To develop a traffic emission model using the EMFAC-HK model from HKEPD, 
based on the vehicle classification information obtained from the traffic count 
survey and the traffic flow statistics from the updated Annual Traffic Census 
(ATC) from TD; 

1.3 Structure of Report 

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 describes details of the project 
proposal and defines the Study Area for pedestrian circulation and traffic emissions. 
Evaluation of the potential impacts of the proposed Green Deck on the pedestrian 
circulations and traffic emissions in the study area are presented in Chapters 3 and 4 
respectively.  Chapter 5 summarises the findings of the study. 
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2 PROPOSED GREEN DECK 

2.1 The Proposed Green Deck 

The proposed Green Deck consists of a two level structure covering the toll plaza 
area of the Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT).  According to the most updated version of 
the proposal, the Green Deck includes a landscaped pedestrian circulation system on 
the upper deck and an improved system with adequate width for pedestrian 
circulation in the lower deck replacing the existing problematic footbridge.  

2.2 The Study Area  

While the whole Green Deck may extend outside the toll plaza area of CHT, the study 
area for pedestrian circulations and traffic emissions is defined as shown in Figure 
2.1, which is extracted from the MTR proposed footprint of a proposed Green Deck.  
It covers the Toll Plaza Area of CHT, the section of Hong Chong Road and Salisbury 
Road just next to the Toll Plaza, and a Green Deck covering the above mentioned 
areas. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 The Study Area 
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3 PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATIONS ASSESSMENT 

3.1 Existing Pedestrian Circulation Network 

The existing pedestrian circulation system primarily includes the two footbridges 
connecting the PolyU campus and Hung Hom MTR station.  The Study Area is divided 
into 14 major origin and destination zones as shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 
which generate and attract pedestrian walking trips.  The locations of these zones 
and the existing pedestrian circulation system are also shown in Figure 3.1.  Based on 
the pedestrian flow information collected from the survey, the pedestrian flow 
origin/destination (OD) matrix between the zones can be generated. 
 

Table 3.1 
Description of the 14 Pedestrian Origin and Destination Zones 

Zone No. Location 
1 PolyU Library 
2 Bus Stop (Kln Bound) next to PolyU Library 
3 Bus Stop (HK Bound to Aberdeen) next to PolyU Library 
4 Bus Stop (HK Bound others) next to PolyU Library 
5 Hung Hom close to PolyU Library 
6 Hung Hom MTR Station Exit connecting to PolyU Library 
7 Hung Hom close to PolyU D-core 
8 Hung Hom MTR Station Exit connecting to PolyU D Core 
9 Hong Kong Coliseum 

10 Bus Stop (HK Bound others) next to PolyU D Core 
11 Bus Stop (Kln Bound) next to PolyU D Core 
12 Tsim Sha Tsui East 
13 Austin Road 
14 PolyU D Core 

 

3.2 Pedestrian Flow Survey 

To understand the existing pedestrian flow in the study area, a pedestrian flow 
survey was undertaken on 15 November 2013 (Friday) during the periods 07:30 – 
10:30 in the morning and 16:30 – 20:30 in the evening.  It was observed from the 
survey that the most congested periods were 08:15-09:15 in the morning and 
18:00-19:00 in the evening. The observed pedestrian flows for the congested peak 
hours are depicted in Figure 3.2.  The total pedestrian trips generated from the 14 
zones were 26,581 trips per hour in the morning and 29,245 trips per hour in the 
evening.  Moreover, the total pedestrian trips attracted to the 14 zones were 25,915 
trips per hour in the morning and 29,661 trips per hour in the evening.  The most 
congested zone was the Hung Hom Mass Transit Railway (MTR) Station.  There were 
10,102 pedestrian trips per hour generated from the MTR station in the morning 
peak period and 10,394 pedestrian trips per hour attracted to the MTR station in the 
evening peak period. 
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Figure 3.1 The Existing Pedestrian Circulation System 

 
In order to investigate the potential impacts induced by the proposed Green Deck on 
the most congested sections within the Study Area, the hourly pedestrian flows 
generated from and attracted to each zone were further broken down into 15-min 
flows.  It was found that the most congested periods were 08:30-08:45 in the 
morning and 18:30-18:45 in the evening.  The pedestrian OD matrices during the 
morning and evening peak 15-min periods are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 
respectively. 
 
From Table 3.2, the most critical pedestrian flows were going from Hung Hom 
Station to cross harbour bus stops (HK Bound) (i.e. from zone 6 to zone 4 and from 
zone 8 to zone 10).  It is believed that these trips were mainly home-to-work trips 
making transfer between MTR and cross harbour bus services to their workplaces on 
Hong Kong Island.  In the evening, the largest flows were observed from PolyU and 
cross harbour bus stops (Kln Bound) to Hung Hom Station (i.e. from zone 1 and zone 
2 to zone 6).  These trips mainly included passengers making transfers between cross 
harbour bus services (Kln Bound) and MTR, as well as walking trips from PolyU to 
MTR Hung Hom Station. 
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Figure 3.2 Pedestrian Flows for the AM (08:15-09:15) and PM (18:00-19:00) 
Congested Peak hours 

Table 3.2  
Pedestrian Origin-Destination Flow Matrix for the Most Congested AM Period 

(08:30-08:45) 

Origin Destination Zones  
Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total 

1 0 4 15 28 10 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 
2 241 0 0 0 91 319 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 651 
3 4 0 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
4 6 0 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 
5 86 14 79 169 0 426 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 775 
6 583 91 544 1,204 818 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,239 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 11 194 15 176 17 25 475 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 52 0 76 863 68 743 71 108 1,980 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 13 1 12 1 2 34 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 16 1 2 25 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 15 5 124 0 236 23 33 442 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 2 49 9 0 9 13 91 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 12 2 24 0 4 44 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 15 2 28 3 0 52 

Total 920 109 638 1,401 926 807 62 66 97 1,270 99 1,235 127 187 7,945 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
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Table 3.3 
Pedestrian Origin-Destination Flow Matrix for the Most Congested PM Period 

(18:30-18:45) 

Origin Destination Zones  
Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total 

1 0 37 31 93 81 1,172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,414 
2 231 0 0 0 85 1,224 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,541 
3 2 0 0 0 1 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 
4 7 0 0 0 5 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 
5 39 7 9 32 0 777 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 864 
6 478 80 117 409 659 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,743 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 4 26 3 25 3 8 212 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 0 25 117 13 106 14 35 373 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 77 0 10 1 10 1 3 108 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 3 0 1 17 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 273 8 80 0 158 22 49 619 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 556 17 161 41 0 45 103 980 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 60 2 18 5 36 0 14 141 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 114 4 33 8 64 11 0 245 

Total 757 123 157 534 831 3,264 170 1,232 60 445 73 403 97 214 8,360 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 

3.3 Existing Pedestrian Circulation Conditions 

Based on the observed pedestrian flows from the survey, the performance of the 
existing pedestrian circulation system in the Study Area was analysed.  The results 
are based on the pedestrian Level of Service (LOS) standards for walkway as 
stipulated in the Highway Capacity Manual (2000) which are classified into 6 classes 
from LOS A (best) to LOS F (worst).  The detailed definitions for each LOS are shown 
in Table 3.4. 
 

Table 3.4 
Pedestrian LOS Standards for Walkways 

LOS  
Standard 

Flow Rate 
(ped/min/m) 

Description 

LOS A <16 Free circulation 

LOS B 16-23 Free circulation for one directional flow.  Minor conflicts for reverse 
and crossing flows. 

LOS C 23-33 Some restriction in the selection of walking speed and the ability to 
pass others.  High probability of conflict. 

LOS D 33-49 
Restricted and reduced walking speed for most pedestrians.  
Difficulties in passing.  Multiple conflicts with momentary stop pages 
of flow. 

LOS E 49-75 
Restricted and reduced walking speed for all pedestrians.  Shuffling 
progress at higher densities.  Extreme difficulties in reverse or 
crossing flows. 

LOS F >75 Circulation reduced to shuffling.  Reverse and crossing flows almost 
impossible.  Frequent contact.  Sporadic forward flow. 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (2000) 
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Pedestrian circulation system was first partitioned into different sections for detailed 
analysis.  The LOS standard for each section is illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the 
morning peak period and Figure 3.4 for the evening peak period.  For the morning 
peak period (08:30-08:45) shown in Figure 3.3, there were 2 sections of walkway 
with LOS E.  When pedestrians walked along these two sections, their walking speed 
might be restricted and reduced due to congestion.  
 
This situation became worse during the evening peak period (18:30-18:45).  There 
were 7 sections of walkway with LOS E covering the whole footbridge connecting 
PolyU and Hung Hom MTR Station.  When pedestrians walked on the footbridge 
during the evening peak period, they were required to follow the crowd in the front 
under such a high density of pedestrians.  As shown in Figure 3.5 were two photos 
taken at the above mentioned footbridge illustrating the congested condition during 
the evening peak period. 
 
 LOS F 

LOS E 
LOS D 
LOS C 
LOS B 
LOS A 

 
Figure 3.3 LOS Standards for Pedestrian Circulation System (08:30-08:45) 
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 LOS F 
LOS E 
LOS D 
LOS C 
LOS B 
LOS A 

 
Figure 3.4 LOS Standards for Pedestrian Circulation System (18:30-18:45) 

 

  
Figure 3.5 Congestion Condition at the Footbridge (18:30-18:45) 

 

3.4 Future Pedestrian Circulation Assessment 

Upon completion of the proposed Green Deck, there would be significant 
enhancement to the existing pedestrian circulation network.  Based on the existing 
pedestrian flow, two pedestrian simulation models – Base Case Model and Project 
Case Model were built using pedestrian modelling software VISSIM.  Base Case 
Model is for the situation before (i.e. existing situation) and the Project Case Model 
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is for the situation after installing the proposed Green Deck.  The pedestrian flow OD 
matrices were used as an input for the development of pedestrian circulation for 
both Base Case and Project Case Models which were collected from the pedestrian 
flow survey mentioned in Section 3.2.  The performance of the Project Case Model 
was assessed and compared with the Base Case Model (i.e. exiting arrangement with 
do nothing).  The assessment would be based on the LOS along a selected section of 
the critical pedestrian footbridge for both Case Models. The selected section for 
investigation is the footbridge near PolyU Library as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Base Case Model 

 
Base Case Model (Existing Situation Without Green Deck) 
 
The Base Case Model was developed as shown in Figure 3.6.  It is assumed that all 
the pedestrian facilities within the Study Area remain unchanged.  Figure 3.6 shows 
the screen capture of the simulation output of the Base Case Model.  Pedestrians 
walking on the problematic footbridge section would be extremely difficult to 
pass/weave through the reverse or crossing flows. Their walking speeds are 
restricted and reduced as they have to shuffle under high pedestrians density. 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Screen Capture of the Base Case Model Simulation Output 

 
Table 3.5 summarises the simulation results of the selected sections of pedestrian 

PolyU 
D core 

PolyU 
P core 

Bus Stop  
(HK Bound) 

Bus Stop  
(Kln Bound) 

Hung Hom 
Station 

Most 
problematic 
footbridge 

PolyU D core 

PolyU P core 
Bus Stop (Kln Bound) 

Bus Stop (HK Bound) 
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footbridge for the Base Case Model.  The existing two-way pedestrian flows for 
morning and evening peaks are 220 ped/min and 260 ped/min respectively.  The 
corresponding LOS standards for AM and PM periods are LOS D and E respectively.   
 

Table 3.5 
Existing Pedestrian Flows and LOS Standards for the Base Case Model 

AM (08:15-09:15) Existing Footbridge 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 220 ped/min 
LOS Standard LOS D 
PM (18:00-19:00) Existing 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 260 ped/min 
LOS Standard LOS E 

Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
 
 
Project Case Model (Situation After Installing the Proposed Green Deck) 
 
For the situation after installing the proposed Green Deck, an assessment of its 
potential effect on pedestrian circulation in the study area was conducted.  The 
impact of the proposed Green Deck on the walking environment would be reflected 
in the changes in pedestrian flow and walking time within the study area and in turn 
affects the improvement of congestion levels of some pedestrian facilities.   
 
It is believed that the upper deck of the proposed Green Deck would have significant 
effect in diverting a certain proportion of pedestrians away from the existing 
problematic footbridge sections.  While it is difficult to accurately predict how much 
pedestrian would swap to use the new pedestrian circulation system in the upper 
deck, a sensitivity analysis for each of the above mentioned enhancement proposals 
would be conducted by assuming different levels of pedestrian diversion during the 
morning and evening peak periods so as to quantity the potential impacts.  It is 
believed that the diverted trips in the morning peak are mainly PolyU students going 
from Hung Hom MTR Station to PolyU for attending lessons and going to the sport 
complex on the Green Deck level.  It is estimated that about 10-30% of these trips 
would be diverted to the Green Deck level.  However, in the evening, divert trips 
may include some more pedestrians from Tsim Sha Tsui to Hung Hom MTR Station 
via PolyU.  Given the worse walking environment along the footbridge in the evening 
peak period, it is estimated that about 30-50% of the trips to and from PolyU would 
be diverted to the Green Deck level. 
 
It is proposed that an extension of the wall is introduced to cover the two areas 
siting the cross harbour bus stops (HK Bound) (Figure 3.6).  The extension is at least 
35 meters.  This enhancement provides more pedestrian circulation spaces from 
Hung Hom Station to the cross harbour bus stops (HK Bound) and thus can divert 
some trips away from the problematic section of the footbridge.  Moreover, it is also 
proposed that the exiting problematic pedestrian footbridge connecting PolyU and 
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Hung Hom MTR Station is widen as indicated in Figure 3.6.  The existing width of the 
pedestrian footbridge is about 5.3 meters. The extension is at least 5 meters. This 
enhancement provides more pedestrian circulation spaces within the problematic 
section of the footbridge.   
 

 
Figure 3.8 Proposed Footbridge Level of the Project Case Model 

 
Figure 3.6 shows the screen capture of the simulation output of the Project Case 
Model.  Pedestrians walking on the problematic footbridge could easily pass through 
the reverse or crossing flows.  They can choose their walking speed freely and would 
not be restricted by the surrounding pedestrians.  
 
Error! Reference source not found. summarises the simulation results of the 
selected sections of pedestrian footbridge for the Project Case Model.  The existing 
two-way pedestrian flows for morning and evening peaks are 220 ped/min and 260 
ped/min respectively.  The corresponding LOS standard is LOS E in the evening which 
is more critical than that in the morning (i.e. LOS D).  After the introduction of the 
Green Deck and the extension of the footbridge level, pedestrian circulation within 
the study area is improved. It is estimated that the two-way pedestrian flow will be 
decreased to 201-223 ped/min in the evening peak.  The corresponding LOS 
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standard would be improved to LOS B. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.9 Screen Capture of the Project Case Model Simulation Output  

 
 

Table 3.6 Simulated Pedestrian Flows and LOS Standards for Project Case Model 

AM (08:15-09:15) Existing Reduce 10%* Reduce 30%* 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 220 ped/min 213 ped/min 204 ped/min 
Desired LOS Standard LOS D LOS B LOS B 
PM (18:00-19:00) Existing Reduce 30%* Reduce 50%* 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 260 ped/min 223 ped/min 201 ped/min 
Desired LOS Standard LOS E LOS B LOS B 

Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
* Percentage of pedestrian trips to and from PolyU diverted to the Green Deck level 

 

3.5 Sensitivity Tests on Project Case Model (Situation After Installing the Proposed 
Green Deck) 

 
Once the project case model has been built, some sensitivity tests can then be 
carried out so as to assess the potential effects on pedestrian circulation with an 
assumption of pedestrian flows increment of 10%, 20% and 30%.  It is assumed that 
50% of pedestrian flows will be diverted to the Green Deck level. The impacts of the 
increment of pedestrian flows on the proposed Green Deck and the surrounding 
walking environment are estimated and in turn the congestion levels of some 
pedestrian facilities are assessed.  
 
Figure 3.10 shows the screen capture of the simulation output of the Project Case 
Model with an increment of 30% pedestrian flows.  Pedestrians walking on the 
problematic footbridge could have some restriction in the selection of their walking 
speed. They are able to pass through the reverse or crossing flows with some 
conflicts by the surrounding pedestrians.  

Green Deck Level 

Shatin-Central Link 
Station Plantroom Area 

Bus Stop  
(Kln Bound) 

Bus Stop  
(HK Bound) 

PolyU 
P core 

PolyU 
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Figure 3.10 Screen Capture of the Project Case Model (30% Increment of Flow) 

  
Table 3.7 summarises the simulation results of the sensitivity tests for the selected 
sections of pedestrian footbridge for the Project Case Model.  The existing two-way 
pedestrian flows for morning and evening peaks are 220 ped/min and 260 ped/min 
respectively.  The corresponding LOS standard is LOS E in the evening which is more 
critical than that in the morning (i.e. LOS D).  After the introduction of the Green 
Deck (i.e. assumed that 50% of pedestrian flows are diverted to the Green Deck level) 
and the extension of the footbridge level, pedestrian circulation within the study 
area is improved significantly even with the assumption of 30% increment of 
pedestrian flows. It is estimated that the two-way pedestrian flow will be decreased 
to 149-176 ped/min in the evening peak.  The corresponding LOS standard would be 
improved to LOS C. 

 

Table 3.7 Simulated Pedestrian Flows and LOS Standards for Project Case Model 
(Sensitive Tests) 

AM (08:15-09:15) Existing 
(w/o Green Deck) 

Increment of Pedestrian Flows 
(with Green Deck) 

10% 20% 30% 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 220 ped/min 59 ped/min 64 ped/min 70 ped/min 
Desired LOS Standard LOS D LOS A LOS A LOS A 

PM (18:00-19:00) Existing 
(w/o Green Deck) 

Increment of Pedestrian Flows 
(with Green Deck) 

10% 20% 30% 
Two-way Pedestrian Flow 260 ped/min 149 ped/min 163 ped/min 176 ped/min 
Desired LOS Standard LOS E LOS C LOS C LOS C 

Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
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4 TRAFFIC EMISSIONS ASSESSMENTS 

4.1 Existing Vehicular Traffic Conditions 

According to the Annual Traffic Census 2012 from the Transport Department, the 
2-way average annual daily traffic (AADT) for CHT, Salisbury Road (along the section 
within the Study Area) and Hong Chong Road (along the section within the Study 
Area) are 118,213, 2430 and 27,760 trips respectively.  The traffic flow 
characteristics along the Salisbury Road and Hong Chong Road within the Study Area 
were also collected through a traffic count survey conducted on 15 November 2013 
(Friday) during the periods 07:30 – 10:30 in the morning and 16:30 to 20:30 in the 
evening for the purpose of determining the compositions of traffic passing through 
the Study Area. 
 

4.2 Base Case Traffic Emissions 

To characterise the traffic emission for the Base condition in the Study Area (i.e. 
without the Green Deck), the EMFAC-HK model (a model adopted by the Hong Kong 
Environmental Protection Department (HKEPD)) was developed.  The assessment of 
the impact of traffic emissions on the air quality in the Study Area would be based on 
the tonnes of pollutants (VOC, CO, CO2, NOx and PM10) emitted per day output from 
the EMFAC-HK model. 
 
Based on the traffic flow characteristics mentioned in section 4.1, total vehicular 
kilometre travelled (VKT) within the Study Area was estimated to be 513,880 km per 
day.  Vehicle composition shown in Table 4.1 was estimated with reference to the 
data collected from the traffic count survey and the 16-hour vehicle proportions 
information from ATC 2012.  The vehicles speed fractions (Table 4.2) within the 
Study Area were roughly estimated based on site observations during the traffic 
count survey.  It was observed that the CHT toll plaza area was congested most of 
the time throughout the period 08:00 to 21:00.  Therefore, a larger proportion of 
speed fractions is estimated to be spent on low speed driving. 
 

Table 4.1 
Estimated Vehicle Composition 

Vehcle Type Proportion Vehcle Type Proportion 
Private Cars (PC) 46.9% Private Light Buses <=3.5t 0.2% 
Taxi 20.3% Private Light Buses >3.5t 0.1% 
Light Goods Vehicles<=2.5t 0.2% Non-franchised Buses<=6.4t 1.2% 
Light Goods Vehicles 2.5-3. 9.2% Non-franchised Buses 6.4-15 0.9% 
Light Goods Vehicles>3.5t 7.4% Non-franchised Buses >15t 0.9% 
Medium and Heavy Goods Vehicle 1.0% Franchised Buses (SD) 0.1% 
Medium and Heavy Goods Vehicle 2.7% Franchised Buses (DD) 4.6% 
Public Light Buses 1.3% Motorcycles  (MC) 3.0% 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
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Table 4.2 
Estimated Vehicle Speed Fractions 

Speed Range 
(kph) 0:00-07:00 07:00-08:00 08:00-21:00 21:00-23:00 23:00-24:00 

0-8 0.00% 0.00% 45.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
8-16 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

16-24 0.00% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 
24-32 5.41% 5.89% 12.50% 5.89% 5.41% 
32-40 9.80% 10.53% 5.00% 10.53% 9.80% 
40-48 0.00% 0.00% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00% 
48-56 19.93% 20.72% 1.25% 20.72% 19.93% 
56-64 6.03% 7.48% 1.25% 7.48% 6.03% 
64-72 27.31% 26.70% 0.00% 26.70% 27.31% 
72-80 18.17% 16.92% 0.00% 16.92% 18.17% 
80-88 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
88-96 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

96-104 12.03% 10.26% 0.00% 10.26% 12.03% 
104-112 1.32% 1.50% 0.00% 1.50% 1.32% 

Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
 
Hourly temperatures for each month of a year were estimated based on the hourly 
temperature and monthly average temperature record of the past 12 months (i.e. 
December 2012 to November 2013) from the Hong Kong Observatory monitoring 
station.  The average monthly average temperature and hourly variations are 
summarised in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.  The relative humidity profile was based on 
the default values provided in the EMFAC-HK model. 
 

Table 4.3 
Estimated Average Monthly Temperature Variation 

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Temperature (Co) 16.3 16.8 19.1 22.6 25.9 27.9 28.8 28.6 27.7 25.5 17.9 21.8 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 

Table 4.4 
Estimated Average Hourly Temperature Variation 

Time of the Day 00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 
Temperature (Co) 19.7 19.7 19.2 19.7 18.7 18.2 18.2 18.7 19.2 19.7 20.2 20.7 
Time of the Day 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 
Temperature (Co) 23.3 22.2 22.2 21.7 21.7 20.7 20.2 20.2 19.7 19.7 19.7 23.3 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 
For comparison purpose, the Base case traffic emission levels for model years 2013, 
2015 and 2020 were estimated.  The only differences for different model years were 
the increased estimated total VKT and number of trips for future years.  The speed 
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fractions, vehicle composition as well as the hourly and monthly temperature 
variations for future years (i.e. 2015 and 2020) were all the same as for the year 
2013.  Other model parameters such as changes in vehicle technologies were all 
based on the default values adopted in the EMFAC-HK model.  The estimated traffic 
emissions in the Study Area for the Base condition are summarised in Table 4.5.  For 
illustrative purpose, the hourly variations in traffic emissions were also estimated 
and presented in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. 

Table 4.5 
Estimated Traffic Emissions Per Day (Base Case) 

 2013 2015 2020 
VOC Emissions (ton) 0.32871 0.07509 0.04160 
Carbon Monoxide Emissions (ton) 1.61212 0.76193 0.55592 
Oxides of Nitrogen Emissions (ton) 1.29404 0.69710 0.36452 
Carbon Dioxide Emissions  (ton) 0.27604 0.16885 0.17602 
PM10 Emissions (ton) 0.05757 0.01980 0.01391 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Estimated 2013 Hourly Variation of Traffic Emissions 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Estimated 2015 Hourly Variation of Traffic Emissions 
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Figure 4.3 Estimated 2020 Hourly Variation of Traffic Emissions 

4.3 Project Traffic Emissions Assessment 

It is believed that the proposed Green Deck will not introduce significant changes to 
the vehicular traffic in the Study Area.  All the traffic emission assessments were 
conducted on the basis of the existing traffic flow information and speed fraction 
estimation mentioned in section 4.2.  It is anticipated that the potential impacts 
induced by the proposed Green Deck on the air quality would be reflected in the 
changes in ambient temperature within the Study Area. 
 
It is believed that due to the introduction of the Green Deck, the temperature within 
the Study Area would become more stable in a lower range than the Base condition.  
To gauge their potential impacts on air quality, the Project conditions including the 
following scenarios of changes in ambient temperature were assessed (Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6 
Details of Project Scenarios Assessed 

Scenario 
 

Changes in Ambient Temperature (Co) 
May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

1 –1 –1 –1 –1 –1 –1 
2 –1 –2 –2 –2 –2 –2 
3 –1 –3 –3 –3 –3 –3 
4 –1 –5 –5 –5 –3 –3 

 
The estimated traffic emission levels for the three model years are shown in Table 
4.7 to Table 4.9 respectively.  The corresponding changes in traffic emissions for the 
three model years when compared with the Base condition were also included in the 
tables for easier references.  The results showed that the total VOC, CO and CO2 
emissions per day in 2013 would be reduced by 0.30% to 4.53% while NOx emissions 
per day would be increased by about 0.93% to 3.25%.  Similar patterns are also 
observed for years 2015 and 2020. 
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Table 4.7 
Estimated Traffic Emissions Per Day (2013) 

 
Base Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Tons Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change 

VOC 0.329 0.328 -0.30% 0.318 -3.34% 0.327 -0.61% 0.327 -0.61% 
CO 1.612 1.598 -0.87% 1.539 -4.53% 1.575 -2.30% 1.565 -2.92% 
NOx 1.294 1.306 0.93% 1.314 1.55% 1.325 2.40% 1.336 3.25% 
CO2 0.276 0.275 -0.36% 0.272 -1.45% 0.274 -0.72% 0.273 -1.09% 
PM10 0.058 0.058 0.00% 0.057 -1.72% 0.058 0.00% 0.058 0.00% 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 

Table 4.8 
Estimated Traffic Emissions Per Day (2015) 

 
Base Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Tons Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change 

VOC 0.075 0.075 0.00% 0.075 0.00% 0.075 0.00% 0.075 0.00% 
CO 0.762 0.755 -0.92% 0.748 -1.84% 0.743 -2.49% 0.737 -3.28% 
NOx 0.697 0.704 1.00% 0.709 1.72% 0.714 2.44% 0.720 3.30% 
CO2 0.169 0.168 -0.59% 0.168 -0.59% 0.168 -0.59% 0.167 -1.18% 
PM10 0.020 0.020 0.00% 0.020 0.00% 0.020 0.00% 0.020 0.00% 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 

 

Table 4.9 
Estimated Traffic Emissions Per Day (2020) 

 
Base Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Tons Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change 

VOC 0.042 0.042 0.00% 0.041 -2.38% 0.041 -2.38% 0.041 -2.38% 
CO 0.556 0.551 -0.90% 0.547 -1.62% 0.543 -2.34% 0.539 -3.06% 
NOx 0.365 0.368 0.82% 0.371 1.64% 0.374 2.47% 0.377 3.29% 
CO2 0.176 0.176 0.00% 0.175 -0.57% 0.175 -0.57% 0.175 -0.57% 
PM10 0.014 0.014 0.00% 0.014 0.00% 0.014 0.00% 0.014 0.00% 
Source: Estimated in this Study, 2013 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed Green Deck consists of a two level structure covering the toll plaza 
area of the Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT).  Upon its completion, the Green Deck could 
enhance the existing pedestrian circulation system and the walking environment, as 
well as improving the air quality in the vicinity.  It is anticipated that the Green Deck 
level (i.e. the upper deck) could attract 10-30% of current pedestrians in the morning 
peak and 30-50% of current pedestrians in the evening peak to use it instead of the 
existing footbridges circulation systems between the Hung Hom MTR Station and the 
PolyU main campus. 
 
Two pedestrian simulation models were developed for the Base Case (without the 
Green Deck) and the Project Case (with the Green Deck).  Using the two models, the 
potential impacts of the proposed Green Deck on the pedestrian circulation system 
was critically assessed at the model year of 2013 taken into account of different 
enhancements to the existing pedestrian system.  Assessment results indicated that 
the differences in level of services (LOS) between the Base and Project Case Models 
were significant. The LOS standard of the problematic footbridge was improved from 
LOS E to LOS B.  It is reasonable to conclude that the introduction of the Green Deck 
would positively affect the future pedestrian circulation system in terms of improved 
level of services and reduction of pedestrian flows.  The pedestrians’ walking 
environment would be significantly improved. 
 
The potential impact of the proposed Green Deck on the air quality in the Study Area 
was also critically assessed in the “Base” and “Project” conditions at the model years of 
2013, 2015 and 2020 for four scenarios reflecting the changes in the ambient 
temperature in the Study Area.  Assessment results indicated that, in the base case (i.e. 
year 2013), there would be about 0.329 ton of VOC, 1.612 tonnes of CO, 1.294 tonnes 
of NOx, 0.276 ton of CO2 and 0.058 ton of PM10 emissions per day in the Study Area.  
Comparison across different hypothetical scenarios showed that VOC, CO and CO2 
emission levels per day would be reduced by about 1% to 5% while NOx would be 
slightly increased by similar magnitude.  Though the changes in the total emission 
levels per day is not very significant, the proposed Green Deck provides a potential to 
capture the tonnes of pollutants emitted as effective ventilation and exhaust 
emission treatment systems can be incorporated within the enclosed areas 
underneath the Green Deck. 
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For discussion on 
10 February 2015 

Legislative Council Panel on Commerce and Industry 

Development of Convention and Exhibition Industries in Hong Kong 

Purpose 

This paper briefs Members on the future demand for convention 
and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong, and the follow-up actions by the 
Government taking into account recommendations made by the 
consultant.   

Background 

2. The convention and exhibition industries help promote the export
trade of Hong Kong, facilitate the development of the products and 
services industries, and attract overnight business travellers to Hong 
Kong. The Government adopted the recommendation of the Working 
Group on Convention and Exhibition Industries and Tourism under the 
Economic Development Commission, and commissioned a consultancy 
study in 2014 to assess the demand for convention and exhibition 
facilities in Hong Kong in the coming 15 years, taking into account the 
situation in Hong Kong, and the global and regional developments of the 
convention and exhibition industries. The key findings of the 
consultancy study are set out in the executive summary at Annex. 

Global and Regional Developments of the Convention and Exhibition 
Industries 

3. The consultant considers that the convention and exhibition
industries will continue to grow in the region and globally.  The global 
convention and exhibition industries are currently worth about US$40 
billion (in terms of revenue1).  As the global economy develops, the 
consultant estimates that the global convention industry and exhibition 
industry will grow at about 2.7% and 3.0% per annum respectively till 
2028 in terms of space sold in square metres (SQM). 

1 Including revenue for space sold and other revenues, e.g. from sponsorship.
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4.  The convention and exhibition industries in the Asia Pacific 
region are currently worth about US$9 billion (in terms of revenue1), 
which is about 20% of the global convention and exhibition industries.  
The growth rate in terms of space sold in SQM is estimated to be about 
3.7% and 4.0% per annum respectively for convention industry and 
exhibition industry till 2028.  The growth is stronger than the global 
average, driven by the development of regional industries and consumer 
markets, and facilitated by venue expansion in the region. 
 
 
Development of the Convention and Exhibition Industries in Hong 
Kong 
 
5.  The Hong Kong convention and exhibition industries are 
currently estimated to worth about US$0.5 billion (in terms of revenue1), 
which is about 1% of the global convention and exhibition industries. 
 
6.  Being well known for its strengths in financial and professional 
services in the region, Hong Kong is an attractive destination for 
international medical and finance conventions.  Homegrown 
conventions2 have also been emerging in Hong Kong in recent years. 
Examples include the Asian Financial Forum (more than 2 500 
participants) and the Business of IP Asia Forum (more than 2 000 
participants).  The consultant projects that the Hong Kong convention 
industry will grow at about 2.2% per annum (in terms of space sold in 
SQM) till 2028.  Provision of additional convention space and other 
measures to further develop the convention industry will likely generate 
additional growth.  While it is not possible to quantify the additional 
growth thus generated at this point of time, the consultant estimates that 
the growth of the Hong Kong convention industry will at least reach the 
average projected growth for the Asia Pacific region. 
 
7.  Hong Kong also has a strong and mature exhibition industry.  
The majority of exhibitions in Hong Kong are currently business-to-retail 
export trade exhibitions.  Hong Kong will remain an attractive 
destination for these exhibitions due to its strategic location, free capital 
flow, efficient customs and rule of law etc..  The consultant projects that 
the Hong Kong exhibition industry will grow at about 4% per annum (in 
terms of space sold in SQM) till 2028.  Provision of additional 
exhibition space in Hong Kong will likely induce further demand and 
generate additional growth.  While it is not possible to quantify the 

                                                       
2  Homegrown conventions refer to conventions owned and organized by local organizers, attracting 
 both local and international attendees. 
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additional growth thus generated at this point of time, the consultant 
estimates that the growth of the Hong Kong exhibition industry will 
exceed 4% per annum in terms of space sold in SQM.  
 
 
Unmet Demand for Convention and Exhibition Facilities in Hong 
Kong 
 
8.  Taking into account the unmet demand for existing events, new 
events turned away by existing major venue operators and events that 
would likely seek to move to Hong Kong if space was made available, 
and applying the growth rate assumptions of about 2.2% per annum for 
convention industry and about 4.0% per annum for exhibition industry in 
paragraphs 6 and 7 above, the consultant estimates that under the base 
case scenario, about 132 000 SQM additional convention and exhibition 
space would be required to capture all unmet demand at peak periods in 
Hong Kong by 2028. 
 
 
Consultant’s Recommendations  
 
9.  As venue provision/expansion takes time to realize, the 
consultant has identified two major categories of policy options, i.e. 
options for further developing the convention and exhibition industries 
and maximizing venue utilization especially during off-peak seasons in 
the short to medium term, and options for increasing venue capacity in 
the medium to long term.   
 
10.  For the first category, the consultant recommends creating an 
environment to foster new event launches, and proactively targeting 
conventions and new exhibitions to be held especially during off-peak 
seasons in the coming years, creating “theme weeks” and continuing to 
adopt “one show, two venues” or “two shows, two venues” concepts to 
maximize venue utilization and to diversify the business.  Supporting 
facilities (e.g. hotels and transport) should be developed especially on 
Lantau Island to help improve the attractiveness of Hong Kong as a 
Meetings, Incentive Travels, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) 
destination. 
 
11.  Regarding construction of new facilities, one of the consultant’s 
recommendations is to build a new convention centre above the 
Exhibition Station of the Sha Tin to Central Link (SCL).  Existing 
convention and exhibition venues have been prioritizing recurring 
exhibitions over conventions.  The new convention centre recommended 
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to be built can allow the emerging convention industry to realize its 
growth potential and address strong competition from neighbouring cities.  
In addition, the consultant considers that the new convention centre can 
help attract new conventions on professional and financial services 
industries which are more suitably held in a downtown location to Hong 
Kong, and can create operational synergies with the Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC), e.g. facilitating expansion 
of existing homegrown conventions now being held at HKCEC.  The 
consultant also recommends further provision/expansion of convention 
and exhibition space on Lantau Island and/or in other locations, as long as 
the necessary surrounding supporting facilities (e.g. accommodation, 
dining, entertainment and transport) are sufficiently provided. 
 
 
Follow-up Actions by the Government 
 
12.  The Government notes the projected shortfall in convention and 
exhibition space and agrees generally with the broad findings and 
recommendations by the consultant.  In the short to medium term, the 
Government will continue to encourage relevant stakeholders to 
maximize the use of existing convention and exhibition facilities, 
especially during off-peak seasons.  We will continue to encourage the 
Hong Kong Trade Development Council (TDC) and other event 
organizers to adopt where appropriate the “one show, two venues” or 
“two shows, two venues” approach.  There are two successful examples 
in recent years. The first one is the Hong Kong Jewellery and Gem Fair, 
which has been held concurrently at HKCEC and AsiaWorld-Expo 
(AWE) by a private organizer since September 2009.  The second one is 
the Hong Kong International Jewellery Show at HKCEC and the Hong 
Kong International Diamond, Gem and Pearl Show at AWE organized by 
TDC under a “two shows, two venues” approach starting March 2014.   
 
13.  In addition, with the concerted efforts of the Government, venue 
operators and event organizers, minor rescheduling of existing events will 
allow more exhibitions to be held during peak periods.  A good example 
is the Art Basel, which can be staged at HKCEC in March from 2015 to 
2017 through the joint efforts of the venue operator of HKCEC and other 
organizers which used to hold exhibitions at HKCEC in February and 
March.  Moreover, the Meetings and Exhibitions Hong Kong (MEHK) 
under the Hong Kong Tourism Board will continue to promote Hong 
Kong as a premier MICE destination and solicit more new events to be 
staged in Hong Kong, in particular during off-peak seasons. MEHK will 
continue to assist organizers interested in staging conventions and 
exhibitions in Hong Kong to identify suitable convention and exhibition 

The
consultant also recommends further provision/expansion of convention
and exhibition space on Lantau Island and/or in other locations, as long as
the necessary surrounding supporting facilities (e.g. accommodation, 
dining, entertainment and transport) are sufficiently provided.
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venues and provide them with one-stop professional support.   
 
14.  In the medium to long term, the Government will consider ways 
to increase convention and exhibition facilities.  The Exhibition Station 
site, with an area of about 1.65 hectares, has already been rezoned to 
“Comprehensive Development Area”, which is primarily for convention 
and meeting facilities and other commercial related uses.  We will 
consider constructing a new convention centre above the Exhibition 
Station upon the latter’s completion in around 2020.  In this connection, 
we have invited TDC to proceed with planning for this new convention 
centre.  TDC has rich experience in organizing conventions.  
Homegrown conventions organized by TDC have developed into major 
conventions in the region.  TDC’s professional knowledge in organizing 
conventions and its experience in promoting services industry will 
facilitate the planning of the new convention centre. 
 
15.  Moreover, as pointed out by the consultant, expansion of 
convention and exhibition space at AWE could be further considered 
when the necessary surrounding supporting facilities are sufficiently 
provided.  We will keep in view the development of Lantau Island, and 
consider with our joint venture partner the expansion of AWE having 
regard to the business development of AWE as and when appropriate.  
We will continue to pay attention to and consider the possibility of 
developing convention and exhibition facilities at other locations where 
necessary surrounding supporting facilities are sufficiently provided. 
 
 
Advice Sought 
 
16.  The convention and exhibition industries are important to the 
economic development of Hong Kong.  Members are invited to note the 
findings of the consultancy study and advise on the follow-up actions to 
be taken by the Government to further promote the development of the 
industries.   
 
 
 
 
Commerce, Industry and Tourism Branch 
Commerce and Economic Development Bureau 
February 2015 
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1 Introduction  
 

1.1 Background to the Study 
 
1.1.1 The Government adopted the recommendation of the Working Group on Convention and 

Exhibition Industries and Tourism under the Economic Development Commission and 
commissioned a consultancy study in early 2014 to assess the demand for convention and 
exhibition facilities in Hong Kong in the coming 15 years (i.e. 2014 to 2028, both years 
inclusive), taking into account the situation in Hong Kong and the regional and global 
developments of the convention and exhibition industries. 

 
 
1.2 The Project Team 
 
1.2.1 The Government commissioned AMR International Ltd (AMR) to conduct the study with ICF 

GHK as a sub-contractor. 
 

1.2.2 AMR is a leading consultancy to the global events and exhibitions sector.  It has more than 
20 year track record in the industry, working with most of the leading organisers and venues.  
AMR compiles, analyses and publishes the definitive data on the global events and 
exhibitions industry, as well as developing solutions to the major strategic challenges facing 
the sector, and speaking at major industry conferences. 

 
1.2.3 ICF GHK is an international economic, market, financial and policy advisory firm based in 

Hong Kong.  Established in Hong Kong in 1992, the firm has a strong track record of financial 
and economic analysis of Government funded projects, covering all aspects of project 
development from strategic planning to financial appraisal, procurement, institutional 
arrangements and project implementation. 

 
 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of the Study 
 
1.3.1 The objectives of the study are –  

 
 to assess the demand for existing and new convention and exhibition facilities in Hong 

Kong in the coming 15 years; 
 

 if there will be any unmet demand, to recommend measures to meet the future 
demand; and 

 
 to estimate the economic implications to Hong Kong should the proposed measures be 

able to be, or not be able to be implemented in the coming 15 years. 
 
1.3.2 The study comprised three major tasks –  

 
 Task 1: to assess the global and regional developments of the convention industry and 

the exhibition industry respectively in the coming 15 years; 
 

 Task 2: to assess the development of the convention industry and the exhibition 
industry respectively in Hong Kong in the coming 15 years; and 
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 Task 3: to assess the demand for existing and new convention and exhibition facilities in 
Hong Kong in the coming 15 years.  If there will be any unmet demand, to recommend 
measures to meet the future unmet demand; and to estimate the economic 
implications to Hong Kong should the proposed measures be able to be, or not be able 
to be implemented in the coming 15 years. 

 
 

1.4 Overall Methodology 
 
1.4.1 AMR has garnered the views of key stakeholders and market participants, and has 

conducted a review of published data and reports made available –  
 
 AMR has interviewed about 30 stakeholder organisations; interviewees include: local 

and international convention and exhibition organisers (including organisers not 
currently operating in Hong Kong), key venue operators in Hong Kong (AsiaWorld-Expo 
(AWE) and Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)), experts and 
associations in the convention and exhibition industries, as well as other market 
participants including those who have not organised events in Hong Kong before (e.g. 
trade promotion organisations, Government agencies). 
 

 AMR has reviewed a broad range of published industry research, in-house benchmarks 
and data provided by key stakeholders (e.g. venue operators, organisers, the Hong Kong 
Tourism Board, and the Hong Kong Exhibition and Convention Industry Association 
(HKECIA)). 

 
1.4.2 AMR has used the inputs from stakeholder interviews, desk research and in-house data to 

develop a demand model for the assessment of current and future fulfilled and unmet 
demand for convention and exhibition space in Hong Kong. 

 
1.4.3 ICF GHK has developed an economic impact assessment (EIA) model for the convention and 

exhibition industries in Hong Kong from 2014 to 2028.  The EIA estimates the direct, indirect 
and induced impacts in terms of overall value added and employment. 

 
 
1.5 Organisation of this paper 
 
1.5.1 This executive summary summarises key concepts and findings in the study, covering the 

following topics:  
 
1. Introduction to the convention and exhibition industries 
2. Review of the global and regional convention and exhibition industries (Task 1)  
3. Review of the convention and exhibition industries in Hong Kong (Task 2) 
4. Assessment of unmet demand for convention and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong 

(Task 3) 
5. Potential Policy options (Task 3) 
6. Recommendations (Task 3) 
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2 Key Findings 

2.1 Introduction to the Convention and Exhibition Industries   
 
2.1.1 The convention and exhibition industries form part of the wider MICE (meetings, incentive 

travels, conventions and exhibitions) industry.  Conventions and exhibitions consist of a 
variety of events –  
 
 Conventions include congresses (large-scale regular trade gatherings), conferences 

(small scale gatherings aimed at information sharing), confexes (conferences with small 
exhibition attached), and one to one events (premium networking).  
 

 Exhibitions include trade exhibitions (where products/services are displayed for trade 
buyers) and consumer exhibitions (where products/services are displayed for the 
general public).  There are four types of trade exhibitions, namely export, import, 
regional and global exhibitions. 

 
2.1.2 There are a range of participants in the event (i.e. convention and exhibition) industry, 

including event organisers, venue operators, marketers and event attendees –  
 
 Event organisers organise and run events for marketers and attendees.  This includes 

developing the event concept, sales and promotion to potential marketers and 
attendees, operational planning and event execution. 
 

 Venue operators own and manage venues, and take bookings from event organisers. 
 

 Marketers include companies which exhibit products/services at events, and event 
sponsors.  Exhibitors use exhibitions to build and maintain business relationships, 
generate sales opportunities through acquisition of new customers, and to conduct 
sales.  Event sponsors use conventions and exhibitions for brand promotion.  

 
 Attendees refer to convention and exhibition attendees.  Convention attendees mainly 

use conventions for networking and learning.  Exhibition attendees use exhibitions to 
source and evaluate the products and services offered by marketers, networking and 
learning.   

 
2.1.3 Timing and location of events are market driven, based on purchasing cycles, holidays and 

other competing event timing.  Organisers choose where and when to locate an event based 
on attendee and marketer needs.  Events held outside of these market requirements tend to 
suffer.  Outside bodies have limited influence on changing the timing and location of events. 
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2.2 Review of the Global and Regional Convention and Exhibition Industries  
(Task 1) 

 
2.2.1 Size and growth of the global and regional convention and exhibition industries 
 
2.2.1.1 The global convention and exhibition industries are currently worth about US$40 billion (in 

terms of revenue1), which demonstrates the importance of the industries.  The industries 
are large and growing, driven by factors such as international trade and economic growth.  
As the global economy develops, both the global convention and exhibition industries are 
projected to grow at about 3.9% per annum (in terms of revenue1) in the coming 15 years.  
In terms of space sold in square metres (SQM), the growth rate is estimated to be about 
2.7% and 3% per annum for convention industry and exhibition industry respectively from 
2014 to 2028. 

 
2.2.1.2 The growth of emerging markets will be faster than that of the mature markets, having 

regard to the stronger economic growth.  The convention and exhibition industries in the 
Asia Pacific (APAC) region are currently worth about US$9 billion (in terms of revenue1), i.e. 
about 20% of the global convention and exhibition industries.  The convention industry and 
exhibition industry are expected to grow faster in the APAC region at about 5.2% and 5.4% 
per annum (in terms of revenue1) respectively in the coming 15 years.  In terms of space 
sold in SQM, the growth rate is estimated to be about 3.7% and 4% per annum for 
convention industry and exhibition industry respectively.  The growth rate in APAC is 
stronger than the global average, driven by the development of regional industries and 
consumer markets, and facilitated by venue expansion in the region. 

 
 
2.2.2 Event industry developments 
 
2.2.2.1 The event industry is subject to a number of long term trends (i.e. changes in the event 

industry), including but not limited to the emergence of digital communications and 
technology as a competitor, more pressure on return on investment and the need to justify 
time spent in attending events.   

 
2.2.2.2 These trends have a significant impact on existing event models in the mature Western 

markets.  In general, the result is the emergence of more specialised and shorter events, 
the increasing importance of facilitating networking opportunities, and a shift away from 
growth in exhibition stand space towards non-stand revenue (e.g. sponsorship for banners, 
workshops, etc.).  Venue demand will continue to grow, but at a slightly lower rate.    

 
2.2.2.3 APAC market is less mature, and growth in exhibition stand space is still relatively 

important.  The above changes in event models will likely have an impact on the APAC 
market in about five to ten years when the APAC market (including Hong Kong) reaches the 
maturity of the Western markets. 

 
2.2.2.4 Event venues are also changing, with more flexible arrangements of meeting, convention 

and exhibition space being developed, and technology enablement within venues 
becoming a priority. 

 
 
 
 
 

1 Including revenue for space sold and other revenues, e.g. from sponsorship. 
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2.2.2.5 To address the increasing need for networking, there is a preference for downtown 
locations, which tend to offer hospitality, key attractions and entertainment, and are in 
close proximity to most businesses.   A non-downtown location can be a viable alternative, 
provided that surrounding requirements are sufficiently met, and efficient transport 
infrastructure to business centre is established.  

 
 

2.3 Review of the Convention and Exhibition Industries in Hong Kong (Task 2) 
 

2.3.1 Characteristics of the Hong Kong convention and exhibition industries 
 

2.3.1.1 The Hong Kong convention and exhibition industries are currently estimated to worth 
about US$0.5 billion (in terms of revenue1), which is about 1% of the global convention and 
exhibition industries.  The majority of the convention and exhibition industries in Hong 
Kong is centred around exhibitions (93% of the convention and exhibition industries in 
terms of revenue1). 

 
2.3.1.2 The Hong Kong convention industry (in terms of total number of attendees) grew at about 

21% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between 2009 and 2011, but the growth has 
been flattening since then.  However, in terms of number of conventions, the convention 
industry grew at about 2% CAGR between 2011 and 2013. This follows the general industry 
trend towards higher number of specialised, small and medium sized conventions. Being 
well known for its strengths in financial and professional services in the region, Hong Kong 
is an attractive destination for international medical and finance conventions.  Homegrown 
conventions2 have been emerging in Hong Kong in recent years, and are in general more 
attractive as they create greater certainty over future event schedules owing to their 
recurring nature, as compared to one-off international association events.   

 
2.3.1.3 Hong Kong also has a strong and mature exhibition industry.  The Hong Kong exhibition 

industry (in terms of space sold in SQM) has been growing at 2% CAGR since 2010.  The 
majority of exhibitions in Hong Kong are currently business-to-retail (B2R) export trade 
exhibitions.  Hong Kong will remain an attractive destination for these exhibitions due to its 
strategic location, free capital flow, efficient customs and rule of law, etc..   

 
2.3.1.4 However, the growth of the convention and exhibition industries was constrained by the 

tight supply of convention and exhibition facilities in recent years especially during major 
purchasing seasons. 
 

 
2.3.2 Projected growth of the Hong Kong convention and exhibition industries 
 
2.3.2.1 AMR has projected the growth for Hong Kong convention and exhibition industries in the 

coming 15 years taking into account historical growth figures in Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) forecast, and the historic regression between GDP and the 
event industry for the Asian market.  A series of further adjustments are then made based 
on research on the outlook of underlying markets and structural change of concerned 
industries, natural growth of the events in terms of rental space required, Hong Kong’s 
competitive positioning and the changes of the event industry in Hong Kong. 

 
 
2  Homegrown conventions refer to conventions owned and organised by local organisers, attracting both local and 

international attendees. 
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2.3.2.2 As pointed out in paragraph 2.3.1.2, the growth of the Hong Kong convention industry has 
been slower than the average growth of APAC region (in terms of space sold in SQM) in 
recent years mainly due to capacity constraint and strong competition from neighbouring 
cities. 
 

2.3.2.3 Taking into account GDP and other adjustment factors as set out in paragraph 2.3.2.1, AMR 
projects that the Hong Kong convention industry will grow at about 2.2% per annum (in 
terms of space sold in SQM) in the coming 15 years (i.e. 2014 to 2028).  The projected 
growth is at a slower pace than the average projected growth for the APAC region of 3.7% 
per annum (in terms of space sold in SQM) mainly due to venue capacity constraints and 
strong competition from neighbouring cities.   
 

2.3.2.4 Provision of additional convention space in Hong Kong will likely induce further demand 
and generate additional growth.  Other measures to further develop the convention 
industry and maximise venue utilisation during off-peak seasons will also generate 
additional growth.  While it is not possible to quantify the additional growth thus 
generated at this point of time, it is estimated that the growth of the Hong Kong 
convention industry will at least reach the average projected growth for the APAC region.  
 

2.3.2.5 As pointed out in paragraph 2.3.1.3, the Hong Kong exhibition industry (in terms of space 
sold in SQM) has been growing at 2% CAGR since 2010.  The growth rate in Hong Kong is 
slower than the average growth of APAC region (in terms of space sold in SQM) mainly due 
to capacity constraint.  
 

2.3.2.6 Taking into account GDP and other adjustment factors as set out in paragraph 2.3.2.1, AMR 
projects that the Hong Kong exhibition industry will grow at 4% per annum (in terms of 
space sold in SQM) in the coming 15 years.  The projected growth is the same as the 
average projected growth for the APAC region owing to Hong Kong’s strong existing 
exhibition industry and industry demand for exhibition space.   
 

2.3.2.7 Provision of additional exhibition space in Hong Kong will likely induce further demand and 
generate additional growth.  While it is not possible to quantify the additional growth thus 
generated at this point of time, it is estimated that the growth of the Hong Kong exhibition 
industry will exceed 4% per annum (in terms of space sold in SQM). 
 

 
2.3.3 Competition faced by Hong Kong and major challenges ahead 

 
2.3.3.1 Despite the high and growing venue capacity across Asia and South East China, Hong Kong 

only competes directly with a subset of these cities for events.   
 
2.3.3.2 For conventions, Hong Kong mainly competes with large Asian cities with similar 

international background, such as Shanghai, Beijing, Macao, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, 
Bangkok and Jakarta.  For conventions with greater Mainland Chinese participation, 
Mainland cities are the main competitors, while for conventions focused on wider Asia 
delegates, South East Asian cities are the main competitors.  

 
2.3.3.3 For exhibitions, Hong Kong mainly competes with cities targeting at the Mainland market.  

The main competitors are Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Macao (direct competitors for B2R 
export exhibitions in consumer goods), and to a lesser extent Shanghai and Beijing (less 
focus on B2R export exhibitions, mainly shows for Mainland Chinese buyers).  
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2.3.3.4 Hong Kong currently has a strong competitive position, but its advantages will likely be 
diluted in the coming years as competing cities are improving their infrastructure, 
transportation links and business environment, and are developing more MICE friendly 
policies.  Countries like Singapore and Thailand are implementing various measures to 
attract event organisers, such as offering incentives and subsidies.  While venue and city 
costs may not be the major concern, the growth of the convention and exhibition 
industries in Hong Kong is hampered by the lack of venue capacity especially during peak 
seasons of the year.  To maintain its competitive position and to capture its share of the 
growing convention and exhibition industries, Hong Kong will need to increase its venue 
capacity. 

 
 
2.3.4 Current supply of major convention and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong 
 
2.3.4.1 There are currently two major dedicated convention and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong, 

namely HKCEC and AWE, as well as other smaller and non-dedicated venues.  For the 
purpose of this study, AMR will concentrate on HKCEC and AWE –  
  
 HKCEC is a dedicated convention and exhibition venue in Wan Chai.  It offers about 

91 500 SQM of rentable area, including about 66 000 SQM of purposely-built exhibition 
facilities3. 
 

 AWE is a dedicated convention and exhibition venue on Lantau Island.  It offers more 
than 70 000 SQM of exhibition and convention space3.  
 

2.3.4.2 Other venues such as Kowloonbay International Trade & Exhibition Centre, high end hotels 
in the downtown or the Kai Tak cruise terminal can also host convention and exhibition 
events.  However, these are rather niche, less frequent and smaller in size. 

 
2.3.4.3 Occupancy or utilisation rates represent the share of space used for an event (including 

move-in, event period and dismantling) out of total space available at a convention and 
exhibition centre.  100% occupancy is not realistically achievable, due to a number of 
reasons –  

 
 conventions and exhibitions tend to be seasonal, with the peak periods of year in Spring 

and Autumn; 
 

 there are usually no trade/professional events in key holiday seasons such as 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Chinese New Year and summer holidays due to lack of 
attendance; 

 
 the timing of events usually relates to the global events calendar for the particular 

industry and links to purchasing/product development cycles; and 
 

 venue scheduling may not allow full utilisation at any one period of time, e.g. if an event 
is taking 70% of one hall, it is typically not possible to accommodate another event in 
the remaining space. 

 

 
3  For the purpose of this study, only dedicated exhibition area, convention space and foyer are taken into account 

when assessing the unmet demand.  Carpark (adjustable for exhibition purpose at HKCEC) and meeting rooms are 
not included. 
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2.3.4.4 Overall, a convention and exhibition venue with 60% average annual occupancy rate is 
usually considered as highly utilised according to local and international industry sources, 
including the International Association of Convention Centres.  Generally, maximum 
monthly occupancy in peak months (e.g. April and October) is about 80%, whereas 
maximum monthly occupancy in off-peak seasons (e.g. summer and winter holidays) is 
around 30%.  

 
2.3.4.5 In 2013, HKCEC’s purposely-built exhibition facilities reached saturation on 65 days4, while 

AWE reached saturation on 27 days4.  Utilisation of HKCEC and AWE varies throughout the 
year, with significantly high utilisation rates in March, April, September and October of 
50% to 90%.  
 

2.3.4.6 HKCEC turned down 39 applications for renting venues for conventions or exhibitions due 
to shortage of space, while AWE turned down 17 such applications in 2013.  Eight 
exhibitions5 are currently operating at full capacity, with waiting lists for new exhibitors 
and demand from existing exhibitors to expand stand size.  According to the feedback from 
interviewing non-Hong Kong organisers, lack of venue space prevented their consideration 
of Hong Kong as a venue for hosting an event.  If space was made available, these events 
would likely seek to move to Hong Kong. 

 
 
2.4 Assessment of Unmet Demand for Convention and Exhibition Facilities in 

Hong Kong (Task 3) 
 
2.4.1 Summary of methodologies 
 
2.4.1.1 To quantify the level of unmet demand, AMR gathered information from key stakeholders 

on unmet demand for existing events and new events turned away by existing major venue 
operators in the format of net/gross SQM for exhibitions and number of attendees for 
conventions.  As for induced demand, it is estimated to be equal to the unmet demand for 
new events turned away by existing venue operators based on interviews with non-Hong 
Kong organisers.  

 
2.4.1.2 The average unmet demand per day in a month is forecasted by –  

 
 converting the information from key stakeholders on the number of attendees for 

convention to SQM per day6; 
 

 multiplying the unmet gross SQM by the number of days that the venue is booked for 
the event (including move-in, event period and dismantling), and repeating the process 
for all events for a particular month to derive the accumulative unmet SQM per month; 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4  Including move-in, event period and dismantling. 
5  They are Hong Kong Trade Development Council (TDC)’s Jewellery Show; UBM’s Jewellery Show; Global Sources’ China 

Sourcing Fair: Electronics Spring and Autumn; TDC’s concurrently held Toys & Games, Baby Products, Stationery and 
Licensing Show; TDC’s Gifts & Premium Fair; TDC’s Electronics Fair; TDC’s Lighting Fair and UBM’s Cosmoprof Asia. 

6  Based on AMR’s expertise and a commonly adopted ratio of an average 3 SQM per delegate. 
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 applying the growth rate assumption of 4% per annum for exhibition7 and 2.2% per 
annum for convention7 (as detailed in section 2.3.2 above) in the coming 15 years to 
forecast the unmet demand to 2028; and 

 
 dividing the accumulative unmet demand per month by the number of days in that 

particular month to estimate the average unmet demand per day. 
 
2.4.1.3 The average unmet demand per day in the month(s) with the highest unmet demand 

under the Base Case Scenario is used to define the additional capacity required.  
 
2.4.1.4 Different scenarios of GDP forecast are also applied to estimate the unmet demand under 

High Case and Low Case Scenarios, as set out in the table below. The year-on-year growth 
rate in Low Case is assumed to be 20% lower than the Base Case, whereas the High Case is 
20% higher than the Base Case. 

 
GDP forecast 2014-2018 2019-2023 2024-2028 
Low Case 2.3% 2.2% 1.8% 
Base Case 2.9% 2.7% 2.2% 
High Case 3.5% 3.3% 2.7% 

 
 
2.4.2 Unmet demand for convention and exhibition facilities in Hong Kong 

 
2.4.2.1 AMR estimates that the average unmet demand per day at peak months in Hong Kong in 

the short, medium and long terms (i.e. in 2018, 2023 and 2028) under the Base Case 
Scenario would be as follows –  

 

Segment 
Average unmet demand per day in the months with the 

highest unmet demand (in SQM)8 
2018 2023 2028 

Convention 8 700 9 900 11 300 

Exhibition 47 000 74 500 121 200 

Total 55 700 84 400 132 500 
 

 
2.4.2.2 March/April/May and September/October are months with significant unmet demand. 

Other months have lower unmet demand. 
 

2.4.2.3 Forecasting to 2028, based on the assumption of no added capacity, AMR estimates that 
under the Base Case Scenario, about 132 500 SQM of convention and exhibition space will 
be required to capture all unmet demand at peak months in Hong Kong.  The 
corresponding space needed under the High Case Scenario and Low Case Scenario is 
estimated to be 146 300 SQM and 118 800 SQM respectively. 

 
7  The overall growth rate per annum for exhibition in terms of space sold in SQM from 2014-2028 is assumed to be 4%.  

Breaking down into five-year period, the growth rates per annum in terms of space sold in SQM for 2014-2018, 2019-
2023 and 2024-2028 are assumed to be 4.2%, 4% and 3.9% respectively.  For convention, the overall growth rate per 
annum in terms of space sold in SQM from 2014-2028 is assumed to be 2.2%.  Breaking down into five-year period, the 
growth rates per annum in terms of space sold in SQM for 2014-2018, 2019-2023 and 2024-2028 are assumed to be 
2.3%, 2.6% and 1.8% respectively. 

8  Average unmet demand per day is calculated from total monthly accumulative unmet demand in the month with the 
highest unmet demand (October for Lantau Island and September for downtown) for conventions and exhibitions 
divided by number of days in that month. 
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2.5 Potential Policy Options (Task 3) 
 

2.5.1 Potential policy options developed through discussions with stakeholders 
 

2.5.1.1 AMR has identified two categories of potential policy options through discussions with 
stakeholders.  They are potential options for further developing the industries and 
maximising venue utilisation especially during off-peak seasons in the short to medium 
term; and options for increasing capacity in the medium to long term.  The full list of 
potential policy options examined in this study is set out below though not all of them are 
feasible. 

 

2.5.1.2 Some of the short to medium term measures are being implemented by stakeholders to 
further develop the industries and maximise venue utilisation.  With more concerted 
efforts, these measures can be further implemented with greater impacts.  Venue 
provision/expansion takes time to realise, and hence could only be achieved in the 
medium to long term.   

Timing  Conventions Conventions and Exhibitions Exhibitions 

Options for 
further 
developing 
the industries 
and 
maximising 
utilisation of 
existing space 
in the short 
to medium 
term  
(to be 
considered/ 
implemented/ 
achieved in 
the coming 
ten years)  
 

(1) Proactive targeting of 
conventions to maximise 
utilisation especially 
during off-peak seasons 

(3) Creating environment to  
foster new event launches  

(6) Proactive targeting of new 
exhibitions at non-peak periods 
to maximise venue utilisation 

(2) Encouraging hotels to 
host more events  

(4) Creating industry “theme 
weeks”  

(8) Promoting “one show, two 
venues” or “two shows, two 
venues” concepts 

 (5) Shifting existing events to 
non-peak times of the year 
where appropriate 

(9) Encouraging “one show, 
two dates” 

 (7) Development of supporting 
facilities to the event industry, 
e.g. to improve the transport 
infrastructure and build more 
hotels especially on Lantau Island 

(10) Moving large shows from 
HKCEC to AWE where 
appropriate 

  (11) Reposition HKCEC and 
AWE venues 

Options for 
Increasing 
venue 
capacity in 
the medium 
to long term 
(to be 
considered/ 
implemented/ 
achieved in 
the coming 
fifteen years)  

(12) Provision of dedicated 
convention space at Exhibition 
Station topside9 

(13) Provision of convention and 
exhibition space at other location(s)  

 

 (14) Expansion of convention and 
exhibition space at AWE 

 

 

(15) Provision of convention and 
exhibition space at Exhibition 
Station topside9, subject to more 
detailed studies on technical 
feasibility and traffic impact 

 

 
 
9 Some stakeholders proposed provision of dedicated convention space at Exhibition Station topside and some proposed 

provision of convention and exhibition space at Exhibition Station topside.  These options are mutually exclusive. 
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2.5.2 Methodology for assessing potential policy options 
 

2.5.2.1 AMR assessed the potential policy options in collaboration with stakeholders, by assessing 
their qualitative and quantitative impact in the timeframe –  

 
 AMR assessed the potential policy options based on four main factors: ability to capture 

unmet demand, ability to implement, ability for Government to intervene, and key risks 
and constraints, in order to determine the relative overall qualitative attractiveness of 
each option. 
 

 Subsequently, a quantitative EIA was conducted to estimate the total economic benefit 
foregone if no targeted measures are implemented by the Government and the 
economic benefit captured by the implementation of the policy options.  The EIA is 
based on inputs derived from the unmet demand model as well as additional industry 
information on expenditure and other assumptions as set out in paragraph 2.5.4.2 
below. 

 
 All 15 potential policy options are benchmarked against each other to determine the 

recommended measures. 
 
 
2.5.3 Assessment of potential policy options 

 
Options for further developing the industries and maximising venue utilisation especially during 
off-peak seasons in the short to medium term 
 
2.5.3.1 Creating environment to foster new event launches (3) and proactively targeting 

conventions (1) and new exhibitions (6) to be held especially during off-peak seasons are 
most attractive options to further develop the industries and maximise venue utilisation in 
the short term.  These options are most feasible in terms of implementation and ability of 
the Government to participate with very low overall risks and constraints.  For conventions, 
Hong Kong should target the growing segments of small and medium-sized international 
conventions, and should support launches of homegrown conventions.  For exhibitions, 
Hong Kong should target new consumer goods exhibitions, as well as niche exhibitions in 
industries such as art, lifestyle, food, logistics, etc. to diversify its exhibition business.  
These niche exhibitions are less tied to the general purchasing cycles and may take place in 
off-peak periods.  Minor rescheduling of existing events to other dates of the year could be 
done with the concerted efforts of the Government, venue operators and event organisers, 
in order to support new event launches with the provision of desired dates. 

 
2.5.3.2 Creating industry “theme weeks” (4) refers to the launching of a variety of events under 

the same theme in the same period.  It will help strengthen Hong Kong’s image as a MICE 
hub for certain industries and will help maximise utilisation across venues in off-peak 
months.  

 
2.5.3.3 The development of supporting facilities (e.g. hotels and transport) especially on Lantau 

Island (7) will help improve the attractiveness of Hong Kong as a MICE destination.  
 
2.5.3.4 The “one show, two venues” or “two shows, two venues” concepts (8) are theoretically 

beneficial, but are applicable only to a few exhibitions. 
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2.5.3.5 The remaining options are less attractive –  
 

 Encouraging “one show, two dates” (9): It is a business decision for organisers to 
consider whether to split existing exhibitions across two periods of time.  Breaking up 
existing exhibitions may risk damaging the exhibitions. 
 

 Shifting existing events to non-peak times of the year where appropriate (5): Changing 
event timing is a significant risk to organisers, and may impact event attendance and 
value. 

 
 Moving large events from HKCEC to AWE where appropriate (10): This option will 

unlikely address unmet demand at peak seasons as both venues are highly utilised.  
Without theme protection, the risk for organisers to move events to AWE is also high as 
it is likely that a competitor may launch an event with the same theme at HKCEC to 
attract attendees. 

 
 Reposition HKCEC and AWE venues (11): Event organisers are primary decision makers 

for the choice of location and venue.  In order for the two venues to develop separate 
positioning, some events may need to shift to the other venue which will be difficult.  
This option is unlikely to address unmet demand at peak seasons as both venues are 
highly utilised. 

 
 Encouraging hotels to host more events (2): Hotels are usually highly occupied in peak 

months, and can only host smaller events due to capacity constraint.  Hotel rental is 
considered too expensive for some cost-conscious organisers.  It is also difficult for the 
Government to influence the decisions of privately run hotels. 

 
Options for increasing capacity in the medium to long term 
 
2.5.3.6 Building a dedicated convention centre at Exhibition Station topside (12) is the most 

attractive medium term option to increase capacity.  The Hong Kong convention industry 
had grown fast between 2009 and 2011, but the growth has been flattening since 2011 
mainly due to capacity constraint.  There is currently no dedicated convention centre in 
Hong Kong, and existing venues have been prioritising recurring exhibitions over 
conventions.  A dedicated convention centre is needed to allow the emerging convention 
sector to realise its high growth potential and to address strong competition from 
neighbouring cities.  Apart from attracting new conventions on professional and financial 
services, which are more suitably held in the downtown location, the dedicated convention 
centre will also create operational synergies with the HKCEC, e.g. facilitating expansion of 
existing homegrown conventions now being held at the HKCEC, as well as relocating some 
conventions as appropriate to the new dedicated centre, hence allowing more space for 
expansion of other events currently held at the HKCEC. 

 
2.5.3.7 Provision of more convention and exhibition facilities at other location(s) (13) (e.g. an 

integrated development of hotels and convention and exhibition facilities in the Kai Tak 
area), subject to land availability and funding, should also be explored in the long run, as 
long as necessary surrounding supporting facilities are sufficiently provided. 

 
2.5.3.8 Expansion of convention and exhibition space at AWE (14) should be considered as a 

medium to long term option to address unmet demand.  The success of this option will be 
dependent upon the development of supporting facilities on Lantau Island (e.g. 
accommodation, dining, entertainment and transport) in the short to medium term. 
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2.5.3.9 Provision of convention and exhibition space at Exhibition Station topside (15) has a lot of 
uncertainties and is mutually exclusive with the development of dedicated convention 
centre at Exhibition Station topside (12), as set out in paragraph 2.5.3.6 above.  It is subject 
to more detailed studies on technical feasibility and traffic impact, and approval by the 
Town Planning Board.  The Exhibition Station site is currently zoned as Comprehensive 
Development Area, which is primarily for convention and meeting facilities and other 
commercial related uses. 

 
 

2.5.4 Economic Impact Assessment 
 

Methodology 
 
2.5.4.1 The focus of the EIA is to assess the total economic benefit foregone from the total unmet 

demand, and estimate the economic benefit captured by the implementation of each 
policy option. 

 

2.5.4.2 The EIA comprises two phases –  
 

 In the first phase, the annual unmet demand that will be present with no dedicated 
measures, and the annual unmet demand addressed if recommended policy options are 
to be implemented are estimated first.  Based on market knowledge, the annual unmet 
demand estimates are converted into annual event and participant figures, which are 
used as inputs for the second phase of EIA.  
 

 In the second phase, the economic impact in terms of value added and employment 
figures arising from the event and participant figures are estimated.  Based on 
information from stakeholders and market knowledge, expenditure figures are 
estimated for each event and participant, disaggregated by event type (conventions and 
exhibitions), participant type (exhibitors, visitors, etc.) and participant location of origin 
(i.e. Hong Kong, Mainland, regional or international).  ICF GHK then calculated the direct 
expenditure impact10 with the event, participant and expenditure figures.  The direct 
expenditure impact is further used to calculate the indirect expenditure11 and induced 
expenditure12 impact, as well as value added13 and associated employment estimates14. 

 
2.5.4.3 As a sensitivity test, Low, Base and High Cases for demand are generated from the demand 

model.  The range of impacts in EIA is driven by the range of GDP assumptions, as set out in 
paragraph 2.4.1.4 above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10  Direct expenditure refers to the “front-line” expenditure of participants of the convention and exhibition industries, 
namely exhibitors and visitors/delegates, on convention and exhibition events, as well as associated goods and services 
(e.g. transport and hospitality). 

11  Indirect expenditure refers to the upstream supply chain expenditures associated with direct expenditure (e.g. security 
company’s spending on security equipment).  The indirect effect multiplier is 0.6, i.e. direct expenditure  x  0.6 = 
indirect expenditure. 

12  As for induced expenditure, those employed in direct and indirect jobs earn income, some of which is spent on goods 
and services.  The resulting demand for goods and services is the induced expenditure.  The induced effect multiplier is 
0.25, i.e. (direct expenditure + indirect expenditure) x 0.25 = induced expenditure. 

13  Value added is the value of goods and services produced, less the value of goods and services used up in the course of 
production.  Value added as percentage of expenditure is 0.3, e.g. direct expenditure x 0.3 = direct value added. 

14  This refers to employments associated with convention and exhibition and related industries, instead of extra jobs 
added to the Hong Kong economy as a whole.   
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Findings 
 
2.5.4.4 If no dedicated measures are taken to address the unmet demand, it is estimated that 

under the Base Case Scenario, the impact in terms of direct expenditure will be about 
HK$98 billion (present value (PV) in 2013 prices) for the period 2014 to 2028.  The 
cumulative economic benefits hence foregone in the same period in terms of overall value 
added and related employment will be about HK$59 billion (PV in 2013 prices) and 185 800 
full time job-years15 respectively.   

  Direct Indirect Induced Total 
 effect effect effect effect 

Expenditure         
(HKD$ Mn, PV in 2013 prices)         
Convention 18,280 10,968 7,312 n/a 
Exhibition   79,339 47,603 31,736 n/a 
Total 97,619 58,571 39,048 n/a16 
Value added         
(HKD$ Mn, PV in 2013 prices)         
Convention 5,484 3,290 2,194 10,968 
Exhibition 23,802 14,281 9,521 47,603 
Total 29,286 17,571 11,714 58,571 
Employment         
(FTE-years)         
Convention 16 745 10 047 6 698 33 490 
Exhibition 76 155 45 693 30 462 152 310 
Total 92 900 55 740 37 160 185 800 

 

2.5.4.5 It is estimated that under the High Case Scenario, the cumulative economic benefits 
foregone for the period 2014 to 2028 in terms of overall value added and related 
employment will be about HK$63 billion (PV in 2013 prices) and 200 400 full time job-years 
respectively, the corresponding estimates under the Low Case Scenario will be about 
HK$55 billion (PV in 2013 prices) and 172 200 full time job-years. 

 
2.5.4.6 Among all potential policy options set out in section 2.5.1 above, proposed 

provision/expansion of convention and/or exhibition space at Exhibition Station topside, 
AWE or at other location(s) are expected to address higher share of unmet demand, and 
may help achieve higher economic benefits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 A job-year is equivalent to one person employed full time for one year.  Usually this term is expressed as “full time 

equivalent (FTE) years in employment”. 
16  The indirect expenditure contains multiple-counting of the expenditure impacts across the primary and intermediate 

stages of the production of final goods or services, and are subsumed under and/or associated with the direct 
expenditure on these final goods or services.  As such, direct, indirect and induced expenditure are not summed.   
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2.6 Recommendations (Task 3) 
 
2.6.1.1 AMR notes that some measures in paragraph 2.5.3 above are being implemented by the 

Government and different stakeholders with positive results.  With more concerted efforts, 
these measures can be further implemented with greater impacts in the short to medium 
term.  The Government is recommended to create environment to foster new event 
launches and proactively target conventions and new exhibitions to be held especially 
during off-peak seasons in the coming years to maximise venue utilisation and to diversify 
the business.  Besides, supporting facilities (e.g. hotels and transport) should also be 
developed especially on Lantau Island to help improve the attractiveness of Hong Kong as a 
MICE destination.   
 

2.6.1.2 A dedicated convention centre is also recommended to be built above the Exhibition 
Station in Wan Chai North in the medium term to allow the emerging convention sector to 
realise its high growth potential and to address strong competition from neighbouring 
cities.  The dedicated convention centre will create operational synergies with the HKCEC.   
 

2.6.1.3 In the longer run, the Government should explore further provision/expansion of 
convention and exhibition space on Lantau Island and/or in other locations (e.g. an 
integrated development of hotels and convention and exhibition facilities in Kai Tak area), 
as long as the necessary surrounding supporting facilities (e.g. accommodation, dining, 
entertainment and transport) are sufficiently provided.   

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



APPENDIX Y
Schedule of Accommodation for the proposed Conference Centre






